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Abstract—We have developed a technique referred to as SIPPA
– Secure Information Processing with Privacy Assurance – for
biometric data reconstruction. SIPPA enables a client/server
model with the following two properties: (1) the client party can
compare the similarity between his/her sample data with the
source data on the server side --- without each party revealing
his/her data to another, nor to a third party. If the sample data
is “sufficiently similar” to the source data, the client can
reconstruct the source data by using only the sample data and
some helper data with negligible overhead provided by the
server. In other words, the source data can be reconstructed
without the server ever consuming the communication
bandwidth to transmit the source data to the client party. This
paper investigates the potential application of SIPPA to the
reconstruction of biometric data, and more specifically,
biometric face images represented in terms of linearized vectors.

P

I. INTRODUCTION

rivacy preserving data mining aims at discovering hidden
useful information from data without exposing data that
are deemed private. In this research we explore the
possibility of a new technique SIPPA useful for hypothesisdriven privacy preserving data mining. Suppose we have a
database of images revealing different chemical structures
with embedded text captions, we want to verify the name of
the chemical structure shown in a biochemistry image on
hand. The traditional query and retrieval protocol is to use the
image on hand as a key to retrieve the best matching image
and the embedded text caption. In this case, the image on
hand, even if it is deemed private, would have to be presented
to the database retrieval engine, and then the database will
return the image with the best matching score.
In SIPPA, the image on hand is not presented to the
database, nor is the database sharing the images with the
inquirer. Instead, some helper data with negligible overhead
would be used for reconstructing the matching image with its
quality proportional to the similarity of the two images.
Although SIPPA is not restricted to reconstructing private
data of a particular format or particular modalities, in this
paper we focus on the proof of concept of SIPPA for
reconstructing digital images with personal biometrics.
During the communication of the digital images with
personal biometrics, privacy safeguard is paramount for
practical applications of biometric data. In the United States,
privacy and security preservation is explicitly required by the
law under HIPPA [1] in the health care industry when
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transmitting medical and health information. Let’s consider
the following hypothetical scenario:
There is a face image database of individuals with
different frontal and side views. We would like to
retrieve the face images of individuals with a specific
view similar to the one on hand.
Similar to the image database of chemical structures
described before, the retrieval and review process is
comprised of two steps. First, an image is retrieved from the
database. Then the image on hand is compared against the
retrieved image. If there is a match, then further information
about the retrieved image is extracted. The problem of this
process is the inevitable privacy leak. When the retrieved
image does not match the image on hand, the private identity
information associated with the image is unnecessarily
leaked. If the images to be retrieved are from a remote
database, then there is a tremendous overhead on transmitting
the image data over the communication network that entails
no tangible benefits. Furthermore, such a transmission is
subject to the security risk due to the threat of possible
network packet sniffing. In this research, we will focus on
issues that can be formulated as below:
There are two parties P1(Client) and P2 (Server). Party P1
and P2 have private data D1 and D2. Without the presence of
a trusted third party, P1 and P2 would like to know whether
D1 and D2 are sufficiently similar. And if so, P1 could derive
D2 under the following two conditions:
1. P1 and P2 have to first find out whether D1 and D2 are
sufficiently similar without any party sharing their private
data to the another party.
2. If D1 and D2 are sufficiently similar, P1 can derive D2
without P2 ever sending D2. The only data that P2 will send
to P1 is some helper data with negligible overhead.
SIPPA – Secure Information Processing with Privacy
Assurance, is developed to achieve the comparison and
retrieval tasks just mentioned. SIPPA is a kind of secure
computation [2] grounded on privacy homomorphism [3].
The basic idea behind SIPPA is to model data (D1/D2) as a
linearized vector, and to transform the vector into a
symmetric matrix. To compare the two data sets, we take
advantage of the approximately consistent relationship
between the norm deviation of the data and the norm
deviation of the corresponding eigenvalues/eigenvectors.
For privacy protection, neither party will share data, the
corresponding matrix and the eigenvalues/eigenvectors with
the other party. Instead, P1 and P2 will engage in a two-party
secure computation for solving an algebraic system of linear
equations. These linear equations define the constraint
relationship between a separator boundary and the
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eigenvectors of the two parties; whereas the solution to the
algebraic system reveals the information needed to derive the
lower bound distance of the norm deviation of the
eigenvectors. If the lower bound deems acceptable, the
eigenvalue and some scalar value would be sent by the server
(P2) to the client (P1) as the helper data. Based on the helper
data and D1, P1 can derive the norm deviation between the
eigenvectors of P1 and P2 under the assumption of
equi-distance. Subsequently, P1 can derive a sufficiently
good approximation of D2. In this paper, we report the
preliminary study on the application of SIPPA to face
biometrics, and specifically, on face biometrics captured and
stored in common digital image formats such as JPEG, PPM,
and PGM [4].
In the next section we will first survey the current research
on secure computation, as well as its application as a lossless
approach to protecting the privacy of personal biometrics. In
section III the concept of privacy homomorphism is
introduced. In section IV the theoretical formulation and the
mathematical properties of SIPPA will be presented and
illustrated graphically. The algorithmic steps of SIPPA are
then shown in section V. The experimental studies and the
results will be reported in section VI, followed by the
conclusion in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The privacy of personal biometrics is generally protected
by means of two approaches; namely, lossy data processing
and lossless data processing. In security surveillance,
protecting privacy through lossy approach is not uncommon.
Preserving privacy through the lossy approach is achieved by
protecting the private content typically by means of
perturbation, randomization or masking of the original data to
the extent that it could still be useful for the security purposes
[5][6].
Many face de-identification techniques for privacy
protection are based on lossy approach [5][6]. The basic idea
is to conduct lossy anonymization to mask away granular
biometric face information not essential to its end goal on
security identification or surveillance. For example, Newton
et al. [5] proposed a k-Same model based on the k-anonymity
framework. The k-Same model takes the average of k face
images in a face set and replaces these images with the
average image; therefore, each face image presented to a face
recognition/comparison system cannot be distinguished from
at least k-1 faces in the gallery. In general, information
leakage could be a significant risk when k is small and/or
known unique aspect of an individual is not sufficiently
anonymized. In other words, the degree of privacy protection
based on lossy anonymization is data dependent and may not
be extendable from one application to another that have
different privacy requirements.
In this research we argue that lossless approach is
necessary for certain biometric applications; e.g., medical
biometrics. While protecting privacy is paramount, protecting
privacy through lossy approach in medical biometrics could
be unacceptable. It is because the original content of the
personal biometrics may be crucial in certain applications
such as medical diagnosis based on face biometrics; e.g.,

facial color could provide important clues for diagnosis in
traditional Chinese medicine. For this reason, we will
concentrate our investigation on lossless approach that
guarantees private computation for deriving personal
biometric information based on the original data.
An approach towards lossless privacy protection is Secure
Computation
(SMC).
SMC
protects
Multi-party
computational privacy while preserving content [7]. In other
words, the original image content on personal biometrics can
be retrieved and used in some secure computation scheme for
deriving event information of interest, but the scope for face
biometrics is limited to what is allowed by the private
computational mechanism of the process.
Generally speaking, SMC deals with the problem in which
multiple parties with private inputs would like to compute
jointly some function of their inputs, but no party wishes to
reveal its private input to other participants. For example, a
physician (party P1) wants to compare an image of a patient
containing personal biometrics (e.g., face) with the image of
another patient stored in a hospital database. The data
custodian (e.g., party P2 who is the database administrator) in
the hospital and the physician (party P1) may participate in a
SMC protocol to jointly compute the output of a matching
function that compares the personal biometrics revealed in
the images. The multi-party computation problem was first
introduced by Yao [2] and extended by Goldreich et al. [8],
and by many others.
Goldreich [8] pointed out that solutions to specific
problems should be developed and customized for efficiency
reasons. Du and Atallah [9, 10] presented a series of specific
solutions to specific problems; e.g., privacy-preserving
cooperative scientific computations, privacy-preserving
database query, and privacy-preserving geometric
computation. In their Privacy-Preserving Cooperative
Scientific Computations (PPCSC) [9], they proposed a
protocol between two parties to solve the problem (A1+A2)x
= b1 +b2, where matrix A1 and vector b1 belong to party P1,
matrix A2 and vector b2 belong to party P2. At the end of the
protocol, both parties know the solution x while nobody
knows the other party's private inputs.
In SIPPA, the private data exchange and information
processing involves PPCSC. Specifically, the image
containing personal biometrics is represented in the form of a
matrix Ai (i=1,2), and the (most significant) eigenvector
weighted by the eigenvalue is represented by the vector bi
(i=1,2). We will show in the later section that the solution
vector x satisfying (A1+A2)x = b1 +b2 for PPSCS offers the
boundary information for each party to estimate the distance
between the eigenvectors of the data matrices of the two
parties. This distance estimate then forms the basis for
comparing the images of both parties as well as the generation
of helper data for reconstructing the desired image. Further
details about this will be discussed in the later section.
In Du’s protocol for PPCSC, each party’s private data are
protected by the 1-out-of-N oblivious transfer protocol [11,
12] and by splitting A1, A2, b1, and b2 into a set of random
matrices. However, an 1-out-of-N oblivious transfer in
certain applications could be computationally expensive [13].
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In this research we tackle the problem of PPCSC different
from Du’s protocol. Instead of applying 1-out-of-N oblivious
transfer protocol, we employ homomorphic encryption and
singular value decomposition (SVD) on the matrices of P1
and P2 to achieve privacy protection. Our approach is to take
each private matrix and break it down into matrices through
SVD, which gives us a partial view of the information needed
for computing the biometric data. We then use SMC and
homomorphic encryption to share the partial information
between the participants in such a way that the original data
can be reconstructed in the PPCSC without revealing any
private information not intended for sharing. Further
algorithmic details will be shown in section V.
III. PRIVACY HOMOMORPHISM
One of the key elements of SMC is homomorphic
encryption. A classical example of homomorphic encryption
scheme with multiplicative property is the basic RSA [14];
i.e., given a RSA public key pk=(N,e) and cipher texts {ci =
mie mod N}, the product of cipher texts Πi ci = (Πi mi)e mod N.
Similarly, encryption scheme with additive homomorphic
property can be formulated as Πi ci=EncryptS(pk, ∑i mi);
whereas EncryptS(pk,mi) is the encryption of mi using the
public key pk under the scheme S. Exemplary encryption
schemes with homomorphic (modulo) additive property
include Goldwasser-Micali (modulo 2) [15], Benaloh [16],
and Paillier [17].
To further clarify the concept of homomorphic encryption
as applied to biometrics data processing, let’s refer to Figure 1
below. In Figure 1, the image showing the face biometrics of
an individual is sent in plain to the remote database and is
used for searching any matched images in the database. In this
case, the biometric face information is unnecessarily exposed
to the database administrator.

Figure 1: Image Query without privacy protection
Figure 2 shows an image query based on homomorphic
encryption for privacy protection. Instead of sending the
image in plain, the encrypted version of the image is sent to
the database administrator. The database administrator will
search for a match by comparing the encrypted incoming
image/face biometrics with the encrypted image/face
biometrics in the database. Searching a match between two
encrypted items is possible because of the mathematical
property of the homomorphic encryption. Note that all images
are encrypted and the comparison is performed without first
decrypting the cipher image. Therefore, the privacy of the
personal biometrics in an image is protected, and the database
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administrator does not know the face biometrics in the images
as shown Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Image Query with privacy protection
Although additive and multiplicative properties are two
very desirable properties with a wide range of applications,
these two properties are not sufficient to generalize all
possible mathematical properties that may also be desirable
for homomorphic encryption. Ideally, we would like to have
full homomorphic encryption scheme as defined below:
Definition 1: Full homomorphic encryption scheme S with
an efficient algorithm EvaluateS for any valid public key pk,
any circuit C, and any cipher texts {ci=EncryptS(pk,mi)} is
defined as below:
EvaluateS(pk,C,EncryptS(pk,m1) ,..., EncryptS(pk,mt)) =
EncryptS(pk,C(m1,..., mt))
In other words, full homomorphic encryption scheme −
excluding the trivial inefficient EvaluateS that is composed of
decryption and C − allows one to arbitrarily compute on
encrypted data. Full homomorphic encryption, also referred
to as complete privacy homomorphism, is a significant
classical problem introduced by Ron Rivest, Leonard
Adleman and Michael Dertouzoz [18] almost 30 years ago.
While progress has been made, it is only until recently that
full homomorphic encryption is shown theoretically feasible
using ideal lattice [3].
The basic idea behind the full homomorphic encryption
based on ideal lattice is to first find a boots trappable circuit C
that realizes an approximate homomorphic encryption
scheme; i.e.; an encryption scheme that outputs a cipher text
with small noise less than n, and a decryption scheme that can
produce the original text so long as n is less than some
threshold N >> n. Furthermore, there is a Recrypt algorithm
taking a cipher text E(m) with noise N' < N, and producing a
"fresh" cipher text output that encrypts m with a noise
parameter (N')0.5 < N. In other words, the noise aggregate
accumulated from the operation(s) over the cipher texts could
be reduced recursively by calling Recrypt algorithm until the
noise parameter converges to the range N permitting a valid
decryption, thus preserving the properties and structure
required for encryption and decryption. The approximate
homomorphic encryption scheme is "boots trappable" if it is
sufficient to derive the Recrypt algorithm, thus fully
homomorphic.
The theoretical feasibility of privacy homomorphism has
generated excitements in the research community because it
opens the door for many potential practical applications.
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Realizing full homomorphic encryption scheme for practical
applications such as private biometric information retrieval,
exchange, and processing, however, is not trivial. As reported
elsewhere [3], the theoretical boundary for the multiplicative
depth of a decryption circuit is log log N – log log n -1. In
order to cover a wide range of decryption circuits, N tends to
be large while n tends to be small. Even in the log log space,
the complexity of a typical decryption circuit based on ideal
lattice is high, thus inefficient when it is compared to schemes
such as RSA or EIGamal. Furthermore, it is still largely
unknown the convergence rate of the Recrypt in practical
applications. In order to balance the practicality and the
extensibility of homomorphic encryption, we investigate a
special homomorphic scheme referred to as Secure
Information Processing with Privacy Assurance.
SIPPA is not a fully homomorphic encryption scheme.
Rather, SIPPA is grounded on the notion of sufficient privacy
homomorphism. In other words, SIPPA does not compute on
encrypted data using any arbitrary function. But SIPPA aims
for computationally efficient and is general enough by
requiring only the problem of privacy preserving to be
linearly decomposable. We will show in the next section how
the linearly decomposable property can be used for
performing image comparison without exposing the personal
biometrics in an image.
IV.

PRIVATE & SECURE INFORMATION PROCESSING (SIPPA)

In this research the privacy model for biometrics can be
formulated as below: Party P1 has an image expressed in
terms of a linearized vector D1. Party P2 has some linearized
vector template D2 about a subject P3. The objective is for P1
to determine whether D1 and D2 are similar under the
following conditions:
1. P1 and P2 do not reveal their private data to each other.
2. P1 and P2 both need to determine whether D1 and D2 are
sufficiently similar.
3. If D1 and D2 are sufficiently similar, P2 will provide some
helper data HD with a negligible overhead for P1 to
reconstruct D2 using only D1 and HD.
Eigen-based approach has been developed in the early 90s
for people identification based on face biometrics [19]. An
important property of eigenface is to represent a linearized
image as a covariance matrix with its corresponding
eigenvectors as a set of linearly independent basis for
capturing the variation of the image.
Covariance matrix of an image representation is
symmetric. In fact, any linearized data vector D will yield a
symmetric matrix out of D·DT. Let A1 and A2 be the proper
transformation of some linearized data D1 and D2 through
D1·D1T and D2·D2T respectively. Let {(λ1i, V1i)| i= 1,2…}
and {( λ2i, V2i)| i= 1,2…} be the corresponding sets of
eigenvalues and unity normalized eigenvectors for A1 and A2
respectively. For the sake of discussion and without the loss
of generality, we will focus on only the largest Eigen
components (λ11, V11) and (λ21, V21). Let x be a vector such
that (A1+A2)x = λ11·V11 + λ21·V21. By definition, A1V11 =
λ11·V11 and A2V21 = λ21·V21. These relationships manifest an

endomorphism mapping with the following three
observations:
Observation 1: λ11·V11 and λ21·V21 are the transformation of
the eigenvectors V11 and V21 through A1 and A2 respectively.
Observation 2: The resultant sum of the vectors λ11·V11 and
λ21·V21 are the transformation of the vector x through
(A1+A2).
Observation 3: Vector x can be decomposed into
components with Vi1 (i=1,2) as basis; i.e., x = V11+ε1 and x =
V21-ε2; whereas εi (i=1,2) can be considered as an error/offset
term accounting for the deviation of x from Vi1 (i=1,2).
The graphical interpretation of the observations just
mentioned above is illustrated below:
V1

A1V1

x

λ 1V1

(A1+A2)x
V2

A2V2

(A1+A2)x
λ 2V 2

Figure 3: Eigen-based Approach for SIPPA
As one could notice from above, x converges to the
eigenvector as (λ11, V11) and (λ21, V21) converge to each other.
This, together with observation 3, lead to the following
trivial, yet important property:
Property 1: As (λ11, V11) and (λ21, V21) converge to each
other, x converges to the eigenvector Vi1 (i=1,2) and εis
(i=1,2) converge to zero.
The property above essentially states that one could infer the
closeness between V11 and V21 through the Vi1 and x without
knowing Vj1– the basis of SIPPA; where (i j) = (1 2) or (2 1).
Furthermore, it can easily be shown that A1ε1 = A2ε2, or
D1·D1T ·ε1 = D2·D2T ·ε2, which provides a convenient way in
the SIPPA scheme to derive Dj when the scalar DjT ·εj is
known. In other words, SIPPA can easily facilitate
“separation of duty” in the sense that data
exchange/processing is only possible when both parties
collaborate. Similarly, SIPPA separates the step for similarity
comparison and that for retrieval. Therefore, the security
principles “need-to-know” and “least privilege” can be
implemented in the SIPPA environment.
V. SIPPA ALGORITHMIC DETAILS
There are three major aspects of SIPPA: (1) derivation of
the eigenvalues and the corresponding unity normalized
eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix representation of the
data; (2) derivation of a boundary vector separating the
eigenvectors of the two parties, which is formulated as a
two-party PPCSC secure computation, and (3) reconstruction
of the source data based on the helper data composed of the
eigenvalue and a scalar derived from the vector product
between the transpose of the linearized source data vector and
the boundary vector. We will first outline the key steps of
SIPPA, and then the details of the secure computation
protocol for PPCSC.
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Let Dv and De be the sample and source linearized data
respectively. The key steps of SIPPA are summarized below:
Step 1: Derive symmetric matrix representation of the data in
the form of Dv•DvT (= A1) and De•DeT (= A2).
Step 2: Derive the eigenvalues and the corresponding unity
normalized eigenvectors {(λ1i, V1i)| i= 1,2…} of Dv•DvT and
{( λ2i, V2i)| i= 1,2…} of De•DeT.
Step 3: Compute x such that (A1+A2)x = λ11·V11 + λ21·V21.
Step 4: Derive the closeness between De and Dv via the min.
distance between V11 and V21. The min. distance between V11
and V21 is estimated via ||V21 -x||.
Step 5: If De and Dv are sufficiently close as measured by
||V21 -x|| < some pre-defined threshold, proceed to send the
following helper data: λ21 and DeT·x.
Step 6: Derive V21 = V11 + 2(x- V11), and then the estimated
source data De’ = λ21·V21/DeT·x
The boundary vector x in step 3 will be derived under
PPCSC. The basic idea behind the secure computation
protocol for PPCSC required in step 3 for solving (A1+A2)x=
b1 + b2 is to solve P1(A1+A2)P2y = P1(b1+b2); where (P1, A1,
b1) are private to P1, and (P2, A2, b2) are private to P2. Note
that even if P2 knows P1(A1+A2)P2 and P1(b1+b2), P2 can only
derive y but could not know A1, b1, and P1; thus the privacy of
A1, b1, and P1 for P1 is preserved. Once y is solved, P2 can
derive x = P2y and sends it to P1. Note that any adversary
intercepting or sniffing from the network the value of x
cannot derive De or Dv unless the adversary also has either
(A1, b1, V21) or (A2, b2, V11).
During the process of secure computation, A1, b1, A2, b2 are
never exposed individually except P1(A1+A2)P2 and P1(b1+b2)
for P2. Therefore, it is information-theoretic secure [20]; i.e.,
the privacy of (A1, b1) for P1, and the privacy of (A2, b2) for
P2, is guaranteed. The step-by-step details on the secure
computation mechanism for solving x in (A1+A2)x=b1+b2 is
shown below; where the singular value decomposition of P1 =
U1S1V1T, P2 = U2S2V2T, k1 and k2 are homomorphic
encryption keys, c1 and c2 are some random numbers, and
LE(●) and RE(●) represent left and right homomorphic
encryption respectively. Further details can be found at [7].
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VI.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND RESULTS

For proof-of-concept, we conducted experimental studies
to better understand the potential of SIPPA for face
biometrics. Specifically, we were interested in applying
SIPPA for privately reconstructing digital images that contain
information about personal face biometrics. This
experimental study aimed at tackling the following two
questions:
1. How is the quality of the estimate on the closeness between
De and Dv affected by:
(a) Directional deviation between V11 and V21
(b) Dimension of x (thus De and Dv)
2. How is the closeness between De and De’ (estimated De)
affected by:
(a) ||V21 -x||
(b) Directional deviation between V11 and V21
(c) Dimension of x (thus De and Dv)
This experimental study consists of two parts. The first part
is a simulation study targeting at the specific parameters to
investigate their inter-relationship. The second part is an
application of SIPPA to the private reconstruction of a digital
image with face biometrics based on different images.
In the simulation study, we generated 5 test data sets
categorized by different dimensions. The vector dimensions
in these five data sets are 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 respectively. In
each data set, 10 pairs of client (Dv)/server (De) vectors are
generated, thus totaling 50 pairs for all dimensions. Figure 4
shows the normalized data difference |De-Dv|/Dim in y-axis
and the normalized eigenvector difference |V21 –V11|/Dim in
x-axis. Figure 5 shows graphically the relationship between
the normalized deviation measure |V21 –V11|/Dim and |V21
-x|/Dim. Figure6 shows the variation in the normalized error
rate of the reconstruction |De-De’|/Dim as a function of the
data deviation |De-Dv|/Dim.
Figure 4 shows an approximately linear relationship
between the deviation of the client (Dv)/server (De) and that
of the corresponding eigenvectors. The degree of closeness
between two sources of data is reflected by the closeness
between the corresponding eigenvectors. In other words, the
client with Dv and the corresponding eigenvector V11 will be
able to deduce the degree of closeness between Dv and De if
the similarity distance as measured by 2-norm |V21 –V11| is
known. And if the degree of closeness between Dv and De is
known, it provides a basis for reconstructing De.
Figure 5 also shows an approximately linear relationship in
relatively lower vector dimension (≤ 20) between the degree
of closeness of the eigenvectors (of the client and server), and
that of the server (thus the client in an inversely proportional
sense) and the boundary vector x. Consequently, if the
dimension of the data vector is relatively low (i.e., ≤ 20), then
the degree of closeness as measured by the 2-norm | V11-x| or
| V21-x| can act as a predictor for |V21 –V11|.
Figure 6 shows the variation on the error rate of the
estimation as measured by 2-norm of |De – De’| − in relation
to the closeness between the client data (Dv) and the server
data (De). From Figure 6, we are not surprised about the poor
estimation power in high dimension (> 20). However, it is
interesting to observe two outliers in low dimension (DIM =
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5). This suggests that the choice of the data dimension size
will affect the optimality of SIPPA when it is applied to
privately reconstruct the server side data.

Figure 4: Data deviation vs eigenvector deviation

Figure 5: Goodness of fit of the difference estimator

worst reconstructions are the two on the third column, fourth
and fifth rows.
When using the real human subject, the server side is a
black-and-white image with 255 gray level (Figure 8). The
resolution of the image is 256x192. The linearization of the
image results in a 49152 (=256x192) x 1 vector. This is about
9 times larger in comparing to the linearization of the doll
images, which have a vector size of 5440 (=64x85) x 1.
Obviously the dimensions of the linearized vector in both
cases are beyond the optimal performance range of SIPPA.
As such, the 49152x1 (or 5440x1) linearized image vector is
split into multiple 10x1 vectors. SIPPA is then applied
iteratively to reconstruct the original image.
During the reconstruction, two parties − referred to as
client and server − will participate in a SIPPA session. The
client has an image, referred to as a sample image. The server
has an image, referred to as a source image. In the SIPPA
session, each party takes a portion of the linearized image
sequentially in the form of a 10x1 vector to construct a
symmetric matrix, and derives the eigenvalue/eigenvector of
the matrix. Then both parties participate in a secure
computation protocol for PPCSC as described in step 3 of
SIPPA in the previous section. The outcome of PPCSC is the
boundary vector x. The client party then uses the boundary
vector x and the client side 10x1 linearized vector of the
sample image to reconstruct the server side 10x1 linearized
vector of the source image. The only information that the
server provides is the helper data composed of the eigenvalue
of the server side 10x1 linearized source image and a scalar.
The original 10x1 linearized source image is never shared
with the client party. Once the reconstruction of the 10x1
server side linearized source image is completed, the SIPPA
process repeats for the next block of the 10x1 linearized
vector until all 10x1 image blocks are processed. The entire
source image is then reconstructed by the client party using
the estimated 10x1 source image blocks.

Figure 6: Estimation error of private data reconstruction
In the second part of our experimental study, we applied
SIPPA to privately reconstruct an image containing biometric
face information. From the result of the simulation study, we
chose the data dimension to be 10. We first conducted the
study on doll faces, then on human faces. All images are
stored in PGM (Portable Gray Map) format.
In the experimentation using doll faces, Figure 7 shows the
result of the experimentation. The first row shows four
black-and-white original images of two Barbies, a cookie
monster, and a Dora. The resolution of each image is 64x85
with 255 gray-level. The first column shows the reference
sample images consisting of two other Barbies, a sesame
figure, and a generic blonde hair doll. Altogether 16 doll faces
are reconstructed from every combination pair of a reference
image and a sample image. In the magnified version of Figure
7, the best reconstruction is from Barbie-to-Barbie, while the

Figure 7: SIPPA application to doll’s face
The SIPPA reconstruction of the entire human source
image is conducted twice in this experiment. In the first trial,
the client side provides a sample image shown in Figure 9 that
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is sufficiently similar to the server side source image as
shown in Figure 8. All images have a gray scale of 255 and
have the same resolution 256x192.
The outcome of the reconstruction by applying SIPPA
based on the server side source image (Figure 8) and the client
side sample image (Figure 9) is shown in Figure 10. During
the reconstruction, the source image is never shared with any
party except the corresponding eigenvector information used
in the SIPPA processing.
During the second trial, a sample image of a different
human subject (not Figure 9) is used on the client side for
SIPPA. The image of the other human subject is not shown in
this paper due to the restriction on the human subject
clearance. The outcome of the reconstruction is shown in
Figure 11, which shows a poorer quality in comparison to
Figure 10.
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results were consistent with the theory behind SIPPA, SIPPA
is only operated on a batch mode and has not yet met the real
time
performance
requirements.
Specifically
the
computational load increases in (1) the quadratic order of the
image resolution, and (2) the choice of color quality and gray
scale level. Two areas of future research of our particular
interest to be focused on are: (1) a practical slice-based
architecture for realizing the full potential of SIPPA for real
time performance, and (2) an extension of SIPPA that relaxes
the restriction on the initial comparison of the client side
image and the server side image from one-to-one to
one-to-many.
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An Effective Entity Resolution Method
Chuan Zhao and Krishnamoorthy Sivakumar
School of EECS, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington, USA
Abstract— Entity resolution is the process of determining
whether multiple records refer to the same real world entity.
It is an important problem that comes up frequently during
data cleaning and integration. In this paper, we present an
entity resolution method which is based on a structured similarity metric. It captures both the direct and indirect relations between data entities. Different record matching models
are presented for both supervised and unsupervised learning
methods. We also propose a record updating scheme which can
improve the learning result considerably. Experiments for both
unsupervised and supervised learning on two public datasets
shows the good performance of our method, which is better
than some recently reported entity resolution methods.
Keywords: Entity resolution, Deduplication, Unsupervised learning,
Supervised learning

1. Introduction
Entity resolution is the process of determining whether
multiple records refer to the same real world entity. This
problem is also known as deduplication, identity resolution,
object identification, co-reference resolution, record linkage,
merge-purge, data association, etc. In its simplest form, the
techniques for performing entity resolution need to establish
good match criteria between any pair of records, where entity
resolution can be viewed as a classification problem: given
a vector of similarity values between the attributes of two
records, classify it as “match (duplication)” or “non-match
(non-duplication).” This match criteria may involve a metric
and a user-defined threshold, which determines the point dividing matching records from non-matching ones. Classically,
as defined by Fellegi and Sunter [1] and reported by Winkler
[2], this criteria returns one of three responses: matches, does
not match or needs more review. Brizan and Tansel [3] provide
a brief description of various matching techniques reported in
the literature.
Traditional entity resolution methods often exploit textual
similarity between data attributes. Some more recent methods
consider relational similarities derived from the context of data
as additional information. There are some other methods that
are based on probabilistic models. For these approaches, we
would like to present a simple but effective way which is
based on a structured similarity model. We also propose an
effective updating algorithm to improve the classification result.
Experimental results show that even simple textual similarity
model can produce high quality classification result with our
updating algorithm and supervised learning method. Our entity
resolution methods are evaluated using precision-recall curve

and F-measure (F1) [4]. We use ATS’s REGGAE [5] engine
as our programming and database support tool.
We mainly focus on the identification part of the entity
resolution problem (the other part of this problem is merging
the identified records). All our experiments were conducted on
a single set of records; i.e., we did not consider entity resolution
on multiple data sources. However, our method can be adapted
for the multiple data source scenario.
For large datasets and/or computationally intensive similarity
metrics, the running time of an entity resolution process could
be an issue. To solve this problem, blocking methods generally
are used to efficiently select a subset of record pairs for subsequent similarity computation while other “dissimilar” pairs
are simply ignored. In our research, we use a simple blocking
method on the test datasets.
The main contributions of our work include:
•
•

•

•

We present a structured similarity metric in which both
direct similarity and indirect similarity are considered.
We present different classification methods for the candidate pairs. We learn a general similarity model from
different datasets which can be used for unsupervised
learning. We also present a probabilistic classification
model for supervised learning. Methods to estimate the
probabilities required by the classifier are also presented.
We propose an updating algorithm to update the properties
of records which can improve the classification result. The
updating algorithm decreases the inconsistent decisions
in the classification result and also improves the entity
resolution performance. We eliminate the inconsistency
in the classification result by applying transitive closure
on it. (If record pairs <a, b> and <a, c> are considered
matches, then <b, c> should also be a match.)
We compare the performance of our method with that of
several recent entity resolution methods ([6], [7] and [8])
using “area under the curve” (AUC) of the precision-recall
curve and F1; for the same datasets, our method generally
outperforms others.

We conclude this section with a brief review of the related literature. Recently a number of approaches have been developed
for the entity resolution problem. Minton et al. [9] described the
relationship between two field values by a set of heterogeneous
transformations. They estimate the probability that some pair
is a match given the types of transformations and use it as
a measure of the “distance” between two attribute values.
Singla and Domingos [6] proposed an integrated solution to the
entity resolution problem based on Markov logic. Markov logic
combines first-order logic and probabilistic graphical models by
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attaching weights to first-order formulas, and viewing them as
templates for features of Markov networks.
Yin et al. [10] measured similarity between two objects
based on the similarities between the objects linked with them,
while in our indirect similarity, we consider common neighbors
and uncommon neighbors separately which is more comprehensive. Chen et al. [11] presented a graphical approach for
entity resolution. It complemented the traditional methodology
with the analysis of the entity-relationship graph constructed
for the dataset being analyzed. They measured the degree of
interconnectedness between various pairs of nodes in the graph.
Rendle et al. [8] proposed a model that uses structural
information given as pairwise constraints to guide collective
decisions about object identification in addition to a learned
similarity measure. Arasu et al. [12] do collective deduplication
of entity references in the presence of constraints. In relational
databases, accurate deduplication for records of one type is
often dependent on the decisions made for records of other
types. Culotta et al. [13] modeled these inter-dependencies
explicitly to collectively deduplicate records of multiple types.
Wick et al. [7] proposed a discriminatively-trained model that
jointly performs co-reference resolution and canonicalization.
For more comprehensive surveys please see [14] by Elmagarmid et al. and [15] by Winkler.
We will now present our similarity metric used to compare
two objects in the dataset.

2. Similarity Metrics
Similarity metric is a measure of “closeness” between two
records and plays a key role in our entity resolution method.
Different similarity metrics can lead to very different content
and quality of the matching result.
We illustrate our similarity measure using a (music) CD
dataset as an example. We know two CDs can be similar in
many ways. They may have the same title, same artist(s), or
same track title(s). These are direct similarities. Two CDs can
also be similar in some indirect ways. For example, they do
not have any common artists, but their artist sang songs in
the same (third) CD — we call this kind of CD “common
neighbor CD.” In this situation, we consider these two CDs as
similar in an indirect way (both are similar to a third CD). A
record’s neighbor record is a record that shares one or more
common properties. Two records’ common neighbor record is
a record which shares property with both records. Another
indirect similarity is caused by non-common neighbor records
in which two records’ neighbor records may be similar.
Similarity led by common property is called Direct similarity, while similarity led by the common and non-common
neighbor records is called Indirect similarity.
We then have the following similarity metric for dataset
records:
S = wd Sd + wi Si ,
(1)
where Sd is the similarity value for direct similarities, Si is
the similarity value for indirect similarity, and wd , wi are
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their corresponding (non-negative) weights with wd + wi = 1.
m
∑
Typically 0 ≤ S ≤ 1. For Sd , we have: Sd =
wj Sdj ,
j=1

where Sdj is similarity value associated with jth property of
the data objects and wj is the corresponding weight
∑m for jth
property. Typically, 0 ≤ Sdj ≤ 1, wj ≥ 0 and j=1 wj = 1,
m being the number of properties considered. Calculation of
Sdj depends on the data type of the property. It compares the
similarity between property j’s values for two data objects.
Generally, extended Jaccard coefficient [16] is used to calculate
Sdj . For example, for Artist property of CD data, the similarity
value should be the size of the intersection of two CDs’ Artist
sets (the common neighbor Artists) divided by the size of the
union of two CDs’ Artist sets.
For indirect similarity, there are two situations for Si led
by common neighbor record. One where two records have
common neighbor record through the same property; the other
where two records have common neighbor record through
different properties. Because common properties are already
used to calculate Sd , we only take the second situation into
consideration while calculating Si . We illustrate this using
Figure 1, where “square” denotes a record (e.g., x, y, A′j , Bl′ ,
CUj , CCj ) and “oval” denotes the properties associated with a
record. An edge between a property and a record indicates that
the record has the said property (e.g., A CD node has an edge
connecting it to each of its artist(s)). Note that there are no
direct edges connecting two record (square) nodes or between
two property (oval) nodes. In Figure 1, CCj is a common
neighbor record of records x and y through the same property,
so we will not count it in the calculation of indirect similarity
between x and y. CUj is a common neighbor through different
properties, so it will be considered in the calculation of indirect
similarity.

A’ j

B’ l
CUj

C
x

A

y
CCj

B

Fig. 1: Graph explanation of similarity metric
Suppose record x has m neighbor records (set A) and record
y has n neighbor records (set B) with k common neighbor
records through different properties (set CU = A ∩ B \ CC,
where CC is the set of common neighbor records, through
same properties and |CC| = h); then the indirect similarity
between records x and y is formulated in equation (2) where
A′ = A \ C (set difference) and B ′ = B \ C, and wxCUj is
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k
∑

Si =

wxCUj wyCUj SxCUj SyCUj +

m−k−h
∑ n−k−h
∑

j=1

j=1
k
∑

wxCUj wyCUj +

j=1

the weight for neighbor CUj of x, and so on. We can define
wxy as the number of common properties of x and y divided
by the size of the union set of properties of x and y.
For simplicity, we can also set all the weights in equation
(2) to one so that Si can be simplified to:

Si =

j=1

SxCUj SyCUj +

m−k−h
∑ n−k−h
∑
j=1

l=1

wxA′j wA′j Bl′ wyBl′ SxA′j SA′j Bl′ SyBl′

m−k−h
∑ n−k−h
∑

j=1

k
∑

l=1

l=1

(2)
w

xA′j

w

A′j Bl′

w

yBl′

For simplicity, we can use direct similarity Sd instead of S
in equations (2), (3) and (4), which will avoid the overhead of
iterative updating. Also, we can calculate the similarity matrix
just once and not iteratively update it.

3. Entity Resolution Methods
SxA′j SA′j Bl′ SyBl′

k + (m − k − h)(n − k − h)

.

(3)
Note that in equations (2) and (3), if m = k + h (exclusive)
or n = k +h, then |A′ | = 0 or |B ′ | = 0, which removes part of
indirect similarity through non-common neighbor records. So
we present a relaxed definition of Si (for equation (3); similarly
for equation (2)) in equation (4), where we set p = k + h.
Note that in equations (2), (3) and (4), we exclude x from B ′
and y from A′ . So for the situation where x and y do not have
a common record neighbor and x and y is the only neighbor
for each other, both the numerator and the denominator will be
zero. In this case, we simply set Si = 1.
In the sequel, we will call equation (2) as general metric,
equation (3) as the simple version and equation (4) as the
relaxed (simple) version.
Many existing similarity/distance metrics consider only the
direct similarity, or similarity due to shared nearest neighbor
(SNN) [16], or indirect similarity caused by similarities between the objects linked with them [10], whereas our similarity
metric considers more detailed and comprehensive indirect
similarities. As we will see in section 4, inclusion of indirect
similarity improves the entity resolution quality.
The similarity metric described in [17] appears similar to
our similarity metric, but they have following differences: 1)
our similarity metric considers record similarity, not cluster
similarity; 2) our indirect similarity part will not consider the
records which are derived by the common property since they
are already used for the direct similarity part; the metric in
[17] cannot or did not do this with the reference graph; 3) our
method of calculating indirect similarity is different.
Calculation of our indirect similarity for some record requires the similarity between some other records. When we
calculate the similarity for each candidate pair, we update
the similarity matrix iteratively. After each round of updating,
we calculate the difference between current similarity matrix
and the previous one using root-mean-squared error (RMSE)
between all the corresponding positions in the two matrices.
When the RMSE value is smaller than some value (e.g. 0.01),
we stop the updating process and get the final similarity matrix
for all the candidate pairs. For the first iteration, we simply use
direct similarity as the similarity between each candidate pair.

We consider both unsupervised and supervised learning
approaches to entity resolution.

3.1 Unsupervised Learning
In unsupervised learning, we simply compare the similarity
value of the candidate pair with a threshold. If the similarity
value is greater than or equal to the threshold, then we classify
it as a duplication pair; else we classify it as a non-duplication
pair. One way to obtain a good threshold is to experimentally
determine a value that maximizes some criterion like the Fmeasure. We used 10% of candidate pairs as training set to
obtain a threshold. The results were very close to that obtained
with a threshold derived using the whole dataset as training set.
Obviously, neither of these approaches (especially the second
one) is not in line with the spirit of unsupervised learning
(which operates without training data). However, using a simple
threshold of 0.5 (for both of datasets) provided results very
close to that using a threshold based on the whole dataset as
training set.
Note that we use the similarity value obtained from equation
(1) to compare with the threshold, so we need to determine
the value of wd (and set wi = 1 − wd ). After experimenting
with several different datasets, we observed that the following
weighting scheme for (1) works well in most cases:
S=

Sd
Si
Sd +
Si .
Sd + Si
Sd + Si

(5)

Note that we effectively put more weight on the larger component. Also, when Sd = Si = 0, we set S = 0. Experimental
results show that this general similarity model performs as
good as or better than other more specialized (wd , wi ) weight
combinations.

3.2 Supervised Learning
Instead of using similarity between two records to determine
whether they are duplicates (as done in unsupervised learning),
in supervised learning we compute the probability that the
two records are duplicates. This probability is then used to
determine possible duplication (based on a threshold on the
probability). We use Bayes’ theorem to calculate the probability of duplication, given the similarity values (here we treat
direct and indirect similarity measures as separate components,
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k
∑

Si =

SxCUj SyCUj +

j=1

m−p
∑ n−p
∑
j=1 l=1
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SxA′j SA′j Bl′ SyBl′ +

m−p
k
∑ ∑
j=1 l=1

SxA′j SA′j CUl SyCUl +

k n−p
∑
∑
j=1 l=1

SxCUj SCUj Bl′ SyBl′
(4)

k + (m − p)(n − p) + (m − p)k + k(n − p)

instead of combining them as done in unsupervised learning)
as follows:
f (Sd , Si |D) × p(D)
p(D|Sd , Si ) =
,
f (Sd , Si )

k, l+1

(6)

where p(D) is the probability of duplication in the training set.
In equation (6), f (Sd , Si |D) and f (Sd , Si ) are the probability
density functions (for all the duplication pairs from training
set and for all the pairs of training records, respectively) for
direct similarity value of Sd and indirect similarity value of Si .
Recall that both Sd and Si take continuous values between 0
and 1.
To obtain the probability density functions f (Sd , Si |D) and
f (Sd , Si ), we discretize the two-dimensional space of (Sd , Si )
values into a uniform n × n grid, determine the probability
of obtaining a similarity value pair within the grid (k, l), and
use an interpolation scheme to obtain the probability density
function.
l
l+1
Formally, let ( nk ≤ Sd < k+1
n , n ≤ Si < n ), denote the
(k, l) grid, for 0 ≤ k, l ≤ n − 1. When either k = n − 1
or l = n − 1 (top and right boundary of the region), we can
modify the grid definition to include the appropriate boundary
of the grid as well. Every point in the (Sd , Si ) space belongs
to exactly one square in the grid.
N
Let pk,l = Nk,l denote the number of records Nk,l in the
training set with similarity value in the (k, l) grid, divided by
the total number of records N . Similar approach is used to
compute the counts and probabilities for each grid among the
duplicates in the training set.
We now describe three different interpolation methods to
obtain the density function f (Sd , Si ) from pk,l . The density
function f (Sd , Si |D) is obtained in an analogous manner.
3.2.1 Piece-wise Constant Interpolation
In the uniform or piece-wise constant interpolation method,
the probability density function f (Sd , Si ) takes a constant value
within each grid. In other words, f (Sd , Si ) = pk,l , where (k, l)
is the unique grid that contains the given point (Sd , Si ).
3.2.2 Linear Interpolation
As the name suggests, we use a linear interpolation of the
pk,l values to obtain f (Sd , Si ). Consider four adjacent grids
(k, l), (k + 1, l) (k + 1, l + 1), and (k, l + 1) depicted in Figure
2 and let A, B, C, and D be their respective midpoints as
shown. Then the density function f (Sd , Si ) is defined within
square ABCD as follows: f (Sd , Si ) = wC pk,l + wD pk+1,l +
l+1
wA pk+1,l+1 + wB pk,l+1 , where wC = ( k+1
n − Sd )( n − Si ),
l+1
k
k
wD = (Sd − n )( n − Si ), wA = (Sd − n )(Si − nl ), and
l
wB = ( k+1
n − Sd )(Si − n ). Suitable modifications are done

k+1, l+1

C

D
(Sd, Si)

A
k, l

B
k+1, l

Fig. 2: Illustration of linear interpolation method

along the four boundaries to ensure that the density function is
normalized (details omitted).
3.2.3 Mixture of Gaussians
In the linear interpolation method the calculation of probability density for each point uses no more than four grid points.
In the Gaussian interpolation method, we use a “mixture of
Gaussian” model which uses the probabilities from all the grid
points to calculate the probability density function. Formally,
f (Sd , Si ) =

n−1
∑ n−1
∑

pk,l ×g(Sd −

k=0 l=0

k + 0.5
l + 0.5
, Si −
), (7)
n
n

where g(x, y) is the two-dimensional Gaussian density function:
1 − x2 +y2 2
g(x, y) =
(8)
e 2σ ,
2πσ 2
l+0.5
and ( k+0.5
n , n ) is the center point of each grid. The standard
deviation σ of the Gaussian function must be chosen carefully;
it is usually of the order of the grid size. If σ is very small,
1
say σ = 10n
, g(x, y) will be almost an impulse and provide no
smoothing. On the contrary, if σ is too big, say σ = n5 it may
lead to over smoothing. We choose the same σ for all grids
(usually half the width of a grid).

3.3 Updating Algorithm
One of the main contributions in this paper is that we propose
an updating algorithm to effectively improve the classification
result for both unsupervised and supervised learning. The idea
is to make the duplicate records more similar by updating their
properties.
Our updating method consists of the following steps: (a) after
calculating the similarity (unsupervised learning), or probability
of duplication given the similarity (supervised learning), for
each candidate pair, we update each record’s properties based
on that of another record, which shares the highest similarity
or probability with it and whose similarity or probability is
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no less than some threshold t. Note that the threshold t is
set sufficiently high so that the pair under consideration is very
likely to be a duplicate pair. (b) After updating all the records as
described in (a), we redo the blocking (described in Section 4.2)
and recalculate the similarity or probability for each candidate
pair. Steps (a) and (b) can be repeated for several iterations.
We now discuss some details about these steps:
1) How do we update the properties of a record based on
that of another record — the updater record — (which
is likely to be a duplicate): We set the properties of the
record to be updated the same as that of the updater
record. This leads to a more stable procedure as opposed
to randomly or selectively updating part of the properties
of the record.
2) How to decide the set of records from which to select the
updater record: We can choose an updater record from the
set of all candidate records or from the records that have
not been updated yet (in the current iteration). Notice that
if we choose the former way and the updater is a record
which was already updated (in the current iteration), we
still use the properties of this updater record before it
was updated.
3) How to choose the threshold t: We can choose the
threshold for which we get the best F1 measure before
we apply current updating. For unsupervised learning, we
use 10% of candidate pairs to determine the threshold or
we just use 0.5 as the threshold.
4) For k-fold cross validation, after updating and redoing the
blocking, we keep the previous candidate pairs in their
original fold. This also makes the updating procedure
more stable.
5) How to get the final classification result: The simplest
way is to choose the classification result after the last
updating iteration. However, the updating procedure does
not always improve from iteration to iteration. In our
experiments, we perform a fixed number of iterations
(usually 5) and choose the result of an iteration with the
least number of changes when we apply the transitive
closure on it; i.e., we choose the most consistent result.

4. Experimental Results
Our experiments were performed on a single set of records.
We used two publicly available datasets to test our proposed
entity resolution methods. We use precision-recall curve and
F-measure to evaluate our experimental results. Area under
the precision-recall curve (AUC) is a single metric calculated
from the precision-recall curve. We also use the traditional Fmeasure which is two times the ratio of the product of precision
and recall to the sum of precision and recall.

4.1 Datasets
We used two public datasets in our experiments.
Cora: The Cora dataset includes bibliographical information
about scientific publications. We down loaded it from the URL
in [18]. It contains 1878 citations and refers to 139 different
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research papers. It is an enlarged version of the dataset provided
by McCallum [19], which has 1295 citations to 122 papers. The
Cora dataset has five attributes: Title, Author, Venue, Volume
and Date. We cleaned it up by removing some punctuations
including backslash, comma, period, colon, semicolon, etc.. We
split the authors of each citation (if necessary) so as to represent
each author as an Author property for that citation record.
CDDB: The CDDB dataset includes 9763 (music) CDs randomly extracted from freeDB. We down loaded this as well
from the URL in [18]. Unlike the Cora dataset which has lots of
duplications, 9763 CDs in CDDB dataset refer to 9388 unique
CDs which means that duplications are just a small fraction
out of all the records. The CDDB dataset has seven attributes:
Artist, Title, Category, Genre, Year, CDextra and Track Title.
We used only the three most informative attributes: Artist, Title
and Track Title. Similar to Cora, we split the artists of each
CD (if necessary) so as to represent each artist as an Artist
property for that CD record.

4.2 Blocking
In our method, the similarity matrix has O(N 2 ) entries
where N is the number of records in the dataset. Moreover,
our indirect similarity calculation involves common and noncommon neighbor records for each pair of records. Therefore,
the complexity of our algorithm grows rapidly with the size of
the dataset. To address this problem, we introduce a “blocking”
procedure to our entity resolution method. Blocking methods
efficiently select a subset of record pairs for subsequent similarity computation, ignoring the remaining pairs as highly
dissimilar and therefore irrelevant [20]. We use two simple
blocking strategies: (1) using only part of the attributes that
we use for the normal calculation of similarity, and (2) only
calculating direct similarity component as the similarity value.
The latter strategy greatly decreases the calculation time of
the similarity matrix because indirect similarity is the main
computationally intensive part in our similarity metric.
We use the two strategies mentioned above to calculate the
similarity value for all the pairs and compare that value to
some threshold to decide if it is a candidate (duplicate) pair
for further consideration.
Our blocking method for Cora is as follows:
If titleSimilarity ≥ s1 then put this pair into candidate
pairs set; else if authorSimilarity ≥ s2 then put this pair into
candidate pairs set; else ignore it (i.e, it is blocked). Here s1 and
s2 are appropriate thresholds. For example, by setting s1 = 0.5
and s2 = 0.2, the above rule reduces the total candidate pairs
for Cora dataset from 1762503 to 93555 (i.e., about 94.69%
pairs are blocked out by this rule), and the number of real
duplicate pairs after blocking is 67919 (72125 totally).
Our blocking method for CDDB is as follows:
If 0.5 × artistSimilarity + 0.5 × titleSimilarity ≥ s then put
this into candidate pairs set; else ignore it. For example, by
setting threshold s = 0.5, the above rule reduces the candidate
pairs from 47653203 to 6370, and the number of real duplicate
pairs after blocking is 276 (302 totally).
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Table 1: Unsupervised learning: Cora
Step
Before update
1st update
2nd update
3rd update
4th update
5th update
Final result

F1
0.867
0.869
0.868
0.868
0.868
0.868
0.868

Improvement
0.23%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%

Table 2: Unsupervised learning: CDDB
Step
Before update
1st update
2nd update
3rd update
4th update
5th update
Final result

Use direct similarity
F1
Improve
0.813
0.98%
0.821
0.824
1.35%
0.824
1.35%
1.35%
0.824
0.824
1.35%
0.824
1.35%

Use similarity
F1
Improve
0.821
0.825
0.49%
0.825
0.49%
0.825
0.49%
0.825
0.49%
0.825
0.49%
0.825
0.49%

Table 3: Supervised learning: Cora with 5-fold cross validation
Step
Before update
1st update
2nd update
3rd update
4th update
5th update
Final result

F1
0.944
0.983
0.984
0.983
0.986
0.980
0.986

Improve
4.13%
4.24%
4.13%
4.45%
3.81%
4.45%

AUC
0.960
0.988
0.985
0.987
0.988
0.987
0.988

Improve
2.92%
2.60%
2.81%
2.92%
2.81%
2.92%

#
4171
1054
495
992
467
1330
467

Table 4: Supervised learning: Cora with 3-fold cross validation
Step
Before update
1st update
2nd update
3rd update
4th update
5th update
Final result

F1
0.926
0.972
0.964
0.979
0.972
0.981
0.981

Improve
4.97%
4.10%
5.72%
4.97%
5.94%
5.94%

AUC
0.956
0.987
0.986
0.987
0.987
0.987
0.987

Improve
3.24%
3.14%
3.24%
3.24%
3.24%
3.24%

#
6970
2308
4185
1337
2899
1263
1263

Table 5: Supervised learning: Cora with 25% training

4.3 Unsupervised Learning
We report the results (for candidate pairs after blocking)
for Cora and CDDB using the similarity model defined in
equation (5) and also for some specific weight combination
for similarity model in equation (1). We use 10% of candidate
pairs to determine the threshold for updating (see section 3.3).
Table 1 shows the results using equation (1) where wi = 0;
i.e., we only use direct similarity. We use s1 = 0.5 and s2 = 0.2
for blocking. Table 2 shows the results for CDDB using direct
similarity only ((1) with wi = 0) as well as using equation (5).
We use s = 0.5 for blocking.

4.4 Supervised Learning
For simplicity, we use direct similarity instead of similarity
for the calculation of indirect similarity (in equation (2)) for
supervised learning, and we calculate the similarity matrix only
once (instead of iteratively updating it). We use three- and fivefold cross validation to estimate the performance.
Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the supervised learning result for Cora
based on five-, three-fold cross validation and 25% training,
respectively. 25% training randomly takes 25% pairs as training
set for each fold. We only use direct similarity for equation (6)
where p(D|Sd , Si ), f (Sd , Si |D) and f (Sd , Si ) are changed to
p(D|Sd ),f (Sd |D) and f (Sd ) and the two-dimensional space
with n × n grids is changed to one-dimensional space with n
grids. The calculation method is similar to using both direct
and indirect similarities. We set s1 = 0.5 and s2 = 0.2 in
our blocking method. Piece-wise constant interpolation method
is used and the grid size is n = 1001. Column “#” shows
the number of changes of matching decisions when transitive
closure is applied on the classification result.
Tables 6 show the supervised learning result for CDDB
(using relaxed version of equation (2) for indirect similarity Si )

Step
Before update
1st update
2nd update
3rd update
4th update
5th update
Final result

F1
0.877
0.893
0.937
0.943
0.956
0.954
0.956

Improve
1.82%
6.84%
7.53%
9.01%
8.78%
9.01%

AUC
0.975
0.980
0.983
0.983
0.984
0.983
0.984

Improve
0.51%
0.82%
0.82%
0.92%
0.82%
0.92%

#
50651
44035
22922
22170
13337
14343
13337

Table 6: Supervised learning: CDDB with 3-fold cross validation
Step
Before update
1st update
2nd update
3rd update
4th update
5th update
Final result

Use direct similarity
F1
Improve
0.758
0.783
3.30%
0.796
5.01%
0.812
7.12%
0.813
7.26%
0.813
7.26%
0.813
7.26%

Use both similarities
F1
Improve
0.821
0.861
4.87%
0.847
3.17%
0.852
3.78%
0.857
4.38%
0.857
4.38%
0.857
4.38%

for three-fold cross validation. We set s = 0.5 in our blocking
method. Mixture of Gaussians interpolation method was used
and the grid size is n = 1001 using only direct similarity and
n × n = 1001 × 1001 using both similarities.
Table 7 shows the effect of re-blocking, after each update
step. The results are for Cora with three-fold cross validation.
We set s1 = 0.5 and s2 = 0.2 in our blocking method and use
piece-wise constant interpolation method.
Finally, Table 8 compares the performance of our method
with those reported in the literature. These comparisons are
all done on the Cora dataset since that is the dataset used in
the literature. We got the AUC value by setting s1 = 0.2 and
s2 = 0.2 in our blocking method.
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Table 7: Effect of re-blocking after each update
Step
Before update
1st update
2nd update
3rd update
4th update
5th update
Final result

W/o re-blocking
F1
AUC
0.926
0.955
0.945
0.961
0.962
0.953
0.947
0.963
0.958
0.964
0.951
0.962
0.958
0.964

W. re-blocking
F1
AUC
0.926
0.956
0.972
0.987
0.964
0.986
0.979
0.987
0.972
0.987
0.981
0.987
0.981
0.987

method is quite general and applicable for other types of
datasets and easily adaptable to other related problems. Indeed,
we plan to apply this to the case of multiple datasets and
potentially to related schema mapping problems.
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Table 8: Comparison of our method with other methods
Methods
our
other

5-fold (AUC)
0.995
0.988 [6]

3-fold (F1)
0.981
0.947 [7]

25% (F1)
0.956
0.92 [8]

4.5 Discussion
Table 1 shows that our updating step improves F1 measure
for unsupervised learning using only direct similarity. For Cora
dataset, we observed that including indirect similarity did not
provide any performance improvement. Table 2 shows that for
CDDB, including direct and indirect similarity (with equation
(5)) provides better results than just using direct similarity.
Also, our updating step improves F1 measure.
Tables 3, 4 and 5 show that, for Cora dataset with five-fold,
three-fold cross validation and 25% training, both F1 and AUC
improves after updating. Best results are obtained by choosing
the most consistent results; i.e., the step with least number of
changes when transitive closure is applied. Tables 6 shows that,
for CDDB dataset with three-fold cross validation, F1 improves
after updating. Also, we can see that using both direct and
indirect similarities gets better results than just using direct
similarity for supervised learning.
Table 7 shows that re-blocking after each update step significantly improves the classification result. This is because,
updating increases the similarity of some previously blocked
out pairs. So after re-blocking, they are taken into consideration
as candidate pairs. However, this table also shows that even if
we do not do re-blocking, updating by itself results in improved
performance.
Table 8 shows that our method outperforms comparable
results in the literature for both five- and three-fold cross
validations.

5. Conclusion
We present a simple but effective entity resolution framework, which is based on a structured similarity metric. Also,
we propose an effective updating algorithm which improves
the classification results. Both supervised and unsupervised
techniques for entity resolution were explored within our
framework. Not surprisingly, supervised learning method usually outperforms unsupervised learning method. For the same
dataset, our proposed method outperforms some recently reported methods in the literature. Our proposed entity resolution
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Cluster Infiltration in Fraud and Money Laundering Prediction
Felipe Cardona, Gustauo A. García, Juan J. Buriticá.

Abstract—Clusters are usually applied as a classification
mechanism. This paper introduces “cluster infiltration” as a
complementary technique for current data mining models and
its practical industry applications to predict fraud and Money
Laundering (ML1). First, the model is presented in a graphical
and conceptual way, along with two real applications in the
industry, showing the two different types of model presented.
The implementation of the model allows focusing the risk
analysis and data inspections for the auditing process,
improving the possibilities of detecting and predicting fraud
and ML cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

RAUD and

money laundering are one of the most common
and expensive problems in any financial institution
around the world. Every day there are new attempts to
extract the bank´s money illicitly.
For that kind of problems, most of the R&D and Internal
Control Departments inside financial entities develop
different kind of models to detect and predict fraud. The
most common techniques used for developing anti fraud and
anti money laundering (AML) models are Neural Networks,
Decision Trees, Logistic Regressions and Heuristic
Techniques [2]. Nevertheless, many times the built models
aren´t enough to reach the mentioned goal because these
models generate a considerable quantity of data, hard to
analyze manually in a short time [3]. Furthermore,
sometimes outcome patterns don’t provide a satisfactory
explanation that guarantees the reliability of the results. For
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1

ML is the process by which proceeds from a criminal activity are
disguised to conceal their illicit origins. Basically, money laundering
involves the proceeds of criminally derived property rather than the
property itself. [1]

those reasons, it seems necessary to build a complementary
model that provides practical results for a posterior fraud and
ML analysis.
The mentioned model basically uses the concept of
cluster. Cluster defined as “Mathematical method that can
be used to find out which objects in a set are similar” [4].
But the model proposed is a small variation of the
application of cluster; introducing the “infiltration” concept
defined as the insertion of external known data to the
observed phenomenon.
The model works basically with the infiltration of
historical data (defined as fraud or ML) into the information
that needs to be classified as a potential fraud. Furthermore,
the model has two different types of implementation in
practical problems. First, when there are data related with the
occurrence of the phenomenon to predict, the direct
infiltration (DI) can be used. Second, when there is not
enough information about the occurrence of the
phenomenon, the use of indirect infiltration (II) is
recommended. These two types of infiltration allow getting a
proportion of data related with the event to predict, getting
better results when combined with traditional data mining
models.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the
problem formulation is presented. In section 3, the
application process of the model, and a guideline to apply it.
In section 4, two practical cases are formulated and the main
results are discussed. Finally, conclusions and future work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In recent years transactional fraud and ML have been
problems growing in the world affecting not only Financial
Entities, but most industry and service companies.
Emergent countries like Colombia have a high rate of
bank fraud and ML, influenced by the illegal drug traffic and
terrorism. This kind of fraud reached in 2009 US$15,200
millions in the Colombian financial sector, where the main
sources were normative breakdown (28%), the robbery of
assets (28%), lost of information (25%), and others (19%)
[5].
There are different forms of fraud that every day evolves
to a more sophisticated network of illegal operations,
becoming more difficult to detect and predict. Among the
most harmful fraud techniques are buying data, stealing mail,
hacking online transactions, putting illegal devices at ATMs
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or retailers, phishing, spoofing, and many more [6], [7].
Because of the improvement of fraud and ML techniques
[8], it is necessary to increase the efforts to develop new
forms to detect and predict fraud [9]. These techniques are
based on data mining and statistical methods like Neural
Networks, Decision Trees, Logistic Regressions and
Heuristic Techniques [2], [10], but many times it´s necessary
to combine several techniques or apply complementary and
particular models depending of the specific fraud problem to
confront; as we could see in some of our previous work,
where traditional data mining models were applied to predict
a particular type of fraud.
In the case presented, the main fraud techniques analyzed
are hacking online transactions, illegal devices at ATM and
ML, which are confronted by the development of a particular
model called “Cluster Infiltration” that it will be explained in
the next section.

Step Two – Selection of the historical data and Infiltration:
Once the data to analyze is ready, it is required to select the
historical data classified as a fraud. Then the historical data
are infiltrated into the data to be classified, having a bigger
set of data (Fig. 2). The historical data help to establish the
proportion of fraud when the clusters are generated.

Fig. 2. Data Infiltration – DI.

III. PROPOSED MODEL AND THE APPLICATION PROCESS
Cluster Infiltration is a model developed to support de
traditional models that have been built to predict fraud
(Neural Networks, Decision Trees, Logistic Regressions and
Heuristic Techniques); is not an autonomous model by itself.
A very important characteristic of the model is that it
doesn´t need pre-defined categories or a target variable;
allowing to auto classify the different modalities of fraud
without knowledge of its existence. To know how the Cluster
Infiltration model works, it´s necessary to distinguish two
different types of implementation in practical problems:
A. Direct Cluster Infiltration (DI)
DI is used when there are historical data classified as a
fraud in the context of the problem under study. The
application of the models is divided in five steps.
Step One – Selection of the data to be predicted: The
process begins with the selection of the data related to the
problem that needs to be predicted; where the main target is
the classification of the data, for example as fraud and not
fraud (Fig. 1). This classification is based on proportions of
data, and is an indicator of the data that need to be analyzed
manually later by the investigators.

Fig. 1. Data Classification – DI.

Step Three – Selection the cluster quantity: A very
important step of this model is to determine the number of
clusters to be generated. The optimum number of clusters is
established through the experience and validation of the
results of the model (Fig. 3). For example, in fraud
prediction, it is possible to modify the number of cluster until
you obtain a cluster with a big proportion of fraud.
The data mining tools that can be used to generate clusters
are PASW modeler (Clementine), SAS miner, Knime or a
very good option is to develop a customized cluster
algorithm depending of the target that the researcher is
looking for.

Fig. 3. Cluster Generation.

In this case, Fig.3 shows the generated clusters. There are
five clusters, each one with a proportion of data preclassified as fraud (Data as Fraud / Data to be classified).
For example, clusters 1 and 2 have a higher risk to be
considered as fraud, because of its high proportion of fraud
data (90/10, 40/60). In the other hand, clusters 3, 4 and 5
have a lower risk to be considered as fraud.
To get a set with high proportion of fraud, this step can be
done again, joining clusters 1 and 2 and generating again a
limited number of clusters; repeating this step as many times
as needed to get clusters with the required proportion.
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Step Four – Complementary variables: All the steps from
1 to 3 can be repeated for each one of variables that have a
high correlation with the phenomenon under study. In section
4, a practical case with the analysis of different variables will
be shown.
Common variables analyzed in cases of fraud are: amount
of transaction, time of the transactions, demographic
information, economic sector or type of business, number of
transactions per platform, wrong attempts to log in, among
others [6], [7].
Step Five – Modifications to the Model and
Complementary Analysis. One variation of the steps
mentioned above, is when the infiltration process is modified
to get a particular fraud modality or a set of data with
homogeneous characteristics. For that case, before the
infiltration step, the historical data referenced as fraud
should be filtered by clusters as seen in step four. Each
resulting cluster is the data that will be infiltrated into the
model (Fig. 4). After that, all the process is the same, and the
results will be more homogeneous, with a lower number of
clusters.

Fig. 4. Data Infiltration after a Cluster Process applied to Historical Data
Predefined as Fraud.

B. Indirect Cluster Infiltration (II)
II is used when there is no historical data classified as a
fraud in the context of the problem that needs to be
predicted. When this happens, the traditional data mining
models sometimes may not work correctly or the precision of
the results are low, doing useless, even the application of the
DI model.
Traditional data mining models and the DI model need a
considerable quantity of historical data, in order to obtain
precise prediction with high trustworthiness.
Nevertheless, the II model allows getting good results
without having historical data labeled as fraud (ML is a very
good application of this model). The process will be
illustrated in four steps.
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Step One – Selection of the data to be predicted: This step
is the same as the step number one in the DI model. Here the
target is classifying the data as ML and not ML (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Data Classification – II.

Step Two – Indirect Infiltration: As there aren’t historical
data labeled as ML, it is necessary to get data from
customers that have a very clean history and have no ML
transactions. The most important part of this step is to know
which data are completely clean of ML, with the most
reliable customers.
After choosing the data with the lowest risk of being ML,
the infiltration process starts, and the data infiltrated are the
clean ones (Not ML). The infiltrated data allow establishing
the proportion of ML and not ML, when the clusters are
generated (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Indirect Data Infiltration – II.

Step Three – Selection of the cluster quantity: This step is
very similar to step 3 in the DI model; but the analysis is
opposite. First the clusters are generated with the interest of
finding clusters with a low proportion of clean data or Not
ML (Fig. 7).
The optimum number of clusters is established through the
experience and validation of the results when this model is
applied.
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Fig. 7. Indirect Cluster Generation.

In Fig.7, there are five clusters, each one with a proportion of
data pre-classified as Not ML (Data as Not ML / Data to be
classified).
For instance, clusters 4 and 5 have a higher risk to be
considered as ML. On the other hand, clusters 1, 2 and 3
have a lower risk to be considered as ML.
As in the DI model, this step can be done again, joining
clusters 4 and 5 and generating again a limited number of
clusters; repeating this step as many times as needed to get
clusters with the required proportion.
Step Four – Complementary Variables: Complementary
variables can be used in the II model with the purpose of
obtaining a higher proportion of data with ML risk. These
variables can replace the classification of ML and Not ML
and originate different proportions when the clusters are
generated. This produces a complementary classification of
ML risk that makes a more accurate model.
After seeing these two models, it is necessary to stand out
some relevant aspects:
This model is not a replacement for the traditional data
mining techniques, but offers a complementary analysis
of the phenomenon to predict.
The selection of variables from the historical data to
infiltrate in the model, (independent variables) is a key
point for the success of the prediction, especially in the
II model.
This model can be used as a sampling technique in
control and auditing process.
When de data referenced as fraud is infiltrated, it is
important to hide the fraud label (don’t do clustering
with the fraud label as an input variable).

In the presented case, the traditional fraud models for
prediction cannot be applied because there are different
fraud modalities. For that reason, it is possible to use the DI
model to get a preliminary prediction of new fraud customers
in a simple and timely way.
For the model application a simple database of 815
customers is designed. The database has demographic
information, business data, and fraud transactions in the last
year. Business data are related to particular data coming
from the interaction of customers with the organization´s
process.
Some variables analyzed by the model are Gender, Age,
Income, Profession, and others. In Fig. 8, the customer
database design is presented.

Fig. 8. Customer Database Design.

Fraud transactions are grouped by customer and include
the same demographic and business information; these
records are also identified with a fraud label. The outcome is
a set of 203 records with customers2 associated with
fraudulent transactions.
The DI approach is applied by joining the two sets of data
(data to be classified and historical data referenced as fraud)
to get a single database with the specifications for the cluster
model (depending on the software). In this case, the model
does not make any explicit difference among fraud
modalities or customer segmentation. These situations are
considered within inherit cluster features.
The selection of the clustering algorithm is related to the
type of variables, investigator preferences, and “generate and
test” process. Below, the analysis of applied k-means
algorithm with five clusters applied to the current database is
presented (Fig. 9). Each cluster is identified with the
proportion of Fraud (Data as Fraud / Data to be classified).

IV. PRACTICAL CASES
A. Fraud prediction in audit evaluations
This section illustrates practical results of applying the DI
as a complementary approach to fraud prediction. In this
research, there is a database of customers and the main
objective of this experiment is selecting a sample for
auditing, based on fraud risk and a previous set of identified
fraud transactions.

2

The number of fraud transactions is irrelevant, because the DI model
works with customers.
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Fig. 9. Cluster of customers with fraud proportions, applying DI model.

Infiltration is now complete, and the analysis starts by
looking for clusters with interesting proportions of fraud
elements or absence of these.
At glance, cluster 2 has an interesting proportion of fraud
occurrences and cluster 5 does not have fraud elements. In
some cases additional statistical validations can be applied,
but here the objective is to illustrate the process of how to
get a preliminary and timely result in which the auditing job
can focus for a predictive fraud assessment.
Because of the inherit difficulties of working around fraud
events, auditing usually creates programs with focus on
detecting fraud situations and selecting random samples over
the population, generally that results in a large number of
records to be evaluated. Then write a summary report of lost
amounts by fraud and after that, the manager can take
effective countermeasures [11].
On the other hand, DI model reduces the auditing
universe, optimizing auditing resources and allowing
focusing on fraud risk, making preventive recommendations
to avoid fraud. The segmentation of population allows
defining particular auditing tests to focus on each level of
fraud risk. As a result, the auditor agrees to consider
customers of cluster 2 as high risk and includes all them in
the evaluation. Cluster 5 is identified as low risk and can be
omitted in the evaluation; and other clusters of medium fraud
risk and can be evaluated through simple random sampling
with confidence of 0.95, deviation of 0.25 and error of .03.
However, other approaches can be considered. For example,
using a oriented sample over cluster 4 based on historical
behavior of this segment of customers.
This is a real application to illustrate DI clustering in fraud
prediction, and its impact on the efficiency of prevention
processes and valued added to the organization.
B. ML prediction to work against terrorism
Today, people are getting conscious about the impact of
drugs traffic, weapons traffic and terrorism over
communities and see the growth of ML as consequence of
these illegal activities. Organization and business are also
concerned about this problem and are willing to take actions
to avoid it. However it is difficult for organizations to
identify these complex situations and thinking in a prediction
model seems as a challenging undertake.
Here, some practical results of applying II as an alternative
method to predict ML are illustrated.
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Model definition suggests some question to be solved.
First, if there is enough documented information to construct
the model and how to manage the complexity. Second,
similar to fraud, there are several modalities of ML to be
considered. These modalities can be managed by cluster
characteristics. Also, the model can be improved by
segmenting companies based on known risk factors as sector,
economic activity, and others.
Information features like quantity and quality are an
important condition to construct any model. Typically,
organizations have difficulties to obtain and document ML
situations, among other factors because of the lack of formal
methodologies and the confidential use of this information.
These conditions make difficult to use the DI Model,
however there is an opportunity for the II Model since many
organizations have systems to identify or classify good or
acceptable customers, providers, partners, stakeholders and
investors, even in a predictive approach. This is the exact
way II works to predict ML, based on good organizations
behavior3.
Knowing good companies, it is possible to use the II to
predict organizations with high risk of contamination by
terrorism activities. A simple database with variables of
organizations and good companies identified with a label
was designed for model application.
For this example, the database had 187 companies with
variables like creation date, size (number of employees),
financial information, sector, economic activity, and others.
Good organizations are catalogued by current systems and
expert concepts; these records are also identified with a good
flag. The outcome is a cluster with 46 records of good
organizations according to company politics (this is the
information that is going to be infiltrated into the 187
companies).
Like in the first case, a k-means clustering algorithm with
four clusters was applied to the current database (Fig. 10).
Each cluster is identified with the proportion of not ML
(Data as Not ML / Data to be classified).

Fig. 10. Cluster of companies with Not ML proportions, applying II model.

Infiltration is now complete, and the analysis starts by
looking for clusters with a very low proportion of not ML.

3

Companies with good practices in AML, anti-terrorism, and Corporative
Government.
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At glance, the cluster 3 has an interesting proportion of
good organizations and is classified as low risk of ML, while
organizations in clusters 1 and 2 may require additional
controls.
For better analysis, it is necessary to specify a rigorous
definition of “good organization or not ML”; allowing a
better result reliability.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Fraud, ML and terrorism financing, are important world
concerns today; and with this scenario it is worth working in
innovative and simple solutions to be applied over industry.
Cluster infiltration model is just an initiative that can be
used in this and other creative contexts as complement of
current data mining models.
The implementation of the model, allows focusing the risk
analysis and data inspections for the auditing process,
improving the possibilities of detecting fraud cases.
The invitation to future works is to improve the model and
search new application for business and community benefits.
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An Approach for learning from small and unbalanced data sets
using Gaussian noise during artificial neural network training
Icamaan B. Viegas and Paulo Adeodato


Abstract—Classifiers have been widely applied to scientific
and industrial domains, in general, attaining good performance.
However, when applied to problems with small and unbalanced
data sets, most classifiers have much worse performance,
mainly due to the lack of learning ability to cope with these data
constraints. The small size of the data set reduces the
generalization power of the classifier and the unbalance in class
representation makes the classifiers favor the larger and less
important classes. Inherent to several real-world problems,
small and unbalanced data sets are the reality to be tackled by
learning algorithms for producing accurate and reliable
classifiers to solve these problems. This paper proposes an
approach to address these data constraints based on the
addition of Gaussian noise to the input patterns’ variables
during the training process. The paper focuses on this noise
addition to the multi layer perceptron (MLP) neural network
(NN). Experimental results indicate that the proposed approach
achieves a performance statistically better than the traditional
methods (95% confidence) together with lower variability.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

used in a variety of scientific and industrial
fields, classifiers perform poorly when applied to
problems with small and unbalanced data sets. In
classification problems, the size of data set is essential to
achieve a satisfactory performance with a high generalization
power. However, in unbalanced data sets the larger and less
important classes tend to be favored.
The size of data set represents a crucial factor to
determine the classifier performance. As more data become
available to represent a certain domain, the classifier
performance will improve. Learning from small data sets
represents a problem from both the convergence and the
generalization performance standpoints. Even with the
technological advances making the storage of big amounts of
data possible, several real-world problems present a very
limited quantity of data, making the application of machine
learning techniques impossible, in situations such as flight
accidents, investigation about new diseases, failure of high
voltage equipments, etc.
IDELY
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Unbalanced data sets are another important limitation
associated with the main machine learning techniques. Data
sets in which one class is particularly rare are termed
unbalanced (or imbalanced) datasets. Those represent a
pervasive problem in a large variety of real-world
applications including supervised learning applications.
"Learning from imbalanced datasets presents a convoluted
problem both from the modeling and cost standpoints. In
particular, when a class is of great interest but its patterns
occur rarely such as in cases of fraud, instances of disease,
and regions of interest in large-scale simulations, there is a
correspondingly high cost for the misclassification of rare
events" [1] [2].
In problems whose amount of data is limited, the
application of several machine learning techniques in order
to solve those problems are not feasible or perform poorly.
For problems where the class of interest is relatively rarer
than the other classes (unbalanced datasets) sampling
methods are used for countering class imbalance [3]. Under
such circumstances, the patterns which represent the rarer
class are re-sampled to generate models with high accuracy
over the minority class. The rarer class is usually the class of
interest therefore the cost of making mistakes is higher.
In this paper, in order to address those limitations, was
proposed a comprehensive infrastructure which injects
Gaussian noise online into inputs patterns. The proposed
approach focuses on creating new input patterns by adding
random noise, drawn from a Gaussian distribution, to the
existent inputs patterns. If we have two cases with similar
inputs, the desired outputs will usually be similar [4]. That
means we can take any training case and generate new
training cases by adding small amounts of artificial noise to
the inputs. As long as the amount of noise is sufficiently
small, the desired output will not change enough to be of any
consequence, so we can just use the same target value [5]
[6].
The effects of adding noise are studied during a MLP neural
network training process, trained with the backpropagation
learning algorithm. Although this learning algorithm is the
most widely used in classification problems, it has proved
difficult both to deal with small data sets and to handle
unbalanced data sets. In this study, we propose a
comparative study analyzing the neural network MLP
performance with and without addition of Gaussian noise to
the input patterns during the training process.
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II. TRAINING WITH NOISE
n=k*g
The addition of noise during the training of a neural
network, besides to prevent overfitting can help to improve
the neural network generalization power on new data [7] [8].
Training with noise increases the size of data sets by creating
new and different training patterns. Any training pattern can
generate new training patterns by adding small amounts of
artificial noise to the inputs. As long as the amount of
artificial noise is sufficiently small, the desired output will
not change enough to be of any consequence, so we can just
use the same target value [5][6].
Although there are previous studies about addition of
noise during neural networks training as a tool to improve
the generalization capability and convergence time, there are
limited studies comparing the effects of adding artificial
noise to the conventional approaches as a way to address
particular limitations such as small and unbalanced data sets.
Bishop has analyzed the equivalence between training with
artificial noise injected to the input patterns and Tikhonov
regularization [9]. The effects of adding noise during
backpropagation training on a generalization performance
has also been studied by the injection of noise into input
patterns, weight and ANN output. The possibility of
improving the generalization capability of a neural network
by introducing additive noise to the training samples has also
been discussed [10]. Recently, similar approach has also
been successful for providing generalization in the pRAM ntuple classifier neural network [11]. A new global
optimization strategy has been proposed for training adaptive
systems where instead of adding random noise to the weights
as proposed in the past, additive random noise is injected
directly into the desired signal [12]. Finally, a comparative
study about two methods of adding artificial noise to
artificial neural networks network training has also been
carried out [13].
A. Infrastructure
The proposed approach consists of adding random noise
drawn from a Gaussian distribution into input patterns in
order to overcome the limitations imposed by small and
unbalanced data sets. A responsible module for handling the
insertion of noise during the neural network training was
created for this task accomplishment.
To define the parameters of the Gaussian distribution is a
crucial factor in this process. In this study, the noise values
are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0. The
variance value was defined experimentally after a iterative
process – several values were tested and the value that has
presented the better performance is used for comparison with
the conventional training method. The expression used to
generate the noise values injected into input patterns is
presented below:

(1)

Where n represents the generated noise value injected in
every continuous variable from the input pattern, g ~ N (0, 1)
and k is a constant to set up the variance value. This
procedure (set the variance value by a constant) was adopted
in order to make easier the programming. The assessed
values for the constant k are presented in the following table:
TABLE I
k and the respective variance value

k
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25

Variance
0.05²
0.10²
0.15²
0.20²
0.25²

The complete process for adding noise can be understood for
the pseudo-code below:

1. Initialize the system architecture
2. Set k, max number of epochs and min error
3. Begin training - While epoch counter < max number of
epochs
a. Randomly draw an input pattern (vector x) without
replacement for presentation
b. Inject noise into input pattern
1. For every continuous attribute from the input pattern
a. Draw g from a Gaussian distribution. g ~ N(0,1)
b. Calculate n = k * g
c. Add n into input pattern x
c. Present the input pattern
d. Adjust the system parameters
e. If training stopping criterion has been reached then
1. Stop training
f. Otherwise
1. Increase epoch counter
2. Go to 3.a

The difference from this approach for the conventional
approach for MLP training is shown in the step 3.b where for
every continuous attribute from the input pattern is added a
value drawn from a Gaussian distribution based on the
expression 1. After that, the new input pattern is presented to
the neural network and the parameters are adjusted like in
the conventional training process.
Besides the improvement in performance, the suggested
approach brings an additional contribution: the data can be
used only for training and test processes. It is not necessary
any additional approach to prevent overfitting because the
patterns presented to the neural network are modified by the
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addition of Gaussian noise in every training epoch, this
avoids the possibility of overfitting [9].

III. EXPERIMENTS
This section provides a description of the experimental
setup. The main goal of this study is to assess the influence
of adding noise during the MLP training, when the dataset
size is small or unbalanced. For this reason, we proposed the
use of problems, from the Proben1 benchmark, with a
limitation on the number of patterns. For every dataset used
in the experiments, a stratified sample with only 100 patterns
was selected in order to analyze the proposed approach. In
other words, only 100 patterns from each problem were used
to the neural network training. This sampling was performed
randomly to avoid any bias. This approach is compared to
the conventional MLP training process, and the results are
compared by the statistical Student t test.
A. Dataset – Proben1
Proben1 is a data repository which has been one of the
most used for benchmarking neural networks and other
classification and regression systems [13]. Also most of its
data sets are small making it the most appropriate for
benchmarking this work.
Among the classification problems, only the binary
decision problems were chosen due to the ease of
interpretation and the robustness of the performance
assessment metrics. From the Proben1 binary decision
problems, the data sets chosen were Card, Diabetes and
Cancer.
Problem Card deals with a data set focused on the problem
of approval of credit cards. The dataset is interesting due to
great mix of attributes that can take continuous and discrete
values. The problem has originally 690 patterns, each one
having 15 attributes of which 383 patterns are labeled as bad
(negative class) and 307 are labeled as good (positive class).
The sampling process produced a new data set with 100
patterns where 56 patterns are labeled as bad and 44
patterns are labeled as good (the same proportion of the
original data set).
Problem Diabetes deals with a data set from Pima Indians
dedicated to the problem of diabetes diagnosis. The main
objective is to determine if the patient has diabetes according
to the criteria set by the World Health Organization. Some
restrictions were placed during the selection of instances to
make up this dataset, for example, all available data relate to
female patients over 21 years old. The problem has 8
attributes and the data set has 768 patterns with 500 patterns
labeled as non-diabetic (negative class) and 268 patterns
labeled as diabetic (positive class). The sampling process
produced a new data set with 100 patterns of which 65
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patterns are labeled as non-diabetic and 35 patterns are
labeled as diabetic.
Problem Cancer deals with a data set obtained from the
Hospitals of the University of Wisconsin, Madison. The
problem is to diagnosis, from cytological tests, if the breast
cancer found in patients is benign or malignant. This
problem has 699 patterns with 10 attributes. The distribution
of the class according to the number of patterns is 241
patterns for the class of interest and 458 patterns for another
class. The sampling process produced 100 patterns of
which 34 patterns are labeled as malignant and 66
patterns are labeled as benign.
B. ANN Multi Layer Perceptron – MLP
Widely used in several industrial and scientific fields,
Artificial Neural Networks can solve problems which for
traditional methods can be very hard. Although it is a
technique scientifically well established, neural networks
have some difficulties to deal with certain types of problems.
These include problems with small data sets in which
artificial neural network performs poorly. Furthermore,
MLPs have problems with unbalanced data sets; a situation
where the more common approach is re-sampling/replicating
the patterns from the rarer class.
The study about the influence of adding Gaussian noise
during the training process is performed by a comparative
analysis. The ANN model chosen for this research was the
multi layer perceptron (MLP) trained with backpropagation
algorithm due to being a highly distributed network,
consolidated and object of several studies [14]. Firstly, the
MLP performance is assessed over the described problems in
previous section. Then, the performance obtained in the first
step is compared to the MLP performance, similar to the first
one, but with addition of noise during the training process.
The neural networks have the same number of layers and
neurons (one hidden layer with 3 neurons), the same learning
rate (0.001), the same momentum rate (0.01) and the same
number of epochs (10,000).
C. Training and noise variance
Initially, the variance of the Gaussian distribution used to
draw the noise values was defined. In this process, for every
problem (Cancer, Diabetes and Card) were trained five
identical artificial neural networks with addiction of noise
during the training, each one with a different value of
variance for the Gaussian noise distribution. The best
performance among the five models was used to determine
the variance value. Therefore, the selected neural network
has its performance compared to the conventional approach.
The setup of the variance value is based in the constant k,
defined in the previous section. The variance values can be
seen in the table 1, in section 2.A.
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D. Metrics and Statistical test
Considering that MLP was the technique focused on by
this work and that the benchmark problems were binary
classifications, the performance comparison should be based
on metrics for continuous outputs not to constrain the
comparison to a single and arguable decision threshold.
Therefore, two widely accepted performance metrics in
binary decision problems were chosen for comparison of the
two approaches, namely, the Area Under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC_ROC) [15] and the
maximum value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov curve (KS2)
[16]. Several data mining competitions have used them to
define their winner [17] [18].
The ROC Curve [15] is a non parametric tool that
represents the compromise between the true positive and the
false positive example classifications based on a continuous
output along all its possible decision threshold values (the
score). In medical scenarios, the ROC curve equivalently
expresses the compromise between sensitivity and specificity
(actually, 1- specificity) [19]. There are two metrics usually
extracted from the ROC curves: The minimum distance from
the ROC curve to the upper left corner (ideal point) which is
a performance indicator constrained to a single operation
point and the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC_ROC)
which is used for assessing the performance throughout the
whole continuous range of scores [15]. Considering binary
decision on continuous range, the bigger the AUC_ROC, the
closer the system is to the ideal classifier (AUC_ROC=1). If
the ROC curve of a classifier appears above that of another
classifier along the entire domain of variation, the former
system is better than the latter.
Originally, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical method
had been conceived as a non parametric tool used for
measuring the adherence of a cumulative distribution
function (CDF) to the cumulative representation of the actual
data in hypothesis tests [16]. In binary decision systems, this
metric is applied for assessing the lack of adherence between
the data sets from the 2 classes, having the score as
independent variable. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Curve is
the difference between the CDFs of the data sets of the two
classes and the higher the curve, the better the system. The
point of maximum value (Max_KS) is the key performance
indicator, invariant to any score monotonic transformation.
This metric is widely applied for performance evaluation in
credit risk analysis. The larger the Max_KS, the better the
system is for class separability. The ideal decision system
would have the Max_KS equal to 1, corresponding to all
patterns from each class separately grouped by the sorted
score.
For statistical validity of the comparison against the
existing methods, it is necessary to assess the performance in
a sampling process for each binary decision problem in such
way that a confidence interval is defined. A paired statistical
comparison test has been carried out; all the setup was the
same for the 2 approaches.

Despite not being accepted as a performance evaluation
tool because of the huge re-use of training data, n-Fold cross
validation has been widely accepted as a way to compare
methods because it uses statistically independent testing sets.
In this work, the choice was for n=10 with sampling done in
a stratified manner. Each test fold produced a set of
AUC_ROC and Max_KS performance metrics which had
their average and standard deviation calculated.
For assessing the difference in methods 10 Monte Carlo
simulations of the 10-fold cross-validation process were run
and the confidence interval was set to 0.95 in single-sided
test to confirm the new approach superiority.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Variance definition
Firstly, the variance levels defined for every problem are
presented in three tables. Each table has information about
the noise level (variance) and performance achieved
(Max_KS and AUC_ROC). The best performance is
highlighted.
TABLE II
Definition of the noise level for the Card problem
Experiments

Noise level (k)

AUC_ROC

Max_KS

Experiment 1

0.05

0.868

0.771

Experiment 2

0.10

0.865

0.771

Experiment 3

0.15

0.852

0.730

Experiment 4

0.20

0.873

0.730

Experiment 5

0.25

0.825

0.710

According to Table II, the experiment 1 achieved the
better performance in the ROC curve metric. For this reason,
the noise level was defined in k = 0.05 (variance = 0.05²).
TABLE III
Definition of the noise level for the Diabetes problem
Experiments

Noise level
(k)

AUC_ROC

Max_KS

Experiment 1

0,05

0,778

0,501

Experiment 2

0,10

0,731

0,440

Experiment 3

0,15

0,703

0,396

Experiment 4

0,20

0,707

0,401

Experiment 5

0,25

0,677

0,360

According to Table III, the experiment 1 achieved the
better performance in both used metrics ROC curve and
maximum KS. For this reason, the noise level was defined in
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k = 0.05 (variance = 0.05²).

TABLE IV
Definition of the noise level for the Cancer problem
Experiments

Noise level
(k)

AUC_ROC

Max_KS

Experiment 1

0,05

0,897

0,895

Experiment 2

0,10

0,901

0,895

Experiment 3

0,15

0,897

0,879

Experiment 4

0,20

0,905

0,901

Experiment 5

0,25

0,902

maximum KS. Whereas the AUC shows that the
performances are equivalent. About the variance, this
approach proved to be more stable. The results of a
MonteCarlo experimental set up of 10 times 10-fold
crossvalidation will be presented in a complete paper about
this research.

TABLE VI
Results achieved for the Diabetes Problem

0,879

Experiments

Noise Adding

Model 1

No

Model 2

According to Table IV, the experiment 4 achieved the
better performance in both used metrics ROC curve and
maximum KS. For this reason, the noise level was defined in
k = 0.2 (variance = 0.2²).
B. Final Results
The experimental results achieved for each problem (Card,
Diabetes and Cancer) are presented in three tables. Each
table has information about the used approach (with or
without noise), the average performance and their respective
variances (in the cells immediately below). Moreover, the
last row presents the results of applying the statistical test,
called t test, with a confidence level of 95%. This test is used
to compare two samples from two normally distributed
populations, where the mean and variance of these
populations are unknown. In this work, this test was applied
in order to verify whether the proposed approach is
significantly better than the traditional approach. The symbol
"+" indicates that the performance of the proposed approach
is significantly higher, whereas the symbol "-" indicates that
it is significantly less, finally, the symbol "≈" indicates that
with 95% confidence there is no significant difference
between the approaches studied.
TABLE V
Results achieved for the Card Problem
Experiments

Noise Adding

Model 1

No

Model 2

Hypothesis test t

AUC

KS

0.854

0.704

0.001

0.003

0.870

0.766

0.000

0.001

≈

+

Yes

AUC

KS

0.691

0.347

0.006

0.013

0.777

0.510

0.000

0.001

+

+

Yes

Hypothesis test t

According to Table VI, the performance of the proposed
approach is significantly higher, independent of the metric
used. About the variance, the proposed approach proved to
be more stable, obtaining lower values.

TABLE VII
Results achieved for the Cancer Problem
Experiments

Noise Adding

Model 1

No

Model 2

AUC

KS

0.894

0.876

0.000

0.000

0.899

0.890

0.000

0.000

+

+

Yes

Hypothesis test t

According to Table VII, the performance of the proposed
approach is significantly higher, independent of the metric
used. There was no significant difference between the
variance; both approaches obtained quite low values.
In short, the tables above show that the proposed approach
achieved significantly better results for the three problems
and the two metrics used. Just for the metric AUC (area
under the ROC curve) for the Card problem the results
showed no significant differences. In addition to better
performance, the variance proved lower which means a more
stable and reliable classifier.
V. CONCLUSION

According to Table V, the performance of the proposed
approach is significantly higher when the metric used is the

The research about how the addition of Gaussian noise
influences the performance of a binary classifier is intended
to provide an alternative to the follows limitations: (i) small
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data sets; and (ii) unbalanced data sets.
Three public data sets, from the Probem1 benchmark,
were used (Card, Diabetes and Cancer). The addition of
Gaussian noise during the MLP neural network training
shown a significant improvement in performance, when the
size of data sets was limited to one hundred patterns.
Five of the six assessments showed that the proposed
approach overcome the conventional approach for MLP
neural network training, besides a lower variability.
Despite the better results, some studies can be performed
in order to improve this methodology, such as determining
the variable distribution in the dataset, and from this propose
a methodology for set up the variance of the Gaussian
distribution.
Despite the performance improvement attained, the
Gaussian noise addition has considered decorrelated noise
even when the input variables are correlated. This issue will
be solved either by decorrelating the input variables (for
example, running Principal Component Analysis [20]) and
adding decorrelated Gaussian noise or by adding a Gaussian
noise vector according to the variables’ covariance matrix.
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Abstract - Despite recent advances in named entity extraction
technologies, state-of-the-art extraction tools achieve
insufficient accuracy rates for practical use in many
operational settings. However, they are not generally prone to
the same types of error, suggesting that substantial
improvements may be achieved via appropriate combinations
of existing tools, provided their behavior can be accurately
characterized and quantified. In this paper, we present an
inference methodology for the aggregation of named entity
extraction technologies that is founded upon a black-box
analysis of their respective error processes. This method has
been shown to produce statistically significant improvements in
extraction relative to standard performance metrics and to
mitigate the weak performance of entity extractors operating
under suboptimal conditions. Moreover, this approach provides
a framework for quantifying uncertainty and has demonstrated
the ability to reconstruct the truth when majority voting fails.
Keywords: Knowledge discovery, text mining, named entity
extraction, probabilistic aggregation, ensemble learning

1

Introduction

Since the 1980s, the increasing sophistication of machine
learning and computer technologies has enabled the
development of solutions to a variety of challenges facing the
Natural Language Processing (NLP) community. Knowledge
discovery systems are of particular interest to commercial,
industrial, and government organizations that rely on computer
processing to perform transactions, evaluate consumer
demands, and, in general, draw conclusions and make decisions
that depend upon an extensive knowledge base. Often,
construction of such a knowledge base depends upon the
automatic extraction of relational information and, more
fundamentally, related named entities1 (e.g., people,
organizations) from a collection, or corpus, of text documents
(e.g., e-mail, news articles). Consequently, the reliability of
these systems is highly susceptible to extraction errors.
However, even state-of-the-art entity extraction tools are
vulnerable to variations in (1) the source and domain of a
corpus and its adherence to conventional lexical, syntactical,
and grammatical rules; (2) the availability and reliability of
1

We will often use “entity” and “named entity” interchangeably.

manually annotated data; and (3) the complexity of entity types
targeted for extraction. Under these and other challenging
conditions, extractors produce a range of interdependent errors
that mangle entity output and rarely achieve adequate accuracy
rates for practical use. However, many extraction technologies,
distinguished by the nature of their underlying algorithms,
possess complementary characteristics that may be combined
to selectively amplify their attractive attributes (e.g., low miss
or false alarm rates) and mitigate their respective weaknesses.
Many previous extractor combination methodologies that aim
to leverage these characteristics rely upon variations of a
“voting” mechanism (e.g., majority vote [1]). In practice, such
approaches often fall short, as they depend heavily upon the
number and type of extractors chosen, and they do not account
for variations in the underlying extraction methodologies and
the differing characteristics of their errors. Moreover, such
systems tend to be limited in their ability to assess uncertainty,
a critical capability for evaluating reliability in downstream
analysis and decision-making. Proposed enhancements to the
basic voting mechanism include, but are not limited to,
weighting of constituent (i.e., base) extractors’ output [2];
stacking of base extractors [3]-[5]; establishing a vote
“threshold” [6]; and bagging [7]. Even more sophisticated
techniques, such as that described in [8], fail to adequately
account for the impact of text within a local neighborhood of a
word of interest. A method based on the Conditional Random
Field (CRF) model presented by Si, et al. [9], demonstrated that
performance is enhanced by incorporating the classification
structure of nearby words.
The aggregation methodology described in this paper, i.e., the
entity meta-extractor, represents a significant departure from
previous combination techniques. Specifically, the metaextractor harnesses the unique characteristics of its base
extractors via the estimation of conditional probability
distributions over a space of extraction errors defined relative
to the entities themselves. The resulting performance profiles
are used to determine the most likely truth, in a probabilistic
sense, given extractor output in a region of text.
Section 2 of this paper will describe the probabilistic
characterization of base extractor performance, and Section 3
will focus on the construction and ranking of hypotheses. In
Section 4, empirical results will be presented showing that the
meta-extractor achieves statistically significant improvements
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in entity extraction over its base extractors and a majority vote
algorithm. Finally, we will discuss our conclusions and future
research in Section 5.

2

Base extractor performance

In the remaining discussion, we assume that an entity can
be expressed as a string (i.e., name) associated with a location2
in the source text. To enable the characterization of base
extractor performance, we assume an annotated set of
documents is available (distinct from those used for training) to
serve as an “evaluation corpus” for the base extractors3. The
ground truth entity data, G, consists of the true (i.e., manually
annotated) entities identified in the evaluation corpus. The
meta-extractor aggregates the output of K > 1 base entity
extractors, where Dk denotes the output of extractor k relative
to a corpus. When the locations of a ground truth and extracted
entity intersect, we say that the entities overlap4.

2.1

Transformations of entity data

Entity extractors are generally of three basic types: rulebased, statistical and heuristic. Despite their algorithmic
differences, however, their common objective is to correctly
extract fragments from text that represent real-world entities,
such as people, organizations, or locations. At a high level, this
task may be regarded as a three-stage process in which an
extractor (in some prescribed order) must detect a reference to
an entity in a document, identify the offsets that delineate the
name of a detected entity, and classify it as to its type. We
focus chiefly on the first two of these in this paper.
Many of the most effective extractors are proprietary, and
hence, direct analysis of their underlying algorithms is often
infeasible. Therefore, we choose to treat each extractor k as a
“black box”. However, mistakes that are made on an annotated
corpus result in observable discrepancies between its output,
Dk , and the known ground truth, G. Thus, G serves as a
baseline relative to which extractor behaviors can be
characterized. More formally, the extraction process can be
regarded as a transformation from G to Dk , denoted by
τ (G, D k ) , that is driven by the occurrence of extraction errors.
Hence, assessing the performance of a base extractor lies in
characterizing the types and propensity of the errors driving
this transformation. Unfortunately, G and D k can be very

Fig. 1. Ground truth entity data and corresponding extracted data.

large, so it is prudent to decompose τ (G, D k ) into an ordered
collection of smaller, more manageable (i.e., elementary)
transformations; i.e., τ (G, Dk ) ≡ {τ i (G i , D ki )} , where G i and
Dki are subsets of G and D k respectively.
The elementary transformations τ i occasionally assume
complex forms. In Fig. 1, for example, the output of Extractor
2 corresponds to a transformation of two ground truth entities
into one extracted entity. Therefore, we choose to define the
τ i ' s in terms of the number of ground truth and extracted
entities that they involve, subject to a desired set of properties.
We now specify these properties more formally.
Let τ i (G i , Dki ) ≡ τ m,n exactly when G i is an ordered set of
m ≥ 0 consecutive ground truth entities and Dki is an ordered
set of n ≥ 0 consecutive extracted entities from extractor k,
where at least one of m and n is strictly positive5. The set of
allowable types forms a transformation space given by
T = {τ m,n : m, n ≥ 0, m + n > 0} . For a set of elementary
transformations {τ i (G i , D ki )} that comprise τ (G, Dk ) , we
require that the following hold:
1) For all g ∈G , there is exactly one τ i (G i , Dki ) such that
g ∈G i ; similarly, for all d ∈Dk , there is exactly one
τ j (G j , Dkj ) such that d ∈Dkj ;
2) If g ∈G and d ∈Dk overlap, then there exists some
τ i (G i , Dki ) such that g ∈G i and d ∈Dki ;
3) Any τ i (G i , Dki ) cannot be partitioned into two or more
transformations satisfying both (1) and (2).
Under these properties, the entities extracted by Extractors 1
and 2 in Fig. 1 correspond to two τ 1,1 transformations and one
τ 2,1 transformation, respectively.
It can be easily shown that properties (1)-(3) are necessary and
sufficient to determine a unique collection of elementary
transformations that partition τ (G, D k ) , a desirable condition
to ensure consistent meta-extractor performance. However, the
space of τ m,n transformation types is massive, and
transformations become rarer as m and n become large. Hence,
from a practical perspective, annotated data may be too sparse
to compute reliable probability estimates over an unabridged
transformation space. To that end, we relax property (1) above
so that we can further decompose rare transformation types into
a combination of simpler, overlapping transformation types that
are more frequently observed. Care must be taken to ensure
that the partition derived from a reduced space of
transformation types is unique. We have typically limited the
space to T = {τ 0,1 ,τ 1,0 ,τ 1,1 ,τ 1,2 ,τ 2,1 } .

2

We express the location of a text string in terms of its start and end offsets
relative to the first character in the corpus.
3
Three distinct corpora are required for: (1) training the base extractors, (2)
evaluating their performance, (3) testing the meta-extractor.
4
We generally assume that ground truth entities do not overlap and that the
entities extracted by extractor k do not overlap.

5

τ 0, 0 refers to the transformation involving no true or extracted entities at a

corpus location. This event is not directly observable or easily characterized.
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Many of these elementary transformations, e.g., τ m,n , m ≠ n ,
encapsulate a variety of common extraction errors. For
example, an extractor may detect one entity where there are, in
fact, three. Since these types of errors are implicitly accounted
for via the transformation space, we can think of these as
implicit errors (which, notably, include the Miss and False
Alarm errors, τ 1,0 and τ 0,1 , respectively). However, observe
that the τ 2,1 transformation in Fig. 1 contains additional
discrepancies between the true and extracted entities that the
transformation type does not embody. Specifically, the output
of Extractor 2, “President Barack Obama of the United States”,
includes the extra text “President” and “of the”. These and
other discrepancies within instantiated transformations can be
regarded as explicit errors and are mapped into a set of error
types, E = { e1 ,e2 ,…,es } , called an error space.

2.2

E. At a high level of abstraction, T and E are related
hierarchically; that is, explicit errors occur within observed
transformations, and it is natural to exploit this dependency.
Specifically, we compute the relative frequency of each
transformation type in the evaluation corpus, along with the
relative frequency of each error conditioned on transformation
type. In determining the latter, an explicit error of type e j ∈E
may occur more than once in conjunction with a transformation
(depending on E and T). However, we make the simplifying
assumption that within an observed elementary transformation,
explicit errors of different types may co-occur, but those of the
same type may not.6 Accordingly, we say the state of each
explicit error is binary, and is given by

⎧1, if e j occurs within τ i
sτ i (e j ) = ⎨
⎩ 0, otherwise
sτ i (E) = {sτ i (e j )} e j ∈E , τ i ∈T k

The error space

Though we place no specific constraints on the
cardinality of the error space, the granularity of E must be
considered. That is, a coarse error space may prevent subtle
extractor behaviors from being adequately characterized, but an
error space that is too fine may cause probability estimation to
be problematic when annotated data are sparse.
To illustrate these concepts, suppose we define the space of
discrepancies to consist of all possible ways that “extra
characters” can corrupt an entity name. Then the three spaces
defined in Eq. (1) each constitute a valid error space.

(E1) e = "extra characters"
(E 2 ) el = "extra characters + name",
(1)
er = " name + extra characters"
(E 3 ) el = " i extra characters + name", i = 1, 2,…, k
er = " name + i extra characters", i = 1, 2,…, k

where T k = {τ i (G i , D ki )} is the set of elementary
transformations that form τ (G, D k ) , and sτ i (E) is the joint
state of all defined error types within τ i (G i , Dki ) .
To exemplify this concept, suppose we observe the τ 1,1
transformation “Barack Obama”  “when Barack Obama was
elected”. No implicit errors are associated with this
transformation type, but the set of explicit errors that occur
relative to error space E1 in Eq. (1) is {e} . Similarly, for E 2 ,
{el ,er } ; and for E 3 , {el5 ,er12 } . We can estimate the conditional
probabilities of the explicit error types in E for extractor k via
the expression

Pˆk (e j | τ m,n ) =

i

i

Observe that the respective cardinalities of E i in Eq. (1) are
given by E1 = 1 , E 2 = 2 , and E 3 = 2k . In the empirical
studies presented in Section 4, we have utilized an error space
defined as in Eq. (2).

ex = " extra characters",
em = " missing characters"

2.3

∑ sτ (e j | τ m,n )
i

τ i ∈Tk

∑ Iτ (τ m,n )

τ i ∈Tk

, ej ∈ E

(4)

i

where I (⋅) is the indicator function, τ m,n ∈T is a given
transformation type, and sτ i (e j | τ m,n ) and Iτ i (τ m,n ) are defined

to be 0 if transformation τ i is not of type τ m,n . Similarly, the
probability estimate for each transformation type is given by

(2)

Ultimately, the choice of an appropriate mapping (and hence,
E) may be influenced by many factors that depend upon the
application in question and its associated requirements.
However, as mentioned above, the amount of annotated data
available for estimating probability distributions over
transformation and error types (i.e., implicit and explicit errors)
will likely play a critical role.

(3)

Pˆk (τ m,n ) =

∑ Iτ (τ m,n )

τ i ∈Tk

i

Tk

, τ m,n ∈ T .

(5)

Note that there are a variety of alternative estimates that one
might propose. Those defined in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) were
chosen for their computational simplicity and because they
provide reasonable estimates of the quantities of interest
assuming modest amounts of data.

Error probability estimation

For each base extractor k, we must estimate a probability
distribution over a transformation space, T, and an error space,

6

In our empirical studies, we found that relaxing this assumption generally had
negligible impact on meta-extractor performance.
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Fig. 2. Two meta-entities are formed from overlapping extracted data – “President Obama”, “Edward M. Liddy of the American International Group”.

3

Extractor aggregation

In this section, we present a technique for aggregating
base extractor output that leverages their performance
characteristics to probabilistically rank hypothesized entities.
This ranking forms the basis for determining meta-extractor
output and associated confidence.

3.1

Meta-entities

In an operational setting, the base extractors are applied
to a corpus for which ground truth is unknown. Using only the
extracted output of its K base extractors7, the meta-extractor
must determine the truth, G.
Lacking access to the source text, the overlapping entities
extracted by all of the base extractors at a given location in the
corpus contain all the available information regarding the
underlying ground truth at that location. The union of this
overlapping extracted data yields a meta-entity, a novel
construction used to establish a hypothesis space associated
with this ground truth. Fig. 2 provides an excerpt of source text
overlaid with the output of two hypothetical extractors, whose
extracted data form two meta-entities.

3.2

The hypothesis space

We assume that any true entities must lie strictly within
the corresponding meta-entity boundaries. Given this
assumption, it only remains to determine the unique
combination of words in the meta-entity that exactly matches
these entities. To this end, we construct a hypothesis space that
consists of all possible forms the ground truth entities may
take. For example, the “President Obama” meta-entity in Fig. 2
yields a hypothesis space consisting of the following:
1) “President Obama”
2) “President”, “Obama”
3) “President”
4) “Obama”
5) “ ” (i.e., the NULL hypothesis)
For small meta-entities it is feasible to generate the hypothesis
space exhaustively. However, the space grows exponentially
with meta-entity size and may be pared down by means of prior
knowledge and/or assumptions. Such size constraints have not
significantly impacted performance in our empirical studies.

assumption does not hold, the hypothesis space generated from
the meta-entity will not contain the truth, and we say that the
hypothesis space is not closed. In such cases, the metaextractor will be unable to discover the truth.
Note, however, that the closure rate8 of the hypothesis space is
closely related to the number and diversity of the base
extractors. In our empirical studies, utilizing four very different
open source entity extractors, the truth was contained in the
hypothesis space as often as 98% of the time. This finding
suggests that for practical purposes, our assumption may, in
fact, be reasonable. Strategies for increasing the closure rate
include expanding the collection of base extractors, or enabling
access to the source text during hypothesis space generation.

3.3

Given the hypothesis space Ω x corresponding to a metaentity x and the overlapping output Dkx of base extractor k, the
likelihood of each hypothesis H jx ∈Ω x must be computed.
Under the assumption that H jx is true, and provided the
transformation and error spaces are appropriately defined, there
is a unique set of transformations T jk and associated explicit
errors that transforms H jx into Dkx . This is called the error
pathway between the hypothesis and the extracted data. For
example, let our hypothesis be Hj: “President”, “Obama” in
reference to meta-entity “President Obama” from Fig. 2. Based
on the assumption that Hj is true, the pathway generated by
Extractor 1 consists of a τ 2,1 transformation with no explicit
errors, whereas that generated by Extractor 2 consists of a τ 1,1
and τ 1,0 transformation with no explicit errors. Since each
hypothesis induces a unique pathway, computing its likelihood
reduces to estimating the probability of observing this pathway.
Hence, the likelihood of each hypothesis can be expressed as a
function of the probabilities estimated as described in Section
2.3. Let H jx ∈Ω x be the hypothesis of interest and
Dx = D1x ∪ D2x ∪… ∪ DKx be the corresponding (i.e.,
overlapping) data extracted by the K base extractors. We
estimate the conditional probability of H jx given the observed
extracted data Dx , via the following expression:

(

To address efficiency requirements of certain real-world applications, we
assume that the source text cannot directly be accessed.

)

(

) ( )

P H jx Dx ∝ P Dx H jx ⋅ P H jx

(

) ( )

= P D1x ,D2x ,…,DKx H jx ⋅ P H jx

Furthermore, the assumption that the ground truth entities lie
entirely within the meta-entity boundaries does not always hold
and may at first seem unreasonable. Indeed, when this
7

Ranking hypotheses

8

,

(7)

The closure rate is defined as the relative frequency with which hypothesis
spaces contain the corresponding truth.
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P(D1x ,D2x ,…,DKx H jx )

where
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is

the

joint

conditional

probability of the extracted data produced by the base
extractors, and the prior probability of H jx is given by
P(H jx ) . If desired, Eq. (7) can be simplified via various
assumptions, such as assuming a uniform prior over H jx ∈Ω x
and/or statistical independence of the base extractors,
transformations and errors. In many of our studies, we have
assumed a uniform prior over the hypothesis space.
Additionally, due to the data sparseness associated with many
real-world applications, we have assumed independence of the
extractors and transformations, as well as conditional
independence of the explicit errors. Based on these
assumptions, P H jx Dx can be expressed as follows:

(

(

)

) (

)

((

P H jx Dx ∝ P D1x , D2x ,…, DKx H jx = ∏k =1 P Dkx H jx
K

))

(8)

where

(

)

P Dkx H jx =

(

∏ ∑ Pk ( sτ i ( E) | τ

τ i ∈T jk τ m,n∈T

)

Pk sτ i ( E) | τ m,n =

(

m,n

∏ Pk sτ i (e j ) | τ m,n

e j ∈E

)P (τ )
m,n

k

)

and Pk (sτ i (E) | τ m,n ) = 0 if transformation τ i is not of type τ m,n .
The null hypothesis, H 0x = ∅ , is a special case and is handled
slightly differently. Given that H 0x is true, the error pathway
associated with the output of each base extractor will be
composed of either n > 0 τ 0,1 transformations or one τ 0,0
transformation. Though we do not directly estimate Pk (τ 0,0 ) for
the base extractors, τ 0,1 and τ 0,0 are disjoint and are the only
transformation types that can occur under this assumption.
Hence, Pˆk (τ 0,0 ) = 1− Pˆk (τ 0,1 ) constitutes a reasonable estimate.
Once each likelihood has been computed, the hypotheses can
be ranked accordingly. In simple applications of the metaextraction methodology the “winning” hypothesis may be
accepted as the truth. However, the probabilistic ranking
enables the quantification of uncertainty associated with the
entity data. Moreover, it presents a framework for considering
the top n competing hypotheses, or all hypotheses whose
probabilities exceed a specified threshold. Effective strategies
that exploit this ranking may yield significant rewards since, in
our studies, the three highest ranked hypotheses contained the
truth as often as 94.5% of the time. Ultimately, the choice of
how to leverage the ranking depends upon the capabilities of
the system utilizing this method and the requirements of the
particular application domain.

4

Empirical studies

In this section, we present the results of two aggregation
experiments using the output of (1) GATE, a rule-based
extraction tool [10]; (2) LingPipe, an extraction tool based on

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [11]; (3) Stanford Named
Entity Recognizer (SNER), based on CRFs [12]; and (4)
BALIE, an extraction tool that utilizes unsupervised learning
[13]. These experiments were carried out using two publicly
available annotated data sets: MUC 6 (Wall Street Journal) and
CoNLL-2003 (Reuters).
The following studies focused upon two relevant real-world
scenarios. The first involved a test in which the base extractors
and the meta-extractor used identical training data. The metaextractor, which requires annotated data for evaluation, used
base extractors trained on less data, pitting weak learners
against strong. To this end, MUC 6 was used in a 10-fold crossvalidation procedure where, within each fold, 10% of the
corpus was set aside for testing, and the remaining 90% was
used to train and evaluate the base extractors.9 The resulting ten
performance estimates were bootstrapped (1000 samples) and
displayed in a box plot (Fig. 3).
The second scenario assumes more challenging conditions in
which the base extractors cannot be trained using
representative data. These include cases where proprietary or
rule-based extraction tools cannot be (re)trained and streaming
text applications, where the source text is evolving over time
and continual retraining of the base extractors is
computationally infeasible. We simulated these conditions by
training the base extractors on MUC 6 and then evaluating
their performance and aggregating their output on CoNLL2003. As in the first scenario, we performed 10-fold crossvalidation, and the resulting estimates were bootstrapped and
plotted (Fig. 3). For comparison, each plot includes
performance estimates for a majority rule approach that is
based on a simple B-I-O model [1].

4.1

Results

In Fig. 3, we have presented our results in terms of F
measure (as computed in the CoNLL-2003 evaluation), Exact
Match (EM) rates, and the combined Miss and False Alarm
rates10 for each base extractor, the majority vote algorithm, and
the meta-extractor. We also assessed statistical significance in
each case via a nonparametric pairwise test.
The top row in Fig. 3 presents the results generated for the first
experimental scenario. The base extractors founded upon
statistical methodologies, LingPipe and SNER, produced F
measures that significantly exceeded those of GATE and
BALIE. In general, we expected this behavior, since statistical
methodologies often excel when they are trained on
representative data. However, the performance of GATE
clearly exceeded that of BALIE11.
9

Probability estimates were computed from the 90% via 9-fold crossvalidation.
10
These error types are often traded off to address operational requirements,
but here we focus on the combined impact of both.
11
BALIE was trained on a set of prepackaged untagged websites, negatively
impacting its performance in our experiments.
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Fig. 3: Left to right: Exact Match, Miss+False Alarm, and F for the meta-extractor (Meta), majority vote (Maj) and the base extractors. The black line
indicates the median; the box corresponds to the interquartile range (IQR); the whiskers extend to the most extreme point within 1.5 IQR of the
median. The extractors were trained on MUC 6; the meta-extractor and majority vote were tested on MUC 6 (top), CoNLL-2003 (bottom).

Note that the improvement in the EM rate by the meta-extractor
relative to LingPipe was significant, with a p-value of 0.002.
For the other performance metrics, the improvement over the
base extractors and majority vote was also highly significant,
with p = 0.001. Unlike the majority vote algorithm, the metaextractor improved upon both the high EM rate of LingPipe
and the low miss and false alarm rates of SNER. This result
illustrates the ability of the meta-extractor to leverage the
respective strengths of all its base extractors, achieving
improved overall performance.
In the second experimental scenario (Fig. 3, bottom), the
degree of degradation in the performance of LingPipe and
SNER was surprising. With respect to its EM rate and its miss
and false alarm rates, SNER trails the other methods in this
case. It is likely that the CoNLL-2003 source text differs
considerably from MUC 6 with regard to its key characteristics.
Also, the relative complexity of its underlying statistical model,
the CRF, may render SNER more vulnerable to this scenario
with regard to these metrics. In any case, GATE and BALIE
appear to be fairly robust to these conditions.
Clearly, however, the meta-extractor was able to compensate
for the failure of LingPipe and SNER. For all three
performance metrics, the meta-extractor improvement over its
base extractors was significant with a p-value of 0.001. With
respect to majority vote, the naïve combination method
achieved some success in the second scenario. However, in the
former case, it was unable to effectively leverage the strengths

of two strong extractors in the presence of two weak ones. This
speaks to a severe limitation in such approaches. In contrast,
the ability of the meta-extractor to directly leverage the
strengths and weaknesses of its base extractors appears to
provide it a considerable advantage.

4.2

Other considerations

In practical applications, standard metrics do not reflect
the full range of advantages the meta-extractor provides. The
construction of a hypothesis space that contains all possible
forms of ground truth allows the meta-extractor to generate a
ranking where the “winning” hypothesis is correct, even if the
base extractors and the majority vote algorithm fail.
Table 1 presents an example of this phenomenon derived from
the MUC 6 data set, in which all four base extractors
TABLE 1
RECONSTRUCTING THE TRUTH
Extractor
BALIE
GATE
LingPipe
SNER
Meta

Extracted Entity 1

Extracted Entity 2

“Federal Savings”
“Valley Federal Savings”
“Valley”

“Association”
“Loan Association”
“Federal Savings and
Loan Association”
“Valley Federal Savings”
“Loan Association”
“Valley Federal Savings and Loan Association”

Table 1: An example from MUC 6, where the meta-extractor
reconstructed the truth. There were 233 hypotheses in the
hypothesis space Ω . Majority voting fails in this instance.
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incorrectly extracted portions of “Valley Federal Savings and
Loan Association”. Naive voting methods favor the output of
GATE and SNER, which are in complete agreement, and
weighted voting methods might favor SNER, since it has been
the most effective under ideal conditions. However, the metaextractor correctly determined, based upon the performance
profiles of its base extractors, that “Valley Federal Savings and
Loan Association” was the most likely truth, with a probability
of 0.33312.

5

Conclusions

The experimental results presented provide evidence that
the meta-extractor yields statistically significant improvements
over its base extractors with respect to conventional summary
metrics, exceeding the capabilities of a majority vote. In
particular, it has demonstrated the ability to largely mitigate
degradation due to operating conditions in which proper
training of the base extractors is either computationally
impractical or impossible. Moreover, we have observed that the
constructed hypothesis space, when based on the output of the
four extractors combined in this work, contains the truth as
much as 98% of the time, and that the truth is contained in the
top three ranked hypotheses as often as 94.5% of the time. This
suggests that additional value may be achieved if the ranking
can be exploited to its full potential.
Interestingly, the meta-extractor exhibits the ability to
determine the underlying ground truth when all of its base
extractors produce corrupted output. This capability provides
obvious value to real-world applications, since highly corrupted
entity data are a common occurrence when faced with the
challenges associated with real data.
Important considerations in the application of this method to
real-world problems motivated certain independence
assumptions in the likelihood computation. Though the metaextractor has successfully demonstrated that this aggregation
methodology can be highly effective, we expect that, in
general, these assumptions will seldom hold, and in some cases
there may be a negative impact on meta-extractor performance.
However, we conjecture that a joint probability model over the
extractors, transformations and errors, though potentially more
effective under data-rich conditions, would rapidly degrade
when data are sparse. The simpler model may be more robust
to these challenges and ultimately more practical in an
operational setting. In light of these considerations, however,
extending the meta-extractor to leverage joint information
when sufficient annotated data are available may be justified.
Though these experiments used open source extractors, the
meta-extraction framework possesses the capability to leverage
any named entity extractor, proprietary or otherwise, whose
performance can be quantified. Hence, new and more effective
technologies developed for NLP can be readily incorporated.
12

The second most likely hypothesis matched the output of GATE and SNER
and had a probability of 0.214.
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As such, this aggregation approach has the potential to provide
long-term value in real-world entity extraction applications as
it matures alongside the most effective technologies in named
entity extraction.
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Abstract— In this paper, we present a new probabilistic
method for automatically extracting topic-specific strings in
a text categorization context. The advantage of this method
is twofold. First, it allows us to automatically point out
the expressions characterizing a specific topic category for
a potential knowledge modelling. Second, it contributes to
improve categorization results by providing to the classifier
text spans which are more relevant than isolated words.
The novelty of our approach relies thus not only on the
method used for topic-specific strings extraction but also on
the adaptation of the traditional cosine similarity measure
for text categorization. We choose for the evaluation to
tackle two different challenging corpora: movie reviews of
Internet users, and manual transcriptions of call center
conversations. On these two tasks, we observed a gain in
the categorization results (between 1 and 8%).

are currently manually defined at EDF R&D by automatically providing topic representative expressions.
Subsequently, considering that these topic-specific strings
are expected to be more discriminating than isolated words,
we propose to use them to improve categorization efficiency.
The usage of entire strings instead of isolated words can
be viewed as an n-gram modelling approach, where n is
variable and not fixed. This setting avoids the drawbacks of
the classical n-grams, when n > 3, i.e., lots of computations
for few performance improvements.
In Section 2.1, we describe the proposed method for automatically extracting the topic-specific strings. In Section 2.2,
we present a weighted cosine similarity measure, where one
of the factors is an adjustment variable that increases the
power of the more discriminating terms. Lastly, we present
the results obtained on two types of corpora: a set of movie
reviews and transcriptions of call center conversations.

Keywords: text categorization, opinion mining, collocations,
topic-specific strings, weighted cosine

2. Preliminaries

1. Introduction

2.1 From collocations to topic-specific strings:
agglomerates

The past few years have seen growing interests in the
analysis of customer opinion on product or services by
companies. The increase in the number of available information about customer opinion coming from various sources
(electronic questionnaires, call center conversations, largescale telephonic surveys, blogs) requires the development of
efficient automatic tools for information extraction, analysis
and retrieval. In this context, on the one hand, automatic
text categorization provides an overview of the topics that
are mainly discussed, or of dissatisfaction reasons. On the
other hand, finding specific complaints or frequent issues
raised by customers is also critical.
We propose to tackle both aspects by using one of the
classical metrics used for collocations finding in a particular
context, in order to extract topic-specific strings of variable
length. These strings can then be provided, for instance, to
customer relationship analysts allowing them to see the most
frequent positive or negative comments, to survey analysts,
or for categorization model errors analysis. This can be
done on a global point of view or document per document
(underline text spans related to topics or opinions).
These strings can also replace the business concepts which

The term “collocations” has different definitions in the
literature. It generally refers to a combination of words
co-occurring more often than expected by chance, corresponding to word usages in language [1]. Several methods
have been proposed for extracting collocations from texts.
Some of them are probabilistic [2], [3], whereas others use
syntactic constraints [4]. Generally, these methods are then
evaluated through collocation dictionaries [5], [6].
Our goal here is not to reproduce a collocation dictionary,
but to extract some characterizing combinations of words in
text categorization context, by using a collocation extraction
metric. We chose the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) as it is
known to be the most accurate technique for this purpose [7].
Following the idea introduced by [8] (who proposed to
extract domain-oriented pairs of words from texts), our
method consists in considering only the training texts related
to a specific category, and in extracting collocations from
these texts, by applying the LLR (presented in [9]). By
doing this, we obtain one list of collocations per category.
Then, we merge these collocations (called ’agglomerates’
in the following) in the whole corpus, regardless of the
category: if two words w1 and w2 (taken from any of
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the lists) have a sufficient LLR for being considered as
an interesting collocation, we consider them as a unique
term by replacing each occurrence of “w1 w2 ” by “w1 -w2 ”
in the training and in the testing corpus. Then, we iterate
this procedure: the collocation extraction system will then
evaluate whether the two terms “w1 -w2 ” and w3 can be
considered as an interesting collocation. If this is the case,
it will propose to agglomerate them, yielding the term “w1 w2 -w3 ” (which is added to the corresponding list). This
method also proposes to merge two pairs of terms already
agglomerated, yielding to an agglomerate of four words (if
“w1 -w2 ” and “w3 -w4 ” have a sufficient LLR, we obtain “w1 w2 -w3 -w4 ”). At each iteration, starting from the original
(non-agglomerated) corpus, we agglomerate the collocations
of the lists in descending order of length. We stop the
iterations when no interesting collocations (low LLR or
occurrences) can be proposed.
By doing so, we have one list of agglomerates per
category; such a list can be presented to someone interested
in viewing text spans specific to each category (for instance,
in a product opinion mining context, we can see the main
remarks made by the customers about the product). Several
examples are given in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.3. Furthermore,
our corpus contains agglomerates that are expected to be
more discriminating than isolated words in a categorization
system.
In the experiments presented in this paper, we empirically
consider as relevant the collocations that occurred more than
7 times with a LLR higher than 75.

2.2 Using agglomerates for text categorization
As we explained in the introduction, the second aim
of these topic-specific strings is to improve categorization
efficiency, by considering not only isolated words, but also
more discriminating strings (an n-gram modelling approach,
where n is variable). Even if in [10] the authors claimed
that using multiwords yields to low (or no) improvements
in text categorization, we chose to test the impact of our
agglomerates on a categorization system, relying on the facts
that:
•

•

•

contrary to the method the authors presented in [10],
our agglomerates extraction does not require high computational costs, nor linguistic structures; thus, the
method is easy to apply on a new corpus (new task,
new language), not time consuming, hence it is worth
applying it even for a tiny gain;
we do not only extract domain multiwords or general
multiwords, but topic-specific strings: they have a better
discriminative power in a categorization task; this effect
is emphasized by the the Gini criterion presented below;
multiwords generally refer to 2-words or 3-words terms;
the strings we extract here can be of length greater than
10 words; in order to avoid low coverage problems, we
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use a backoff, by considering both of the strings and
the isolated words composing them.
The categorization is made with a weighted cosine by
using TF×IDF (“Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency”) [11], adjusted with the Gini criterion, as it has been
proposed in [12]. This adjustment variable reduces the influence of the terms with a bad discriminative power (words
occurring in several categories without major discrepancies
in their frequencies). We call ’term’ a unique word or several
words agglomerated: the classifier will consider w1 − w2 as
a term.
The similarity measure between a document d and a
category c is computed as presented in Formula 1. Cos(d, c)
is the weighted cosine (λj=1...5 are positive real weighting
coefficients) between the document vector W d and the
category vector W c, where the features are the terms i:
P
(Wid × Wic )
p
(1)
Cos(d, c) =
Pi 2 P
2 λ1
(
i Wid ×
i Wic )
where:
Wid = (T Fd (i))λ3 × (IDF (i))λ4 × (pGini(i))λ5
Wic = (T Fc (i))λ2 × (IDF (i))λ4 × (pGini(i))λ5

(2)

pGini(i) is the Gini purity criterion, i.e. the discriminative
power of the term i, with respect to its distribution into the
categories k (see Formula 3).
X
pGini(i) =
P (k|i)2
(3)
k

In order to compute the term frequencies (T F c) of the
models, we count one term occurrence per segment (to avoid
considering word repetitions due to spontaneous speech).
To compute the term frequencies (T F d) of document d
that we are trying to classify, we sum all the occurrences
of each term. The importance of the repetitions due to
spontaneous speech can be reduced by adapting the λ3 value.
To avoid data sparseness problems, the system considers both the agglomerates and their components. When
computing the TF, whereas an agglomerate count as 1
if found, its components are added to the counts of the
isolated words with a lower value (henceforth named the
AggCoef parameter). When computing IDF (Formula 4),
isolated words, agglomerates and their components count
as 1 (i.e., if we have 4 documents: the first one contains
“w1 − w2 ”, the second one “w1 ”, the third one both “w1 ”
and “w1 − w2 ”, and the last one no occurrences of w1 at all,
)).
then IDF (w1 ) = − log( 1+1+1+0
4


#doc containing i
IDF (i) = − log
(4)
#docs
Our approach for categorization using topic-specific
strings can be compared to other ones like word-sequence
kernels SVM [13]. The latter allows to consider n-grams,
by implicitly taking word co-occurrences into account. As
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a consequence, it is almost impossible to see the most discriminating components. On the contrary, our method offers
the possibility to see the strings that most contributed to the
decision (terms who have a high W id × W ic contribution
in the Formula 1 numerator).

3. Main Results
3.1 Evaluation on a movie reviews corpus
3.1.1 Corpus
We chose to test our methods on a corpus of movie
reviews in a categorization task, which is known to be
difficult. Some explanations about this phenomenon are
given in [14], where the author applies the same classifier,
with different results, on four different opinion classification
corpora: Automobiles (84%), Banks (80%), Movies (66%),
and Travel destinations (71%). The corpus we use here is the
polarity dataset v2.0 [15]. It consists of 1000 positive and
1000 negative reviews written by Internet users. The aim of
the task is to classify the reviews as positive or negative.
3.1.2 Results and examples of agglomerates
The corpus has been lemmatized with LiaTagg1 , a partof-speech tagger and lemmatizer, based on the ECSta tagger [16]; we empirically chose to only remove punctuation
marks and symbols ( [ ]...). We split the corpus in two parts:
• a 7-fold cross-validation as training corpus (thus, each
fold contains 100 positive and 100 negative reviews, in
the original order of the reviews),
• the 600 reviews left as a test corpus.
We used the methods presented in Section 2.2 with cosine
parameters (according to Formulae 1 and 2) empirically set
to (optimal results found by cross-validation on the training
corpus where the agglomerates have been applied):
λ1 = 0.6, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 0.1, λ4 = 0.8, λ5 = 0.4, AggCoef =

1
1.1

The results obtained are presented in Figure 1. At each
iteration, we obtain longer agglomerates. After eight iterations, the LLR cannot help find new interesting collocations
(low LLR values or frequencies).
movies
% of correct answers

87,0
86,0
85,0

Cosine_param
TRAIN
Cosine_param
TEST

84,0
83,0
82,0
81,0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

iterations

Fig. 1: Categorization results on the training and the test
corpus of movie reviews
1 http://lia.univ-avignon.fr/fileadmin/documents/Users/Intranet/chercheurs/bechet/download_fred.html

On the training corpus, we achieve a 82.9% of good
categorization without using agglomerates; by using them,
we obtain 84.9%. On the test corpus, we directly get 85.3%;
the use of agglomerates has little influence on the results
(we achieve about 86%). Moreover, our method offers the
possibility to show the agglomerates specific to categories.
We present here some of the 2118 (lemmatized) categoriesspecific agglomerates computed on the whole training corpus. Several deal with general film assessments: “be-one-ofthe-worst” or positive equivalents “one-of-the better”, “oneof-the-greatest”; some are more targeted on an aspect of
the film “main-problem”, “the-problem-be-that”, “the-rightamount-of ”; some present personal sentiment “it-be-funny”,
“enjoy-it”, “have-a-good-time”; finally, we can observe some
actor names generally related to negative or positive opinions “arnold-schwarzenegger”, “dustin-hoffman”. We also
noticed that negative opinions are often expressed with linguistic nuances “be-suppose-to-be”, “attempt-to”, “nothingmore-than”.
3.1.3 Discussion
From these results, we can infer that:
• the Internet surfers use a large variety of vocabulary;
hence, we need sufficient amounts of data to model their
language: when performing cross-validation, we have
only 600 positive reviews and 600 negative reviews
for building the models; when processing on the test
corpus, we have much more representative models than
in cross-validation; this can explain why the accuracy is
here 2.4% better. Due to the parameters of the similarity
measure used, the rare words have a huge importance.
For instance, we found 3305 isolated words occurring
only once in the training corpus, while occurring once
or more in the test corpus. Such words have no influence on the cross-validation, because they only occur in
the fold we are classifying or in the model. However, on
the test corpus they have a strong discriminative power,
since they have the highest IDF and Gini values. A
confidence threshold might be useful for avoiding this.
• On the test corpus, the system achieves state-of-theart results (86%). In comparison, in [15] the authors
obtain 86.4% with a Naive Bayes classifier used in
conjunction with a Naive Bayes subjectivity detector
(trained on another corpus), and 87.2% with a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. They used a 10-fold
cross-validation on the corpus as a whole. We chose
not to follow this approach, because of the system
parameters that we tune on the folds by trying lots
of combinations (then we choose the best combination to evaluate on the test corpus). We consider that
tuning parameters with cross-validation on the whole
corpus would create a bias. To our knowledge, [17]
have obtained the best results, by using SVM with
syntactic and stylistic clues and an entropy weighted
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genetic algorithm for feature selection. They achieved
91.7% on 10-fold (each fold contains 200 reviews)
cross-validation and 91.5% on bootstrapping (the test
is performed on 100 reviews randomly selected, 50
times). We could try to add stylistic features to our
method, since the authors observed a 4% gain by using
them. In order to have a better idea of our performances
compared to those ones, it would be interesting to know
the exact composition of training and test corpora for
each of these experiments. Moreover, one would need
to have exactly the same number of reviews in the train
corpus, as we observed that the more we have, the better
the results are.
• The agglomerates seem to have little influence on the
test corpus. In fact, few of them are really applied
on the test, due to the diversity of the vocabulary
and turns of phrases: we can only catch 1983 of the
2118 different patterns, with less than 700 occurrences
of agglomerates of length greater than three (short
agglomerates correspond mainly to function words).
Hence, the 3305 rare words have more influence than
the few agglomerates actually used. If we consider that
we already have good results without agglomerates,
then the reviews we misclassify are more difficult to
discriminate and we need more powerful clues (or more
frequent ones).
We also noticed that most of the decisions are made with
high uncertainty (nearly 50% of positive probability and
50% negative). If we consider only the reviews where the
decision has been made with a probability greater than 52%
with respect to the rejected category, we achieve a precision
greater than 98% (but a recall of about 30%). Then, we plan
to adapt active learning on this task, by taking benefit from
these easy-to-classify reviews for having better models for
the other reviews.

3.2 Evaluation on call center transcriptions
3.2.1 The CallSurf ManTransTopics-570 corpus
Since our methods are relatively language and topicindependent, we can easily test them on other corpora.
The corpus used here is part of the EDF (“Electricité de
France” - the French Power Supply Company) CallSurf
corpus [18]. The CallSurf corpus was built by recording
Customer-Operator conversations (henceforth named Client
and Agent) in an EDF Pro call center. A call consists of
a conversation between a Client, generally calling EDF Pro
to outline a problem, or to ask a question, and an Agent.
Sometimes, the Agent can call another Agent for obtaining
more information. This corpus has already been used for full
text search and navigation [19].
The CallSurf ManTransTopics-570 corpus (CM570) consists of 65 hours of these conversations that have been manually transcribed and anonymized (i.e. names, phone numbers,
Client references were replaced with generic labels). These
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transcriptions have then been manually topic-segmented and
annotated by several annotators (one annotator per conversation). The annotators first had to split the conversation
into coherent thematic parts (segments) and choose one or
more categories for each segment. In Table 1, we present
the 19 categories that were proposed to the annotators.
These categories have been defined by domain experts after
an analysis of an unsupervised classification on the whole
CallSurf corpus [20].
Table 1: The 19 categories in the CM570 corpus and number
of segments per category. A segment attached to several
categories counts as 1/(number of categories) for each
of them.
Category
Opening
Closing
Reason
Agent-Agent
conversation
Recapitulation
Client Reference
Client Information
Appointment
BillingPayment
Contract
Technical aspects
Commercial
discussion
Technical intervention
Electric meter reading
Work
planning
Ease of contact
Services
suggestion
Miscellaneous
Empty

Description
Beginning of conv., ClientAgent introductions, greetings
End of conv., parting phrases
Client explaining his problem
Conv. between two Agents
(Client on hold)
Agent summing up what he has
to do
Client giving his reference (contract ID), Agent can verify
Client giving his name, address,
phone number, email, etc.
Client and Agent making an appointment
Billing problems (price, unpaid
bill, billing questions, etc.)
Contracts (questions, breach,
modification, etc.)
Technical aspects (power, amperage, etc.)
Agent explaining the different
kinds of contracts, services, etc.
Intervention due to power failure, electric wiring, etc.
Electric meter reading (e.g. in
case of contract termination)
Discussions and technical info
for doing work in Client’s house
Client complaining of communication
Methods of payment, works,
etc. and Client’s answers
Cannot assign a topic (Client
explaining his job for instance)
Empty and other speech turns

Train Test1
473
74.9

Test2
73.4

Test3
84.4

415.5
238.1
219.5

59.9
42.9
46.5

68.3
41.4
55

71.9
44.9
88.5

300.3

42.2

37.3

44.1

350.8

66.1

67.6

85.4

277.8

35.1

41.8

50.1

123.9

36.6

18.5

35.1

302.7

51.3

35.6

44.2

673

134.4

121.8

154.2

102.8

15

10.5

26.5

79

23.6

4.5

20.5

120.5

36

28.7

36

74.7

19.1

5

18.6

12

2

1

4

243.8

84.9

29.2

81.7

93.5

16.6

8

12.1

263.8

110.2

37.5

37.5

48.3

4

1

0

The corpus has been lemmatized with LiaTagg. We chose,
on an empirical basis, to keep all lemmas and punctuation
marks. We split the corpus in two parts:
• the training corpus: 55 hours (480 conversations), with
a 10-fold cross-validation;
• the test corpus: 10 hours (90 conversations), each of
them being segmented and annotated by three different
annotators; hence, we have three tests corpus.
Having three different annotations on the same conversation
sheds light on the problem of inter-annotator agreement.
First, we can see in Table 2 that the annotators disagree
on the thematic segmentation task: Annotator 1 (Test1)
found 1001 thematic segments, whereas Annotator 2 found
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Table 2: General statistics on the CM570 corpus.
number of segments
total number of words
number of unique lemmas
number of words in the
shortest segment
number of words in the
longest segment
average number of words per
segment
average number of segments
per conversation

Train
4413
567361
5953
2

Test1
1001
109715
2887
2

Test2
686
109715
2887
2

Test3
941
109715
2887
2

2187

1573

1799

1315

128.6

109.6

159.9

116.6

9.2

11.5

7.9

10.8

To take into account the fact that several categories
might be related to a segment, we add the terms of
this segment to the corresponding model vectors with
a weight of 1/(number of related categories) or
AggCoef /(number of related categories) when considering agglomerates’ components.
3.2.2 Results
Our method is here evaluated through Formula 5, giving
for each segment a score between 0 and 1.
P|Ref | 1
i × σi
SegScore = i=1
(5)
P|Ref |
i=1

1
i

where:
• Ref is the unordered set of categories that should have
been found (i.e. put in the reference by the annotators)
for the current segment,
• |Ref | is the number of these categories,
• σi = 1 if P rop(i) ∈ Ref ; σi = 0 if P rop(i) ∈
/ Ref
• P rop is the ordered set of our system’s answers.
This formula allows us to evaluate if the first categories
given by our similarity measure (i.e. the categories that
obtain the higher similarity score) are relevant, without
knowing the number of categories that have to be found for
each segment. Scores of all the segments are then summed;
the sum is then divided by the number of segments in the
corpus, giving a percentage of correct answers.
The system parameters for this task have been empirically
set to:
λ1 = 1.6, λ2 = 0.7, λ3 = 0.2, λ4 = 0.6, λ5 = 0.1, AggCoef = 0.1

The categorization results are presented in Figures 2 to 5,
giving for each iteration the percentage of correct answers.
The results obtained by our system are compared to those
given by our own implementation of a standard cosine similarity measure, and Boostexter, a boosting-based system [22]
- the optimal numbers of iterations for Boostexter have
been found by minimizing the categorization error on crossvalidation (iterations 1 to 7 presented on the Figures are
meaningless in case of Boostexter):
• Cosine_param: the weighted cosine presented in Section 2.2, using the agglomerates,
• Cosine_std: a standard cosine similarity, using TF×IDF
weighting scheme and the same agglomerates,
• Boostexter_1gram: Boostexter using unigram models trained with 750 iterations,
• Boostexter_2gram: Boostexter using bigram models trained with 600 iterations,
• Boostexter_3gram: Boostexter using trigram models trained with 850 iterations,
• Boostexter_1gram_colloc: Boostexter using unigram
models, when agglomerates (of the 7th iteration) have
been applied on the corpus (without backoff) - trained
with 850 iterations.
TRAIN
75,00
74,00

% of correct answers

686 segments on the same 90 conversations. They also
disagree on the topics raised in a conversation: in Table 1,
we can observe how many times each category has been
assigned. We can see that:
• the general categories distribution is quite unbalanced:
in the training corpus, the “Opening” category occurs
473 times, whereas the “Work planning” category occurs 12 times. We can expect to have a better model
for the first one;
• there are significant differences between the three annotators about the topics, for instance on the number
of “Commercial discussion” segments.
The inter-annotator agreement has been computed in
two ways. First, we used WindowDiff [21] for evaluating
the segmentation agreement. Annotators 1 and 2 have the
least difference in their segmentation (WindowDiff = 0.28),
then Annotators 1 and 3 (0.33), finally Annotator 2 and 3
(0.35). Then, we evaluated the categorization agreement, by
comparing the categories assigned sentence-wise. Annotator 1 and Annotator 2 have a tendency to agree on the
categorization: they have 66% of the sentences similarly
annotated. On the other hand, Annotator 2 and Annotator
3 have only one third of the sentences that are similarly
annotated (34%) and Annotator 1 and Annotator3 have a
37% agreement. However, we do not know if the dissimilarities concern topic-boundary sentences or topic-specific
ones. This categorization agreement measure also reflects
segmentation errors.

73,00

Cosine_param
Cosine_std
Boostexter_1gram
Boostexter_1gram_
colloc
Boostexter_2gram
Boostexter_3gram

72,00
71,00
70,00
69,00
68,00
67,00
66,00
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

iterations

Fig. 2: Categorization results on the training corpus
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TEST - Annotator 1

TEST - Annotator 3
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Fig. 3: Categorization results on the test corpus (Ann. 1)
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Fig. 4: Categorization results on the test corpus (Ann. 2)
On the training corpus, we can observe that:
•

•

the weighted cosine is better than the standard cosine:
without agglomerates (iteration 1), the standard cosine
yields a correct segment categorization rate of 71.5%,
whereas the weighted cosine yields 69.7%; with the
maximum of agglomerates that have been found, standard cosine yields 73.6%, whereas the weighted cosine
achieves a 74.3% correct categorization rate. The fact
that weights are optimized with use of the agglomerates
explains why the weighted cosine performs poorly
when no agglomerates are used.
the agglomerates are useful for improving the categorization results on both the weighted cosine (+4.6%)
and the standard cosine (+2.1%).

On the test corpora, we can observe that:
•
•

•

•

4

5

6

7

Fig. 5: Categorization results on the test corpus (Ann. 3)
3.2.3 Examples of (lemmatized) agglomerates

78,00

1

3

iterations

iterations

the two types of cosine systems are better than those
based on Boostexter on this task.
the agglomerates improve the results of the categorization made with the weighted cosine: +7.5% on test 1,
+5% on test 2, +4% on test 3.
the agglomerates are helpful in the case of the categorization made with the standard cosine: +3.2% on test 1,
+2.3% on test 2, +3% on test 3.
the agglomerates are useless in the case of unigram
boosting: using the agglomerates decreases the categorization rate by 0.1 to 0.9%, depending on the corpus.

We can also note that there is (surprisingly) generally no
significant difference between the units used by Boostexter:
on the three test sets, we observe at most a 1% gap between
any pair of Boostexter-based classifiers.

“jérôme-xx-à-votre-service-,-bonjour” (“Good morning,
Jérôme X speaking”) is specific to the category Opening; the
Agent is introducing himself to the Client. This formulation
is a little bit different of what can be observed when
an Agent is calling another Agent: the sentence is less
formal (for instance, expressions like “ouais-ouais” (“uhhuh”) which are not used when talking to a Client) and we
often see that the introduction is more precise, i.e. the Agent
is giving his location: “oui-bonjour-xx-edf-pro-montpellier”
(“Montpellier” is the city where the Agent’s call-center
is located) or “edf-gaz-de-france-distribution”. On topical
categories, we observe specific vocabulary, for instance when
talking about the contract aspects, we extracted expressions
related to electric meter, voltage or current: “le-numéro-ducompteur”, “lieu-de-consommation”, “le-même-puissanceque”. In the Client information list, we find agglomerates related to Client’s phone number: “coordonnée-téléphonique”,
“votre-numéro-de-téléphone”, “un-numéro-de-téléphone-oùon-pouvoir-vous-joindre” (“a phone number where you can
be reached”). A segment where the Agent and the Client are
making an appointment can contain the expression “avoirun-rendre-vous” (“have an appointment”) as well as time
information “d’après-midi”, “seize-heure”. Finally, we find
a lot of parting phrases in the Closing related segments: “ceêtre-moi-qui-vous-remercier”, “bon-fin-de-journée”.
3.2.4 Discussion
To understand the results, the first thing to consider is
the heterogeneity of data. Given that the training corpus has
been annotated by several persons, the models cannot be
completely discriminating: some noise has been introduced
by words or expressions assigned to different categories by
different annotators. This is especially the case for segment
boundaries that are not clearly defined. Thus, depending
on the annotator, the same sentence could be linked to the
previous or to the next segment. Hence, the same goes for
the terms belonging to this sentence.
From the test results, we can infer that most of the
improvements are made during the first two iterations (i.e.
with agglomerates of length 2 to 4). After that, we can
observe some reduction. These longer strings occur less in
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the corpus, they cannot be often applied and thus are of lower
interest. Furthermore, they are supposed to have a strong
discriminative power and, because of the Gini criterion, they
help the system to make a more marked decision for one
category, at the expense of the others. We think that this
criterion is not really suited to multiclass categorization: it
is too discriminative and favours only one category, thus
penalizing the others. As an illustration of this issue, we
can notice that the most effective power we found for this
criterion is near zero (λ5 = 0.1). Knowing this point, we
are currently trying to find a softer criterion, for instance
favouring several categories in regard to the others.
Some modifications specific to this kind of corpus are
planned for improving the categorization. The first one deals
with the text itself: the agglomerates cannot take into account
the disfluencies; the system tries to find the exact pattern,
but if the same part of text is present in the corpus with
word repetitions, then it will not be considered. Allowing
non-consecutive words to take part in the agglomerates is
expected to make the latter more powerful. The second one
deals with the nature of the categories that are proposed in
this corpus. By looking at Table 1, we can see that there are
two types of categories: some of them are ’topical’ categories
(The Client complaining of communication, contract questions, etc.), whereas others are more ’structural’, in that they
deal with the structure of the conversations (Beginning of
the conversation, Conversation between two Agents, etc.).
It could be interesting to develop a specific strategy for
processing differently these two types of categories.

4. Conclusions
We have presented the use of a collocation extraction
method to retrieve some combinations of words that can be
interesting in two ways. First, it has a readability advantage:
the automatic extraction of category-specific strings allows
one to quickly see some text spans related to a topic (for
instance, remarks about a product, opinions about movies,
more frequently expressed problems in case of companies’
call center studies). Then, it can help to improve categorization results (strings can be seen as n-gram models with
variable length - in our experiments, we obtained strings
of ten words); this has been proven on the two corpora
studied here, where we used an adaptation of the traditional
cosine measure used in text categorization (several weights
and a Gini purity criterion have been added, with the aim
of reducing the influence of the less discriminating terms).
We are currently working on a method which could
extract and apply topic-specific strings composed of nonconsecutive words (thus authorizing some holes or substitutions). This would be of particular interest in case of
spontaneous speech transcriptions and could be tried for
blogs language too. To improve categorization efficiency,
we are also considering better backoff methods (i.e., not

only taking into account agglomerates and isoletd words
composing them, but for instance some sub-agglomerates).
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Using and Parsing Wikipedia Articles For Text Classification
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Abstract— In this paper, we demonstrate an effective way of
parsing a Wikipedia article for a text classification task. We
describe methods of data collection from the Wikipedia and
then empirically analyzes different elements of the Wikipedia
articles and their effectiveness in classifying the article to
their categories. Each Wikipedia article has some standard
sections, such as “introduction,” “references,” “links to other
Wikipedia articles” etc. We analyze the results of each section
independently and propose a method of combining some of
the smaller sections to improve the accuracy. We show results
for different sets of categories that consistently show an improvement in classification accuracy when different sections
of the articles are used independently, instead of the entire
Wikipedia article text at one time. The results not only show an
improvement in classification; they also show that using only
parts of the articles greatly reduces the size of the training
data and training features. For our experiments, we classify
unlabeled Wikipedia articles and unlabeled NYT articles into
their respective categories. In both cases, only the labeled
Wikipedia articles are used for training.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wikipedia is an abundant source of labeled text documents that is freely available and covers almost all subjects.
Wikipedia was launched in 2001 and it has been growing
exponentially since then [10]. It now contains over 8 million
articles in the English language alone. All of these articles
in Wikipedia is assigned to various categories, which can
be used as the document classes or labels for text mining
purposes. In recent years, using Wikipedia as a supporting
dataset to improve classification results in a different text
domain has received significant attention. However, there
is a lack of benchmark datasets and documentation on
how to efficiently gather labeled data from Wikipedia and
how to use the articles for text classification purposes. A
system or algorithms for effectively exploiting such a vast
source of labeled documents for text classification is highly
desirable. We, in this paper, describe a way to get Wikipedia
data for text mining purposes and empirically analyze the
inherent structure of Wikipedia articles for text classification.
We show that our results work well for classification of
Wikipedia articles as well as articles from a different domain,
such as NYT. For our experiments, we classify unlabeled
Wikipedia articles in to their respective categories. We create
our dataset by collecting articles under different, but related,
categories. 80% of these articles are used for training.
Then are cross-validated with the other 20%. We repeat
this process for 4 different groups of 5 categories to show
the generalization of our results. Three supervised learning
methods are used, namely support vector machines (SVMs),
k-nearest neighbors (KNNs) and nave bayes (NB). Paper is
organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the previous

related work on this topic. Section 3 outlines the Wikipedia
data format and describes a way to collect a good dataset
from Wikipedia for text mining purposes. We also give
details of our dataset and different sections of the Wikipedia
articles explored in this paper. In section 4, we show and
analyze our results of classification using different sections of
the Wikipedia article. In section 5, we propose how different
sections can be combined to increase the accuracy of the
classification. In section 6, we show our results for cross
domain classification. In cross-domain classification, only the
Wikipedia articles are used to classify text from a different
domain, namely news stories from NYT. Section 7 outlines
the future work and conclusion of this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The use of Wikipedia data for text classification has
been done in many different ways. One of the prominent
ways is as source of “semantic background knowledge” to
augment another text data source [9] [3]. The analysis of
data and structure of Wikipedia has been covered in various
recently published papers [4] [5]. Some of these papers have
concentrated on the evolution of Wikipedia and the social
aspect of Wikipedia community [6] [8].
Wang et al. [3] incorporate Wikipedia information into
text classification for the purpose of improving text classification. They incorporate word relations such as synonyms,
hyponyms, etc., into the feature vector, creating the bag of
words model. Since their approach concentrated on only
extracting three different types of relationships among words
namely, synonymy, polysemy, and hyponymy, they concentrate only on the hyperlinks between the Wikipedia articles
to extract out these relationships. The approach taken by
Gabrilovich et al. [7] is a little more elaborate in its use
of Wikipedia text. Their approach not only concentrates on
explicitly defined lexical relationships among the words, but
uses the article text itself to augment the feature vectors.
In another paper by Peter Schonhofen [13], the objective is
labeling or classifying documents using the categories from
Wikipedia. They do not use the article text in their research,
only the category labels and the words in the titles of the
article. Another paper [2] tries to improve the results of coclustering algorithm [1] by injecting words from Wikipedia
articles. They use 20-newsgroups data and split the data into
two “domains” by using some newsgroups as the first domain
and some, similar, newsgroups to represent the corresponding
second domain. In this paper, we only use Wikipedia articles
for classification of a new domain.
A good source of research on Wikipedia for text mining purposes has been discussed in a working paper titled
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“Mining meaning from Wikipedia” [11]. Research on using
Wikipedia to enhance an already labeled text data has received a lot of attention. However, the properties of different
sections within a Wikipedia article for the purpose of text
mining has received less attention. In addition to discussing
the properties of Wikipedia article sections, we also give
results of experiments in cross-domain classification, where
Wikipedia text is used to enhance the classification of a
different domain.
III. W IKIPEDIA DATA G ATHERING
In this section, we describe how we can obtain the
Wikipedia data neatly organized into different categories. The
first problem is excavating the vast Wikipedia data-repository.
With over 16 GB of text data, over 8 million titles, and over
20 million page-category links [4] [10], extracting useful information from Wikipedia requires carefully developed data
structures and optimized algorithms. To download Wikipedia
articles, one could write a computer program to download the
HTML pages directly from the web and then use packages
such as “beautiful soup” to strip off all the HTML tags to get
the pure text. This type of approach will work well if one
only needs to download a few articles and the title of the
article is known in advance. For a task that requires building
an entire training set by getting thousands of articles under
different categories, downloading individual pages using a
web API would have been too slow. Our dataset was prepared
by the original text files of the articles written in Wiki-script.
Wikipedia provides all the articles’ text in zipped xml at
this URL: download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/latest/. This link
provides various other files such as files containing all the
previous version of all the articles. Our data of Wikipedia was
obtained by downloading the xml file containing the current
version of all Wikipedia articles, written in Wiki script, on
Oct 30, 2009. The xml file is a large ( 20 GB) file containing
tags for article title and article text.
Each Wikipedia article can be assigned to multiple categories. Categories themselves can be put into different
categories, thus creating a “hierarchy” tree of categories. In
fact, what is produced by Wikipedia is not a tree but a graph
with lots of cycles. An article is assigned to categories by
putting a [[Category: ]] tag in the article. For example, the
tag [[Cateogry:History]] in page x, will please page x under
category “History.” If we want to get a list of all the pages
under category “History” in Wikipedia, the contents of a
category are listed under a page titled “category:History.”
However, the contents of these pages are dynamically generated by using the category tags in various pages. This is
similar to how the references are dynamically generated at
the end of the page, by using the “ref” tags from the body
of the article. We first collect the category-title information
by browsing all the articles and collecting the [[Category: ]]
tags. Then we can make a graph of the category hierarchy and
and can easily access all the articles under a given category.
To be able to extract articles from a given category, we
implemented some intermediate paging and indexing files
for faster search through the large xml file. For text mining

TABLE I
G ROUPS OF C ATEGORIES
Group Name

Categories

Articles

Arts (6)

Theatre
Music
Opera
Film
Television
Literature

497
554
3189
989
872
1744

Finance
Military
Terrorism
Law
Christianity
Islam

561
637
432
1370
900
1241

Genetics
Space
Anthropology
Medicine
Chemistry
Physics

2095
481
1533
2292
2869
2718

Software
Electronics
Internet
Telecommunications
Computer Security

926
1228
864
1905
1070

Current Affairs (6)

Science (6)

Technology (5)

related task, we must obtain a set of articles under a specific
category and use the category as the document class label.
Since categories can have subcategories, the pages under a
given category may not appear directly under the category
but may appear in one of its subcategories. As we go down
the category hierarchical structure, soon after the depth one,
we start to diverge far from the original topic and start
coming across cycles in the hierarchical structure. To avoid
straying too far from the original category, in this paper, we
go down to depth one while collecting articles under a given
category. So to get a list of all the articles under the category
“literature,” we look at all the articles under the category
literature and under all the sub-categories of literature. We
do not go further deep into the categories as depth one gives
us most of the relevant articles under a category.
In this paper, we generated 4 groups of categories. Each
group contained categories that all belonged under the umbrella of that group. These groups were chosen to make
the classification task challenging and closer to real life
classification challenges. Table I shows the break down of
the groups in its categories and the number of articles in each
category.
1) Filtering Sections: We clean the article data by parsing
each article into different section. Each article is initially
parsed into sections shown in Table II.
After the filtering, feature vectors were generated using
the raw word counts. Stop words and any words with digits
in them were removed. Words that appeared less than three
times in the entire dataset were also removed. Articles that
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TABLE II

TABLE III

D ESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY

ON I NDIVIDUAL

S ECTIONS

ID

Name

Description

ID

Section Name

Average Size (in Words)

KNN

NB

SVM

1

All Sections

All sections of the Wikipedia articles, excluding the names of the article categories
at the end.

1

All Sections

349

87.8

71.5

90.9

2

Main Section

320

86.7

71.7

90.2

The entire Wikipedia article excluding sections (4), (7) and (8)

3

Intro

63

83.1

70.6

90.1

4

inLinks

77

83.7

79.6

89.4

5

First Words

44

83.9

70.9

90.2

6

Blue Words

114

85.1

79.1

89.4

7

Refs

68

70.1

55.7

78.8

8

Image Captions

32

66.8

3.1

74.7

9

outLinks

69

74.9

61.2

82.7

2

Main Section

3

Intro

Introduction of the article. Text that comes
before the start of any other section

4

inLinks

All the words that link to other Wikipedia
articles

5

First Words

First 100 words of the article

6

Blue Words

All the words that are links either within
Wikipedia or Outside Wikipedia

7

Refs

The text of the references in the external
references section at the end of the article

8

Image Captions

Words describing the inserted objects (normally images) in the Wikipedia articles.

9

outLinks

Text that links to outside of Wikipedia references including sections such as “References,” “External Links,” “See Also” etc.

had less than 10 characters were removed. Articles having
less than 10 characters mostly appeared due to the absence
of that section from the article, such as an article that did
not have any images or file caption that had less than 10
characters once filtered for image captions. Among the four
groups and 8 initial sections, we had total of 32 different
datasets. Each dataset mentioned in this paper, contained
articles from categories listed under one of the four category
groups with feature vectors generated from one particular
section of the article.
IV. I NDIVIDUAL S ECTION R ESULTS
Our task was to evaluate and compare the classification
accuracy of different Wikipedia article sections. The four
groups were used primarily to make sure that the results
were generalizable and consistent. Each one of the datasets
was classified using three main classification algorithms,
namely, support vector machines (SVM), naive bayes (NB)
and k-nearest neighbor (KNN) with cosine similarity as the
“distance” measure. The number of nearest neighbor (k) was
31. The accuracy results did not vary much with k, as we
let k vary from 11 to 51. 31 was chosen to be a sensible
number for 6 classes. The results in table III show the percent
accuracy of different sections on the “current affairs” group.
The classification of each section was compared by analyzing which articles each section classified correctly and
how often different sections agreed with one another. We
wanted to find the pairs of sections that best complemented
each other and thus could be combined to improve the overall classification. We cannot blindly rely on measures like
correlation or mutual information since these measures do
not take into account the accuracy of the individual section.
For example, if two classifiers were random label generators,
the mutual information between the two classifiers will be
low but the accuracy of both classifiers will also be low.

TABLE IV
NMI M EASURE B ETWEEN W IKIPEDIA S ECTIONS
Section ID

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

1.000

0.714

0.578

0.549

0.585

0.561

2

0.714

1.000

0.564

0.535

0.581

0.531

3

0.578

0.564

1.000

0.499

0.611

0.499

4

0.549

0.535

0.499

1.000

0.498

0.632

5

0.585

0.581

0.611

0.498

1.000

0.499

6

0.561

0.531

0.499

0.632

0.499

1.000

While comparing the sections for finding most suitable pairs,
we would like to find pairs that showed less correlation or
low mutual information while both sections still having high
accuracy. To evaluate degree of redundancy in sections A
and B, we used correlation coefficient and normalized mutual
information (NMI) as described in the paper [12] between the
label predictions of each sections. The NMI measure gives
a value of +1, if X and Y are perfectly correlated (either
negatively or positively) and a value of a 0 if X and Y are
independent. A sample table for the value of NMI (table IV)
and correlation coefficient (table V) obtained using the given
formulas, where X and Y were raw predicted labels. These
labels are for the classes under the group “current affairs”
and the classifier SVM. In the rest of this paper, to prevent
redundancy, wherever the trend is similar across groups, we
will use the “current affairs” group, and SVM classifier for
the results.
P
p(x,y)
x,y p(x, y) ln p(x)p(y)
N M I(X, Y ) = P
(1)
− x,y p(x, y) ln p(x, y)
ρ(X,Y ) =

cov(X, Y )
σx σy

(2)

A simple correlation formula 2 also shows the similar pattern
of independence, however, the numbers show a better spread
over the range in NMI. The pairs that show a low number
contain the least amount of redundant information and since
the sections compared all had good accuracy, the pairs that
show low mutual information should increase the accuracy
when combined.
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TABLE V

94
AllSections
Intro−inLinks
Firsts−inLinks
Intro−Blues
Firsts−Blues

C ORRELATION M EASURE B ETWEEN W IKIPEDIA S ECTIONS
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

1.000

0.938

0.875

0.862

0.882

0.860

2

0.938

1.000

0.878

0.868

0.888

0.857

3

0.875

0.878

1.000

0.840

0.898

0.833

4

0.862

0.868

0.840

1.000

0.841

0.891

5

0.882

0.888

0.898

0.841

1.000

0.835

6

0.860

0.857

0.833

0.891

0.835

1.000

92

90

88
Accuracy

Section ID

86

TABLE VI
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR C OMBINATION
ID

Section Name

Average
Size (in
words)

Arts

CA

OF

84

S ECTIONS

Science

Tech
82

1

All Sections

349

92.2

90.9

88.8

81.9

3,4

Intro-inLinks

118

93.6

91.6

89.6

82.4

5,4

Firsts-inLinks
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Fig. 1. Accuracy vs the size (in words) of different Wikipedia sections. We
do not get any better accuracy for larger data vector size of “All Sections”
section. The best accuracy is often achieved by using only parts of the
Wikipedia article, more specifically, only the initial part and the “blue
words.”
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We can combine the sections in many different ways to
make a “hybrid” classifier. In this paper, we combine the
classifiers simply by using both sections together to generate
the feature vector. From table IV, we see that the pairs [Intro
(3) , inLinks(4)], [First Words (5), inLinks(4)], [Intro (3),
Blue Words(6)] and [First Words (5), Blue Words(6)] best
complement each other. These pairs are consistent among
different groups of classes mentioned in this paper. We run
the classification on these four pairs of sections. The results
in table VI that show accuracy of these four pairs along with
the results obtained by using the entire Wikipedia article i.e.
section, “All sections”. From the table VI and the figure 2,
we see that using combinations of sections like First Words
and Blue Words consistently outperform the accuracy given
by the entire combined article. The standard deviation of
the percent accuracy ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 for different
category group. Figure 1 shows the plot of size of different
sections (on x axis) and the percent accuracy. This graph is
consistent from different groups of categories. We see that the
additional data in the entire Wikipedia article, as compared
with data only in the first words and the blue words, not
provide any advantage in getting better accuracy. In most
cases, the combination of first few words with blue words
outperforms the classification accuracy given by the entire
Wikipedia article, as seen in figure 2.
A different way of combining different sections of
Wikipedia will be by taking the majority vote for the predictions among different sections. When we take a majority vote
of using the section individually, it significantly improves the
performance over using the entire article together or even the
section “First Words - Blue Words” alone. Figure 3 shows the
relative accuracy results for different section combination.
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of different sections for difference groups of categories.
The graph consistently shows that “All Sections” combined gives does not
perform as well as the combination of first few words and links in the
Wikipedia article. Even though first Words and the Blue Words consist of
less than 50% of the article.
Student Version of MATLAB

VI. C ROSS D OMAIN C LASSIFICATION
Since Wikipedia provides such a vast resource of categorized text, it is important to use this resource to classify
other unlabeled text. In this section, we show results of
the experiments to classify articles from New York Times
(NYT) by using text only from Wikipedia. In the crossdomain classification, we are using documents in one domain
(namely Wikipedia) to train the classifier, and documents
from a different domain (NYT) for testing the classification. We used the same learning algorithms for the cross
domain classification, to classify NYT articles, as the ones
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Fig. 3. Comparison of accuracies of the entire article, only first words
and blue words, and the majority vote from using different sections. We see
that using all the Wikipedia article does not give us the best accuracy and
we a significant improvement in the classification accuracy when different
sections are used independently and combined by majority vote.

TABLE VII
Student Version of MATLAB
C ROSS D OMAIN (W IKI TO NYT) ACCURACY ON I NDIVIDUAL S ECTIONS
ID

Section Name

KNN

NB

SVM

1

All Sections

60.45

48.28

59.15

3,4

Intro-inLinks

60.84

45.52

59.22

5,4

Firsts-inLinks

61.14

49.22

58.96

3,6

Intro-Blues

61.47

49.88

61.96

5,6

Firsts-Blues

61.81

50.74

61.90

we used for classification of Wikipedia articles. In all four
groups of classes, we see the KNN with cosine similarity
measure normally gives us the best accuracy, although SVM
is close second. For the results, however, we will show
the KNN results, as in all the cases shown here, in table
VII, and graph (fig.4), SVM classifier did worse than than
the KNN classifier. We suspect that this is because cosine
similarity measure is particularly suitable for cross domain
classification. The cosine similarity measure successfully
ignores factors that negatively impact the accuracy when
using testing and training set from different domains. These
factors include the difference in the overall vocabulary of the
domains and difference in the size of the documents.
The results of the cross domain classifications, as expected,
are significantly lower than results of classification within
the same domain. However, we still get an improvement in
the classification accuracy while using a parsed Wikipedia
article. Although, figure 4 does not show a clear pattern, we
do see that the individual Wikipedia sections outperform the
entire article together or at least do as good as using the
entire article even in the case of cross domain classification.
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Fig. 4.
Cross Domain classification accuracy of different sections for
difference groups of categories. The graph shows that using entire Wikipedia
article text does not give us the optimal performance for classification. These
results are for KNN using Cosine similarity measure.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE
W ORK
Student Version of MATLAB
In this paper, we empirically show the effectiveness of
parsing Wikipedia articles into their different sections to
significantly improve the classification accuracy. We show
that one can get better classification by using only the “Blue
Words” and the introduction part of the article than by using
the entire article of Wikipedia. This reduces the article text
(or sparse feature vector length) by almost 70%. We also
show that a more effective way of using the entire article
text is to first parse it into different sections and then take a
majority vote of the different classifiers, created by using
different sections individually. We demonstrate that these
results are consistent among different groups of classes.
We lead the discussion for using Wikipedia to classify a
completely unlabeled dataset from a different domain, in this
case, new stories from NYT. We see that different parts of
Wikipedia article again outperform the entire article taken
together while classifying documents in a different domain.
The initial approach of using parsed components of
Wikipedia articles instead of using the entire article text
yields promising results. There are many different ideas to
further this research topic. We can develop different measures
to combine different sections to improve the cross domain
accuracy. In this paper, we use Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) and correlation coefficient for the measure to
combine different sections. In the future, we would like to
experiment with more datasets from variety of domains.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presented here is motivated by fuzzy logic’s unique
ability to abstract, from a set of data points, a profile by which
specific parameter values can be mapped into a suitability
measure of that parameter for an individual.
We have
incorporated a parameterized matching system to help understand
the preference profile of a user and then match it closely with cars
that have a similar profile. A user’s preference profile is
constructed across 12 different dimensions or parameters. A
content-based filter, coupled with a demographic filter, is utilized
as part of the hybrid approach to identify cars most suitable for
the user. Additionally, this system employs sensitivity because an
individual may place high importance on one parameter and not
so much on another. A novel aspect of the approach described
here is that the user’s likes and dislikes, and his/her sensitivities to
them, are obtained through a survey of experiences with past
vehicles. In this manner, a natural prioritization of parameters can
occur without the user specifically indicating such.

KEY WORDS
Hybrid Filter, Car Recommender, Fuzzy Logic, Parameterized
Matching, Demographic Filter, Content Based Filter.

1. INTRODUCTION
Car makers tend to make cars with features that may attract a
particular demographic population such as teenagers, young
couples, or a family with children, etc. With the innumerable
choices in the type, features and models of cars available in the
market, it is usually a daunting task for a buyer to perform an
exhaustive search and choose a car that would be best for him/her.
An increasing number of people now rely on Internet search for
finding products, including cars, resulting in a new environment
of business opportunities [1]. Many individuals now rely more on
the Internet to make a decision on the type of car he or she may
want to purchase even before visiting a car dealership. Car search
websites are gradually becoming more popular on the World
Wide Web. These websites function like search engines for
specifically finding cars based on typical search parameters such
as the price range and type of car (SUV, Minivan, or Convertible).
Inputs from a set of standard fields are utilized to retrieve search
results matching the user input. For example, a user may state that
he is looking for convertible cars in a price range of $20,000 to
$30,000 and the search result will retrieve all convertible cars that
fall within that range. The drawback here is that, with the

innumerable choices of cars available in the market place, the
results generated are usually long with numerous cars matching
the user input. Permuted with the innumerable “optional features”
each car can be configured with, the list grows longer and it is not
possible for a user to indicate his likes and dislikes on these
websites while searching for cars.
Traditional car search sites do not currently incorporate any model
that would try to better understand the user’s preferences before
providing search results that may be tailored more towards the
specific user. Users are confronted with too many options while
trying to select cars resulting in information overload. These
search sites usually provide a strict search result entirely based on
the user’s input without taking into consideration the user’s like
and dislike in a car. Many of the reasons why one may like or
dislike a car are usually subjective, and may differ from one
individual to the other. For example, a user may like a car for its
fuel economy but may dislike the same car because of its style or
seating capacity. Similarly, another user may like and dislike the
same car for the opposite reasons. A good car recommender
system should take into account the user’s personal and subjective
likes and dislikes.
To address this issue in the car domain, we have developed a car
recommender system that recommends car based on the user’s like
and dislike based on the user’s past experience, taking into
consideration intangible car features such as performance, style,
reliability, comfort, etc. Since many of these parameters may be
vague and uncertain, we have utilized fuzzy logic theory to
develop the car recommender system.
Any recommender system would typically incorporate capabilities
to handle the following three aspects of the domain.
1) Background Data: information the system needs to possess
before the recommendation process can begin, for example,
a database of cars with individual object information,
2) Input Data: information that the user must communicate to
the system in order to generate a recommendation, and
3) Filtering System: prunes the background data using
information obtained from the input data to arrive at its
recommendation.
The recommender system developed here follows a hybrid
architecture as it combines demographic filtering with contentbased filtering. In addition, it incorporates a sensitivity parameter
based on fuzzy logic theory that is otherwise inadvertently
ignored in traditional filtering techniques.
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1.1 Demographic Filtering
In this paper, we refer to “Demographic filtering” as the technique
which learns the relationship between an object and the type of
persons that like it. Demographic profiles of users are created by
classifying them into defined stereotypes [2]. Using demographic
filtering, the system is able to recommend the same set of items to
individuals with similar demographic backgrounds. However,
when this type of filtering is used alone, it is too general and may
not function well since every individual within a demographic
profile is different. Also, such a filtering system may not adapt to
changing trends within a demographic profile over time. Finally,
demographic filtering suffers from the “cold start problem”; that
is, in order for the filter to start functioning, it requires an
abundant amount of background test data in order to help
understand and establish the various categories or stereotypes
within a population. Despite these challenges, when combined
with other filtering techniques, demographic filtering can be very
useful in understanding the user’s preferential likes and dislikes.

1.2 Content-Based Filtering
Content-based filtering utilizes information from a user’s previous
experience and his/her evaluation of that experience to
recommend new items. For example, if the user can recall a
surprisingly pleasant driving experience with a particular vehicle,
that experience should be captured in the car recommender system
because it relays some (possibly subconscious) preferences by the
user. Conversely, memorable negative experiences can also
provide useful information to the car recommender system. This
type of filtering is useful in identifying the specific set of features
in a product that may be most relevant to the particular user.
However, traditional content-based filtering systems have
disadvantages including the fact that they are only based on the
objective information about the product. Therefore, the user’s
evaluation of subjective parameters might not be captured.

1.3 Sensitivity Parameter and Fuzzy Logic
Incorporating a sensitivity parameter to include the degree of
likeability and satisfaction for the different characteristics
associated with a product utilizing fuzzy logic theory could
address the disadvantage observed in traditional content-based
filtering systems. The degree to which a user may like a particular
aspect of the product may vary and not be precise. For example,
having a high-end audio system might be considered “nice”, but a
basic radio a “must”. As a result, using a classical binary
classification of ‘0’ meaning dislike and ‘1’ meaning like for a car
radio would be insufficient.
The concept of fuzzy logic helps to deal with such vagueness that
is approximate rather than precise as observed in the degree of
likeability in certain car features. Unlike the crisp sets that are
used in classical logical systems where membership is either all or
none, an object in a fuzzy logic system is allowed to belong only
partly to one set being described by a real value between 0 and 1.
Thus, the degree of likeability of a particular aspect in a product
can be expressed better through the incorporation of fuzzy logic.
Fuzzy logic can be of great help in addressing the vagueness
associated with subjective attributes such as user likeability.
Each aforementioned filtering system has its own advantages and
disadvantages and therefore collaborating these systems together
to create a hybrid architecture can alleviate their disadvantages.

Various methods of building such a hybridization architecture
have been proposed in previous studies [3]. The common theme
in creating a hybrid recommender system has been to combine
different recommendation techniques in an effort to achieve peak
performance. The challenge has always been the construction of a
unified model that can incorporate, and fuse together, the results
from each of these individual approaches.

2. DEMOGRAPHIC AND CONTENTBASED CAR RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
This section describes the approach used in the car
recommendation system ‘CarRec’ presented in this paper. A
user’s preference profile is constructed across 12 different
dimensions or parameters representing the different aspects of a
car. We incorporate a parameterized matching system to help
understand the preference profile of the users and then match it
closely with cars having a similar profile. The recommendation
system utilizes a hybrid filtering approach combining the contentbased and demographic filters along with a sensitivity parameter
that is incorporated using fuzzy logic theory to recommend the
most suitable cars from the database based on the user’s input.

2.1 CarRec Overview
CarRec is a car recommendation system that selects and
recommends cars from the database based on the users past car
experience and his or her preferential likeability for the different
aspects of a car. The database, including the consumer ratings for
the various attributes in the car(s) used in this study, was built
using information obtained from J.D. Power and Associates that
provides this information using customer satisfaction research
based on survey responses from millions of consumers worldwide.
A user interacts with the system by first submitting his
demographic information by answering a set of questions about
his/her age, marital status, number of children, current income,
etc. Through these questions, the system is able to categorize the
user into specific stereotypes in a population that may have
similar demographic characteristics.
As the user continues his interaction with the system, the next step
requests the user to select cars from a drop down list that he may
have experienced driving in the past. The system presents the
user with the option to critique these cars based on his likes and
dislikes for the various aspects of the car such as Fuel Economy,
Transmission Speed, Brand of Car, Seating Capacity, Price,
Performance, Style, Comfort, Reliability, Features, and Quality.
The user rates each of the aspects in the selected car to express his
degree of likeability in terms of: ‘Don’t Care’ implying that the
user does not care about this particular aspect of the car; ‘No’
implying that he absolutely hates this particular aspect in the car;
‘Ok’ implying that he is satisfied with the particular aspect in the
car and has no particular like or dislike for it; ‘Like’ implying that
he likes this particular aspect in the car; ‘More Like’ implying that
he very much likes the particular aspect of the car; and ‘Love’
implying that he absolutely loves this particular aspect in the car.
After completing the selection and rating of the cars he/she has
had previous experience with, the user is shown a filtered list of
cars from the database that best suit the determined profile. The
display includes the calculated mathematical values for each of
the parameters that were rated by the user; along with a graphical
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illustration of the user’s profile in respect to each of the individual
aspects of the car. The graph shows the normal distribution curve
for all the input parameters as shown in Figure 1. The peak in the
individual graphs represents the user’s mean value for the
particular parameter. The area represents the standard deviation
used for the particular parameter. The vertical red bars indicate
the area that has been included in the user’s profile in respect to
that particular parameter.
The absence of a graphical
representation for a particular parameter indicates that the
parameter did not have enough variation from the norm or enough
input values to render it significant.
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likeability index (Don’t Care; No; Ok; Like; More Like; Love) are
identified subjectively; therefore, we adopt a theory, that is based
on statistics for the boundary of fuzzy area representing each
parameter. We utilize one standard deviation for determining the
upper or lower boundary of the fuzzy area representing each
parameter. All values rated ‘like’ or above for an individual
parameter from all the cars are utilized to calculate the mean value
p for the parameter and the associated 1 standard deviation for
the parameter. The upper and lower boundaries are determined
for a parameter as follows:
Upper Boundary = p + 1
Lower Boundary =p - 1
where p represents the mean and  the standard deviations for
the values vi (i =1, 2,…, n). So in a parameter that is rated ‘like’
or above by the user:

p 



Figure 1: Graphical Representation of User Profile
If the user prefers to observe the changing trend to his or her
parametric profile with the addition and rating of every car, then
the user may do so by interacting with the system to display the
stages. The user may select any of the parameters for viewing.
The illustration of the parameters in this progressive fashion helps
the user understand how his or her ratings on the different cars
may have influenced the profile of the individual parameters.

2.2 Hybrid Filtering Approach
The first step in the content-based/demographic hybrid filtering
process involves the collection of the demographic information
and the fuzzified information on the user’s like and dislikes in
each of the cars that the user has experienced in the past as
illustrated in the previous section.
The obtained user input is defuzzified into real world values based
on the information stored in the database as part of the contentbased filtering. Using the information regarding the make and
model of the car entered by the user, the system searches the
database for the particular car type and extracts all the necessary
information associated with the car such as its MPG, price,
transmission, passenger capacity, and the associated professional
consumer rating for the various subjective parameters such as
performance, comfort, reliability, etc.
The system then individually analyzes each parameter such as
MPG, price and performance for every car selected and rated by
the user to determine how well the user has rated the same
parameter in the different cars. In this manner, a unique profile
specific to the user is generated. The membership function of the

1 n
 vi
n i 1

1 n
 (vi   p ) 2
n i 1

We utilize either the upper or the lower boundary depending on
the type of the parameter to determine the fuzzy coverage area of
the parameter. For all parameters except the price, we utilize the
lower boundary for determining the fuzzy area of the parameter
and include all cars with the values above the lower boundary in
the filtering process. For price, we utilize the upper boundary for
determining the fuzzy area and include all cars with values below
the upper boundary in the filtering process.
We incorporate a sensitivity function utilizing the membership
function of the likeability values. The sensitivity of each
parameter is calculated for every user based on how the user has
rated a particular parameter to help create a personalized and
individualized profile for the user. The sensitivity function helps
determine the importance of an individual parameter for a
particular user. A membership value of 0 is designated to ‘No’;
0.25 to ‘Ok’; 0.5 to ‘Like’; 0.75 to ‘More Like’; and 1 to ‘Love’
for the likeability rating selected by the user. The cumulative
value obtained by adding all the individual values associated with
each membership function of the likeability scale selected by the
user divided by the number of cars rated by the user provides the
overall sensitivity of the parameter which is shown as follows:

sp 

1 n
 ri
n i 1

where ‘sp’ represents sensitivity of the parameter ‘p’ for a given
set of cars ‘n’ rated by the user with ri representing the
membership value associated with the individual car rating for the
given parameter.
The sensitivity value of a parameter, calculated and obtained as
above, is utilized to individually modify the fuzzy area coverage
calculated earlier for every parameter. The upper or lower
boundary utilized for determining the fuzzy area coverage for the
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individual parameter that has a sensitivity value of greater than or
equal to 0.5 is modified to cover an area equal to 0.75 from the
mean rather than 1 which can be shown as follows:
If sp<0.5 Then set Upper and Lower Boundary as
p + 1 and p – 1 respectively
If sp0.5 Then set Upper and Lower Boundary as
p + 0.75 and p – 0.75 respectively
This 25% reduction in the standard deviation coverage helps to
bring the upper or lower boundary used for the parameter closer
to the mean value of the parameter thereby making the parameter
more sensitive to changes. Doing this also eliminates all values
that fall outside of this new boundary limitation now set as a
result of the sensitivity function.
Simultaneously while calculating the sensitivity function for a
parameter, the values associated with a parameter that the user has
identified as ‘No’ are separately noted by the system. These
values help to further refine the fuzzy area coverage of a
parameter. When a ‘No’ value falls within the coverage area, then
the value associated with ‘No’ supersedes the value set by the
upper or lower boundary and in turn the ‘No’ value becomes the
upper or lower boundary for the parameter. For parameters such
as ‘Style’ and ‘Brand’, a rating of ‘No’ by the user eliminates all
cars of that particular style and brand disliked by the user.
Each parameter is then mapped onto its own curve (i.e., coverage
area) which is displayed in a graphical format to the user as shown
in Figure 1. After the fuzzy coverage area associated with every
parameter is determined, a content-based profile is created and the
resulting personalized user profile is applied against the cars in
the database to match the cars that fit the user’s profile.
The cars that fit the user’s personalized profile are then matched
with the demographic profile when available. The user interacts
with the system to provide his or her personal information such as
age, marital status, number of children, and annual income. By
obtaining this information from the user, the system is able to
categorize the user into defined stereotypes within a large
population of users. Based on this categorization of the user, the
system can now recommend the same set of cars that those other
users with similar demographic features have liked.
To overcome the cold start problem associated with demographic
filtering, the system currently uses a table-driven rule.
Information on real car buyers based on their demographic
classification covering all stereotypes in a population was not
available for inclusion in this study. The table-driven rule utilized
classifies the population with different income ranges into three
age groups (<25, 26 to 50 and >50) as either being single or
married, and with or without children. As the system “observes” a
larger number of individuals along with their car selections and
demographic profiles, it is possible that the rule for the
demographic filter can automatically be refined and improved
over time. Currently the system does not automatically refine the
demographic rule.
The list of cars that have been selected from the database for
recommendation based on the content based filtering are applied
against the demographic rules and the cars that fit the
demographic profile are then displayed to the user as the
recommended cars based on his demographic profile and his or

her likes and dislikes. During instances when no cars in the
database match the user’s personalized profile, then all cars that
meet the user’s demographic profile are recommended to the user.
The cars recommended are ordered based on the name of the
manufacturer of the car. If the user has expressed great liking for
a particular manufacturer(s), then cars from those manufacturers
are listed at the top.
As illustrated above, the user’s preference profile is constructed
across 12 different dimensions or parameters of a car. We can
represent a user’s preference profile as:
Preference Profile = {(Al, Au).As, (Bl, Bu).Bs, (Cl, Cu).Cs,…..}
Where
A, B, C… represent the parameters on which the user’s
preference is rated
Al - represents the Lower Threshold Value for the parameter
Au – represents the Upper Threshold Value for the parameter
As – represents the Sensitivity factor for the parameter
Al, Au are a result of the function of ‘Like’ and ‘No’ Values
The preference profile for the user is constructed as soon as the
user starts rating the cars across the selected 12 parameters. As
the user rates more cars, the preference profile evolves to reflect
the additional information. The profile’s accuracy in portraying
the user’s preferences also improves with each additional car
rating. A parameterized profile for each car is constructed along
the same 12 dimensions or parameters. The parameterized
matching system compares the user’s preference profile and each
car’s parameterized profile to select the cars that closely match the
user’s profile. The resulting recommended cars are a function of
the user’s preference profile and the car’s parameterized profile.

3. TEST RESULTS
Several experiments were performed on the CarRec car
recommendation system to determine its reliability, accuracy and
effectiveness in recommending cars to users. The section presents
results from three different test cases that represent a “normal”
scenario, and two “extreme” outliers. The normal scenario will be
represented by users who would rate the different aspects of the
car based truly on their likeability for the different parameters as
gleaned from their past experiences. The first extreme outlier test
scenario will be represented by users who love all the parameters
in all the cars they have experienced in the past; the second
extreme outlier will represent users who hate all the parameters in
all the cars they have experienced in the past.

3.1 Test Case 1 - Normal Scenario
This test scenario represents users who will rate cars based on
their subjective likeability of the various parameters in the cars
they have experienced in the past. The following test case serves
as an illustration into how the user’s preference profile is built and
how it changes as the user rates more cars. In this test case, the
user rates the following five cars: Ford Focus, Ford Taurus, Chevy
Malibu, Toyota Camry and Volvo S60. Hence, there are five
stages in this test case. As the user rates cars as shown in Table 1,
the preference function based on the parameters continues to
change in order to more accurately represent the user’s preference.
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Style

Comfort

Reliability

Features

Quality

Acceleration

Ford
Focus

OK

LIKE

OK

OK

LIKE

LIKE

Ford
Taurus

MORELIKE

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

MORELIKE

Chevy
Malibu

OK

LIKE

OK

OK

OK

MORELIKE

Toyota
Camry

LIKE

LOVE

LOVE

LIKE

LOVE

OK

Volvo
S 60

LOVE

LIKE

MORELIKE

LOVE

MORELIKE

LOVE

Fuel
Economy

# of
Cylinders

Price

Brand

Seating

Performance

Ford
Focus

LIKE

OK

LIKE

LIKE

OK

OK

Ford
Taurus

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

MORELIKE

Chevy
Malibu

OK

LIKE

MORELIKE

LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

Toyota
Camry

MORE
LIKE

LIKE

LIKE

MORELIKE

LIKE

OK

Volvo
S 60

OK

LOVE

NO

LOVE

OK

LOVE

Table 1. Ratings Provided by the User – Normal Scenario
At the end of stage 1, the user has rated only one car and there
was not enough information to build the user’s preference
function based on the parameters. Hence, the results provided are
based exclusively on the user’s demographic information which
recommended 118 cars.

Figure 2: Tracking Changes to User’s Profile and Sensitiveness
for Parameter Price
As illustrated above, in this test case the user’s preference profile
is constructed as soon as the user starts rating the cars across the
selected 12 parameters. As the user rates more cars, the
preference profile continues to change to reflect the additional
information. The profiles accuracy to closely portray the user’s
preference also improves with each additional car rating. Figure 3
graphically illustrates the change to the user’s parametric profile
for two parameters: Price and Fuel Economy in the five stages
discussed in this test case.

After stage 2, the user has rated 2 cars. The system has enough
information to build a preference profile based on the parameters.
The sensitivities of all the parameters have also been calculated.
Based on the results so far, the user is most sensitive to
acceleration. Comparing this preference profile against the profile
of all the cars, the system has recommended the Hyundai Genesis.
At the end of stage 3, the user has rated 3 cars. The user’s
personalized preference profile is modified and updated based on
the addition of this new car and its ratings by the user. After 3
stages, Acceleration and the Price emerge as the two most
sensitive parameters for the user. Applying the preference profile
against the profiles of all the cars, the system has recommended
the Hyundai Genesis, Honda Accord and Ford Fusion.
At the end of stage 4 and after 4 car ratings supplied by the user,
the system recommended the Honda Accord and Honda Civic.
At the end of stage 5, the user has rated 5 cars. The user’s
personalized preference profile is further updated, along with the
user’s sensitivities to each parameter, and the upper and lower
values of each parameter. As an example of the refinement that
occurs with successive stages, Figure 2 illustrates the dynamic
change in the high and low values of the “Price” parameter as the
user goes through the 5 stages in this example. As can be
observed, as the system learns more about the user’s preferences
through a larger number of car ratings, the preference profile
continues to change in order to reflect the user’s preference more
accurately. Applying this preference profile against the profiles of
all the cars, the system has recommended the following cars to the
user: Volvo C30, Ford Fusion, Honda Accord, Nissan Altima, and
Nissan Altima Coupe.

Figure 3: Tracking Parametric Trends Graphically
It can be observed that after the completion of the first stage, no
fuzzy curves for the parameters are developed as the system does
not have enough information to do so, but from the second stage
onwards, the system is able to generate a fuzzy coverage area for
each parameter. The red marking that is parallel to, but just below
the x-axis of every parameter in Fig. 3 indicates either the high or
low value associated with the parameter. It can be seen that this
value continues to change in every stage depending on the user’s
input, which in turn, determines the recommendation of cars.

3.2 Test Case 2 – Extreme Love Scenario
This hypothetical extreme outlier scenario represents users who
have experience with multiple numbers of cars and love all
aspects of these cars and therefore have no negative feedback on
any of the cars they have experienced in the past. This scenario
tests for the extreme case when the users rate everything as
‘Love’. This test case illustrates how the user’s preference profile
in such an extreme scenario affects the outcome of the cars
recommended to the user. In this example, the user rates the
following 5 cars: Acura MDX, Audi A3, BMW 128i, Chevrolet
Aveo, and Chrysler 300
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In such an extreme positive scenario, all parameters exhibit an
equal sensitivity function, and therefore, have equal influence on
the user profile. The system calculates the mean and applies the
calculated AWD standard deviations of 0.75 in all the
parameters to calculate the associated high and low values for
each parameter. Even in this extreme scenario, as the user adds
more cars, the system is able to determine user’s profile to be able
to recommend cars based on the user’s past experience. Figure 4
shows the dynamic changes to the user’s parametric profile with
the addition of each car used for this test case.

At the end of stage 5 the user has rated 5 cars. With the addition
of the 5th car Chrysler 300 AWD, the user’s personalized
preference profile based on the new parametric information is
further updated. After applying the resulting preference profile
against the profiles of all the cars, the system has recommended
the following cars to the user – Chrysler PT Cruiser, Ford Edge,
Honda Pilot, Nissan Murano, Toyota Highlander.

In stage 1 of this illustration for the extreme love scenario, the
user has rated one car and lets the system know that he loves all
the parameters in this car. Therefore, the system uses these values
as the high and low values for the parameters since no standard
deviation could be determined as the user has only rated one car.
The system searches for cars that are either similar or better than
Acura MDX in all aspects of the car and is able to recommend the
following car to the user - Lexus RX 350.
In stage 2 of this illustration, the user has rated 2 cars and this
results in a change to the user profile. It can be inferred that with
the addition of the second car, the Audi A3, the associated low
and high values for the user profile changes due to this additional
information obtained from the second car. Based on this modified
profile, the system is able to now recommend 3 cars to the user Hyundai Genesis, Audi A4 and Avanti Quattro.
At the end of stage 3, the user has rated three cars. The user’s
personalized preference profile based on the parameters is again
updated. Applying this preference profile against the profiles of
all the cars, the system has recommended the following cars to the
user – BMW 135i, BMW 328 CI, Acura TL, Audi A4 Quattro,
Hyundai Genesis, Mercedes Benz C300, and Nissan Maxima.
At the end of stage 4, the user has rated 4 cars. Up to this point
the user seems to have rated cars that may be classified as being
high-end cars. In this stage, the user seems to have rated a lowend car, the Chevrolet Aveo. With this lower-level car still being
rated as ‘Love’ by the user across all the parameters, as one would
expect, the profile opens up, encompassing a larger range of
vehicles, and is able to now recommend 21 cars. However, it is
interesting to note that at this stage, many of the cars that were
recommended to the user at the end of stage 3 were eliminated. It
can be inferred that with the addition of this 4th car, the user’s
parametric profile changes drastically, lowering the price value
and increasing the MPG expectation for the user as can be
observed in Figure 4. The 3 cars that were rated earlier (Acura,
Audi and BMW) had higher prices with low MPG and therefore,
the cars recommended were similar to those rated. However, with
the addition of Chevrolet, and with the user loving all the
parameters in that car, the preference profile changes to reflect the
user’s preference more accurately. On further analysis, it was also
observed that after stage 4, the system was able to shortlist 120
cars to match the user’s parametric profile, but then after the
application of the demographic profile, the system was only able
to recommended 21 cars. That is, for a car to be recommended to
the user, it must satisfy both the user’s profile (as demonstrated in
content-based filtering) and the stereotypical demographic profile
(as demonstrated in demographic filtering).
The cars
recommended at this stage included the following: Chrysler PT
Cruiser, Nissan Murano, Saturn Vue, Saturn Vue Hybrid, Suzuki
Grand Vitara, Toyota Highlander, and Volkswagen Tuguan.

Figure 4: Tracking Changes to User’s Parametric Profile –
Extreme Love Scenario
Based on this test case, one can observe that the system continues
to learn about the user’s preference as the user continues to rate
more cars and the recommended cars change appropriately based
on the user’s parametric profile. Depending on the type of car
added by the user to express his or her extreme satisfaction, the
profile continues to get modified and the resulting
recommendation continues to change reflecting the change to the
user profile. The parameterized profile continues to get refined
and becomes better with every addition of a car, even in this
extreme scenario.

3.3 Test Case 3 – Extreme Hate Scenario
This test scenario represents the case when users have experience
with multiple numbers of cars and hate all the aspects of the car
and hence provide no positive feedback on any of the cars they
have experienced in the past. This scenario tests for the extreme
outlier cases when the users rate everything as ‘No’. In this
example, the user rates the same set of cars rated in the previous
Love all test case scenario, but this time, rates ‘No’ for all the
parameters. The same 5 cars from test case 2 are rated by the
user: Acura MDX, Audi A3, BMW 128i, Chevrolet Aveo, and
Chrysler 300 AWD
In this scenario, the sensitivity functions for all the parameters
have zero values and therefore have no influence on the user
parametric profile as the user has not liked any parameter
associated with this car. As a result, the system uses the ‘No’
values as the benchmark or the boundary for matching cars in the
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database, and looks for cars that not just match the parametric
profile of Acura MDX, but are actually better than Acura MDX in
all dimensions. The system is unable to find any cars that are
better than the Acura MDX in all parameters. That is, the
database did not have a car that had more than 5 seating capacity,
more than 6 cylinders, and cost less than $42,490 as needed for
the recommendation. Hence, the results are provided based
exclusively on the user’s demographic information which
recommended 118 cars.
As a result of this, the addition of any more car ratings by the user
does not have any impact on the car recommendation, and
therefore, with the addition of every car, the system is only able to
produce results based exclusively on the user’s demographic
profile. However, if the user had rated a poor performing car with
‘No’ values in the first stage, then the system would have been
able to recommend cars based on the user’s dislike. So, as an
example, if the user had rated a low end car such as Chevrolet
Aveo in the first stage, with all ‘No’ values, the system is able to
recommend cars that are better than all the parametric values
associated with rated car. The results obtained based on these test
results seem to justify the functioning of the system in this
extreme outlier scenario. It must be noted, however, that
recommendation systems usually work best when the user
specifies what he or she likes. For example, the online music
recommendation site, Pandora.com, recommends music and songs
to users based on what kind of music the user likes. Similarly,
sites such as Amazon.com provide users with recommendations
on products based on the user’s past purchasing history or the
products the user may have expressed interest on by clicking on
the associated link. Therefore, in general, a recommender system
is able to provide meaningful results only when the user informs
the system on what he/she likes in addition to his dislikes.

4. CONCLUSION
A car recommender system aimed towards supporting and helping
users identify cars that best suits their likes and dislikes has been
presented in this paper. We have developed and evaluated a
hybrid recommender system that combines content-based filtering
using fuzzy logic theory incorporated through the use of a
sensitivity function, with demographic filtering to create a
fuzzified personalized user specific profile capable of
recommending cars specific to the user’s preference. A suitability
profile for every user is created using the user’s likes and dislikes
for the various parameters in a car. Since the recommendation is
based on the user’s input of his likes and dislikes about the
intangible parameters associated with the cars extracted from past
experiences, even individuals who don’t have much knowledge
about cars can utilize the system to obtain recommendations.
Likes and dislikes, being subjective, may not only vary between
users but also within a single user’s rating on different cars. A
user may like a particular feature in one car, but may dislike the
same feature in another car since the degree of the user’s like and
dislike is subjective and fuzzy in nature. Due to this vagueness,
the recommendation system may not always “function perfectly”
for every individual; however, as the user provides more
information to the system about his or her likes and dislikes, the
system is able to better understand the user and thereby
personalize and individualize the recommendation to the specific
user better.
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5. FUTURE WORK
The work presented in this paper shows that a car recommender
system based on user’s likes and dislikes can serve as a useful
application for helping users identify cars that would suit their
preference. However there are several areas in which the system
presented in this paper can be improved upon.
A recommender system must try to understand the user’s needs so
that the recommendations provided are more useful to the user.
As such, it is probably more fruitful for future work to attempt to
improve “usefulness” as opposed to “accuracy”. In that effort, the
recommender system presented here can further be improved to
help understand the user better by extracting more valuable
information from the user that may be used to help enhance
personalization. Additional user information such as the user’s
driving habits could assist in providing better recommendations.
Potential profile-building questions would include: how much
time is spent driving in cities vs. on highways; does the user live
in a mountain terrain; does the user plan on using the car for longdistance trips, etc.
Currently the system orders the results based on the make or
brand of the car with the brand that the user has expressed liking
the most making the top of the list. The system can be further
improved in such a manner that the output generated is based on
cars that are closest to the user’s ‘Love’ values. An improvement
in this effort could help prioritize and list the recommended cars
in a better order with the cars that are closest to what the user
Loves making it to the top of the list, and with the cars farthest
away from the user’s ‘Love’ values at the bottom of the list.
Similarly, dynamically improving the demographic profile as
more users utilize the system can further help the filtering process.
Having a better understanding about the stereotypes of users and
applying the demographic filter based on real-life understanding,
rather than being based on pre-defined table rules as currently
applied in the study, may help further improve the system’s
recommendations.
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Abstract — A medical document analysis system using
Self Organizing Maps (SOM) is presented in this
paper. SOM technology is applied for meaningful
classification of independent medical examination
reports. During the training and testing phases: a set
of tunable parameters are empirically studied,
different decision-making strategies are investigated
and their effect on the results are discussed and
analyzed. The case study results obtained with SOM
are also compared with the K- nearest-neighborhood
algorithm. An entropy-based global weighting scheme
is proposed, and it is shown to attain better
performance than traditional term weighting schemes.
Keywords: medical informatics, classification, self
organizing maps, k-nearest-neighborhood.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of medicine, patients’ information is typically
recorded by physicians, nurses, and other medical staff.
Information such as medical history records, symptoms,
and diagnoses are stored usually as text documents that
can be retrieved later. These documents are maintained
for a very long period of time, facilitating research on
medical informatics.
Due to the complexity of plain text for computer
analysis and the difficulties of organizing a large-scale of
documents, automated approaches are necessary. For
example, when interested parties want to make decisions
regarding medicine based on the medical examination
reports from physicians, it is difficult and time consuming
to view thousands of hundreds of medical reports and
classify them based on specific criterions, such as

employees’ medical record, results of medical
examination, and diagnostics.
Our research focuses on developing technologies for
medical document classification based on user (physician
and nurses) defined groups. As described in [1], the
medical documents we are interested in are in the form of
correspondences between physicians and patients or
various third parties such as insurance companies,
patients' employers, and attorneys. These documents
represent Independent Medical Examination reports of
patients with orthopedic related ailments, which vary in
style and format. Fig. 1 shows an example of such a
document – the actual names and organizations have been
replaced with fictitious ones for obvious privacy reasons.
In this paper, our contribution is that we propose a
Self-Organizing-Map-based system for classifying the
independent medical examination reports in our case
study. We proposed an entropy-based global term
weighting scheme in generating vector space models for
plain text. We evaluate various training parameters and
their effect on the classification model using cross-folder
validation, and compare the classification accuracy with
the K-nearest-neighborhood algorithm. The flow chart of
the machine learning system is shown in Fig. 2.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides a brief overview of related work on
document classification and Self Organizing Map related
techniques. Section 3 details our medical document
analytical system, Section 4 presents the case study and
discusses the empirical results, and Section 5 concludes
the paper and provides some suggestions for future
research.
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process. Basu et al. [4] compare a support vector machine
algorithm with an artificial neural network algorithm for
text document classification of news items.
Self Organizing Maps (SOM), as an unsupervised
learning method, was initially proposed by Kohonen et al.
[5]. Some works where SOM is used for analyzing large
document collections are presented Kohonen et al. [5].
Practitioners also present text retrieval and classification
via Self Organized Document Maps, following the
principles of developing the WEBSOM project [6]. The
benefits of SOM methods in massive document
collections problems are emphasized by Kohonen et al.
[7]. Compared with a traditional clustering algorithm,
such as K-nearest-neighbor algorithm, the benefits of
SOM lie in representing high dimensional data into one or
two dimensional spaces. The illustration of the cluster
distributions represents relationships between different
data within the dataset explicitly, while similar data
patterns are located close to each other in the map.
Fig. 1: An example of medical correspondence.

Recent work about SOM are focused on applications
using combined multiple techniques including SOM or
compare different techniques with SOM in document
retrieving and categorization area [8]. Other works
focused on optimization of the traditional SOM algorithm
including updating weights, layers, distance measure, etc.
[9].
Although a lot of work has been done on SOM, there
is little work done in document classification using SOM.
Furthermore, not much research work has been done on
classification of medical documents. The fact that medical
documents have a lot of private information, research has
been limited [1]. Moreover, such documents generally
have informally represented text, making analysis
difficult. Our goal is to conduct research through SOM
and related text mining techniques to find out the
potential of neural networks on informal (unstructured or
semi-structured) medical document collections.

Fig. 2: SOM based medical document classification
learning system.

2. RELATED WORK
Considerable work has been done on document
classification using both supervised and unsupervised
learning. For example, Burgin [2] presents five different
hierarchical clustering algorithms that use different cluster
distance measurements. Seong-Bae Park and Byoung-Tak
Zhang [3] present an approach for large scale unstructured
documents classification by applying both lexical and
syntactic information of documents in the co-training

3. METHODOLOGY
The objective of our research is to investigate machine
learning technologies for medical document classification
in the field of medical informatics. SOM-related
techniques are studied and applied in classifying
documents into groups based on different types of
patients, as determined by physicians.
The vector space model, a well known algebraic
model of representing text documents, is used to generate
medical document feature vectors. Tuning parameters,
such as term weighting schemes and similarity measures,
are examined in order to obtain a well organized SOM
map and enhance the classification performance. We
proposed an entropy-based global weighting scheme
while generating the vector space model [10] for the IME
(independent medical examination) reports. Empirical
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results demonstrate that the new global weighting scheme
attains better accuracy rate than the traditional term
frequency weighting scheme. In addition, we compared
the SOM strategy with the K-nearest-neighborhood (KNN) algorithm and found out that SOM clearly
outperforms the K-NN algorithm.
3.1. Extract Paragraphs of Interest
As shown in Fig. 1, the medical documents have
assessment parts that contain several paragraphs and
begin with different subtitles such as “Assessment:”,
“Impression:”, “Treatment:” etc. Typically, these parts are
physician’s diagnoses that determine whether the patient
has a permanent disability (related to orthopedics) or not
and thus decide which group the document belongs to.
Based on our prior work presented in [1], where personal
information related to patients, medical staff, and medical
facilities is encoded to maintain privacy in data mining,
the document text has already been segmented into
“body”, ”header” and “ending” parts, facilitating in the
extraction of the assessment part. We use the following
notation:
1.

Considering

the

frame

within

the

document

where ℎ1 stands for the “header”, 𝑒1
denotes the “ending” part, 𝑝1 through 𝑝𝑖 stands for
paragraphs in the “body” part.

approaching preprocessing tasks.
indexing, a proper global weighting
and applied to the vectors to adjust
term may have on the model based
frequency.

While generating the list of indexed term words, we
need to keep only content bearing words, implying that
the function words having both low and high frequency
have to be removed [11]. As a result, we removed the
high frequency stop word at the first stage, and then set up
a term frequency threshold as a filter for low frequency
words. We tried different thresholds, from 1 to 10, since it
is difficult to determine the exact value of low frequency
threshold. In our case study, we selected thresholds that
yielded relatively higher accuracy and lowest quantization
error and topographic error.
Text indexing models based on appropriate term
weighting schemes is one of the most effective ways for
information retrieval and text categorization [12]. Global
weight schemes should be applied to each indexed term
with the purpose of reducing or enhancing the effect they
have on particular document. We evaluated two well
known global weights in our case studies as proposed in
[13]:

2. Find the paragraph 𝑝𝑘 that has subtitle and is nearest to
the “ending” part, since the assessment part always appear
in the end of “body” part.
3.
part.

will then be considered as assessment

4. If 𝑝𝑘 does not exist, from
4.1. Extract sentences that contain significant
keywords such as “permanent”, “permanency” from
the diagnostic parts. The keywords are provided by
experts from our collaborators and stored as part of
our knowledge base.
4.2. Put all such sentences together as new assessment
part, i.e.
still use

. If no such sentence exists, we
as assessment part.

3.2. Vector Space Model
According to [10], for text categorization and information
retrieval a text document is usually represented in the
form of vector models which provides a more convenient
way for computation and analysis.
The vector space model generation consists of two
stages: word indexing and term weighting scheme. First
of all, the documents are represented as a set of keywords
called index terms. The list of index terms is generated
from the training document set by tokenizing the text and

After document
scheme is selected
the influence each
on their appearing

,
where tfij is the occurrence frequency of term i within
document j; dfi is the document frequency, i.e., the total
number of documents in the document collection that
contain term i; ndocs is the total number of documents in
the document collection.
However, considering that we kept several words that
appear frequently but are sensitive in classification such
as “permanent”, “permanency” and “disability”, they may
not be granted a low global weight since actually they
only appear often in single group. As a result, we also
applied an entropy-based strategy to adjusting the global
weight which is called GW. The steps of calculating
global weight for a specific term word are presented as
follows:



Considering a specific term, x, calculate proportions
of the documents that contain x within N different
groups.
Calculate the entropy which reflects the un-evenness
for the N proportions assuming all groups have the
same number of documents. The higher the entropy,
the more evenly that term is distributed in the three
classes (permanent, not-permanent, and not-sure) of
documents, and the more insignificant it will perform
in the classification. If the entropy is very small, it
means that the term appears mostly in single class for
differentiating that group of documents.
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4. The nodes within the radius are defined as neighbors
of BMU. The weight vector of each neighboring
node is then adjusted to make it closer to BMU.
5. The radius of the neighborhood of the BMU
diminishes each time a new input vector is selected.
Repeat from step 2 until the radius is shrink to only
having BMU.

Normalize the entropy dividing by maximum entropy
, where K is the number of classes.
Reverse the entropy value to get global weight value.

The trained SOM maps have to be evaluated on their
quality with the purpose of getting enhanced performance.
We adopted two well-known quality measures:
quantization error (QE) and topographic error (TE) of
SOM networks based on the following properties [14]:
where

is the number of documents within the

groups that contains x,

N

•

is the total number of

documents in the
groups,
is the entropy of the
proportions and
is the global weight value assigned to
x.
Considering the fact that the term frequency is not
significant in classifying medical documents because the
classification is based on specific keywords, we also used
binary values for the term-document vectors to compare
the performance:

•

•

tfij is the occurrence frequency of term i within document
j.
Generally speaking, after applying the global weight to
the term-document vectors, for training document j,
where

is

the local weight and
is the global weight of term word
i. Throughout the comparison of the above three term
weight schemes we found improvements in the overall
accuracy rate and the performance in classifying each of
the three groups of documents by applying
.
3.3. Medical Document Classification using SOM
We use the trained SOM network as a classifier with two
different decision strategies to predict the group of
unknown medical documents. We first applied the
traditional SOM training algorithm [5] as follows:
1. Initialize weight vectors for each node.
2. Randomly choose a pattern from input data set and
present it to the nodes.
3. Each node’s weight vector compared which the
input vector. The node closest to the input vector is
so-called Best Matching Unit (BMU).

Map size: While there is no theoretical rule of for
optimum map size [15], there are quantitative
indicators to help people determine the map size.
Wang et al. [16] suggest using
to use as the
number of map units, where N denotes the number of
training patterns. We adopted that strategy as default
map size and compared it with maps four times larger
and 4 times smaller.
Lattice shape: Kohonen introduced two types of
SOM lattice structures: hexagonal and rectangular.
Because of the effect that different shapes may have
on the neighborhood radius, these two will provide
differently organized maps and different quantization
error (QE) and topographic error (TE).
Training algorithm: There are two widely used
training algorithms: sequential training and batch
training [5]. The difference between these two is the
way that map nodes’ weight vectors are updated. We
have to consider both the computation time and
accuracy while choosing the algorithm. Hence,
accuracy and training time are both taken into
account during evaluation.

The quantization error measures the average distance
between each training data vector and its best matching
unit (BMU) [14]. The topographic error measures the
proportion of training vectors of which the first and
second BMU are not adjacent vectors and considered as
an error [14]. We leave out mathematical details of QE
and TE due to paper size considerations.
After the map has been trained, it could be used as a
classifier by determining the group of the testing
document. The steps are summarized as follows:


Generate vector space model (VSM) for testing
document

and present

that has

dimension so that

to the trained SOM map.
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Select the node

that contains training document

labels and has a weight vector
BMU.
Suppose there are

subgroups, and

closest to

as

documents are in

, after step 3,
will have three different types
regarding the training labels with the following notation:

where
subgroup

denotes the set of training labels belonging to
within

,

belongs to subgroup

stands for the training label
, and

denotes the number of

documents that belongs to subgroup

.



Non-Mixed Nodes:



Mixed Class Nodes with one class has majority:



Mixed Class Nodes with several classes has the same
majority number:

Since we do not need to do further classification with
non-mixed nodes, we implemented two decision
strategies to deal with the mixed nodes and compared
their accuracy. The first approach is majority vote
strategy, in which we select the majority class label
occurring in BMU as the predictive group of testing
document. The second approach is top closest matching,
in which the system find the BMU first and then find the
closest document within the BMU. As for the third case
mentioned above, we combine these two strategies by
calculating the Euclidean similarity between testing
document and training documents from all the majority
subgroups
one.

4.

and find the best matching

EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY

4.1. Medical Documents Dataset
496 documents are randomly picked up from the IME
document collection (over 8000 documents). The
documents selected are then split into the training set and
testing set, and classified into three groups “NP”,”P” and
“NS” based on the assessment part, where “NP” denotes
“The patient has no permanent injuries sustained”, “P”

denotes “The patient has permanent injuries” and “NS”
denotes “The physician is not sure about whether the
patient has permanent injuries or not”. The training set
includes 386 documents, which has 359 documents in
“NP”, 12 documents in “NS” and 15 documents in “P”.
The testing set includes 110 documents, which has 96
documents in “NP”, 9 documents in “NS” and 6
documents in “P”. 1214 term words are extracted as
indexed terms after removing stop words. The size of the
stop word list generated is 591.
Another issue when mining medical data is patient
privacy. We proposed a name entity recognition and
classification system (called MD_NER_NCL) to deal
with the name detection, which includes HBE
segmentation algorithm and statistical reasoning process
[1].
4.2. K-Fold Cross Validation
As there are multiple tunable parameters while
constructing SOM maps, we use 3–fold cross validation
to estimate the trained map and select the combination of
parameters that produce the best performing model [17].
The document set is partitioned into three folders, each of
which is used once as validation data, while the other two
is used as training data. The results are averaged
afterwards as the estimation of current trained model.
4.3. Effects of Different Testing Strategies
We applied two decision strategies for dealing with mixed
nodes during the testing phase: (1) top matching within
BMU, and (2) majority vote combined with top matching.
It was observed that the majority plus top matching
strategy is better than top matching only. It is because
prediction of using only the top matching approach may
not be in the best matching document cluster similar with
the testing document, so it may lose accuracy due to the
over-fitting problem. Those results are not shown due to
paper size considerations.
Table 1: Frequency evaluation on cross validation
Validation
Accuracy Testing
Time(s)
(%)
Accuracy

Frequency

QE

TE

1

1.465

0.003

5.333

90.923

85.5

2

1.363

0.001

4.000

89.880

84.5

3

1.249

0.005

3.000

91.963

84.5

4

1.176

0.008

2.000

90.150

87.3

5

1.105

0.004

1.667

90.147

84.54

6

1.068

0.007

1.667

90.140

86.4

7

1.051

0.003

1.333

90.990

82.7
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8

0.997

0.005

1.000

89.083

88.2

9

0.970

0.004

1.000

90.133

89.1

10

0.948

0.012

1.000

90.403

88.2

4.4. Effects of Different Global Weighting
We performed simulation on four different global
weighting schemes
and
, while setting
the word frequency to 9 and fixed SOM training
parameters. The proposed
scheme reaches the
highest (89%) accuracy on the testing set. From other
extensive simulations, it also performs better than other
three schemes with different combinations of SOM
training parameter values. Those results are not shown
due to paper size considerations.

categorization and retrieval. We compared the
performance of SOM with the K-NN algorithm in
classifying medical documents.
Based on the training result we obtained, since there are
too many “NP” documents (over 90%), we may not
choose a very high K value for K-NN approach otherwise
we may get too many “NP” labels while calculating the
top K closest documents. As a result we only performed
simulation on K = 1 to 5 with step size 1. It was found
that although K-NN is better in predicting “NP” group
than SOM, it got 0% accuracy in classifying “P” group
and reaches 11.11% accuracy in “NS” group. The
possible reason of the low accuracy of K-NN is that the
training data is imbalanced and the over-fitting “NP”
documents perform as the best matching one for most of
the testing documents. Those results are not shown due to
paper size considerations.

4.5. Select Training Parameters of SOM
Table 2: Parameter evaluation on cross validation
We performed simulations on different combinations of
training parameter values and observed QE, TE,
computational time and classification accuracy. Table 1
represents the simulation results of choosing term
frequency threshold with the purpose of removing high
frequency words. We applied the batch training algorithm
and hexagonal lattice with map size 20*16 for validation
cycle 1 and 2, and map size 22*15 for validation cycle 3,
which is approximately four times as big as the map size
suggested in [16]. With the same configuration we
investigated the average QE, TE and classification
accuracy on validation set and testing set using term
frequency 1 to 10. From the result, frequency 9 is selected
as a reasonable value that relatively provides high
accuracy and generates low QE and TE.
After selecting the appropriate frequency, we
investigated all the combinations of map size, lattice
shape and training algorithm, as shown in Table 2. We
found out that larger maps with batch training algorithm
provide higher accuracy. Hexagonal shape generate less
topographical than rectangular shape does because it has
more neighborhood nodes than rectangular. Also
quantization error decreases as the map size increases, it
is because that more map units are representing data, so
that each vector will be closer to BMU [18]. As for the
computational time, apparently a larger map and
sequential algorithm requires more time. Considering all
the above aspects we select SOM map with a large map
size having approximately
units, and also select
hexagonal lattice and batch training algorithm. These
fixed SOM training parameters are used to evaluate the
system on other factors that affect the classification
accuracy and compare with other clustering algorithms.
4.6. Compare with K-NN
K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) algorithm is a method for
classifying objects based on closest training examples.
Masand [19] introduced the K-NN strategy in text

Map
size

Training
Shape Algorithm QE

Big

Hexa

Batch

1.051 0.003

91

1.33

Normal Hexa

Batch

1.381 0.023

90.67

0

Small Hexa

Batch

1.607 0.06

90.66

0

Rect

Seq

1.214 0.026

89.11

20.3

Normal Rect

Seq

1.465 0.028

90.91

1.33

Big

Validation
TE Accuracy (%) Time(s)

Small

Rect

Seq

1.644 0.048

89.61

0

Big

Rect

Batch

0.998 0.018

91.18

1.33

Normal Rect

Batch

1.363 0.061

89.37

0

1.584 0.048

90.13

0

90.4

19.7

Small

Rect

Batch

Big

Hexa

Seq

1.23

Normal Hexa

Seq

1.472 0.005

89.37

1.33

Small Hexa

Seq

1.649 0.016

90.65

0

0

Besides the better classification accuracy, SOM is more
effective because it will only check the node which has
training document labels and find the closest one while
does not examine through all of the training documents as
K-NN does. Furthermore, the visualization provided by
SOM maps which represents the distribution and
similarity between different subgroups is also one of the
benefits of SOM over the K-NN algorithm.
5.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a medical document classification
system using self-organizing maps (SOM). We retrieve
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the physician’s patient-assessment part from the
documents and generate a VSM for each. Four different
term-weighting schemes are evaluated, including our
proposed GW global weight strategy which yielded
improvements in classification accuracy. We also
evaluate tunable SOM training and implemented different
decision strategies to deal with the mixed nodes. We
compare our SOM system with the majority vote K-NN
algorithm and found a significant improvement with
SOM.
Future work will include: developing algorithms for
the system to automatically generate hierarchical SOM
maps for mixed map nodes; applying SOM techniques on
more empirical case studies; processing medical
documents of different types and of other ailments; and
conducting semantic graph-based analysis for the IME
documents.
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Tuning Topical Query Classification in Large Search Engines to
Understand Hidden User Information Need
Abdulbaghi Ghaderzadeh, Behrouz Minaie, Iran University of Science and Technology

Abstract
Existing search services rely solely on a query's
occurrence in the document collection to locate relevant
documents. They typically do not perform any task or topicbased analysis of queries using other available resources, and
do not leverage changes in user query patterns over time.
Provided within are a set of techniques and metrics for
performing temporal analysis on query logs. There are a set of
techniques and metrics for performing temporal analysis on
query logs. The metrics are shown to be reasonable and
informative, and can be used to detect changing trends and
patterns in the query stream, thus providing valuable data to a
search service to perform a topical classification on queries. In
our proposed method we use manual and automatic topical
query classification for two types of users (registered users and
transit users) to perform analysis on behavior patterns and
context information about their interactions with search
services. Based on this information we calculate membership
degree of queries to each topical category by fuzzy discriminant
analysis and then we continue with introduce a model that
realized the effect of prepared information analysis of users
and queries' membership degree of new arrival query to
mentioned categories. Our results showed that the approach
could be successfully escort users to their real desired
information need and improve the efficiency and efficacy of
search services.
Keywords: Fuzzy Discriminant Analysis, Topical Web Log
Analysis, Search Engine Personalization, automatic topical
query categorization.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N recent years, IR researchers have begun to expand
their efforts to understand the nature of the information
need that users express in their queries. The unprecedented
growth of available data coupled with the vast number of
available online activities has introduced a new wrinkle to
the problem of search: it is now important to attempt to
determine not only what the user is looking for, but also the
task they are trying to accomplish and the method by which
they would prefer to accomplish it. In addition, all users are
not created equal; different users may use different terms to
describe similar information needs; the concept of what is
relevant" to a user has only become more and more unclear
as the web has matured and more diverse data have become
available. Because of this, it is of key interest to search
services to discover sets of identifying features that an

information retrieval system can use to associate a specific
user query with a broader information need.
All of these concerns fall into the general area of query
understanding. The central idea is that there is more
information present in user context and a user query than
simply the topic of focus, and that harnessing this
information can lead to the development of more effective
and efficient information retrieval systems. Existing search
engines focus mainly on basic term-based techniques for
general search, and do not attempt query understanding. [5]
Since users formulate short queries, understanding of their
information need is a challenging problem in search
services. Web is based on navigation strategies that
primarily include selection, navigation and try and error
tactics and of course these simple rules made it to be a
resource for learning and exploration in the information
world. [17] Contribution of users and their behaviors could
improve significantly search engines performance. [23]
Million users each day are interacted with the search
engines. They submit their queries; follow some links of
results or advertisements to find relevant pages; spend some
time in each page and then refine their queries or do
something else. These interactions can be used as a valuable
source of information for tuning and improving result ranks
and as valuable definition to explicit result judgment. [11]
There are a set of techniques and metrics for performing
temporal analysis on query logs. The metrics are shown to
be reasonable and informative, and can be used to detect
changing trends and patterns in the query stream, thus
providing valuable data to a search service to perform a
topical classification on queries. In our proposed method we
use manual and automatic topical query classification for
two types of users (registered users and transit users) to
perform analysis on behavior patterns and context
information about their interactions with search services.
Based on this information we calculate membership degree
of queries to each topical category by fuzzy discriminant
analysis and then we continue with introduce a model that
realized the effect of prepared information analysis of users
and queries' membership degree of new arrival query to
mentioned categories.
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II. PREVIOUS WORKS
Examinations of search engine evaluation indicate that
performance likely varies over time due to differences in
query sets and collections [12]. Although the change in
collections over time has been studied [15], analysis of
users' queries has been primarily limited to the investigation
of a small set of available query logs that provide a snapshot
of their query stream over a fixed period of time.
Previous studies measured overall aspects of users'
queries from static web query logs. In the only large-scale
study, Silverstein, et al. concludes that users typically view
only the top ten search results, and that they generally enter
short queries. This characterization is based on a static
analysis of an AltaVista query log taken over six weeks in
1998 consisting of 575 million non-empty queries [18].
They also found that only 13.6% of queries appear more
than three times, the top 25 queries represent 1.5% of the
total query volume, and in 75% of sessions users do not
revise their queries.
Several studies examine query categories in small, static
logs. Spink, et. al analyzed logs totaling more than one
TM
million queries submitted to the Excite web search engine
during single days in 1997, 1999, and 2001 [19, 21, 22].
They classified approximately 2,500 queries from each log
into 11 topical categories and found that although search
topics have changed over the years, users' behaviors have
not. Ross and Wolfram categorized the top 1,000 term pairs
from the one million query Excite log into 30 subject areas
to show commonalities of terms in categories [24].
Other work manually grouped queries by task. Broader
defines queries as informational, navigational or
TM
transactional and presents a study of AltaVista users via a
popup survey and manual categorization of 200 queries from
a log [10]. Beitzel, et. al implicitly categorized queries from
a search log as navigational by matching them to edited titles
in web directories to automatically evaluate navigational
web search [5]. They use a large web search engine query
log as a source of unlabeled data to aid in automatic
classification. This approach allows a classification system
to take into account the language and vocabulary of a vast
number of real users' queries, and to use this information to
classify portions of the query stream that are unreachable
using other techniques. Furthermore, this approach is
inherently robust to changes in the query stream because it
draws information from the very thing that is changing most:
the users' queries themselves. We explain their work fullydescribed in part III.

III. P ROPOSED METHOD
A. Automatic and manual query classification
Accurate topical classification of user queries allows for
increased effectiveness, efficiency, and revenue potential in
general-purpose web search systems. Such classification

becomes critical if the system is to return results not just
from a general web collection but from topic-specific backend databases as well. Correct routing decisions can result in
reduced computational and financial costs for the search
service, since it is clearly impractical to send every query to
every backend-database in the (possibly very large) set. If a
search service has a strict operational need for low response
time, erroneous routing decisions could force much larger
scaling than is necessary [13].
Our work is based on analyzing web query log from users
that using search services like AOL to satisfying their
information need. This log is the source of valuable
information about user behaviors and changes in user
behaviors and their information needs along time.
We can divide users communicating with search engines
in two categories: One type of users that we call them
registered users registered in this service. The search service
creates the user profile based on information that users have
provided about their interests. User search history and user
trends in interaction with search service and related
parameters may be used to update this information. Second
type of users is transit users (they encompass large portion
of users). They are interacting with search service based on
their information needs periodically or constantly. They
express their information needs with their special languages
and commonly in few words. It means that different users
usually use different words to express same information
needs. The context variables of these users could be
extracted in query log analysis and in investigating of
changes in their behavior along time.
The main idea is classifying query log to topical
categories and then using extracted variables to tuning
assignment new queries to topical categories. In this case we
use the automatic query classification to compute
membership degree of queries in each topical category and
then using fuzzy discriminant analysis to tuning these
membership degrees. This degree tuning helps us to have
new insight about queries and less ambiguity and improve
result relevance to user information needs. At least we could
rank results based on correlation of query categories and
documents related to these categories.
B. Automatic Topical query classification
Beitzel, et. al examine two query logs collectively
consisting of billions of queries from the America Online
search service. The initial experiments focused on circadian
changes in the query stream over hours in a day. These
experiments were performed on a log of several hundred
million queries representing an entire week of search from
December 2003. They expanded on these experiments by
also studying temporal changes over larger periods of time.
This was done using the entire query log over a six-month
period from September 2004 through February 2005. [3]
At first queries are preprocessed in each log to normalize
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the query strings by removing any case differences,
replacing any punctuation with white space (stripping
advanced search operators from the approximately 2% of
queries containing them), and compressing white space to
single spaces. Some aggregate statistics for each log are
shown in Table 1.
Property
Number of queries
Number of Users
Average Query Length
Average Popular Query
Length
Portion of users
viewing first results page
Portion of users
viewing second results
page
Portion of users
viewing three or more
pages

One week
Hundreds
of Millions
Tens of
Millions
2.2 Terms

Six months

1.7 Terms

1.7 Terms

81%

79%

18%

15%

1%

6%

Billions
Tens of
Millions
2.7 Terms

Figure 2: Average Volume of Days in the Week

The average volume for each day of the week averaged
across all weeks from six-month log is shown in Figure 2.
From this graph we can see that query traffic experiences a
marked decline on Fridays, and peaks over the weekend.
The average volume for month in the six-month period is
shown in Figure 3.

Table1: Aggregate Query Log Statistics

The analysis begins by first examining general properties
of the query stream as a whole. The most basic variable to
examine is how the volume of query traffic changes over the
course of a single day. The percentage of the day's total and
distinct number of queries for each hour in the day on
average over our seven-day period is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Query Volume over a Day

As we saw from figure only 0.75% of the day's total
queries appear from 5-6AM, whereas 6.7% of the day's
queries appear from 9-10PM. The analysis is continued by
examining the volume curves over longer periods of time.
For these experiments, larger log containing all queries over
six months is used.

Figure 3: Query Volume by Month

Examining these graphs, we can see that query volume
has spiked considerably since the beginning of 2005. This is
most likely correlated with the release of an improved search
product on the AOL service, generating increased user
interest.
So far we saw a holistic analysis of the entire query log.
However, this blanket view of the query traffic does not
provide insight into the characteristics of particular
categories of queries that might be exploited for enhanced
efficiency or effectiveness. For example, a search provider
who returns specialized results for entertainment queries
cannot determine from general query traffic alone whether a
given query is more likely to be referring to entertainment
related content or how to best process and cache that query.
The remainder of analysis focuses on trends relating to
topical category of queries. Query set is categorized simply
by exactly matching queries to one of the lists corresponding
to each category. These lists are manually constructed by
editors who categorize real users. Queries that match at least
one category list comprise 13% of the total query traffic on
average, representing millions of queries per day. Although
this may seem like an alarmingly small proportion, the
categorized queries typically represent popular queries that
are repeated often. The remainder of query traffic is
comprised of a very large number of rare queries that occur
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only a few times. This lopsided density in the query stream
mitigates the risk of using mostly popular queries to detect
trends and changes in user behavior, since most users are, by
definition, searching for what is popular. Numbers of
queries in each topical category to total categorized queries
are shown in figure 4.

seasons (climatic, holiday, sports-related, or otherwise),
larger-scale categorical changes begin to reappear in the
query stream. The most obvious example of this is the
"Holidays" category, which exhibits the largest divergence
by a wide margin. It is followed distantly, but surely, by
"Shopping", "Sports", and "Government".

Figure 6: Percentage of Total Query Stream Covered by Most
Divergent Categories over Six Months on Separate Axes

Figure 4: Breakdown of Categorized Queries

Temporal analysis of topical categories is done by
measuring their relative popularity over the hours in a day.
So the percent of total query volume matching a selected
group of category lists is examined as can be seen in Figure
5. It is clear that different topical categories are more and
less popular at different times of the day. Personal finance,
for example, becomes more popular from 7-10AM, while
music queries become less popular.

Beitzel, et. al [5] proposed a multi-part approach to
automatic query classification: they combine the benefits of
matching against a list of manually classified queries and
supervised learning of classifiers with a novel application of
selectional preferences. Large, unlabeled web query logs were
mined for rules based on strong selectional preferences and
these rules used to capture latent expressions in the query
stream associated with topical categories. This technique
allows classifier to remain abreast of changes in the query
stream by updating the rules over time using fresh logs.
Combining these techniques allows us to classify a
substantially larger proportion of queries than any individual
technique. This approach allows a classification system to take
into account the language and vocabulary of a vast number of
real users' queries, and to use this information to classify
portions of the query stream that are unreachable using other
techniques. In This approach the membership degree of
queries to each category calculated. We use these degrees and
then we compute rather environmental and behavioral
variables to tuning these degrees.
C. Extract variables
To accomplish experiments we used AOL search service
query log that published in .txt format in about 460MByte
size. We convert this file to SQL Server database. To
determine the number of queries required to achieve a
representative sample, we calculate, using Equation 1 the
necessary sample size in queries [14]:

z2
ss =

2
2

Equation1: Sample Size Formula
Figure 5: Percentage of the Total Query Stream Covered by
Selected Categories over Hours in a Day

As illustrated by Figure 6, when we move out toward
examining very large time scales that encompass several

Where z is the confidence level value, ¾ is the sample
standard deviation, and B is the error rate. By setting our
confidence level to 99% and error rate to 5%, we require a
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sample of 600 queries. We preprocess the query set to
eliminate iterative queries that we don t have any reaction
from user to such query results.
For transit users we do not have many environment
related variables. So we had to use query analyzing
variables. Tracking IP address of the users, of course, we
could find the geographic location of the users; for example
user's country or user's organization; and then we could use
them as variables of user context information. We normalize
variables and we set weights for them and finally do
discriminant analysis to obtain membership degree of each
query. For the categories that query is not belonging, the
membership degree is 0. We ignore membership degree <
0.5, a relatively low threshold on selectional preference
strength determined by initial tests on our validation set. We
extract query variables with SQL commands from query set
such as hour and month of query. We assign the frequency
percent of each hour to related topical category. As shown in
figure 6, we assign value 1.5 to financial category between
12'clock midnight and 1'clock.
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selectional preferences. [3] This analysis reveals strong
preferences for query terms to be associated with particular
categories, and these preferences are used to develop rules
for classification. Selectional preferences are the tendency
for words to prefer that their syntactic arguments belong to
particular semantic classes. For instance, the verb eat
requires (except in metaphorical uses) that its direct object
be something edible. Many techniques for learning
selectional preferences from data are computationally
efficient, use data in a form that can naturally be derived
from query logs and, of particular interest, can make use of
unlabeled data. The two variables are forward selectional
preference and backward preference. We convert these four
variables to Standard values (Z). Other variables are fuzzy
values that represent user interests, user expertise, previous
searches of user and user locality.
We assign a weight to each variable and then multiply
them in standard values. These weights are changeable and
depend on expert decisions. The membership degree is the
dependent variable that computes for each new query based
on training set.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Figure 6: Setting frequency percent for each query based on Hour
of day.

We define weights to each variable to control the effect of
each variable on tuning membership degree.
For registered users we have variables based on filled up
forms. We registered students of Azad University of
Sanandaj. They express their interests to each topical
category based on fuzzy degrees from 1 (not interest) to 5
(the most interest). We use other variables such as user
expertise, previous searches of users in each topical
category, user expertise and user locality.
D. Preparing independent and dependent variables for
discriminant analysis
The next step to do discriminant analysis on prepared
queries is determining dependent and independent variables.
We have one dependant and eight independent variables. In
the case we do analysis for transit users, we can use only
four variables of course.
The first and two's variables are hour and month of
formulating the query. Next two variables are obtained from
linguistic analysis on queries. The rule-based automatic
classifier is developed that it is produced using a novel
application of the computational linguistics notion of

Discriminant analysis is a technique for classifying a set
of observations into predefined classes. The purpose is to
determine the class of an observation based on a set of
variables known as predictors or input variables. The model
is built based on a set of observations for which the classes
are known. Based on the training set, the technique
constructs a set of linear functions of the predictors, known
as discriminant functions. We have presented results for
"Personal Finance" here. Table 1 shows the brief result of
process on queries. As we see the number of valid queries ae
326 that 9.6% of them have at least one missing discriminant
variable.
Unweighted Cases
Valid
Missing or out-of-range
group codes
At least one missing
discriminating variable
Both missing or out-of-range
group codes and at least one
missing discriminating
variable
Total
Total

number
N
326

percent
89.6

0

.0

35

9.6

3

.8

38

10.4

364

100.0

Table1: brief result of process on queries

Brief classification result is shown in table 2.
Processed
364
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[3]

Missing or out-of-range group
codes
At least one missing
discriminating variable
Used in Output

0
0

[4]

364

Table 2: Brief classification result

[5]

Figure 7 shows the discriminant functions and group
centroids.
Canonical Discriminant Functions

CategoryMembershipDegree

10

[6]

Verylow
low
8

medium
larg
verylarg

6

[7]

Ungrouped Cases

Function 2

Group Centroid
4
verylarg

[8]

2

0

Verylow

medium

low

larg
-2

[9]

-4

0

5

10

Function 1

[10]

Figure 7: discriminant functions and group centroid
[11]

V. CONCLUSION
The main goal to analyze queries in our work was
determining membership degree of new arrival queries due
to context variables and behavioral variables of users. The
works have done so far have used one main category to each
query and not only ignored environmental variables but also
have had binary attendance to classifying queries to topical
categories. In this work we assign queries to some categories
and determine membership degree for them in fuzzy
attendance; because most of queries have short words to
express their needs and almost they have intrinsic
ambiguities. Our goal is determining membership degree of
new arrival queries to search service and tuning this degree
due to context variables as mentioned before. We use fuzzy
discriminant analysis in our approach. Our results showed
that the approach could be successfully escort users to their
real desired information need and improve the efficiency
and efficacy of search services. Due to including new
queries to recomputed membership degrees of available
queries we saw changes in membership degrees of these
queries and we have self adapting approach.

[12]
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A Framework for Social Spam Detection Based on
Relational Bayes Classifier
A. Aycan Atak, and Şule Gündüz Ögüdücü

Abstract— With the increasing use of Web 2.0 technologies,
users are able to collaborate and share their data online.
By adding the resources and tagging them with their own
vocabulary, users contribute to the creation of so-called folksonomies. As these services have become more popular with
their increasing number of users, they attract spammers.
Most of the approaches for spam detection are based on
classification techniques. However, traditional classifiers can’t
be implemented on folksonomy data directly. The reason of this
problem is mainly because of the relational and unstructured
structure of data in systems. In this study, for detecting spam
users automatically, we implemented a framework based on
Relational Bayesian Classifier (RBC) which provides us to
use the relational information of folksonomy data. A feature
selection method is also implemented in this framework which
increases accuracy of spam detection method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
From its beginning to present, Web has grown incredibly.
In this case, it becomes more difficult for Web users to
find relevant and useful information. A number of Web sites
help people in organizing their resources better with tagging
opportunities for future retrieval. With the development of
Web 2.0 methodologies, social resource sharing systems
(social bookmark systems, photo sharing systems, “folksonomy” or content tagging systems etc.) have evolved. Social
bookmarking and other Web sites allow users submitting
their resources and labeling them with arbitrary keywords,
called tags, to create folksonomies. These services allow
users to save resources online and label them with relevant
words to describe their content. Users can share resources
with other users. Each resource can be tagged with custom
tags. This type of tagging introduces an important characteristic of social bookmarking systems, namely an uncontrolled
classification mechanisms in opposite to a taxonomy defined
by an expert. The term folksonomy is used for collaborative and uncontrolled tagging systems created by users. In
general, folksonomy is a data structure of a social resource
sharing system which is used for collaboratively creating and
managing tags.
In folksonomy, tags are easy to create and manage. Users
put keywords called tags to each resource without conforming to a pre-defined hierarchy. Anyone can choose any word
as a tag and can put one or more tags to a resource [18]. This
simple and highly usable mechanism has caused folksonomy
A. Aycan Atak is with the Department of Computer Engineering, Istanbul
Technical University, Istanbul, 34469, Turkey (phone: +90-212-285-3682;
fax: +90-212-285-3689; email: ataka@itu.edu.tr).
Şule Gündüz Ögüdücü is with the Department of Computer Engineering,
Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, 34469, Turkey (phone: +90-212-2853597; fax: +90-212-285-3597;email: sgunduz@itu.edu.tr).

applications to be very popular among users. Unfortunately,
this popularity introduces spam-related problems since spammers misuse the high popularity of these systems. High return
with little effort, users’ freedom of content management and
popularity of social bookmarking sites make folksonomy
systems an important target for spammers.
Spam contents in Web sites and E-Mails have been pointed
as a serious problem for years. Despite manipulation of
search result by spam Web sites and spreading unsolicited
commercial messages by spam E-Mails, spam contents produce data pollution whatever their types are. Likewise, social
bookmarking sites contain spam content with unrelated resources and tags. Thus, users are directed to resources where
spammers want them to go.
In order to preserve the advantages of the services provided by social bookmarking sites, it is important to effectively detect spam content in these services. From the machine learning point of view, spam detection is considered as
a binary classification problem, spam or non-spam. However,
in a social bookmarking Web site, anyone, who has a user
name, can tag any resource with any tags, which results in
common tags supplied both by spammers or non-spammers.
Likewise, a spam resource may be also tagged by nonspammers [11]. Besides, the three dimensional relationship
among users, tags and resources that can be represented as
a tripartite graph structure contradicts the assumptions of
conventional classification techniques that each object in the
data set has a fixed number of features. As shown in [12], it
is possible to identify a large fraction of spam users based on
purely structural features. Thus, for an effective classification
of spam, it is important to model the relationship in the
folksonomy data.
In this study, for detecting spam users automatically, we
implemented a framework which includes two parts. In
the first part, a feature selection method appropriate to the
relational structure of the folksonomy data is implemented in
order to increase the classification quality. The second part of
the framework consists of the Relational Bayesian Classifier
(RBC) [13] which also provides us to preserve the structural
information contained in the folksonomy data. The users may
annotate different number of resources and the resources may
have different number of related objects, such as different
number of tags. For example, a resource may have 10 tags
whereas another may have 100. Moreover, a tag may consist
of a single keyword or multiple keywords. Both the feature
selection and classification methods for folksonomy data
should consider this structure. The implemented framework
is tested on a public challenge data set and our experimental
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results show that both the feature selection method and the
classification technique are successful in detecting social
spam.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: In section
II, related work about detecting spam content is discussed.
In section III, brief descriptions of classifier and feature
selection method used in this study are explained. In section
IV, the proposed method is described. We then present our
experiments and discuss the results in Section V. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper and discusses the future
work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Electronic mail applications and Web sites are favorite
applications for spammers. The methodology proposed in
[2] is efficient in detecting spam content in Web sites with
analyzing a set of Web pages and considering several metrics
including degree based metrics, PageRank, TrustRank and
Truncated PageRank. There are also several studies about
Bayesian filtering to detect spam mail. Sahami et. al. showed
that defining domain specific attributes like message sender’s
domain type or number of non-alphanumerical characters
in a message subject besides E-Mail text results in more
accurate filters with cost sensitive classification with naive
Bayes [17]. The cost in this classifier is defined as the loss
of classifying a non-spam mail as spam mail. In another
study, it has shown that with extra safety components like
resending mail to private addresses, cost can be reduced with
respect to cost proposed by the previous study [1]. Yerazunis
compared three training methods in his study about spam
mail filtering, to use them for text classification with naive
Bayesian classifier [19]: (1) train everything (TEFT) which is
defined as joining text into training with its correct class after
classification, (2) train only errors (TOE) which is defined as
joining text into training with its correct class if it is classified
incorrectly and (3) train until no errors (TUNE) which is
defined as classification and training of text repeatedly if
incorrect. Among these training methods, TUNE is more
accurate than TOE but its execution time is longer.
Comparing to Web and E-Mail spam, social spam is
relatively new research area. Because of users’ freedom of
adding contents to folksonomy data, the term of social spam
is defined as malicious entries in folksonomy [10]. It was
shown that three strategies to deal with Web and e-mail spam
are also applicable for social spam [5]: (1) identification
based strategy which is defined as spams’ identification
manually by users or automatically by classification, (2)
rank based strategy which is defined as reducing the size of
content with ranking to eliminate spam content and (3) limit
based strategy which is defined as limiting resources needed
for user actions such as limiting number of user accounts or
charging money for some actions.
There are several studies on social spam which are conducted on the data set of ECML PKDD Discovery Challenge
20081 . Kim and Hwang computed mutual information be1 http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/rsdc08/

tween tags and classes for selecting the most discriminative
tags and used naive Bayesian classifier depending on them
[7]. Chevalier and Gramme used a data set derived from
ECML PKDD Discovery Challenge 2008 data set including
variables like the main category used by users or the number
of resources bookmarked by users [3]. They employed a
feature selection method based on information values of
attributes on the derived data set and then applied a linear
regression. Gkanogiannis and Kalamboukis performed text
categorization with support vector machine which was outperformed the forementioned studies [4]. Markines et. al.
proposed some distinct features called TagSpam, TagBlur,
DomFP, ValidLinks, NumAds and Plagiarism, all of which
related with spam content [10]. They ran several traditional
classifiers on this data set using Weka2 software tool and
found that AdaBoost and support vector machine outperform
the other classifiers they tried. However, support vector
machines can suffer from selecting proper parameters so as to
construct an efficient classifier and get the best performance.
Four groups of features were suggested by Krause et. al.
as profile based, activity based, location based and semantic based features [8]. These features were classified with
classical classifiers in Weka. They showed that promising
results can be obtained when proposed features contribute to
classification all together.
Since social spam detection can be considered as a twoclass classification problem, spam and non-spam, many classical feature selection and classification approaches can be
transferred for this purpose as mentioned above. However,
social spam detection, like the one proposed here, requires
complex adaptation strategies of classification and feature
selection methods because of the structural features of the
folksonomy data.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section we will briefly introduce the Relational
Bayesian Classifier proposed in [13]. We also explain the
feature selection method based on C4.5 decision tree [15].
Both methods are explained in fundamental aspects as they
were first proposed. In the subsequent section, we will
discuss how to deploy these methods in a framework for
social spam detection.
A. Relational Bayesian Classifier
Relational data often have complex structures which make
it difficult to apply traditional classifiers. Consider that, in a
data set, instances have a different number of related objects,
resulting in different number of values for each attribute. The
objects in such a data set may have a multiset of values for
each attribute where a member of a multiset can have more
than one membership. Neville et. al. proposed Relational
Bayesian Classifier (RBC) to classify this kind of relational
data [13]. It is a two-step method. In the first step, the value
of an attribute is predicted based on the attributes of the
related objects. Then, the conditional probabilities of these
2 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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multiset valued attributes are estimated using four different
estimators, called “AvgVal”, “RandVal”, “RandProb” and
“IndepVal”. In the second step, a Naive Bayes classifier is
applied based on the estimated probabilities in the first step.
AvgVal (average value) estimator is defined as joining of
an attribute’s average value to classification process. Average
value here can be considered as the most frequent value
for the attributes with discrete values and arithmetic average
for the attributes with continuous values. It is obvious that
AvgVal approach gives good results when average values of
attributes carry as more information as the multiset values
of attributes. Let an object oi has an attribute aj which is
related four different objects with values v1 , v2 , v2 and v3 .
For this instance, the average value of this attribute is v2 .
According to AvgVal definition, probability of being in one
class, for example in the positive class, for this instance can
be computed with the following formula:
P (+|aj : v1 , aj : v2 , aj : v2 , aj : v3 ) = P (aj : v2 |+)×P (+)
(1)
RandVal (random value) estimator is defined as joining of
a random value to classification from each attribute that contributes to classifier. This estimator chooses a representative
value from the multiset of values of attributes stochastically.
Thus, this RandVal estimator is expected to give better results
when the attribute value with the highest information about
correct class is repeated a lot to make its selection probability
higher. On the other hand, repeated attribute value affects the
average value of that attribute, so RandVal and AvgVal can
give similar results in relatively uniform sets. Consider the
previous instance, where the probability of selection of v2
is higher. Let v1 is selected using RandVal estimator, then
the instance’s probability to belong to positive class can be
computed with the following formula:
P (+|aj : v1 , aj : v2 , aj : v2 , aj : v3 ) = P (aj : v1 |+)×P (+)
(2)
IndepVal (independent value) estimator performs classification with assuming that the values of attributes are
independent from each other. Every value from selected
attributes contributes to the classification. This characteristic
makes this approach similar with naive Bayesian classifier.
For the instance mentioned above, probability to belong
positive class can be computed with the following formula:
P (+|aj : v1 , aj : v2 , aj : v2 , aj : v3 ) =
P (aj : v1 |+) × P (aj : v2 |+)×
P (aj : v2 |+) × P (aj : v3 |+) × P (+)

(3)

AvgProb (average probability) estimator computes the
arithmetic average of the probabilities of selected attributes’
values. For this, each multiset value’s probability is computed
independently and then the set of probabilities is averaged.
IndepVal approach can pull results to extreme values due to
multiplication of value probabilities. AvgProb can prevent
this situation since it computes the arithmetic average of

probabilities. According to AvgProb estimator, probability to
belong positive class for the instance mentioned above can
be computed with the following formula:
P (+|aj : v1 , aj : v2 , aj : v2 , aj : v3 ) =
(4)
P (aj :v1 |+)+P (aj :v2 |+)+P (aj :v2 |+)+P (aj :v3 |+)
4

× P (+)

All of the four estimators are experimented on the folksonomy data set used in this study.
B. Feature Selection Based On Decision Trees
Feature selection is a preprocessing step to choose a
subset of features that is relevant to correct classification.
For classification, it is wanted to use attributes which include
values that are more specific for a class. This means that
values of an attribute must be frequent for one class label
while other class labels don’t have those values very often.
Decision tree classification method is also used for feature
selection since it identifies the best features from a given set
of samples for the purpose of classification.
C4.5 decision trees were first suggested by Quinlan [15]
for classification. Revealing the attributes with higher information in its values attracts this method for feature selection.
Using this algorithm for feature selection were first studied
by Kubat et. al. [9]. Also for feature selection, Ratanamahatana and Gunopulos suggested performing C4.5 algorithm
on random 10% of training set for five times [16]. They
proposed this feature selection method as a part of their
selective Bayesian classifier algorithm. For larger data sets,
performing random selections for several times with C4.5
algorithm can be considered due to its fastness.
C4.5 algorithm is based on entropy values as its predecessor algorithm ID3 [14]. Let D be a data set of class-labeled
instances and the class label has k distinct values defining k
distinct classes, Ci (for i = 1, . . . , k). Let Ci,D be the set of
instances of class Ci in D. The information to classify an
instance in D is:
I(D) = −

k
X

pi × log2 pi

(5)

i=1

where pi is the probability of an arbitrary instance being
in class Ci and is calculated as |Ci,D |/|D|. Suppose D is
to be partitioned into v subsets on some attribute A having
v distinct values, {a1 , a2 , . . . , av }. Each partition Dj (for
j = 1, . . . , v) consists of those instances in D with a value aj
for attribute A. The expected information needed to classify
an instance after the partitioning on A is:
IA (D) =

v
X
|Dj |
j=1

|D|

× I(Dj )

(6)

Information gain of an attribute A is defined as the
difference between the original information requirement (i.e.,
based on just the proportion of classes) and the new requirement (i.e., obtained after partitioning on A):
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Gain(A) = I(D) − IA (D)

(7)

Information gain is the final measure for ID3 algorithm.
C4.5 algorithm updates this final measure with split information. Split information measure considers that an attribute
can have many values. For the attribute A given above, split
information can be computed with,

SplitInf ormation(A) = −

v
X
|Dj |
j=1

|D|

× log2

|Dj |
|D|

(8)

According to split information and information gain, gain
ratio, which is the feature selection criteria for C4.5 algorithm, can be computed with thw following equation:
GainRatio(A) =

Gain(A)
SplitInf ormation(A)

(9)

The attributes with higher gain ratio can be selected for
classification.
IV. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Data set
In this study, we perform our experiments on a data set
obtained from Bibsonomy3 Web site. BibSonomy is a social
bookmarking Web site that allows users to share bookmarks
(i. e., URLs) and publication references [6]. The authors of
[6] are part of the team behind Bibsonomy and organized
the 2008 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge which focused
on social spam, and released the BibSonomy data set to the
public in May 2008 as part of this challenge.
This data set contains two types of content: (1) bookmark
entry for sharing URL resources; (2) BibTeX entry for
sharing publication references. Training data set contains
about 1,600,000 spam and 170,000 non-spam bookmark
entries, 244 spam and 84,000 non-spam BibTeX entries with
31,715 users.
Bookmark entry comprises unstructured text data such
as assigned tag, shared URL, bookmark description and
extended bookmark description. Thus, bookmark entries consist of four attributes, where each attribute is a multiset
valued attribute. The number of attributes of BibTeX entries
outnumbers the number of attributes of bookmark entries.
There are 34 attributes of a BibTeX entry and the value of
each attribute is text. However, most of the values of these
attributes are “NULL” or an empty string which means that
the value of this attribute is unknown. In this data set, each
resource is represented by a hash value in order to detect
duplicate entries. It is important to note that rare values of
an attribute lead to very high Information Gain values as for
the hash code attribute, whose values are almost unique for
each resource. This is the expected behavior for Information
Gain, because by knowing the hash code attribute we could
easily retrieve the resource. However, such attributes are
not informative for classification and hence these hash code
3 http://www.bibsonomy.org

valued attributes can be removed from the set of attributes
during classification process. Likewise bookmark entries, the
attributes of the BibTeX entries are multiset valued.
The main notation of the data set used throughout the
paper is stated below:
• User: A visitor registered for an account in the Web
site. U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uN } is the set of all users.
• Tag: A descriptive keyword assigned by a user to a
resource. T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tM } is the set of all tags.
• Resource: A resource added to the Web site. R =
{r1 , r2 , . . . , rK } is the set of all resources. A resource ri is represented as a 4−tuple ri =<
id, Ui , Ti , xi >, where id is a binary feature determining the resource is a bookmark or BibTeX entry. Ui = {ui1 , ui2 , . . . , uip }; ∀uij ∈ U is the set
of users who assigned tags to this resource, Ti =
{ti11 , . . . , ti1r , . . . , tip1 , . . . , tipv } is a multiset of tags.
tijq ⊆ T is a tag assigned by a user uij ∈ Ui to this
resource. xi is the feature vector, where each dimension
aj of the vector is a multiset valued attribute of the
corresponding resource.
For the text attributes of xi of a resource ri , a simple
preprocessing step is applied which involved, instead of
removal stop words, only the removal of words that have a
length smaller than N , where the length of a word is defined
as the number of letters in it. Thus, the remaining words
are considered as members of a multiset valued attribute.
It is important to note that attributes with NULL or empty
string values are not removed during preprocessing which
means that these attributes participate in the classification
process. The intuition behind this preprocessing step is that
stop words and attributes without a value may be informative
for detecting spam.
B. Feature Selection Based On Decision Trees
The feature selection method is applied to the attributes
in the vector xi . Let Du = {(u1 , y1u ), (u2 , y2u ), (uN , y1N )}
be set of labeled users with yju being the class label of
j th user (+1 for a spammer and -1 for non-spammer).
Suppose we are given a set of labeled resources D =
r
)}, where ri ∈ R is a re{(r1 , y1r ), (r2 , y2r ), . . . , (rK , yK
r
source and yi is its corresponding class label (for example, +
for a spam resource or - for non-spam). Since each dimension
(i.e. attribute) in the feature vector xi of ri is multiset, the
feature selection method explained in Section III should be
modified to apply it on this data set.
Example 1: To illustrate the multiset valued attributes of
resources, consider two resources in Table I. Resource r1
belongs to the positive class whereas resource r2 belongs to
the negative class. Let xi is a two dimensional vector, which
means each resource has two multiset valued attributes,
namely “Attribute 1” and “Attribute 2”. To apply the feature
selection algorithm each value of each attribute is associated
with the class label of the resource it belongs. Table II and III
show the values of Attribute 1 and Attribute 2, respectively,
associated with the class label. Association of attribute values
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TABLE I

spammeru then spammeru can be computed with the
following formula,

R ESORCES
Resource

Attribute
Attribute 1
free watches
news portal

r1
r2

Attribute 2
news watches watch
free news

+
-

TABLE III

TABLE II

ATTRIBUTE 2

ATTRIBUTE 1

Attribute 2 Class

Attribute 1 Class
free
watches
news
portal

Class

+
+
-

news
watches
watch
free
news

+
+
+
-

with the class labels can be defined as “decompression”.
For instance, Table I is decompressed to Table II and III.
This decompression process generates new data sets with
similar structure but different number of instances. After the
decompression, data sets with only one attribute and class
label are obtained as in Table II and III. Gain ratio can be
computed for every attribute of the decompressed data set
with the formulas given in Section III. Attributes with higher
gain ratios can be selected for classification.
C. Relational Bayesian Classifier
Usage of RBC for relational data is explained in the previous section according to [13]. Each attribute of a resource
with multiset values is mapped into single values based on
the estimators explained in Section III.
In the training phase, P (w ∈ Wai |+) and P (w ∈ Wai |−)
are computed for every word w in attribute ai where Wai
represents the set of words that belong to attribute ai , +
represents the spam class and − represents the non-spam
class. Consider Table II, P (Attribute1 : f ree|+) is 0.5,
because there are two words that belong to class ’+’ and one
of them is ’free’. On the other hand, P (Attribute1 : f ree|−)
is 0, because there isn’t any word of ’free’ that belongs to
class ’-’.
Spam probability of every entry in the test set can be
computed based on the probabilities learnt in the training
phase using the RBC formulas given in Section III. Consider
that, r1 in the Table I is a test instance and only ’Attribute
1’ contributes to classification. According the IndepVal approach explained before, spam probability of this entry can
be computed with,
P (+|attribute1 : f ree, attribute1 : watches) =
P (attribute1 : f ree|+) × P (attribute1 : watches|+)
×P (+)
(10)
After the computation of spam probabilities for each entry,
probability of being spammer for each user can be computed.
If the spammer probability of a user u is represented with

Qk

Pi (+|Ei )
Qk
i=1 Pi (+|Ei ) +
i=1 Pi (−|Ei )

spammeru = Qk

i=1

(11)

where k is the number of entries that belong to user u,
Pi (+|Ei ) represents the spam probability of the ith entry
that belongs to user u and Pi (−|Ei ) represents the non-spam
probability of the ith entry that belongs to user u.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In order to evaluate our framework, we conducted several
experiments on the 2008 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge
data set. This data set was partitioned into training and test
sets, so we also used the same training and test sets. The
evaluation criterion is same as that of used in the challenge,
namely the AUC (the Area under the ROC Curve) value.
A. Feature Selection
In the first part of our experiments, we evaluated our
feature selection method. Since the values of attributes higly
depend on the selected word length N during prepocessing
step, experiments for feature selection are performed on the
training set for different values of N . Feature selection results
are given with the attributes’ rank according to their gain
ratios. Table IV shows BibTeX features that are ranked based
on their gain ratios for different values of N . As expected,
hash code valued attributes always take the first orders for
every value of N . Generally, the order of an attribute changes
not significantly by varying the word length N .
The results of the same set of experiments for bookmark
entries are given in Table V. Again hash code valued attribute
is ranked first as expected and the order based on gain ratio
of bookmark attributes does also not change with varying N .
Based on the results in Table IV and Table V, the attributes
with hash code values are removed and the classification
task is performed with the remaining top-F attributes. These
results also show that the order of attributes does not change
with varying number of word lengths. Thus, the remaining
experiments are conducted by setting the word length N to
1.
B. Classification
In the second part of our experiments, we evaluated the
classification method included in the framework in terms
of AUC. Probability estimation plays the central role in
the performance of the RBC. However, data sparsity puts
substantial challenges in probability estimation. Some of the
values in the attributes would appear during testing but would
not appear while training. This is called zero-probability
estimation problem which assigns zero probability to a value
for a given attribute. To prevent such estimation problems, a
smoothing parameter is introduced into the testing phase for
adjusting the zero-probabilities. A small smoothing value E
is defined, such that a zero-probability during testing is set to
E. In the experiments, the E value is set to 10−4 empirically.
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TABLE IV
R ANK OF ATTRIBUTES OF B IB T EX

ENTRIES ACCORDING TO FEATURE

SELECTION METHOD

Attribute

N=1

N=2

N=3

N=4

N=5

N=6

N=7

description
note
title
institution
day
chapter
edition
bKey
organization
type
crossref
school
howPublished
entrytype
volume
month
bibtexAbstract
series
annote
number
address
year
publisher
pages
url
tag name
journal
booktitle
editor
author
misc
bibtexKey
simhash1
simhash0
simhash2

7
5
13
14
15
18
23
6
10
9
26
21
11
34
28
33
27
35
20
31
19
25
30
24
16
8
17
29
12
22
32
4
3
2
1

7
5
13
15
25
26
19
6
9
10
31
24
14
33
16
34
27
35
23
11
21
29
32
21
18
8
20
28
12
17
30
4
3
2
1

6
5
12
18
26
27
19
7
9
11
32
25
15
34
20
33
23
35
24
14
21
30
31
17
16
8
22
28
10
13
29
4
3
2
1

7
5
13
14
15
18
23
6
10
9
26
21
11
34
28
33
27
35
20
31
19
25
30
24
16
8
17
19
12
21
32
4
3
2
1

6
5
14
17
26
27
28
7
8
12
16
25
15
33
22
31
19
34
23
29
18
35
32
20
11
9
21
30
10
13
24
4
3
2
1

6
5
15
17
25
26
27
7
13
10
16
24
14
33
22
31
19
34
23
29
18
35
32
20
9
11
21
30
8
12
28
4
3
2
1

6
5
13
16
25
26
27
24
15
10
14
23
12
34
21
33
17
32
22
29
20
35
31
18
9
11
19
30
8
7
28
4
3
2
1

TABLE V
R ANK

OF ATTRIBUTES OF BOOKMARK ENTRIES ACCORDING TO
FEATURE SELECTION METHOD

Attribute

N=1

N=2

N=3

N=4

N=5

N=6

N=7

url hash
url
tag name
description
extended

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

First the effect of using different number of attributes
during classification is tested. For this, the RBC is trained on
different number of attributes of one type of entries where
the number of attributes of other type of entry remains
unchanged. This constant number is set to the half of the
number of attributes of that entry.
Table VI shows the results of BibTeX entries in AUC for
different number of attributes for these entries. Considering
these results, we can say that using the top 17 attributes that
have higher gain ratio leads better classification performance.
For the number of attributes less than 11, the classification
performance decreases significantly. These results may in-

dicate that the classification performance does not change
significantly among one type of estimators of RBC with
varying number of attributes. However, IndepVal estimator
outperforms the other estimators in all of the experiments.
The same experiments are repeated with varying number
of bookmark entries. Table VII summarizes these results.
With regard to the estimator of RBC, it is about the same as
in the previous experiments, IndepVal outperforms the other
estimators. The change in the number of attributes of bookmark entries causes a small difference in the classification
performance.
Considering the results in Tables VI and VII, it can be
stated that the best classification results can be obtained
with 17 attributes of BibTeX entries and 2 attributes of
bookmark entries. The best classification results are obtained
with IndepVal estimator as in [13]. The reason for that may
be that when using IndepVal estimator, every value of an
attribute contributes to the classification with assuming that
these values are independent from each other. Although this
assumption is not likely to be strictly true, the performance
of IndepVal appears to be superior because of using rare
attribute values, as well as multiple predictive values within
a multiset. In this case, the estimator captures more multiset
information. However, different from the results in [13],
AvgProb estimator gives far worse results than the others.
The reason for that may be due the distribution of the
probability values, using one single value for an attribute
does not capture the information within a multiset.
When comparing our model with that of previously proposed models for social spam detection, we may say that
it performs well in detecting social spam. The proposed
framework is intended to cover the relational structure of
folksonomy data with a feature selection method. Moreover,
the strength of this framework is that, unlike support vector
machines, it does not require any parameter settings for the
classification method. The only parameter to be determined
is the number of attributes of the entries.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented a framework for a prototype
of social spam detection system. We also demonstrated
how a classification technique for social spam detection can
incorporate feature selection to improve performance. The
classification strategy for relational data is supported by a
feature selection. In this paper, the main idea is to develop a
framework for an effective classification of spam, which also
models the relationship in the folksonomy data. In order to
evaluate the performance of the framework, we conducted
experiments on a folksonomy data set made available in a
conference challenge.
Currently, we are working on the feature selection method
for folksonomy data. Determining the optimum number of
attributes without a feedback of users inside the feature
selection process, instead of experimenting it with classification would be very helpful. Also new features that are
generated with multiple values for an instance can affect
classification positively. For example word entropies can be
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TABLE VI

AUC

VALUES OF CLASSIFICATION WITH VARYING NUMBER OF ATTRIBUTES OF

Number of Top-F Attributes
BibTex
Bookmark
11
2
14
2
17
2
20
2
23
2
26
2
29
2

B IB T E X ENTRIES

IndepVal

AvgVal

AvgProb

RandVal

0.94
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

0.83
0.82
0.83
0.84
0.85
0.82
0.82

TABLE VII
AUC VALUES OF CLASSIFICATION

WITH VARYING NUMBER OF ATTRIBUTES OF BOOKMARK ENTRIES

Number of Top-F Attributes
BibTex
Bookmark
17
1
17
2
17
3
17
4

IndepVal

AvgVal

AvgProb

RandVal

0.94
0.95
0.95
0.90

0.81
0.85
0.85
0.88

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

0.79
0.83
0.83
0.84

used instead of word probabilities in classification. For this,
new classification approaches can be determined.
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Abstract – This paper describes an application of
data mining to detecting misconducts, such as use of
bots and cheats, in Massively Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs). A method is
proposed that exploits the information on action
frequencies, types, and intervals available in the
targeted MMORPG log data. The aforementioned
information is used as the input to a support vector
machine. Evaluation results, using log data, available
in rollback database, from Cabal Online, confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords:

Bot

Detection,

Detection,

MMORPG

misconducts,

researchers

have

proposed various techniques for preventing such
misconducts with CAPTCHA [1, 2] or detecting
them at the game level based on movement
patterns [3-8], operating-system level based on
window events [9], and traffic level [10]. However,
they all have limited practical uses. A primary
reason for practical use limitation is due to
possible

countermeasures

by

bot

or

cheat

believe that detection algorithms that rely on more
fundamental behaviors will be more robust against
such countermeasures because any countermeasure

1．Introduction

in mimicking bona fide players' behaviors leads to

Misconducts such as bots and cheats in Massively
Online

Recently, in order to cope with the increasingly

developers to evade the detection methods. We

Cheat

MMORPG, SVM, Cabal Online

Multiplayer

well as researchers.

Role

Playing

Games

(MMORPGs) cause not only frustration to bona

low competency in fulfilling mala fide players’
needs.
In our approach, we deal with MMORPG

fide players but also financial loss to MMORPG

misconducts

publishers.

for

perspective addressing their resource gathering and

with

trading behaviors, the information of which is

MMORPG

automatically

creating

bots

are

items,

tools

fighting

a

character

in

maintained by game publishers. As resource

MMORPGS refer to tools able to achieve

accumulation is considered one of the most

performances beyond those designed or permitted

important

by game publishers, such as moving through walls

misconduct tools must collect loots and trade them

or being invulnerable during fighting. Detection of

with

them is a challenging task for game publishers as

characters.

Cheats

goals

non-player

among

database

different

available

patterns.

rollback

completely

monsters by setting, for example, mouse or
movement

in

with

commonly

MMORPG

characters

or

other

players,
player

This can serve as a basis to detect
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characters, those performing misconducts, are
forwarded to the second stage that uses SVM to
judge whether they are irregular characters.
At the first stage, character c is judged as an
irregular character if at least one of its actions
exists that satisfies all three conditions below:
freq ,

mean_freq

freq ,

max_regular_freq
0

(3)

freq(x,y),

mean_freq(y),

and

max_regular_freq(x)
misconducts in MMORPGs.

(2)

max_regular_freq
where

Figure 1 Screenshot of Cabal Online

(1)

denote the frequency of

action x by character y, the mean of action

In this paper, we propose a method for detection

frequencies by character y, and the action

of MMORPG misconducts that improves our

frequency of the regular player, the one with

recent method [11]. In addition to action

misconducts unobserved, in the training data who

frequencies and types used also

the

most frequently invoked action x, respectively. In

information on action intervals is exploited as the

addition, ρ is a parameter obtained from the

input to a support vector machine (SVM) [12].

training data through the following two steps:

in [11],

Evaluation of the proposed method using rollback



database from Cabal Online (Fig. 1) [13],

For each irregular character b in the training
data, add action a to list L if its ratio

published in Japan by Gamepot Inc., reveals 90%

,
_

of the Matthews correlation coefficient (a typical

all actions that satisfy

quality measure for binary classification) [14] with

freq

the detection time (the amount of time to let a

,

character of interest play for detection of its



method in [11], we describe two methods. The
former serves as an intermediate method exploiting
action frequencies and types in a different fashion
from the method in [11]. The latter is the proposed
method where the information on action intervals
is additionally exploited.

2.1 Our Previous Method
This method consists of two detection stages. The
first stage detects misconducts by using only action
frequencies. All characters not judged as irregular

_

(4)
1

max _regular_freq

compared to our previous method [11].

Following a brief description of our previous

_
,

_

misconducts) of 60 mins, an 8% increase

2．Methodology

is the minimum among

_

(5)
0

(6)

If L is not null, set ρ to the median of the
elements of L; otherwise, set ρ to an
extremely large value in order not to judge
any character as irregular.

At the second stage, each of the characters not
judged as irregular at the first stage is represented
by a vector of m dimensions, where m is the
number of action types. An element of the vector
of a character of interest corresponds to one action
type and is 1 when the character conducted the
action and 0, otherwise. These m-dimensional
vectors are used for training and testing SVM.
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2.2 Intermediate Method

[0, 1), [1, 2), ..., [t-1, t), and [t, ∞), respectively.

The second stage in the above method is not
robust against countermeasures by bot or cheat
developers. For example, they might develop

The m+i th element for the now m+t+1
dimensional vector of character c is defined as
follows:
_

misconduct tools that execute a wide range of
actions to mimic regular characters, making the
tools harder to be detected. All conditions
employed in the first stage, (1)-(6), are heuristics
and

might

lack

generalizability

for

other

MMORPGS.
An intermediate method for circumventing the
above issues uses only SVM but with the
m-dimensional input vector that takes into account
not only action types but also action frequencies.

_

,
_

,

(8)

where interval_freq(i,c) denotes the frequency
value

of

[i-1,

i)

for

character

c

and

max_interval_freq(c) the highest frequency among
all t+1 intervals of

character c. Note that the

normalization and use of the 4-th root are used for
the same purpose as (7).

3．Evaluation and discussions

Each element of the input vector has a value from

The same Cabal Online data sets used in [11] are

0 to 1, and the corresponding element for action a

also used here for comparing the above three

of character c is defined as follows:

methods.

,
_

,

(7)

Therein, four data sets were obtained

by partitioning, with the overlap ratio of 0.5, the
three-day log of each character into multiple

where max_freq(c) denotes the frequency of the

chunks with the widths of 60, 45, 30, and 15 mins,

action that character c most frequently invoked and

respectively. Note that the chunk width indicates

is used for normalizing the value of each vector

the amount of time required to let a character of

element. In addition, the 4-th root is used for

interest play in order to detect its misconducts,

maintaining the influences of actions with less

henceforth called detection time. Each data set

frequency by increasing their values; we have

consists of seven regular characters of the Blader

empirically found that this transformation gives

character class and seven detected irregular

promising results.

characters of the same class, where character levels

2.3 Proposed Method

are evenly distributed between regular and
irregular characters.

The proposed method additionally takes into

A SVM tool called SVM-Light Support Vector

account the distribution of action intervals. This

Machine [15] with the linear kernel was used for

makes it harder for bot or cheat developers to

obtaining the Matthews correlation coefficient

perform counter measures against the proposed

(MCC)

method because mimicking the action interval
distributions of regular players will inevitably

MCC

(9)

lower bot or cheat performances. As in the

of each method for all four data sets, where TP is

intermediate method, SVM is used. However, in

the number of true positives, TN the number

addition to the aforementioned m elements, the

of true

input vector of SVM has t+1 more elements. Each

positives and FN the

new element indicating the frequency of the

negatives. The parameters TP, TN, FP, and FN of

interval between two consecutive actions lying in

each method for a data set of interest were

negatives, FP the

number
number

of false
of false
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obtained by using cross validation. In each fold of
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a given data set, the test data consist of all chunks
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Preliminary Results of Ranking Political Figures Using Naive Bayes
Text Classification
James Ryder and Sen Zhang
Abstract— We consider a social science data mining application: ranking a set of pre-identified politicians through comparing a database of speeches belonging to them with various
query speeches. Our ranking system is the Naive Bayes (NB)
classifier based which extracts vocabularies from the speeches
as discerning features and their frequencies as feature values.
In this comparative political speech analysis application, rather
than focusing on finding out the politicans who provide the
optimal or suboptimal matches, we are interested in obtaining
overall orderings of the politicians with respect to different
query speeches. Our solution has been prototyped in Python.
The preliminary experiments have shown interesting results.
Index Terms— Social Sciences, Political Speeches, Text Classification, Data mining, Naive Bayes Classifier

I. I NTRODUCTION

as APPLAUSE or LAUGHTER. The hypothesis FBK takes
is that such tags about public reaction are indicators of hotspots, where persuasion attempts succeeded or were at least
recognized by the audience.
Various traditional text categorization methods, which
learn from training datasets and assign one or more predefined class labels to a unlabeled text document, have also been
applied to analyzing political speeches. For example, Yu et.
al. [8] had reported their data mining research on affiliated
party analysis using congressional speeches. Their work was
developed based on the assumption that political discourses
are about beliefs, opinions and ideologies constructed from
a partisan perspective more than an individual choice.

A. Background

C. Problem Statement

Political speeches are a special kind of discourse that
produce and reproduce beliefs, doctrines, opinions, philosophies, slogans, and ideologies [14]. Most of the time, political
speeches have been observed to boil down to finding cleverer,
more accurate, more vivid, or more memorable content words
to express or reinforce what people already think [11].
As political speeches in digital form have become increasingly available on the Internet, and various computational techniques have become more and more ready to use,
it has become an emerging interdisciplinary research field
where politicians, (socio)linguists and computer scientists
collaborate to analyze, cluster, classify, search, rank and
interpret political speeches. The research in this field aims to
facilitate qualitative analysis of political communication, natural language processing, persuasive expression mining and
automatic production of persuasive communication among
many other interesting applications.

In this work, we are interested in ranking a set of preidentified politicians through comparing their speeches with
query speeches from the point of view of the vocabularies
shared by the speeches.
This problem is interesting because linguistic features
such as verbose steganography shared by two political
speeches(due to either the same speaker or different ones)
may reveal how one speech has been consciously or subconsciously inspired by another. For example, Orwell criticized
President George W. Bush’s Inaugural Address for lacking
originality, since most of his messages were reminiscent of
intellectuals and politicians that came before him, such as
John F. Kennedy, Winston Churchill, and Thomas Jefferson
[20].

B. Related Work
Govindasamy and Khan studied the reflection of the use
of the grammatical category of performatives[13] in different
speech styles. Hutson analyzed political speeches to spot
the spins of the politicians [16]. The algorithm he used
counts usage of first person nouns - ”I” tends to indicate less
spin than “we”. Suzuki extracted speaker-specific functional
expressions from political speeches and used a random forests
classifier to identify speakers’ political styles[21]. Beata et.
al. attempted a novel automatic text analysis method to discover patterns of lexical cohesion from political speeches[7].
Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) built a corpus [1]of tagged
political speech to include specific audience reactions, such
James Ryder and Sen Zhang are with the Department of Math, Computer
Science and Statistics SUNY College at Oneonta, NY 13820 (Phone:
6074363647; Fax: 6074362773; E-mail: ryderj@oneonta.edu)

D. Assumptions
The following assumptions are held for the project. First,
we assume that any successful political speaker has a clear
personal style, which is largely conditioned by the active
vocabularies used by him/her, explicitly or implicitly.
Second, we study politicians as individuals rather than
treating them as representatives of the parties they were or
are affiliated with. The previous research has shown that
two speeches from opposing parties could demonstrate a
substantial degree of analytical similaritys[8]. By focusing on
individual styles rather than clear party politics, our approach
will also tolerate those speakers who are not tightly affiliated
with any party.
We would also neglect the influence of speech-writers on
the speaker, since a speech-writer is chosen not because of
his own opinions but because he has a clear grasp of those of
the political figure and he can write what the figure wants to
say. For instance, Jon Favreau is said by Obama himself to
be the president’s mind reader [3]. David Skillicorn analyzed
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the speeches of John McCain, Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton, and he found that even though the speeches were
rehearsed, written by professionals and delivered by trained
speakers, there were discernible differences between them
[16].
Finally, we also purposely ignore the theatrical performance factors such as stage presence and facial expression.
By focusing only on the un-annotated speech text transcripts,
we value what they said, not how they said it.
In the next section, we will briefly describe the underlying methods used by our solution. In section III, we will
introduce the implementation of our tool. We report the
preliminary experiment results in section IV and conclude
the paper in section V.
II. M ETHODS
In this section, we first recapitulate the standard Bayes
Theorem and the Naive Bayes Classifier, then model the
problem at hand using the Naive Bayes algorithm for our
purpose of ranking all the speaker hypotheses.
A. Bayes Theorem
The Bayes Theorem is a statistical principle that can estimate the posterior probability based on the prior probabilities
and the conditional probabilities. Let
and
be a pair
of variables Their joint probability,
,
refers to the probability that variable X will take on the
value
and variable
the value . Since
and
are
commutative with respect to their joint probability, we know
. For notation
convenience, the above formula is usually abbreviated as a
generic formula that applies to every pair of possible and
values.
(1)

    



 
     




     

A conditional probability is the probability that a variable
will take on a particular value given that the value taken
on by another variable is already known. For example, the
conditional probability
refers to the
probability that the variable will take on the value , given
that the variable is observed to have the value . Expanded
by the chain rule, the joint probability on the left side of
Formula 1 can be rewritten as the product of the probability
of
and the probability for conditioned by .
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By symmetry of notation, the same logic applies to the right
side of Formula 1 too.
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(3)
Bridged by Formula 1, Formulas 2 and 3 will combine into
 $      %  . This expression can be
rearranged to lead to the famous Bayes Theorem:
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(4)

Here,
is also called the posterior probability for
with respect to , as opposed to its prior probability,




  


. This formula establishes a succinct means to predict
the chance for to be associated with , through estimating
,
and
. Therefore, this formula has been
ideally used by many classification problems, where the
variable
represents the category of a target modeled by
the variable .
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B. Naive Bayes Classifier
In the real world, very often the targets that would be worth
data mining effort tend to be fairly complicated. Therefore,
that is used to describe the targets usually is not a single attribute but a set of attributes:
, where
d is the number of the attributes in the set. This can pose a
serious challenge to the practical use of the Bayes Theorem:
though
looks simple, it really hides the compound
conditional probability distribution
,
which can be very hard to estimate. This is because in
order to estimate
, the training dataset
has to be large enough to adequately represent all possible
combinations of all possible values of all member attributes.
But this is rarely true in any reasonable application, due to
the notorious sparsity curse of high dimensional data [9].
To overcome this challenge, the attributes are ideally
assumed to be conditionally independent from each other
is fixed, all
with respect to the class label , i.e., once
the attributes in
are orthogonal to each other. Under this
extra assumption, the estimation of
can be simplified by the following formula without considering otherwise
exponential examination of the superset combinations among
variables.
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 6   is the likelihood of the presence of a member
attribute 6 given the  takes on a specific value.
Plugging Formula 5 into Formula 4, we arrive at the
following formula.

3 *
#
;
6
7   6   
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(6)

This formula is the foundation of the well-known Naive
Bayes Classifier, which is convenient to implement. The
Naive Bayes Classifier has been shown to be one of the
most effective inductive learning algorithms in many real
world machine learning and data mining applications [22],
[15], [18], despite that the above simplifying conditional
independence assumption is rarely true in reality [12], [10],
[17].
C. Ranking the Speaker Hypotheses using Naive Bayes Classifier



We first substitute the variables
and
in Eq. 4 with
symbols for text and for speaker respectively, to obtain
the following more readable form.

<

=

 = =
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<
= <
 ><

(7)
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In the context of our speech ranking problem, the Bayes
Theorem can be interpreted more specifically as follows.
The probability of the hypothesis for a speaker to justify a
query speech text is proportional to the product of the prior
probability of the speaker and the conditional probability
of
subject to , and inversely proportional to the prior
probability of the text.
Following the assumptions mentioned in Section I, a single
speech text
can be modeled as a set/bag of words:
, and correspondingly,
should be
expanded as
. To take advantage
of the Naive Bayes classifier, it is reasonable to further
assume that, in our context, each word in a text is generated
independently from other words and positions. Under this
assumption, the correlation among words with respect to their
occurrences and locations will be ignored. Consequently, Eq.
6 can be written as:

<

predicting the speaker; instead we are interested in ranking
the similarities of a target speech against a database of
speeches of a set of given speakers. If the speaker itself is
included, usually, we care about suboptimal results.

3 *  

(
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3
6;7 *   6  =  =
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!
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(8)
<
  is the probability of word  6
In this formula,  6 =
conditioned by (appearing in) the speeches delivered by
speaker = , while ><
and  = respectively represents
the prior probabilities of < and = .
It is trivial to estimate = through examining the proportion of the training speeches of the speaker = . Specifically,
the following formula is used to estimate  = 6 for each
speaker = 6  =
(9)
 = 6  



Here,
is the number of training speeches attributed to
 is the total number of training speech text
speaker = 6 and
in the speech training set.

For each possible word feature 6  = , we count the
frequency  of the word in speeches given by a = speaker.
This operation can be done using the following formula.
 6
(10)
  6  = !   !<    =


where   6 is the number of occurrences of 6 and
<   = is the number of all the words in the speeches made
by = . Notice that = and < will take on different values for

different speakers and Texts.
At the classification stage, these descriptive statistics, i.e.,
all the prior probabilities and all the conditional probabilities
obtained in the above stage, will be used by Formula 7 to find
the probability of the hypothesis for a speech to be attributed
to every speaker.
If we are concerned with the most probable label for a
query text, we compare its feature words to those used by
every speaker to find out the speaker who gives the maximum
similarity value.

3 *  

(
 "!#  %6 $ '& 9 7   ( = 6  = 6 )
><

(11)

Given a target speech text transcript, usually we already
know who the speaker is, so, we are not concerned about

(12)

This is the basic formula that we will use to rank the
similarities of a target speech to a set of speakers with respect
to their speeches. This formula can be further transformed
to accommodate the following two practical situations. First,
is common to all speakers and it can be treated as
a normalizing constant for sorting purpose, thus it can be
dropped without affecting sorting, since the absolute values
in sorting are not meaningful. After this optimization, the
ranking of the formula is proportional to the one with the
denominator dropped.

<

3
5
-.+*   %6 $ & *    (  = 6  = 6 )
(7
 
conditional probability  6 =

(13)

Second, a
is always a
proper fraction (less than 1) for any nontrivial category. As
a result, when many of them multiply together, Eq. 13 tends
to yield a product that will cause underflow on any limited
precision floating point processor. A practical solution to
walk around this situation is to apply the logarithm to both
sides of Eq. 13, to convert product operations to a more
precision tolerant sum operations. This conversion clearly
preserves ordering, since the logarithm is monotonic.

- +*   6,$ /& 0 (3 7 *214365   (  = 6 87:9    = 6 )

(14)

III. I MPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the Naive Bayes Classifier in Python
2.52. The GUI has been implemented in TKinter. Our implementation of the speech ranking system is broken into two
self-contained but interrelated components: Trainer and Classifier, which will be respectively described in the following
subsections.
A. Trainer
The offline training stage of the naive Bayes classifier uses
training datasets to learn the descriptive statistics of the data
in terms of the independent distributions of features for each
category and all the prior probabilities for the pre-identified
categories. In our implementation, training is achieved by
running through in tandem two subcomponents: concordancer
and metaconcordancer. Figure 1 illustrates the data flow and
data transformation through the two-phase trainer.
1) Concordancer: The concordancer is the phase I of the
trainer, which must be run on all texts for each category
(speaker in our application). To be specific, for a given text,
the concordancer scans it to extract all the unique words and
counts their frequencies, where a word’s frequency is the
number of times the word appears in the text. This results a
list of word/frequency pairs, called the concordance profile of
the text. From the counts of each individual word and the sum
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Concordancer

Metaconcordancer

for Author Si
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Phase II

Two Phases of Trainer
Fig. 1.

Two Phases of the Trainer

of all the counts, each word’s relative frequency can easily be
calculated. Using the speakers example, the training consists
of finding many speeches that each speaker has delivered.
Once all this raw input has been obtained for each of the
speakers (S), it is time for the concordancer phase. For each
speaker, a single concordance (C) for each of this speaker’s
texts(T), needs to be created. To facilitate the discussion, the
following notations will be used in this section. All speakers
are represented by
 , all the texts of


 , and
is denoted by
speaker
all the corresponding concordances is denoted by



, where
is the concordancer output
report from
.
2) Meta-concordancer: The second phase of the trainer
is to combine all
into
, a single manifestation for
every single category (a political speaker). The new object
is called a meta-concordance(M) which intends to model the
characteristics over a set of speeches of a single category by
aggregating all the concordances for the texts belonging to
the same speaker. Generally speaking, the greater the number
of the samples used to train the metaconcordance is, the
better the representation is, for a category. Training for our
given multi-category text classification system completes at
for each category
creating a valid metaconcordance ( 
(speaker) in the system.
The names of all these meta-concordances files, representing the categories (speakers) then will be simply
listed in a single category file, denoted by

, to enable the classifier component to
   

locate them. It is expected that the statistics (both the prior
probabilities and conditional probabilities) provided by all
these meta-concordances, helps rank the multiple categories
in the presence of query speeches.
Our trainer component can incrementally prepare, update,
and improve the meta-concordances for all categories. As
new works for a given category are collected, the concordancer can be run for the new works and its new concordance
can be added into its corresponding metaconcordance.

=6
 6   6 102010  
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to be affiliated with each politician. The classifier compares a
plain speech text input with a category file to rank the chances
of the input text belonging to every speaker in the category
list. This is an online component, which can quickly use a
query speech to rank the pre-identified politicians by sorting
the similarity scores of the speeches of all the politicians with
respect to the query speech. Fig. 2 describes the classifier
module. Output is a prioritized list of most likely to least
likely categories that could be label the input speech. Our
implementation accepts a new speech in both plain text file
and web file formats (the markups will be automatically
trimmed off on the fly). In our implementation, the Naive
Bayes classifier has been used for ranking purpose. Learning
for ranking is a text processing technique that has received
much attention [6], [4] in recent years. Here we apply the
technique to political speech analysis.
MTAs of all speakers S={S1,, S2,, ..., Sn}

Most to Least
Likely Category
.CAT
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B. Classifier
At the classification stage, the descriptive statistics represented by the metaconcordances will be used by Formula 6
to infer the probability of hypothesis for a new target speech

Fig. 2.

The Flowchart of the Classifier (Used as the Ranker)

C. An Example
From the training data listed in Table I, we can obtain

the following conditional probabilities:  
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The four prior category probabilities are exactly the same:
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-
. Therefore, we can
safely ignore them in the subsequent inference.
Based on these descriptive statistics, the probabilities
for . to belong to each category can be inferred as
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above calculations do not use the logarithm trick, because
they involve only two multiplicands. The results show that
the words used in the target speech . tend to resonate
most with the vocabularies used by Obama. As a result, the
Naive Bayes classifier attributes the test speech to Obama.
However, our ranking problem concerns not just the value
of the most optimal one, but the relative ordering across
all the categories with respect to their similarities to the
target speech. Therefore, we are interested in obtaining the
below ranking: Obama, Clinton, Lenin and Mao, listed in the
descending order of the likelihood.
Notice that for those words that have not appeared in a
 
 to be their
training category, we assign
probability, which smoothes the otherwise zero probability
and at the same time still restrict the undue influence of any
unseen word to a very small value. The add-one smooth factor
has led to different numerical values, but exactly the same
ranking result in this example.

=

  9    "*

0

...,” or ”I recommend you ”, to express their authority. Due
to this consideration, words like “we”, “I”, “you”, or “will”
have not been filtered out.
To walk around the zero probability of unseen words in the
training dataset, our experiments adopt exactly the same zerosmoothing factor described in Subsection III-C. This formula
will guarantee that any unseen word weighs much smaller
than that of the least frequently occurred word in the training
data.
B. Inaugural Addresses
TABLE II
T HE RANKINGS OF THE TEN

G.W. B USH ’ S

FAREWELL SPEECH ( THE LEFT COLUMN ), O BAMA’ S INAUGURAL SPEECH
( THE MIDDLE COLUMN ), AND G. W. B USH ’ S I NAUGURAL SPEECH ( THE
RIGHT COLUMN )

George W. Bush

Obama

George W. Bush

GHWB
Eisenhower
Regan
GWB
Obama
Clinton
Carter
Johnson
Nixon
JFK

Obama
Clinton
Johnson
Regan
GHWB
Eisenhower
GWB
JFK
Carter
Nixon

GWB
Regan
Obama
Clinton
JFK
Johnson
Carter
GHWB
Eisenhower
Nixon

IV. E XPERIMENT D ESIGN
We have conducted experiments on two sets of corpora.
The first one collects ten U.S. presidential inaugural addresses. The second consists of fifty randomly collected
speeches of ten politicians who are expected to represent the
spectrum of left to right.
A. Stop Words Removing and the Zero-smoothing Factor
Configuration
Intuitively, content words in the speeches contribute more
significantly to the task of discerning speeches than functional words. For example, words such as “in”, “at” and
“on” should be immaterial with respect to any speech styles.
Therefore, following a common practice in the information
retrieval field, we have preprocessed all the text files under investigation by removing a subset of most frequently
appeared stop/functional words from them. The stop words
that have been removed are: the, to, and, a, an, in, of, is,
it, that, was, for, on, are, with, as, be, been, at, one, have,
this, what, which. Notice that, many other stop words are
indicators of speech styles [21]. For example, some speakers
tend to use commanding languages such as, ”I hope you will

PRESIDENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE

COMPARISONS OF THEIR INAUGURAL SPEECHES WITH

T OP TEN

TABLE III
O BAMA’ S INAUGURAL SPEECH ( THE

CONTENT WORDS USED IN

FIRST COLUMN FROM THE LEFT )

, G.W. B USH ’ S FAREWELL SPEECH ( THE

SECOND COLUMN ),

G. B USH ’ S I NAUGURAL SPEECH ( THE THIRD
COLUMN ), AND E ISENHOWER ’ S I NAUGURAL SPEECH ( THE FOURTH
COLUMN )

Obama

George W. Bush

George H.W. Bush

Eisenhower

Nation
new
must
America
every
common
world
work
know
people

America
Nation
people
must
new
years
country
world
see
hope

new
America
nation
must
things
free
world
people
great
friends

new
America
must
nation
world
things
free
people
great
friends

TABLE I
A

TRAINING DATASET OF FOUR ITEMS EACH BELONGING TO ONE OF THE
FOUR PRE - IDENTIFIED CATEGORIES

C LINTON ) AND A

(M AO , L ENIN , O BAMA AND

TARGET FILE TO BE CLASSIFIED LISTED AS THE FIFTH
ITEM .

SpeechID
1
2
3
4
5

Words in Speech
revolution people revolution
revolution comrade
value change comrade
value
value comrade

Speaker
(M)ao
(L)enin
(O)bama
(C)linton
?

The corpus for this experiment consists of the inaugural speeches [2] of the recent ten U.S. presidents: Barack
Obama, George W. Bush (GWB), Bill Clinton, George H.
W. Bush(GHWB), Ronald Reagan, Jimmy Carter, Richard
Milhous Nixon, Lyndon Johnson, John F. Kennedy (JFK),
and Dwight D. Eisenhower. For those who served two terms,
only his second inaugural speech was collected so that the
underlying Naive Bayes classifier will not favor them over
those who served only one term.
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The results of comparing George W. Bush’s farewell
speech, Obama’s inaugural speech, and George W. Bush’s
first inaugural speech with the corpus are reported in Table
II. In the last two experiments (in the middle and the left
columns), the most optimal matches always come from the
president who delivered the speech. This is consistent with
the algorithm used for ranking. The most interesting result
was obtained when we compared G. W. Bush’s farewell
address with the above inaugural corpus which is listed on the
left column of the table. The result shows that his farewell
address is more similar to Obama’s inaugural speech than
Clinton’s second Inaugural speech. This is not anti-intuitive.
The G.W. Bush’s farewell address and the Barack Obama’s
Inaugural one were only one week apart from each other.
The same concerns, crises, challenges and tasks that both
had to address in recent years and years ahead made them
to use many similar content words such as nation, America,
must, new and world, etc. Figure 3, shows the word cloud
[5] consisting of the most frequent content words used in G.
W. Bush’s Farewell address.
The political speeches that were delivered close to each
other are supposed to share many similar themes, since
inevitably they should be influenced, somehow, by the social,
political, economic, historical backgrounds of the similar
period. Therefore, it is surprising to see that G.W. Bush’s
farewell address is similar to his father’s second Inaugural
speech. But when we examined the top frequently appeared
words, we were convinced that GWB’ farewell speech and
Bush’s second inaugural speech shared a significant number
of top content words. Despite that G.H.W. Bush and Eisenhower have many similarities (both were in military service,
from the same party, conferred Knighthood honor), it is still
surprising to see that they always go hand in hand in all
three ranking results. This drove us to have looked into the
top ten words used in both speeches. We found that the top
ten words in the two speeches align with each other almost
perfectly (cf. Table. III).
C. Left-Right Politicians

speakers: George W. Bush, Winston Churchill, Bill Clinton,
Adolf Hitler, John F. Kennedy, Tse-tung Mao, Karl Marx,
Barack Obama, Joseph Stalin, and Margaret Thatcher. The
text transcripts were all collected from several public corpora
available on the Internet.
Left-right politics or the left-right political spectrum is a
common way of classifying political positions, political ideologies, or political parties along a one-dimensional political
spectrum. It would be interesting to see how above political
figures are arranged in a spectrum that may conform to the
common knowledge about them.
The results of comparing George W. Bush’s farewell
speech, Obama’s inaugural speech, and George W. Bush’s
first inaugural speech with the corpus are reported in Table
IV. We combined results of three experiments to obtain a
unified spectrum which is illustrated in Fig. 4. The first two
columns of Table IV are identical, therefore, we use them
to construct the backbone of the spectrum in the Fig. 4. The
three arrow headed curves indicate minor local disagreements
between the third column and the first two columns.
The above results are interesting in several aspects. First,
Marx, Mao and Stalin are at one end as opposed to the other
end where GWB, Bill Clinton, OBama and JFK tend to group
together, while Adolf Hitler, Churchill and Thatcher occupy
the middle of the spectrum. Obama’s inaugural speech sounds
like GWB and Bill Clinton than the previous speeches of
himself. This may sound anti-intuitive, but when we looked
into the speeches we randomly collected, we found that
Clinton’s training set contains his two inaugural speeches;
G. W. Bush’s training set contains one nomination speech;
Obama’s dataset contains only speeches when he was a
Illinois Senate. Obama sounds like G. W. B. may because
both of them faced the same kinds of challenges formed
when the world entered into the 21st century Obama sounds
like Clinton because they both were young, energetic, and
ambitious, besides coming from the same party. They all
understood the varied constituencies, and the various hopes
and fears they had to address and their supporters wanted to
hear.
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L EFT- RIGHT SPECTRUM EXPERIMENT RESULTS : G.W. B USH ’ S
FAREWELL SPEECH ( LEFT ), O BAMA’ S I NAUGRUAL SPEECH ( MIDDLE ),
G. W. B USH ’ S I NAUGURAL SPEECH

George W. Bush

Obama

George W. Bush

GWB
Clinton
Obama
JFK
Thatcher
Churchill
Hitler
Marx
Mao
Stalin

GWB
Clinton
Obama
JFK
Thatcher
Churchill
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The dataset used in our second experiment consists of
50 speeches from the following ten well-known politician

Fig. 4.
iment

The Unified Spectrum Obtained from Left-Right Politician Exper-

D. Remarks
The above experiment results are subject to not only the
underlying classification algorithm, but also other heuristic
factors such as the selection of the training datasets, the set
of removed stop words, and the choice of the zero probability
smoothing method. We agree that more carefully selected and
larger training datasets generally should provide more stable
and pertinent rankings. We have also conducted experiments
on several different sets of removed words to obtain slightly
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The Most Frequently Occurred Words in the George W. Bush’s Farewell Speech

different ranking results. This is not anti-intuitive though,
since the frequencies of the removed words of each text
file in our datasets are not always perfectly consistent with
the universal statistical data, as a result, their frequencies
are variants with respect to the NB algorithm. Nonetheless,
the overall results due to the different settings have aligned
with each other quite well, since the frequencies fluctate
only slightly. Several different zero probability smoothing
methods including the well-known Laplace(add-one) smoothing method have also been experimented, to have obtained
varied results. Our package is flexible to be reconfigured to
experiment different settings of the above factors.
V. C ONCLUSION
Data Mining in Political speeches is interesting from
experimental, computational, and applied perspectives. This
paper concerns a ranking problem that aims to reveal the
relative ordering of a set of politician speakers. We attempted
the problem by using the Naive Bayes Classifier to compare
their speeches to query speeches of known politicians. The
preliminary experiments have shown interesting results. In
the future, we will improve our approach in several ways.
First, we can use the techniques described in [17] to better
address the poor assumption of Naive Bayes. Second, we will
consider using the Wordnet hypernym and synonym information [19], to recognize, for example, the similarities among
the words of ”important”, ”urgent” ”critical”, ”crucial” and
”fascinating” despite their superfical spelling differences. Finally, we will try to identify and make use of more linguistic,
rhetorical, and stylistic devices such as metaphors, analogies,
similes, oppositions, alliteration, antithesis and parallelism,
etc.
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Abstract— As organizations seek to take part in the

growing IT services sector, they must develop the
appropriate architecture and business solutions which
provide meaningful information in real-time. Services
definition and improvements to existing systems is an
important and growing area of research. An overall
architecture and model is presented for enterprise
integration of information and data mining components, and
outlines a portfolio of healthcare data mining applications
that can be configured for and consumed by healthcare
service users. A sample healthcare data mining service
application example is presented for real-time information
exchange and support in clinical decision making.
Key Words: BI 2.0, Healthcare, Data Mining, SaaS

1 Introduction
The economy is being transformed into a service
industry, with services accounting for 75% of the US GDP,
and 80% of private employment. Overall IT services are
projected to increase at a 6.4% annual growth rate and value
of $855.6 billion through 2010. Organizations that
introduce a service-oriented architecture reduce integration
and maintenance costs by up to 30%, and it is expected that
33% of business application spending will be on SaaS by
2012 and 40% of capital spending on IaaS by 2011, with
spending to exceed $33.8 billion in 2010. A similar report
found BI specific SaaS will grow at 22.4% annual rate
through 2013. SaaS BI is being utilized during peak
demand periods, and for those organizations seeking to
reduce on premise costs or who typically do not have
dedicated technology staff. IBM, a key player in the
services sector continues to grow is service offerings, and is
seeking to transform itself into an on-demand service
organization, and has extensively studied how those service
innovations can lead to sustainability and long-term growth.
For business decision makers, the issue remains as to what
level of commitment and investment should be made to
these new services. SOA have been studied in research,
some gaps include how these service capabilities will be

used within the business to create value, and how can these
structures be created (Demirkan 2008; Kanaracus 2010).
In 2010, The Department of Health and Human
Services’ (HHS) National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology announced $60 million of funding
for Strategic Health IT Advanced Research Projects
(SHARP). These special research projects are intended to
develop solutions to existing barriers in adoption and use of
healthcare information technology (HIT). As a component
of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
the grants are intended to promote the use of HIT to improve
the quality and efficiency of health care and create
collaboration between researchers, health care providers,
and healthcare stakeholders. The key areas of study include
patient focused HIT which supports patient care in day to
day practice, application architectures to improve health
exchange, and secondary use of EHR data to improve
quality through HIT (Szemraj 2009). The outlined
healthcare data mining services support these key areas,
through improved patient care and processing times,
enhanced enterprise architectures for information
transparency, and second use of data to improve quality of
care and operational performance.

2 Business Intelligence 2.0
BI 2.0 describes the ways business information can be
utilized in real-time, and how BI can be applied to the
business events. BI 2.0 speaks to the ability to delivery selfservice tools and mash up capabilities to end-users in realtime. In addition increasing generations of technology users
are demanding these capabilities. Real-time data from
widening sources is also generating demand, and is often
displaces the centralized data warehouse concept, giving
way to context and real-time information from all operation
systems, logs, databases, and a wide variety of other sources
(Nicholls 2006; Raden 2007).
Organizations have initiated data warehousing web
services, however this data is often not in a real-time state
for in process decision support. BI 2.0 processes events in
memory in line with the business event. The main events
are comprised of XML messages, which embed within
business processes for real-time analytics vs. batch for
business events can start immediately. Most of these events
are automated, or alert the user for a specific action. BI 2.0
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utilizes middleware for in process analysis compared with
historical data. Real-time demands require software
applications that are event-driven, and with real-time data
that uses service oriented architectures (SOA), which are
loosely coupled and interoperable, enforcing a standardized
application integration (Nicholls 2006).
Cloud computing provides scalable and virtualized
services to the end-user via a simple web browser. A thirdparty manages the computing infrastructure, and provides
the software as a service (SaaS). Salesforce.com, Google
Apps, Amazon, and Facebook provide have cloud
computing offerings. Cloud computing allows
organizational to reduce IT capital costs, and buy computing
on an as needed basis. There are economies of scale through
shared use of systems and resources by multiple customers.
Cloud computing reduces the entry barriers by eliminating
software distribution and site installation requirements. This
also permits organizations to develop new business models
and sources of revenue through on demand services (Kambil
2009).

Most real-time architectures consist of the required data
sources and a virtual or mediated data schema which is then
queried by the end user or application. The systems are
typically build on a XML data model and query language.
EII reduces data access time, while Enterprise Application
Integration (EAI) allows system updates as part of the
business process to occur. Both these technologies are
utilized as a best practice and combined into the concept of
Enterprise Integration (EI). The EI architecture supports
heterogeneous data sources such as relational and nonrelational databases, flat files, XML, transactional systems,
and content management systems. Information transparency
is provided through the virtual data access services layer
which permits real-time programming services. This
architecture adheres to SOA, where business processes exist
as distinct services which communicate through known
interfaces. This also helps promote code re-use and more
flexible IT infrastructure by allowing focus on business
logic, and leaving the data tasks to the EII layer (Saracco
2004; Taylor 2004; Halevy 2005).

3 Enterprise Integration

4 Healthcare Applications

Enterprise Information Integration (EII) describes the
integration of various data sources into a unified form
without requiring all sources be contained within a data
warehouse and also integration complexity reductions
(Saracco 2004; Taylor 2004; Halevy 2005). The enterprise
unified view must consume data that is available real-time
via direct system access, and semantic resolution must occur
across systems. Semantic integration, also known as
ontology, is a higher level natural language approach to
combine differing pieces of information together, and in
support of real-time events. A semantic information model
can be constructed using Web Ontology Language (OWL)
developed by W3C. The relationships and rules of the data
are contained with the model, which the OWL inference
engine can read and intelligently integrate the information
(Taylor 2004; Raden 2005).
Real-time EII begins with SOA, as the access point for
all systems through web services, and XML as the data
representation (Raden 2005; Nicholls 2006). SOA promises
improved agility and flexibility for organizations to deliver
value-based services to their customers. A service is the
application of knowledge for co-creation of value between
interacting entities. Service systems involve people,
technology, and information. Service science is concerned
with understanding service systems, and improve and design
services for practical purposes. SOA includes Web service,
technology, and infrastructures, and is a process that add
value, reuse, information, and overall value to the business.
SOA provides a commodization of hardware and software
providing organizations with improved architectures and
which support IT service flexibility. The SOA approaches
are utilized to develop SaaS from IaaS (Demirkan 2008).

Healthcare organizations are increasingly investing in
data mining services to improve quality, service, and cost
(Fickenscher 2005). Several healthcare data mining
applications are available for building a comprehensive BI
2.0 application portfolio, allowing end-use access without
dedicated systems and at a reduced cost to improve value to
stakeholders. Many of the healthcare service components
currently suffer from lengthy delays and additional
stakeholder requirements, which limits real-time information
accessibility for decision making and improvements. Table
1 describes the set of healthcare service components, each
with the specified healthcare requirements and
improvements objectives, along with current information
and decision lag time, common data mining methods
utilized, and supporting works.
Quality improvement approaches have been adopted
within the health care industry in attempt to improve quality
of care. Most of the activities to date have focused on
manual activities without a direct link to the data within the
healthcare information system. Support systems can provide
patient outcome information and clinical pathways to
support patient care and factors influence quality and
treatment. Data mining which allows for knowledge
discovery from large sets of data can be used to identify
patterns or rules to improve healthcare quality. Patient
characteristics including age, gender, department, disease
class, and quality indicators were utilized as part of decision
tree analysis to determine inpatient mortality factors. An
index score was developed to identify how inpatient
mortality rates compare to overall proportions, and which
segments to focus on (Chae 2003).
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Table 1
Healthcare Data Mining Applications

Healthcare Data Mining Service

Healthcare Requirements

Lag Time

Data Mining Methods

Supporting Works

Monthly

Clustering, Regression

Cumming et al. (2002),
Rector et al. (2004)

3-4 Days

Decision Tree

Moeller (2009)
Viaenea et al. (2005);
Liou et al. (2008)
Chae et al. (2003)

Prior Authorization

Consumer driven plan selection
complexity
Cost reduction, paper/fax processes
elimination

Fraud Detection

Fraud prevention, detection and
diagnosis

Annual

Neural Network,
Classification Tree,
Regression

Quality Indicators

Quality of care improvements

Monthly

Decision Tree

Risk Assessment

Risk assessment utilizes methods to assess relative risk
of individuals within the population, with the relative risk
predicting costs. The assessment may be carried out
utilizing various forms of data and typically includes claims,
pharmacy, and self-reported survey information. This
information has been utilized by the federal government to
adjust payments to health plans, by employers in
determining employee contributions to health coverage, by
researchers in measuring outcomes of treatment methods,
policy makers for tracking access to care and quality of care,
and health plans for case management, disease management,
quality improvement, payments to providers, and
underwriting activities (Cumming 2002; Rector 2004).
Growth in consumer driven health plans is driving the need
for improved risk assessment accuracy, as the employee has
more options in selecting benefits plans, and increases
variability among the plan populations. Risk adjustment
then allows the health plan to determine project outcomes
appropriately or make equal payments to promote quality
improvements rather than population selection, and ensure
comparative price and consumer choice (Cumming 2002).
Healthcare fraud and abuse cost public and private
sectors billions of dollars, and in the US these costs are
estimated as high as 10% of annual spending or $100 billion
per year. Many health systems rely on human experts for
manual review. Manual monitoring is often expensive and
ineffective. Data mining can reduce costs and identify
previously unknown patterns and trends (Yang 2006; Liou
2008). Increasingly healthcare entities are using data mining
tools to identify fraudulent behaviors. Data mining methods
including classification tree, neural network, and regression
have been applied to healthcare. The Utah Bureau of
Medicaid Fraud, Australian Health Insurance Commission,
and Texas Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Detection, mined data
to identify fraud and abuse, saving and recovering millions
of dollars. Most fraud and abuse cases are associated with
diagnosis and services, some studies utilized provider name,
id, demographics, claim patient, procedure, charge, bill date,
and payment deductible, copayments, insurance, and
payment dates to detect fraud (Viaenea 2005; Liou 2008).

Health plans are increasingly requiring prior
authorizations for services, and 90% require fax or phone.
Most medical policies and technology assessments are not
standardized and often out of date. These can be
standardized for systematic communication, and centralized
for more timely updates. Current turnaround times are 3-4
days, which is long after the patient has sought services.
Web-services offer the ability to check eligibility, care
guidelines, and routine approvals. There may occur through
a short series of questions utilizing decision trees to
determine an answer in real-time. Medical policies and
guidelines are also updated dynamically, and can be linked
to electronic health records to improve information
transparency among stakeholders (Moeller 2009).

5 Model and Research Design
Following the approaches of Zhang and Demirkan, a BI
2.0 data mining services architecture is developed and
shown in Figure 1. The data layer contains the raw data
from local or remote sources, along with the meta-data. The
data layer provides data transparency to the underlying
source, and is cached to improve performance being
accessed most frequently. The information layer has domain
specific components and connectors, and aggregates the raw
data. Domain specific tools are utilized such as simulation,
geospatial or optimization models. The knowledge layer
applies data mining, knowledge discovery and simulation
for decision making. The knowledge layer is responsible for
generating domain specific knowledge, for use in decision
making processes. The presentation layer is the web-based
interface with user friendly interfaces. The presentation
layer manages lower layers, and provides data, information,
and services to end-users via the web. The horizontal layers
are able to be vertically integrated, which allows re-use of
services and resources. This provides a flexible firm
architecture able to rapidly adapt to changing business
conditions. (Zhang 2007; Demirkan 2008).
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Fig. 1. Healthcare Data Mining Services Architecture

Consider the following example of a healthcare
services review request and response delivered real-time via
SaaS on a per transaction cost basis. A 278 HIPAA EDI
transaction (Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange
2007) is sent in X12 format via a standard service entered
via a web browser through the application layer. For
illustration purposes, a single use service with input / output
within a standard web browser is shown in Figure 2. The
services may be performed and utilized by various
individuals such as a patient, provider, and payer, or
invoked programmatically for high volume and report
services. The 278 follows a per patient event relationship
which is fitting for a SaaS model, and where utilization
management, payer and provider entities are not required to
maintain local system software and hardware, instead all
layers are able to be managed remotely and accessed
through a web-based application layer.
The EDI transaction which is sent in X12 format is then
converted to a standard xml message for usage within the
integration and data layer. The specified prior authorization
service is selected, along with corresponding transactional

cost, and service selection credentials. The XML and
service information is utilized within the integration layer.
The integration layer auto-maps the ontology for standard
HIPAA and HL7 messages, or allows users to custom map
elements through the application layer for single use ability.
Several services occur within the integration layer; the first
selects and aggregates historical data, second rule
information is gathered for feeds into the data mining
algorithm and decision tree. The decision tree data mining
algorithm is utilized to determine the certification outcome
from the historical knowledge based and input data. Within
the data layer certification information is inserted into the
patient record via an XQuery command, third claim
information is updated to certify services for payment, and
fourth financial liability is recorded within a financial
system. This information is utilized within layers to present
a final authorization through the application layer in realtime. Future services can be utilized by other stakeholders
relative to this transaction, for example patients can view
healthcare information on medical decisions.
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Fig. 2. Healthcare Data Mining Services Example

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

7 References

Healthcare entities are increasingly investing in
information services, however most on premise solutions
require staff experts to implement, maintain, and extract
information for end-users. This absorbs resources which
may be otherwise used for patient care and quality. BI 2.0
healthcare data mining services can be implemented
utilizing an enterprise integration framework to allow
stakeholders access to information and capabilities on
demand, without dedicated IT staff. This also provides a
unified data and information set across all services, allowing
any stakeholder to transparently utilize services on a per
transaction basis or subscription basis on demand. The
service set can be extended and categorized as patient
services, provider services, payer services, and employer
services. Future directions include establishing standards
around healthcare data mining services, production system
setup, and development of value added services and
applications to support healthcare quality and cost
improvements.
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Abstract - In this paper, we propose optimal decision tree
based support vector machine using statistical class
separability measures for intrusion detection system. The
performance is evaluated in terms classification accuracy
and computation time of training and testing. Experimental
results on KDD’99 dataset show that the average
classification accuracy of proposed ODT-SVM is better than
conventional SVM models and other widely used multi-class
classifiers in literature. Also, the computation time of
proposed ODT-SVMs for both training and testing is
significantly less in comparison to conventional SVM and
other multi-class classifiers.
Keywords: Intrusion Detection, Support Vector Machine,
Class Separability

1

Introduction

In last decade due to increasing use of internet and local
networks the potential for exposure through a variety of attack
channels has enhanced giving rise to incidents of information
security threats. Threat element against computer resources
have been on rise as more and more computers are put into
use. The intrusion attempt or a threat can be defined as
purposeful unauthorized attempt to access information,
manipulate information, or make a system unreliable or
unusable. Hence it is important to develop some security
mechanisms of a system to prevent unauthorized access to
system resources and data by detecting malicious behaviours.
Though, at present, completely preventing violations of
security appears impractical. We can, however, try to detect
these intrusion attempts so that action may be taken to repair
the damage later. This field of research is called Intrusion
Detection (ID).
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) have been broadly
classified in to two categories [1]: misuse detection and
anomaly detection. Misuse detection systems identify those
attacks which follow well-known patterns. Anomaly detection
systems are those which have the capability to raise alarms in
case of patterns showing deviations from normal usage
behaviour. In literature many machine learning and data
mining techniques have been used for intrusion detection [2][10] to design intelligent intrusion detection system. Recently,

the support vector machine has been used as a classification
technique in intrusion detection systems. In literature various
kinds of Support Vector Machine based intrusion models have
been discussed.. Chen et al. [11] used binary class SVM to
distinguish normal from attack data.. Li et al. [12] used oneclass SVM for implementing anomaly detection model. Both
the methods [11], [12] cannot provide the additional
information about the type of attack but only distinguish
normal data and abnormal data. However, there are many
variants of attack patterns in intrusion behaviour. Therefore,
intrusion detection problem has to be considered as a multiclass problem to determine the type of attack.
However, SVM based on statistical learning theory
developed by Vapnik [13], [14] was originally designed for
binary classification [15] and extending it to multi-class is an
on-going research issue [16], [17]. Two types of approaches
for multi-class SVM has been suggested in literature. One is
considering all data in one optimization [18]. The other is
decomposing multi- class into a series of binary SVMs, such
as "One-Against-All" (OAA) [14], "One-versus-One" (OvO)
[19] and DDAG [20].
It has been reported in literature that both conventional OvO
and OAA SVMs suffer from the problem of unclassifiable
region [20], [21]. To resolve unclassifiable region in
conventional OvO, Platt et al. [20] proposed decision tree
OvO SVM formulation to overcome unclassifiable region.
Takashaki and Abe [21] proposed decision tree OAA SVM
based on class separability measures i.e. Euclidean distance
between class centers and Mahalanobis distance. In literature,
other than Euclidean distance and Mahalanobis distance, a
large number of distance metrics were used to determine the
class separability, each having its own advantages and
disadvantages. Few more realistic and effective statistical
measures used in literature are information gain, gini index,
chi-square and scatter-matrix for measuring class separability.
In this paper, we propose construction of OvO ODT-SVM
and OAA ODT-SVM for intrusion data where class
separability is determined using statistical measures i.e.
information gain, gini index, chi-square and scatter-matrix. It
is shown theoretically that OvO ODT-SVM using all the four
measures is computationally more efficient for both training
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and testing phase in comparison to conventional OvO SVM.
Similarly it is also shown that OAA ODT-SVM using all the
four measures is computationally more efficient for both
training and testing phase in comparison to conventional OAA
SVM.
In section 2 we briefly describe the basics of SVM. In
section 3 we discussed decision tree based SVMs approach.
Section 4 presents our proposed ODT-SVMs framework using
four statistical measures. In section 5, we discuss the
theoretical analysis and empirical estimation of training and
testing time of both the proposed schemes. The experimental
results on KDD’99 intrusion data [22] demonstrate the
effectiveness of our ODT-SVMs in comparison to
conventional OvO, conventional OAA and other widely used
multi-class classifiers such as C4.5, Multilayer Perceptron.
Section 6 includes the conclusion.

2

Support Vector Machines (SVM) is based on statistical
learning theory developed by Vapnik [13], [14]. It classifies
data by determining a set of support vectors, which are
members of the set of training inputs that outline a hyperplane
in feature space [23].



Consider n training samples {( xi , y i ) | 1  i  n} where xi
is the input feature vector for the ith sample and y i is the
corresponding target class. The basic problem for training an
SVM can be reformulated as: given a set of n training

instances, each represented as ( xi , y i ) ,
n



i -

i 1

n

Subject to

y

i

1
2

n

y y
i

j

i  j (xiT x j )

(1)

i

-

1
2

n

y

i

y j  i  j K(x i , x j )

i, j=1

n

Subject to 0   i  C , i  1,..., n and   i yi  0 .
i 1

(2)

Solving it for  gives a decision function of the form
 n

f ( X )  sgn   yii K (x i , x j ) + b 


 i 1


(3)

Whose decision boundary is a hyperplane and translates to
nonlinear boundaries in the original space.

Decision Tree Based SVM

The most common way to build a multi-class SVM is by
constructing and combining several binary classifiers [25]. To
solve multiclass classification problems, we divide the whole
classification problem into a number of binary classification
problems. The two representative ensemble schemes are OvO
and OAA [26].
Conventional OvO SVM has the problem of unclassifiable
region. To resolve unclassifiable region for OvO SVM
Decision Directed Acyclic Graph (DDAG) SVM [20]
decision tree OvO SVM formulation was proposed. They have
shown with an example of three-class problem the existence
of unclassifiable regions which can lead to degradation of
generalization ability of classifier. In general, the
unclassifiable region is visible and generalization ability of
classifier is not good for k-class problem where k >2.

i, j=1

 i = 0 and  i  0 , for 1  i  n

i 1

The computation of dot products between vectors without
explicitly mapping to another space is performed by a kernel
function K(x i , x j ) . Use of a kernel function [24] enables the
curse of dimensionality to be addressed and the solution
implicitly contains support vectors that provide a description
of the significant data for classification. Substituting
K(x i , x j ) for (x iT x j ) in eqn. (1) produces a new
optimization problem:

n


i 1

3

Support Vector Machines

Maximize J=

Maximize L(  ) 

In DDAG OvO scheme [20], VC dimension, LOO error
estimator and Joachim’s ξα LOO measures were used for
estimating the generalization ability of pairwise classifier at
each level of decision tree. During training at the top node, a
pair (Ci, Cj) that has the highest generalization ability is
selected from an initial list of classes (C1,…,Ck). Then it
generates the two lists deleting Ci or Cj from the initial list. If
the separated classes include the plural classes, at the node
connected to the top node, the same procedure is repeated for
the two lists till one class remains in the separated region.
This means that after only k-1 steps just one class remains,
which therefore becomes the prediction for the current test
sample.
Takashaki and Abe [21] proposed OAA SVM based
decision tree formulation in literature to overcome the
problem of unclassifiable region to improve generalization
ability of SVM. They have shown with an example of
unclassifiable regions for a three-class problem which can
lead to degradation of generalization ability of classifier. In
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general, the unclassifiable region is visible and generalization
ability of classifier is not good for k-class problem where k
>2.
In Takashaki and Abe [21] proposed scheme, during
training at the top node, the hyperplane is determined that
separates a class from others. If the separated classes include
the plural classes, at the node connected to the top node, the
hyperplane is determined that separates the classes. This
process is repeated until one class remains in the separated
region. This can resolve the problem of unclassifiable regions
that exist in OAA SVM. They proposed different types of
decision trees based on class separability measure i.e.
Euclidean distance between class centers and Mahalanobis
distance based classifiers.

4

Proposed Optimal Decision Tree (ODT)
SVM Framework

Euclidean distance measure used in the construction of
decision tree OAA SVM formulation does not take into
account within class variability of patterns. Hence, it may not
be suitable for measuring class separability between two
different classes of patterns. To understand better picture of
the overlap of the subspaces occupied by individual classes,
statistical distance measure is employed by pattern recognition
community which constitutes a natural concept of measuring
class separability. Among statistical measures information
gain (IG) is a measure based on entropy [27] which indicates
degree of disorder of a system. It measures reduction in
weighted average impurity of the partitions compared with the
impurity of the complete set of samples when we know the
value of a specific attribute. Thus, the value of IG signifies
how the whole system is related to an attribute and is
calculated using[28]:
IG (C | E )  H (C ) - H (C | E )

(4)

Where IG (C | E ) is the information gain of the label for a
given attribute E, H (C ) the system’s entropy and H (C | E ) is
the system’s relative entropy when the value of the label E is
known.
The system’s entropy indicates its degree of disorder and is
given by the following formula:
m

H (C )  -

 p(C ) log p(C )
i

i

(5)

i 1

|E|

H(C|E)=


i=1

 m

p (e j )  p(Ci | e j ) log p (Ci | e j ) 


 i 1




(6)

where p(e j ) is the probability of value j for attribute e, and

p(Ci | e j ) is the probability of Ci with regard to ej..
In OvO ODT-SVM,

k (k1)
independent binary SVM’s are
2

constructed for k-class problem. The optimal SVM model is
selected on the basis of maximum value of IG that signifies
more separability between patterns belonging to two
different classes. IG for a given independent binary OvO
SVM containing n i elements of class i and n j elements of
class j, can be calculated as

IG(i, j)  H (i, j)  [ prob(i) H (t p , f p )  prob( j ) H ( fn , tn )]
(7)
 x 
 y 
  y log 

 x y 
 x y 

Where H ( x, y)   x log 

prob(i) 

nj
ni
and prob( j ) 
(ni  n j )
(ni  n j )

(8)
(9)

Similarly every independent binary SVM in OAA, assume
there are two classes of dataset, class i and class j  i
(class j includes all class other than class i) and training
set D contains n i elements of class i and n j elements of
class j. IG for a given OAA SVM model i can be
calculated as
IG(i)  H (i, j  i)   prob(i) H (t p , f p )  prob( j  i) H ( f n , tn ) 

10)
t p , f p , t n and f n denote number of true positive, false
positive, true negative and false negative respectively.
The Gini index is another popular measure for feature
selection in the field of data mining proposed by Breiman et
al. [29]. It measures the impurity of given set of training data
D and can be calculated as
2

Gini ( D)  1-   prob(i) 

2

(11)

i 1

where p (Ci ) is the probability of class i. The relative entropy
is calculated as follows:

For a binary split, a weighted sum of the impurity of each
resulting partition is computed. The reduction in impurity that
would be incurred by a particular binary split in OvO ODT-
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SVM between two classes of dataset classes i and j is
calculated as below
Gini (i, j )  Gini ( D ) - Ginii , j ( D )

(12)

Where Ginii, j (D)   prob(i)Gini(L)  prob( j)Gini(R)

Gini ( L) is the Gini Index on the left side of the hyper plane
and Gini ( R ) is that on the right. OvO SVM model between
class pair (i k , j k ) that maximizes the reduction in impurity
i.e. Gini index is selected as splitting node in decision
tree SVM at a particular level
Similarly for every independent binary OAA assume there
are two classes of dataset, class i and class j  i . The
reduction in impurity that would be incurred by a
particular binary split is calculated using eqn. (13)
Gini (i)  Gini( D)  Ginii ( D)

(13)

informative. Hence OvO SVM model for class pair (ik ,j k )
or OAA SVM model k that maximizes  2 is selected as
splitting node in ODT-SVM at a particular level.
To measure class variability of patterns, the ratio of
interclass and intra class scatters in kernel-induced feature
space can also be used which better depicts the physical
relationship of data in input space and thereby providing high
generalization ability of classifier based on decision tree. The
scatter-matrix-based measure (S) of training set D in original
space is defined as

S

tr  Sb 

tr  Sw 

(15)

where S w is the within class scatter matrix and S b is the
between class scatter matrix, defined as



where Ginii ( D)   prob(i)Gini( L)  prob( j  i )Gini ( R)

Sb  mi  m j

OAA model i that maximizes the reduction in impurity
i.e. Gini index is selected as splitting node in OAA ODTSVM at a particular level.

where mi 

Chi-square [30], is another criterion used for binary split in
data mining and machine learning, is a statistical test in which
the sampling distribution of the test statistic is a chi-square
distribution when the null hypothesis is true. We are interested
in determining whether a particular decision rule is useful or
informative. In this case, the null hypothesis is that a random
rule would place tp patterns from class i and fp tuples from
class j independently in the left branch of decision tree and the
remainder in the right branch of decision tree. The candidate
decision rule would differ significantly from the random rule
if the proportions differed significantly from those given by
the random rule. The chi-square statistic

 2 will be given by



 g  f , t  f  P   g  t , t  f  P 

2  g tp , tp  f p  Ppos  g  fn , fn tn  Ppos 
p

p

p

neg

Where g  count , exp ect  

n

n

n

(14)

neg

 count  exp ect 

2

exp ect

The higher the value of  2 , the less likely it is that the
null hypothesis is true. Thus, for a sufficiently high  2 ,
the difference between the expected and observed
distributions is statistically significant; one can reject the
null hypothesis and can consider candidate rule is

 mi  m j 

1
ni

T

x & m

1
n  ni



j

xCi

x

xCi

S w  Qi  Q j

(16)
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where Qi and Q j are given as
Qi 
Qj 

1
ni

  x  m  x  m 

T

i

i

xCi

1
n  ni

  x  m  x  m 

T

j

j

xCi

Using kernel trick, samples from class i and class j are
implicitly mapped from R d to a feature space F. Let
  : Rd  F
denote
the
mapping
and





 

K xi , x j    xi  ,  x j

denote the kernel function,

where θ is the set of kernel parameters and ,  is the inner
product. K denotes the kernel matrix and  K i , j is defined as





K xi , x j . Here, K A, B be kernel matrix computed with the

samples from A and B denote two subsets of training sample
set D. Let Sb and S w denotes the between class scatter matrix
and within class scatter matrix in F respectively and defined
as follows:
2



S b   ni mi  m
i 1

 m


i

 m



T

(18)
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2



S w      x   mi


i 1 xDi

where



T

   x   m 

i

Compute IG (i , j ) using eqn (7).

5

Determine class pair (Ci, Cj) for which IG (i , j ) takes
maximum value from the list. If X belongs to class Ci
then delete Cj from the list else delete class Ci.

6

If the remaining classes exist, repeat Steps 2-5
otherwise terminate the algorithm.

mi denotes the mean of training samples from class



i, m is the mean of all the training samples in F, and,
and

4
(19)

mi



m j denotes the mean vectors of training samples from

the classes i and j in F. Let H is vector whose elements are all
“1”. Its size will be decided by the context. We can write

m T mi  ni2 H T K Di , Di H

(20)

mj T mj  nj 2 H T K D j , D j H

(21)

i



mi T mj  ni n j



2

H T K Di , D j H

(22)

 

 

Hence, using eqns. (20)-(22) tr S 

and tr S 

b

w

can be

Similar computational steps are followed for other three
measures to determine the structure of OvO ODT-SVM.
Similarly, the outline for OAA ODT-SVM using IG class
separability measure for k-class is given below:
1

Generate the initial list {C1, …, Ck)

2

Calculate H (i , j  i ) using (8).

3

Calculate prob(i), prob(j), H(tp, fp) amd H(fn, tn)
using (9) and (8) respectively.

4

Compute IG (i ) using (10).

5

Determine model i for which IG (i ) takes maximum
value from the list.

6

If j is multiclass, repeat Steps 2-5. Otherwise,
terminate the algorithm.

rewritten as:

 

tr S 
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 2
 tr  ni m  m
i
 i 1


 

tr S 
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H T K D j ,D j H

ni
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H T K D, D H
n
T

    x   m    x   m 



i

i

xDi



 tr K D , D 

H T K Di , Di H
ni






Similar computational steps are followed for other three
measures to determine the structure of OAA ODT-SVM.

(24)

T



H K D j ,D j H
nj

Now the class separability in a feature space F is obtained as

SC 

 
tr  S 
tr S 

(25)

b



w

The outline for OvO ODT-SVM using IG class separability
measure for k-class is given below:
1

Generate the initial list {C1, …, Ck).

2

Calculate H (i , j ) using eqn (8) for i = 1, …, k and
j>i

3

Calculate H(t p, f p) ,

H( fn,tn) , prob (i ) and

using eqn (8) and eqn (9) respectively.

prob (i )

In order to compute the time complexity of training phase
of OvO SVM, we assume without loss of any generality that
the number of samples in each class is approximately same
n
. To solve k-class problem using conventional OvO,
i.e.
k
k ( k  1)
binary SVM classifiers are developed. Assuming the
2
time complexity of building a SVM with n samples and d
features is O(n2 d ) , it can be shown that training time of
train
, is O(n2 d ) .However, in
conventional OvO, Tcon-OvO-SVM
general the structure of decision tree generated using
statistical measures is almost height balanced of maximum
depth log(k )  . There are 2i-1 nodes at ith level and each node

 2n 
uses 
 samples. Hence, the training time for OvO ODT k 
SVM using statistical measure is given by:
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log( k )
train

TOvO-ODT-SVM

i 1 

2
i 1
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2

2n 
 k  d
 

2

d
n  
k

(26)

k ( k  1)
2
decision functions are to be evaluated. Also the majority
k ( k  1)
voting is computed with
operation. Hence, the
2
k ( k  1)
testing, T _O O for each sample is given by
. Since,
2
the maximum depth of OvO ODT-SVM is log(k )  , the
During testing phase of the conventional OvO,

testing time requires log(k )  operations. According to the
above analysis it is evident that the training and testing time
for OvO ODT-SVM will always require less computation
time in comparison to conventional OvO SVM.
For k-class problem, (k-1) hyperplanes are to be calculated
in case of OAA ODT-SVM, whereas k times SVM model is
developed in case of conventional OAA SVM approach which
is more than number of SVM models required in decision tree
OAA SVM. Hence, the overall time complexity of training



2



SVM using OAA approach is proportional to kn d . In
train
required by
order to compute training time TOAA-ODT-SVM
OAA ODT-SVM, we assume that the number of samples in
n
. At first level of
each class is approximately same i.e.
k

OAA ODT-SVM model will take time proportional to (n 2 d ) .
It can be shown that at ith stage, time required to build SVM
2

n  i  1  
train

model  n 
 d  .The TOAA-ODT-SVM required for

k  


decision tree based SVM is given by
2

n 
train
TOAA-ODT-SVM
 (n 2 d )    n   d   

k  

2

n( k  2)  
  n 
 d 

k
 

 n 2 dk 

 3 



(27)

Under the above assumption the time required for training
an OAA ODT-SVM is approximately three times lesser than
the conventional OAA. While in testing phase, the values of
all the hyperplanes need to be determined in case of OAA
formulation whereas in OAA ODT-SVM, the value of all the

hyperplanes need not be computed in general. Hence the time
complexity of testing will also be less in case of OAA ODTSVM in comparison to conventional OAA. Comparing OVO
ODT-SVM and OAA ODT-SVM, it can be shown that the
training and testing time of OvO ODT-SVM model requires
less time in comparison to the training and testing time of
OAA ODT-SVM model.

5

Experimental Results

We have performed our experiments on KDD’99 dataset.
The original training data contains records belonging to one of
the five major classes (1) Normal, (2) Probe, (3) DOS, (4)
U2R and (5) R2L.
Table I. Dataset Description
Attack Type

#Training Tuples

# Testing Tuples

Normal

23410

42369

Probe

2130

1254

DOS

23411

21720

U2R

51

39

R2L

998

998

Total

50000

66380

The actual dataset contains five million records. Since the
classification technique require more computational time to
learn large size of training data, we used samples of dataset
from given data for tractable learning. So we have constructed
training file containing 50,000 records. Testing file was
created by randomly selecting 66,380 records from the testing
dataset to check the performance of our classifier. The
description of our training and testing file are found in Table
I.
We have used measures such as (i) Classification accuracy
(ii) Training time and (iii) Testing time to evaluate the
performance of our proposed ODT-SVM classifier using
information gain, gini index, chi-square and scatter-matrixbased class separability in kernel-induced space. We have
used RBF function K(x, y) = exp (-γ||x-y||2) with value of
C=100 and γ = [10-1, 10-2, …, 10-7]. The experiments were
performed with 10 different training and testing dataset. We
determine the value of γ for which the maximum average
classification accuracy is achieved.
Table II shows the comparison of maximum average
classification accuracy of our proposed ODT-SVM with
conventional OvO, conventional OAA, C4.5 and MLP. The
best classification accuracy for each dataset is shown in bold.
It can be noted that the performance of both ODT-SVM
models is better in comparison to other commonly used multiclass classifiers. Table III shows the comparison of
computation time of proposed ODT-SVM with conventional
OvO, conventional OAA, C4.5 and MLP for both training and
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testing phase respectively for RBF kernel with γ = 10-2 and
C=100. It can observed that the time required for training and
testing of ODT-SVMs is less in comparison to conventional
SVMs and significantly less in comparison to C4.5 and MLP

Among four measures employed for determining the
structure of decision tree, neither of them is clear winner over
other in terms of computation time for training and testing.

Table II Comparison of Maximum Average Classification Accuracy [%]
OvO ODT-SVMs

Attack
Type

OvO

Normal
Probe
Dos
U2R
R2L
Total

97.81
95.7
72.1
46.15
29.66
88.3



IG
99.72
97.94
79.81
48.71
75.15
92.77

99.18
99.54
80.52
51.28
78.65
92.74

OAA ODT-SVMs

2

SC

98.98
97.94
83.97
51.28
74.94
93.66

99.64
97.94
79.32
56.41
77.65
92.6

OAA

2

IG

98.01
95.71
73.46
53.84
42.38
89.07

99.32
99.35
82.52
53.84
78.35
93.48

99.86
99.72
80.52
56.41
74.45
93.12

SC

99.23
99.87
82.52
58.41
75.56
93.39

99.31
99.89
81.24
58.97
79.75
93.09

C4.5

MLP

98.01
95.71
73.46
53.84
42.38
89.07

99.32
99.35
82.52
53.84
78.35
93.48

Table III Comparison of Computation Time [seconds]
Dataset OvO

OvO ODT-SVMs

IG
Training
712.50
Time
Testing
125.42
Time

6



OAA
2

SC

IG



C4.5
2

114.689 103.62 109.52 145.29 181.80

MLP

SC

660.354 664.26 639.07 650.32 1625.50 784.67 787.12 788.59 790.90
144.45 147.14 147.14 169.27

819.54 810.322
179.32 171.452

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed new formulations of OvO ODTSVM and OAA ODT-SVM using the statistical measures i.e.
information gain, gini index, chi-square and scatter-matrixbased class separability in kernel-induced space. We have also
shown theoretically that the computation time of training and
testing of both the ODT-SVMs using statistical measures is
better in comparison to conventional SVM. The performance
of our proposed framework is evaluated in terms of
classification accuracy and computation time of training and
testing phase. The results of the experiment on KDD’99
datasets indicate that average classification accuracy of our
proposed framework is better than conventional SVMs and
significantly better than widely used multi-class classifiers.
Our experimental results also demonstrate that the
computation time of proposed ODT-SVMs formulation is
significantly less in comparison to conventional SVM and
other multi-class classifiers.

7

OAA ODT-SVMs
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Abstract— The Learner Interaction Monitoring System
(LiMS) is a web-based application that can interface with
any web-based course delivery platform to transform the
online learning environment into an active observer of
learner engagement. In this paper we describe how the LiMS
‘event capture model’ collects detailed real-time data on
learner behavior in self-directed online learning
environments, and interprets these data by drawing on
behavioral research. We argue that LiMS offers education
and training managers in corporate contexts a valuable tool
for the evaluation of learner performance and course design.
By allowing more detailed demonstration of ROI in
education and training, LiMS allows managers to make the
case for web based courseware that reflects appropriate and
evidence-based instructional design, rather than budgetary
constraints.
Keywords— online behavior, student performance evaluation

I. CONTEXT: THE NEED TO DEMONSTRATE RETURN ON
INVESTMENT IN ONLINE EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Businesses around the world are increasingly
recognizing the need to support continuous professional
development and skills acquisition and foster lifelong
learning in their workforce, in order to maintain
competitiveness in the global marketplace. Many have
recognized the potential benefits of online training and
education: the flexibility offered by the web-based
learning environment allows working adult learners to
engage with course materials “any time, any place, any
path, any pace” [1]. Well-designed online training courses
promise to make education and training available in ways
that fit the busy work and life schedules of employees,
and almost two decades of research into online learning
has demonstrated that there is no measurable significant
difference in learning outcomes between face to face and
online learning modalities [2, 3]. In the corporate context,
where exam results and course grades rarely exist as
measures of learner achievement or effective online
course design, it falls to training and education managers
to identify reliable and valid approaches to evaluating
both course design and learner performance, in order to

demonstrate a significant return on the sizable
investments needed to implement high quality online
learning.
Unfortunately, few easily implementable
approaches exist. As [4] notes, “in spite of the best efforts
of organizations and the professional trainers’
associations, there are significant problems in evaluating
the true impact of [online] training”.
Similarly, while the value of feedback from and to
learners in educational settings is well-established (see,
for example, [5]), most corporate training departments
lack the tools to gather accurate learner feedback (direct
or indirect) about their online learning experience or
activities. Such information is critical in evaluating
whether training courses are meeting corporate
educational needs and goals. In the absence of evaluative
tools that return meaningful and easily interpretable data,
corporate training departments are more likely to deliver
web based courseware that simply reflects budgetary
restrictions, rather than appropriate and evidence-based
instructional design.
II. BEYOND THE LMS: THE LEARNER INTERACTION
MONITORING SYSTEM (LIMS)
To meet the need for a robust web-based training
evaluation tool, we have developed the Learner
Interaction Monitoring System (LiMS) application. LiMS
is a two-part, web-based plug-in application that can
interface with any web-based course delivery platform to
transform the online learning environment into an active
observer of learner engagement with course materials.
Unlike the minimalist tracking tools packaged with
standard Learning Management Systems (LMSs), LiMS
purposely captures fine-grained data on learner activity
and behaviors within the learning environment, turning
the course itself into an active receiver of indirect learner
feedback. Given that most web-based corporate training is
self-paced, self-directed and is not instructor-led, this
capacity already makes LiMS unique.
Typically, LMSs capture only very limited learner
performance data such as student scores and course
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completion status. At best, such data merely demonstrate
base-level learner participation. Until recently, this has
been sufficient in the business environment, where the
primary role of an online course has been to satisfy
regulatory training requirements.
While some LMSs now capture and archive more
extensive learner tracking data, they offer only very
limited data reporting options, and access to archived data
has only been possible via slow and cumbersome manual
processes [6-8]. Even more problematic is the reality that
existing commercial LMSs provide little or no guidance
for educators and managers to indicate which (if any) of
the captured tracking variables may be pedagogically
meaningful - that is to say, which of the available data
points are indicative of student participation in
educationally purposeful activity that may contribute to
their learning or success [8]. Today, training
administrators are nevertheless expected to evaluate
learner competence and course effectiveness by
examining these primitive or largely inaccessible data
sets, in the absence of any interpretive guidance.
The Learner Interaction Monitoring System (LiMS)
now offers administrators a means of capturing rich and
detailed real-time information about individual learner
behaviors in an online learning environment, and makes
use of evidence-based interpretive approaches to permit
meaningful evaluation of learners and courses. As [9]
notes “…you can always choose not to analyze data you
have collected, but you can never analyze what you do not
collect”. Most LMSs fail to collect data that can reveal
information about both learners and course design. By
collecting user course engagement events, such as mouse
clicks or movements acting upon individual page
elements such as buttons, checkboxes and lists, LiMS
ensures that the detailed course interaction data of the user
experience is captured for reference. Going far beyond
the capture of simple event sequencing, LiMS also
captures data reflecting the variable behavioral
characteristics of those actions such as duration, timing
and response latency. Much like a teacher in a live
classroom, LiMS virtually “watches” what the student is
doing in an online class and commits those actions to
memory by recording the behavioral data to an SQL
database. Importantly, LiMS implementation and
continuing development builds on existing research to
permit pedagogically meaningful interpretation of
captured data.
III. PRINCIPLES UNDERPINNING LIMS DEVELOPMENT
LiMS leverages a growing body of research confirming
the relationships between online behaviors and learner
performance, and builds on the resultant understanding
that learner behavior in online learning environments
offers a rich source of indirect feedback on both their
learning strategies and experience, and effectiveness of
course design.
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Web analytics uncover online indicators of learner
performance
In the past decade, the field of ‘academic analytics’ has
emerged, as a small number of investigators have begun
to employ business intelligence tools and processes in the
analysis of data sets captured by institutional LMSs [10].
Studies of interactive, instructor-facilitated online courses
in the higher education sector have begun to demonstrate
significant positive correlations between selected simple
measures of student engagement with online course
content, tools and peers, and a student’s ultimate
achievement in a course, as measured by final course
grade [8, 11-13]. While this work has highlighted the real
relationships between online behaviors and learner
performance, the level of individual learner analysis
remains crude. Moreover, the cited studies reveal that in
the group-study contexts of higher education, learnerlearner interaction measures are the best predictors of
success. Continuing work in this line has less to offer the
world of self-directed online education and training.
LiMS allows fine-grained analysis of learner behavior
LiMS builds upon the basic findings of academic
analytics, and extends these to the world of online
corporate training by developing a detailed map of an
individual learner’s engagement with online course
materials, coupled with evidence-based interpretation.
In face-to-face training environments, educators
intuitively evaluate learners or lessons by observing
learner activity and reactions. Learners may demonstrate
interest in a subject, for example, by contributing verbal
comments or by identifying themselves as eager to
participate by raising their hand. Disinterested or
disengaged learners are often quiet, and reluctant to
engage in dialogue. Proponents of alternate assessment
approaches propose that multiple behavioral indicators
(observable or recordable responses to an event) can and
should be employed to evaluate learner performance and
the effectiveness of teaching methods [14]. They point to
psychological research that supports pedagogically
meaningful interpretation of a range of learner behaviors see, for example, [15] and [16] on the significance of
response time or ‘response latency’. Such research
suggests that in the classroom, as well as online, the
timeliness and sequence of a learner’s actions contribute
to an individual’s learning profile. They argue that
motivated educators can make use of such observations to
adjust their teaching techniques and approach in order to
better engage the quiet or struggling student, as well as to
acknowledge and further challenge the interested. To date,
visual observation of learner engagement has been largely
unavailable in asynchronous learner-directed online
training environments.
We contend that new methods of capturing learner
behavior data, such as the online behaviors recorded by
LiMS, can provide some of the same valuable information
as live teacher observation and can permit richer more
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Fig. 1. LiMS comparison reporting of learner time spent reading specified content

fine-grained evaluation of learner performance online.
The separation in space and time between the learner
and teacher (or instructional designer) in distance learning
contexts, first characterized by [17] as ‘transactional
distance’, is routinely positioned as problematic. Echoing
[18], [19] points out, however, that in online learning
environments this exact condition of relative isolation
may permit revelation of the learner’s “true self” and
allow individuals to express “phenomenally real aspects
of self not often or easily expressed to others.” In the unmonitored isolation of a self-directed online course, the
supposedly unobserved actions of a learner may reveal
behavioral information that is much more reliable than
data collected via self-reporting and self-evaluation
mechanisms.
IV. FROM DATA TO INTERPRETATION
“Data by itself is not information. For [an] evaluation
to be credible, it has to inform and have an impact.” [9]
The LiMS “Event Capture” Model
In a LiMS-enabled learning environment, start time is
captured as soon as a learner opens a web-based course
page. All objects and page elements (radio buttons, text
boxes, hyperlinked text, etc) are identified on the page
and reported to the database. For comprehensive elements
(select boxes, list boxes, etc), event handlers are attached
to each to capture all interactions with the viewer so they
can be programmatically processed on the client computer
and/or recorded to the LiMS database. In addition, all text
(initially visible) is word counted, to allow calculation of
a predicted reading completion time. Each ‘event’ mouse click, mouseover, response change - is captured

and the time noted, to establish whether the event was
‘early’ or not. Hyperlinked URLs are captured when the
text is selected – ‘time opened’ is stamped (as well as
‘time closed’, to establish length of time of event). When
elements are interacted with by the mouse, the duration of
the event is captured and a ‘behavior’ is assigned to that
duration (i.e. pause, hover, etc).
At the completion of each online training experience,
LiMS assigns a ‘behavioral grade’ to the learner reflecting
their approach to the training material when compared to
a standard established by LiMS itself. At course
completion, each learner, by default, is assigned an
‘learning behavioral grade’ of A+. As the learner’s course
behavior is reviewed by the LiMS engine, the grade is
impacted by interpretation of captured criteria: 1.) Did the
learner consistently read all of the text on each page? 2.)
Did the learner access optional content when available?
3.) Did the learner answer all questions correctly? 4.) Did
the learner access optional content that offered guidance
to answering questions correctly? 5.) Did the learner
adjust their behavioral approach during the course thereby
positively impacting their performance?
LiMS adjusts the learner’s initial grade using an
algorithm that computes a final assigned ‘grade’ reflecting
their behavioral approach to online training materials. A
descriptive profile of the learner is generated based on the
course grade and the behavioral data, and is posted on the
student’s report page. For example, text-based reports
may include statements such as: “Student X rarely
accesses optional data even when it might result in
performance improvement”.
LiMS implementation can then be customized to allow
educational designers to ask targeted questions about
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learner choices within a course, or to track learner
behavior in relation to key course material items or events
of interest. In relation to learner behaviors, for example,
educators may wish to ask questions such as: Are learners
spending sufficient time reading particular core course
text materials? Do my learners display differential
response latency to key questions, and can this provide
insight into comprehension or decision making style?
Additional comparison measures permit benchmarking
against peers or course norms.
1) Example: Reading Time
The time interval between reading completion and
initiation of a sequential event (for example, completion
of a quiz), may be a useful discrepancy indicator in
learner or course evaluation. Native speakers of English in
North America typically read at a rate of 250-300 words
per minute, when reading for comprehension [20]. LiMS
assumes a baseline reading rate of 300 words per minute,
or 5 words per second, allowing the calculation of
predicted reading time for all text-based course materials.
As a learner moves through web-based course text, LiMS
not only captures reading times for text blocks, but offers
interpretive analysis describing whether a learner appears
to be proceeding normally, too slowly or too quickly
through reading materials. Such information can then be
considered in relation to learner performance (if reading is
apparently completed ‘too quickly’, is a learner giving
insufficient time to the task?) and to course design (if
learners regularly take too much time on selected text
blocks, do these need rewriting for clarity?).
2) Example: Response latency
Similarly, response latency may also function as a
discrepancy indicator. Research suggests, for example,
that response latency “may be a useful measure for
behaviors that serve an automatic function” [21]. That is
to say, where response to an item (for example, a quiz
question), is slow (shows increased response latency), it
can be hypothesized that the responder (the learner) is
experiencing a dilemma. Consider, for example, a web
based Ethics course in which a learner is asked to make a
decision about whether or not to accept a small gift from a
vendor despite company policy strictly forbidding gifts.
Reading the question and selecting an answer is expected
to take no more than 12 seconds, whether the learner
agrees with the statement or not. If the time to complete
the task falls within the expected time period, then the
learner might be assumed to be committed to their
answer, regardless of their selection. If the task
completion time was longer than expected, we might infer
a struggle in choice selection, indicating a cognitive or
behavioral dilemma.
In this scenario, there may be value in investigating
why the learner took extra time answering the question.
Research has demonstrated, for example, that response
time for wrong answers is longer than for correct answers
[15] and that “respondents holding unstable attitudes need
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more time to respond to an opinion question than
respondents who hold stable attitudes.” [16]. Further
investigation may be needed to discover whether course
materials explaining company policy are insufficiently
clear, or whether a particular learner is in genuine
disagreement with or confusion about the policy.
3) Example: Using additional resources
Continuing with the above scenario, suppose the
question was reconstructed as: ‘Would you consider
accepting a gift under $100 from a vendor?’ This time the
organization’s policy information about receiving gifts is
hidden in a popup window. A button labeled “additional
information” is included on the page that, once selected,
reveals the organization’s gift receiving policy. This
additional interactive option introduces the possibility of
considering additional behavioral indicators: Did the
learner display interest in “additional information”? If
selected, was the additional content open long enough to
be read or closed instantly? If the button was not selected,
what was the sequential action? In other words, adding
additional learning resources offers greater potential for
behavior tracking and interpretation.
Integrating course materials and learning activities into
online courses using more sophisticated media and tools
(linked resources, multi-media, interactive activities) not
only engages learners more effectively, but it also creates
richer and more sophisticated opportunities to capture
business intelligence and gain insight into learner
behavior and course effectiveness. Highly interactive
courses are more expensive to design and implement.
Failure to follow evidence-based instructional design
principles, however, not only reduces educational
effectiveness but also means that meaningful
opportunities for real-time learner performance and
course evaluation are lost.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The supposedly unobserved nature of the learner
experience in the online training and education
environment affords unique possibilities for evaluation.
Capturing the sequence, duration and timing of user
interactions with course materials and learning
opportunities in real-time permits the development of a
learning behavior profile of each individual, and
interpretive metrics can then be run on the performance of
individuals, groups, and course content and structure.
Collection and analysis of robust data sets permits greater
intelligence, responsiveness and reactivity to be integrated
into web-based courses. LiMS paves the way to fully
evaluating students and courseware, and offers educators
and managers data resources to support robust training
development that is at once engaging, productive and
fiscally viable.
Moreover, we believe that there is enormous potential
for real-time intervention within a course that is “LiMS
enabled”. As the observer of student interactions, LiMS
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Fig. 2. The LiMS reporting interface

data can provide the resources for a course to become a
‘coach’ or learning facilitator. By accessing captured
student behavioral data the possibility exists to
programmatically customize the online training
environment in real-time, thereby adjusting the manner in
which content is presented on screen or altering the
functionality of a course.
If the expense of online training cannot be validated
“those investments in training will be more likely [sic]
rejected by the organization’s senior management” [4].
LiMS provides important justification for the budgets
necessary to build dynamic courses with supportive
learning environments. By coupling its analytic and
interpretive capabilities to well designed interactive
courseware, it allows educational managers to mine the
resultant intelligence as a multidimensional approach to
effectively measuring ROI. Early adopters of LiMS are
working with our programmers and interface designers to
enhance the presentation of behavioral data, as we
continue to refine the tool, and in future publications we
will offer detailed analysis of LiMS-generated data.
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Elaboration of applied technologies for modeling connected
geomechanical, geofiltration and geodynamic processes in rock’s
massifs
Michael Zhuravkov, professor, Aleg Kanavalau, senior researcher, Belarus State University

Abstract—Some results of our investigations, concerning
research of connected geomechanical, hydromechanical
(geofiltration) and geodynamic processes in rock’s massif with
large-scale underground mining works are presented in report.
We define connected problems as such problems, when we
consider the joint influence of geomechanical processes to
others processes in massif and inverse. In the report
elaboration of mechanical-mathematical models and special
computer technologies for investigation of various
geomechanical processes are discussed. Examples of some
applied computer procedures for modeling various connected
geomechanics, geodynamic and geofiltration processes on the
base of one’s own program systems and such systems as
«OPEN SOURCE» software are showed.

I. INTRODUCTION
Some results of investigations, concerning research of
connected geomechanical, hydromechanical (geofiltration)
and geodynamic processes in rock’s massif with large-scale
underground mining works are discussed in report.
We define connected problems as such problems, when
we consider the joint influence of geomechanical processes
to other processes in massif and inverse. For example,
stress-strain state of hard rocks influence on the stress-state
of liquid and inverse – stress-state of liquid for one's turn
influence on stress-strain state of the rocks.
Solutions such problems demand preparation a lot of
initial and input data (geology, surveying, technology and
others). Except this we must have adequate mathematics and
computer models for investigation of such processes.
The most effective way for prepare all complex of input
data for modeling and for own modelling procedure is
building up and using a special computer system. Such
approach actively develops by our research laboratory of
applied mechanics in Belarus State University at creation
of geomonitoring systems and systems of computer
modeling and simulation of geomechanical processes for
regions of liquid and hard mineral resources [1].
We define system of regional geomechanical monitoring
(SRGM) as automated computer information-measuring and
M.A.Zhuravkov is with the Department of Theoretical and Applied
mechanics, Belarus State University, Minsk, Belarus (corresponding author
to provide phone: 375-17-2095203; 375-29-6859733; fax: 375-17-2095011;
e-mail: zhuravkov@ bsu.by).
A.L.Kanavalau is with the Department of Applied mathematics, Belarus
State University, Minsk, Belarus (e-mail: KonovalovOL@bsu.by).

analytical system of observations, control, diagnostics, study
and forecast of general geomechanical and connected with it
mine-ecological state of underground and surface space of
ecosystem in region of large-scale underground mining
work proceeding.
In number of the SRGM important problems enter
problems of modeling of geomechanical processes in mining
massif and undersurface and surface areas of massif; study
and estimation of massif’s properties; creation of
geomechanical databases and knowledge bases system etc.
In generally, the first stage of creation of effective system
of regional geomechanical monitoring is building up of
information system or geoinformation system.
One of base elements of geoinformation system is
subsystem for creation and building up specialization maps,
representing organised by certain principles and rules a set
of maps and data related to them (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Example of finite element model of rock’s massif have been built on
base of initial geology and geophysics information

II. SYSTEM OF MODELING AND SIMULATION OF
GEOMECHANICAL PROCESSES

The important element of general system of
geomechanical monitoring is the system of mathematical
and computer modeling and simulation of geomechanical
processes [2, 3].
Problems of geomechanical processes modeling we divide
into some parts. According to it, in our system of modeling
and simulation of geomechanical processes some basic
subsystems are allocated:
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♦ Stress-Strain State in vicinity of underground cavities
and buildings;
♦ Stability and measures of safeguard of underground
cavities;
♦ Stress-Strain State in rock massif with large-scale
underground mining works from Earth Surface to Large
Deeps;
♦ Deforming processes on Earth Surface and underSurface
regions;
♦ Stability of engineering buildings on Earth Surface and
undersurface regions;
♦ Connecting problems of geomechanics, geodynamic,
hydrogeomechanics and gasdynamic;
♦ Connecting problems of rock mechanics and mechanics
of rock equipment.
For solution modeling problems wide spectrum of
methods and approaches is used. These methods are united
in complex, which is internal part of general system.
A software package being developed based on mesh free
technology for general-purpose engineering computations.
Conventional mesh-based computational methods such as
finite element methods (FEM), finite volume methods
(FVM), boundary integral methods (BIM) have been welldeveloped and use in engineering applications.
One’s own program systems and such systems as «OPEN
SOURCE» software are used for construction of computer
procedures. It’s demonstrated that using of «OPEN
SOURCE» software makes it possible for creation computer
technologies for broad spectrum of processes and models.
Particularly, for building applied computer procedures for
modeling various connected geomechanics, geodynamic and
geofiltration processes we use such FEM packets as NAPL,
TOCHNOG, OFELI and our own elaboration MapManager.
We elaborate technologies of modeling on base of
personal computers and using of cluster architecture [4].
For considering class of problems the most resources
(time and memory) require solution
of system linear
algebraic equations (SLAE). For cluster architecture special
library “SuperLU_Distributed” is used. That library support
technology calculation SLAE on MPI-clusters. Results some
experiments are represented in fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Results calculation modeling problems with using cluster
architecture
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III. ABOUT CALCULATION OF STRESS-STRAIN STATE IN
ROCK’S MASSIF WITH LARGE-SCALE UNDERGROUND MINING
WORKS FROM EARTH SURFACE TO LARGE DEEPS
A. Some general positions
The most effective path for building computational
schemes for studying stress-strain state in massif and
process of Earth surface displacements caused by influence
of mining works are using so called analytical-experimental
methods, when theoretical models corrected by data of
natural experiments. We elaborated the models and
computer technologies for study of various geomechanical
processes in massif with mining works with take into
consideration forming regions with different deformed and
structural states. Study of geomechanical processes is based
on the theory of deforming geomechanics of block-layered
rock’s massif.
The major factors which are necessary to take into
account for building mechanical-mathematics model for
study geomechanical processes are:
− Structural-geologic regional features of rock mass;
− Effective physics-mechanical properties of rock mass;
− Characteristics of the technology impact;
− The original and seconds stress-state of the massif;
− The typical zones of the stress-strain state in massif with
mined-out space.
The typical zones of the stress-strain state are: destroing
zones around of cavities, zone of jointing, zone of the
smoothly deflection, increased rock pressure zone, zone of
unloading.
The general scheme of the solution of model computer
problems looks as follows:
1. At the first stage the problem about definition of the
initial stress-strain state of the investigated area according
to its structural-geologic features is solved.
2. At the second stage the problem about change of the
stress-strain state in investigated area owing to mining
operations is solved.
So the second stage is a problem of definition of the
“additional” stress-strain state owing to underground mining
operations. At the given stage it is possible to inject into
reviewing concept “block of excavation”.
3. At the third stage of computer solution it is necessary to
consider a problem of allocation of the typical zones in
destroying massif.
First of all it is necessary to define areas of destruction in
a neighbourhood of cavities (the blocks of excavation).
On the following step the areas of destruction "added" to
excavation and new problem for area of rock mass with new
geometry of technological destruction of massif and with
new boundary conditions is solved. This stage is the iterative
procedure: the failure condition is verified on each new step
of a solution and the new area of destruction is taken into
account on a consequent step of a solution.
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Improvement of the third stage is detection, besides area
of destruction, area of possible development of slip lines
(area of potential jointing). Then at definition of the iterative
scheme of a solution it is necessary to take into account
presence not only areas of immediate destruction, but also
area of possible jointing. This improvement of the third
stage requires change of a computation mechanicmathematical model of behaviour of massif in the areas of
possible jointing on each iterative step.
Detection of area of possible development of lines of
slides puts a new problem about formation of a block
structure in massif from fixed area of destruction down to
Earth surface.
The given problem is very complicated and multiface and
can be considered in several approximations.
At first, in connection with that the block structure in the
majority (if there are no large strains or dynamic breakdown) behaves as a solid body, a precise establishment of
topology of a block structure it is not required. It is possible
to consider an effective model continuum and to define
zones of possible discontinuity (according to selected
criterias).
At an establishment of topology of a block structure of
massif according to its structural-geologic singularities the
solution of a problem about a deforming of the received
block structure is necessary.
At simulation of strains of a block structure it is possible
to select some classes of problems, and first of all it is
necessary to consider a deforming of a block structure as a
whole as solid rigid deformable structure with different
interior connections between elements. Thus for the given
problem elements are separate blocks, and connections are
interblock gaps.
The essential moment at simulation is the select of blocks
behaviour and interblock space. Blocks can be selected as
rigid bodies, or as elastic. The interblock space can be
considered also as rigid or elastic cohesion between adjacent
blocks. In this connection, the important meaning has
knowledge of properties of interblock gaps with the purpose
of forecasting values of coefficient of frictions at the
possible shears calling irreversible deformations of the
massif.
Thus, for definition of deformation processes of the
massif taking into account the block structure it is necessary
to know in addition:
• Physics-mechanical properties of separate elements
(structural blocks);
• Physics-mechanical properties of interblock gaps;
• Requirements static (or dynamic) balance of a system of
blocks at the given loading;
• The order of loads applying not only in each boundary
point of a set of blocks, but also inside block structure on
interblock gaps.
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It is obvious, that alternatives of movement of block
structure and interaction of blocks in this structure can be
very much.
B. Definition of typical zones of massif with cavities
At definition of the typical zones in the destroyed massif,
it is necessary to mark, that the zone of destruction and zone
of jointing correspond to areas of an ultimate strain. Zone of
destruction is area of the massif immediately above an
excavation which will be arouse, as a rule, due to the bond
liftoff of the massif on contacts of layers. The zone of
jointing is area of the massif above zone of destruction. In
this zone the discontinuity can happen as due to exfoliation,
as shear.
Based on supposed character of appearance of jointing
zones and a breaking-down zones, definition of these areas
to be carried out according to the type of the stress state and
to strength criteria appropriated to the given type of the
stress state:
⎧τ n ≥ (C − σ n tgϕ ) cosϕ ,
⎪if σ ∈ Ω = {(σ ≤ 0 ) or (σ < 0 and σ < σ )}
,
⎪
i
1
1
3
1
t
⎨
⎪σ1 ≥ σ t ,
⎪⎩ if σ i ∈ Ω 2 = {(σ 3 ≥ 0 ) or (σ 3 < 0 and σ1 ≥ σ t )}

(1)

where τn = (σ1 - σ3)/2, σn = (σ1 + σ3)/2 are maximum
tangential and normal stress; С is coefficient of cohesion;
tgϕ is coefficient of internal friction; σ1, σ2, σ3 are principal
stresses; σt is limit stress at an unaxial tensioning.
Effect of second principal stress σ2 is not taken into
account in the formula (1). For taking into account all three
principal stresses as the strength criteria it is possible to use
the Botkin-Mirolubov criteria:

(σ 1 − σ 3 )2 + (σ 2 − σ 3 )2 + (σ1 − σ 2 )2 =
,
2 2σ c σ t
2 (σ c − σ t )
(σ 1 + σ 2 + σ 3 )
=
−
σc + σt

(2)

σc + σt

where σс is limit stress at an axial compression.
C. General scheme of a computer solution
The general scheme of a computer solution the modeling
problem about definition a stress-strain state of the massif
with cavities can be circumscribed in the following way
(applying to finite element method procedure).
On the first step for the accepted elastic parameters of the
massif the problem of the theory of elasticity is solved. The
stresses obtained in everyone finite element are remembered
and used for the representation of the original tension for the
following step of a solution, but in the finite elements related
to excavation area we should set original stress state to zero.
On the second step of a solution the additional stress field
in massif with cavities is defined. Modelling is carried out
by means of deactivation of finite elements corresponding to
simulated excavation. A deactivated element remains in the
model but contributes a near-zero stiffness value to the
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stiffness matrix. Deactivated elements contribute nothing to
the mass matrix. Analogously to the first step of a solution
obtained stress should be wrote and used on the following
step of a solution.
Note: In the followings steps of a solution we should set
original stress state to zero in the finite elements where ψi =
< 1 according to (3) or (4).
After getting elastic solution on the second step, the third
step of a solution is carried out. On the given step computed
stress on each finite element are compared to the limiting for
the given rock’s massif, for example, using expressions (1)
or (3).
As a result of definition of “areas with critical stage of a
deforming”, it is possible to carry out correction for the
further solutions. Namely, for each finite element the
following values are calculated:
For a strength condition (1):

⎧ψ i
⎪ if
⎪
⎨
⎪ψ i
⎪⎩ if

= (C − σ n tgϕ ) cosϕ / τ n ,

σ i ∈ Ω1 = {(σ1 ≤ 0) or (σ 3 < 0 and σ 1 < σ t )} , (3)
= σ t /σ 1 ,
σ i ∈ Ω 2 = {(σ 3 ≥ 0) or (σ 3 < 0 and σ1 ≥ σ t )}

or for the strength condition (2):

ψi =

2 2σ c σ t
2 (σ c − σ t )
(σ1 + σ 2 + σ 3 )
−
σc + σt
σc + σt
,

(σ1 − σ 3 )2 + (σ 2 − σ 3 )2 + (σ1 − σ 2 )2

(4)

where ψi is coefficient, computed for “i” finite element, on
the basis of ψi to be carried out variation by an elastic
modulus of “i” finite element.
After the second step of a solution, zones with a stress
state Ω2 will be obtained in a neighborhood of modeling
cavity. These zones add to excavation area. For finite
elements of the obtained new area the following elastic
properties are set:
n

E=

n

1

∑ 10 E V
i

i =1

i

n0

n

∑V + ∑V
i

i =1

,ρ=

0
i

i =1

∑ρ V
i =1

i

i

n0

n

∑V + ∑V
i =1

i

i =1

0
i

,

(5)

n

ν=

∑ν V
i =1

n

i

i

n0

∑V + ∑V
i =1

i

i =1

,

0
i

where n is quantity of the finite element belong to added
zones or Ω2; n0 is quantity of finite elements belong to
excavation area; Ei, ρi, νi are Young's modulus, density and
Poisson's ratio of “i” finite element; Vi is volume (area) of
“i” finite element belong to added zones or Ω2; V0i is
volume (area) of “i” finite element belong to excavation
area.

For finite elements, which belong to Ω1 or Ω2, the elastic
modulus is recalculated as follows:

⎧ Ei j = ψij Ei j -1 , if σ i ∈ Ω1
⎪
,
⎨ j 1 j -1
⎪ Ei = Ei , if σ i ∈ Ω 2
10
⎩

(6)

where E j i, E j – 1 i are calculated elastic modulus for “i” finite
element on jth step of a solution of the theory of elasticity
and accordingly an elastic modulus for “i” finite element on
(j-1)th step of a solution; ψ ji is the coefficient calculated on
(3) or (4) for “i” finite element on jth step of a solution.
Having carried out these changes the third step of a
solution is carried out. From this step at realization in finite
elements (1) or (2) elastic modulus in them is recalculated
according to (6) and (3) or (6) and (4) correspondingly. The
iterative process is carried out until in each finite element
will not be fulfilled a strength condition selected for
computation (i.e. (1) or (2)). At iterating stress in finite
element obtained on kth iterations are used as initial stress on
(k+1)th iterations.
Stresses are obtained as a result of calculation are real
stresses in the massif with underground mining operations.
Finding sum of the displacements from the second step of a
solution to the last iteration, we shall receive real
displacements in the massif.
At definition of the typical zones on a strength condition
(1) it is possible to enter the following supposition,
concerning coefficient of cohesion C. Coefficient of
cohesion equates to zero in finite elements where the criteria
(1) is fulfilled and in further during a solution in these finite
elements it is not taken into account.
D. Example of modeling
In the test example is represented here (fig. 3, fig.4), the
following elastic parameters were accepted for massif:
Young’s modulus – 17.5GPa, density – 2125kg/m3,
Poisson's ratio – 0.375. The geometry of the excavation was
described by its depth – 550m, length – 150m, height – 3m.
For the massif depth and width were accepted as following,
depth – 1200m, height – 2000m. The stress limits were
equal 19.5MPa for compression and 1.14MPa for tension.
The coefficient of cohesion and friction were calculated
according to:
σ − σt
1 − sinϕ .
(7)
sinϕ = c
, C = σc
σc − σt
2cosϕ
IV. CALCULATION DEFORMING PROCESSES ON EARTH
SURFACE
One of the most important steps when we deal with
theoretical researchers is a choice of the model of massif
behavior. After serious of researches as base model of
massif for computer modeling the model of nonhomogeneous elasticity-plastic massif behavior was made
choice by us.
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The massif considered as transversely isotropic and is
characterized by five elastic constants: Young's modulus and
Poisson’s ratio in the x-y symmetry plane, E p ,ν p ; Young's
modulus, Poisson’s ratio in the z-direction E pz ,ν pz , Gzp .
Hooke’s law for this media can be written as (z is the
vertical axis) (8).

Fig. 3. Zones of the different stress state around excavation after second
step of a solution: 1, 2 – Ω1 zone; 3, 4 – Ω2 zone

Fig. 4. Example of the discontinuity zone expansion during iteration process
ν p +ν pzν zp ν zp + ν pzν zp
⎛ 1 −ν pzν zp
⎞
⎜
0 0
0 ⎟
E p Ez Δ
E p Ez Δ
⎜ E p Ez Δ
⎟
⎜
⎟
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ε
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⎟ ε
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+
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ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
1
pz zp
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pz zp
p
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0
0
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E p Ez Δ
E 2p Δ
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⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟⎜ ⎟
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0
0
0
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0 ⎟⎜ ε xz ⎟
⎜ xz ⎟ ⎜
⎜σ ⎟ ⎜
⎜ ⎟
0
0
0
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0 ⎟⎝ ε xy ⎠
⎝ xy ⎠ ⎜
⎟
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0
0
0
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⎟
+
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1
⎝

(1 +ν p )(1 −ν p − 2ν zpν pz )
where ν zp = E z ν pz , Δ =
.
Ep
E 2p E z

(8)

Plastic behavior of massif is described by Coloumb-Mohr
criterion (9).
σ1 − σ 3 σ1 + σ 3
(9)
+
sin(ϕ) − С cos(ϕ) = 0 ,
2
2
where ϕ is angle of internal friction, C is cohesion,
which can be depend on second invariant of plastic
deformation tensor.
The plastic flow rule given by (10):

dε ijpl = dα

f

flow

=

∂f flow ,
∂σ ij

(10)

σ1 − σ 3

σ +σ3
+ 1
sin(ϕ flow ) − С cos(ϕ flow ) .
2
2
is user defined constant. If ϕ flow = ϕ , then we

Here ϕ flow
have associative plasticity rule, in another case we have non
associative plasticity rule. It has been established that ϕ flow
is near zero for rock massif.
Since width of mined-out space is too many less than its
length, we consider 2D-problem. Main cross section of
subsidence trough is obtained after solution of 2D-modeling
problem.
Then full system, which describe geomechanical behavior
of massif include the next equations:
1) equilibrium equations
∂σ xx ∂σ xy
+
= 0,
∂x
∂y
∂σ xx ∂σ xy
+
= −ρ g ;
∂x
∂y

2) compatibility equation
2
∂ 2 ε xy ;
∂ 2 ε xx ∂ ε yy
2
+
=
∂y∂x
∂y 2
∂x 2
3) stress-strain relations equations (8) – (10);
4) conditions of strain’s continuity on the boundary
between elastic and plastic zones;
5) equation for stress in the plastic zone
σ 1 − σ 3 σ1 + σ 3
+
sin( ϕ) − С cos(ϕ) = 0 ;
2
2
6) boundary conditions in all parts of modeling
region.
Computer experiments showed that main influence on the
form of subsidience trough renders a shear modulus in
vertical direction. It was showed that for computer modeling
the value of shear modulus in vertical direction must be 1015% of value of shear modulus in the horizontal direction.
On the base of modeling experimental data was
established that it is convenient to use softening model of
plasticity. I.e. plastic parameters change depending on value
of second invariant of plasticity strain - ε eq =
pl

ε ijpl ε ijpl .

For example for cohesion we have
⎧
ε eqpl
⎪С 0 + (С1 − С 0 ) ~ , ε eqpl ≤ ε~,
С=⎨
ε
⎪C , ε pl > ε~.
⎩ 1 eq
Here C 0 ,C1 are beginning value of cohesion and end

value of cohesion. ε~ is user defined constant, in our case it
was 0,0005.
With responding to this mechanical-mathematical model
the computer finite element model has been developed.
Rock’s massif is modeled by rectangle. The bottom of
rectangle hasn’t any motion, and lateral bounds haven’t any
motion in x-direction and are free to motion in y-direction.
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Computations are performed on the base of finite element
package TOCHNOG. The scheme of computations consists
on the following steps:
• computation stress-strain state of consolidated massive;
• delete elements, which are part of mined-out space and
computation stress-strain state of massive;
• merging nodes on the roof and bottom of mined-out
space, when its very close.
Some results of computations represented on the fig.5, 6.
Here H is depth of mining works, L is width of the minedout space, m is high of the mined-out space. Curve “1” is
obtained on base of experimental data, curve “2” is
modeling curve.
In this example three main structures of layers were took
in consideration:
• elastic sedimentary layer with characteristics
E p = E pz = 109 ,ν p = ν pz = 0,3, Gzp = 7,69231*107 ;
• layer with clay
E p = E pz = 1010 ,ν p = ν pz = 0,3, G zp = 7,69231 * 108 ,
С0 = 29 * 10 5 , ϕ = 1, ϕ flow = 0,5;

• isotropic salt layer with softening plasticity
E = 14 *109 ,ν = 0,3, С0 = 29 * 105 , ϕ 0 = 1, ϕ 0flow = 0,125,
С = 7,25 * 105 , ϕ = 1, ϕ flow = 0,125, ε~ = 5 * 10 −4.
1

1

0

Fig. 5. There is example modeling of subsidience trough for one mined-out
block and its compare with experimental data. L=150, H=700, m=1,7
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V. INVESTIGATION OF HYDROGEOMECHANICAL PROCESSES
IN POTASH ROCK’S MASSIF
For the potash salt deposits one of the most important
reasons is increasing water and brine production to the
mined-out space. And this phenomenon observed on the
different mines with underground method of mining.
Problems, which caused by migration of liquid in the massif
of rock’s (geomigration) and big production of it to the
mined-out space, need special protective actions, realization
of which is not very cheap.
When we building up mechanical-mathematical models
we consider hydrogeomechanical processes as processes of
geomigration of biphasic media, where the rigid phase is
rocks and liquid phase is water and brines.
Liquid in rock massif can be in two conditions. Firstly it
can be as “free liquid” in some volumes of massif. In this
case liquid moves by filtration process in porous space. The
second case is when liquid stored on the porous surface.
And then liquid can be free and placed in porous space and
it can not be free, but it can going to the “free state” by
deformed rock’s massif. It is obviously, that building of
models, which describes hydrogeomechanical process
depended on base hypothesis.
One of the fundamental problems is problem of study
filtration of liquid in the rock’s massif, which caused by
mining works.
Analyze of existence experimental data shows that basic
influencing factors on processes of filtration in rock’s massif
are: depth of mining works; physical-mechanics properties
of rocks and rock’s structure; degree of damage; quantity of
layers in region of influence of mining works; reciprocal
location of mined-out space and liquid accumulation.
One of the most widespread for modeling is considering
the elastic regime of filtration, when the stress-strain state of
massif influence on the stress state of liquid and inverse –
stress state of liquid for one's turn influence on stress-strain
state of the massif. The basic equations, described this
system include:
− equilibrium equations with taking into account pressure
of liquid:
3 ∂σ
∂p
ij
−
+ ρ g δ i 3 = 0, i = 1,3
∑
∂ xi
j =1 ∂ x j
− storage equation with taking into account stress-strain
state of rock’s massif:
3

Here:
Fig. 6. There is represented result with two mined blocks on the depth
600m. The distance between blocks is 150m

On base of that computer technology the special
investigations were made for compare technology
excavation with and without using of hydrobookmark in
large-scale cavities in salt massif.

∑σ

3
∂p
∂ p
∂ i =1 ii .
= a∑ 2 − α p
∂t
∂t 3
i =1 ∂ xi
k (1 + ε ) ,
aν
, ε is
a=
α =
γ (aν + ε β ) p aν + ε β
2

coefficient, β is volume

porosity

compressibility of liquid, aν is

coefficient of hardening of rock’s ( d prock = −a d ε ), k is
ν
dt

permeability coefficient.

dt
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We must add boundary conditions and starting
distributions of liquid pressure to these equations.
Solving this system analytically is almost impossible. So
using of numerical methods is very effective in this case.
Finite element method was used by us as base for building
computer technology for modeling of hydrogeomechanical
processes.
Let we describe the procedure of solving one of the
modeling problem. The aim of researches was to make the
estimation and explain the results of experiments in natural
conditions. We estimated changing of water level in a well,
caused by influencing by two mined blocks.
Blocks are located on the depth of 560 m, the distance
between them is 1km, block’s width is 200m, length of first
block is 3km, length of second block is 1km. The advance
speed of blocks is 1km/year. The depth of well is 500 m.
The layer with liquid is from 400m to 500m.
All these data were taken into account when we built
finite element 3D-model of massif.
Boundary conditions in our case are following: down
boundary of massif is fixed from movement in all directions;
up boundary is free; lateral boundaries are free in vertical
displacements and fixed in horizontal displacements. The up
and down boundaries of liquid layer are impermeable. So we
estimate added pressure is caused by mining works and
lateral boundaries are long away from mined out space, then
on these boundaries pressure is equal to zero.
Scheme of the solution of model task is following:
− Calculation the stress-strain state of the massif after
consolidation. Hydromechanical processes on this step is
not taking into account.
− Process of deleting elements, which modeling mined out
space. On this step we “switch” hydromechanical
processes.
− Calculation of new stress-strain state of massif.
We use the following initial data when carry out
calculations: permeability coefficient – k=10-9 m/s; porosity
coefficient – ε=0,11; volume compressibility of liquid –
–
β=10-10 Pa-1; coefficient of hardening of rock’s
-1
−9
aν = 6 ⋅10 Pa ; elastic properties (massif is considered as
transversely isotropic) of layer with liquid
–
E1 = E 2 = 5 GPa ,ν 1 = ν 2 = 0.3, G2 = 0.28 GPa .
On the figure 8 the graphics of hydraulic head
( h = p ρ g ) are represented. Results were obtained by
modeling – line “1”, experimental data – line “2”.
VI. STUDY OF DEFORMING PROCESSES IN AREAS OF MASSIF
WITH GEOLOGY INFRINGEMENTS. INVESTIGATION OF
GEODYNAMIC PROCESSES

Deforming processes in areas of geological infringements
have the features in comparison with processes in "quiet"
sites of rock’s massifs.

Fig. 8. Results of modeling for hydrogeomechanical problem

In territory of Starobin deposit of potash salts (Belarus)
the complex researches on study of deforming and stress
state of a rock’s massif and earth surface in regions of
geological infringements in most geodynamic active zones
of a deposit are executed [5].
Main aims of the executed complex of researches was: an
investigation of the fact of influence natural and technical
factors (large-scale underground mining works) on
deforming processes in zones of geological infringements of
mining massif, estimation of an opportunity of use for
performance of exact measurements of the characteristics of
deforming processes on a earth surface of techniques using
GPS-technology.
The actual problem is modeling and investigation the
stress-strain state in vicinity of infringements and large
macrocracks. Special attention must be to areas with
extension stresses. These areas are potential sources of
dynamic failures.
The mechanical-mathematics statement of a problem
corresponds to determination of the stress-strain state in the
half-space with break and various boundary conditions.
Computer technology for this class of modeling problems
is modification of technologies are described above here.
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Abstract - Clustering high dimensional data and initialization
of clusters are big challenges in data mining. As the number
of dimensions in the data set increase, many traditional
clustering techniques begin to suffer because of the curse of
dimensionality. Moreover, the results differ with randomly
initialized centers of the initial clusters.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm which consists of
two phases. In phase one; it uses feature selection technique
based on variance to find relevant attributes and then the
obtained reduced data set is partitioned into k clusters.
Afterwards, it computes Mediod of each of the clusters to
obtain initial centers. In phase two, it apply standard k-means
algorithm to obtain clusters. It improves efficiency of the
clustering process tremendously and our experiment on test
data set shows that accuracy of the results has improved
considerably.
Keywords: High dimensional dataset, Feature selection,
Subspace, Cluster initialization, k-means

1

become larger and more complex, varied adaptations to
existing algorithms are required to maintain cluster quality
and speed [2],[30]. However, when the dimensionality of the
data becomes too high, usual criteria to define similarity
between objects based on distance or density becomes
irrelevant. Besides, some dimensions may be too noisy to
clearly identify clusters in the original data. In high
dimensional data, however, many of the dimensions are often
irrelevant. These irrelevant dimensions can confuse clustering
algorithms by hiding clusters in noisy data. In very high
dimensions it is common for all of the objects in a dataset to
be nearly equidistant from each other, completely masking
the clusters, and the distance measure become increasingly
meaningless [13].
Data in only one dimension is relatively packed as show
in figure 1. An addition of a dimension “stretch” the points
across that dimension and adding one more dimension makes
them further apart. Now, this high dimensional data is
extremely sparse and distance measure has become
meaningless due to equidistance.

Introduction

Cluster analysis groups objects (observations, events)
based on the information found in the data describing the
objects or their relationships. The goal is that the objects in a
group should be similar (or related) to one another and
different from (or unrelated to) the objects in other groups.
The greater the similarity (or homogeneity) within a group
and the greater the difference between groups, the better is the
clustering [1], [2]. However, the quality of a cluster analysis
depends critically on the similarity measure that is used. As a
consequence hundreds of different similarity (proximity)
measures have been developed for various situations. A
proximity measure (and the type of clustering used) depends
on the attribute type (binary, discrete and continuous) and
scale (nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio) of the data. The
most commonly used proximity measure, at least for ratio
scales (scales with an absolute 0) is the Murkowski metric,
which is a generalization of the distance between points in
Euclidean space [15].
Advancements in technology have made data collection
easier and faster. It resulted in larger and more complex
datasets with many objects and dimensions. As the data sets

Dimension a
Dimension a
Dimension a
(a) 11 objects in One Unit Bin (b) 6 objects in One Unit Bin (c) 4
objects in One Unit Bin.
Fig 1: The curse of dimensionality. Data in only one dimension is
relatively tightly packed. Adding a dimension stretches the points
across that dimension, pushing them further apart. Additional
dimensions spread the data even further making high dimensional
data extremely sparse [13].

Feature transformation and feature selection techniques
are used for clustering high dimensional data. Feature
transformation techniques attempt to summarize a dataset in
fewer dimensions by creating combinations of the original
attributes. These techniques are very successful in uncovering
latent structure in datasets. However, since they preserve the
relative distances between objects, they are less effective
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when there are large numbers of irrelevant attributes that hide
the clusters in sea of noise. Also, the new features are
combinations of the originals and may be very difficult to
interpret the new features in the context of the domain [3],
[19]. Feature selection methods select only the most relevant
of the dimensions from a dataset to reveal groups of objects
that are similar on only a subset of their attributes. While
quite successful on many datasets, feature selection algorithms
have difficulty when clusters are found in different subspaces.
It is this type of data that motivated the evolution to subspace
clustering algorithms. These algorithms take the concepts of
feature selection one step further by selecting relevant
subspaces for each cluster separately [4], [20].
Different initializations can lead to different final clustering
because K-means only converges to local minima. One way to
overcome the local minima is to run the K-means algorithm,
for a given K, with multiple different initial partitions and
choose the partition with the smallest squared error.
The sum of square-error (SSE), representing distances
between data points and their cluster centers. The smaller the
value of SSE, the better the solution is. As reported by Meila
and Heckerman [14], there is no universally accepted method
for selecting initial cluster center.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm which consists of
two phases. In phase one; it uses feature selection technique
based on variance to find relevant attributes and then the
obtained reduced data set is partitioned into k clusters.
Afterwards, it computes Mediod of each of the clusters to
obtain initial centers. In phase two, it apply standard k-means
algorithm to obtain clusters. It improves efficiency of the
clustering process tremendously and our experiment on test
data set shows that accuracy of the results has improved
considerably.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the previous relevant work whereas preliminaries
of k-means algorithm are described in Section 3. Afterwards
the proposed methodology is presented in Section 4. We
analyze performance of the proposed algorithm and compare
the results with standard k-means algorithm in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusion and further
scope of the work.

2

Literature Review

As it is evident from the literature, e.g., [11], [15], [5], [1],
[6], clustering is one of the major studied areas. Several books
are either dedicated to clustering or deal it in depth, e.g., [2],
[7], [8] and [9]. Agarwal and Yu [10], Ertaoz et al. [12] and
Parsons et al. [13] specifically deal with subspace clustering.
Jahirabadkar and Kulkarni [19] proposed ISC (Intelligent
Subspace Clustering) which makes use of identity based

clustering in finding subspace clusters embedded in higher
dimensional clusters. Domeniconi et al. [3] proposed an
algorithm to discover clusters in subspaces by using different
combination via local weighting of features. Niu et al. [4]
have proposed a solution to find clusters embedded in
subspaces of high dimensional datasets in order to solve the
problem of automatic subspace clustering. They employed a
relation function to calculate the relevance of every two
attributes. A novel filter refinement subspace clustering
algorithm FIRES is given by Kriegel et al. [20] to efficiently
compute maximum dimensional cluster approximate from ID
cluster, which can be refined to obtain the true clusters. Arai
and Barakbah [28] utilize all the clustering results of K-means
in certain times even though some of them reach the local
optima. Then, transform the result by combining with
hierarchical algorithm in order to determine the initial
centroids for K-means. Pena et al. [17] presented empirical
comparison for four initialization methods for K-means
algorithm and concluded that the random and Kaufman
initialization method outperformed the other two methods
with respect to the effectiveness and the robustness of Kmeans algorithm. Shehroz and Ahmad [27] proposed Cluster
Center Initialization Algorithm (CCIA) to solve cluster
initialization problem. CCIA is based on two observations,
which some patterns are very similar to each other. It initiates
with calculating mean and standard deviation for data
attributes, and then separates the data with normal curve into
certain partition. CCIA uses K-means and density-based multi
scale data condensation to observe the similarity of data
patterns before finding out the final initial clusters. As
reported by Meila and Heckerman [14], there is no universally
accepted method for selecting initial cluster center.

3

Basic K-Means Algorithm

The K-means clustering algorithm discovers K nonoverlapping clusters where K is a user defined value. Initially,
it selects K objects as centroids of the K clusters and assigns
each of the remaining objects to a cluster to which it is most
similar to based on the distance between the centroid and the
object as shown in figure 2(b) [21]. It then computes the new
centroids and reassigns the objects based on the error.
Typically, the sum of squared-error criterion is used [16].
Ideally, the centroids are chosen to minimize the total “error”,
where the error for each point is given by a function that
measures the discrepancy between a point and its cluster
centroid. The above step is repeated until no object changes
its assigned cluster or the criterion function converges. Note
that a measure of cluster “goodness” is the error contributed
by that cluster. For squared error and Euclidean distance, that
can be a gradient descent approach to minimizing the squared
error yields the basic K- means algorithm. If we use
similarities instead of distances, then our optimization
problem becomes a maximization problem [18].
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The steps of the k-means algorithm are written below.
1.

Initialization: choose K input vectors (data points) to
initialize the clusters.

2.

Nearest-neighbors search: for each input vector, find
the cluster center that is closest, and assign that input
vector to the corresponding cluster.

3.

Mean update: update the cluster centers in each
cluster using the mean (centroid) of the input vectors
assigned to that cluster.

4.

Stopping rule: repeat steps 2 and 3 until no more
change in the value of the means.

There are few variants of the k-means, which differ in the
methods for selecting the initial clusters centroids, the choice
for the measure of similarity, and the strategies to calculate
cluster means. The common procedure, at least for Euclidean
data, is to use the mean as the centroid and to select the initial
centroids randomly. This procedure converges to a solution,
although the solution is typically a local minimum. Since only
the vectors are stored, the space requirements are O(m*n),
where m is the number of points and n is the number of
attributes. The time requirements are O(I*K*m*n), where I is
the number of iterations required for convergence. The I is
typically small and can be easily bounded as most changes
occur in the first few iterations. Thus, the K-means is
efficient, as well as simple, as long as the numbers of clusters
are significantly less than m [15].
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4

Proposed Method

The central idea of the proposed algorithm is to select two
attributes which have maximum variance (cvmax) and
minimum variance (cvmin) for clustering. As variances in all
other attributes are bounded within these limits the attributes
with cvmax and cvmin are the two strongest candidates for
clustering. If there are more than one attributes which have
same cvmax or cvmin, then choose any one of them
arbitrarily. Afterwards, this reduced data set is partitioned into
k (number of clusters) partitions according to the dimension
which have maximum variance. The data point which is
Mediod of the cvmax attribute and its corresponding value of
cvmin attribute act as initial centre of the cluster. Than, it uses
standard k-means algorithm with the two attributes to obtain
clusters. It is depicted below.
Proposed Algorithm
1.

For a data set with dimensionality, d, compute the
variance of data in each dimension (column).

2.

Find the columns which have maximum (cvmax) and
minimum (cvmin) variance.

3.

Divide the data points of cvmax into K subsets; here
K is the desired number of clusters.

4.

Find the Medoid of each subset.

5.

Use the corresponding values of cvmin attributes. All
such data points (vectors) are initial cluster centers
(centroid).

6.

Assign all points to the closest centroid.

7.

Recomputed the centroid of each cluster.

8.

Repeat steps 6 and 7 until the centroids don't change
(or change very little).

First two steps in the algorithm uses variance as attribute
subset selection method and removes the irrelevant attributes.
Further in step 3-5, algorithm finds the initial cluster center.
Then in step 6-8, it uses standard k-means algorithm to obtain
appropriate clusters with minimal set of relevant attributes.

5
Fig 2 Illustration of K-means algorithm. (a) Two-dimensional input
data with three clusters; (b) three seed points selected as cluster
centers and initial assignment of the data points to clusters; (c) & (d)
intermediate iterations updating cluster labels and their centers; (e)
final clustering obtained by K-means algorithm at convergence [15].

Theoretically, the K-means clustering algorithm can be
viewed either as a gradient descent approach which attempts
to minimize the sum of the squared error of each point from
cluster centroid or as procedure that results trying to model the
data.

Experimental Results

In this Section, we show the experimental results of KMeans algorithm and our proposed algorithm. We used the
standard dataset available at the Cologne University, Germany
[22]. The dataset contains 25 mammals and their ingredients
of milk. There are five ingredients of mammal's milk: water,
protein, fat, lactose and ash. Every mammal has different
percentage of ingredients in their milk as shown in Table I.
Here, all the ingredients of mammal's milk are considered as
the dimensions (feature or attribute) and mammal's are
considered as the objects of the data set.
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First, we obtain the results using standard K-Means algorithm.
As we wish to obtain four clusters we choose K = 4 and start
with first four mammal's of the dataset, i.e., Horse, Orangutan,
Monkey, and Donkey as the initial centroids of the clusters.
Table I. Test Data Set

The K-Means algorithm takes 12 iterations for stabilization
of dataset. The final results (clusters) are shown in table II.
The centroids of the four clusters are as follows: C1 = (81.88,
7.42, 6.9, 4.01, and 0.93), C2 = (68.33, 9.55, 17.41, 2.91, and
1.47), C3 = (45.65, 10.15, 38.45, 0.45, and 0.69), and C4 =
(88.50, 2.57, 2.8, 5.68, and 0.48). The objects contained in
these clusters are (O8, O9, O10, O11, O14, O16, O17), (O18, O19,
O20, O21, O22, O23), (O24, O25), and (O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6,
O7, O12, O13, O15) respectively, where Oi denotes the serial
number of the object in the data set, e.g., O9 represents
Guinea Pig.
Now, we apply our proposed method on the same data set. It
initially determines the mean and variance of each dimension.
The mean and variance of dimensions (d1, d2, d3, d4, d5) are
(78.18, 6.212, 10.30, 4.13, 0.86) and (164.09, 13.34, 110.62,
3.35, 0.25) respectively. Then it selects the dimensions which

have maximum and minimum value of variance and call them
cvmax (Water) and cvmin (Ash) respectively. After that sort
the column which has maximum variance in descending order
and divide the column into the number of partition k (Here, K
= 4 that is desired number of clusters). So the partitions are
(90.4, 90.3, 90.1, 90, 88.5 and 88.4), (87.7, 86.9, 86.5, 86.2,
92.8 and 82.1), (82, 81.9, 81.6, 81.6, 76.3 and 72.5) and (71.3,
70.7, 65.9, 64.8, 64.8, 46.8 and 44.9). After that find the
Medoid of each partition which are (90, 87.7, 81.6 and 64.8)
for C1, C2, C3 and C4 respectively.
Table II
Clustering of Data Set using K-Means Algorithm

Use the corresponding data points (vectors) of cvmin
for each Medoid to initialize the cluster centers. In our
case initial centers of C1, C2, C3 and C4 are (90, 0.47),
(87.7, 0.71), (81.6, 0.93) and (64.8, 1.70) respectively.
Then it takes six iterations for convergence. The final
results are shown in table III. The centroids of the final
clusters are as follows: C1 = (87, 0.66), C2 = (74.4, 1.2),
C3 = (65.33, 1.33) and C4 = (45.5, 0.5). The objects
contained in these clusters are (O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6,
O7, O8, O9, O10, O11, O12, O13, O14, O15, O16), (O17, O18,
O19, O20), (O21, O22, O23) and (O24, O25) respectively. As
it is difficult to visualize the obtained results in tabular
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form, the clusters have been depicted in pictorial form
in figure 3.
(1)
Table III
Clustering using Proposed Algorithm

Where dmin denote the smallest distance between two
objects from different clusters, and dmax the largest distance of
two objects from the same cluster. The Dunn index is limited
to the interval [0, 1] and should be maximized.
Davies-Bouldin index [24]: It is defined as:

(2)
Here, n is the number of clusters, σi is the average distance
of all patterns in cluster i to their cluster center ci, σj is the
average distance of all patterns in cluster j to their cluster
center cj, and d(ci, cj) is the distance of cluster centers ci and cj
. Small values of DB correspond to clusters that are compact,
and whose centers are far away from each other.
Consequently, the number of clusters that minimizes DB is
taken as the optimal number of clusters.
Jagota index [25]: It measures the tightness or
homogeneity of the objects within the cluster and is defined
as:

(3)
Here, |Ci | is the number of data points in cluster i, k is
number of clusters, µi is the centroied of ith cluster, x is a point
in the cluster and d(x, µi) is the distance between point x and
the cluster centroied. Q will be small if (on average) the data
points in each cluster are close.
Siddheswar Index [29] -: Siddheswar Ray defines the
validity measure as the ratio between the intra cluster
distances and inter cluster distance.

Fig 3. Clustering of dataset using k-means algorithm (thick line) and
propose algorithm (thin line).

However, it is not possible to determine the quality of
results obtained by both the methods; hence, we use the
following quality measures:

Dunn index [23]: It defines the ratio between the
minimal intra cluster distances to maximal inter cluster
distance. The index is given by:

(4)
Since we want to minimize the intra-cluster distance and
this measure is in the numerator, we consequently want to
minimize the validity measure. We also want to maximize the
inter cluster distance measure, and since this is in the
denominator, we again want to minimize the validity measure.
Therefore, the clustering which gives a minimum value for the
validity measure is the good clustering.
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Table IV.
Comparison of Results
Methods

Dunn
Index

Davies Bouldin
Index

Jagota
Index

Validity
Measure

K-Means

0.55

0.23

13.87

0.33

Proposed
Technique

0.62

0.03

6.73

0.27

It is evident from the table IV that quality of clusters
obtained by the proposed method is better than the clusters
obtained by the basic k-means algorithm.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In clustering of high dimensional data set, attribute subset
selection to obtain relevant attributes and initialization of
center of clusters are crucial issues because many dimensions
are irrelevant and contain noisy data that confuse the
traditional clustering algorithms to find the appropriate
clusters. Moreover, randomly chosen initial cluster centers
produce different locally optimized results for different
initialization. Our proposed algorithm considers both the
issues by using the maximum and minimum column variance
for attribute subset selection and using medoid of each
partition of maximum variance column for initialization of
clusters center. The analysis of results obtained by our
proposed algorithm and k-means algorithm on the test data set
shows that the proposed algorithm is a promising approach to
obtain high quality clusters in high dimensional dada set. Our
future work is to find out the suitable method for determining
the optimum number of clusters in the high dimensional data
set.

7
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ABSTRACT

Dropping classes can have negative consequences on
both students and on scheduling classes. If the class size
decreases to less than the lower limit for running the
class, that class will be cancelled. Administrators will
have the burden of contacting students who are registered
for that class to inform them that their class has been
cancelled. In some cases, this action might have an
impact on retention. The other unpleasant task is finding
a class for the faculty whose class was cancelled. In this
paper, class dropping will be analyzed using data mining.
In particular, a classification model will be employed to
study the profile of students who will most likely drop a
class. Simulated data will be used for the analysis
purposes.
Keywords
Class Dropping, Course Cancellation, Data Mining,
Classification, WEKA

I. INTRODUCTION
Institutions of higher education permit students to drop
their classes within a limited period at the beginning of
each term. Students drop classes for a variety of reasons.
For many students, dropping a class is a complicated
decision making practice. In a study to investigate
conditions and correlations of course cancellation in 109
elective courses [2], student evaluations of the teachers
and the quality of the syllabi delivered in the first class
session were investigated as predictors of course
cancellation. It is our belief that student evaluations are
affected by many factors, and are constantly changing as
a result of such factors. Therefore, it is hard to select
student ratings as an attribute for any data mining
process. Syllabi usually follow some school standard,
and thus, it is not straightforward to judge the quality of a
syllabus. For these reasons, we have selected weekly
workload and the number of assignments for the class as
members of the set of attributes for mining class
dropping data.

When a student drops a class, it is not necessarily an
indication that the student is unprepared for the class.
There are many other reasons a student may drop, such
as, the requirements of school, work, and/or family life in
general [4]. If this is the case, it means that they currently
cannot invest enough time in the course and they will
wait until they have sufficient time to commit themselves
to the class work. A decision to drop the class is often a
mature and valuable decision that is based on a student’s
academic and possibly work experience. It is not the goal
of this paper to make any statement regarding whether
dropping a class is justifiable or not. This paper is only
concerned with analyzing dropping classes for planning
purposes.
Dropping classes sometimes results in a student dropping
out or leaving the institution; hence, predicting students
who are most likely to drop classes may also serve the
retentions efforts. The ability to identify these students
gives faculty and administrators the opportunity to
approach them and try to accommodate their needs when
possible. There are a number of educational studies
regarding retention. These studies indicated some
factors that are related to student retention. Some of the
factors include admissions officers [16], institutional
expenditures and grants [6], and total library
expenditures [9]. In addition, it was concluded that the
variables; high school GPA, college entrance exam
scores, first-year college GPA, socioeconomic status,
race-ethnicity, and gender must be included as predictor
variables in all retention studies [15]. Only one paper
analyzed retention using data mining’s classification
technique [3].
Data Mining is the process of performing data analysis to
uncover important data patterns, which are hidden in our
data stores. Data mining makes it possible to obtain
solutions to critical problems in timely manner. The
main models of data mining include classification,
prediction, clustering, and association. A classification
model is used to classify datasets into a number of
predefined classes based on certain criteria [1], [7], [8],
[10], [11], and [17]. For example, an academic
department at a university may classify student records
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for class dropping purposes
“continuing.”
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as “dropping,” or

To our knowledge, no peer-reviewed journal or
conference papers dealing with applying data mining to
dropping classes are available. This is due to the fact that
educational researchers are not trained in data mining
and therefore are not aware that data mining can
contribute to the investigation of this area. Furthermore,
they do not consider dropping classes is as important as
dropping out. On the other hand, data miners avoid such
research areas since real data on dropping classes cannot
be easily disclosed and because they are discouraged by
the rarity of educational studies in this area.
Despite the lack of refereed papers on mining students
class dropping datasets, an interesting application of data
mining to a student database was carried out to study the
relationship between students’ university entrance
examination (SAT and ACT) results and their success
using cluster analysis and k-mean techniques, [5].
The goal of this paper is to analyze class dropping by
students using data mining. Classification will be
applied to identify students most likely to drop a certain
class. The application could be applied ahead of time
using data for those students who are most likely to take
that class, or by considering only the students who have
registered for the class. The second option needs to be
carried out at a specified date before classes start. A
simulated dataset will be used for the classification
model. The classification task is performed using the
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis,
Weka-3-6-2 [18].
II.

create the ARFF file format required by the WEKA
software. The Classification Engine will run Decision
Trees on the ARFF format file to obtain the actionable
results. This is a supervised learning approach. The
actionable results are depicted in the Classification
Model. The model can be displayed via any suitable user
interface unit. In addition, the results could be visualized
graphically via a different interface. Visualization plays
an important role in making the discovered knowledge
comprehendible and decipherable by humans. These
results are then evaluated and interpreted by domain
experts (educators) to grasp the knowledge needed to
make decisions on how to tackle the problem of students
dropping classes. This process will be repeated in the
future using new or updated data.
The knowledge discovered through classification needs
to be converted into competitive gain.
Getting the
knowledge is not the end but the means. For data mining
models to add value to businesses, the model should be
deployed and acted upon. For the dropping classes
model, two decisions will be made. If the class is a major
requirement, the head of the department can decide
whether to add the class to the schedule. This is done
prior to submitting the schedules. If the schedule is
already in place, the chair can have a sense of how many
students will continue taking the class and plan
accordingly should a decision be made to cancel the class
due to possible low enrollment.

CLASSIFICATION PROCESS

The classification process for the class dropping data
mining application is demonstrated in Figure 1. It is
implemented in WEKA, a suite of data mining software
in Java. Real data is expected to be collected from
various sources including student databases, public data,
surveys, and forms; however, as real data is not currently
accessible for this research, simulated data was gathered
instead. The simulated data passes through the Dataset
Preparation unit. This unit is responsible for cleaning the
data. Data-quality issues, such as redundant data,
incorrect or inconsistent data, and typos will be dealt
with. The Dataset Preparation unit will produce the clean
untransformed dataset. The Class Dropping Dataset
contains records (instances) for 1500 students. These
records are composed of a number of fields (attributes) as
explained below. After passing through the Dataset
Preparation unit, the untransformed dataset is fed into the
Dataset Transformation unit to be transformed into a
standard format. The goal of this transformation is to

Figure 1: Classification Process
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III. ATTRIBUTES SELECTION
To assist the analysis of students dropping classes data,
essential attributes should be selected. We have adopted
24 attributes including the class attribute. Details of
these attributes, their types, and their possible values are
predicted in Table I. The class attribute is referred to as
“Possible Dropping.” Note that “Undecided” is included
as a value in the “Major” attribute to save having another
attribute for Decided/Undecided.
TABLE I
ATTRIBUTES SET

To train the J4.8 algorithm, a 1000 instance dataset was
used. These 1000 instances are contained in the
“droptrain.arff” file. Table II provides few sample
instances of the training dataset. The instances are
represented as columns instead of rows.
The row
numbers appearing in the table refer to random instants
(random location in the dataset). They do not need to be
in sequence.
Normally, repeated 10-fold cross-validations are
employed when the dataset is finite to stay away from
over-fitting. However, since the goal of this paper is to
demonstrate how data mining could be utilized to
analyze class dropping models, a separate testing dataset
was adopted. As a result, J4.8 was then tested using a
500 instance dataset provided by “droptest.arff” file.
Table III provides few sample instances of the testing
dataset. WEKA provides timing for various activities.
The time taken to build the model was 0.05 seconds on a
Toshiba Portege M700-S7044V. The time needed to test
the model on training data was 0.06 seconds. The
produced number of leaves was 31, and the size of tree
was 51. The classification model was saved as
“dropping.model.” Table IV depicts the training and
testing statistics. The model, which was both trained and
tested, was obtained using the command line below. The
command line option M represents the minimum number
of instances per leaf. It is set to 3 in this command line.
The confidence factor of 0.3 is provided by the command
line option C. The command line options t, d, and T
mark the training file, the model, and the testing file
respectively.
java weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.3 -M 3
-t C:\ droptrain.arff -d C:\ dropping.model
-T C:\ droptest.arff

IV. CLASSIFICATION MODEL
CONSTRUCTION

To create a model, we need to apply an algorithm. To
obtain the classification model, we employed the C4.5
decision tree algorithm, which was developed by
Quinlan [12], [13]. In fact C4.5 is a modification of the
original ID3 developed by Quinlan as well [14]. C4.5
includes a number of improvements, such as dealing with
numeric data, missing data, and noisy data. In addition,
this algorithm introduced generating rules from trees.
Later, WEKA implemented slightly improved version,
C4.5 revision 8. This is referred to as J4.8. The results
of implementing the dropping model were obtained using
J4.8.

The confidence factor of 0.3 that is used in the command
line above worked well in many settings. Nevertheless,
if the rate of the correctly classified instances tends to be
unacceptable, this factor should be set to a lower value to
impose more far-reaching pruning.
An additional value that might need to be modified is the
minimum number of instances per leaf. This is set to 3
(three instances per leaf). If the real world dataset
includes many inferential data, a larger value should be
designated.
Despite the fact that simulated data was used instead of
real data, the percentages for correctly classified
instances for both training and testing are satisfactorily
high. The percentage of correctly classified instances for
the training and testing stages are 84.1% and 85.6%
respectively. To improve these percentages, further
training and testing will be required.
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TABLE II
SAMPLE INSTANCES FROM TRAINING DATASET
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To further enhance the decision making process, another
technique, PART was applied to catch the classification
rules. Although the decision tree algorithm, J4.8, is
adequate, PART was employed to add additional insight
into the classification model and support a more realistic
decision making. PART obtains rules from partial
decision trees. It builds the tree using C4.5’s heuristics
with the same user-defined parameters as in J4.8 [18].
Some of the sample rules generated by PART are given
below. Note that the class name is PossibleDropping. To
make the rules more comprehensive and improve their
clarity, “IF,” and “THEN” were inserted in each of the
rules. The first value in parentheses represents the
number of instances reaching that rule (instances that
were correctly classified), and the second value indicates
the number of instances that mistakenly reached this rule
(instances that were incorrectly classified).

1.
TABLE III
SAMPLE INSTANCES FROM TESTING DATASET

2.

3.

4.

TABLE IV
TRAINING AND TESTING STATISTICS SUMMARY

5.

6.

7.

IF
PrerequisiteClassGrade
=
A
AND
NumberOfKids <= 2 THEN PossbileDropping =
NO (55.0/6.0)
IF
PrerequisiteClassGrade
=
D+
AND
ClassesTaughtByAdjuncts = NO AND State = MI
AND
AdultStudent
=
NO
AND
StudentsOrganazationMembership = NO AND
MaritalStatus = Single AND TotalClassesDropped
> 4 THEN PossbileDropping = YES (13.0)
IF PrerequisiteClassGrade = B- AND State = MI
AND MaritalStatus = Single AND CumulativeGPA
<= 3.6 AND TransferStudent = NO AND
NumberofAssignments
<=
2
THEN
PossbileDropping = NO (17.0)
IF
PrerequisiteClassGrade
=
D
AND
StudentsOrganazationMembership = NO AND
MaritalStatus = Single AND TransferStudent = NO
AND FinancialAid = YES AND State = MI AND
Major = EE THEN PossibleDropping = YES
(11.0/1.0)
IF
PrerequisiteClassGrade
=
C
AND
NumberOfKids = 0 AND FinancialAid = YES
THEN PossbileDropping = NO (24.0/2.0)
IF
PrerequisiteClassGrade
=
B+
AND
ClassesTaughtByAdjuncts = NO AND State = MI
AND
ClassWorkload
<=
3
AND
TotalClassesDropped
<=
5
THEN
PossbileDropping = NO (46.0/1.0)
IF PrerequisiteClassGrade = B AND ClassWorkload
<= 4 AND ClassesTaughtByAdjuncts = NO AND
TotalClassesDropped <= 6 AND MaritalStatus =
Single THEN PossbileDropping = NO (101.0/6.0)
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8.

IF
PrerequisiteClassGrade
=
DAND
NumberOfKids = 0 AND FinancialAid = YES AND
ClassSize > 10 THEN PossibleDropping = YES
(22.0/4.0)
9. IF
PrerequisiteClassGrade
=
BAND
TransferStudent = NO AND State = MI AND
MaritalStatus = Single AND Sex = F AND
NumberOfCreditsSoFar <= 95 AND FamilyIncome
> 40000 THEN PossibleDropping = NO (18.0)
10. IF
PrerequisiteClassGrade
=
B+
AND
ClassesTaughtByAdjuncts = NO AND State = MI
AND MaritalStatus = Single AND Major = EE AND
CumulativeGPA <= 2.9 THEN PossbileDropping =
NO (7.0)

The predicted values for the unknown classes are
presented in Table VI.
Note that the attribute
“PredictedPossibleDropping” is affixed by WEKA.
Table VI shows the predictions for five instances of the
“droprun.arff” file together with their prediction
accuracy (confidence). The prediction accuracy permits
us to focus on predictions that are more persuasive than
others. Consequently, we could detach any instance with
a predicted value falling below certain percentage. For
example, we could ignore instances with an accuracy less
than 80%. Table VII furnishes eleven examples of
prediction accuracy for various classifications.

TABLE VI
SAMPLE INSTANCES WITH PREDICTED CLASSES

TABLE V
SAMPLE INSTANCES WITH UNKNOWN CLASSES

TABLE VII
EXAMPLES OF PREDICTIONS WITH PREDICTION ACCURACY

V. APPLYING THE MODEL
The classification model was applied to the 1000
instance dataset file, “droprun.arff,” with unknown
classes. In this file, the class column contains “?” for all
the instances indicating it will be determined. Table V
reveals some instances of the “droprun.arff” file. Note
that “Instance #” is not an actual attribute. It is added by
WEKA to simplify tracing the table. To implement the
model, “dropping.model,” the command below was
used. The parameter p is used to indicate the range of
attributes to display. Here we are asking for all (1-24)
attributes as we have 24 attributes.
java weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -p 1-24 -l C:\
dropping.model -T C:\droprun.arff
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VI. CONCLUSION
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Predicting Protein Secondary Structure: A Recurrent
Neural Network Approach
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Abstract – This paper introduces an approach for predicting
protein secondary structure using recurrent neural networks.
We employ an encoding scheme in which the primary protein
sequence is mapped to an integer sequence. Three recurrent
networks are trained as classifiers using a training set of
proteins of known secondary structures. The classification
performance is evaluated on withheld protein data. Despite
the limited size of the training set used in the experiments in
this paper, the classifiers have exhibited a promising
performance. The size of a protein secondary structure
recurrent neural classifier in terms of the number of nodes
and the number of weights is much smaller than a similar
feedforward neural classifier.

other plants and other bacteria. One of the objectives of that
study was to investigate the origins and mechanisms of

Keywords: Recurrent, Neural Networks, Amino Acids,
Protein, Secondary Structure.

1

Introduction

There are many types of proteins that perform different
functions in a living organism [1], e.g. structural proteins
which are its basic building blocks, enzymes which catalyze
biochemical reactions and transmembrane proteins which are
essential to the regulation of the cell environment. Proteins
are synthesized by living cells starting from genes, which are
the coding portions of the DNA sequence (the blueprint of the
organism's genomic information), through processes known as
transcription and translation. An example of DNA sequence
is shown in Figure 1. The exact protein that is made depends
on the order of the DNA bases within the coding gene.
Changes to the DNA sequence in the genome can lead to the
production of malformed proteins that are functionally
incapable, or the unregulated production of proteins which
disrupts the cellular processes. Anomalies in protein structure
and regulation are thought to be causes of some diseases like
cancer, and diabetes [1-5].
The study of proteins structures and functions is not only
the realm of the genetic and biomedical sciences. There is
also a growing multidisciplinary interest in proteins in
research of alternative energy sources, biological computers
and biomolecular machines - see e.g. [6][7][8]. In [6], the
author references a study that is funded by the US department
of energy for sequencing the Chlorobium tepidum bacteria
which perform photosynthesis in ways that are different from

Fig 1: The DNA sequence is the particular side-by-side arrangement of bases
along the DNA strand (e.g., ATTCCGGA). This order spells out the exact
instructions required to create a particular organism with its own unique traits.
From: The U.S. Department of Energy Genome Programs:
http://genomics.energy.gov

plants, and the potential role of these bacteria as an
alternative energy source. In [7], the authors investigate
building general purpose computational devices from proteins.
The advantages of these biological computers over their
silicon-based counterparts are compactness and lower energy
consumption. Potentially they may be used in medical
applications where they are installed inside a living body with
inputs that are comprised of biological signals and outputs in
the form of triggers to biological processes. In [8], the authors
discuss the use of DNA and protein, as motors, mechanical
joints, transmission elements, sensors and as nanodevices that
are able to apply forces and manipulate objects in the
nanoscale world, transfer information from the nanoscale to
the macroscale world, and even travel in a nanoscale
environment.
A key element in unraveling the mysteries of protein
function is the study of its three dimensional structure. In
three dimensions (3D), a protein is a complex bundle with
clefts and notches precisely sculpted to allow it to attach to
other molecules [9]. In the world of protein, more often than
none, function follows from form. The relationship between
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the protein sequence and its three dimensional structure is an
extremely challenging problem that is known as the protein
folding problem.

Fig 2: The primary structure of enzyme (protein) dihydrofolate reductase.
Reference number: 7DFR in RSCB Protein Data bank is shown in the lines
prefaced by “PDB”. The corresponding secondary structure is shown in the
lines prefaced by “DSSP”. Arrows represent strands, wavy lines represent
helices and straight lines represent no structure assignment.
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/explore/remediatedSequence.do?structureId=7DFR

Fig 3: A visualization of the tertiary structure of same protein shown in
Figure2. The model shows the alpha-helices in the secondary structure as
coils of "ribbon". The strands are shown as flat bits of ribbon ending in an
arrow head. The bits of the protein chain which are just random coils and
loops are shown as bits of string.
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/explore/remediatedSequence.do?structureId=7DFR

In principle, 3D structures could be computed from protein
sequences using basic physical principles [9]. However, the
complexity of the problem makes this approach
computationally expensive, and approximation methods do
not result in solutions with adequate accuracies. The protein
3D structure can also be determined experimentally. The
most prominent experimental methods are X-ray
crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(NMR).
Both X-ray crystallography and NMR are time
consuming processes requiring expensive equipment.
Although methods for high-throughput crystallography are
currently in development, the whole process of extracting and
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purifying protein, growing crystals, collecting data and
solving the structure typically takes about 6–12 months and
sometimes even more [2].
A more tractable problem than determining the protein's
3D structure (also known as its tertiary structure), is to
determine its secondary structure. Examples of protein
secondary and tertiary structures are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
A secondary structure is the general 3D form of the protein
local segments with no description of the specific atomic
positions in the 3D space. The secondary structure prediction
can then be used to formulate hypotheses about protein 3D
structure and function that guide experiments in molecular
biology [9]. The principal idea underlying most secondary
structure prediction methods is the fact that segments of
consecutive residue have preferences for certain secondary
structure states. Thus, the prediction problem becomes a
pattern-classification problem. One popular formulation of
the classification problem is to predict whether a local protein
segment is in one of three structures: helix, strand or in neither
of the two (no regular secondary structure, often referred to as
the ‘coil’ or ‘loop’ state) [9].

Many machine learning approaches were employed over
the years for predicting the secondary structure of a protein
from its primary sequence, including neural networks,
ensembles of neural networks, SVM's, and hybrid methods
[10]. Feedforward neural networks like the one shown in
Figure 4, have been the focus of many solutions to the
secondary structure prediction problem.
The term
"feedforward" means that the information flows in one
direction from the input to the output. The essential idea of
training such a neural network is that the connection weights
are adjusted by a process known as "training", so that the
network produces a particular output pattern when it is
presented with a particular input pattern. With many
processing elements and connections, a neural network can
learn many such pattern associations. Few researchers have
formulated the problem as a sequential supervisory
classification problem. In [10], the authors present a protein
secondary structure classifier that is based on a recursive bidirectional neural network. They present a solution for the
supervised learning over a long sequence by augmenting the
network inputs with an associated interaction graph.
This paper presents an approach for predicting the protein
secondary structure using recurrent neural networks. To
facilitate the supervised learning over a long sequence we
employ the "multi-stream" training [11], described later in this
paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the protein secondary structure prediction sequential
formulation, the recurrent neural network and its training, the
DSSP classification and the data for the classification
experiments.
Section 3 presents the results of the
experiments. Section 4 provides a summary and discussion.
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TABLE I

Amino Acid to Integer Mapping

Amino Acid

Code

Integer

Alanine

A

1

Arginine

R

2

Asparagine

N

3

Aspartic acid (Aspartate)

D

4

Cysteine

C

5

Glutamine

Q

6

Glutamic acid (Glutamate)

E

7

Glycine

G

8

Histidine

H

9

Isoleucine

I

10

Leucine

L

11

Lysine

K

12

Methionine

M

13

Phenylalanine

F

14

Proline

P

15

Serine

S

16

Threonine

T

17

Tryptophan

W

18

Tyrosine

Y

19

Valine

V

20

Unknown amino acid (any
amino acid)

X

23

Gap of indeterminate length

_

25

Unknown character (any
character or symbol not in table

?

0

Fig 4: A feedforward network depicted with 4 inputs, two hidden layers
and one output node.

2

Classification Approach

2.1

Sequential Supervised Learning Formulation

A supervisory classification
approach is used to train
recurrent networks to classify each element of the primary
protein sequence as belonging to one of three classes: H: for
helices, E for strands and O for other structures. Three
networks are employed for classification each is trained as a
binary classifier to identify one of the classes denoted as: 1
and the rest of the classes as: -1. The inputs to the neural
network classifier are sequences of residues in the primary
sequence of the protein encoded as integers using the Matlab
function aatoint(), which uses the mapping in table I to
encode its input amino acid string into a sequence of integers.
An example of a primary protein sequence encoded in integers
is shown in Figure 5. Thus, each network classifier has one
input and one output. The objective of the classifier is to learn
the mapping from the input space (primary sequence residues)
to the label space
{ = ܥ-1, 1}
ܥሺܺሻ = 1
-1

ܺ ∈ܥ
otherwise

(1)

Where X is the input protein sequence:
ܺ = {ݔ1, ݔ2, ݔ3, … . . }݊ݔ

(2)

and x1, x2 …. ,xn
are residues in the primary protein
sequence and n is the number of residues in the primary
sequence.

2.2

Network Architecture

The architecture presented here is similar to the recurrent
neural networks in [12-14] which were employed in time
series prediction, optimal energy management in hybrid
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1AK3-ATRANSFERASE(PHOSPHOTRANSFERASE)17-JA

20
15
10
5
0
1
18
35
52
69
86
103
120
137
154
171
188
205

Amino Acid Encoding

25

network and the target class values over the training streams
at each training epoch. Figure 7 shows an algorithm of the
training process an algorithm of the training process:

Primary Protein Sequence
Fig 5: An example of a protein primary sequence encoded in integers

Vehicles and engine misfire detection. The recurrent neural
network used in the protein secondary structure classification
task has three layers and one input that represents the integer
encoded residues in the primary sequence. A recurrent neural
network is shown in Figure 6 with two hidden recurrent layers
and 4 inputs for illustration. A sigmoid transfer function is
employed at each node of the network. With some
experimentation, it was found that networks with more than
10 nodes in the hidden layer are poor performers in
generalization testing, so we report the classification results
for networks with 6, 8 and 10 recurrent nodes. In this
architecture, the output of each node in the first hidden layer
is fed back to the inputs of all the other nodes in this layer and
to its own input with a fixed delay value that was chosen to be
one. The delay will allow the processing nodes in the first
hidden layer to produce outputs that are not only a function of
the current residue of the primary sequence, but also are
function of the previous residues in the sequence. Essentially,
some contextual information is implicitly imbedded in the
training process. The second hidden layer has three nodes;
each has a sigmoid transfer function and no recurrent
connections. The last layer has only one node with a sigmoid
activation function.

Fig 6: A recurrent neural network depicted with one input, two hidden layers
and one output node. Only the first hidden layer has recurrent connections.

Start
Select Architecture:
No of layers, No of nodes, Type of each node
(linear/nonlinear)
Delay values for recurrent nodes
Connectivity pattern
Randomly initialize network weights
Scale data values between -1, 1
Select the no of streams for this training session

Select the EKF training parameters
For n epochs:
Minimize the square of the error between the target
and the network output over the streams
If ( training epochs = n OR acceptable error )

2.3

Network Training

Training of the recurrent network proceeds by randomly
choosing points in each training file, and using them as
starting points to form sequences of a certain length that is
predetermined at the outset of the training process. These
sequences are referred to as streams, and the training process
is known as the “multistream training” [11]. It is designed to
alleviate the recency effect, where the learning in the network
is unduly influenced by the most recent training sequence that
the network is exposed to.
As the training proceeds, the
weights of the network are modified according to Extended
Kalman Filter learning (EKF) (the details of which as well as
the EKF training parameters can be found in [11]) to
minimize the square of the error between the output of the

Exit For loop
End If
End For
Save network representation
End
Fig 7: Recurrent Network training Algorithm
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TABLE II

The DSSP Classification

The DSSP algorithm is the standard method for assigning
secondary structures of a protein, given its atomic-resolution
coordinates. The term DSSP stands for an algorithm and its
implementation in Pascal: “Define Secondary Structure of
Proteins” [15]. DSSP recognizes eight types of secondary
structure, each identified by its own symbol: h (a-helix), t (bturn), s (bend), i (p-helix), g (310-helix), e (b-strand), b (bbridge) and c (others). For classification purposes, the eight
structural states are normally reduced to three states: α-helix
(H), corresponding to g and h in the DSSP code, β-sheet (E)
corresponding to e and b and coil (C) corresponding to all the
others in DSSP definitions.

Best Training Results

SS

CLASSIFIER

ACCURACY

HELIX

8R

65.13 %

ALPHA
ERROR
34.16 %

SHEET

4R

62.2 %

37.6%

COIL

10 R

58.63

42.4 %

TABLE III

2.5

Data for Experiments in this Paper

In this paper, we use a Matlab subset of the Rost-Sander
data set that is provided in the Matlab Bioinformatics toolbox.
It consists of proteins whose structures span a relatively wide
range of domain types, composition and length.
The
structural assignment of every residue is reported for each
primary protein sequence. The subset is comprised of 70
protein sequences. We divide them into a training set that is
comprised of 50 protein sequences and a testing set that is
comprised of 20 protein sequences. We approach the multiclass classification problem by designing three binary
classifiers for the three secondary states: H, E and C. For
each of the three recurrent neural network classifiers we
prepare [N x 2] matrices of training and testing data, where N
is the length of the protein string. The first column of the
matrix contains the protein primary sequence mapped into
integers as defined in table I. the second column contains the
values 1 or -1 per equation (1), e.g. if the residue [j, 1] in one
of the training sequences has a secondary structure of a helix
(H) then label [j,2] for the helix training set is 1. Label [j,2]
for the sheet (E) or the coil (C) training sets will be -1.

3

Best Testing Results

Classification Results

For each of the three secondary structure states, we have
trained three recurrent neural network classifiers that have
different number of nodes in the recurrent layer: six, eight and
ten, we refer to them in the following tables as 6R, 8R and
10R respectively. The accuracy of the classifier and the alpha
error are defined in equations 3 and 4 respectively. No
particular architecture was consistently better for all the
structural states in training or in testing. The training and
testing results are summarized in the following tables.

SS

CLASSIFIER

ACCURACY

HELIX

10 R

59.6 %

ALPHA
ERROR
36.7 %

SHEET

10 R

62.8 %

31.0%

COIL

8R

57.84

42.4 %

TABLE IV

Confusion Matrix

CLASSIFIER

PREDICTED
NEGATIVE

PREDICTED
POSITIVE

NEGATIVE
EXAMPLES

a

b

POSITIVE
EXAMPLES

c

d

Accuracy

=

(a + d) / (a + b + c +d)

Alpha Error

=

b / (a + b)

4

(3)
(4)

Summary and Discussion

We have introduced a method for a predicting the protein
secondary structure using recurrent neural networks. We have
experimented with one encoding scheme in which the primary
protein sequence was mapped to an integer sequence.
Another possibility is the 20 bit encoding in which each of the
20 bits corresponds to one amino acid. In future work, the
effect of different encoding schemes on classification
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performance will be studied. In this paper we have used a
relatively small training and testing sets to illustrate the
concept. In [16], the author emphasizes the importance of
having a diverse family of protein sequences for training the
classifier and expects lower prediction accuracy with small
training sets. In the same article, the author cautions against
comparing methods based on prediction accuracies without
considering the types of proteins in the training and the testing
sets, because prediction accuracy varies considerably for
different proteins. Prediction methods can achieve close to
100 % accuracy for highly correlated proteins. The prediction
results that we report in this paper are encouraging given the
size of the training set. The testing accuracies reported in the
Matlab secondary protein structure prediction example are
63.7%, 47.6% and 59.7% for coil, sheet and helix
respectively. Since the composition of the training and testing
sets in this work may differ from the training and testing sets
in the Matlab bioinformatics toolbox, the numbers should be
interpreted with caution. A more meaningful evaluation of
the method would be better done using standard benchmark
data sets for training, and testing.
One advantage of the method presented in this paper is that
it eliminates the need for experiments for the best window
size that is normally needed when using static feedforward
neural networks. The information is presented to the recurrent
neural network as a sequence of residues and the network
classifies each network as it is being presented at its input.
Another advantage is the networks size. The largest network
used in this work has 15 nodes and 157 weights. The static
networks will need N x 20 input nodes alone when using
twenty bit encoding for the primary sequence residues, where
N is the size of the window.
In future work we will evaluate this prediction method on
standard benchmark sets. Also, we will experiment with
different encoding techniques.

5
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Using Data Mining to Analyze Patient Discharge Data
for an Urban Hospital
Xiaochun Jiang, Xiuli Qu, and Lauren Davis

Abstract—Inpatient care plays an important role in the US
health care delivery system as aging is beginning to impact the
baby boom generation. Hospitals are facing the challenge to
reduce health care costs. One solution is to reduce the average
length of stay (ALOS). In this paper, data mining techniques
were used to analyze the inpatient discharge data collected
from an urban hospital over a period of two years. Four models
were built to predict a categorical variable for ALOS based on
input variables. Results indicated that the Ensemble model was
the best fit and age and chronic disease were the important
predictors. The findings of this research have the potential to
help the hospital to take appropriate actions to reduce ALOS
and ultimately reduce the cost.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the United States, aging is beginning to have an impact
on the baby boom generation. Consequently, the health care
system is facing a lot of challenges as the total health
expenditures rapidly grow every year [1]. For instance, $2.3
trillion, or 16.2% of the GDP were spent on health care in
year 2008 [1], [2]. It has been projected that this number
will be reaching 19.3% of GDP by 2019 [3]. In particular,
inpatient care is playing a significant role in the health care
system. In 2008, the largest proportion (36.8%) of personal
health care spending was hospital spending [1]. As most
hospitals are facing substantial financial pressure, it is
important to find ways to reduce health care costs. One such
solution is to reduce the length of hospital stay per patient.
Overall, the average length of stay (ALOS) has been
reduced significantly over the years (for instance, 4.8 days
in 2005 versus 7.8 days in 1970) [4]. However, an opposite
trend was observed for the elderly patients. As a matter of
fact, the ALOS has increased for the patient aged 65 years or
older. The prevalence of chronic conditions and emerging
medical technologies were blamed for this unfortunate trend
[5]. As the baby boomers age, they begin to experience
more chronic diseases, such as congestive heart disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), diabetes
and hypertension, many requiring the inpatient care. It was
reported that the number of discharges of congestive heart
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and Systems Engineering at North Carolina A&T State University,
Greensboro, NC 27411 USA (phone: 336-3347780; fax: 336-3347729; email: xjiang@ncat.edu).
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failure patients aged 65 years and over is nearly three times
as the number for patients under 65 years old, and asthma
inpatients aged 65 years and over stay 20% longer on
average than those under 65 years old, according to a
National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS) conducted in
2006 [6]. Furthermore, the hospital cost per discharge
increases rapidly when the number of chronic conditions of
the patient increases [7], [8]. Currently, most evidence-based
medical guidelines focus on a single disease and may not be
appropriate for patients with multiple chronic diseases [9][11]. Therefore, these guidelines need to be modified to
meet the health care needs of the aging population. In order
to do that, we need to identify the key factors that have
impact on the ALOS. Data mining techniques can be used
for such analysis. Data mining techniques involve multiple
disciplines such as statistics, database technology, pattern
recognition, machine learning, data visualization, and expert
systems, and can be used for the purpose of prediction,
classification, exploration, and affinity [12]. There are many
data mining products available commercially. SAS
Enterprise Miner 6.1 is one of the popular tools and was
used in this research. Data mining is typically considered as
a process rather than a set of tools. SAS Enterprise Miner
adopts a methodology that describes the process as SEMMA
(Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, Assess) [13].
This research aims to investigate the important factors
that affect the length of stay for a discharge associated with
chronic diseases by mining the discharge data collected from
an urban hospital. In particular, the five chronic diseases
ranked the top 5 in discharges were investigated: congestive
heart failure, diabetes, COPD, asthma and hypertension. In
addition, the discharge data extracted from the national
hospital discharge surveys for year 2006 reported by Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) were used to help
categorize the ALOS into two categories depending on the
extent of the deviation from the mean: normal and long.
Details about how the categorization was done can be found
in section II.
Next section describes the methods used in this research.
After that, we report the results in section III and discuss the
findings in section IV. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in
section V.
II. METHOD
A. Data Collection
Historical patient discharge data from an urban hospital
system were retrieved.
This dataset includes 4997
discharges (3813 unique patients) over a period of 2 years
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(from 1/1/2006 to 12/31/2007). For the purpose of this
research, only patients with a primary diagnosis of the five
chronic diseases: congestive heart failure, diabetes, COPD,
asthma and hypertension, were included. Patient discharge
data were selected from four campuses within the urban
hospital system based on the primary diagnosis code.
39.08% of discharges are due to congestive heart failure,
23.31% are due to diabetes, 17.53% are due to COPD,
11.81% are due to asthma and 8.26% are due to
hypertension. Additionally, the patients were admitted from
one of 7 possible sources with 74.44 % of the patient
discharges originating from emergency room admissions
and 20.29% from physician referrals. The remaining 5.26%
represent patients transferred from other facilities and clinics
within the health system.
B. Data Preprocessing
Since our interest in this research is to identify key factors
that affect the ALOS, we decided to categorize the ALOS
into two levels using the national hospital discharge survey
data. For each chronic disease, the mean and standard
deviation were calculated from the CDC report and can be
seen in Table 1.
The information was used to convert the ALOS into the
following two categories: Yes (less than or equal to mean +
3 stand deviation), and No (more than mean + 3 stand
deviation). In Enterprise Miner, the converted categorical
TABLE I
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR LENGTH OF STAY (DAYS)
Disease
Diabetes
mellitus
Essential
hypertension
Congestive
heart failure
Chronic
bronchitis
Asthma

250

4.7

Standard
Deviation
0.2

401

2.2

0.1

428.0, 428.2-428.4

5.1

0.1

491

4.7

0.1

493

3.2

0.1

ICD-9-CMI Code

Mean

variable for ALOS, named “F14”, was chosen as the target
variable, which has two categories: normal length of stay
versus long length of stay. Following the SEMMA process,
a diagram was constructed to mine the discharge data as
seen in Fig. 1.
Data Preprocessing was done through the first three steps
of the SEMMA process. First, the data set named “Hospital”
was partitioned into two samples using the “Sample”
function: one is the training set (60%) and the other is the
validation set (40%). Specifically, a stratified sampling
technique was used to ensure sufficient representations of
both categories.
Screening process was then conducted using the
“Explore” and “Modify” functions to examine the sample
for any unusual observations, missing values, and outliers.
Consequently, variables such as religion name, patient

occupation were dropped.
The input variables kept were age, gender, race, marital
status, chronic disease, attending, admit_source, primary
financial class, and zip code. Age is an interval variable and
the other variables are nominal. Results of exploring some
of the variables can be seen in Tables 2.
TABLE 2
ALOS FOR DISCHARGES FROM URBAN HOSPITAL
All ages

65 years and over
ALOS

ALOSr†

11%

5.50

22%

4.90

4%

5.51

15%

6.18

21%

6.47

27%

5.08

8%

6.40

21%

4.03

83%

4.53

97%

ALOS

ALOSr

ASTHMA

3.56

COPD
CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
DIABETES
HYPERTENSION

†

† Relative difference in ALOS between sample and [6].

C. Modeling
In this study, a classification task where a discrete
variable needs to be predicted by input data was
investigated. Various variables were used to classify the
ALOS into two categories. To model this task, four models
were built using Enterprise Miner: logistic regression, neural
network, decision tree, and Ensemble as shown in Fig. 1.
1) Logistic regression: A logistic regression was
constructed. A linear combination of the input variables
produces the log of the odds of the primary outcome [12].
The reason that a logistic regression was chosen is because
the target variable (ALOS) is nominal. In this model,
maximum likelihood estimation was used to derive the
coefficients for the predictors. Furthermore, significant
predictors were identified.
2) Neural network: A neural network was constructed
using a logistic regression to select the input and maximum
likelihood was used for weight estimation process. Artificial
neural networks have developed from generalized neural
biological principles and can be used for association,
classification, clusters, and forecasting [14]. In this study, a
neural network model was built to classify the target
variable (ALOS). Since the performance of the data driven
techniques such as neural network heavily rely on the input
variables used to develop the model, the selection of proper
input variables from a set of potential input variables to be
included to model the system is a very important step in
model development. In this study, a logistic regression
model was used as the input selection to the neural network
model.
3) Decision tree: A classification tree was built using
recursive partitioning. A decision tree can be considered as
a technique to divide a large number of records into smaller
sets of records by applying a sequence of decision rules.
Each time a set is divided, the items in the subset are more
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and more similar. The split criteria used to build the tree was
the Chi square test. A leaf size of 5 was selected in this
study. Unlike the neural network, the decision tree confronts
the curse of dimensionality by ignoring irrelevant inputs.
4) Ensemble: An ensemble model which combines the
predictions from the above described three models was
created.
D. Assessment
Once the models were developed, a model comparison tool
that is part of the “Assessment” process was added to the
diagram
to
compare
their
performance.
Both
misclassification and average squared error were used to
assess the models.
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III. RESULTS
Four models were built to predict the ALOS based on the
inputs. Each model was evaluated using two assessment
criteria: average squared error, and misclassification.
Tables 3-6 show the fit statistics results for the logistic
regression model, neural network model, decision tree
model, and ensemble model.
All four models have similar performance. The Ensemble
model has the lowest average squared error (0.21) and the
decision tree has the highest average squared error (0.22).
Similarly, all four models have very similar
misclassification. The Ensemble model has the lowest
misclassification (0.34) and the decision tree has the highest
misclassification (0.35).
Figures 2, 3, 5, 6 provide the model assessment scores for
the corresponding models. In particular, cumulative percent
of captured response was reported for each model on both
datasets. This was done through the following process: First,
the observations were sorted based on the predicted
probability to be included from high to low. Then, they were
divided up to deciles. The cumulative percent captured
responses was calculated by adding the “events” (in this
case, ALOS who were predicted to be normal) captured by
each decile, then divided by the total number of the
“events.” For example, in Figure 2, Deciles 1 to 20
representing 27% of the entire population captured
approximately 80% of the “events” by the logistic regression
model. After examining the remaining figures, it is clear that
the cumulative percent captured responses was similar for
the logistic regression, neural network, decision tree, and
ensemble models, with the Ensemble model slightly better.
TABLE 3
ASSESSMENT OF THE LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL

Fig. 1. Hospital Diagram.

Assessment Criterion

Training

Validation

Average Squared Error
Misclassification

0.18
0.28

0.22
0.35

Fig. 2. Model Assessment Scores for the Logistic Regression Model.
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TABLE 4
ASSESSMENT OF THE NEURAL NETWORK MODEL
Assessment Criterion

Training

Validation

Average Squared Error
Misclassification

0.20
0.31

0.21
0.35

Fig. 5. Model Assessment Scores for the Decision Tree Model.

TABLE 6
ASSESSMENT OF THE ENSEMBLE MODEL
Fig. 3. Model Assessment Scores for the Neural Network Model.

Assessment Criterion

Training

Validation

Average Squared Error
Misclassification

0.19
0.30

0.21
0.34

TABLE 5
ASSESSMENT OF THE DECISION TREE MODEL
Assessment Criterion

Training

Validation

Average Squared Error
Misclassification

0.22
0.35

0.22
0.34

Fig. 6. Model Assessment Scores for the Ensemble Model.

Fig. 4. Decision Tree Model.

The results in Figure 4 reveal that the important predictors
were age and chronic disease. Similarly, the results from the
other three models also support this observation.
Figure 7 provides a summary of the four models on both
training and validation data sets using the average squared
error and misclassification as the assessment criteria. Fig. 8
shows the classification chart for the four models. Results
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indicated that the ensemble model which combined the other
three models had the slight edge over the others and was the
best fit.

Fig. 7. Model Comparison Summary.
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was significantly lower than that for hypertension related
patients. These findings showed that different actions might
be needed to reduce the ALOS for different types of chronic
diseases.
Even though some other factors were not identified as
important from this study, there were various reasons. For
instance, there were too many missing values for religion
information as well as the patient occupation preventing
them being properly studied in the research. In addition,
only limited amount of data (two year period) were used in
this study. In the future, larger amount of data can be
collected and analyzed.
This research is an initial attempt in the effort to reduce
ALOS for patients with chronic diseases. Data mining
techniques have been proven to be effective in this
endeavor. Findings from this study and any future studies
will help design better guidelines and in the long term,
reduce healthcare costs.

V. CONCLUSION
Data mining techniques were applied to a classification
task where various input variables were used to predict
whether ALOS falls within normal category (less than or
equal to mean plus three times standard deviation) or long
category. Four models were built and the ensemble model
was selected as the best fit. Age and chronic disease were
identified as the most important factors in predicting ALOS.
Findings of this research can provide insights into where to
start in the effort to improve the discharge rate and
ultimately reduce costs for the hospital.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Fig. 8. Model Comparison Classification Chart.
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Abstract- In this work, we looked at the analysis of the
prediction of survivability rate of breast cancer using
Association rules and Naïve Bayes data mining techniques
[6, 12]. We used the XLMiner data mining tool for our
experiments [12]. The data used is the National Cancer
Institute’s SEER Public-Use Data [1]. Several experiments
were conducted using these algorithms. The achieved
prediction performances are comparable to existing
techniques. Our approach was two fold: Association Rules
for rules discovery and Naïve Bayes for breast cancer
predictability. We found out that both algorithms had
common as well as disparate rules and discovery.
Keywords: Breast Cancer Survivability, Data Mining,
Association Rules, Naïve Bayes

1. Introduction
Breast cancer is a malignant cancer causing tumor that
begins when cells in the breast tissue grow abnormally,
without managing cell division and cell death rates. The
chance of a woman having invasive breast cancer some
time during her life is about 1 in 8 [2]. The chance of dying
from breast cancer is about 1 in 35[2]. Breast cancer death
rates are declining. This is probably the result of detecting
the cancer earlier and doing enhanced treatment.
Breast cancer treatments can be classified as local or
systematic. Surgery and radiation fall under local while
chemotherapy and hormone therapy are examples of
systematic therapies. Usually for the best results, the two
types of treatment are used collectively [12]. Although
breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death in
women, the survival rate is high. With early diagnosis, 97%
of women survive for 5 years or more [3].
Although cancer research is generally clinical and/or
biological in nature, data mining research is becoming a
common match. In medical domains where data and
statistics driven research is successfully applied, new and
fresh research directions are recognized to promote clinical
and biological research[3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11].

Forecasting the result of a disease or discovering
information previously unknown is one of the most
inspiring and challenging tasks in which to develop data
mining applications. Survival analyses is a field in medical
prognosis that deals with application of various techniques
to historic data in order to predict the survival of a
particular patient suffering from a disease over a time
period [4,6,9]. With the advancement of technology,
automated tools, storage and retrieval of large volumes of
medical data are being collected and are being made
available to the medical research community who has been
interested in developing prediction models for
survivability. [5]

2 Related researches
Several studies have been carried out on the survivability
prediction of breast cancer using Naïve Bayes and
Classification Trees [4, 7, 8, 10]. We reviewed the study of
Delen et al. [4] and Bellaachia et al [10]. In their study,
Delen et al. preprocessed the SEER data (1973-2000 with
433,272 records contained in a flat file breast.txt) for breast
cancer. They removed redundancies and missing
information resulting in a data set with 202,932 records,
which then pre-classified into two groups of “survived”
(93,273) and “not survived” (109,659) depending on the
Survival Time Recode (STR) field. The “survived” class is
records that contain value greater than or equal 60 months
in the STR field and the “not survived” class represents the
remaining records. They achieved classification rate 81%.
In the study of Bellaachia et al. (period of 1973-2002 with
482,052 records) [13], the approach takes into
consideration, besides the Survival Time Recode (STR),
the Vital Status Recode (VSR) and Cause of Death (COD)
fields as well. Their results show an outperformance over
the approach used in [4]. They achieved classification rate
(87%) higher than the classification rate of the earlier study
of Delen et al. (81%).
Their results motivated us to explore data mining
techniques using Association Rules [12]. The use of
Association rules has been sparse. In this study, we focus
on using commercial data mining tool XLMiner’s [12]
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Association Rules and Naïve Bayes data mining techniques
[12].

3. Data Procurement and Preparation
In this study, we used the data contained in the
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER)
Program Cancer Incidence Public-Use Database for the
years 1973-2004 [1]. We queried the SEER database using
the SEER Stat software which is a front end tool that
connects over broadband to the SEER database. Our
selection criteria include all records where site recode
equals “Breast” the sex is “Female” for the above period. A
total of 770,000 records were generated by the SEER
database based on our selection criteria. The SEER Breast
cancer data consisted of 115 variables [1]. These variables
provide socio-demographic and cancer specific information
regarding incidence of cancer. Based on SEER personnel
advice, 14 variables/attributes have been selected as shown
in Table 1. After eliminating redundancy and missing
information, and selecting records for the year greater than
1988, we narrowed our selection to 71,077 records. Due to
the limitation of XLMiner, the selection was further
reduced to 60,000 records.
Table 1. Variables used for Knowledge Discovery

Categorical Variable Name

Distinct
Values

Race
Marital Status at Diagnosis
Extension of Tumor
Radiation
Lymph Node Involvement
Grade
Diagnostic Confirmation
Stage of Cancer
Cause of Death

19
6
23
9
10
5
8
5
2

Continuous Variables

Range

Extension of Tumor
RX Summ -Surgery Primary Site
Number of Primaries
Age at Diagnosis
Survival Time Recode Total Months

0-200
0 -99
1 -8
17 - 102
0 - 83

4. Data Mining Techniques on Breast
Cancer
Our focus was using Association rules to discover
previously unknown correlations of data. In addition, we
explored Lift parameter in the analysis [12]. We used
Naïve Bayes classification model for its performance and
most adaptability in using diverse types of data without
limitations on variables being categorical or continuous.
We used the Naïve Bayes to predict one on one relation
with the dependent variable. Each of the approaches is
briefly defined below. Table-1 shows the fields used in our
analysis.

4.1 Association Rules
Association rules shows attribute value conditions that
occur frequently together in a given dataset [6, 12].
Association rule mining finds interesting associations
and/or correlation relationships among large set of data
items. That is, given a collection of items and a set of
records, each of which contain some number of items from
the given collection, an association function can find rules
such as 70% of all the records that contain items A, B, and
C also contain items D and E. These rules are computed
from the data and, unlike the if-then rules of logic,
association rules are probabilistic in nature.
There are several numbers that are associated with an
association rule. The first number (a) is called the support
for the rule. The support is simply the number of
transactions that include all items in the antecedent and
consequent parts of the rule. The other number (b) is
known as the confidence of the rule. Confidence is the ratio
of the number of transactions that include all items in the
consequent as well as the antecedent (namely, the support)
to the number of transactions that include all items in the
antecedent. Lift is one more parameter of interest in the
association analysis. Lift is nothing but the ratio of
Confidence to Expected Confidence [12].
Several iterations of model generation were done to
achieve an optimized model that had good support for the
rules and corresponding confidence of the rules. Unlike the
if-then rules of logic, association rules are probabilistic in
nature. Using the association rules mining with minimum
support of 1000 and minimum confidence of 85%, 33,499
rules has been generated. Confidence=85%.
Some of the rules are as follows:
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1. IF Number of primaries=1 (100%)
AND RX Summ.-Surgery primary site =22
AND No. of positive nodes =98
AND Stage of Cancer =In situ
AND Grade=Unknown
AND Race=White
THEN lymph node involvement=0 AND Diagnostic
confirmation=Positive Histology
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3. (97.76%) Lift – 9.078
IF Extension of Tumor=999
AND Stage of Cancer=Unstaged
THEN lymph node involvement=9

2. IF No. of positive nodes =98 (92.56%)
AND Race=Black
THEN Diagnostic confirmation= Positive histology

4. (91.65%) Lift- 5.295
IF lymph node involvement=0
AND RX Summ -Surgery primary site=22
AND Number of positive nodes=98
AND Extension of Tumor=999
AND Diagnostic Confirmation=Positive histology
THEN Stage of Cancer=In Situ

3. IF lymph node involvement=0 (98.3%)
AND Number of primaries=1
AND Radiation=Beam Radiation
AND Age=65
AND Stage of Cancer= Localized
AND Diagnostic confirmation= Positive histology
AND Race= White
THEN Cause of Death=Alive

5. (91.88%) Lift – 5.25
IF lymph node involvement=0
AND Number of Primaries=1
AND Number of positive nodes=98
AND Extension of Tumor=999
AND Marital Status= Married
AND Diagnostic confirmation=Positive Histology
THEN Stage of Cancer=In Situ

4. IF Number of primaries=1 (98.24%)
AND Extension of Tumor=9
AND Stage of Cancer=Distant
THEN Cause of death=Breast.

After analyzing the rules, some of our observations are as
follows:

5. IF Race=Japanese (92.34%)
THEN Cause of death=Alive
Lift is the proportion of positive hits in the set of the
model’s positive classifications, divided by the proportion
of positive hits in the data set overall:
Lift =

i) If the Stage of Cancer was Insitu (contained within the
membrane) and if the patient had received some sort of
Radiation then chance of survival were high.
ii) If Stage of Cancer was distant (spread out) then
probability of death was breast cancer.
iii) If Race= Japanese then chances of survival is high.

Proportion of positive hits in set of positive
classifications

iv) If Extension of Tumor=998(Unknown) then probability
of Stage of Cancer=Distant is high.

Proportion of positive hits in data set as a whole

Table -2 shows the survivability distribution by Race.

A good classification model should identify in its positive
classifications a group that has a higher proportion of
positive “hits” than the database as a whole. The result set
was resorted based on the Lift Ratio in descending order.
The top 5 rules are as follows:
1. (87.91%) Lift-13.149
IF Extension of Tumor=998(Unknown)
THEN Stage of Cancer=Distant
2. (87.91%) Lift-13.149
IF Extension of Tumor=998(Unknown)
THEN Stage of Cancer=Distant

Table 2. Survivability by Race
Race
Japanese
Japanese
White
White
Black
Black

Cause of death
Alive
Breast
Alive
Breast
Alive
Breast

Total
1085
134
40296
13385
3671
2652

We were intrigued with the result that survival is high
when Race=Japanese. We explored the data for Japanese
only but could not determine from the available fields/data
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any pattern that said why. After talking with domain
experts and SEER personnel the result could possibly be
highlighted to other information such as genetics, food
habits, environment and Climate etc. which in not part of
the SEER data.

“will survive” were predicted correctly, and 0 wrongly.
1935 “Die of Breast Cancer” were predicted correctly and
0 wrongly.
Table 3. Prior class probabilities

While the results are agreeable by domain experts, we did
not
find
anything
out
of
the
ordinary.

4.2 Naïve Bayes
Bayesian classifiers [12] operate by saying "If you see a
fruit that is red and round, which type of fruit is it most
likely to be, based on the training data set? In future,
classify red and round fruit as that type of fruit." A
difficulty arises when you have more than a few variables
and classes -- you would require an enormous number of
observations to estimate these probabilities. Naive Bayes
classification gets around this problem by not requiring that
you have lots of observations for each possible
combination of the variables. Rather, the variables are
assumed to be independent of one another and, therefore
the probability that a fruit that is red, round, firm, 3" in
diameter, etc. will be an apple can be calculated from the
independent probabilities that a fruit is red, that it is round,
that it is firm, that it is 3" in diameter, etc. This is termed
as conditional probability.
In general, given a set of records, each containing a number
of attributes, a set of tags (representing classes of records)
and an assignment of a tag to each record, Naïve Bayes
classification function examines the set of tagged records
and produces descriptions of the characteristics of records
for each of the classes.
Before building a model, typically you partition the data
using a partition utility. Partitioning yields mutually
exclusive datasets: a training dataset, a validation dataset.
The training dataset is used to train or build a model.
Once a model is built on training data, goal is to find out
the accuracy of the model on unseen data. For this, the
model should be used on a dataset that was not used in the
training process -- a dataset where you know the actual
value of the target variable. The discrepancy between the
actual value and the predicted value of the target variable is
the error in prediction.
From the perspective of overall predictability, the prior
class probability (Table 3) is known to be 81% will survive
and 19% will die of breast cancer. The training and
validation data sets contained 10,000 and 50,000 records
respectively (Tables 4 and 5). The output variable is
“Cause of Death”. Naïve Bayes predicts overall probability
as well as conditional probability, described later. In the
Training data where we already knew the outcome, 8065

Prior class probabilities
Class

Prob.

Alive

0.8065

Breast

0.1935

Table 4. Training Data summary.
Training Data scoring - Summary Report
Classification Confusion Matrix
Predicted Class
Actual Class

Alive

Breast

Alive

8065

0

0

1935

Breast

Table 5. Validation data summary
Validation Data scoring - Summary Report
Classification Confusion Matrix
Predicted Class
Actual Class

Alive

Breast

Alive

40455

0

85

9460

Breast

Upon validation (Table 6), the output shows 40,455 or 81%
“will survive” were predicted correctly, and 0 wrongly.
9460 or 18.9% will “Die of Breast Cancer” were predicted
correctly and 85 wrongly.
The accuracy of Class Alive is 100% and accuracy of Class
Breast is 99%. The overall accuracy is 99.83% and error of
0.17%. The errors are very small indicating the
experimental results using the categorization technique
used produced survivability results with very high
accuracy. It may be worth noting that the computation time
of the Naïve Bayes algorithm was 272 seconds.
Table 7 shows the experimental results using the
categorization approach used and the dataset used in our
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approach. The results clearly show that the prediction rate
81% of survived and 18.9% not survived are very much in
line with the health industry projections. [1, 2].
Table 7. Validation of Breast cancer Survivability
Naïve Bayes classifiers assume that the effect of a variable
value on a given class is independent of the values of other
variable. This assumption is called class conditional
independence. It is made to simplify the computation and
in this sense considered to be “Naïve”. Only those rows
with highest probability are shown on the following page.
We generated the conditional probability of Naïve Bayes
operation as a one on one relation with the dependent
variable cause of death. Some of the output is summarized
as follows:
i) If Extension of Tumor=999(Unknown) probability of
class Alive is 9% and probability of class Breast is 20%.
ii) If Radiation= Beam Radiation
probability of class Alive is 46% and probability of class
Breast is 34%.
iii) If Radiation= None
probability of class Alive is 49% and probability of class
Breast is 55%.
iv) If Grade= Moderately differentiated; Grade II
probability of class Alive is 35% and probability of class
Breast is 20%.
v) If Stage of Cancer= InSitu
probability of class Alive is 21% and probability of class
Breast is 1%.
vi) ) If Stage of Cancer= Distant
probability of class Alive is 1% and probability of class
Breast is 30%.
vii) If Race = White
probability of class Alive is 83% and probability of class
Breast is 80%.
viii) If Race = Japanese
probability of class Alive is 2% and probability of class
Breast is 0.5%
Table 6. Validation Error summary
Error Report
Class

# Cases

# Errors

% Error

Alive
Breast

40455
9545

0
85

0.00
0.89

Overall

50000

85

0.17

Class

Count

Percent

Survived

40,455

81%

Not Survived

9,460

18.9%

4.3 Comparing Naives Bayes and Association
Rules
We ran several tests on breast cancer data using
Association rules and Naïve Bayes mining techniques.
From the observations, some of the rules were common
across both algorithms like If Race= Japanese then chances
of survival is high and If survival time recode total months
> 61 months - chances of survival are high. Some were
unique in different techniques. It would be beneficial in
running two or more operations and data mining techniques
to get much clearer picture. Overall, we did not find
anything out of the ordinary; however, we learnt during the
process that consistent data, data accuracy and relevance of
data are of prime importance.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we outline the research effort where we
developed several models for Association Rules knowledge
discovery and Naïve Bayes for prediction models for breast
cancer survivability. Our goal was twofold. Firstly, to
discover knowledge in simple to read rules using the data
mining technique Association rules. Secondly, use Naïve
Bayes for breast cancer survivability. The experimental
results are promising for the application of the data mining
methods into the rules discovery and survivability
prediction problem in medical databases.
The observations can be summarized as characteristics of
survived vs. not survived with respect to stage of cancer,
Race, Extension of Tumor, lymph node involvement and
radiation. In general, several factors such as Race, Age at
Diagnosis, Survival Time Recode can have influences for
breast cancer survivability. We did not observe any
association between survivability rate to any particular
group. In terms of survivability rate amongst different
races, Asian, especially Japanese have a better rate of
survivability. Another peculiar thing that was observed for
Japanese race was that even at age range 67-78, they have
good chance of survival unlike all other races which show
that survivability significantly decreases if age is more than
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70. Factors such as food habit, work/occupational
environment, and genetics could influence the survivability
rate. However, such information was not available on
SEER breast cancer data that we used for our experiments.
Association rules shows attribute value conditions that
occur frequently together in a given dataset. Peculiarity
represents a new interpretation of interestingness, an
important notion in data mining [13]. Peculiarity may be
hidden in a relatively small number of records. Currently,
we are investigating the application of peculiarity based
data mining on breast cancer data survivability.
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Abstract - The goal of this study is to discover a winning
formula for a major league baseball team. That is, the key
combination of team attributes that result in winning the
league pennant. Using team level data, attribute relevance
analysis focuses on the league winner attribute to select
factors influencing the season’s outcome. The resulting data
set is data mined using classification to find pathways to
winning. Clustering and association mining are used to
discover hidden data patterns which answer the question:
“What can we do to help our team win?” Results indicate
key attributes, which determine a team becoming the
pennant winner. Defensive play is found to be more
important than hitting the ball and scoring runs.
Keywords: Data Mining, Baseball Analysis, Classification,
Association, Clustering

1. Introduction
To determine the characteristics needed to be a
winning major league baseball team multiple data mining
techniques are applied. These techniques find the qualities
possessed by the pennant winners from the conception of
baseball in 1871 through 2008. Currently Major League
Baseball is split into two leagues, the American League and
the National League. Teams in each league compete
annually to be the best and eventually win their leagues
pennant. The pennant winners then compete in the World
Series.
Baseball is a game in which one team is on offense
and the other on defense, switching sides periodically. The
offense is played by each player (the batter) individually in
turn. (There are tactics concerning batting order, which are
beyond the scope of this study.) The goal of the batter is to
hit the ball and eventually to round all the bases to make a
run, scoring for his team. The batter is opposed by the
pitcher and the fielders of the defensive team. The pitcher
throws the ball preferably in a way that the batter will not be
able to hit it. If the batter does hit the ball the fielders
attempt to „get the batter out‟ in various ways. The winning
team is the team that scores the most runs in typically nine
turns at bat (known as innings).

Computer analysis and data mining has been used in
business to segment and market to customers. Sport fans
and customers are no exception to data mining efforts.
Association mining and cluster analysis has been used to
suggest marketing strategy to a major sportswear firm [1].
Coaches and players have always attempted to
improve their game by post game analysis of play. Such
debriefings have included review of game videos. Computer
analysis of videos provides additional insights to improve
individual player performance [2-4]. Improving team
performance can benefit from video tape review so long as
the player roster is constant. Data mining of game statistics
has also been used for such tactical applications. Advanced
Scout is a data mining application used by National
Basketball Association (NBA) coaches to analyze basketball
game data and relate it the game tapes [5].
Data mining has been used in many sports and games,
such as cricket [6, 7], basketball [5], and soccer [2, 3], as
well as baseball [4]. Individual baseball player statistics
have been data mined using a Bayesian classifier to predict
Cy Young award winners [8]. The Cy Young award goes to
the best pitcher in each major league. Non-physical games
have also been data mined to help players improve their
game. Classification techniques C4.5, CART, JRip,
Chipper, and an artificial neural network (ANN) ensemble
have been used to categorize online poker players into
winners and losers, based on playing profiles [9]. These
results can be used by players to recognize the playing style
of opponents and adjust their play accordingly.
Moving from the tactical level of using the current
team to the strategic level of building a winning team
requires selecting the best players and knowing what
combination of player skills constitutes a good team. Player
selection depends on the sport. Different sports require
different, specific physical fitness levels and skills.
Therefore, selection of players having the required physical
fitness and skill is an important issue. Data mining has been
used to determine these physical fitness levels and skills for
various sports [10]. The combination of offensive and
defensive (hitting, pitching and fielding) skills necessary to
field a winning team in baseball is the focus of this paper.
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The data used in this study is a subset of the Lahman
baseball database [11]. Sean Lahman created the first
version of the database in 1992 in an effort to make baseball
statistics available to everyone. The breadth of the project
has grown tremendously and now an entire team of
researchers work together to make the Lahman Baseball
Database the largest and most accurate source for baseball
statistics and information [11]. The selected data set was
processed using classification, association, and clustering
algorithms as implemented by WEKA [12] on both
Windows 7 and Ubuntu Linux 9.10 machines.
This paper proceeds as follows. The next section
discusses preparing the data using statistical analysis. The
following three sections provide the details of analysis and
results of data mining using classification, association, and
clustering, respectively. The final section reviews and
consolidates the results providing recommendations leading
to a pennant winning team.

2. Statistical Analysis and Data
Preprocessing
The attributes of the Lahman Database were reviewed.
Those attributes that provided identification labels, such as
team name, location, manager name, and redundant or not
relevant to playing the game or relevant to winning the
league pennant were not selected for this study. The data
selected is a team level data set of 2,597 records and 27
attributes (Table 1). Here team level refers to all of the
regular season statistics for a team from 1871 through 2008.
These 27 attributes represent the three game factors, 10
hitting, 10 pitching, and 4 fielding. Additionally, games
played is an experience factor; the more games a team plays
the better the players should work together as a team. Fans
come to games of winning teams, providing the attendance
attribute. The final attribute is the league winner attribute,
which defines the winner in each league each year.
The data values were discretized to enable comparison
between the classification and association results. Equal
width binning discretization was based on the standard
deviation of each attribute. Each bin is one standard
deviation in width. The bins for each attribute were
determined as follows:
Low – 2 standard deviations or more below the mean
Medium low – Greater than or equal to 1 but less than
2 standard deviations below the mean
Average Low – Less than 1 standard deviations below
the mean
Average High – Less than 1 standard deviation above
the mean

Medium High – Greater than or equal to 1 but less
than 2 standard deviations above the mean
High – Greater than 2 standard deviations above the
mean
After the data was binned, the data records were
randomized, placed in a random order, and then split in a
2:1 fashion. Where two-thirds of the data set was used as a
training set and one-third of the data set was used as a test
set. The training set is used for developing the classification
and clustering models and the test set to verify the
respective models.

3. Classification Analysis
Classification is a data mining technique which
predicts the conditions under which an entity is a member of
a class. If there are only two values for the class then not
being a member of one category implies membership in the
other category. In the case of baseball league winners, a
team is either a league winner or not each year. Of the 2,597
records only 259 or about 10% are league winners. The
C4.5 classification algorithm with a confidence factor of
0.25 [13] was used to create the baseball decision tree. After
constructing a number of classification trees, the confidence
factor was settled on at 0.25 because it segmented the leaf
nodes in such a way that a reasonable amount of records
were classified under each node; theoretically pruning away
rules that did not significantly contribute to the result. The
training data was overall accuracy was 92.8% with an Fmeasure of 0.916; and the testing set was 91.0% accurate
with a F-measure of 0.951.
The pruned tree returned contained only nine of the 27
input attributes (see Table 1). This is a clear indication of
which attributes are most important in determining the
league winners and losers. These nine attributes also cover
the three game factors (hitting – 3, fielding – 1, and pitching
– 5,) from both a good and bad perspective. That is, the
attributes for which a team would want to have a high
associated number, like runs (R), and a low number, such as
hits allowed (HA). Furthermore, four of the attributes are
paired opposites; a team would want a high number of runs
(R) and a low number of opponents‟ runs scored (RA),
likewise a high number of hits by batters (H) and a low
number of hits allowed (HA).
The tree‟s 57 branches can be translated into 57 IF . . .
THEN rules with the leaf node as the consequent. As would
be expected with only 10% of the league winner attribute
values being „yes‟, most of the records follow
branches/rules leading to not winning the league pennant.
But, the number of leaf nodes/rules that result in not
winning is only a little more than half; 29 rules conclude
with not winning. This is an indication that there are 28
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Table 1. Data Set Attributes (X – significant, x – important)
Name

Meaning

Attributes Identified by

Game
Factor

Classification

2B

Doubles

Hitting

3B

Triples

Hitting

AB

At Bats

Hitting

attendance

Home Attendance Total

BB

Walks By Batters

Hitting

BBA

Walks Allowed

Pitching

x

CG

Complete Games

Pitching

x

CS

Caught Stealing

Fielding

DP

Double Plays

Fielding

E

Errors

Fielding

ER

Earned Runs Allowed

Pitching

ERA

Earned Run Average

Pitching

G

Games Played

GHome

Games Played At Home

Hitting

H

Hits By Batters

Hitting

x

HA

Hits Allowed

Pitching

X

HR

Homeruns By Batters

Hitting

HRA

Homeruns Allowed

Pitching

IPOuts

Outs Pitched

Pitching

LgWin

League Champion

R

Runs Scored

Hitting

X

RA

Opponents Runs Scored

Fielding

X

SB

Stolen Bases

Hitting

SHO

Shutouts

Pitching

SO

Strikeouts By Batters

Hitting

SOA

Strikeouts By Pitchers

Pitching

SV

Saves

Pitching

Association

Clustering

X

Fans

X

X

x

Experience

X
X

X

X

Class
X
X

X

x
x

ways to win, and at least one of the eight important
attributes is a part of a rule leading to winning the pennant.
The most significant rules are presented in Table 2 along
with the game factors attributed to the attributes.

The rules in table 2 are the classification rules that
applied to at least 10% of the records in the data set and the
rule that applied to the most league winner records (rule 27).

The table also indicates the success of the rule in
classifying the records. The binning of the rules requires an
inequality interpretation. That is, the game factor associated
with a particular antecedent is a limit on the quality of that
game factor.

Rules 1 and 2 clearly indicate that a team that has poor
fielding skills, a team that during the season has allowed
their opponents more than 681.9 runs, is not likely to be the
league winner. The single characteristic of allowing runs
applies 38.5% of the time and results in not winning the
pennant 95.4% of those times in rule 1 and for rule 2, 11.8%
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Table 2. Significant Classification Rules
Rule
Number

Rule Predicate

Game Factor

League
Winner

% Rule
Applied

%
Successful

1

IF RA=Average High

poor fielding

No

38.5

95.4

2

IF RA= High

v. poor fielding

No

11.8

100.0

4

IF RA=Average Low
AND R= Average High

good fielding
good hitting

No

14.6

77.3

5

IF RA=Average Low
AND R= Average Low

good fielding
poor hitting

No

13.3

97.8

27

IF RA=Low
AND R=High
AND HA= Average Low

v. good fielding
v. good hitting
good pitching

Yes

0.8

100.0

of the records never won the pennant due to allowing runs.
Contra-wise, good fielding may result in a pennant win.

good fielding, mixed hitting and mixed pitching make for
league winners.

But, rule 4 indicates that even with good fielding (runs
allowed between 542.3 and 681.9) and good hitting (681.9 –
820.3 runs) there is no guarantee of a pennant win. This rule
applies to less than half as many records as rule 1 and the
success rate is much lower. On the other hand, the other rule
4 also applies to 86 of the 259 league winning records (33%
of the winners). This is an indication that good or better
fielding and hitting are winning factors. Rule 5, applying to
nearly as many records as rule 4, contradicts rule 4 by
indicating much better success at not winning (97.8%) while
indicating that hitting (only 541.3 - 681.9 runs) is not all
that important. Leaving fielding as a key factor. On the
other hand, rule 27 clearly indicates that very good fielding,
less that 403.7 runs against, and very good hitting, more
than 820.3 runs, with just good pitching (hits against
between 1,114.6 and 1,343.6) although difficult to obtain,
only 0.8% of the records achieve this state, guarantees
(100% success) winning the pennant. This rule is also
significant in that it shows the winning team need not be
among the best in pitching to win.

Classification analysis has not revealed very
revolutionary results. There are 9 important attributes, but
even of these 9 it is the actual scoring (runs and runs
against) that make or break a team. Also indicated is that
hitting and fielding is more important than pitching.

As important is the number of rules leading to league
winning (28 rules) and the small number of records that
apply to each rule. Only 21 records (0.8%) apply to rule 27.
This is a strong indication that there are many combinations
of the eight attributes and their values that can result in
winning the pennant.
The other winning teams have other combinations of
offense and defense. Rule 18 uses good fielding, very good
hitting, and mixed pitching, but is effective only about half
as often as rule 27. Rules 10, 14, and 40, which are also
effective only about half as often as rule 27 indicate at least

4. Association Mining Analysis
Association analysis is a data mining method used to
discover patterns hidden within large data sets. These
relationships are reported in the form of IF. . . THEN
association rules. The rules suggest strong relationships
between the “if” portion of the rule and the “then” portion of
the rule. Rules are derived from itemsets. An itemset is a
collection of attribute value pairs that occur in the data set
records. From frequently occurring itemsets rules are
constructed.
Itemsets that meet or exceed the minimum support
threshold are considered frequent. Confidence is used to
determine how many times one itemset appears with
another, given the appearance of the first item set [14].
Association rules are formed if they meet minimum support
and minimum confidence thresholds [14]. In this case the
Apriori algorithm [15] was used. Since the goal of this study
is to find a “formula” to help baseball teams become league
winners, the data set was modified to contain the records of
only the league winners, 259 records.
The minimum support threshold was set at 50% in
order to eliminate teams whose attributes value pairs did not
relate directly to the league winner attribute. Confidence
was set at 90% so only the top-tier rules from the
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association mining would be produced. The Apriori
algorithm found 162 total rules with between one and four
antecedents. Since the goal of this study is to find the
winning “formula” used to predict the league winner, only
those rules concluding with only a league winner are of
interest.
Additionally, Apriori itemsets create a large number of
association rules; there are 2k - 2 possible rules for an
itemset of k items. Many of these rules will refer to the same
records and may be redundant [16]. For example in this data
set the three rules which are supported by the most records
are
IF G=Average High THEN LgWin=Y
IF IPOuts=Average High THEN LgWin=Y
IF G=Average High AND IPouts=Average High
THEN LgWin=Y
The first rule applies to 205 records where G=Average
High (149.8 – 173.3 games) when LgWin=Y. The second

applies to 204 records where IPouts=Average High (4005.1
– 4645.2 outs pitched) when LgWin=Y and the third 204
records where G=Average High (149.8 – 173.3 games) and
IPouts=Average High (4005.1 – 4645.2 outs pitched) when
LgWin=Y. But, the 204 records in each case are the same
records that satisfy all three rules and one record that
satisfies‟s the first rule and not the other two. Because the
records are the same in 204 cases, the third rule is redundant
and can be deleted from the association rule set.
Accepting only rules concluding with a league winner
and combining and eliminating redundant rules (following
[17]) reduces the number of rules from162 to 6 (Table 3) all
of which have a confidence of 100%. These six rules each
have a single attribute in the predicate (see Table 1) and the
values of these attributes all indicate a good game factor.
Two of the game factors apply to hitting, two to fielding and
one to pitching. The sixth factor is the number of games
played, which means more playing experience and should
be above average for a winning team. The table also
indicates the number of records out of a total of 259 to
which the rule applies.

Table 3. Association Rules Leading to League Winners
Game Factor

Number of
Records

experience

205 (79.2%)

good pitching

204 (78.8%)

AB=Average High

good hitting

188 (72.6%)

E=Average Low

good fielding

168 (64.9%)

H=Average High

good hitting

163 (62.9%)

RA=Average Low

good fielding

140 (54.1%)

Rule Predicate
G=Average High
IPouts=Average High

Out of the 27 attributes from the Lahman Baseball
dataset, teams with one of the following attribute-value pairs
were more likely to become league winners: an average high
number (4005.1 – 4645.2) of outs pitched (IPOuts), average
high number (149.8 – 173.3) of games played (G), average
high number (5122.5 – 5883.9) of at bats (AB), average low
number (84.8 – 193.5) of errors (E), average high number
(1343.8 – 1567.9) of hits (H), and average low number
(403.7 – 542.3) of runs against (RA). There is an emphasis
on good fielding and good pitching (defense) and good
hitting (offense).

5. Cluster Analysis
The goal of cluster analysis is to group objects similar
to one another into clusters, where the items in a cluster are
more similar to one another than they are to items in another

cluster. Because clustering is based on distances between
points the attribute values must be ordinal, continuous data,
the data set used in this analysis is the data before binning
by standard deviation.
All the records were clustered using the k-means
algorithm [18]. Multiple clusterings were completed by
incrementally increasing the numbers of clusters. The class
attribute (the league winner) was left out of the clustering
processes. Following cluster formation each cluster is
analyzed with respect to the class attribute. This class to
cluster mode, provides the cluster best suited for each value
of the class attribute.
The optimal number of clusters is found by plotting
the sum of the squared errors in the clustering vs. the
number of clusters (Figure 1). The objective is to use the
fewest number of clusters with a low SSE. The number
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clusters is selected as 18, where the SSE begins to level off.
Within the 18 cluster clustering cluster 9 was classified as
the league winner cluster.
The average value for each attribute across all the
clusters was then compared to the attribute values of cluster
9. This comparison caused a few specific attributes (see
table 1) to stand out with respect to the league winner
cluster. The first of these attributes is hits (H). The cluster 9
number of hits is 64 more hits during a season over that of
the average of the clusters. Clustering indicates that league
winners typically hit better than other teams. The next
attribute that had a noticeable difference from the average of
the clusters is runs scored (R). Cluster 9 teams scored 40

more runs than the average of all of the other clusters. This
shows that teams that score more runs are more likely to be
league winners. Cluster 9‟s number of errors (E) committed
by a team was 56 less than that of the cluster average over
the course of a season. This is a sign of good fielding.
However, cluster 9‟s runs against (RA) was eleven more
than that of the total average from all the clusters. Runs
against, thus reveal that teams do not necessarily need above
average fielding. Clustering supports that a team with good
hitting is likely to be a league winner. The results are mixed
for good fielding, and pitching is not identified as an
important factor.
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Figure 1. SSE vs. Number of Clusters

6. Conclusion
A dataset of major league baseball statistics was data
mined using commonly used algorithms from three data
mining methodologies: classification, association, and
clustering. Overall there is excellent correlation between the
three different data mining methods. In the data set 40
attributes were reduced to 27 that have theoretical meaning
in terms of team performance. However, the combined
analysis shows that only 13 (see table 1) are applicable and
only eight are significant in determining the league winner.
These eight attributes are evenly balanced across the game
factors, three are related to hitting, at bats (AB), hits (H),
and runs (R); two for fielding, errors (E) and runs against
(RA); two for pitching, hits allowed (HA) and outs pitched
(IPOuts); and one experience attribute, games played (G).
The importance of the attributes can be measured by
considering that the more significant attributes will occur in
multiple methods [17]. Classification, association, and
clustering all had results related to their opponents runs
scored (RA) attribute. This most significant attribute is an
indication that it is more critical to play defensively than to
hit and score.

Performance improvement in the eight attributes could
increase a team‟s chances of winning the league pennant. If
team management focuses on defense especially increasing
fielding talent, they are increasing their likelihood winning
the league pennant. Another attribute identified by all three
methods is hits (H), although in classification hits was not in
a significant rule. Individually the players need to hit the
ball. Hits eventually lead to runs (R), which was identified
by classification, clustering, and common sense as key to
winning. Association mining identified the other hitting
attribute – at bats (AB); to hit the ball the player must be
batting. The remaining attributes deal with defense. Fielding
errors (E) can cause a team not to win, and must be reduced.
The pitchers need to increase the outs pitched (IPOuts)
which would simultaneously reduce the hits by opponents
(HA).
A second way to use this knowledge is to track team
performance during part of a season. Determining which
team in each league is performing better than average in the
key attributes allows picking the league pennant winners
and the World Series teams.
Data mining has been traditionally used to find
undiscovered knowledge, but known knowledge and
theories can be tested through data mining [16]. In this case,
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the results found may not change baseball, but they do
support the accepted theories about what makes a winning
team.
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Abstract - This paper presents an application of data mining
techniques to analyze the socioeconomic structure of the city
of Chicago. It demonstrates the usefulness of data mining
techniques in uncovering socioeconomic characteristics of
modern cities and in understanding social processes
affecting urban life. K-means clustering techniques and
decision tree analysis were used to create a typology of
urban neighborhoods based on similarities with respect to
several socioeconomic characteristics including median
income, education, race/ethnicity, crime rate, and housing
characteristics such as building violations and repair
permits. The data-driven typology was also able to capture
the spatial relationship between areas with similar
socioeconomic profiles, showing that people with common
social status tend to aggregate in adjacent areas. K-means
clustering was also applied to investigate social changes of
urban areas that may lead to either gentrification, or
abandonment of communities.
Keywords: K-means clustering, decision tree analysis

1

Introduction and Related Works

Urban Studies is a multidisciplinary research field that
investigates issues related to urban society. It is interested in
understanding the social and economic structure of modern
cities and its relationship with urban architecture and
planning. With the increasing access to digital public records
provided by public offices and government agencies, data on
housing characteristics, demographic information or
economic conditions of urban communities are easier to
obtain. Data mining techniques can then be used to uncover
significant patterns and associations among the data and to
gain new insights in this field.
Decennial Census data are commonly used as a source
for economic and demographic data describing the social
structure of urban communities. Housing data such as
building permits, violations, deed data, and mortgage
transactions are available through multiple sources and
organizations. All these datasets are typically stored in
different formats, and need to be consolidated into one
database through a preprocessing step that standardizes the
formats and removes duplicate records. Data mining
techniques can be used for two purposes: 1) to clean the data
and consolidate the different datasets into one database and
2) to analyze the data and model associations between
significant factors.
The study presented in this paper used data mining
techniques to analyze socioeconomic data and housing

characteristics for the City of Chicago. Clustering techniques
were applied to define a data-driven typology describing the
diverse socioeconomic status of Chicago neighborhoods, and
to examine changes of the city social structure over the past
thirty years.
The city of Chicago is divided into seventy seven
community
areas
(http://www.census.gov).
Some
community areas cover a relatively large geographical area
and have a mixed social structure depending on the diversity
of the neighborhoods that compose them. The clustering
results captured the social, ethnic and economic diversity of
Chicago neighborhoods, providing a picture of the social
landscape of the city.
Related research in Urban Studies used quantitative
methods to analyze neighborhood social changes and
investigate gentrification and decline processes that affect
urban communities. Ley and Dobson used regression
analysis to predict gentrification in Vancouver communities
from 1971-2001, and found that the areas with smaller
distance to the beach and higher distance to commercial
areas were more likely to be gentrified [1]. Wyly and
Hammel applied stepwise discriminant analysis on the
Census data from 1960 to 1990 for the cities of Chicago,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Washington, DC.
They discovered that the most powerful indicators for
gentrification in Chicago were income and education [2].
A study by Bursik and Webb applied regression analysis
and found a robust association between crime rate variance
and population size, percentage of nonwhite, percentage of
foreign born and household density (percentage of
households with more than one person per room). The
statistics was used to measure the correlation and it was
found to be significant at 1% significance level for the data
from 1950-1970 [3].
Helms analyzed Chicago building permits data from 1995
to 2000 to study building renovation that may lead to
gentrification. The study demonstrated that building
characteristics such as age and number of stories have
significant positive effects on gentrification, while numbers
of dwelling and distance from central business district and
public transportation have negative effect on gentrification
[4]. Daly applied clustering techniques (hierarchical
approach) to analyze 1996 U.K. Census data on occupation,
tenure, household structure and mobility for the city of
London and found 12 clusters [5]
The data mining techniques used in the paper are
described in section 2, and the datasets are presented in
section 3. Findings of the classification study are discussed
in section 4, and the community level typology is explored
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in section 5. Analysis of the neighborhoods social status
changes in the last three decades is presented in section 6.
Finally, section 7 presents our conclusions and future work.

2

159

class. The information gain of a variable A is computed
from the training set S as follows
,

Classification Methods

The K-means clustering technique is a powerful and
efficient data mining approach used to classify large data
sets [6], [7]. The K-means algorithm groups observations in
k clusters according to their similarity with respect to a set of
observed factors, so that within-cluster variability is small
and between-cluster variability is large.
The K-means clustering approach used in this paper
assigns observations to the cluster with the nearest mean,
according to the Euclidean distance. There is no generally
accepted procedure to define the optimal number k of
clusters. One practical approach is to compare the clustering
results for different values of k, and to select the k that
provides more meaningful clusters according to domain
knowledge. An alternative approach, based on model
selection criteria, is to compute either the BIC score
(Schwarz’s Bayesian Criterion) [8] or the AIC score
(Akaike’s Information Criterion) [9] for various clustering
models for different values of k and to select the number of
clusters k corresponding to the minimum AIC or BIC score
[10].
Sections 4 and 6 describe the application of K-means
clustering to two separate analyses. In the first analysis Kmeans clustering was applied to create a two-level
classification. In the first step the clustering method
determined a classification for the entire dataset, and in the
second step observations grouped in the larger clusters were
subdivided into smaller clusters to obtain a more fine
grained classification that captured significant differences
within each cluster.
The second application of K-means clustering techniques
analyzed sequence data from only three consecutive time
periods. The goal was to investigate change patterns with
limited historical information. The K-means clustering
approach was applied to each time period separately to
define three separate clustering models with the same
number of clusters k. Change patterns are analyzed by
comparing the classification results for the three time
periods. Details of the analysis are described in Section 6.
Decision tree analysis is a powerful classification method
used in this paper to evaluate the social profiles of Chicago
community areas. Decision trees define a set of rules that
partition data into subsets according to the values of certain
variables. Classification rules are represented in a treestructured graph where the variables are nodes, group
memberships are leaves, and variable ranges are arrows
[11]. An example specific to our dataset is shown in the
Results the discriminating variables according to the
information gain metric that measures how well a variable
separates the training examples according to their target

where is the proportion of observations in target cluster i
in the known training set S [11].

3

Data and Data Preprocessing

Socioeconomic conditions and housing characteristics of
the city of Chicago were analyzed using the data sets and
variables listed in Table 1. The 2000 Census data provided
the most recent available information about demographic
and economic conditions of Chicago neighborhoods.
Decennial Census data were downloaded from the U.S.
Census Bureau website at tract level, since individual
address data are not shared with the general public. Census
tracts are defined on the U.S. Census Bureau website
TABLE 1. AVAILABLE DATA SETS AND VARIABLES

Dataset Name/
Source
Census

Time
2000

Variables

Proportion of Whites,
Proportion of Hispanics,
Proportion of African-Americans,
Proportion of Asians and others,
Proportion of renter occupied housing,
Median rent price,
Age of building,
Proportion of +25 that completed 0-8
years school,
Proportion of +25 that completed a
bachelor or graduate degree,
Median income
Census
1980 Proportion of Whites,
and
Proportion of African-Americans,
1990 Proportion of others,
Proportion of renter occupied housing,
Median rent price,
Median income
2000 Alteration and repair permits (%)
Building
Permit / CCAO
New construction permits (%)
Demolition for residential and
business permits (%)
Building
2000 Building violations (%),
Violation /
Building illegal conversions (%),
MCIC
No heat violations (%)
Crime / MCIC
2000 Total crime per capita,
Murders (%), Robbery (%), Rape (%),
Assault (%), Theft/Larceny (%),
Property crime (%), and Personal
crime (%)
CCAO: Cook County Assessor’s Office
MCIC: Metro Chicago Information Center
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(http://www.census.gov) as “small, relatively permanent
statistical subdivisions of a county, designed to be relatively
homogeneous units with respect to population
characteristics, economic status, and living conditions”.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, there were 869
Census tracts for the 2000 Census in Chicago.
Following a standard approach to reduce noise and to
improve efficiency of classification algorithms, each
quantitative variable was transformed into a categorical
variable using quantile binning. The values of the
quantitative variable were grouped into four equal-sized bins
according to the empirical quartiles of the variable, and each
bin was assigned a category from 1 to 4.
The type of variables (Census, building permit, building
violation and crime shown in Table 1) selected for this study
was consistent with socioeconomic factors used in previous
studies investigating characteristics of urban communities.
For instance Helms analyzed Chicago building permits data
from 1995 to 2000 to predict building renovation that may
lead to gentrification [4]. Bursik and Webb used
race/ethnicity and crime rate [3]. Wyly and Hammel
discovered that the most powerful indicators for
gentrification in Chicago were income and education [2].
The 1980, 1990 and 2000 Decennial Census data were used
to investigate social class changes experienced by
neighborhoods in the last thirty years. The 1980 and 1990
income data were normalized to 2000 dollar values after
adjusting for inflation. The goal of the analysis was to
identify those Chicago neighborhoods that showed a
significant change in their socioeconomic conditions, due to
either decline or gentrification.

4

Data-Driven Typology of Urban
Communities

A typology for Chicago tract areas based on
socioeconomic and housing variables was determined using
K-means clustering techniques.
The classification approach followed a two step procedure
(Figure 1). In the first step, the clustering algorithm

Census

Building
Permit

Building
Violation

determined a classification of Chicago tracts into five classes
based on the variables listed in Table 1 for year 2000. Each
class grouped tracts with analogous demographic and
economic connotations that were specified by similar values
for median income level, race, ethnicity, crime rate,
proportion of renter occupied housing and rent price.
In order to select the optimal number of clusters k, several
K-means clustering models were computed for values of k
from 2 to 12. Although the AIC and BIC model selection
criteria, displayed in Figure 2, suggested to select k=3
clusters, practical considerations supported the selection of
k=5 clusters. A 5-class clustering model provided a better
classification of the observed tracts that was consistent with
expert domain knowledge of the city of Chicago.
The results of the clustering analysis and the number of
tracts for each cluster are summarized in Table 2. Cluster
centroids were computed as the average values of the
discriminating attributes for all observations in each cluster.
Each cluster was identified by a different color in order to
visualize the classification results on a Chicago map as
displayed in Figure 3, where the thicker black borders
represent the seventy seven community areas. Twenty-six
missing tracts are colored in white. As shown in Figure 3,
the clustering algorithm identified a segmentation of
Chicago tracts that reflected the geographical location of the
tracts. A summary of the cluster profiles is described below:
− The red cluster grouped tract areas with primarily
Hispanic population, characterized by low education
and low income residents, and by affordable rental
housing. The red cluster was associated to tracts with
low social economic status.
− The green cluster contained tracts characterized by a
majority of white residents with medium education,
medium income, low crime rates, and with the lowest
proportion of rental housing. Green cluster can be
regarded as medium economic class.
− The orange cluster can be regarded as the most
affluent. It grouped tracts that have a majority of
white residents with a bachelor or graduate degree,
and high income.
− The yellow cluster identified areas with a mixed
racial profile. Yellow tracts had a higher proportion

Sub
Clusters

Crime

Clusters
Data
Preprocessing

Data

K Means
clustering

K Means
clustering

K Means
clustering

K Means
clustering

Number of clusters
Fig. 1 K-means clustering two-stage approach

Fig. 2 BIC and AIC scores for different number of clusters
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TABLE 2. RESULTS OF CLUSTER ANALYSIS

cluster#
/color

1/Red

# of cases

175

105

96

127

341

2/Green 3/Orange 4/Yellow

5/Blue

income
($1000)
0-8 years
school
bachelor or
graduate

36

60

102

45

31

30%

9%

3%

11%

9%

11%

22%

71%

67%

11%

race

73%
Hispanic

75%
White

78%
White

Mix*

94%
Black

rent
occupied

60%

27%

59%

67%

62%

rent price

$571

$678

$936

$635

$521

building
violation

2.7%

1%

2.3%

3.7%

3.7%

total crime

8%

5%

12%

8%

12%

* 46% White, 24% Hispanic, 16% Black

of rental housing and most residents had a college
degree. Yellow cluster can be regarded as medium
economic class.
− The blue cluster contains tracts where the majority of
residents were African American, with lower
education level and lower income. Tracts in the blue
cluster were also characterized by low rent housing,
high building violations and high crime rates. The
blue cluster represented low income tracts.
It is worth noticing that although both the orange and blue
clusters contained tracts with high total crime rates, the type
of crimes was different. In the blue cluster, the high crime
rate represented violent crimes such as murder, rape,
robbery, assault, and personal crime, while in the orange
cluster the majority of reported crimes were thefts and
property crimes.
A second clustering analysis was conducted to investigate
socioeconomic differences within the larger clusters that
spanned wide geographical areas. The subclustering model
provided a more fine-grained description of the complex
socioeconomic landscape of large community areas, and
captured differences between neighborhoods within the
same social class.
K-means clustering was applied to classify tracts in the
blue, red and green clusters, separately. The selected number
of sub-classes for each cluster was three, and the subclusters were determined with respect to median income,
crime rate and race/ethnicity. The three subclasses defined a
partition of tracts into lower, medium and higher economic
classes. The results are presented in Table 3 and displayed
on a map of the city of Chicago in Figure 4. The subclusters
were identified by three different shades of colors. Lighter
shades denoted subtypes with better socioeconomic
conditions within each cluster, as specified by higher median
income values, higher education levels, and higher rent.

Fig. 3 Clustering results mapped on city of Chicago

Darker shades represented worse economic conditions, as
described by the average values in Table 4.
The analysis of the subtypology revealed that subtypes
representing better economic conditions (denoted by lighter
shades) appeared next to communities with higher
socioeconomic status. Thus lighter blue and lighter red tracts
were typically adjacent to communities in the green, yellow
and orange clusters. For instance red-classified tracts in
Irving Park, Belmont Cragin, Hermosa, and West Lawn (see
Figure 4), that were adjacent to higher income areas in the
yellow cluster, belonged to the light-red subclass indicating
that those red tracts had better socioeconomic conditions
compared to other tracts in the same cluster.
The lighter green tracts located in higher socioeconomic
neighborhoods in the green cluster were next to the city
borders and therefore adjacent to suburban areas. Such
lighter green tracts were for instance in Forest Glen, North
Park, and Beverly as displayed in Figure 4. Darker green
areas, indicating lower socioeconomic status in the green
TABLE 3. RESULTS OF SUB-CLUSTERING ANALYSIS

cluster subincome education rent price
crime (%) color
# cluster # ($1000)
(%)*
($)
1
27
22
500
7
dark red
1
2
38
30
570
7
red
3
48
35
600
5
light red
1
51
16
660
6
dark green
2
2
63
23
670
3
green
3
86
45
680
4
light green
1
19
7
440
13
dark blue
5
2
33
11
550
10
blue
3
51
20
600
13
light blue
* Percentage of +25 years old that completed a bachelor or
graduate degree
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Fig. 4 Sub-clustering results mapped on city of Chicago

cluster, were found next to light red areas such as Belmont
Cragin, Archer Heights, and West Elsdon, and West Lawn
that were classified in a low income class.
The tract-level clustering analysis described in this
section defined a typology which captured the social and
economical structure of Chicago in year 2000. The typology
showed the social diversity of Chicago communities and
neighborhood areas. It also reflected the spatial correlation
between tracts with similar social connotations that tended to
be clustered in adjacent areas as clearly shown in Figures 3
and 4. The study described in the next section extended the
tract-level typology to define a classification for the seventy
seven Chicago community areas.

5

Community Level Typology

The analysis at the community level of the clustering
results in section 4 revealed that some community areas are
characterized by a homogeneous socioeconomic status with
most or all tracts belonging to the same cluster. Other
communities with tracts assigned to different types showed a
more heterogeneous social profile representing a mixture of
socioeconomic conditions. This is displayed in Figure 3,
where some communities are identified by just one color and
others are a mix of colors.
According to the tract-level clustering model, about 50%
of the seventy seven Chicago communities completely
belonged to one cluster. This meant that 100% of tracts in a
certain community were in a same cluster (these
communities were identified by just one color on the map in
Figure 3). About 20% of communities had more that 80%
tracts in a same cluster. About 15% of communities had
between 60% and 80% tracts in one cluster. Other

communities represented a mixture of typologies, as their
tracts were classified in different clusters. This could be
regarded as a sign of socioeconomic change of the
neighborhood due to either decline or gentrification.
For instance West Town (in Figure 3) showed signs of
improvement and gentrification in the last decade, as higher
income people moved in, attracted by the proximity to better
neighborhoods. The clustering result captured this process as
West Town tracts that were closer to more affluent
neighboring communities were classified in the yellow and
orange clusters, representing medium to high economic
conditions. The change analysis presented in section 6
showed that West Town social status improved from 1990 to
2000, as more than 50% of its tracts was classified into a
higher socioeconomic class in 2000.
In order to define a typology at the community level, the
following definitions were applied:
1. Communities with more than 80% of tracts in the same
cluster were defined to be homogenous and assigned to
that cluster.
2. Communities with less than 80% of tracts belonging to
the same clusters were defined to be heterogeneous.
There was however a different degree of heterogeneity,
that was possibly influenced by the geographical location.
Examples of homogenous communities included Dunning
(see Figure 3) where all tracts were in green cluster 2; East
Garfield Park (see Figure 3) where all tracts belonged to
blue cluster 5; and Avondale (see Figure 3) where more than
80% of the tracts belonged to red cluster 1. Examples of
heterogeneous communities were West Town (in Figure 3)
that was a mixture of 5 different clusters or Near West Side
(in Figure 3) where tracts were in cluster 1, 3, 4, and 5.
Decision tree analysis was applied to assign, whenever
possible, the heterogeneous communities to a specific cluster
that best described the socioeconomic profile of that
community. The forty nine homogenous communities were
used to train the decision tree, which was used to classify the
remaining twenty eight heterogeneous communities.
The decision tree learned cluster membership using the
observed variables previously used in the clustering
approach and built a new classifier for the community areas.
The decision rules are displayed in Figure 5. The
classification analysis at the community level showed that
race was the most important discriminating feature for
identifying class membership. Community areas with a high
proportion of African American residents were allocated to
cluster 5, while communities with a higher proportion of
Hispanic population were assigned to cluster 1. The next
discriminating factor was “proportion of renter occupied
housing”, that identified clusters 2, 3 and 4. Both clusters 2
and 3 included communities with lower rate of renter
occupied housing, but wealthier communities were grouped
in cluster 3. Among the communities with higher ratio of
renter-occupied housing, the ones with a lower proportion of
repair and alteration permits were in cluster 4, while the rest
was grouped in cluster 3.
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TABLE 4. RESULTS OF CLUSTER ANALYSIS FOR EACH DECADE

cluster#

year

Cluster 1
(low
income)

1980
1990
2000
1980
1990
2000
1980
1990
2000

Cluster 2
(medium
income)
Cluster 3
(high
income)
Fig. 5 Decision Tree results at community level

The accuracy rate of the decision tree classification
algorithm was evaluated using expert domain knowledge of
the social structure of the seventy seven Chicago community
areas. The accuracy rate for the classification of
heterogeneous communities in the testing set was 71%.
According to expert knowledge seven communities out of
twenty eight were misclassified and did not belong to the
classes assigned by the decision tree classifier.
Some misclassification results could be explained by the
fact that the decision tree analysis was based on 2000 data,
and may not reflect the current social status of communities
that experienced significant social changes in the last ten
years. This would be the case for Near West Side and West
Town that were both classified by the decision tree analysis
in the low socioeconomic blue cluster. Domain experts
assigned Near West Side to the orange cluster and West
Town to the yellow cluster, reflecting the current higher
socioeconomic conditions of both communities. Other
examples include Ashburn and Bridgeport that should be
classified in the yellow cluster but were assigned incorrectly
to the red cluster by the decision tree classifier.
More recent socioeconomic data that reflect more accurately
the current profile of Chicago community areas are likely to
improve the classification results of the decision tree.

6

Change Analysis

The next step of the study was to analyze change patterns
over time to understand the process of gentrification or
abandonment of urban communities.
Only 1980, 1990 and 2000 Census data on medium
income (adjusted for inflation), race and proportion of renter
occupied housing were used in the analysis. A simple
sequential analysis applied K-means clustering on the three
available datasets separately for each decade. The clustering
approach defined three clustering models, one for each time
period, which grouped tracts into three classes denoted by
“low”, “medium” and “high” as shown in Table 4. The
results are visualized in Figure 6.
Change patterns were analyzed by comparing the
classification results over time. Figure 6 shows that most

prop.
income
White
($1000)
(%)
26
24
33
46
50
53
74
102
101

prop.
Black
(%)

prop.
other
(%)

prop.
renter
(%)

61
62
65
22
27
10
13
12
7

13
16
15
9
8
9
5
2
3

76
74
62
51
47
49
70
58
60

26
20
7
67
60
59
79
82
78

tracts were classified in the same class type by all three
typologies, and can be considered stable. Table 5 displays
the proportion of stable and changing tracts. The analysis
showed that 61% of tracts were classified in the same class
type, 22% showed signs of decline since they were
downgraded from medium to low income class type, 15%
showed signs of gentrification as they were upgraded to a
better income class. Notice that most tracts moved up of just
one class type, e.g. low to medium or medium to high, and
most changes happened from 1990 to 2000. The remaining
2% of tracts did not show a consistent change pattern, as
they moved to either better or worse classes at each time
period.
Change patterns at the community level were analyzed
by examining the percentage of tracts in each community
that were classified in different class types. Table 6 shows
the communities with the largest proportion of tracts moving
to different class types. When the majority of tracts in a
community moved to a higher class type in the next time
period, the community was considered gentrified. For
example, in Lincoln Park 60% of tracts moved to a higher
income class from 1980 to 1990, and a few more moved up
in 2000. Similarly, tracts in Lake View and the Loop
communities were classified in higher income classes in
1990 and 2000. Uptown and West Town changed social
profile in 2000 from low to medium income communities.
These results confirmed a previous analysis by Helm that

a) 1980

b) 1990

c) 2000

Fig. 6 Clustering results for each decade: orange denotes high, red
is medium and blue is low social class.
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TABLE 5. CHANGE TRENDS BASED ON THE CLUSTERING ANALYSIS
ON THREE DECADES AT TRACT LEVEL

ID

1980

1990

2000

# of tracts
(%)

change
trend

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
3
1
2
2
2

1
2
2
2
1
3
1
1
3
1
3
1
3

1
2
1
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
2
3
1

326 (39)
176 (21)
167 (20)
41 (5)
39 (5)
32 (4)
15 (2)
10 (1)
9 (1)
9 (1)
6 (.5)
4 (.3)
2 (.2)

Stable
Stable
Declining
Gentrified
Gentrified
Gentrified
Declining
Stable
Gentrified
-

discussed the gentrification processes of Chicago
communities including for instance Near North Side,
Lincoln Park, Lake View, Uptown and Hyde Park [4].
Table 6 also lists communities that showed signs of
decline as most of their tracts were classified to lower
income classes in consecutive time periods. In all cases
tracts were classified first in the medium class type and
moved to low income class. Declining communities
including Washington Heights, Chatham, Calumet Heights,
West Pullman, and Austin were all in the West and South
sides of Chicago. This result could be explained by the
phenomenon of social polarization where low income
people tend to concentrate in adjacent geographical areas.
Thus results of the classification analysis for the last three
decades suggest that gentrification in communities in the
North and East sides of Chicago, such as Lincoln Park, Lake
View, Loop and Uptown, may have caused the dislocation
of lower income people to the West and South sides,
creating social segregation based on income and ethnicity.
TABLE 6. GENTRIFIED AND DECLINING COMMUNITIES FROM 1980
TO 2000 ACCORDING TO THE PERCENTAGE OF TRACTS BELONG TO
EACH CLASS TYPE

1980 (%)
1990 (%)
1 2 3 1 2 3
Gentrified Communities
Lincoln Park
5 70 25 5 10 85
Lake View
6 94 0 9 70 21
Loop
20 80 0 20 20 60
Near North Side
32 53 15 37 16 47
Uptown
58 42 0 75 25 0
West Town
78 22 0 86 11 3
Armor Square
50 50 0 50 50 0
Hyde Park
0 100 0 0 78 22
Declining Communities
Washington Heights 0 100 0 0 100 0
Chatham
12 88 0 12 88 0
Calumet Heights
0 100 0 0 100 0
West Pullman
17 83 0 50 50 0
Austin
46 54 0 50 50 0
Community Name

2000 (%)
1 2 3
0
0
0
26
0
39
17
28

10
9
33
11
92
36
83
36

90
91
67
63
8
25
0
36

100
100
100
100
92

0
0
0
0
8

0
0
0
0
0

7

Conclusions

The analysis described in the paper showed the
usefulness of data mining techniques to investigate the
socioeconomic structure of Chicago community areas, and
to identify both similarities and differences among the
neighborhoods. K-means clustering technique and decision
tree analysis proved to be very successful in capturing the
diverse profile and the complex structure of Chicago
neighborhoods.
Since the clustering results were based on data collected
ten years ago, some analyses may not reflect the current
socio-economic structure for those areas that experienced a
significant social change due to either gentrification or
decline. Future work will apply clustering techniques to
examine the social structure using 2010 Census data and
compare the results with the typology defined in this paper.
The 2010 Census data will also be used to validate the
change analysis results in section 6.
Current work is investigating applications of data mining
techniques to analyze spatial mobility of urban population
using mortgage transactions and housing data.
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Abstract— Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD)Fisher’s
Linear Discriminant (FLD) function has found numerous applications in pattern recognition and data mining research.
One such application is seen in derivation of decision trees.
These tree induction methods employ FLD in the recursive
partitioning process to determine a suitable hyperplane
that can accurately split the training data at each node.
Compared to other tree induction techniques, such as CART
and C4.5, FLD trees have the advantage of generating
oblique decision boundaries, which usually result in smaller
and more accurate decision trees. Despite their simplicity,
FLD based decision trees are criticized as having its poor
performance for linearly inseparable problems, specifically
those encountered in multilabel classifications. In this paper
we extend FLD tree induction techniques to better handle
the mixed or uncertainty regions evidenced in linearly inseparable cases. We further discuss the effectiveness of our
extension through experimental results compiled using public
domain multilabel classification datasets.
Keywords: Decision Tree, Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis,
Multilabel, Classification, Confidence based method

1. Introduction
Decision tree based classification has been extensively
studied by researchers in the areas of pattern recognition and
data mining. Traces of these studies can be found in literature
published in the last two decades. Once built, a decision tree
can be effectively deployed to classify unknown instances of
the patterns or to characterize patterns of different classes
in the form of rules which constitute a knowledge base
for decision support systems. A comprehensive survey of
decision tree induction methods from multiple disciplines
and their applications is provided by Murthy[8].
Classic decision tree induction algorithms follow identical
recursive refinement procedures for tree construction. At
each tree node, every feature is examined for all possible
splits decisions using some criterion, such as Gini’s Diversity
Index(GDI) or information gain. The split decision representing the best criterion value is then selected as a split
pivot of the tree node under evaluation. Instead of examining individual features, Fishers Linear Discriminant (FLD)
analysis[5] computes a projection vector which is found to
provide better discriminant ability of the classes. For the

sake of completeness, we next summarize the Fisher’s linear
discriminant function analysis.
Fisher’s Linear Discriminant aims at finding the projection vector W (combination coefficient vector) such that
the projection of the original data has the best discriminant ability. Given a set of augmented training vectors,
{X1 , X2 , ..., Xn }, from two classes C1 and C2 , FLD tries
to determine W such that it maximizes J(W ) = max
W

W T (m1 − m2 )(m1 − m2 )T W
W T (S1 + S2 )W

(1)

where mi and Si represent the mean and the scatter matrix
of the class i respectively. The solution of Eq.1 can be
represented as W = (S1 + S2 )−1 (m1 − m2 )

(2)

The vector W in Eq.2 often provides better separability
between classes C1 and C2 than the original features. To
classify an unknown sample, the sample vector is first
projected on this vector. A suitable splitting threshold w0
is then used to determine its membership in the specific
class. While this threshold can easily be determined using
GDI or information gain, we present another method which
is explained in the Experimental Results.

2. Improved Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Tree
2.1 Motivation
As reviewed in the previous section, Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD) aims at maximizing the ratio of inter and
intra-class scatter. Since class separation boundary provided
by the FLD algorithm is linear, it is found to be better suited
for the category of problems which are linearly separable.
To demonstrate this, let us consider a toy example of nonlinearly separable data as shown in Fig.1a. This is a two
class problem, each represented separately by the solid and
dotted regions.
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(b) Linear boundaries for
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Fig. 1: A toy example of nonlinear separable data
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Fig. 2: Mixture region example
For nonlinear separable or inseparable classification problems, the projection of training data will have a mixed region
on the FLD vector W . The conventional FLD will determine
a threshold w0 usually in the middle of the mixed region.
Clearly, such division does not represent the natural decision boundary. The nonlinear separability problem has been
addressed by Schölkopf et al. using the kernel method[12].
Although his approach usually generates accurate classifiers,
the high dimensionality and the nature of the feature space
negatively impact the interpretability of the results, which
is one of the most important motivations for using decision
trees. In addition, kernel trick makes it difficult to analyze
the behavior of the decision tree classifiers. Regarding the
above reasons, there is enough encouragement for using
linear hyperplanes for analysis of the complex problems.
Examination of Fig.1b further reveals one of the possible
and more natural linearly separable boundary sets for this
linearly inseparable case. To derive such separation, we need
to further understand other weakness of the FLD algorithm.
Unlike Support Vector Machines (SVM)[3], FLD ignores the
distribution structure of the data near decision boundaries,
which is an important source of generality of SVM. This
may cause loss of performance in cases of FLD which
only considers the global data distribution, e.g. means and
scatters.
To overcome previously stated weaknesses of the FLD
based methods and enhance their performance, we propose
an extension to the standard FLD tree induction technique.
To grow the FLD decision tree along naturally separating
boundaries, our proposed modification utilizes the information around the decision boundaries instead of using only
global statistics. Our approach is based on the hypothesis that
the instances that are most difficult to separate in the original
feature space are in the overlapped regions on the projection
direction. Furthermore, the local distribution characteristic
of the mixed regions could be dominated by the global
distribution and thus ignored by the FLD algorithm. In short,
we expect the discriminant vectors of the mixed data to
be greatly different from those of the total data. Based on
above discussion, we propose to change the standard binary
FLD tree to a 2-3 tree where each non-leaf node has either
two or three child nodes. When the projected two classes

have an overlapping region, as shown in Fig.2, the tree node
is split into three children. Two children correspond to the
pure regions at two ends and one child corresponds to the
mixed region. When the two classes have no overlap on the
projection vector, the tree node is split into two conventional
children. Our change, thus, incorporates a virtual confidence
factor by which the data space is represented. The pure
and mixed regions respectively denote the spaces where
decisions are made with high and low confidence. Our
change has two benefits - (1) the structure of the distribution
around the decision boundaries is considered differently
which reduces the influence of high confidence spaces on
low confidence regions, and (2) conserving the mixed region
prevents the bias of decision boundaries towards the minority
class which is commonly found to be more influential at
lower level tree nodes. Because this way of splitting tree
nodes is like peeling an onion, we call the proposed approach
the peeling FLD decision tree.

2.2 Determine the Pivots
One of the important aspects of the proposed peeling
FLD is computation of its pivots along the uncertainty
regions. These pivots are the two end points of the mixed
region. Given an operator c which extracts the class label
of an instance, c(f irst) and c(last) represent the class
labels of the lower and upper ends of the projection region.
Searching all the projected instances from the lower end
toward the upper end, we can find one point a such that
a = argmina (c(a) 6= c(f irst)). Similarly, we can find
another point b such that b = argmaxb (c(b) 6= c(last)).
Based on the values of a and b, we have either a case of clear
separation when a >= b, or a mixed region otherwise. When
a tree node is determined to be split into three children,
we select these two end points of the mixed region, a and
b, as the pivots. Such division however is not immune to
the effect of the outliers which stretch the range of the
mixed region too far, leaving the pure regions too small.
To overcome the effect of the possible outliers, we employ
risk analysis to determine the pivots. Assume a and b are
the two pivots where a < b. The regions which are smaller
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than a and greater than b are considered pure regions. The
pivots a and b are determined so that the classification
risk of the two pure regions are smaller than predefined
risk thresholds γa and γb . Considering pivot a, the risk
of assigning the class label
P cri ato the points x up to a
can be defined as Ra =
j −∞ λi,j p(cj |x) where λi,j
is the risk of the assigning label i while the true class
is cj . We want a = argmaxa (Ra <=Pγar) and similarly
∞
b = argminb (Rb <= γb ), where Rb = j b λi,j p(cj |x).
In our implementation, we define λi,j = 1 if i 6= j and 0
otherwise and the integration is replaced by summation over
the points. Thus pivots a and b can be calculated as X
a=
argmaxa
p(c|x) <= γa
(3)
x<=a,c(x)6=c(f irst)

b=

argminb

X

p(c|x) <= γb .

(4)

x>=b,c(x)6=c(last)

As discussed earlier, a tree node can also be divided
into two pure regions where a mixed region is not present.
We consider two cases for such separation: (1) when the
projection of two classes are clearly separable; and (2) when
the two pure regions are too small. Given a threshold α,
when the numbers of data points in the pure regions are
smaller than α, the pure regions are considered trivial. In
this case, the scatter matrices and means of the mixed region
are similar to those of the whole data. This results in similar
projection vectors and trivial pure regions in the subsequent
iteration, consequently growing the tree too large. To avoid
such scenarios, we treat the case of trivial pure regions the
same as the case of clear separability.

2.3 Effect of Principle Component Reduction
Principle Component Analysis (PCA)[7] has been widely
adopted by researchers for dimensionality reduction. Our
implementation is no different than others. We use PCA to
reduce the dimensions to solve the well-known singularity
problem of FLD. There are other approaches to address
the problem[10]. However in our previous study[9], we
experimentally compared the difference in performance of
these approaches and found them to be insignificant. One
criticism for not using all the principle components in
classification is based on ineffective use of the discriminant
capability of insignificant principle components. While this
argument is true for single decision boundary classifiers,
for classifiers such as the decision tree, the reduction of
principle components seems to have the least effect on the
classification accuracy because of the refinement procedure.
On the contrary, we observed disregarding an appropriate
number of the least significant principle components actually
has a positive impact on the precision[14] performance. In
other words, even in the cases where singularity problems do
not occur, we can still use fewer principle components than
the full rank for the sake of better accuracy. Therefore, we set
another parameter k to indicate how many most significant

principle components we use. We report this observation
in the Experiment Section and try to invoke some further
investigation. The following pseudocode summarizes the
modified FLD tree reduction procedure.
Algorithm 1 FLD Tree Algorithm
Input: Training Dataset, k, γa , γb ,α
Output: Decision tree.
Initialize: Empty queue, Q, of tree nodes.
Assign all training data to root node.
Push root node into Q.
while Q is not empty do
N=pop(Q).
w=FLD(N). {Finding projection vector w for data in N
using FLD}
Proj=Projection(N ,w). {Project training instances to the
vector w}
P=Pivot(Proj). {Finding one single pivot like in conventional FLD Tree induction}
if Overlap(Proj) then
Post=NaiveBaysian(Proj). {Posterior estimation using Naive Baysian Classifier}
a=Lowerpivot(Post,γa).{Compute the lower pivot}
b=Upperpivot(Post,γb).{Compute the upper pivot}
if b > a and |N <= a| > α and |N >= b| > α
then
[N1 ,N2 ,N3 ]=split(N,a,b). {split N to three children}
push(N1,Q).
push(N2,Q).
push(N3,Q).
else
[N1 ,N2 ]=split(N,P). {split N to two children}
push(N1,Q).
push(N2,Q).
end if
else
[N1 ,N2 ]=split(N,SingleP). {split N to two children}
push(N1,Q).
push(N2,Q).
end if
end while

3. Experiments
3.1 Experimental Results
Our extension was inspired by the inferior performance of
multilabel classification using conventional FLD trees. Typically pattern classification solutions consider single label
problems where each sample belongs to one class. Multilabel
classification problems are derived from text classification
where a sample can belongs to more than one class. For
example, a news story can be classified as an article for
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Labels
6
6
27
14

datasets are grouped into the multimedia labeling domain.
The yeast[6] and genbase[4] are from the bioinformatics
domain. The performance of accuracy are shown in Fig.36. Because some of the class labels have very few positive
instances which results in high variance in the performance
measures, we only report the experimental results for classes
with more than 30 positive instances.

both computer science and ethical issues. To solve multilabel problems, we first transform the problem space to
the suitable solution space. One-vs-rest provides one such
transformation where the multilabel classification problem
is first converted to a set of binary classification problems.
While such a scheme is sometimes criticized for not taking
advantage of interclass relationship[14], we choose it in our
implementation. Our work compares a traditional FLD based
decision tree algorithm to newly proposed peeling FLD
trees, hence we want to keep the effect of using different
interclass dependency evaluation as an unrelated issue. In
addition, our algorithm is agnostic of what transformation
technique is used for the multilabel problem. To measure
the performance of our peeling FLD algorithm, we use
classic precision and recall[14], which can be further used
to calculate performance measures such as MacroF1 and
MicroF1.
To compute the splitting pivot w0 , we project two classes
to the resulting hyperplane and calculate two one dimensional Gaussian distributions as N1 (µ1 , σ1 ) and N2 (µ2 , σ2 ).
The pivot w0 is the determined as a joining point of this
two Gaussian distribution function. Generally, the equation
N1 (µ1 , σ1 ) = N2 (µ2 , σ2 ) has two distinct solutions, t1 and
t2 . When µ1 and µ2 are well separated, one of t1 and t2 is
between µ1 and µ2 . In this case, assuming µ1 < µ2 , w0 is
set to be w0 = ti |i = 1, 2 ∧ µ1 ≤ ti ≤ µ2 .

90
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70
60

Precision

Table 1: Multilabel Datasets
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Fig. 3: Performance on Scene

(5)

In the situation where µ1 and µ2 are close and t1 and t2 fall
on both sides of µ1 and µ2 , w0 is set to be n2
w0 = (µ1 + µ2 )/2 + log( ),
(6)
n1
where ni is the number of instances of class Ci . In addition
we set the risk tolerance of the pure regions to be γa =
γb = 0.001 and the minimum number of instances in the
pure regions to be α = 5. In addition, we only used the first
50 percent of the principle components for tree induction.
The results are obtained over ten runs of the three crossvalidation tests.
To evaluate performance of our technique, we experimented with four multilabel datasets from two different domains: (1) Multimedia and (2) Bioinformatics. The
characteristics of the data are summarized in Table.1 The
scene[1] data represents the classification problem of labeling different components of images on natural scenes.
The emotions[13] data represents the problems of emotional identification from a musical expression. These two
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Fig. 4: Performance on Emotions
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mixed region. If this condition holds true, this approach
benefits from preserving naturally distinguishable spaces. If
we cannot find any effective FLD vector at any iteration of
the tree induction process, we get into inseparable regions.
Such information is useful for disregarding the classification
results with high risk.
We also observed that our technique generates larger trees
than the original FLD trees. This behavior of our algorithm
is expected because it takes more effort to solve the difficult
parts of the problems space named mixed or uncertainty
regions. If the uncertainty region is big, the tree grows even
larger, which may result in an overfitting solution. This
problem can be reduced by tree pruning or by adjusting
the parameter α which represents the lower boundary of
the effective pure regions. The α value acts inversely to the
tolerance of mixed region while splitting a tree node. Thus
setting higher α values reduce the tree size and the number
of triple-split nodes.
In our experiments, the risk tolerance parameters γa and
γb are set to small values such that the two end regions are
pure and not subject to further split. Big tolerance values
can reduce the middle region and also make the two end
regions impure. The influence of risk tolerance parameters
on the tree performance and size needs further investigation.
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Fig. 5: Performance on Genbase
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Fig. 6: Performance on Yeast
Among these four datasets under evaluation, Fig.3 and
Fig.4 clearly show the superior performance of the proposed
peeling FLD tree over the traditional approach. This is
evidenced from increased performance in both recall and
precision. For the genbase dataset, our approach matches
the performance of the original FLD tree, where both are
found to be performing very well. For the yeast dataset, the
peeling FLD tree has somewhat inferior recall performance
but it performs better in precision measure.

3.2 Discussion
The experimental results indicate that the proposed peeling FLD tree can improve performance of FLD based tree
induction algorithms. The effectiveness of our approach
depends on presence of effective FLD vectors for each

In this paper, we proposed an extension to FLD based
decision tree induction techniques called peeling tree. The
goal was to improve the performance on complex linearly
inseparable problems, specifically the one encountered in
multilabel classification. This extension is based on the idea
of preserving natural decision boundaries by distinguishing
the pure and mixed regions during FLD analysis. Our initial
study presented in this paper shows promising classification
results. More experiments will be conducted to further verify
the effectiveness as well as investigate the impact of the
tunable parameters.
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Abstract. Data clustering is a common technique used in many fields,
including machine learning, data mining, image analysis, and bioinformatics, in which the distribution of information can be of any size and
shape. The efficiency of clustering algorithms is strongly required with
very large databases and high-dimensional data types. The present work
first introduces a hybrid algorithm that combines Particle Swarm Optimization and K-means algorithms for the dynamic determination of
an optimal number of clusters in a set of data. Results show that the
proposed algorithm mainly finds optimal number of clusters when it is
applied to a globular and very separate set of data. In order to improve
these results two variants of this approach are also presented.

1

Introduction

The objective of clustering is to organize a sample of cases in groups in a such way
that the degree of association will be high among the members of the same group
and low among the members of different groups. Most clustering algorithms are
based in two popular techniques known as “Partitional” and “Hierarchical” [8].
A well-known partitional clustering algorithm is the K-means algorithm. This
algorithm is simple and direct and it is based on variances analysis. The particle
swarm optimization (PSO) is a stochastic optimization technique that can be
used to find optimal or near optimal solutions.
Finding the optimal number of clusters in a large data set is usually a challenging task. An enhancement of the K-means algorithm is ISODATA [1], with the
addition of the posibility of merging classes and splitting elongatted classes. An
alternative approach is Syneract [7], which combines K-means with hierarchical
descending approaches. Another improvement to the K-means algorithm is presented by Rosenberger and Chehdi [12], which automatically finds the number of
clusters in images using intermediate results. The approach presented by Pelleg
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and Moore [11] extends K-means algorithm with an efficient estimation of the
number of clusters.
Automatic clustering has also been attempted from Evolutionary Computation.
The algorithm proposed in [2] is based on an AG called GCUK (Genetic Clustering with Unknown number of cluster ) with an unknown number of k clusters.
There are also approaches based on Differential Evolution [4] and others based
on PSO [10]. In this work hybrid PSO algorithms are presented based on ideas
of these two last approaches.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the proposed algorithm and
its variants are present in Section 2, in Section 3 the experiments and obtained
results are detailed and finally in the Section 4 the conclusions are presented.

2

Dynamic clustering with PSO

PSO is an evolutionary computation technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [9]; it was inspired by the social behavior of the flight of the flocks,
the movement of swarm among other social systems which are highly cohesive
and that allows by simulating this behavior to obtain efficient methods to solve
optimization problems. In the algorithm, the swarm is represent by particles.
These particles are simple agents that “move” through the space of problem.
The location of a particle in a multi-dimensional space problem represents a
possible solution.
The clustering problem can be seen as an optimization problem that looks for
optimal centroids of clusters instead of finding the good partition. Different from
the local search of the K-means algorithm, the clustering algorithm with PSO
carries out a global search of the search space. With the global search it is guaranteed that each particle looks for in a wide area covering the whole space of
the problem and with the local search it is attempted that all particles converge
to the optimum when a particle is next to the vicinity of the optimal solution.
In this environment, a particle represents k centroids of the clusters. That is to
say that each particle xi is built as:
xi = (c1 , ..., cj , ..., cK )

(1)

where cj represents the j−th centroid of the i−th particle in the Cj cluster.
The fitness of each particle is calculated using the following equation:
K X
X
[
d(z, cj )]

f (x) =

j=1 z∈Cj

n

(2)

where d is Euclidean distance and n is the quantity of elements in the data
set, z represents an element of the data set and K is the quantity of clusters.
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The proposed algorithm, called here PKD-G, is an extension of the algorithm
presented in [14], with which more robust results were obtained that those obtained by the PSO and K-means algorithms by themselves. PKD-G stands for a
Global PSO algorithm hybridized with K-means for Dynamic determination of
optimal number of clusters. This algorithm maintains a particle swarm, where
each particle represents a solution with a specific number of clusters (i.e., in the
same swarm coexist particles that represents different number of cluster for the
same data set). In addition, as a global PSO, the algorithm biases the search
moving on the direction to the best global particle. This approach tries to combine the exploration (by means of PSO) with the intensification (achieved with
K-means) in the following way: from the current swarm (S(t)) the local best (xlb )
and global best (xgb ) positions are established, then the velocity and position
of the particle are updated, the best global particle is selected and that particle is the input to the K-means algorithm, when K-means finishes the resultant
centroid (x0gb ) replaces the global particle (xgb ). The above process is applied
at each algorithm iteration. It is important to clarify that given the characteristics of the K-means f (x0gb ) ≤ f (xgb ), in the case that f (x0gb ) = f (xgb ), then
x0gb = xgb . Finally the swarm moves (S(t + 1)) having in mind the position of
this new best global particle.
The characteristics of the PDK-G (Algorithm 1) are given in the following:
– All particles have the same maximum number of clusters (Kmax ). Each particle is represented with an array of size Kmax + Kmax × d where the first
term, Kmax corresponds to values 00 s and 10 s and each one controls if the
corresponding centroid is active (that is to say, if it is really used to partition data) or not. The second term, Kmax × d corresponds to the possible
centroids of the clusters, each one d−dimensional.
– Elimination of the number of active centroids inside a particle (process called
Order and Disable). Initially the particles inside the swarm are randomly
generated and the quantity of active centroids inside a particle is also random, with the restriction that each particle has initially more than 85% of
the total clusters (Kmax ) active. This restriction allows that the quantity
of active centroids at the first stage of the process become bigger and while
iterations of the process are carried out this quantity is automatically adjusted. To order and to disable the active centroids in a particle the next
steps are carried out as follows:
• Centroids of a cluster are ordered according to the quantity of elements
that group (from bigger to smaller) and they remain active those that
accumulate a percentage of elements (fixed in 85% or 75%, depending
on the data set) remain active.
• The remainder of centroids in the queue (that is to say that group few
elements) become not active.
– “Super” centroids partition (process called Divide Super Centroid). The existence of a “super” centroid is analyzed for each particle and it is called in
this way when the centroid of a cluster groups more than a certain percentage
of the elements of the data set. When this happens, this “super” centroide
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is modified in the following way: the elements that groups this centroid are
sent to K-means and K-means is executed looking for two clusters, that is
to say K = 2 in this case. When leaving K-means the “super” is replaced
by these two new centroids found by K-means. In this form appearance of
centroids that group the majority of elements of the data set is attempted
to be avoided.

Algorithm 1 PKD-G Algorithm
1: Initializes each particle with k randomly selected centroids from the data set
2: for t = 1 to tmax {tmax maximum number of iterations } do
3:
for each particle xi do
4:
for each array z from data set do
5:
Calculate Euclidean distance d(z, cj ) to all centroids Cj
6:
Assign z to the nearer cluster Cj so that the distance to the cluster is
minimum
7:
Calculate the fitness using equation 2
8:
Order and Disable (particle)
9:
Divide Super Centroid (particle)
10:
end for
11:
Update the best global position and the best local position
12:
Update velocity’s and position’s particle as stated in [9]
13:
end for
14:
The best found particle is the initial input to the K-means process
15:
repeat
16:
assign each element to its nearer cluster
P
17:
recalculate each centroid cj = |C1j | ∀z∈Cj ; where | Cj | represents the quantity of elements in the cluster Cj
18:
until Stop condition is true
19:
Replace the best global particle with the centroids obtained by K-means
20:
repeat
21:
Divide Super Centroid (particle global)
22:
until Stop condition is true {There are no “super” centroids}
23: end for

For this approach two variants that differ in the communication among the
particles are presented. In the version previously presented the particles are related socially with all the particles of the swarm due to the influence of a global
leader (the best global particle xgb ). The first variant called PKD-L uses a Local
PSO. For this variant the complete swarm is divided in n neighborhoods with
same number of particles, and in each neighborhood a local leader exists which
influences the flight of the particles inside their neighborhood. In this case, the
neighborhood used is of size 3. Where the neighbors for the particle i, would be
the particles in the positions i − 1 and i + 1.
Considering that the approach that uses Global PSO works well in many problems but tends to converge to a local optimum in same cases [3] and for these
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cases, the approach that uses PSO Local works better because it records the
best value fullfill by a smaller group of particles, instead of considering the whole
swarm, this second variant is presented and it is called PKD-GL. This variant
is combination of the two previous approaches, where the same probability to
apply PSO Local or Global PSO exists.

3

Experiments and Results

In this section we present first the data set used to test the algorithms. Then,
the obtained results for the dynamic algorithm PKD-G are shown. Finally we
show and analyze the results of the variants PKG-L and PKG-LG compared
with PKD-G. All the algorithms were written in JAVA language using the development platform Eclipse 3.3.0, and they were run in a computer type PC,
processor Intel Core 2 Duo, 2Gz and 4 GB of RAM. For the statistical analysis
and the generation of the graphs MATLAB 7.1 was used.
The algorithms were proven with three types of data sets generated artificially
and with three data sets provided by Donald Bren School of Information and
Computer Sciences 3 (Iris Plants, Glass Identification, and Teaching Assistant
Evaluation or TAE). The artificial data4 have the following characteristic:
– A normal distribution was used and randomly numbers were generated from
Box-Müller method. Instances with elements of 2, 3, 10, 50, and 100 dimensions were generated, in order to be able to transfer these data to real
problems with large dimensions that represent different attributes of an element. Also, the sizes of the data sets were fixed in 600, 800, and 1000
elements. Each data set was formed by four clusters where the elements
were distributed in a such way in order to obtain three different types of
groups: (a) same quantity of elements, very globular and separate Clusters;
(b) same quantity of elements, with elliptic form and mixed Clusters; and
(c) different quantity of elements, globular shapes and separate Clusters.
The name of each instance is formed in the following way. For example,
I24Ba50-800 represents: I24 is the identifier instance, Ba refers to the distribution of the elements in the data set (group (a)), 50 is the dimension of each
element inside the data set and 800 is the quantity of elements in the data
set. With the characteristics previously described 45 instances were generated,
grouped by the following way:
– Group-A: it is formed by 15 instances where five instances have 2, 3, 10, 50,
and 100 dimensions, respectively of 600 elements each. Other five instances
have 2, 3, 10, 50, and 100 dimension, respectively of 800 elements each. The
last five instances have 2, 3, 10, 50, and 100 dimensions, respectively and
each instance contains 1000 elements.
3
4

(http://mlean.ics.uci.edu/MLSummary.html).
(http://www.uaco.unpa.edu.ar/uaco/www/labtem /).
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– Group-B and Group-C are distributed in the same way as Group-A following
the respective distribution as given early in this section.
Although the data set used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms is
the one that was detailed previously, for space reasons three instances belonging
to each artificial data set were randomly selected and also three instances that
belong to the real data set were selected to show their results.

3.1

Configuration and PKD-G results

The three selected instances from the artificial data set were (I19Ba2-600,
I43Bb10-1000,I60Bc100-1000) and the three instances from the real data set were
(Iris-Plants, Glass y TAE).
For each instance was carried out 150 independent runs. The swarm was fixed
in 10 for the instances of small dimensions (nx < 10) and 15 for instances of
large dimensions (nx ≥ 10). The constants values c1 and c2 are fixed in 1.49 and
w was fixed in 0.72. These values were fixed taking into account previous works
with good results and they have also been proven experimentally.
The parameters used in this dynamic algorithm and the values used in each
instance are shown bellow:
Table 1. Instances and parameters values

Instance
I19Ba50-600
I43Bb10-1000
I60Bc100-1000
Iris-Plants
Glass
TAE

Dim
50
10
100
4
9
5

Size Clusters MaxClu Ps Pf
600
4
10
0.85 0.50
1000
4
10
0.85 0.50
1000
4
10
0.75 0.50
150
3
9
0.85 0.50
214
6
15
0.85 0.50
151
3
10
0.70 0.70

The first column corresponds to the instance’s name, the second column
(Dim) represents the dimension of the elements in the data set, the third column (Size) corresponds to the quantity of elements inside the data set, the
fourth column (Clusters) corresponds to the quantity of clusters existent in the
data set, the three last columns correspond to the configuration values for the
parameters in the dynamics algorithm. The column called M axClu represents
the maximum number of clusters defined in each instance. The next to the last
column P s (Percentage of size) corresponds to the value used in the following
equation:
f inal group = Size ∗ P s

(3)
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The value f inal group is used to determine the quantity of elements contained by a centroid and then disable those centroids that contain fewer elements,
using the Order and Disable method.
The last column, P f (Percentage of the final group) is the used percentage
to determine if a centroid is a “super centroid, i.e.,, if it is a centroid of a
group with a very high percentage of elements of the data set. This value called
superCentroid is calculated in the following way:
superCentroid = f inal group ∗ P f

(4)

The value obtained for superCentroid is used in the method Divide Super Centroid, to look for two centroids that replace to that centroid that groups
a large number of elements of the data set. The values for P s and P f are fixed
keeping in mind the best results obtained in 30 independent runs. The results
obtained by the dynamic algorithm PKD-G are shown next. For all the instances
were carried out 150 independent runs.
Table 2. Results obtained with PKD-G
Instance
Clusters, Hits
I19Ba50-600
4, 137
I60Bc100-1000
4, 57
TAE
3, 35

Instance
Clusters, Hits
I43Bb10-1000
4, 115
Iris-Plants
3, 48
Glass
6, 91

Table 2 shows the results obtained for six instances. The first and third
columns represent the instance’s name, the second and forth columns the number of clusters in the instance following by the frequency in which PKD-G found
that quantity of clusters (Clusters, Hits). It can be observed for I19Ba50-600
and I43Bb10-1000 that several times the algorithm found the correct number of
clusters. Thus, for I19Ba50-600, in 137 out of 150 runs found the correct number
of clusters and it represents the 91% the these runs. For the instance I43Bb101000 in 115 runs, the 77% of the runs. For the instance I60Bc100-1000, it can be
observed that in 57 runs, 4 clusters were found. This quantity represents 38% of
the runs. This instance belongs to Group-C where there are 4 clusters and the
data set was generated with different quantity of elements, with globular form
and separate. For instance Iris-Plants it can be observed that in 48 runs 3 clusters are found. This quantity represents the 32% of the runs. For the instance
TAE it can be observed that in only 35 runs, 3 clusters are found, this represents
only 23% of those runs and finally for the instance Glass it can be observed that
in 91 runs 6 clusters are found and this represents the 61% of the runs.
An additional experiment was conducted in order to detect potential problems with PKD-G. To do that, three indices for cluster validation were applied:
Silhouette index [13], Dunn’s index (D) [6], and Davis-Bouldin index (DB)[5].
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The instances involved in this experiment where I60Bc100 − 1000 and TAE, the
two instances for which PKD-G showed a poorer performance. Table 3 shows
the average of 30 independent runs of the results of more frequently number of
clusters (K) were obtained in the instances I60Bc100-1000 and T AE.
Table 3. Results of Silhouette, Dunn’s and Davis-Bouldin indices

Instance
I60Bc100-1000
I60Bc100-1000
I60Bc100-1000
TAE
TAE
TAE

Index
Silhouette
Dunn’s
Davis-Bouldin
Silhouette
Dunn’s
Davis-Bouldin

K=3
0,5337
1,128
1,739
0,300
1,183
1,385

K=4
0,6350
1,875
0,656
0,309
1,288
1,194

It can be observed that for I60Bc100−1000, the solution that involves K = 4
clusters yielded the best values for the three indices considered. In the case of
T AE, it can be observed that the three best indices values are also for K = 4
as the optimal number of clusters, instead of K = 3 clusters (i.e., the expected
and optimal number of clusters for this particular instance).
Considering the results obtained with this proposed algorithm and understanding that it can be used as an alternative in the search of existent clusters
in a data set, two variants of this algorithm are presented with the purpose of
improving the results obtained by PKD-G.
3.2

PKD-L and PKD-GL variants

Both variants were executed using the same instances and the same assignment
of the variables that it was used for PKD-G.
Table 4 shows the identifier of the instance, the number of clusters and then
for each algorithm shows the frequency with which that quantity of clusters was
found (column Hits), the percentage that represents this quantity in 150 runs
(column %) and the quantity of evaluations carried out (column Evals).
In Table 4, it can observed that although these algorithms have a quite similar
behavior, the algorithm PKD-L obtains the best frequencies in 4 of 6 instances
(I19Ba50−600, I43Bb10−1000, Glass, and T AE). Considering the evaluations
carried out, the proposed algorithm PKD-G is the one that carries out in average
the biggest number of evaluations, compared to the evaluations carried out by
the other two algorithms, PKD-L and PKD-GL.
As there is not differences statistically significant among the algorithms, a
Box-Plot is shown (Figure 3.2) to realize how the results of each algorithm are
distributed. The displayed results correspond to 30 runs for each algorithm.
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Table 4. Results obtained with PKD-G, PKD-L and PKD-GL algorithms
PKD-G
PKD-L
Instance
Clusters Hits % Evals Hits % Evals
I19Ba50-600
4
137 91 123479 141 94 121825
I43Bb10-1000
4
115 77 146280 121 81 146930
I60Bc100-1000
4
57 38 143429 50 33 138951
Iris-Plants
3
48 32 130856 32 21 102598
Glass
6
91 61 172318 96 64 170139
TAE
3
35 23 255902 53 35 254930

PKD-GL
Hits % Evals
141 94 121776
118 78 148004
57 38 143417
43 29 108340
82 55 136207
42 28 255430

Fig. 1. Results of the PKD-G, PKD-L and PKD-GL algorithms for Quantization error
measure in the instance I19Ba50-600

Figure 1 shows that PKD-L obtains a better median than the other two
algorithms. PKD-G presents a more smoothed box, however it can be observed
many outliers (symbol +). Although no showed here for space constraints, the
Box-Plots for the remaining instances have different shape and distributions.
However, they always show that PKD-L or PKD-GL give more accurate results.

4

Conclusions

In this work a dynamic proposal has been presented for the automatic determination of the number clusters in a data set called PKD-G. Also two variants to
this algorithm were presented in order to improve its performance. The results
obtained by PKD-G are analyzed and it can be said that with certain groups of
data, globular and well separate, the results using this approach are promissory.
In cases that the results obtained by PKD-G are not well defined (when there
are not remarkable differences in the frequency of appearance of some cluster),
this algorithm can help to reduce the quantity of possible clusters to verify with
validity indices. In synthesis, this proposal represents an alternative for the automatic determination and prediction of the number of optimal clusters. Finally,
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two variants to PKD-G were presented, called PKD-L and PKD-GL, respectively
in order to improve the results obtained by PKD-G by varying the type of PSO
algorithm used in each of them. From the results obtained with these variants
it can be said that the two variants present in general more robust results than
PKD-G.
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Abstract - This paper looks at revenue amounts
generated by non-profit hospital foundations throughout the
US.
A number of inputs, including, among others,
compensation, type of support given to the hospital, type of
foundation expenditures, and hospital size were used to
develop models of foundation revenue. Both neural network
and regression models were developed and compared in
order to see which one gave a better model and to see how
they ranked the relative value of the input variables. Though
the generated value of revenue for both models correlates
highly with actual revenue, the neural network shows
smaller error. The order of variable importance for the
models is very different. Each model would have different
implications for foundations in planning their next round of
revenue generating events.
Keywords:
hospital foundation, neural network,
regression, revenue generation

1

Introduction

The primary focus of this research was to compare the
results from two models built to determine the best indicators
of revenue generation among nonprofit foundations
supporting hospitals of various sizes in the United States.
Hospital foundations typically contribute money to their
associated hospital or the community in which the hospital is
located. These contributed funds may come from investment
income, from gifts, or from fundraising activities that the
foundation coordinates.
As hospital costs soar, foundation support may become
even more important in the future. Raymond [1] found that
even though health-related philanthropic contributions have
doubled the last four decades, health care costs still exceed
the rate of increase in giving related to health care. A study
by Pink and Leatt [2] looked at 80 foundations throughout
Canada and found that one of the factors associated with
I

increased foundation revenue was a higher level of foundation
expenses.
Foundations are faced not only with the question of how to
spend their money, but also how to raise funds. Typical
foundation choices for raising the money they want to give
away come from investment income and from events such as
galas, fun runs, memorials, and targeted themes. Since each
type of event is time-consuming, it would be beneficial to
know which type brings in more funds. When it comes to
spending, the foundations typically spend in four areas: on
their associated hospital, the community, charity care, and
research/education. If spending on one of these areas
encourages people to give more, then that knowledge is also
beneficial to a foundation.
Currently, many foundation boards make their decisions
about spending based on a consensus of the board (often
volunteer) that runs the foundation. The cover article of the
April 2010 issue of Trustee, a publication for hospital boards,
discussed the important impact on a hospital from foundation
money [3].
It mentioned the importance of joint
communication between the hospital board and the foundation
board so that they can emphasize the same projects. It also
suggested that the two boards meet together periodically to
discuss such projects.
Though these articles agree on the importance of a
foundation’s contribution, they do not develop statistical
models for revenue decisions. Rather, they rely on reasoned
decisions consistent with mission to make decisions about
raising and spending foundation money.
This study will look at a number of hospital foundations in
the U.S. and compare the results from using regression and
neural network models as indicators of how their money
should be handled. These models will enable us to see what
factors contribute most to increased revenue.

2

Data

A sample of foundations was selected from a variety of
hospital sizes and locations throughout the U.S. The term

This work was supported in part by a grant from the Thorek Memorial Foundation. We thank Tom Whitaker, graduate
assistant, for his excellent work in the collection and organization of the data.
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“hospital foundation” describes a non-profit organization
which devotes its efforts and resources to the support of a
single hospital. All foundations researched are non-profit
organizations, classified as 501(c)(3) and thus considered taxexempt by the federal government. These organizations file a
Form 990 annually to report their finances and revenue
generating operations. These 990 filings were the basis for
most of the data in this study.
Information from the Form 990s was collected from
Guidestar.org (a non-profit reporting website) with financial
data for 2005, a year available for all foundations. The 990
filings contain much important financial information about
non-profits ([4], [5]). In addition, the foundation’s website
yielded data regarding the hospital size, the foundation’s
board of directors, foundation staff members, fundraising
campaigns and foundation events. Data not available on the
internet was retrieved through direct phone contact with
hospital foundations.
Data acquired for each foundation described identifying,
operating, and financial characteristics of the foundation.
Identifying characteristics were used to determine the regional
location of each foundation and the size of the associated
hospital served. Hospitals were separated into five groups
according the number of licensed beds: Large (400 or more),
Medium/Large (300-399), Medium (200-299), Small/Medium
(100-199), and Small (0-99). Table 1 shows the number of
foundations included from each region and for each hospital
size.
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS PER REGION, BY HOSPITAL SIZE

Region

Count

HospSize

Count

Midwest

50

Large

22

Northeast

50

Medium

72

South

40

MedLarge

20

West

42

Small

25

SmallMed

43

Operating Activities describe foundation strategy for
generating revenue, foundation fundraising events and
leadership. Operating fields include the type of strategy
followed to collect funds (primarily fundraising, investing, or
mixed), types of fundraising campaigns, types of events
(memorial, athletic, party, giving), Number of Board
members, Board size category, Number of staff members
employed, Staff size category, and Donation recipients
(community, hospital, charity, and research).
Financial fields include Annual contributions, Annual
revenue, Net assets, Annual expenses, Board compensation
cost, Staff compensation cost, and Fundraising compensation
cost.
Hospital foundations do not all spend money in similar

ways.
Some support their boards, their staff, and/or
fundraisers while others rely on volunteer support. The effect
of CEO wages on foundation performance has been studied
([6], [7], [8], [9], [10]) as well as executive directors [11] and
donors [12].
In addition, foundations raise money in various ways and
spend their money on a variety of projects. For simplicity, we
have divided the ways foundations raise money into four
types of categories: party galas, athletic events, giving drives
(such as radio-thons or auctions), and memorial events. The
recipients of foundation money have also been categorized
into four areas: the associated hospital, the community in
which the hospital is located, charity care, and research or
education projects. The money spent on boards, staff and
fundraisers were entered as dollar amounts, while the ways
money was raised or spent was entered as one if money was
raised or spent that way, and zero otherwise. Some
foundations raise and spend money in multiple ways.

3

Foundation Structure

The governing body of a foundation is the board of
directors. They oversee the organization’s assets and make
decisions about distributions. They represent the interests of
both the community and the associated hospital. In some
cases, boards contain members who represent a corporate
partner or annual event sponsor. Foundation boards may be
paid or voluntary. The decisions about allocation of funds are
reached when this board meets to discuss how they view the
foundation spending as supporting the foundation goals.
Sometimes, there is no board and in such a case, the
foundation staff assumes greater responsibility.
The foundation staff provides full-time support for the
board. Staff often focus on the daily task of soliciting funds
from new and past donors. Of the foundations in this study,
only 7 reported no staff. The absence of staff often indicates
that the board or some hospital employees assume these
responsibilities when necessary. Typical staff position titles
might be Executive Director, Director of Development, or
Events Manager. Staff can also be paid or voluntary.
Some foundations employ professional fundraisers to
identify and motivate donors, or grant writers to ensure proper
allocation and use of funds. Foundations without the
professionals rely on volunteers or auxiliaries to execute
fundraising events.

4

Models

The current literature mentions collaboration between
hospital and foundation boards, and discussion about projects
to take on, but the arguments used are based on aligning
spending with mission, rather than based on the outcome of a
statistical model. This paper proposes to use two models that
have been shown to be popular in other areas and apply them
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to decision making for foundations.
The two methodologies used to construct models of
hospital foundation revenue were a neural network model
and a multiple regression model. Each used the same inputs
and the same target (Revenue). We wanted to compare not
only the accuracy of the two models, but also the order of
variable importance.
Foundation money and the time
available for board and staff involvement are always limited.
So, it is of interest to see which variables each model would
recommend as contributing more to generation of revenue.
The fields used to build the neural network and regression
models for this study were restricted to the following fields:
number of beds in the associated hospital, amount of
contributions for the year, total expenses for the year, amount
spent on compensation for board members, compensation for
staff, and compensation for fundraising, net assets, and eight
0/1 fields reflecting the type of fundraisers held (memorial,
athletic event, party, giving drive) and project area the
foundation supports (hospital, charity, research, community).
The dependent variable used was the amount of revenue
brought in for the year.
Both models were built and run using the SPSS package
Clementine. Clementine is a data mining tool with drag and
drop functionality. Model pieces are represented by nodes
that perform one function each. Nodes are used to read in the
data, process the data, and display results from the completed
models. The data was read in and then sent through a type
node. The type node stores the data type for each variable
and its use in the model (as input or output). Each model is
attached to the type node. After a model is executed, it
generates a trained model which is indicated by a gold nugget.
These nuggets can be attached to the type node in order to
analyze and graph their output.
SPSS generated models also produce a graph of variable
importance. This graph shows the importance each model
gives to the various inputs used for the projection of the
revenue value. Variable importance values in Clementine are
relative. The sum of the values for all input variables in each
model is 1.0. Variable importance does not relate to model
accuracy. It just relates to the importance of each variable in
making a prediction, not whether or not the prediction is
correct. A variable’s importance to the dependent variable
value is calculated by looking at how much the dependent
variable changes when the lowest and highest values of the
variable are fed through the model and all other variable
values are held constant.
Several configurations of networks were tried with
varying numbers of hidden layer nodes. Since there were 15
inputs, the configurations tested included a smaller number of
hidden layer nodes (7), and equal number (15), and a larger
number (30). Each of these configurations had similar
accuracies (99.5, 99.57, 99.573 respectively). The training
time increased as the number of hidden nodes increased (1
min 27 sec, 1 min 31 sec, and 2 min 13 sec respectively). All
networks had the same three top variables. The remaining
variables, all of importance less than .05, had extremely small
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differences in importance value. Lastly, the neural network
configuration with 15 hidden layer inputs was tried with
various sorts on the input variables (alphabetical, by type of
data, randomly). These again all showed the same top three
variables with the remaining below .05 in impact.
The final neural network model was set up with 15 inputs,
one hidden layer of 15 nodes, and one output (Revenue). The
regression model used the same 15 inputs and one output.
The results for model accuracies, generated by the analysis
node, are shown in Table 2. Here we see that the error values
reported for the neural network model are better than for the
regression model, and the correlation values for both models
indicate the ability to model this data set well. Both models
have a high linear correlation with the actual target.
TABLE 2
MODEL ACCURACY RESULTS

Reg

NeuNet

Minimum Error

-2.206

-2.42

Maximum Error
Mean Absolute
Error

18.099

4.165

1.709

0.447

Standard Deviation

3.37

0.718

Linear Correlation

0.96

0.998

Graphing each model versus the actual value of revenue
also shows the indication of a high correlation between the
actual value of revenue and the model-generated value.
Figure 1 show the regression model result and Figure 2 show
the result for the neural network model.

Fig. 1. Revenue vs. Regression projection
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Fig. 2. Revenue vs. Neural Network projection
FIG. 4. REL. IMPORTANCE OF INPUT VARIABLES, NEURAL NETWORK

The relative variable importance for each of the models is
displayed next. Figure 3 shows the results from the regression
model. By far the most important variable for the regression
model is the amount reported for expenses. The relative
importance of this variable is 0.7 out of 1.0. The importance
here of expenses agrees with the conclusions of the Pink and
Leatt study. All the other variables in the model have relative
importance values below 0.1. The second and third variables
in relative importance are Hospital (a variable showing where
money is allocated) and Giving (an indication of the most
profitable type of fund-raising event).
The neural network model rankings of variable
importance are shown in Figure 4. Though expenses are high
on the list, the variable with the highest relative importance in
determining revenue for the neural network is the variable Net
Assets with a relative importance value of .44. This is
followed by Expenses, then Staff Compensation.
Table 3 gives the values of the variable importance for each
of the variables and the absolute value of the difference
between the two. The table is sorted by absolute difference.
The correlation between the two columns of importance is
.4595, indicating that there is a lack of agreement between the
relative variable importance assigned by each of the two
models.

FIG. 3. REL. IMPORTANCE OF INPUT VARIABLES, REGRESSION MODEL

MODEL

These two models give very different pictures of variable
importance in the generation of revenue. Net Assets is the
most important variable to the neural net while it is the least
important to the regression model. Expenses rank highest on
the regression model and second for the neural net, though the
amount of importance given to the variable varies by .4125.
For future activities, a foundation is always interested in the
best way to get and give money. The regression model ranks
the best way to give money as “hospital”. This choice would
TABLE 3
COMPARATIVE VARIABLE IMPORTANCE VALUES FOR MODELS

Variable

NN

Reg

Abs Dif

NetAssets

0.437

0.000

0.437

Expenses

0.286

0.699

0.413

Hospital

0.013

0.067

0.054

Giving

0.012

0.044

0.032

Charity

0.025

0.000

0.025

BdComp

0.021

0.003

0.019

FndComp

0.019

0.000

0.019

Party

0.011

0.022

0.011

StfComp

0.043

0.034

0.010

Research

0.023

0.030

0.007

Beds

0.024

0.020

0.004

Athletic

0.019

0.022

0.003

Community

0.020

0.017

0.003

Memorial

0.025

0.023

0.003

Contrib

0.021

0.021

0.001
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give the money to the associated hospital in an unrestricted
way to be used for equipment or programs. The regression
model gives greatest importance to “giving events” such as
auctions and radio-thons for the way for the foundation to
raise money.
In contrast, following the neural network
recommendation, the foundation would give money first for
“charity care”. This encompasses individuals who receive
care from the hospital but do not have the ability to pay for
services. The neural network gives most importance to
“memorial programs” for raising money. These involve
personal memorial, remembrance, or naming opportunities.
Which types of actions do each of the models consider
least important for generating revenue? The regression model
assigns the least importance to giving money for “charity
care”, the direct opposite of the neural network model. It
identifies “party”, in other words, gala events or dances, as
the least beneficial way to increase revenue. The neural
network gives the least importance to giving to the “hospital”,
again the opposite choice of the regression model. It,
however, agrees with the regression model in identifying
“party” as of lowest importance in revenue generation.
In the matter of compensation paid to the board, the staff,
and professional fundraisers, the models also differ.
Foundations are not allowed to pay bonuses to staff or Board
members for soliciting contributions, so none of the expenses
reported as fundraising compensation are funds paid to
foundation or hospital employees for achieving monetary
goals or quotas. The regression model gives importance
above .01 only to staff compensation. The neural network,
however, has importance measures of .02, .04, and .018
respectively to the roles of board, staff, and fundraisers.
Following the regression recommendation, we would pay only
the staff. Following the neural network recommendation, we
would pay all three categories. Foundations which report
staff compensation may benefit from fundraising efficiencies
with higher average assets, contributions and revenues. Cohen
[13] reports that most non-profits having contributions over a
million have fundraising staff. These increases offset the
additional expenses incurred. Frederick and Rooney [14] find
that nonprofits are more involved in raising money when they
have fundraising staff. Foundations in this data set that
reported fundraising compensation had the greatest increases
in assets, contributions, revenues and expenses. However, the
average cost of fundraising compensation was more than
double those of staff and board compensation. So, although
fundraising compensation results in financial increases, it is
the least cost effective form of compensation. In terms of
foundation expansion, it may be wise to invest in board or
staff compensation first, which both cost less and produce
relatively similar financial increases.
Thus, two models, both appearing to do well on the
overall measures of model success, give the foundations
varying strategies to follow in their revenue generation.
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5

Conclusions

Foundations supporting hospitals follow a variety of
methodologies in order to raise revenue. To attract donations
effectively and efficiently, some foundations compensate staff
members, board members or employ professional fundraisers.
These trained professional fundraisers are proficient in many
aspects of donations, especially in identifying potential
donors and cultivating foundation/donor relationships. To
further acquire funds, many foundations hold events such as
an annual campaign or a gala evening. While these gain
visibility for the foundation and the hospital it serves, they
also require extensive time and expense to conduct. This
often means the employment of staff. Foundations with staff
may increase operating costs due to fixed salaries. Overhead
is further increased by the costs of fundraising efforts.
However, these costs may be worthwhile for the foundation if
the staff can effectively solicit donations which exceed total
expenses, providing a positive return.
This study examined a sample of hospital foundations of
various sizes and in different regions of the U.S. and then
compared the results of two model, neural network and
regression, used to pattern the generation of revenue.
Financial reports from their operations were used to gather
data about input variables that might affect their bottom line.
These two models suggest different paths for the foundation
wishing to maximize revenue with minimum effort. The
regression model suggests focusing on fundraising events with
activities that directly raise money such as auctions and radiothons. The money raised should be spent first on the
associated hospital. The neural network model suggests
spending the money on charity care and raising it through
programs involving personal memorials or naming
opportunities. Since foundations’ actions are very public,
they become known for ways they raise and spend their
monies. Although both models have a high correlation of
predicted revenue with actual revenue, the neural network
model has a lower associated error. This suggests the neural
network model recommendations may be better ones to
follow.
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Real-time Automatic Building Identification
R. Woodley1, W. Noll1, and J. Barker1
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Abstract - Given the vast amount of image intelligence
collected to be utilized in support of planning and executing
military operations, a passive automated image data mining
capability for target identification is urgently required.
Furthermore, transmitting large image streams from remote
locations would quickly use available band width (BW)
precipitating the need for processing to occur at the sensor
location. This paper addresses the problem of automatic
target recognition for battle damage assessment (BDA). We
utilize an Adaptive Resonance Theory approach to cluster
templates of target buildings. The results show that the
network successfully classifies targets from non-targets in a
real environment in real-time.
Keywords: Image Data Mining, Adaptive Resonance
Theory, Passive video monitoring, Embedded hardware,
Real-time processing

1

Introduction

To address the problem of automatic BDA, 21st Century
Systems, Inc. (21CSI) has developed a concept known as the
Target Recognition Assistant (TRA). As depicted in Figure
1, TRA has the capabilities of processing video in real-time
to identify targets, detect change in planned targets, and
communicate with the operator for proper accounting of
battle damage assessment.
From the outset we made the decision to use off-theshelf hardware for this project. We primarily made this
decision to keep costs down and secondly to not reinvent
wheels that are already available. There are three main
components of the device: GPS unit, digital compass, and
processing unit. In addition to these, we made the device
connect to video systems using standard Ethernet
connectivity. We also designed the system such that the
device may be monitored from any standard mobile, wi-fi
Building
Identification

Target KR

• Small processing footprint
• Sensor embed
• Transmits only pertinent data

• Deterministic & probabilistic proc
• GML processing
• Agent-based
• Modular

Image proc
KR

Target Selection &
Camera Monitoring

• Human in the loop system
• DCGS-A connectivity
• Net-centric

Figure 1: Target Recognition Assistant (TRA).
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connectivity, device. A combination of hardware and our
algorithms account for the image registration as expected
[1,2].
A computational intelligence architecture was designed
to distinguish targets from non-targets based on target data
stored in databases. The project’s ultimate goal is to
distinguish damaged from non-damaged structures, and to
classify the extent of damage to structures that have been
damaged. The architecture chosen is based on the Adaptive
Resonance Theory (ART) model learning. This approach
was chosen due to its scalability to large input patterns, fast
run time (often O(n)), existence of learning stability
theorems, large body of related applications literature,
applicability to both supervised and unsupervised learning
approaches. Damage assessment is a critical application for
both offensive and defensive purposes, as well as in some
disaster recovery applications. Typically, decisions must be
made in real-time with incomplete data. Human assessment
of image data may be impractical in time-pressured
situations, as well as being subject to significant variation
between individuals. However, image data is increasingly
available in most situations of interest, and it should be used
to enhance the decision support process. This project makes
the assumption that images are available both before and
after an incident of interest. Using automated image data
mining will increase the effectiveness of intelligence officers
to find and prosecute time sensitive targets.

2
2.1

TRA Image Data Mining Using
Machine Intelligence
Adaptive Resonance Theory

It was essential to find a method of training that works
well on limited information yet scales well to large datasets
(the system will be expected to recognize many different
targets with only minimal data for each). We chose Adaptive
Resonance Theory [3,4]. This approach was chosen due to:
Scalability to large input patterns [5,6]
Fast run time, often O(n) [6,7]
Existence of learning stability theorems [4]
Large body of related applications literature [5,7,8]
Applicability to both supervised and unsupervised
learning approaches. [9]
2.2

ART1

As depicted in Figure 2, the basic ART1 architecture
consists of two-layer nodes or neurons, F1, and F2. The
neurons in layer F2 that are already being used as
representations of input patterns are said to be committed.
Correspondingly, the uncommitted neuron encodes no input
patterns. The two layers are connected via adaptive weights:

a bottom-up weight matrix W12={wij12}, where the index
represents the connection from the ith neuron in layer F1 to
the jth neuron in layer F2 , and a top-down weight matrix
W21={wji 21}, which is also called long-term memory (LTM).
F2 performs a winner-take-all competition, between a certain
number of committed neurons and one uncommitted neuron.
The winning neuron feeds back its template weights to layer
F1. This is known as top-down feedback expectancy. This
template is compared with the input pattern. The prespecified vigilance parameter ρ (0≤ρ≤1) determines whether
the expectation and the input pattern are closely matched. If
the match meets the vigilance criterion, weight adaptation
occurs, where both bottom-up and top-down weights are
updated simultaneously. This procedure is called resonance.
If the vigilance criterion is not met, a reset signal is sent back
to layer F2 and a new competition is performed among the
rest of the neurons. This process repeats until the vigilance
criterion is met.
Attentional Subsystem
Reset

…

Layer
F2
W21

W12

Layer
F1

…

ρ

Input Pattern

Orienting Subsystem

Figure 2: ART1 architecture. Two layers are included in
the attentional subsystem, connected via bottom-up and
top-down adaptive weights. Their interactions are
controlled by the orienting subsystem through a vigilance
parameter.
ART1 is a type of varying K-means clustering. It is
worth mentioning that, by incorporating two ART1 modules,
which receive input patterns (ARTa) and corresponding labels
(ARTb), respectively, with an inter-ART module, the
resulting ARTMAP system can be used for supervised
classifications [10].
2.3

Training Procedure

We trained on a set of real images (Figure 3 shows
some training examples). We initially used complement
coding [10], a highly useful but simple method for
preprocessing training patterns. Complement coding simply
involves concatenating an image with its complement:

Given : Im i 1 i
Im j

Im j
1 Im j

n

n
1 j n
n 1 j 2n
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Figure 3: Examples of images used for training.
This composite image is then used as the input to a neural
network.
In this application, we hypothesized that
complement coding would offer a useful potential to identify
where learning had occurred (by looking at differences
between on-cells and off-cells) and for feature identification.
However, after some initial trials, we discovered that the
sparse nature of the data led to confusion in the compliment
coding. When trained without the compliment coding,
performance was dramatically improved.
2.4

Implementation

As shown in Figure 4, the image processing system was
divided into three pre-processing steps and then the final
classification by ARTMAP. Each of these is described in the
following subsections.

Image

Grayscale

Laplacian

Image

Thresholding

Dilation

Binary

ARTMAP

Classification

Binary
Image

Image

Figure 4: System Overview Diagram, including the three
preprocessing stages and the final classifier.
2.4.1

Preprocessing
Although it was decided to keep the image format, it
was determined that some processing would be necessary.
Specifically, there were concerns about the network
recognizing the shapes of the objects of interest versus being
overwhelmed by textures and noise. To combat this, a simple
edge detection method was selected along with several
refinements to help improve the ART network’s performance.
To pull edges and other features out of the image, a simple
Laplacian filter is utilized. The 3-tap, separated form is
utilized:

Given : Im x , y 1
Im x , y

Im x

1, y

x
Im x

width,1
1, y

Im x , y

y
1

height
Im x , y

1

4 Im x , y

Figure 5a shows the original image and Figure 5b
shows an example of the edge detection. Following this,
thresholding with hysteresis is performed:

Embedded system
Grayscale

2.4.2

Input Representation
The basic input to the system is a sequence of images
taken by the camera.
Alternate representations were
considered such as feature lists but ultimately the decision
was made to use a fixed-resolution grayscale image as the
input format to the ART network. The intention behind this
decision was to allow the network to form its own feature
methodology with a minimum of human bias.

1
Given:
1.1 Image Im, and pixels in image
Im(x,y)
1.2 Upper threshold upper
1.3 Lower threshold lower
2
For each row y in image:
2.1 For each column x in image:
2.1.1 Set promoted=false
2.1.2 If lower<Im(x,y)≤upper and one of
Im(x+{-1,0,1},y+{-1,0,1}≥upper,
then
2.1.2.1 Set promoted=true
2.1.2.2 Set Im(x,y)=1
2.2 If promoted is true, then go back to
the
previous
row
(y=y-1)
and
continue from 2.1
3
For each row y, column x in image:
3.1 If
Im(x,y)≥upper,
then
set
Im(x,y)=1, else Im(x,y)=0
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Figure 5: (a) Left, original input image; (b) Right, image after application of Laplacian.
The low and high thresholds are selected automatically as the
50th and 97th percentile (respectively) of the pixel value
distribution. Figure 6a shows an example of the image
thresholding. This is accomplished using a small algorithm
that estimates the threshold for a given percentile in linear
time. The algorithm constructs a histogram over the input
space with fixed size bins (100 in our case), then the
requested values are calculated by counting (from the lowest
bin) up to the requested percentile. If the final step falls
between two bins, the value is linearly interpolated from the
bins boundaries.
The final processing step was added after initial
experimentation showed the network was overly sensitive to
changes in target position and orientation. To combat this, a
dilation operation was added. The dilation operator from
mathematical morphology can be compared to a blur in that
it spreads significant features over a larger area. However,
unlike a blur which filters a number of surrounding pixels to
calculate the value of the central pixel, the dilation operator

depends only on a single pixel at a time. Specifically, for
each pixel above a threshold, all the surrounding pixels that
correspond to a specified shape (structuring element) are set
to the threshold value. Figure 7 shows a simple example
using a circular structural element that dilates the dark blue
square into the cyan rounded square.
For our purposes, we selected a diamond structural
element due to its ease of implementation.
We
experimentally determined that a diamond with “radius” 4
worked best. Figure 6b shows an example of this operation
on a real world image. By spreading the detected edges over
a large area in the image, we ensure that small changes in
position and orientation will still result in significant
matches.
2.4.3

ARTMAP
The ARTMAP variant of Adaptive Resonance Theory
use was a simplified version of the Fuzzy ARTMAP
introduced by [11]. Specifically, since the target values are a

Figure 6: (a) Left, image after Thresholding operation; (b) Right, final image after dilation operation.
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categorical set, only one ART unit is needed for the target
processing from the classic ARTMAP. Additionally, an
optimization was introduced which took advantage of the
sparse nature of the processed images. Images were reencoded in a run-length scheme which allowed the large
empty (zero) sections to be pre-calculated. Initial tests
showed that images could be reduced to active elements equal
to 10-15% of the total with a corresponding 6-10x increase in
processing speed. The final output is a classification of the
image into one of four categories: Unknown, Not Target,
Target, and Target Destroyed.

3

Results

In order to test the performance of the algorithm in a
real-world environment, imagery of the 21CSI Fort Leonard
Wood offices was collected. A subset of this imagery which
provided samples from all viewing angles was selected as the
training set.
The remaining images were used for
verification along with live tests on the embedded platform.
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In total, 227 images
with a resolution of 320x240
were used for training.
During training, a vigilance
parameter of 0.5 was used in
the ARTMAP.
Training
halted when all images were
identified correctly.
After
training,
the
vigilance
parameter was reset to 0.4
(determined empirically from
Figure 7: Dilation using
test
images)
to
aid
circular
structural
generalization. The trained
element on a square
classifier
required
(dark blue), resulting in
approximately 22MB of a rounded square (cyan).
memory.
After
initial
verification showed good performance, the classifier was
transferred to the embedded platform and live trials were
performed. Captured images were processed at a rate of
roughly 3 frames per second. Of particular interest during
this testing is the algorithm’s performance on obscured

Figure 8: Sequence of test images. Images 1-4 and 14-15 (white border) were accepted as target images. Images 5-13
(gray border) were rejected.
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images. Figure 8 shows a sequence of images where the
image is gradually obscured. Images accepted as targets are
shown with a white border, while images rejected as not
target are marked with a gray border. The classifier starts to
reject the images when roughly 1/3 of the building is
obscured but only when the entrance (a defining feature)
starts to be blocked. The 13th image (bottom row) is the only
questionable classification as the building is in clear view.
Note, however, that the entrance sidewalk is not visible in
this image but is visible in image 14 (which is accepted). We
can conclude from this that the algorithm considers the
entrance sidewalk a defining feature of the target, thus
explaining the apparent inconsistency in image 13.
Overall, the algorithm performed quite well in the live
tests despite imprecise aiming/positioning, varying lighting
conditions and varying environment (for example, differing
cars in parking lot). We believe we reached our goal of zero
false positives, although this is a subjective judgment rather
than an object measurement because our definition of
“obstructed building” is also subjective.

4

Conclusions

The algorithm development was focused on vision
analytic approaches to identifying targets from information
stored in databases on the target. The building identification
algorithm uses adaptive resonance theory (ART) to create
template examples of the targets. If the video image matches
the template the algorithm returns a match indication. The
ART algorithm is very light weight and can be run on the
single board computer. The ART algorithm also provides
primary occlusion control, identifying when the target is
occluded by another object. The ART network will return a
no-match if the structure is occluded.
The experiments described herein demonstrate
feasibility of Adaptive Resonance Theory for target/nontarget classification from urban imagery. It is expected that a
similar procedure will work for more difficult classification
tasks such as assessing the degree of battle damage, need for
more data, fusion of multiple data sources, and other tasks.
These opportunities deserve further investigation. The
generalization ability of this approach is also being
investigated for non-stationary targets.
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Abstract - Data mining techniques have taken a critical role
in life in numerous domains such as consumer analytics,
finance, banking, medicine, biology, and astronomy…
Recently, data mining techniques have found their application
also in discovering illegal discriminatory treatment on the
bases of sensitive attributes such as race, color, religion,
nationality, gender, age… In this paper, we propose a
framework to solve the discrimination matter in the context of
semi-structured business data, and in particular in the
calculation of taxes for imported goods. This framework is
able to discover possibly discriminatory relations among data
by finding discriminatory association rules with the support of
a common sense knowledge base and text mining techniques.
The framework has applied to the problem of HTS (US
Harmonized Tariff Schedule) showing some satisfactory
results.
Keywords: association analysis, data mining, discrimination,
HTS, text mining

1

Introduction

In human beings societies, discriminatory behaviour
happens in situations when members of a minority are treated
unequally or worse than the ones of majority group(s) without
regard to individual merits. This problem has been surveyed
for a long time by economists, sociologists and legislators. We
can find studies of unfair treatment for instance in racial
profiling and redlining [16], [17], personnel selection [7],
[16], and mortgage granting [10]…
Typical cause of discrimination is sensitive attributes such as
gender, age, racial, colors… For instance, female employees
were often paid less or had narrowed opportunities to
promotion or bonus, e.g. unjust treatments in the Merrill
Lynch case in 2004 [15], Wal-mart case in 2007 [11]. A
recent case attracted attention of the community especially of
apparel importers in the United States market: Totes-Isotoner
sued US government for violating their right to equal
protection under the law. They complained that there was
discrimination in tariff rates for certain men’s and women’s
gloves on the basis of gender. For example, the Harmonized
Tariff Schedule (HTS) imposed a tax of 14 percent on men’s

gloves whereas 12.6 percent on gloves for others. Yet, this
complaint was dismissed by the U.S. Court of International
Trade since the Court found that the argument and evidence
Totes alleged were inadequate and not persuasive. Above
incidents and others motivate an interest for implementing
knowledge discovery models or more particularly association
analysis to extract possibly illegal relations between the
discriminatory treatments and sensitive attributes e.g. gender,
age, color... However, data are often not well-structured or
clean due to noises, incompleteness or inconsistency which are
caused by a variety of information sources, ambiguity by
synonyms or negative meanings, etc or mistakes of users…
For example, a database of merchandise may provide varied
descriptions for the same item that differ in producers or in
materials. Direct mining on such data is impossible since the
provided information is understandable for human beings but
it is not in the form accepted by mining algorithms.
In this research, we propose a framework to discover
discrimination in the context of semi-structured business data,
and, in particular in the calculation of taxes for imported
goods. The scope of “semi-structured business data” used
herein covers all business data which are not completely wellstructured as pairs of attribute/value such as tables in
relational database that also contain textual parts which can be
split into smaller components. The framework can find
possibly discriminatory relations in the form of discriminatory
association rules based on a common sense knowledge base
and text mining techniques like syntax analysis… It is then
applied to the HTS data to find some discriminatory
association rules between tariffs and some attributes including
gender.
The problem of discriminatory treatments in sensitively social
applications data mining has been studied much recently was
first mentioned in [3] about classiﬁers that might execute
racial discrimination. We foresee three non mutually-exclusive
strategies towards discrimination prevention. The first one is
to adapt the preprocessing approaches of data sanitization [6,
21] and hierarchy-based generalization [18], [22]. Along this
line, [8] adopts a controlled distortion of the training set. The
second one is to post-process the produced classification
model. Along this line, [12], [13, [14] propose a confidence-
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altering approach for classification rules inferred by the CPAR
algorithm of [23]. The third one is to modify the classification
learning algorithm by integrating some specialized steps of
discrimination analysis and possibly discrimination measures
calculation within it. This approach inspires our research.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
contains details of the HTS case. Section 3 defines the
problem and represents the discriminatory association analysis
framework on semi-structured business data for discrimination
discovery. Experimental results are shown in section 4.
Finally, discussion on the approach and future development
will be presented in section 5.

2

HTS problem

The Harmonized Tariff Schedule-HTS provides a tariff
classification system for merchandise imported in US,
including nomenclatures (names), descriptions for goods, and
formulae for calculating tariff rates consisting of ad valorem,
specific and estimated ad valorem equivalent (AVE) tariffs.
Even though this system is carefully built and updated
conforming to the law, Michael Barbaro has uncovered an
oddity in the tariff system [1], [2]: duties on men’s and
women’s garments are different for no apparent reason as the
example shown in Figure 1. He calculated that the government
imposes a 14 percent tariff on women’s, but only 9 percent on
men’s on overall. And according to evaluation of Matt
Gersper and Tom Gould [5], US importers have overpaid
more than 1.3 billion dollars for discriminatory duties.
Therefore, some clothing importers backed a lawsuit that
would force the tariffs on similar items to be equalized, on the
ground of gender like Totes Isotones, Steve Madden, Asics
and Columbia Sportswear [1], [2], [5]. From the point of view
of knowledge discovery, there is a possibility for applying
data mining techniques to find possible relations between
attribute(s) of apparel (gender, kind of apparel, materials…)
and discrimination in tariff.

3 Finding potential discrimination by
association analysis
3.1

Problem formulation

We use a convention that an a-item is an expression a =
v, where a is an attribute and v ∈ dom(a). An item is any aitem. Let I be a database of itemsets referring to a set of
attributes: A = {a1, ..., an}. Among these attributes there is
often a special attribute atg used for classifying itemsets which
is one of the purposes of the application such as the cost of
service, level of health care service… Its value depends on
other attributes but this dependence cannot be represented as a
simple function. Its domain is: dom(atg) = {c1, … , cm}.
Besides, there is an attribute, called description des, which
contains a number of elementary attributes and is expressed in
a quite free form. For instance, an item of a merchandise

Fig. 1. Discriminatory tariff in HTS
database: “Men's or boys' suits, of synthetic fibers, not knitted
or crocheted, containing 36 percent or more by weight of
wool or fine animal hair” which can be mapped into simpler
sub-items:
• Gender = male
• Name of goods = {suits}
• Form of production = {not knitted, not crocheted}
• Quantity = 36%
• Materials = {synthetic fibers, wool, fine animal hair}
This kind of data is still useful since it contains precious
information. However, directly digging knowledge from this
item is impossible since the information is not well-organized.
The matter turns simple if the description can be extracted as
pairs of attribute/value which are items.
Summing up, we have to map these semi-structured items onto
a set of well-defined transactions. This process may need help
from some form of text mining. Along this line, des is split to
sub-items:
{ai1,..., aip}, dom(des) = {d1,…,dm}
Those sub-items can be divided into sensitive group A1 such as
the Gender item and non-sensitive group A2 such as Name of
goods, Materials items. We define S, a subset of A∪ A1 as the
Sensitive Attribute Set, which is a set of potentially
discriminatory-PD attributes (due to categorization of
[21,22,23]) such as gender, race… Our task is to verify the
effect of these PD attributes S on the target attribute atg. The
other set S is composed of potentially non-discriminatoryPND attributes, building the background information. From
now on, the transactions of the database will have the form of
a three-tuple:
({ui}, {vi}, ci)
(1)
where {ui} is the set of non-sensitive items, {vi} is the set of
sensitive items, and ci is the target item. While inspecting the
database, if the variances in the target attributes atg
considerably depend on sensitive attributes S, it can be said
that this correlation is discriminatory, or represented in
association rules:
{uk}, {v} → c,
(2)
{uk}, {v’} → c’
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where:
• {uk} are items referring to S that defines the context.
• {v}, {v’} refer to the same sensitive attributes with
different values.
• c, c’ are target items with different values.
These association rules can then be used as evidence of
discrimination. Yet, the results of (2) are hard to achieve and
sometimes can not provide much in details about
discrimination in the system due to the following possible
reasons:
• The target item is not binary. For example, the “rate type”
item in the HTS data has several values. It is difficult to
clarify in which case(s) discrimination really happens for
the target attribute and which attribute(s) has the negative
effect causing the unequal target attribute.
• It is difficult to construct a context built of the PND items
and some sub-items of the des to compare the effect of
different values of sensitive attributes through the
association analysis, especially when the database is very
large and/or the target attribute is not binary.

Fig. 2. Framework of finding discriminatory base by
association analysis
Therefore, the traditional rule mining process should be
modified when applied to discrimination discovery process.
This paper proposes a 3-step framework as presented in Figure
2 which is able to analyze semi-structured business data to
find possible discriminatory associations. It is especially
applicable to calculate discrimination in taxes for imported
goods.

3.2
3.2.1

Proposed framework

Parsing
Figure 3a represents a typical case of not-well-structured
raw data in which the “description” field can be still divided
into more detailed subfields (sub-items) as shown in Figure 3c
with categories of “gender”, “name of goods”… In our
framework, the original data will be firstly combined with
external sources of information such as WordNet’s thesaurus,
Roget’s thesaurus to build the common sense knowledge base.
It is structured as a hierarchy of components (if any) and
attributes of the sub-items extracted from des. From the
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Fig. 3. Example of transformation from semi-structured
data to well-structured data.
structure of the sub-itemset, thesauri are built to help classify
words into categories and support the extraction of sub-items
from the des. There are two groups:
• Form thesauri: serve the purpose of normalizing all
different words, e.g. thesaurus of synonyms,
abbreviations. For instance, (not, excluding) is an entry of
the negative thesaurus. If any word extracted from the
description matches some relevant word of an entry of the
thesaurus, e.g. “excluding”, it will be replaced by its
corresponding term, and in this case, that term is “not”.
• Category thesauri: clarify categories (attributes) of terms.
For example, thesaurus of materials of goods: silk, fur…
Therefore, redundant information is removed, such as stop
words, for example, “to”, “the”, “of”, “and”… or ambiguous
words which can not be referred to any category (attribute).
And all meaningful terms will be categorized into a particular
thesaurus of the Category group. In other words, the original
description item is transformed into pairs of attribute/value as
well-defined sub-items (called clothing sub-itemset) as in
Figure 3b.
Finally, possible semantic relationships among sub-items are
searched with the help of formalized rules. In a database of
clothing merchandise, for instance, it is observed that: An
amount is often related to some material of the clothing items,
e.g. 15% of silk… These rules may be formalized from the
sub-items through syntactic analysis techniques borrowed
from natural language processing such as: Gender-namematerials 1-parts-materials 2 - forms of production. The
extracted categorized terms of each description are
sequentially checked through rules to find their relationships.
The above rule, for example, says that the materials 1
belonging to the object level (name), have level 1; whereas the
materials 2 belonging to the component of object (parts item),
have level 2 but not others if the checked sub-itemset satisfies
the order of the rule. In the end, the returned result is a welldefined structure with semantics constraints as shown in
Figure 3c.
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3.2.2

Matching
Because the main purpose is checking discriminatory
behaviors possibly caused by sensitive attributes, another task
is required. That is finding itemsets having the same
background information but some different (or opposite)
sensitive attributes. Only when matching itemsets are found,
mining is deployed on these items to check if their target items
are different. In particular, for each itemset:
• Find itemsets that are different in the sensitive attributes S
(PD attributes)
• For each itemset found in the previous step, comparing
their PND attribute. If there is any itemset which is
completely the same in all non-sensitive attributes, it is
said that they match each other.
For example, the data in Figure 3c will match the following
original data: “Women's or girls' suits, not knitted or
crocheted, of synthetic fibers, containing 36 percent or more
of wool or fine animal hair” which has nearly the same subitems as the itemset presented in Figure 3a except the gender
sub-attribute (female vs male) as illustrated in Figure 4. We
propose a simple algorithm as following but a convenient
means for finding matching itemsets as specified in the two
above steps.
{

Algorithm MatchFinding(itemsetA)

CandidateList = FindAllOppositeItemsets();
//find all itemsets which are unequal in
//values of PD attributes
ForEach itemset in CandidateList
{
isMatch = true;
ForEach attribute in AttributeSet
{
rate=
CompareValuesOfTheCurrentAttribute(itemset,
itemsetA);
//calculate the level of matching
//syntax rules and some heuristics can be
//used
If rate < 1
//complete matching
Then
begin
isMatch = false;
break;
end
}
If (isMatch)
Then
Add itemset to MatchedList;
}
If IsEmpty(MatchedList)
Then
return null;
Else
return MatchedList;
}

DEFINITION 1. A discriminatory indicator θi for the target
item caused by the PD attribute si on a given context {uk} is
defined as following:
Given two tuples:
({uk},{v},c), ({uk},{v’},c’)
The value of θi is defined as:

 1 if
θi = 
 0 if

c ≠ c'
c = c'

where:
• {uk} ⊆ S defines a context
• {v},{v’}: sensitive attributes with different values.
• c, c’: target attribute atg with different values.

Fig. 4. Matching itemset
The above definition can be explained as follows: For any
itemset, the discriminatory indicator is activated when another
itemset which is different in values of PD attribute(s) and
target attribute on the same context is found. If only one
discriminatory indicator is set, it is hard to precisely identify
the effect of each PD attribute (if there are more than one PD
attributes) on the target attribute. Thus, each PD attribute has
its own discriminatory indicator. The individual effect of each
PD attribute on the target attribute is then calculated by the
support of that discriminatory indicator on the whole database.
In particular, the following situations may happen:
• there are several itemsets satisfying the triple:
({uk},vi, θi = 1)
In this case, the following association is generated:
{uk},vi → Discrimination
(3)
where {uk} is a set of PND items forming the context,
whereas vi is a single PD item. When {uk} is empty, it
means that the discrimination caused by the PD attribute
does not depend on a specific case, which is the simplest
case.
• there are several itemsets satisfying the triple:
{uk},{vi},{θi = 1}
In this case the following associations are generated, one
for each PD item in the set {vi}:
{uk},{vi} → Discrimination
(4)
where {vi} is a set of more than 1 PD items.
We call (3) and (4) discriminatory association rules. In the two
cases, the multiple-valued target item is replaced by a binary
item, the discriminatory indicator (θ is 0 or 1). This result is
extremely important since it helps to directly clarify whether
the association between the PD attribute(s) and the target
attribute is discriminatory commonly by using association
analysis techniques.
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3.2.3

Association analysis
Finally, the discriminatory association mining is
implemented to compute the confidence of each of the
possible discriminatory associations mentioned in the previous
step. Any association rules mining algorithm can be applied,
e.g., Apriori, FPGrowth... Given a user-specified α-threshold
(for the minimum support or minimum confidence), if any
discriminatory association rule is retrieved, it will: i) prove
that there is unjust discrimination in the given system on the
bases of PD attributes and ii) reveal which attribute(s) causes
that discriminatory treatment. Moreover, among PND
attributes causing discrimination, it might be found that some
of them are not reasonable. If no convincing argument is given
for the negative effect of such attributes in the discrimination
matter, they should be considered wrong/illegal and removed
in the decision-making processes for business. Also, the
achieved results can then be used in reasoners for further
analysis as mentioned in [14]. Examples of possibly archived
association rules will be presented in the Section 4.

3.3

Discrimination measures

A general principle mentioned in [9] is to consider group
under-representation as a quantitative measure of the
qualitative requirement that people in a group are treated “less
favourably” (European Union Legislation 2009 [4]); UK
Legislation (2009) [19] than others, or such that “a higher
proportion of people without the attribute comply or are able
to comply” (Australian Legislation 2009) to a qualifying
criterion. For the purpose of quantifying the level of
discrimination, we also propose some measures applied on the
discriminatory association rules. Whereas [12], [13] use
discrimination measure as a way to achieve the expected level
of discrimination in the system, our relatively similar measures
are used to obtain a precise vision of the actual discrimination
in the decision system in which different PD attributes have
different discriminatory effects and even their mutual action
on each other.

s , s → θi = 1 (discrimination) and s →
θi = 1 be association rules with confidences correspondingly
ρ and ϕ. We have:
• Absolute difference:
abs_lift = ϕ - ρ
(5)
• Relative difference:
rev_lift = (ϕ - ρ)/ϕ
(6)
• Ratio gain of difference: rg_lift = ϕ/ρ
(7)
where:
•
s ⊆ S are PND items
• s⊂ S is a set of PD items
Many legislative documents regulate a threshold which is the
acceptable maximum difference. For example, in the UK, a
difference of 5% in confidence between female and male
treatment is assumed by courts to be significant of
discrimination against women. The absolute difference reveals
whether the discrimination caused by si will be gained or
DEFINITION 2. Let
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decreased when some extra PD attribute is added to the
context which means that the discrimination will be worse
when these two PD attribute go in tandem. For the same
meanings, the relative difference computes the relative
reduction of equality with the presence of another PD attribute
besides the context. The US Legislation [20], for instance,
states that “a selection rate for any race, sex, or ethnic group
which is less than four-fifths (80%) of the rate of the highest
rate will be generally regarded as evidence of adverse impact.”
The ratio gain of difference tells how much the degree of
difference will be amplified if more sensitive part is added to
the context.
When |Si| = 1 and both the following two discriminatory
association rules are achieved:
s , si = v1 → θi = 1,

s , si = v2 → θi = 1
where v1 and v2 are two opposite values of the PD attribute si,
and the corresponding confidences are ρ and 1 - ρ. And
through the matching step, θi is specified as the possible
benefit such as a favored action like accepting a loan. We can
compare by then the disparity between different values of the
sensitive items such as what is the difference of income
between male and female:
• Absolute opposite difference:
abs_lift = 1 - 2ρ
(8)
• Relative opposite difference:
rev_lift = (1 -2 ρ)/(1- ρ)
(9)
• Ratio gain opposite difference:
rg_lift = (1 -2 ρ)/(1- ρ)
(10)

4

Experimental results in HTS problem

We applied the framework to the mentioned HTS
problem. Our experimental goals are:
• Finding possible relationships between attributes of
apparel and discriminatory tariff in the form of
discriminatory association rules.
• Then, verifying the charge that the discrimination in tariff
for certain apparels is based on the gender attribute.
To realize this component, we have built a common sense
knowledge base as illustrated in Figure 5 from the original
data as presented in Figure 3a. Additionally, thesauri of
synonyms, abbreviations, negative meanings are also built.

Fig. 5. Common sense knowledge base for the HTS problem
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Data are cleaned and standardized as in Figure 3b and
hierarchically structured as in Figure 3c: for each apparel,
information is categorized into the name of the apparel, its
gender (which group of sex it is produced for), material, form
of production, quantities of each material, and quantities for
its components (structure) as built in the common sense
knowledge base. It is easily seen that the tariff attribute is the
target attribute, the gender attribute is the PD attributes and all
the others form the background (the context). After the
matching, the association analysis is performed by the Apriori
algorithm to dig out possibly discriminatory relations among
attributes. When the minimum support is set equal to 5
percent, we found the following maximal length
discriminatory rules:

20
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When reducing the minimum support to 1 percent, the result is
more surprising with more specific attributes:
form = “not_knitted”, “not_crocheted”, material =
“silk”, “textile”, “not man-made fiber”, “not wool”,
“not cotton”, quantities = “70%”, MFN1_rate_type = 7
discrimination (conf = 66.67%)

If the minimum support is set relatively high, i.e, greater than
5 percent, it will affect the number of selected candidates;
therefore, decrease the number of rules as well as the number
of items in the rules. For instance, when the minimum support
is set to 10 percent, the achieved maximal length rule is
relatively sparse:
MFN_rate_type
=
7,
form
=
“not_knitted”,
“not_crocheted”  discrimination (conf = 29.58%)

Besides, it shows that the ratio of apparels for male which are
imposed a lower tariff than for female is often much higher
than that one for female as illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
It is immediate to see that, for a common kind of apparels,
male often receives lower tariff than female. Moreover, the
difference of male/female rate is not high if female is imposed
lower tariff which is opposite to the situation when male
retrieves lower tariff. In general, it can be said that apparels
for male are favored in the tariff. This result comparatively fits
researches of [1], [2], [5].
1

MFN-Most Favored Nation implies the normal status in
international trade. For a given merchandise, a MFN rate type
is 7 means the duty for that merchandise is an ad valorem rate.
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abs_lift for male gets lower tariff

abs_lift for female gets lower tariff

rev_lift for male gets lower tariff

ref_lift for female gets lower tariff

Fig. 6. Distribution of discrimination in tariff between male
and female in HTS w.r.t. abs_lift and rev_lift.
2.5
2

rg_lift

=

which means that on the context specified in the antecedent of
the rules, the tariff will be different if gender is different from
merchandise to merchandise with the confidences
correspondingly are 73.53% and 50%.

2

Achie ve d rule s

form = “knitted”, “crocheted”, material = “fine
animal hair”, “wool”discrimination (conf = 73.53%)
form = “not_knitted”, “not_crocheted”, material
“fine animal hair”, “wool”discrimination
(conf=50%)
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Fig. 7. Distribution of discrimination in tariff between male
and female in HTS w.r.t. rg_lift.
Looking back at the initial targets of our experiment, the
following results are achieved:
• Finding relationships between attributes of apparel and
discriminatory tariff in the form of discriminatory
association rules. Through the achieved results, verify the
evaluation that the discrimination in tariff for certain
apparels is considerably affected on the basis of gender.
• Other likely hidden causes of this matter are the MFN rate
type 7, “knitted”, “crocheted”, “not knitted”, “not
crocheted” for the form of production, and “silk”,
“textile”, “wool” for materials with a relatively high
confidence for different values of minimum support. This
result strongly supports the findings of [12], [13] when
PND attributes may have certain effect on discrimination.
However, a new question arises: why the above three
attributes have a strong connection to the disparity in the
HTS? Is there any explanation for it?
• Verifying the potential of the framework. The proposed
framework shows the ability to transform the ambiguous
original data to the well categorized data which are
necessary for mining discrimination in semi-structured
data in business field.
And the framework is able to discover the discrimination in
business data and present this relation in the form of
discriminatory association rules from which we can draw
conclusion of possible bases leading to discrimination.
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Conclusions

Since data mining is significantly useful in analysis, we
can expect that this field is capable of supporting the
discrimination discovery process, especially reveal potentially
unfair bases of disparate decisions. In this paper, we have
formalized a general framework to discover discrimination in
business data and, in particular in the calculation of
discrimination in taxes for imported goods by means of
association analysis. Possible discrimination is extracted in
form of discriminatory association rules with support from a
common knowledge base and some techniques of text mining
such as cleaning. Experimental results on the HTS problem
show the potential of the proposed framework. In the future,
we will follow the approach of using association analysis
methodologies to prevent discrimination caused by both
multiple potentially discriminatory attributes and potentially
non-discriminatory attributes. And if possible, de-discriminate
those disparities by developing new measures and methods of
measurement.
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WIBE: Mining Frequent Closed Patterns without Candidate Maintenance
in Microarray Dataset
Miao Wang, Xuequn Shang, Jingni Diao, and Zhanhuai Li


Abstract—Analyzing microarray data can provide novel
insights in understanding biological processes and cellular
function. However, microarray data contains a large number of
genes but little samples, which poses a great challenge for
mining closed patterns. In this paper, we propose an algorithm,
WIBE, to mine frequent closed patterns in microarray data.
WIBE can mine not only positive expressed patterns, but also
negative patterns. We use some techniques to generate closed
patterns without candidate maintenance. The performance
study has demonstrated that WIBE is more efficiently than
some previous algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ecent advances in microarray technologies have
generated larger volume of datasets, using which can
reveal the functions and biological processes of genes. These
datasets pose a great challenge for frequent pattern discovery
algorithms. Therefore, efficient mining methods have been
studied extensively to extract meaningful biological
information from huge microarray datasets.
One of the widely used method to reveal the relationship
among genes is clustering[1,2]. However, using cluster
analysis to infer regulatory modules or biological function
has several inherent limitations[3]. First, genes that are
biologically related often are not related in their expression
profiles[4]. Second, one gene may participate in more than
one biological process or function. Third, the relationship
between clusters can not be discovered. Many researchers
have been also focused on using association rules mining
method to construct the gene regulatory network. An
association rule among genes has the form LHS=>RHS,
where LHS and RHS are sets of genes, the LHS expressed
may result in the expression of RHS. However, it only
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identifies genes whose expression levels correlated across
some experiments. Using association rule mining method to
infer regulatory modules or biological function has its
limitations[5].
Frequent (closed) pattern mining is another way to infer
relationship among genes. Frequent closed pattern mining is
an essential data mining, many efficient frequent closed
pattern mining algorithms have been proposed, such as
CHARM[6] and CloSpan[7]. Most of these algorithms work
under the candidate maintenance-and-test paradigm, or
modified,[8,9] propose to use backward closure checking
approach to mine frequent patterns without candidate
maintenance. However, unlike the traditional datasets,
microarray dataset has its own characters. (1) The number of
rows (genes) in microarray dataset far exceeds the number of
columns (samples). For example, AGEMAP[10] is a highly
standardized study of gene expression changes as a function
of age in mice. AGEMAP has a total of 16,896 cDNA clones
from only 16 tissues samples from each mouse. (2) The items
(genes) in one sample are unique. Due to the large items in
microarray datasets, backward closure checking may be
inherently costly in terms of runtime.
The existing approaches of mining frequent closed pattern
in microarray dataset are item enumeration and sample
enumeration. Item enumeration approach generates frequent
patterns by combination of items. As discussed above, the
microarray dataset has larger items. As a result, item
enumeration approach is very time consuming. Therefore,
[11] proposed to mine frequent patterns by using sample
enumeration, which explore the enumeration space by
constructing projected transposed tables recursively[12], is
another algorithm on the row enumeration tree, which utilizes
set intersection operations on horizontal layout data.
However, there are still several limitations with the existing
microarray mining algorithms: (1) When the microarray
dataset was dense or the number of samples is quite same as
the number of genes, the existing algorithms are
time-consuming. (2) The existing algorithms need to keep the
historical frequent closed patterns in memory, which limits
the scalability. (3) The patterns generated by the existing
algorithm can not reveal the complex regulation relations
from microarray data. According to biological interpretations,
there are three types of expression relations between genes:
positive expressed, negative expressed and unexpressed.
However, previous algorithms neglect the negative expressed
relations.
In hopes of overcome these limitations, we develop a novel
algorithm, WIBE (WeIght-Based frEquent closed pattern
mining), to mine frequent closed patterns without candidate
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maintenance and backward checking. In WIBE, each item in
the generated closed patterns would be set a weight. If the
weight of each item in candidate is the same, the candidate
pattern can be pruned. We also consider both positive and
negative relations between genes, which can deliver more
valuable potential regulation information of gene network
construction. Several experiments are performed on real
microarray dataset to show that WIBE is more efficient than
the existing algorithms. The rest of this paper is organized as
follow. In Section 2, we give some preliminaries and our
problem definitions. Section 3 is focused on the WIBE
algorithm. Experimental results and analysis will be given in
Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

Definition 4: Given two genes, X and Y, the support of
positive expression in form XY is defined as follow:
sup( XY ) 

O _ sup( AB) 

| A  1. AND.B  1|  | A  1. AND.B  1|
|G|

(1)

Definition 2: Given two genes, A and B, the support of
positive expression in form of AB is defined as follow:
O _ sup( AB ) 

| A  1. AND.B  1|  | A  1. AND.B  1|
|G|

(2)

However, it is very difficult to generate inhabitation genes
efficiently when using above dataset and definitions. So the
dataset shown in Table 1 would be converted to be Table Ⅲ,
which can be defined as D. D is a transaction database, in
which each transaction contains a subset of I, where
I  {i1 , i2 , , in } .
Definition 3: Given a gene X the support of X is defined as
follow:
sup( X ) 

| X |  | X |
|D|

(3)

(4)

Definition 5: Given two genes, X and Y, the support of
negative expression in form XY is defined as follow:
sup( XY ) 

| X  Y |  |  XY |
|D|

(5)

TABLE I
AN EXMAPBLE OF MICROARRAY
HiFA1
HiFA2 HiFA3 HiFA4

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The microarray dataset can be seen as a matrix, denoted as
G in real expression numbers which is shown in Table I. The
columns denote different experimental conditions or samples.
The rows denote genes. In order to mine frequent patterns,
microarray data would be converted each gene expression
number into one of the three numbers: 1, -1 and 0, which
denotes expressed, depressed and non-expressed,
respectively, as shown in Table Ⅱ. This can be performed by
binning the log 2 of the expression level into the three
classes[13] with bounds  -n,  n, or in between, where n is a
user defined threshold. The three types of relations between
genes X and Y can be respectively defined as follows:
1. X and Y is positive expressed (XY) if X and Y are all
expressed; or if X and Y are depressed;
2. X and Y is negative expressed ( XY ) if X is expressed
and Y is depressed; or if X is depressed and Y is
expressed.;
3. X and Y is unexpressed if X is expressed or depressed,
then Y shows both expressed and depressed state, or
remains unchanged.
Definition 1: Given two genes, A and B, the support of
positive expression in form of AB is defined as follow:

| XY |  |  X  Y |
|D|

A

2.39

-2.27

2.04

-1.6

B

0.33

0.68

0.46

-0.06

C

1.26

-1.70

1.58

-1.13

D

0.77

1.01

0.73

-0.63

E

-0.62

0.99

-0.87

0.42

F

-1.03

0.02

-2.3

-0.31

TABLE Ⅱ
CONVERD MICROARRAY DATASET
HiFA1 HiFA2
HiFA3
HiFA4
1
-1
1
-1
A
B

0

1

0

0

C

1

-1

1

-1

D

1

1

1

-1

E

-1

1

-1

0

F

-1

0

-1

0

TABLE Ⅲ
A TRANSACTION DATASET
Sample
Items
HiFA1

ACD-E-F

HiFA2

-AB-CDE

HiFA3

ACD-E-F

HiFA4

-A-C-D

A pattern is frequent if its support is no less than a
user-specified minimum support threshold. A frequent
itemset X is a closed pattern if there does not exist any
superset Y such that X  Y . A set of items M  I is called a
frequent closed pattern if (1) the support of M is greater than a
user defined threshold; (2) M is a closed pattern. Our goal is
to mine all the frequent closed patterns in microarray dataset,
including both positive expressed patterns and negative
expressed patterns.
III. THE WIBE ALGORITHM
In this section, we will introduce our method to mine
frequent closed patterns without candidate maintenance.
Before the algorithm is presented, let us discuss some
approaches for frequent closed pattern mining. To the best of
our knowledge, there are three approaches for mining frequent
closed patterns. (1) Find all the frequent patterns, and only
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output the closed ones based on the definition of closed pattern.
(2) Find a closed patterns candidate set and prune the patterns
that are not closed. For each newly discovered pattern, check
the previous pattern to see whether the new one is closed. Both
of these mentioned approaches has rather poor scalability in
the number of frequent closed patterns, as candidate
maintenance-and-test scheme would lead to memory
redundancy and extend the search space. (3) Using backward
closure checking method to judge the new generated frequent
pattern is closed or not. Before absorbing every item to a
frequent pattern, the iteration generates recursive calls with
respect to it, which avoids duplications. Though backward
checking method could avoid maintaining candidate set, when
the dataset is long and dense, the process of backward closure
checking may be very time-consuming.
A. Closure Checking Scheme
In our method, WIBE exploits a fundamental different
approach from previous works. In order to improve the
efficiency, we use several techniques to achieve efficient
mining without candidate maintenance. We make the
following lemmas guarantee the completeness and
correctness of generating all the frequent closed patterns.
Lemma 1. If there exists neither candidate set nor any
superset with the same support of frequent pattern s, s must be
a closed pattern.
Proof. Given I be the candidate set of s, if any item im in I has
the same support of s, there must exist a superset sim with the
same support of s, based on the definition of closed pattern, s
must not be a frequent closed pattern.
Definition 6. Given an item p, the weighted value of p is the
set of unique number in D, which can be denoted
as {i1 , i2 , , im } , where m is the number of transactions in D
which contains i.
In order to avoid maintaining candidate and escaping of the
drawback of backward checking, we use the weighted value
to check the closure of frequent patterns. The main
motivation is based on the following observation: if the
candidate item is the subset of one closed pattern, the
weighted value of it must be same.
Lemma 2. Given s be the current frequent pattern and M is
the candidate set of s. If s is not null and existing a candidate
n, n  M , whose weighted values are consistent in each
transaction containing both s and n, there must exist one item
or item set m between s and n or before s and n, where smn or
msn has the same support as sn.
Proof. If weighted values of n are consistent in each
transaction containing both s and n, there must exist a closed
pattern contains n, denoted as p. Since s has the same support
as n, and the procedure of mining closed pattern is depth-first,
p must contain s. Therefore, sn must be not a closed pattern.
Lemma 3. Given s be the current frequent pattern and M is
the candidate set of s. If there exists a candidate n, n  M ,
whose weighted values are consistent in each transaction that
contains n, there must exist a closed pattern containing sn and
sn must not be a closed pattern.
Proof. In our approach, if a pattern is closed one, the
weighted value of each item in it would be inserted a unique
number to each transaction. (1) s is null. If n has the same

weighted value in each transaction that contains n, that means
there must exist a closed pattern that contains n. So n must not
be a closed pattern. (2) s is not null. Based on Lemma 2, sn
must not be a closed pattern.
Based on the above lemmas, the WIBE algorithm exploits
the following pruning techniques to achieve efficient mining.
Pruning 1. Given s be the current extending frequent pattern
and M is the candidate set of s. If there exist a candidate n,
n  M , whose weighted values are consistent in each
transaction which contains both s and n, sn must be the subset
of an existed closed pattern with the same support and n
should be pruned.
B. Mining Positive and Negative Expression Patterns
Traditional frequent patterns mining algorithms in
microarray dataset do not distinguish positive and negative
ones. The reason may be the complicated computing. Each
gene has two kind of expression, if there are N genes, the
number
of
patterns
they
generate
would
be C1N  CN2   CNN 1  2N  2 . Therefore, the efficiency is
poor. Based on the definition of expression pattern support,
the pattern {A-BC} has the same biological significance as
{-AB-C}. If both of them can be mined as one, it would be
easy to generate. The approach for this procedure in our
method is described as the following examinations:
1) The first item of extending pattern is set to positive
one;
2) If the first item of extending pattern is negative in
some transactions, the candidate in these transactions
is set to opposite one.
C. Implementation and Example
The algorithm of WIBE is outlined in Algorithm 1 and the
given example is illustrated in Fig. 1, for the dataset D in
Table 3 with minimum support 0.5 and the length is no less
than 2.
Algorithms 1: WIBE
Input: a transaction dataset D, the minimum support
threshold: min_sup; the current extending frequent pattern P
Output: the complete set of frequent closed patterns
Initialization: sort all items in each transactions in ascending
order; P=NULL
Method: CallWIBE(P)
(1) if P=NULL and P satisfies Pruning 1 then return
(2) else if P=NULL then scan database D to find the set of
length-1 frequent patterns F
(3) else if P!=NULL then generate all the set of length-1
frequent patterns F with P-prefixed
(4) for each item f i in F
(5)
if f i satisfies Pruning 1 then
f i = f i ->next
(6)
else
(7)
P=P+ f i , CallWIBE(P)
(8)
end if
(9) end for
(10) return
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Φ
Pruning 1
A(4)

C(4)

Pruning 1
Pruning 1 Pruning 1

Pruning 1

Pruning 1

D(4)

E(3)

F(2)

Pruning 1 Pruning 1

A-F(2)

. .
AC(4)

AD(3)

A-E(3)

D-E(2)

D-F(2)

Pruning 1
.
ACD(3)
AC-F(2)

Pruning 1 AC-E(3)
ACD-E(2)

ACD-F(2)

Frequent closed pattern

ACD-E-F(2)

Fig. 1. The process of WIBE dealing with example dataset.

The mining process of an example is shown as follow:
Find length-1 frequent items. Scan D to find all the
length-1 frequent items based on the definition 3, which
are A(4), C(4), D(4), E(3) and F(2). The number is the
support count.
2. Find all the frequent closed patterns with prefix A.
The weighted value of A is null, it is not suited for
pruning 1. The A-projected database can be shown as
{(CD-E-F), (-BC-D-E), (CD-E-F), (CD)}. Finding all the
length-1 frequent items in A-projected database, which is
C(4), D(3), -E(3) and –F(2), respectively. AC satisfies
the Lemma 1, so AC is a frequent closed pattern and the
weighted value of both A and C are updated in each
transaction of dataset D, denoting the weighted number
is 1. Then finding the candidate set of AC. The detail can
be seen in Fig. 1. Both of ACD and ACD-E-F are closed
frequent patterns, therefore, the weighted value of each
item in both above patterns are inserted, which is shown
as 2 and 3, respectively. Since the weighted value of -F in
dataset D are same and equal to 3, so –F can not be
extended to ACD and be pruned (according to pruning 1).
Recursively, all the frequent closed patterns with prefix
A can be found.
3. Find all the frequent closed patterns. All the frequent
closed patterns can be found by applying the above
recursive mining process, which is shown in Fig. 1.
1.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present extensive experiments to evaluate
the effectiveness of our method on gene expression data. We
demonstrate the effect of computation performance
comparison between the WIBE algorithm, backward checking
algorithm, standard row-enumeration algorithm and standard
column-enumeration algorithm. All experiments were
performed on a PC with a 2.53GHz Interl(R) Core(TM)2 Duo
CPU and 2G RAM running Windows 7 and algorithms were
coded in Visual C++ 6.0.

A. Datasets
In this study, we use the AGEMAP[10] gene expression
database, Which is a resource that catalogs changes in gene
expression as a function of age in mice. The AGEMAP
database includes expression changes for 8,932 genes and a
total of 16,896 cDNA clones in 16 tissues as a function of age.
The mice were of ages 1, 6, 16, and 24 month, with five male
mice and five female mice per age cohort. We analyze the
three tissues: Gonads, Heart and Hippocampus, try to figure
out the relations among age related genes. Since the goal is to
find age related genes, we define the following definition to
preprocess the original dataset.
Definition 7: Let g1 and g 2 be the expressed data of one gene
G in two adjacent ages in one sample. The changed support of
G in this period is defined as follow:

C_sup(G ) 

g 2  g1
| g1 |

(6)

If the changed support is no less than the user defined
threshold, we consider the gene is age-related expression in
this period. In our experiment, we set the changed support
threshold to be 0.05. We claim the gene is expressed if its
changed support is no less than 0.05, on the contrary,
depressed; other else is non-expressed, which is represented as
1, -1 and 0, respectively. The reason choosing 0.05 as the
user-defined threshold is based on our experiments. Biological
speaking, there could not exist so many genes which are
related in aging of mice. So the changed support threshold is
used to reduce the scale of computing space and we select 173
genes as potential aging related genes for mining. Then the
dataset is converted to transaction database.
B. Efficiency Comparison
We demonstrate the efficiency of WIBE in comparison
with backward checking algorithm, row (sample)
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enumeration algorithm and column (item) enumeration
algorithm by varying support threshold. Each of above three
algorithms can find traditional frequent closed patterns but
positive and negative expressed patterns. In order to compare

deeply, we use WIBE to generate traditional frequent closed
patterns and WIBE 2 to mine both positive and negative
patterns.

Fig. 2. The run time vs. support threshold.

Fig. 3. The number of frequent closed patterns vs. support threshold.

BG076688

BG084265

BQ552720
BG076688
BG084265

BQ551730

AU042625

AW553617
AW553617
BQ551730
AU015666

AA408208

AU042625
AU041188

BQ552681

Aging 1

AU041188

Aging 2

BG072042

Aging 3

Fig. 4. The relations among genes during each aging.

There are 137 samples in the experimental dataset. So
using sample enumeration is very not efficiently. The run
time is more time-consuming than others, which can not be
drawn in figure. Therefore, the run time of sample
enumeration method is not shown. The performance
comparison results are illustrated in Fig. 2. We can see WIBE
has the best performance especially with low support
threshold. When the support is 0.6, backward checking
method outperforms WIBE. The reason is that higher support
threshold results in less frequent items, so the time expense of
backward checking is reduced. According to our related

experiment, the time expense of these algorithms is closely
related to the process of closure checking, while the closure
checking approach in WIBE can avoid the long time
computing and candidate maintenance when support is set
lower. WIBE 2 is the most time-consuming performance. The
reason is using positive and negative support may get more
candidate patterns, so it generates more frequent closed
patterns than other algorithms. The number of frequent closed
patterns between WIBE and WIBE 2 is shown in Fig. 3.
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C. Biological Pattern Analysis
In this section, we will show how the biological
significance of the patterns found by WIBE is evaluated. Due
to the limitation of the confirmed function of many mice
genes, it is not an easy task. So most of our results may not be
confirmed by biological database, such as GO[14], but it also
does not imply it is incorrect. Our goal is to give some
potential results for biologist research.
In order to imply the age-related gene patterns, the original
dataset is converted to be three aging periods. Aging 1 denotes
the gene expression value changed between 1 month and 6
month, the changed value is calculated using definition 5.
Aging 2 means the changed gene expression value between 6
month and 12 month, Aging 3 is the counterpart between 16
month and 24 month. Due to the limitation of paper space, we
only give partial results which are shown in Fig. 4. BG07688,
BQ551730 and AW553617 can be found in both aging 1 and
aging2. They are positive expressed with each other. And this
module is linked in different cDNAs in aging periods. So this
pattern may be an important age-regulated cDNAs which
regulates and influences the aging in young periods.
BG084265, AU041188 and AU042625 are found in both
aging 2 and aging 3. They are also positive expressed. This
module may be related to aging during old aging.

[5]

V. CONCLUSIONS

[10]

Microarray data has made the new challenges which make
many traditional data mining methods infeasible for mining
the hidden knowledge. In this paper, we develop a novel
algorithm, WIBE, to mine frequent closed patterns in
microarray dataset. WIBE can mine not only positive
expressed patterns, but also negative patterns. We use some
techniques to generate closed patterns without candidate
maintenance. The results show our algorithm is efficient and
effective. However, there remain lots of further investigations.
We will plan to study the secret of gene regulatory and find an
efficient way to imply transcription factors by analyzing the
microarray data.

[11]
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s-Tuple Inclusion – A New Method for
Privacy Preserving Publication of Datasets
S.Ram prasad Reddy*, V.Valli Kumari**, KVSVN Raju**
Abstract— There has been a great amount of work in
recent years on privacy preserving but, most of them
considered anonymization as a principle to publish the
data. k-anonymization [1, 2] is a popular privacy
protection mechanism in data publishing. Such
mechanisms only protect the data by generalization or
suppression or distortion as an anonymization technique.
These methods publish data in an effective manner but
involve information loss. Although the privacy guarantee
is the most important data publication criterion, the
published data must also provide a reasonable level of
utility so that it can be useful for applications such as data
mining or data analysis. Utility is a tradeoff for the privacy
guarantee since anonymization of data introduces
information loss.
In this paper, a simple method for privacy preserving
publication of datasets in an effective manner by reducing
information loss to certain extent is introduced. Utility is
given more importance without compromising privacy. To
handle the problem, we develop a simple approach which
considers the inclusion of spurious tuples in the published
dataset to satisfy the diversity property. The method does
not give any scope for the adversary to make any
inferences from the published dataset. Experiments, on
medical dataset, showed that our method is efficient and it
can produce published data of high utility.
Index Terms—Privacy, Spurious tuples, Anonymity, Diversity

I. INTRODUCTION
Information sharing has become a common phenomenon
with the advent of technology and global networking. There is
an enormous demand of person-specific data like shopping
habits, criminal records, medical history, credit records and
many more. Data mining is used by several applications for
analyzing such data. This data is an important asset to business
organizations and their goals and helps in decision making as
well as in providing social benefits, such as medical research,
crime reduction, national security etc., [3]. Assume a hospital
publishes patient information for statistical use, by
suppressing the identifying attributes. As voter registration
lists are publicly accessible, a careful correlation of the
attributes in the two lists would reveal sensitive information
about an individual [2]. For example, disease, which the
individual did not wish to reveal, might get revealed. In data
mining, ensuring privacy means, showing that results
published or mined do not inherently disclose individual
information. The goal of privacy preserving data mining is
*-Ph.D Scholar, Dept. of Computer Science Engineering, JNTUK, Kakinada,
India, reddysadi@gmail.com and **-Dept. of Computer Science and Systems
Engineering, College of Engineering (A), Andhra University, Visakhapatnam530003, India, vallikumari@gmail.com, kvsvn.raju@gmail.com.

that, the knowledge present in the data is extracted for use, the
individual‟s privacy is protected, and the data holder is
protected against misuse or disclosure of data.
Studies show that 87% [2] of the US population can be
uniquely identified based on the combination of three
attributes: Date of Birth, Gender and 5-digit Zip code. The set
of attributes that in combination when linked with external
data uniquely identify the individuals are called as quasi
identifiers. Several approaches have been evolved to provide
the data privacy, such as k-Anonymity [1, 2], l-Diversity [13],
t-Closeness [16] and personalized privacy preservation [14]
and so on. s-Tuple inclusion based privacy preservation is
being proposed in this paper that provides the solution to this
privacy problem in a more attractive way compared to above
approaches in terms of utility and privacy.
In summary, this paper contributes the following: Our
study has shown that few techniques account for too much of
information loss while achieving privacy. We address the data
privacy problem using s–tuple inclusion approach, a new
perspective of looking at privacy problem in data publishing.
The method ensures more privacy and less information loss.
This paper demonstrates the support for these claims through
experimental results as well as theoretical evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
consists of related work. Section 3 gives the problem
definition. Section 4 contains a description of the privacy
preserving model. Section 5 describes the possible attacks.
Section 6 discusses the experimental results. Section 7
concludes the paper with a discussion on what needs to be
done further.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the privacy concerned problems is publishing
microdata for public use [4], which has been extensively
studied. A large category of privacy attacks was to re-identify
individuals by joining the published table with some external
tables modeling the background knowledge of users. There are
several works discussing privacy preserving in data mining.
Data modification methods are the simplest ways to preserve
privacy: Perturbation [5] (alteration of an attribute value by a
new value or adding noise), blocking [6] (replacement of an
existing attribute value with a “?”), aggregation [5]
(combination of several values into a coarser category),
swapping [7, 8] (interchanging values of individual records),
sampling [9] (releasing data for only a sample of a
population).
Attributes can be classified into two groups according to
the business rules of an organization, Privacy Disclosure set
and Non privacy disclosure set of attributes [3]. Any attribute
which can pin-pointedly identify an individual/organization
comes under privacy disclosure (PD) set of attributes. The rest
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of the attributes come under non-privacy disclosure (NPD) set
of attributes. Further, the NPD set is categorized into having
sensitive (NPDS) and non-sensitive (NPDNS) attributes. The
sensitive attributes have a great impact on the privacy when
they are considered together with the attributes of the PD set.
The non-sensitive attributes have a lesser or no impact on the
privacy. This means that if any sensitive attributes of a nonprivacy disclosure set along with any attribute of the privacy
disclosure set are requested by the miner then it leads to
privacy violation. This categorization of attributes into PD and
NPD sets is purely done based on business rules. The work in
[3] preserves privacy by transforming the confidential
attributes into fuzzy.
k-anonymity [1, 2] is one widely discussed approach for
achieving data privacy. The attributes that help in revealing
information when combined with other attributes are called as
quasi-identifier [QID] attributes or privacy disclosure (PD) set
of attributes [3]. The attributes that hold private information
about an individual and should not be disclosed in
combination with any QID are called as sensitive attributes [1,
2] and form the non-privacy disclosure sensitive attribute set
(NPDS) [3].

called as anonymization [10]. But several problems are
identified with k-anonymity [11, 12]. A k-anonymous table
may allow an adversary to derive the sensitive information of
an individual with 100% confidence. The larger the value of k,
the better the privacy is protected. There is considerable
information loss from the data.
k-anonymity allows an attacker to discover the value of
sensitive attributes, when there is little diversity in the
sensitive attributes. To counter this, another scheme called
l-diversity [13] was proposed and is shown in Table 3.
l-diversity provides privacy even when the data publisher does
not know what kind of knowledge is possessed by the
adversary. It ensures that, all tuples that share the same values
of quasi identifiers should have l-diverse values for their
sensitive attributes. Even l-diversity is prone to attacks by an
adversary, as it guarantees a low breach probability [14].
Anatomy [15] is another l-diversity specific method. Though it
does not violate the l-diversity property, it confirms that a
particular individual is included in the data. t-closeness is
another scheme, which recommends table-wise distribution of
sensitive attribute values to be repeated within each
anonymized group [16].

Table 1: Microdata

Age
5
9
6
8
12
19
29
26
28
21

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male

PIN code
12000
14000
18000
19000
22000
24000
33000
36000
37000
38000

Table 3: 3-Diverse data

Disease
gastric ulcer
dyspepsia
pneumonia
bronchitis
pneumonia
pneumonia
flu
gastritis
pneumonia
flu

Table 2: 2-Anonymous data

Age
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
11-20
11-20
21-30
21-30
21-30
21-30

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Person
Person
Person
Person
Person
Person

PIN code
10001-20000
10001-20000
10001-20000
10001-20000
20001-30000
20001-30000
30001-40000
30001-40000
30001-40000
30001-40000

Disease
gastric ulcer
dyspepsia
pneumonia
bronchitis
pneumonia
pneumonia
flu
gastritis
pneumonia
flu

In k-anonymized data, privacy is achieved through
generalization or suppression. Suppression of directly
identifiable attributes, like name, SSN is done by not
publishing them. Then the data set shown in Table 1 is divided
into equivalence classes. Each equivalence class has a distinct
tuple occurring k-times, which is called generalization. Thus,
generalization means replacing a tuple with a more
generalized tuple, which is indistinguishable from several
other tuples in the equivalence class as in Table 2. This is also

Age
1-10
1-10
1-10
1-10
11-30
11-30
11-30
11-30
11-30
11-30

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Person
Person
Person
Person
Person
Person

PIN code
10001-20000
10001-20000
10001-20000
10001-20000
20001-40000
20001-40000
20001-40000
20001-40000
20001-40000
20001-40000

Disease
gastric ulcer
dyspepsia
pneumonia
bronchitis
pneumonia
pneumonia
flu
gastritis
pneumonia
flu

k-anonymity and l-diversity provide data privacy by
considering the entire data set as single entity with same kind
of priority for each tuple. They provide privacy to each person
at the same level. They do not take into account personal
anonymity requirements [14]. This process may lead to
insufficient protection to a subset of people, while applying
excessive privacy control to another subset. Personalized
privacy preservation is another method which allows each
sensitive attribute in a record in the table to have a privacy
constraint [14]. However, the computational effort is too high
as generalization has to be done also on the sensitive attribute
column. Personalized privacy preservation uses a tree based
approach, for personalized privacy. Greedy algorithm is used
and hence is not optimal, so does not achieve minimal loss. psensitive k-anonymity is almost similar to l-diversity [17].
Extended p-sensitive k-anonymity [25] is a scheme that
extends p-sensitive k-anonymity property which is similar to
the personalized privacy method, where in the protection is
offered at different levels in the taxonomy for the sensitive
attribute. Another scheme in [18] assumes hierarchy in each
QI attribute, and that all partitions in a general domain should
be at the same level of hierarchy.
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Although the privacy guarantee is the most important data
publication criterion, the published data must also provide a
reasonable level of utility so that it can be useful for
applications such as data mining or data analysis. Utility is a
tradeoff for the privacy guarantee since anonymization of data
introduces information loss. There are different definitions of
utility in the existing literature. In [19], the full-domain
generalization is developed, which maps the whole domain of
each quasi-identifier attribute to a more general domain in the
domain generalization hierarchy. To achieve full-domain
generalization, two types of partitioning can be applied. First,
single-dimensional partitioning [20] divides an attribute into a
set of non-overlapping intervals, and each interval will be
replaced by a summary value (e.g., the mean, the median, or
the range). On the other hand, (strict) multidimensional
partitioning [21] divides the domain into a set of nonoverlapping multidimensional regions, and each region will be
generalized into a summary tuple. The ideal anonymization
should minimize the information loss or maximize the utility.
However, theoretical analysis [22] indicates that the problem
of optimal anonymization under many non-trivial quality
models is NP-hard.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider a table T of microdata as shown in Table 1 and
the corresponding taxonomies for the quasi-identifiers as
shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The data consists of sensitive
attributes and quasi-identifiers attribute. The problem is to
publish an anonymized version of the micro dataset without
much information loss. We consider the principle of kanonymity and l-diversity. The k-anonymity model requires
that every value set for the quasi-identifier attribute set has a
frequency of zero or at least k. For example, Table 1 does not
satisfy k-anonymity property since all tuples occur once. Now,
Table 2 satisfies 2-anonymity property. Consider a large
collection of patient records with different medical conditions.
Some diseases are sensitive, such as HIV, but many diseases
are common, such as cold and fever. Only associations with
sensitive diseases need protection. To start with, we assume
only one sensitive value, such as HIV. Table 2 does not satisfy
the 2-diversity property and hence possible for inference
attacks. Table 2 is further generalized to satisfy the diversity
property to obtain Table 3.
[10001-40000]

Micro dataset

[20001-40000]
k-anonymize and find
equivalence classes

[10001-20000]
Spurious dataset

[20001-30000]

[30001-40000]

Figure 2. Taxonomy for Zipcode

Classify equivalence classes

[1-39]
Equivalence classes
violating diversity

Equivalence classes
satisfying diversity
Find diversity value „L‟
value for each class

Introduce spurious tuples
to satisfy „L‟ value

[11-30]

[32-39]

Randomly pick an „L‟
value

[1-10]
New equivalence classes
satisfying diversity

[11-20] [25-26] [28-30] [32-35]

[38-39]

Figure 3. Taxonomy for Age
Person

Publishable Data

Figure 1. System Architecture

The microdata is initially anonymized by considering k as
the anonymity parameter. From this anonymized dataset, the
sets satisfying l-diversity and sets violating l-diversity are
identified. An l value is chosen from the equivalence classes
satisfying l-diversity arbitrarily. This l value is used as a
parameter to ensure diversity for the sets violating l-diversity.
Accordingly the spurious tuples are added to the sets violating
diversity such that the diversity is fulfilled.
The spurious dataset is created based on the micro dataset.
The spurious dataset consists of extra tuples that are not part
of the original dataset to be published. The required number of
tuples from the spurious dataset are selected and added to the
equivalence classes to see that the respective equivalence
classes assure the required diversity property.

Male

Female

Figure 4. Taxonomy for Gender

IV.

PRIVACY PRESERVING DATA PUBLISHING – STUPLE INCLUSION

Depending on the micro dataset to be published, an extra
table is created which is termed as spurious dataset. This
dataset consists of tuples that do not actually belong to the
original micro dataset but would be useful in consideration for
published version. The general method is to anonymize the
given dataset by generalization principle and publish it. When
anonymity is not satisfied we normally look for
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overgeneralization. Overgeneralization increases privacy but
at
the same time reduces informativeness. If
overgeneralization still does not satisfy the diversity property,
distortion may be applied, which further increases information
loss. To see that privacy and informativeness are balanced, we
propose a simple approach that reduces information loss to the
maximum extent without compromising privacy.
The given dataset is initially anonymized satisfying the
user parameter „k‟. The anonymized dataset is now organized
into equivalence classes. The equivalence classes are
partitioned into two sets namely (i) equivalence classes
satisfying l-diversity property (EL) and (ii) equivalence
classes violating l-diversity property (EV). For each
equivalence class of EL, the proportion of sensitive values Li
is computed and the set „X‟ is formed. From this set, Li value
is chosen randomly. This Li value would be used as the
diversity parameter for EV i.e., for the sets not satisfying
diversity.
Suppose, if EV is an empty set then the published data
does not involve the inclusion of any spurious tuples. On the
other hand, if EL is an empty set then a minimal Li value
would be chosen as the diversity parameter. Now, for each
equivalence class of EV, the respective number of spurious
tuples are selected from the spurious dataset and added to each
equivalence class such that the equivalence class satisfies the
diversity parameter Li. The inclusion of spurious tuples would
not cause any damage to the equivalence classes and will not
extend the scope of the adversary to gain any extra
information.
Consider Table 4 that consists of both quasi-identifiers and
sensitive values. From this dataset, the equivalence classes are
identified as shown in Table 5 after anonymization. Table 5 is
the anonymization version of Table 4. The table satisfies
anonymity property for k=2 and is anonymized using local
recoding. The table is divided into four equivalence classes
{Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4}. The table does not satisfy l-diversity
property even after anonymization. So, we go for further
generalization using local recoding. As a result, equivalence
classes {Q1, Q2} are generalized into a single equivalence
class {Q}. Table 6 is the result of overgeneralization of
Table 5. l-diversity is still not satisfied. From this, we
understand that overgeneralization does not provide a solution
to maintain the desired level of privacy. So, we consider the
new idea of introducing spurious tuples into the equivalence
classes not satisfying the diversity property.
Table 4: Micro dataset

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male

Age
25
26
38
39
32
35
28
30

PIN code
530017
530017
530017
530017
530042
530042
530018
530018

HIV(Y/N)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N

Table 5: Equivalence classes after anonymization

QID
Q1
Q1
Q2
Q2
Q3
Q3
Q4
Q4

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male

Age
25-26
25-26
38-39
38-39
32-35
32-35
28-30
28-30

PIN code
530017
530017
530017
530017
530042
530042
530018
530018

HIV(Y/N)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N

Table 6: Equivalence classes after overgeneralization

QID
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q3
Q3
Q4
Q4

Gender
Person
Person
Person
Person
Female
Female
Male
Male

Age
25-39
25-39
25-39
25-39
32-35
32-35
28-30
28-30

PIN code
530017
530017
530017
530017
530042
530042
530018
530018

HIV(Y/N)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N

To apply this new idea, the equivalence classes are
classified into classes satisfying diversity and classes violating
diversity. After classification of the data in Table 5, the set EL
satisfying diversity consists of {Q3, Q4} and the set EV
violating diversity consists of {Q1, Q2}. The tuples in the
equivalence classes Q3 and Q4 can be published because they
satisfy the diversity property but the tuples of Q1 and Q2
should not be published because they violate the diversity
property. In order to publish these tuples also, they should be
either overgeneralized or distorted. Both of these approaches
involve information loss to certain extent and
overgeneralization might not yield the desired results. So, we
use a simple approach of including spurious tuples to Q1 and
Q2 for publishing them. The number of spurious tuples to be
added is determined by considering the diversity of the
equivalence classes satisfying the diversity property. After
inclusion of spurious tuples the published version of the
dataset would be as shown in Table 7. The published dataset
consists of extra tuples but does not affect the original micro
dataset. The shaded tuples are the spurious tuples added to Q1
and Q2 respectively.
Table 7: Published dataset after adding spurious tuples

QID
Q1
Q1
Q1
Q1
Q2
Q2
Q2
Q2
Q3
Q3
Q4
Q4

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male

Age
25-26
25-26
25-26
25-26
38-39
38-39
38-39
38-39
32-35
32-35
28-30
28-30

PIN code
530017
530017
530017
530017
530017
530017
530017
530017
530042
530042
530018
530018

HIV(Y/N)
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
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Algorithm: s-Tuple Inclusion
Input: Dataset D, k
Output: Equivalence classes satisfying diversity
Method:
1: Create the anonymized dataset D‟ satisfying the k value.
2: Find the equivalence classes from the anonymized dataset
D‟.
3: From D‟, determine the set EV containing all QID-ECs
which violate l-diversity in T, and a set EL containing
QID-ECs which satisfy l-diversity in D‟.
4: For each QID-EC Qi in EL, find the proportion L_i of
tuples containing values in the sensitive value set s. The
distribution X of the L_i values is determined.
5: Randomly pick a value L_i from X.
6: For each QID-EC Qi in EV, introduce the required number
of spurious tuples such that L_i value is satisfied.
7: Publish the dataset.

Step 1 anonymizes a given table to satisfy k-anonymity.
The anonymized data after Step 1 is checked for diversity. It
may be inferred that some QID-ECs may not satisfy ldiversity. Steps 2 to 6 ensure that all QID-ECs in the result are
l-diverse. In Step 3, we partition the sets into two: sets
satisfying l-diversity and sets violating l-diversity. In Step 4,
we find the proportion of Li of tuples containing values in the
sensitive value set. In step 5, a value is picked from this set. In
Step 6, this value is applied to the sets violating l-diversity.
The purpose is to disguise the distortion so that the adversary
cannot tell the divergence between a distorted QID-EC and
many undistorted QID-ECs.
The use of Li for the distortion of EV is to make the
distribution of proportions in EV look indistinguishable from
that of a large QID-EC set (EL). This is an extra safeguard for
the algorithm in case the adversary knows the mechanism of
anonymization. In our setting, the probability that some QIDEC in EV has the same proportion as a QID-EC in EL is 1/l.
V. ANALYSIS
Generalization of data using local recoding might not
satisfy the diversity property. This may lead to privacy breach.
Assume that the adversary knows details as {Male, 26,
530017}. The adversary clearly identifies that the tuple
belongs to Q1. From Table 5, it is clear that the person suffers
from HIV as the values of sensitive attribute HIV is „yes‟ for
both the tuples. Since it does not satisfy the diversity property,
it is further generalized. The further generalization using local
recoding is given in Table 6. If the adversary infers that the
tuple belongs to equivalence class „Q‟, it is clear that the
person suffers from HIV. So overgeneralization is not a
solution. If distortion is used as specified in [23], there would
be loss of information as can be observed from Table 8. To
overcome the problem of information loss, we suggest the idea
of including spurious tuples, shown in Table 7.

Table 8: Published dataset after distortion

QID
Q1
Q1
Q2
Q2
Q3
Q3
Q4
Q4

Gender
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male

Age
25-26
25-26
38-39
38-39
32-35
32-35
28-30
28-30

PIN code
530017
530017
530017
530017
530042
530042
530018
530018

HIV(Y/N)
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N

Linking Probability: Tuples are in the form of <QID, SA>,
where QID is a set of attributes which if joined with some
publicly database, such as voter registry, may reveal identities
of some respondents and SA is a set of attributes such as
disease, that needs to be protected. Let D‟ be the published
dataset. The adversary is interested in conditional probability
P[SA = a | QID = q] which measures the strength of the link
between QID and SA.
P[SA = a | QID = q] =

Frequency of <q, a> in D‟
----------------------------------Frequency of <a> in D‟

Privacy: The privacy metric depends on the diversity
parameter. The strength of privacy is given by the distribution
of sensitive values for each equivalence class and the
anonymization of quasi-identifier attribute values with out
much information loss.
Information Loss: To reduce information loss, optimal
anonymous tuples are generated using local recoding without
employing overgeneralization or global recoding. The loss of
information of a tuple t, defined as L(t) = ∑ AεQID L(t[A]),
where L(t[A]) is the loss of information of a value. The
obtained value is normalized so as to fall within a small
specified range. Any of the normalization methods such as
min-max
normalization,
z-score
normalization
or
normalization by decimal scaling could be used to specify the
information loss within the range 0 to 1. Here „0‟ specifies no
information loss and „1‟ specifies complete information loss.
Height of the node „A‟ as the root
L(t[A]) = --------------------------------------------Total number of leaf nodes
This method proposes local privacy using local recoding
and also emphasizes on global utility. The utility mainly
depends on sensitive values of the dataset and in this dataset;
the sensitive value is HIV because certain common diseases
like cold, cough are ignored. The method clearly specifies that
utility is not compromised. By observing the dataset, it is
implicit that privacy clearly depends on the sensitive attribute
where the sensitive value is „Y‟. To satisfy the diversity
property, spurious tuples are being added to the equivalence
classes that do not satisfy diversity. The spurious tuples that
are being added are clearly with the sensitive value „N‟ for the
sensitive attribute. From the results, it is understood that data
mining methods do not get deviated from the original dataset.
The anonymized data thus provides accurate results identical
to the original dataset.
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Further, we also notice that the aggregate functions such as
mean, median, mode, etc, can also be applied on anonymized
version. Since anonymized version contains only extra tuples
that have sensitive values „N‟, the aggregate functions produce
the same result similar to the results produced on the original
dataset. The aggregate value would be computed only by
considering those tuples that have sensitive value „Y‟ because
these are only the tuples that carry an impact in the dataset.
The number of tuples with sensitive value „Y‟ in the original
dataset and the anonymized dataset do not vary.
VI. EMPIRICAL STUDY
The experiments were performed on a 3.06 GHz Intel IV
processor machine with 1 GB of RAM. The operating system
on the machine was Microsoft Windows XP Professional
Edition – Service Pack 2. The implementation was built and
run in Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition 5.0. For our
experiments, we used the adult dataset from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository [24], which is considered a de facto
benchmark for evaluating the performance of anonymization
algorithms. We removed records with missing values and
retained only few of the original attributes. We considered
disease as an additional attribute and created synthetic dataset.
In our experiments, we considered {Gender, Age, PIN code}
as the quasi-identifier, and used disease attribute as the
sensitive attribute. We evaluated the algorithm in terms of
three measurements: execution time, privacy gain, information
loss of QID attributes and sensitive attributes.

Figure 5: Original Dataset Vs Published Dataset

Figure 6: Equivalence classes satisfying diversity Vs
Equivalence classes violating diversity

Figure 5 highlights the sizes of the datasets before
publishing and after publishing. It is clear from Figure 5 that
number of spurious tuples being added to the original dataset
varies and depends on the dataset being used and the size of
the dataset. The spurious tuples are added depending on the
necessity in order to satisfy the privacy without much
information loss.
On the other hand, Figure 6 depicts the number of
equivalence classes that satisfy diversity and that violate
diversity. This number may vary from dataset to dataset and
for different sizes of the dataset. It is clear from Figure 6 that
the distribution of equivalence classes is not uniform and is
purely dependent on the dataset and the user parameter „k‟.
From Figure 7, it is clear that spurious tuples are added
only to the equivalence classes that do not satisfy diversity. In
the graph, the first column specifies the number of tuples
considered from the original dataset and the second column
specifies the number of tuples considered from the spurious
dataset. If the second column does not appear, it implies that
the equivalence class satisfies diversity and there is no need to
add any spurious tuples. The cardinality of the dataset
considered is 20K. The number of equivalence classes
obtained is 25. Of these, 9 equivalences satisfy diversity and
16 equivalence classes do not satisfy diversity. The number of
tuples added depends on the diversity parameter L_i chosen
from the equivalence classes that satisfy diversity and this
diversity parameter is not common for all the datasets.
Depending on the dataset and the equivalence classes that
satisfy diversity, the diversity parameter keeps on changing.

Figure 7: Equivalence classes before and after adding spurious tuples

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This model is an attempt to study the privacy preserving
data publishing in a different dimension. The proposed model
ensures privacy, less information loss. s-Tuple inclusion
approach is feasible in terms of implementation and it
provides maximum privacy with less information loss. It gives
more information for the research or statistical purposes while
maintaining maximum privacy. In the current model, the
dataset is assumed to consist of sensitive attribute of only one
type such as HIV. Further work is to enhance the current
model for protecting privacy for different datasets that
comprise of sensitive attributes in different formats. We would
like further explore the possibilities of attacks that might take
place after introducing spurious tuple.
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[24] C. B. S. Hettich and C. Merz, “UCI repository of machine learning
databases”, 1998.
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Abstract— In a series of interviews, it was collected a
heterogeneous set of several million relations of positive and
negative knowledge that a group of thousands of people has
about a set of circa twenty-two thousand Portuguese
Proverbs. This is a unique source for socio-cultural analysis
of the mechanisms of transmission of oral culture in
geographic discontinuous spaces. We present in this article
some results on the problem of finding a homomorphism
between proverbial knowledge and geographical locations.
To find this relation, we chose an approach based on the
Analysis of social networks where the broadcast of oral
culture, at least historically, could be interpreted as a trace of
direct social contact between some of their users. We can
simply give the Hamming Distance between two people by
comparing their proverbial knowledge and, then, choose for
every person only those relations to a peer where this
distance is minimal. The resulting graph is analysed by a new
Clique Analysis procedure, proposed in this work, design to
work on very dense networks.
The procedure was tested on a subset of data and we found
that there are clusters where the neighbourhood relation
inducted by the minimum Hamming Distance could be a
reflex of the geographical distribution and of some migration
flux of the Azorean population. When we compare the cliques
with high geographic proximity, we found some proverbs
which are good discriminators between the different clusters.

Keywords: Proverbs; Social Network; Clique Analysis.
Positional Analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION

T

his case study is based on data collected in 11 locally
disconnected areas inside the cultural space of the
Azorean community. This community is centred on
the Portuguese archipelago located on the middle Atlantic
rift. The specific situation of the Azores is very interesting
to analyse the balance between local and global knowledge
inside a common linguistic and cultural space. On one
side, there is the geographical dispersion and the isolation
imposed by the natural barrier of the sea in an archipelago
formed by 9 populated islands over its 2,330 km2 area
wide, spreading over a rectangle of 630 Km in the WestEast and 130 km in the North-West extension. This most
important neighbourhood relationship is present in the
aggregation of the islands in three geographical groups, as
can be seen in Fig. 1.
On the other side, we find a geographical continuity in
the central group that is composed by 5 islands (Faial
[Acronym: Fai/Habitants: 15,063], Pico [Pic/14,806], S.
Jorge [SJo/9,674], Terceira [Ter/55,823] and Graciosa
.

[Gra/4,780]) which are close to each other. The same
happens with the two western islands, Corvo [Cor/425]
and Flores [Flo/3,995]. But, only in exceptional climatic
conditions the view penetrates the 80 km between Sa.
Maria [SMa/5,578] and S. Miguel [SMi/131,609].

Fig. 1. The Azores Archipelago
showing the space dispersion of the nine islands

Due to big waves of emigration into the USA, which
took place since the end of the 19th century until the end of
the 20th century, the group of emigrated people is two
times bigger than the resident population on the
archipelago with circa 250,000 habitants. The population
flux includes also the inner-Azorean migration which is
mainly characterized by the attraction to urban centres
which are the former administrative capitals: Ponta
Delgada, in S. Miguel, Angra, in Terceira and Horta, in
Faial.
The survey data was organized in a relational data
base, which centralizes all information about the
recognition of proverbs. This exhaustive survey was taken
to clarify the relevance of over 22,000 Portuguese
proverbs in the Azorean society and to calculate the
recognition percentage of this proverbs inside the cultural
(sub-)space of the community as a whole or of the single
location. The data collected between 1997 and 2000 was
analysed in [1]-[2]. The same authors in [3], analysed the
properties of the central geographic group. This data base
was also restructured, cleaned and statistically analysed,
using simple description statistics, hypothesis testing and
cluster analysis, as described in a previous publication [4].
For practical reasons, it was impossible to submit the
22,000 proverbs to a single person. Therefore, we divided
the corpus into 14 packages with circa 1500 proverbial
phrases each. These corpora were submitted, in each
location, to, at least, 10 and, at most, 40 interviewees with
preferentially more than 40 years old. Some interviewees
were later excluded because there was inconsistency in
their responses.
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We utilize one of these packages where we can see that
in small islands like Corvo, Sa. Maria, Graciosa, Flores
and S. Jorge the population shows low mobility as the
larger majority lived their whole life in only one island.
The islands with local capitals are characterised by a high
mobility, probably because of their high attraction for the
population of the surrounding islands. A very strong
relation can be verified between Faial and Pico where 61%
and 72% respectively of the mobile interviewees were also
related with the other island. We call mobile persons the
ones which have lived at least in 2 different islands or
locations outside Azorean archipelago for at least 5 years
in each other.
The mobility of 22 of the 32 mobile people associated
to S. Miguel is caused by the (time wise) emigration to
New England. It is clear that the mobility in emigration
zones, namely New England and California, is connected
primarily to islands of origin which are, in the first case,
mainly S. Miguel and, in the second case, mainly the
islands of the central group.
The objective of the analysis proposed is to delineate a
procedure capable to confirm or reject the working
hypothesis that is possible to identify the geographical
origin of people if they know (or not) a group of core
proverbs. In the following paragraphs the procedure is
described using only a small data set. The same procedure
is briefly presented in the following illustration.
Given a set of individuals I
Given a set of proverbs P with cardinality n
Given a binary function f(I, P)  {0, 1}
Build the relational table T (I, P)  {0, 1} where each line is the
individual DNA
Build the symmetrical matrix of weights M(I,I) = n-hij by
calculating the Hamming Distance hij of each pair of lines
Interpreting M as an incidence matrix we get a complete
network where the links have weighs n- hij
For each line i identify the maximum weight
Calculate M’ by deleting all non maximum entries of matrix M
Interpreting M’ as an incidence matrix we get an directed
network
Ranking the nodes by the weights of the links they connect we
get a set of directed networks.
All paths in these networks end in a node with the higher rank.
We call this nodes sinks.
Some sinks of different networks are connected by undirected
links
Identify as a clique any cluster of sinks and confirm the
hypothesis for the individuals in this hierarchical cliques.
Fig. 2. Outline of the procedure described in the next paragraphs.

In section II a measure for hierarchical networks is
presented. In section III and IV real data is analysed and in
section V we draw the conclusions.
II. FROM A MEASURE OF CULTURAL HOMOGENEITY TO
HIERARCHICAL NETWORKS

First, we need a measure for the proximity between all
pairs of two persons due to their knowledge of the 40
selected proverbs. This is done by ordering the proverbs in
a line of attributes for every person, which results in a 40
row vector with an entrance of 1 or 0 when the person

knows or ignores the respective proverb. We call this
vector the proverbial DNA of an interviewee. The
following Fig. 3 shows the proverbial DNA for a well
chosen sample of 20 interviewees.
The cultural proximity was defined by the Hamming
distance of their DNA, as is exemplified in Figure 3 where
the DNA of two persons is matched row by row in order
to find their proverbial divergence. Whereas we have 10
cases of mismatches (marked in Fig. 4 by a grey
background), we found the Hamming Distance of 10
between the respective people.
573 (alias 1) → 00110 10010 11001 00000 00100 00011 01010 01010
575 (alias 2) → 00011 10010 11001 00001 00101 10011 01001 10011
581 (alias 3) → 00000 00010 01010 10010 01100 01000 11000 11100
583 (alias 4) → 01000 00000 01010 00000 00000 00000 00000 00001
587 (alias 5) → 00000 00000 01010 00000 00000 10000 00000 00001
795 (alias 6) → 00010 00000 10000 00000 01100 00011 10000 01101
796 (alias 7) → 00010 00000 10000 00000 01100 00011 10000 01001
797 (alias 8) → 00000 00000 10001 00000 00100 00011 00010 01101
798 (alias 9) → 00010 00000 10000 00000 01101 00011 11000 01101
799 (alias 10) → 00000 00000 10000 00000 00100 00011 10100 01101
800 (alias 11) → 00000 00000 10000 00000 01100 00010 10000 01101
801 (alias 12) → 00000 00000 10000 00000 00100 00011 10000 01101
802 (alias 13) → 00010 00000 10000 00000 01100 00011 10000 01101
803 (alias 14) → 00000 00000 10000 00000 01100 00011 10000 01101
804 (alias 15) → 00010 00000 00000 00000 00100 00001 10000 01111
850 (alias 16) → 00000 00100 10100 01000 01001 00010 01010 10101
882 (alias 17) → 00100 10101 01000 00001 00100 10011 01110 00001
905 (alias 18) → 00000 00101 10101 01111 00010 00010 00011 10101
907 (alias 19) → 01001 00101 11010 10010 00111 01010 00000 00001
916 (alias 20) → 01010 01001 11010 10100 00100 00111 01100 00101
Fig. 3. A small sample of f(I, P) or Proverbial DNA for 20 people.
person 1 → 00110 10010 11001 00000 00100 00011 01010 01010
person 2 → 00011 10010 11001 00001 00101 10011 01001 10011
Fig. 4. Comparison of two proverbial DN
to get the Hamming distance of 10 (score=30).

For n people, we can find a symmetric n times n matrix
with the entry of the respective score (that is the difference
between the dimension of the DNA-Vector and the
Hamming Distance), as is exemplified in Fig. 5 for the
sample of Fig. 3. We see that this matrix can be read as an
incidence matrix of a totally connected, undirected, and
weighted graph with n nodes. This representation would
be of low usefulness due to excess of information, so some
simplification is in order. In the Fig. 5, we mark with a
grey background the line-maximums of the non-reflexive
relations as the best cultural peer for the line element.
If we erase all non-marked entries from this matrix, the
correspondent graph would be a directed and weighted
graph. By doing the described procedure for the whole
sample of the 221 interviewees, we get a graph with 8
isolated sub-graphs, presented in the appendix.
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Person
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
x 30 23 24 24 28 29 31 28 27 26 28 28 27 28 22 28 18 19 23
30 x 19 22 24 24 25 25 27 23 22 24 24 23 24 22 20 20 22 21
23 19 x 27 27 27 26 24 28 26 29 27 27 28 27 23 19 18 24 22
24 22 27 x 38 28 29 29 26 29 30 30 28 29 31 26 26 22 30 27
24 24 27 38 x 28 29 30 26 28 30 29 28 29 30 28 28 22 27 25
28 24 27 28 28 x 39 35 38 37 38 37 40 39 36 28 24 22 23 27
29 25 26 29 29 39 x 35 37 36 37 37 39 38 35 29 25 21 24 26
31 25 24 29 30 35 35 x 33 36 35 37 35 36 33 29 27 27 24 26
28 27 28 26 26 38 37 33 x 35 36 37 38 37 35 30 24 21 23 27
27 23 26 29 28 37 36 36 35 x 37 39 37 38 35 27 27 24 25 28
26 22 29 30 30 38 37 35 36 37 x 38 38 39 35 30 24 24 27 25
28 24 27 30 29 37 37 37 37 39 38 x 37 39 36 28 26 24 26 27
28 24 27 28 28 40 39 35 38 37 38 37 x 39 36 28 24 22 23 27
27 23 28 29 29 39 38 36 37 38 39 39 39 x 35 29 25 23 24 26
28 24 27 31 30 36 35 33 35 35 35 36 36 35 x 25 24 20 23 25
22 22 23 26 28 28 29 29 30 27 30 28 28 29 25 x 24 30 23 21
28 20 19 26 28 24 25 27 24 27 24 26 24 25 24 24 x 25 24 25
18 20 18 22 22 22 21 27 21 24 24 24 22 23 20 30 25 x 23 19
19 22 24 30 27 23 24 24 23 25 27 26 23 24 23 23 24 23 x 26
23 21 22 27 25 27 26 26 27 28 25 27 27 26 25 21 25 19 26 x

Fig. 5. Score for common knowledge of proverbs for DNAs in Fig. 3.

One of them is that sub-graph which contains exactly the
20 people mentioned in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. The respective
diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Sub-graph surrounding Clique #2 (→ 802/795)
and #6 (→ 583/587).

In this diagram, we use the hierarchy of proximity
induced by the score of each node for a vertical order
which means that all nodes with the same score are in the
same level. An existing link between nodes of the same
level is necessarily bidirectional and will be represented by
a non-directional edge. Links between distinct levels
indicate an asymmetric attraction between the involved
nodes (because the higher graded one finds an even closer
partner). In such a case, we have to mark the direction of
interest with an arrow. The weight of an edge is given by
the lowest score between the nodes involved.
When we follow the (omitted) arrows in the diagram,
we find local attraction maximums that are stuck in a level
without finding a way to a higher ranked person, as in pair
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802/795 or 583/587. In such a case, the set of all the nodes
interconnected on the same level is called (directional)
Clique. Formally, the Clique, in the theory of social
network, has a slightly different definition based on a
extreme dense cluster (see for instance [5] and [6]), but
both concepts aren’t so different when we use it in a
sequence of maximal Clique with a score-level in
downfall, so we maintain the term clique in this text.
In such a finite graph there exists necessarily at least
on the highest layer an undirected sub-graph between at
least two vertices. We call a Clique any such a symmetric
sub-graph if none of its vertices has an outgoing edge to a
higher rank. At the highest rank there will be a Clique. But
in any layer a Clique imply a transitive set of best
neighbours with a local attraction maximum as in pair
802/795 or 583/587.
Inside a Clique, every node finds its best peer. And, by
having a path via a sequence of best peer relations,
between every two members of this set, we found a
cohesive set of people with the biggest cultural proximity.
Per definition, the union of all nodes of a Clique (seen
as a super node) behaves like a sink. Therefore, the
Cliques inside the sub-graph induce a system of connected
flows. So, the graph could be compared to a river system
which runs lastly to different seas. This system is efficient
to divide the universe in distinct fluent systems which are
not strictly separated, whereas some nodes can achieve
more than one Clique. If a local homogeneity exists, then,
these subsystems should show some conceptual coherence.
Formally, the Clique, in the theory of social networks,
has a slightly different definition based on an extreme
dense cluster (see for instance [5]). Our concept isn’t so
different when we use a sequence of maximal Clique with
a score-level in downfall. Because of that we maintain the
term clique in this text.
We note that, in Fig. 6, all people with a white identity
number come from Corvo Island and have their flux
directed to the Clique formed by the two members of this
island whose personal identity is 802 and 795. On the
other side, the Clique formed by the persons with numbers
583 and 587 is entirely composed of people from Sa.
Maria Island. Such a homomorphism between the cultural
proximity (expressed in the graph) and the geographical
region indicates that there are strong correlations between
the cultural and geographic background of this people. In
this study, we will analyse this kind of correlations and see
what could be used to retrieve information about the
habitat of a person by its cultural knowledge.
We use the word homomorphism in this text as a
structure preserving the mapping between location where
respondents lived for more than 5 years and the identified
Cliques. Is also a way of concept generalization and the
main objective for the development of the procedure
described in this text. These homeomorphisms can be
measured as any other supervised classification as using
the rate of correct classifications or error rate.
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III. CLIQUE - ISLAND HOMOMORPHISM
The division of the graph in its sub-graphs is the most
structural aspect of the analysis; therefore, it is interesting
that one sub-graph containing two thirds of all nodes exist.
This, we will call the central sub-graph and, the Cliques in
it, we will call the central Cliques (#04, #05, #08, #11,
#12, #13, #15 and #17). All the other sub-graphs and their
Cliques will be referred as the outsiders (#01, #02, #03,
#06, #07, #09, #10, #14 and #16). To see why such a
rough distinction makes sense, we should compare the
structure of both sorts of Cliques by their Clique-DNA in
Fig. 7. Value “1” indicates a common knowledge and
value “0” indicates a common ignorance of the specific
proverb due to all Clique members. If there is no
agreement, we note down an “x”.
It seems that the distinction between central Cliques and
the Outsiders could be generally expressed by the rule:
central Cliques are more related with common knowledge
while the Outsiders are more related with common
ignorance.
We see that the tax for common knowledge in the
central Cliques is 100% for #04, 98% for #05, 88% for
#08, 83% for #11, 35% for #12, 63% for #13, 48% for #15
and 24% for #17. So, we have in 5 of the 8 central Cliques
a high common knowledge; in #15 there is a moderate tax
of common knowledge, but whereas the tax of 53% of
common ignorance in each of the remaining two central
Cliques, #12 and #17, is very high, we have here two
exceptions to the rule. So, we have in 62,5% of the central
Cliques a high common knowledge (more or equal 63%);
in 12,5% a moderate tax of common knowledge, but even
in the 25% with a low tax of common knowledge the tax
of common ignorance is not high.
Clique 04
Clique 05
Clique 08
Clique 11
Clique 10
Clique 09
Clique 01
Clique 03
Clique 02
Clique 06
Clique 07
Clique 12
Clique 13
Clique 14
Clique 15
Clique 16
Clique 17

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111101111111111111111111111111111
11xx 111111111111111111111011101101111111
x11111111111111111x 110x 11111101100111111
00110100101011101111x 010x 110111111100x 11
1x 00011111100100000x 00011011110111101111
0010010010011110000010100110101110010001
1000000101011101000001000111000101000100
0001000000100000000001100000111000001101
0x 00000000010100000000000x 00000000000001
0001000000000000000000000000000000000x 0x
0x 0100x 00010000x 0000111000001111x 1110x 11
1x 0x 011101x 1011111x 110110101111x 01110011
01x 011xx 1001x 0x 00011101000110x 101110001x
x101x 11x 101x 1000xx 101x 1xxxx 111111010011x
11010x 1x 0xxx 10x 0001x 00x 001111111011100x 1
xxx 1011101x 0xxx 00x 00000x 001x 101000000001

Fig. 7. Example of Clique DNAs.
In the Cliques of outsiders, we have the following taxes
of common ignorance: 55% for #01, 75% for #02, 65% for
#03, 88% for #06, 93% for #07, 40% for #09, 33% for
#10, 43% for #14 and 36% for #17. So we have in 55% of
the cases a higher common ignorance as in the worst case
of central Cliques. And in the rest 45% cases none
overtake the barrier of 60% for common knowledge which
is surpass by 62% of the central Cliques.

In Clique #03, we have five, in #4, six and, in #15, tree
nodes. All the remaining Cliques are constituted by two
nodes.
With 8 of 17 Cliques, there is, in almost half part, a total
homomorphism between cultural and geographical
structure. The outsider Cliques #01, #02, #10 and #14 are
each formed by people from Corvo Island. This is
congruent with the general observation that the population
of Corvo has really the status of an outsider due to their
low level of proverbial knowledge. And, whereas #10 is
one of the exceptions to the previous mentioned rule, we
have a simple explanation since even the high competent
habitants seem to have a so characteristic profile that they
did not connect to the central subgroup.
Three more Cliques of outsiders have this degree of
homomorphism: #03 is formed by 5 mobile habitants from
S. Miguel and New England, #06 includes only habitants
from Sa. Maria, as we had already seen, and #09 has only
habitants from Pico Island. Whereas we found in 7 out of
9 Cliques of outsiders a homomorphism attached so
directly to a quarter of all nodes of outsiders, we can
conclude that these seven sub-graphs are highly separable
due to the origin of the involved people.
In the central Cliques, only #13 is homomorphous, in
this case, due to the geographical origin of Graciosa
Island. We can find two more central Cliques (#12 and
#17) where every node represents a person which once
lived in Pico Island, but the most part of the involved
people are mobile habitants. And we see that four out of
six people represented in central Clique #04 lived in
Terceira Island for at least 5 years. So, in the central subgraph, only half of the Cliques show a geographical
separ1313ability. The remaining four Cliques are a
mixture of persons living in the central Islands of Azores.
And this seems to be the best characteristic of the central
sub-graph. It represents a big coherency between the
people living in the five central Islands.

IV. HOMOMORPHISM IN THE FLUX TO THE CLIQUE
The biggest single affluence in the whole graph happens
in Cliques #4 and then #5. More than half of the nodes are
involved in this structure; therefore, we will concentrate
especially on these two fluxes. We know that both Cliques
are characterized by the highest possible score of 40 and
by the highest common knowledge tax of respectively
100% and 98%, which means that there is a distinction by
only one proverb: “Ninguém diga: desta água não beberei
e deste pão não comerei.”[=Nobody should say: I will not
drink this water or eat this bread.].
As we have also seen in Fig. 6, nodes that are near the
Clique could also have an interesting structure in terms of
geographical separation. So, we will define two circular
areas. First, the Inner Circle, in which all elements are
situated at most at 3 score-points above the Clique
(including itself), and, second, the Extended Circle, with
all elements situated at most at 10 score-points above the
Clique (including the Inner Circle).
It is clear that Clique elements are closer to the Inner
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Circle than to the Extended Circle. In this scheme, we did
not take into account all members of the Clique group
outside the distance of 10 score-points because these are
equivalent to, at least, a difference of 25% of the common
knowledge.
TABLE I relates to Clique #5 including 19 people with
a fixed residence and 6 people which are more mobile over
their lifetime. It shows the distribution inside this Clique,
in its Inner and Extended Circle. Outside the brackets, we
count the presence of fixed residences and, inside the
brackets, the number of mobile persons. The last row
calculates, for the Extended Circle, the ratio between the
expected and the real occurrence of people among the
different localities. To get the expected value, we must
multiply the number of people from the location times the
ratio of the population attached to the respective Extended
Circle and the total population. But, to avoid some
numerical deformation, what could happen for values
between 0 and 1, we use the Laplace estimator [7] and add
value 1 to both parts of the fraction.

administrative centre - Faial. In such a situation, the long
geographical distance will be overcame by a more specific
and periodical contact. It is very interesting that the
geographical Islands, Pico and Faial, have no homologous
tendency.
In TABLE II, we present the respective results for the
affluence to Clique #4. The most important indicator is the
local distribution among the fixed residents. The biggest
peak in the Extended Circle for this extract of residents
can be found in S. Miguel and Flores, but there is also in
California and in S. Jorge a significant high performance.
Besides the fact that we should ignore the result of S.
Miguel and California due to the insignificance of their
local universe, we were surprised for the fact that, in the
first case, the totality and, in the second case, 75% of the
fixed residents are involved. There are only three localities
with a concentrated occurrence: S. Maria, Corvo and New
England. This seems to be the natural consequence for the
group of higher performers, the location with less
knowledge rate has lower representation.

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF CLIQUE #5

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF CLIQUE #4

Local
California
Corvo
Faial
Flores
Graciosa
New
England
Pico
Terceira
S. Jorge
Sa. Maria
S. Miguel

Clique

Inner Circle

Extended
Circle

Real/Estimated
Occurrence ratio

Local

0

0

0(+2)

1/1.48= 67,6%
(2/2,09=95,7%)

California

0

2(+3)

3(+6)

4/3,04=131,6%
(7/5,64=124,1%)

0

0

0(+1)

1/5.32= 18,8%
(2/1,18=169,5%)

Corvo

0

5(+1)

9(+1)

10/19,32=51,8%
(2/1,39=143,9%)

0

2(+1)

5(+1)

6/2,68=223,9%
(2/2.18= 91,7%)

Faial

0

4(+1)

8(+6)

9/8,12=110,8%
(7/6,03=116,1%)

0

0(+1)

1(+4)

2/2.8=71,4%
(5/1,54=324,7%)

Flores

1(+1)

6(+1)

13(+2)

14/8,64=142,0%
(3/3,32=90,4%)

1

3

6(+1)

7/3.4=205,9%
(2/1.18=169,5%)

Graciosa

0

3(+0)

10(+0)

11/11,18=98,4%
(1/1,77=56,5%)

0

0

0(+1)

1/1.12= 89,3%
(2/4.26=46,9%)

New
England

0(+1)

0(+5)

0(+13)

1/1,51=66,2%
(14/14,93=93,8%)

0

0

1(+1)

2/3,16= 63,3%
(2/2.63= 76.0%)

Pico

1

7(+3)

10(+7)

11/10,16=108,3%
(8/7,97=100,4%)

0

0

3(+2)

4/3.16=126,6%
(3/2=150%)

Terceira

2/(+2)

4(+3)

10(+4)

11/10,16=108,3%
(5/5,257=95,1%)

1

1(+1)

3(+1)

4/3.88=103,1%(2/1
.18 =169,5%)

S. Jorge

0

1(+0)

15(+0)

16/13,22=121,0%
(1/1,77=56,5%)

0

0

0(+0)

1/1.84= 54,3%
(1/1.09 = 91,7%)

Sa. Maria

0

0(+0)

0(+1)

1/4,56=21,9%
(2/1,39=143,9%)

0

0(+1)

0(+2)

1/1.24= 80,6%
(3/3.9= 76,9%)

S Miguel

0

0(+4)

2(+10)

3/2,02=148,5%
(11/13,38=82,2%)

We note that neither the geographic western group, nor
the eastern group, or the areas of emigration in the US
have a significant representation in the group of fixed
persons. The most relevant areas due to fixed persons are
Faial and Graciosa. But, due to mobile habitants, Flores
gets an extremely high relevance. This means that we can
characterize this flux that is near the sink by its
geographical inclination to the Islands of Faial and
Graciosa and the emigrants from Flores. This shows an
interesting proximity between Flores and Faial, probably
induced by inhabitants of Flores that are attracted to the

Clique Inner Circle

Extended Real/Estimated
Circle
Occurrence ratio

But the most interesting detail is the distribution inside
the Extended Circle. Whereas members from S. Jorge are
almost exclusively outside the Inner Circle, members of
Pico are mainly inside. On the other hand the Clique itself
is dominated by 1/3 of fixed inhabitants and another 1/3 of
mobile inhabitants of Terceira. The existence of such local
clusters forces the idea that the dispersion of those
proverbs is dominated by physical and not by virtual
transmission channels.
Clique #8 has a common knowledge of 90% and a score
of 38 between the two persons, one is from Terceira and
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the other is a mobile inhabitant from Faial and Pico. The
Inner Circle contains no other person and the Extended
Circle counts with one more mobile inhabitant from Faial
and Pico.
The last Clique of interest is #11 with a score of 37 and
a common knowledge of 83% between the fixed habitant
from Graciosa and the mobile one from Terceira/Pico. The
Inner Circle counts with two more inhabitants from Faial
(score 36 and 34) and one from Flores (score 34). On the
other hand the Extended Circle is completed by three more
inhabitants from S. Jorge (score 33 and 32), two from
Corvo (score 31 and 29) and one from Flores (score 28).
This seems highly inhomogeneous but the different
locations are distinct through the score-layers.
V. CONCLUSION
Due to the cultural space related to the Archipelago of
the Azores formed by 9 physical islands and some virtual
islands of immigration located mainly on the American
continent, we analysed a huge amount of data about the
recognition of proverbs.
For that data we develop a new procedure designed to
analyse very dense social networks. The algorithm needs
extensible testing but the preliminary results reported here
are encouraging.
The procedure starts by selecting the 40 best known
proverbs among a universe of more than 1500. Using a
measure due to the proximity of common knowledge
between every pair of two persons among the 221 inquired
people we can define an incidence matrix of a graph. This
social network shows relationships that translates the
proverbial proximity inside this community.
This image will be clearer when we maintain only the
most proximate relations. Such a reduction divides the
graph in 8 oriented and isolated sub-graphs which
distinguishes the society in a kind of different families of
proverbial users. There are seven families with 20
members, in maximum, and a very big one which involves
2/3 of the universe. While we selected only high frequent
proverbs, such types of continuity were expected. But by
applying a hierarchical Clique analysis we can structure
this apparently continuous space in sharply distinct
clusters with a high inner homogeneity due to the location
of the involved interviewee.
In general we can say that groups around the Cliques
#04, #05 and #08 are nearly identical centres of
accumulation for people that know most proverbs, while
groups around Clique #06 and #07 lead to people which
ignore almost all proverbs. Especially in the group of
outsiders the local aggregation is more evident.
In summary we find in almost all groups surrounding
the 17 Cliques local patterns which justify the idea that is
realistic to choose a small base of proverbs to achieve a
geographic indicator for the residency of person deduced
only by its proverbial knowledge. From these partial
results obtained only from a small set of data, we can
conclude that there is evidence that our working
hypothesis can be true and knowing or not knowing a
small set of proverbs can be utilised to discriminate
between different regions.

We propose to use the algorithm in bigger data sets and
explore other methods for data reduction from the Clique
DNA. One example we have beginning to work with is
LAD – Logical Analysis of Data method [8] or even rough
sets to identify a small nucleus of relevant proverbs. Other
way we intend to explore is the relation of this work with
what Faust S. K. Wasserman call positional analysis [9].
Essentially the concept is the same as our objective but he
uses different techniques.
APPENDIX
In the next page we present the full network with all the
nodes referred to in the text.
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Abstract - Analysis of musical data and retrieval
has become a very popular research field in
recent years. The field of music data mining deals
with the theory and methods of discovering
knowledge from music pieces and can be
considered as a collection of automated methods
for analyzing music data[4]. The Indian music is
said to be one of the oldest unbroken musical
traditions in the world in which many common
rhythmic patterns exist and they revolve around
repeating patterns of notes. The advance in
signal processing and data mining techniques has
led to intensive study on content-based music
retrieval. Research efforts in music information
retrieval have involved interdisciplinary activity
that has resulted in many algorithmic solutions to
music content-based search. This paper gives an
overview of content-based music information
retrieval (CBMIR), using Music Data Mining.
Key words: Music Data Mining, Indian music,
rhythmic patterns, repeating patterns, CBMIR

1. Introduction
Music is a way by which composers
express their innermost feelings. The analysis of
music data has the objective of determining the
fundamental point of contact between mind and
musical sound. Music contains symbolic or
structural relationships existing within and
between the dimensions of pitch, time, timbre,
harmony, tempo, rhythm, phrasing and
articulation. These elements combine to make
music representation a rich field of study [6][15].
Only during the recent decade that large scale
computer-based storage of sound and music is
taking place. Additionally, the increasing ease of
distribution of music in computer files over the
Internet gave further impulse to the development
of digitized music databases as well as to new
methods for Music Information Retrieval (MIR)
in these collections. This paper presents an

overview of some of the issues and techniques
that arise in the study of music representation.

1.1 Indian Music Vs Western music
The Indian music is said to be one of the
oldest unbroken musical traditions in the world.
Sangeet (music) is a combination of three
artforms: vocal music, instrumental music and
dance. Indian music is based on two important
pillars: Rag (scale) is the melodic form and Tal is
the rhythmic form which is very complex. Many
common rhythmic patterns exist. They revolve
around repeating patterns of beats. The
interpretation of rag and tal are not the same in all
regions of the India. The Indian music contains
two major traditions such as Hindustani (North
Indian),
Carnatic
(South
Indian)
are
fundamentally similar but differ in nomenclature
and performance practice. The Saptha Swaras
(Seven Notes) are Sa (C), Ri (D), Ga (E) , Ma
(F), Pa(G), Da(A), Ni(B), as Do Re Mi Fa So La
Ti and having Sruthi (Pitch) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 and
Sa(C) , Ri.1(C#, Db), Ri.2 (D), Ga.1(D#. Eb),
Ga.2(E),
Ma.1(F),
Ma.2(F#,Fb), Pa(G),
Da.1(G#,Ab), Da.2(A), Ni.1 (A#,Bb) Ni.2(B).
The major differences between Indian and
western music are shown in figure 10.

2. Music databases
There are three types of music databases
MIDI, Symbolic data and Conventional music
notation. Music data is stored in symbolic tracks
and also retrieving these tracks is easy in MIDI
database.
MIDI: Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a
powerful tool for music composers in Indian
music and Western music. It allows musicians to
be more creative on stage and in the studio. It
allows composers to create music in terms of
repeated patterns played by multiple instruments
intermittently. MIDI is a communications
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protocol that allows electronic musical
instruments to interact with each other. Two
computers communicate via modems, two
synthesizers communicate via MIDI. The
information exchanged between two MIDI
devices is musical in nature. MIDI information
tells a synthesizer, in its most basic mode, when to
start and stop playing a specific note. Other
information shared includes the volume and
modulation of the note, if any. MIDI information
can also be more hardware specific. It can tell a
synthesizer to change sounds, master volume,
modulation devices, and even how to receive
information.

3. Music classification
Based on the amount of concurrency
present music is divided into following categories.
Monophonic: It is the simplest of textures,
consisting of melody without accompanying
harmony. This may be realized as just one note at
a time, or with the same note duplicated at the
octave. If the entire melody is sung by two voices
or a choir with an interval between the notes or in
unison, it is also said to be in monophony. Music
in which all the notes sung are in unison is called
monophonic.
Homophonic: Multiple voices of which one, the
melody, stands out prominently and the others
form a background of harmonic accompaniment.
If all the parts have much the same rhythm, the
homophonic texture can also be described as
homorhythmic.
Heterophonic: It
is a type of texture
characterized by the simultaneous variation of a
single melodic line. All notes start and finish at
the same time.
Polyphonic: Multiple melodic voices which are
to a considerable extent independent from one
another.

4. Melody Feature Extraction
Melody: In the literature there is no agreed
definition for melody. Melody has been defined as
an auditory object that emerges from a series of
transformations along the six dimensions: pitch,
tempo, timbre, loudness, spatial location, and
reverberant environment [5]. All are necessary to
create a recognizable pattern known as a song.
Melody is a rhythmic unit in a durational pattern
which occupies a period of time equivalent to a
pulse or pulses. Melody gives music soul, while
rhythm blends the expression of harmony and
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dynamics with the tempo of the passage. Specific
techniques include melody extraction which
yields single-note sequences from arbitrary MIDI
data. Melody standardization allows matching
across keys and scales. According to the
characteristics of music, the music features can be
classified into three categories: static music
information, acoustical features and thematic
features. Static music information refers to the
intrinsic music characteristics of music objects
such as key, beat, and tempo. For example, the
Beethoven Symphony No. 5, Op. 67, is in c
minor, 4/4, Allegro con brio. This information can
be regarded as keywords or attributes of a music
object. Acoustical features include loudness,
pitch, duration, bandwidth and brightness, which
can be automatically computed from the raw data
of music objects Thematic features such as
themes, melodies, rhythms, and chords are
derived from the staff information of a music
object. A theme is the most expressive and
representative part of a music object. Generally,
it appears repeatedly within a music object. A
theme consists of a melody and a rhythm.
Thematic features can be represented in string
form. For example, “solsol-sol-mi” is a melody
string, “0.5-0.5-0.5-2” is a rhythm string, and “CAm-Dm-G7” is a chord string. The melody
strings, the rhythm strings, and the chord strings
can be easily derived from the music objects in
MIDI form.

5. Datamining Approaches
Content Based Music Information
Retrieval (CBMIR) is based on intelligent and
automated processing of music by which
information about music can be found. The three
basic strategies of music information retrieval are:
Metadata, High-level music content description
and low-level
features. The first is based on
metadata and second approach uses high-level
descriptions of music content or expert knowledge
about how a piece of music is constructed. The
third strategy is based on low-level signal based
properties.

5.1 Repeating Patterns
Repeating pattern is an important feature
in the music databases of music objects, which is
commonly used in analyzing the repeated part of
music data and for extracting themes [4]. Most of
the repeating patterns are key melodies. The
repeating patterns or the themes can be used to
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Figure 1: True Suffix Tree

construct indices that can speedup query
execution for music retrievals. This paper
provides a brief overview of recent significant
development in the music information retrieval
specifically, the linear time proposed by Yu-Lung
Lo. et. al[12]. The same author[13] suggests realvalued indices by mapping the repeating patterns
to the real value in order to improve the fast
retrieval particularly when the length of the
repeating pattern are more. Jia-Ling, et al[14]
proposed appearing-bit-sequences which is based
on incremental mining algorithm for efficiently
discovering recently repeating patterns from a
data. Hua-Fu Li[15] proposed mining of frequent
temporal patterns over music query streams to
discover repeating patterns for a music object
without any information loss.

5.1.1

Linear-time suffix tree

The suffix tree of a string is the compact
trie of all its suffixes. The authors have observed
that most of the repeating patterns are key
melodies, which become popular pieces of
humming. Hence, they suggested an efficient data
structure for representing the repeating pattern in
the form of true suffix tree to discover repeating
patterns through pattern sweeping and extract
nontrivial repeating patterns of a music string. It
can be constructed in linear time in the length of
the string. The following are the characteristics of
the suffix tree.
(i) A suffix tree, constructed from a string with
length m symbols, consists of m leaf nodes
numbered from 1 to m.
(ii) Any two branches from a non-leaf node
should be labeled with different symbols.
(iii) The number of each leaf node points out the
start position of the sub-string which consists of
the symbols labeled from the root to this leaf node
of the tree. True suffix tree approach for nontrivial
repeating patterns is discovered using the below
algorithm.
Step1:
The function CreateTrueSuffixTree( ) Ukkonen
[3] creates true suffix tree for music string then
the root of suffix tree is assigned to a pointer,
named
TStree.
The
sub-steps
for
CreateTrueSuffixTree( ) are as follows:
CreateTrueSuffixTree (MusicStringObject)
{
TStree = ImplicitSuffixTree(MusicStringObject)
ConvertToTrueSuffixTree(MusicStringObject, TStree)
}

Let us consider a music string
S = ‘abcdbcdabcabcd’

abc
bc

bcdabcabcd
#

2

d

#

d

11
d

bcdabcabcd
#
abcd#

c

1

abcd#

#
1
2

abcabcd
#

8
14
d

5

6
abcabcd
#

bcdabcabcd
#

3

3

bcdabcabcd
#

The stop symbol # is added at the end of string S
and then true suffix tree is created as described in
step 1 which shown in figure 1. The numbers on
the leaf nodes of the tree represent the starting
position of each suffix[3].
Step 2: The ExtractRepeatingPatterns( ) function
finds the repeating patterns from true suffix tree
and their lengths and starting positions are
recorded in a repeating pattern table, called
RPtable. From the true suffix tree, it can be easily
found out that any non-leaf nodes, excepting root
node, with the number of outgoing edges equal to
or greater than 2, the label in the incoming edge of
that node should be a repeating pattern. The
ExtractRepeatingPattern( ) is a recursive
algorithm which is as follows:
ExtractRepeatingPatterns(Ttree,RPtable)
{
IF Tree is leaf node THEN Return (1);
ELSE
END-IF
END-IF
}

Figure 2: Repeating patterns of Music Object S
‘abcdbcdabcabcd’
Repeating
Pattern
Frequency
Pattern
Length
Starting
Positions

Abcd

Abc

bcd

Cd

Bc

2
4

3
3

3
3

3
2

4
2

1,11

1,8,11

2,5,12

3,6,13

2,5,9,12

Step 3: After discovering the repeating patterns,
pattern sweeping is employed to extract
non-trivial repeating patterns. There are two
trends for pattern sweeping. First, by function
FindEndPosition&Scope( ), the end positions and
scopes of every repeating patterns are computed
in RPtable. Then, function ScopeComparisons( )
eliminates the redundancy of repeating pattern,
otherwise a repeating pattern will be discarded if
its scopes are all included in the other longer
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repeating patterns. These two functions are as
follows.

Figure4: All Non trivial repeating patterns of
Music Object S ‘abcdbcdabcabcd’

FindEndPosition&Scope(RPtable)
{
FOR each repeating pattern in RPtable DO
Computing its ending positions and scopes
END-FOR
}
ScopeComparisons(RPtable)
{
FOR each repeating pattern in RPtable DO
`
Discarding it, if its scopes are all included in other
longer repeating patterns
END-FOR
}

Figure3: Pattern Sweeping for
‘abcdbcdabcabcd’
Repeating
Pattern
Pattern Length
Starting
Positions
Ending
positions
Scopes
of
repeating
patterns

Music Object S

abcd

abc

Bcd

cd

bc

4
1,11

3
1,8,11

3
2,5,12

2
2,5,9,12

4,14

3,10,1
3
1~3
8~10
11~13

4,7,14

2
3,6,1
3
4,17,
14
3~4
6~7
13~
14

1~4
11~
14

2~4
5~7
12~14

3,6,10,1
3
2~3
5~6
9~10
12~13

The repeating patterns and the pattern sweeping
steps are recorded in RPtable as shown in the
above table. According to scopes of repeating
pattern “bcbc” are all included in “abcbc” (2〜5 in
1〜5 and 7〜10 in 6〜10), such that “bcbc” is not a
nontrivial repeating pattern and will be discarded.
After all scope comparisons, that “abcbc” includes
all the other repeating patterns. The extraction of
non-trivial repeating pattern will be “abcbc” only.
Considering the same music string represented S
the true suffix tree approach is performed as per
the following steps.
Step 1: Adding the stop symbol ‘#’ to the end of
the string S, then to create true suffix tree. The
numbers shown on the leaves in the tree are the
starting position of each suffix.
Step 2: The repeating patterns for S can be found
by those non-leaf nodes with outgoing edges
equal to 2 or greater. All the labels of incoming
edges of those non-leaf nodes should be repeating
patterns of S.
Step 3: The ending positions and scopes of every
repeating pattern for S are computed then
discovered the non-trivial repeating patterns by
pattern sweeping and the result is shown in Figure
below.

Non-trivial
repeating Pattern
Frequency
Pattern Length
Scopes

Abcd

abc

Bcd

2
4
1~4
11~14

3
3
1~3
8~10
11~13

3
3
2~4
5~7
12~14

The author proposed the scheme of extracting
non-trivial repeating pattern in a music object in a
Linear time. This not only improves the retrieval
of music database but also is applicable in multi
media databases.

5.1.2 Incremental Repeating Patterns
Mining:
Mining
repeating
patterns
with
sequential data to represent the significant content
of a music object in CBMIR is of great research
interest. Temporal relations among data items in a
data sequence can be represented by using these
repeating patterns [6]. Knowledge discovery on
streaming data in a dynamic environment is
based on data streams which is an unbounded
sequence of data elements which is generated at a
rapid rate. Jia-Ling Koh et al.[14] proposed
incremental repeating patterns mining approach
using appearing-bit-sequence. This algorithm is
processed in two phases: window initialization
phase and window sliding phase. The activation
of window initialization phase is done when the
first sequence window becomes full. The
repeating patterns in the initial sequence window
is discovered and maintained in this phase, then
the window sliding phase is activated. Thus the
recently repeating patterns on incremental data are
discovered without the need to re-perform
repeating pattern mining on the new sequence
window.
i) Definitions
Prefix-subpattern, suffix-subpattern, maximum
repeating patterns and closed repeating patterns
are defined [6] as:
Given a pattern P=x1x2…xk. For any pattern P1=
x1x2…xi, where i<k, P1 is named an iprefixsubpattern of P. Pattern x1x2…xk-1 is the
maximum prefix-subpattern of P. For any pattern
P2= xjxj+1…xk, where 1<j, P2 is named a (k-j+1)suffix-subpattern of P. Pattern x2x3…xk is the
maximum suffix-subpattern of P. All the prefix
and suffix sub patterns of P are named subpatterns of P, and P is a super-pattern of its sub
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patterns. A maximum repeating pattern is defined
as a recent repeating pattern for which none of its
super-patterns are recently repeating patterns.
A closed repeating pattern is defined as a recent
repeating pattern which is not close contained in
any of its super-patterns. P1 is closed contain in P 2
if P1 is a subpattern of P2 and recent frequency
(P1) = recent frequency (P2).
ii) Window Initialization Phase
A recent bit index table is constructed to
represent the initial sequence window, in the
window initialization phase. Algorithms like
Apriori can be used to extract recently repeating
patterns from the initial sequence window phase.
The discovered repeating patterns and their
corresponding appearing bit sequences are
maintained to provide incremental mining in the
window sliding phase and only the maximum
repeating patterns are maintained such that the
storage space is reduced.
In the window
initialization phase, a bit index table, named a
recent bit index table, is constructed to represent
the initial sequence window.
Steps for finding out the repeating patterns from
the window initialization phase:
Step 1: Create the recent bit index table by
scanning the sequence window once.
Step 2: The 1-RRPs are found with recent
frequencies and compared with Fmin, the
threshold.
Step 3: To produce a candidate k-pattern a pair
of (k-1)-RRPs are merged.
Step 4: Merge a pattern P1 with another pattern
P2 only if the (k-2)-suffix-sub pattern of P1 is
identical to the (k-2)-prefix-sub pattern of P2. This
eliminates generation of duplicate candidates.
Thus resulting candidate pattern P3 is a pattern
with length (k+1) obtained by concatenating
pattern P1 with the last data item of P2.
Step 5: Perform a right shift operation on
AppearP1 followed by an AND operation with
AppearP2 which results bit sequence of P3.
Step 6: Count the recent frequencies of the
candidate (k+1)-patterns from their appearing bit
sequences.
Step 7:
To maintain maximum repeating
patterns, the pattern P and its appearing bit
sequence AppearP is inserted whenever a (k+1)RRP P is known. Remove all the sub patterns of P
from the table.
Step 8: Repeat the steps until no more (k+1)-RRP
is discovered [14].

iii) Window Sliding Phase
The window sliding phase removes the
previous data item from the sequence window and
takes the new data item, without changing the
middle part. In this phase incremental repeating
patterns are discovered by removing the previous
data item from the sequence window with the new
data item. In this iterative process generation of
candidate patterns are prevented. According to
Jia-Ling Koh and Pei-Min Chou[14] window
sliding phase is performed as per the following.
Initially recent bit index table will be updated by
performing left shift operation on each appearing
bit in the table to remove the first bit which
corresponds to the out-of-date time point. Apart
from this for the newly coming data item x, the
last bit of Appear x is set to be 1. The recent
frequencies of patterns get changed in two cases.
One, those patterns that begin with y, where y
denotes the removed data item there by the recent
frequencies of the above repeating patterns get
reduced by one. In the second case, there is a
possibility the recent frequency of a pattern
ending with x which is a newly coming data item
gets increased. This increased pattern gets added
into a recent repeating pattern.
Example:
Suppose
the
data
stream
DS=[ABCDBCDABCABCD…] is given and the
size of the window will be 14, and Fmin is set to be
3. So SW14=[ABCDBCDABCABCD]. The
corresponding bit index table is show in Fig1.
After the window initialization phase is performed
the maximum repeating pattern BCD is
discovered and maintain the maximum repeating
pattern table as shown in figure 5. When the
[BCDBCDA
window
slides
to
SW15=
BCABCDA]. All the recent bits are left shifted for
1-bit and shown in figure 6. The recent pattern is
left shifted to 1-bit. The first occurrence of 1 is at
3rd position which is equal to the length of
repeating pattern |BCD|. The out-of-date data
item over here is A the newly coming data item is
A. So BCD is also the repeated pattern now. The
window
slided
again
SW16=
[CDBCDABCABCDAB] the out-of-date data
item is B and newly coming data item is B. Here
the repeating pattern count of BCD is 2 which is
less than Fmin. so it’s removed from the bit table.
The BC, AB are now found to be new patterns.
Figure 5 SW = 14 and it’s Recent bit left shift
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Figure 6: SW=15 and it’s recent bit left shift
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Figure 7: SW = 16 and it’s recent bit left shift
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True suffix tree approach is based on static
music databases for discovering music object
repeating patterns. In this section the author
proposed incremental mining algorithms to
monitor the occurrences of repeating patterns
within a sliding window using appearing bit
sequences.

5.1.3 Frequent
(FTP) Mining

Temporal

s.w. where s is a user-defined minimum support
threshold in the range of [0..1]. An itemsetX is a
FTP when sup(x) is >= s.w otherwise it is ITP. A
frequent temporal pattern is called maximal
frequent temporal pattern (MFTP) if and only if it
is not a subset of any other frequent temporal
patterns.
Mining of Frequent Temporal Pattern in music
query streams:

Pattern

Hua-Fu Li[15] suggested the problem of
mining frequent itemsets from streams sliding
window using an efficient stream mining
algorithm called Frequent Temporal Pattern (FTP)
mining of streams. This algorithm finds the
frequent temporal patterns over melody frequent
streams without any information loss. Several
features of music data are discussed in the
introductory part of this paper of which chord,
note and a chord set are stressed in the FTP
algorithm [15]. Let us take an example of a four
item set (a,b,c,d) which s written as (abcd) where
(a,b,c,d) are chord set and the length of the same
is 4. A melody sequence stream (MSS) is a
sequence of incoming melody sequences [m1, m2,
…, mN), where a melody sequence mi is an
itemset and N is an unknown large number of
melody sequences that will arrive where “[“
denotes the starting point of incoming melody
sequence and “)” is the current point of the data
stream. The sliding window (SW) is a sequence of
w recent melody sequences of MSS where w is
the size of the SW and support of an itemset X,
denoted by sup(X). Here, FTP and (Infrequent
Temporal Pattern) ITP are defined based on the
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The process of stream mining is performed in
three phases. Window initialization phase
Window sliding phase and Frequent Temporal
Pattern Generation phase.
In the window initialization phase of FTP stream
algorithm Hua-Fu Li[14], a bit-sequence
transform process is performed, which is used in
the window initialization phase for each itemX
in the current sliding window of the incoming
melody sequence which is transformed into its bit
sequence representation. Thus constructing a bit
sequence with w bits denoted as bit(x). The i-th
Bit(x) is set to be 1 if an item X is in the i-th
music sequence of current sliding window,
otherwise it is set to be 0. Once the sliding
window becomes full the next phase i.e., the
sliding window phase is activated. The last
melody sequence in the window is removed and
the new incoming melody sequence is appended.
This is done using an effective pruning method by
performing bitwise left shift operation based on
bit sequence representation. In the pruning
method an itemX in the current sliding window is
dropped if and only if sup(X) = 0, which is
computed by counting the number of 1’s from its
bit sequence representation. The above two phases
are similar to the incremental mining which is
discussed in the previous section. The third phase
is the Frequent Temporal Phase (FTP) which is
performed only when up-to-date set of FTPs is
requested. It is a level wise method to generate a
set of candidate temporal patttern. In the first level
the Apriori[2] property is applied to generate the
set of candidate temporal patterns with k items
CTPk from the previously obtained FTPk-1,
where k>2. This is called candidate temporal
pattern generation without 2-candidates. In the
next level the FTP stream performs bitwise AND
operation to compute the supports of these
candidates. This results in frequent ones in FTPk.
The above two steps are performed iteratively
until no new candidates with k+1 items (CTPk+1)
are generated. The advantage of this method is
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that the FTP stream generates candidates from 3candidates to l-candidates where l is the size of
largest itemset.
M1= (abcd), M2= (bcd), M3= (abca), M4= (bcd)
SW1= { M1,M2,M3}, SW2={ M2,M3,M4}
Figure 8: Window Intialization phase of FTPstream algorithm:
ID
M1

Melody
Sequence
(abcd)

M2

(bcd)

M3

(abca)

Bit-Sequence and 2C-lists
in current SW1
Bit(a) = 100
Bit(c)= 100
Bit(b)= 100
Bit(d)= 100
Bit(a) = 100
Bit(c)= 110
Bit(b)= 110
Bit(d)= 110
Bit(a) = 101
Bit(c)= 111
Bit(b)= 111
Bit(d)= 111

Figure 9: Window sliding phase of FTP-stream
algorithm:
ID
M1
M2
M3

Melody
Sequence
(abcd)
(bcd)
(abca)

M2
M3
M4

(bcd)
(abca)
(bcd)

Bit-Sequences and 2C-lists in
current SW1 and SW2
Bit(a) = 101
Bit(c)= 111
Bit(b)= 111
Bit(d)= 111
Bit(a) = 010
Bit(c)= 111
Bit(b)= 111
Bit(d)= 101

As support count of none of item is 0 so no item is
pruned.
Frequent temporal pattern generation phase of
FTP-stream:
Let the minimum support threshold be 0.5
Sup (X)>=(0.5*3) i.e., sup(X)>=1.5, From this
SW2 for 1-itemsets is got where X is an item
identifier and sup(x) registers the number of
sequences containing the item X.
Sup(b)=3
Sup(c)=3
Sup(d)=3therefore
Sup(b)>=1.5,Sup(c)>=1.5, Sup(d)>=1.5, then
FTP-stream generates frequent 2-itemsets as:
Sup(bc)=2 Sup(bd)=2 Sup(cd)=2 therefore Sup(bc)>=1.5, Sup(bd)>=1.5 Sup(cd)>=1.5, then,
the algorithm generates one candidate 3-itemset
(bcd) from 2c-list of item b according to Apriori
property. After that FTP-stream uses bitwise AND
operation to count the sup(bcd)=2, i.e., Bit(b)
AND Bit(c) AND Bit(d)=101, Hence, there are
six frequent temporal patterns, (b), (c), (d), (bc),
(bd), (cd), (bcd), generated by FTP-stream in
SW2. Hence, the above FTP-stream is an efficient
to mine all frequent melody structure of music
melody sequence streams over sliding window.

6. Conclusion
This paper presents the representation of
the essential features of Indian and Western music
and provides a comparative statement. This paper
provides an overview of the recent developments
on discovery of non-trivial repeating patterns on
music data bases with an aim to improve the
effectiveness of music information retrieval
specifically the recent approaches for the
discovery of repeating patterns from static
collection of music objects as well as music data
streams. Further research will be focused on the
analysis of the role of repeating patterns in Indian
music.
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Figure 10: Comparison of Indian vs Western music
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Abstract— To investigate the increasing study failures at
universities or colleges, data mining techniques are necessary. There is an enormous amount of data available
across Europe, but every university has its own terminology
and database model. To facilitate the data preparation
and evaluation step in the data mining process, a uniform
ontology is needed. This implies the need for mapping the
entities and relations of the ontology to the ones used in the
different data sources.
In this paper, a new student oriented university ontology is
presented that offers the required concepts such as student
history, exam schedules, previous results etc. Secondly, the
mapping of an existing data warehouse to the newly proposed ontology is investigated.

school of origin, previous results, time measurements, etc.
It is therefore necessary to develop a new ontology. After
a discussion of existing university related ontologies, the
new ontology will be presented. As not all the entities are
represented in the different databases across the different
universities and colleges and because the naming can be
differently, there will always be the need for a mapping
between an ontology and the real data storages. Section 4
tackles the mapping of the presented ontology to an existing
data store. A conclusion is drawn in the final section.

2. Related Work

Keywords: university, ontology, data warehouse

1. Introduction
Higher education at universities and colleges is very
expensive. In most European countries, it is partially or
almost fully government funded. In the past few years, there
is a tendency of increasing student failure rates. It is crucial
to detect the influential factors in order to be able to reduce
these rates. Data mining techniques can be used for example
to obtain student passing probabilities. Extra tutoring or
a redirection to another faculty could be some possible
solutions. There is plenty of data available, albeit in different
data stores, with different names for identical entities. As it is
the intention of applying different data mining techniques on
this wide variety of data, a uniform way of querying the data
sources and of evaluating the results is needed. The Semantic
Web was designed to allow data to be shared and reused.
A common format for the integration and combination of
data from different sources is needed [1]. The creation of
an ontology, an explicit specification of a conceptualization
[6], [7], is an essential part.
For this reason, the entities of the university domain and
the relations between them must be defined. An ontology that
includes student and study related entities is thus necessary.
This also implies that these entities and relations must be
mapped to the ones present in the data sources.
There already exist university ontologies. They are often
used as benchmarks for ontology research. The problem
with the benchmark university ontologies [8], [12] is that
they are not designed to embrace student oriented data as

As mentioned in the introduction, there already exist
university ontologies. The university ontologies [8], [12]
are often used as benchmarks in ontology research. The
reason that these ontologies are not suitable for our purpose
is that they focus on the organization of universities. The
center of these ontologies is the personnel of the university.
They include research topics as projects, published articles,
patents, etc. The educational part is also present. There is
a link between the personnel and the courses which they
are involved with. The ontologies also include organizational
entities as departements and modules and programs. Students
are also included, but a lot of interesting features as school
of origin, previous results, time measurements, time between
exams, grades obtained for a course etc are not taken into
consideration. Another university ontology [10] starts from
the viewpoint of teaching and learning. It focuses on topics
that are taught and the tools that are used. It also provides
a basic way to model teachers and departments, as well
as requirements for graduation. It does not include all the
needed entities as mentioned above.
Related work can also be found in [5]. A course is
considered as a specialization of a more abstract entity
resource. Some properties, as identifier, title, URL, image,
etc are inherited from the entity resource. Others, like credit,
are added. Apart form the entity course, the concepts topic
and learning unit are also mentioned. The entities with their
properties presented by [5] are useful but essential entities
and relations for the purpose of the data mining step are
lacking.
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Fig. 1: The proposed student-oriented university ontology,
represented in UML.

3. A Student-Oriented University Ontology
The ontology is developed with the methodology described in [4] in mind. As it is the intention to detect
the influential factors of the increasing student failures,
the student and his connections to the academic entities
are crucial in this ontology. The student-oriented university
ontology is depicted in UML in figure 1. The fact that each
entity has a unique identifier is assumed. The identifiers are
not depicted in figure 1.
Students will start a program to obtain a degree. This program contains a list of courses. As programs are sometimes
revised, the validity period of the program is a necessary
attribute. Students are encouraged to go abroad to other
universities or colleges to follow courses and/or to fulfill a
thesis. The course list can thus be different for every student
and it is necessary to store the institution that organizes the

course. Another reason for individualized course lists are
the optional courses that the student can opt for. Finally,
it is possible that the prerequisites for the program are not
completely met, so that the deficiencies are taken care of in
extra courses that the student has to follow. The prerequisites
can be other courses that must be successfully terminated or
qualifications that were obtained for example by working in
the industry.
Some reasons for failure are course related. It might be
that the prerequisites of the course are not met or that the
exam was at the end of the examination period or that the
student did not spend enough time on that course (strictly
CourseInstance).
When a student completes a course successfully, he obtains a credit for that course. The course is a more abstract
entity which is represented by a CourseInstance. If a student
fails a course instance, than the next year, he has to take
another course instance, but both instances are related to
the same course for which the student can obtain a credit.
The necessity for a separate class is supported by the fact
that the activities within a course or the evaluation type,
or the academic personnel involved, can change over the
years, even if the course title and number of credits remain
unchanged.
At some universities and colleges, students are asked to
keep track of the time they spent on each activity. Together
with the obtained grade, this information can be used to
determine if a failure is due to insufficient study investment.
It could also be used to improve the division in activities of
a course. For each student-activity relation, the time spent
and the grade obtained by the evaluation of the activity is
needed. This information can then be accumulated for the
course (instance).
Students are assigned to groups. For each activity, the
group to which a specific student is assigned can be different.
A group can be as small as one student as is often the case
for a thesis. One or more academic personnel is assigned
to each group for each activity. One person will normally
coordinate all the activities of a specific course instance.
As that person can change from year to year, the relation
is between AcademicPersonnel and CourseInstance and not
between AcademicPersonnel and Course.
An important issue in this ontology is the history of
the student. To be able to detect if the secondary school
or the option he attended has an influence on the results,
this information must be available. Another point of interest
is possible previous academic studies and their succession
or failure. A student that succeeded in obtaining a master
degree will probably have the correct attitude and skills to
finish the program successfully.
The proposed ontology has some concepts that are equivalent with concepts of the university ontology presented in
[10]. There is also a distinction between a course and a
course instance and a course instance can have childCourse-
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Instances which are equivalent with activities. The course
prerequisites are limited to other courses whereas in the
proposed ontology, qualifications are also permitted.
In [5] a course is considered as a resource. The properties
of a course as mentioned in [5] are identifier, title, subject,
description, relation, URL, image, qualification (as a result),
presentation and credit. Some of these properties can directly
be mapped to the attributes of a course in the proposed
ontology. The first property, identifier, is identically, although
omitted from the picture. The property title can be mapped
to the attribute name and credit to number of credits. For
qualification, a different option is taken. In the proposed
ontology, a separate entity was preferred, that could also be
used as prerequisite for another course. The other properties
were not included, for not overloading the ontology as these
are not necessary for the purpose of identifying the reasons
of study failures. They can easily be included in the entity
course if desired.
In [2], the concepts topic and learning unit are mentioned.
To incorporate these concepts in the proposed ontology,
activities should be further divided in topics and learning
units. As they are seldom separately evaluated, they are
omitted from the proposed ontology. [2] also mentions
competences as a prerequisite and as result of a course.
The term competence is not directly used in the ontology,
but competences are covered by the entity qualification.
Succeeding a course implies obtaining a competence which
is a qualification. Other kinds of qualifications are also
possible in this ontology.
The properties of a student as his name, date of birth, place
of birth, nationality, etc are omitted from the ontology. For
the sake of completeness, these properties could be inserted
although they can not be used in the data mining phase for
privacy reasons.

4. Mapping of the Ontology to the Data
Warehouse Star Schema
In the 90´s, William Inmon defined a data warehouse as
a subject-oriented, integrated, time resolved and constant
database supporting the decision-making process in management [9]. A data warehouse was designed as a particular architecture component with the aim to transform and integrate
a large amount of unprocessed data from original systems
(OLTP and other external databases) into a new structure.
A data warehouse comprises summarized historical outlook
of data in production systems, thus providing the users (via
OLAP and Data Mining) with a complex insight into corporate structures, and enabling them to process specialized
reports and analyses, as well as gain knowledge [14]. The
benefits of a data warehouse include [3]:
•
•

validation of data, giving better data quality
ability to consolidate data from a variety of sources

improved ability to analyze data beyond the level of
standard monitoring reports.
In the data-warehousing environment, the requirements of
data modeling are quite different, as the users expectations
from the integrated data warehouse have to be considered.
Since the data warehouse comprises a central repository of
data collected from divergent sources, the integrated users
view of the data warehouse will form the basis for any data
modeling of the data warehouse. In other words the data
collected from different sources and integrated together in
the data warehouse cannot be used, unless it is modeled and
organized based on the end-users perspective of the data. The
better the understanding of the users perspective, the more
the data warehousing application will be effective. Therefore,
the outcome of the understanding of the users requirements
and perspectives should be thoroughly captured in the data
model for the data warehouse. In this context the intuitive
perceptions of the users of the relationships of individual
data entities in the data warehouse have to be understood by
the data model designer for the data warehouse [11].
The basic structure for a multi-dimensional model is
the Star scheme with a central fact table and a set of
dimension tables arranged around it, while primary keys
are transformed from the dimension tables into the fact
table as foreign keys. The fact table is a collection of
inter-related data elements. Each fact usually represents
an individual element, transaction or phenomenon subject
to frequent changes and can be used in analyzing any
process (sales, invoices, payments, grades). The Star scheme
provides fast feedback with minimum connections and is
supported by a high number of front-end tools [13]. A
Snow flake scheme is an alternative to the Star scheme. The
Snow flake model is a result of a decomposition of one or
more dimensions with hierarchies. The Snow flake scheme
comprises several dimensions consisting of several interrelated tables. A disadvantage of the Snow flake scheme is
the demanding administration, the limited orientation in the
general data structure and the slower feedback.
In designing a data warehouse structure [13], a Star
scheme was used. This seemed to be the most appropriate
for the input data and the required functionality of the data
warehouse.
In the center of the Star scheme (figure 2) is
FACT_STUDY, a fact table containing a link to dimension
tables. The dimension tables consist of the tables comprising
the data on students, since the students represent one of
the key factors of the data warehouse. The main student
data are in the dimensional table DIMENSION_STUDENT.
Other dimension table comprises the data on secondary
and higher schools history in DIMENSION_SCHOOL.
The
dimensional
table
DIMENSION_PROGRAM
contains data about programs. In dimensional table
DIMENSION_COURSE is data about courses, credits,
prerequisites and activities. For the necessary group
•
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As a proof of concept, the proposed university ontology
has been mapped to an existing data warehouse in another
European country. The results of this experiment indicate
that mapping existing data sources to the ontology will
be possible. Further validation across Europe is however
necessary.
The ontology, as proposed in this article, will be used as
a common definition to determine the influential factors in
student failures. It will be used for formulating data mining
questions as for example the probability that a certain student
will successfully fulfill a certain course.
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SMO-style algorithms for learning using privileged information
Dmitry Pechyony∗

Rauf Izmailov†

Abstract
Recently Vapnik et al. [11, 12, 13] introduced a new learning model, called Learning Using Privileged Information
(LUPI). In this model, along with standard training data,
the teacher supplies the student with additional (privileged)
information. In the optimistic case, the LUPI model can
improve
√ the bound for the probability of test error from
O(1/ n) to O(1/n), where n is the number of training examples. Since semi-supervised learning model with n labeled√and N unlabeled examples can only achieve the bound
O(1/ n + N ) in the optimistic case, the LUPI model can
thus significantly outperform it.
To implement LUPI model, Vapnik et al. [11, 12, 13]
suggested to use an SVM-type algorithm called SVM+,
which requires, however, to solve a more difficult optimization problem than the one that is traditionally used to solve
SVM. In this paper we develop two new algorithms for solving the optimization problem of SVM+. Our algorithms
have the structure similar to the empirically successful SMO
algorithm for solving SVM. Our experiments show that in
terms of the generalization error/running time tradeoff, one
of our algorithms is superior over the widely used interior
point optimizer.

Akshay Vashist‡

of SVM is h(z) = w · z + b, where z is a feature map of
x, and w and b are the solution of
n

(1.1)

min

w,b,ξi

Let z∗i be a feature map of x∗i . One way of realizing
LUPI paradigm for SVM type of algorithms is to use
the triplets (xi , x∗i , yi ) to estimate two functions simultaneously: the decision function h and the correcting
function (or slack function) φ(x∗i ) = w∗ · x∗i + d, and to
replace then the slack variables in SVM with the corresponding values of the slack function. This leads to the
modification of SVM, called SVM+ [11]:
n

min∗

w,b,w ,d

X
γ
1
kwk22 + kw∗ k22 + C
(w∗ · x∗i + d)
2
2
i=1

s.t. ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, yi (w · zi + b) ≥ 1 − (w∗ · x∗i + d),
∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, w∗ · x∗i + d ≥ 0,
where C > 0 and γ > 0 are hyperparameters, z∗i is a
feature map of x∗i . The term γkw∗ k22 /2 is intended to
restrict the capacity (or VC-dimension) of the function
space containing φ that is found by (1.2).
In SVM+, the slacks φ(z∗i ) are the values of the
functions from a set Φ with a limited capacity, while in
SVM the slacks ξi take arbitrary non-negative values.
[13] and [12] show both theoretically and empirically
that such a restriction of the capacity of the slack values
can significantly improve the performance of SVM.
In this paper, we consider the algorithmic aspect
of solving the optimization problem (1.2) of SVM+. A
common approach to solve (1.1) is to consider its dual
problem. We also apply this approach for (1.2). The
dual optimization problem of (1.1) is
(1.3)

max D(α) =
α
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USA.

X
1
kwk22 + C
ξi
2
i=1

s.t. ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, yi (w · zi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ξi ≥ 0.

(1.2)
1 Introduction
Recently Vapnik et al. [11, 12, 13] introduced a new
learning model, called Learning Using Privileged Information (LUPI). In this paradigm, in addition to the
standard training data, x ∈ X and y ∈ {−1, 1}, a
teacher supplies student with the privileged information x∗ ∈ X ∗ . The privileged information is only
available for the training examples and is never available for the test examples. LUPI paradigm requires,
given triplets (xi , x∗i , yi ), i = 1, . . . , n, to find a function h : X → {−1, 1} with small generalization error for
the unknown test data x ∈ X. The privileged information appears in several domains [12, 13]. In time series
prediction the privileged information is the behavior of
the time series in the future (see example in Section 7)
and in protein classification the privileged information
is the 3-dimensional structure of the protein. Vapnik
et al. [12, 13] showed that in these domains the LUPI
paradigm can significantly improve over SVM solution.
LUPI paradigm can be implemented based on the
well-known SVM algorithm [4]. The decision function

Vladimir Vapnik§

(1.4)

s.t.

n
X

i=1
n
X

αi −

n
1 X
αi αj yi yj Kij
2 i,j=1

yi αi = 0,

i=1

(1.5)

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C,
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and the dual optimization problem of (1.2) is
(1.6)

max D(α, β) =
α,β

n
X
i=1

αi −

n
1 X
αi αj yi yj Kij
2 i,j=1

n
1 X
∗
(αi + βi − C)(αj + βj − C)Kij
−
2γ i,j=1
n
X

n
X

The paper has the following structure. In Sec. 2,
we give the definitions that are used throughout the
paper. In Sec. 3, we review the SMO algorithm for
solving SVM. Based on this review, we develop in Sec. 4
aSMO. We prove the convergence of aSMO in Sec. 5. In
Sec. 6 we present gSMO. We report our experiments in
Sec. 7 and give future research directions in Sec. 8.

2 Definitions
The decision function and the correcting functions,
i=1
i=1
expressed
in the terms of the dual variables,
Pn are h(x) =
Pn
(1.8) ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, αi ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0,
1
∗
α
y
K(x
,
x)
+
b
and
φ(x
)
=
j
j
j
i
j=1 (αj + βj −
j=1
γ
M
∗
∗ M
∗ ∗ ∗
C)K
+d.
In
this
paper,
we
consider
algorithms
solving
where Kij = K(zi , zj ) and Kij = K (zi , zj ) are kernels
ij
the
optimization
problem
in the decision and the correcting space.
One of the widely used algorithms for solving (1.3)
max f (x) ,
is SMO algorithm of John Platt [9]. This algorithm (2.9)
x∈F
works in the iterative way. At each iteration it optimizes
the working set of two dual variables, αs and αt , while where x ∈ Rm , f : Rm → R is a concave function and
keeping all other variables fixed. Note that we cannot F is a convex compact domain. In SVM and SVM+,
optimize the proper subset of such working set, say αs : the function f is a quadratic function and F is defined
due to the constraint (1.4), if we fix n − 1 variables then by a set of linear equalities and inequalities.
the last variable is also fixed. Hence the working sets
selected by SMO are irreducible. The decision which Definition 2.1. A direction u ∈ Rm is feasible at the
pair of variables should be optimized at the current point x ∈ F if ∃λ > 0 such that x + λu ∈ F.
iteration is done by some working set selection rule
(see [5] for the examples).
Definition 2.2. Let N Z(u) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} be a set
Motivated by the empirical success of SMO algo- of non-zero indices of u ∈ Rn . A direction u is
rithm, we develop two SMO-type algorithms for solv- maximally sparse feasible if it is feasible and any
ing (1.2). The first algorithm, called alternating SMO u0 ∈ Rn , such that N Z(u0 ) ⊂ N Z(u), is not feasible.
(aSMO), solves (1.6) by choosing at each iteration the
irreducible working set, consisting of two or three 3 Review of SMO Algorithm
dual variables. The possible working sets of aSMO are Following [2], we present SMO as a line search opti{βs , βt }, {αs , αt } such that ys = yt , and {αr , αs , βt }, mization algorithm that is outlined in Algorithm 1. Let
such that yr 6= ys . In the last case, t may be one of I (α) = {i : (α > 0 and y = −1) or (α < C and y =
1
i
i
i
i
{r, s}. We prove that, within a finite number of itera- 1)}, I (α) = {i : (α > 0 and y = 1) or (α <
2
i
i
i
tions, aSMO finds a solution which is arbitrary close to C and y = −1)}. At each iteration, SMO chooses a
i
the global maximum of (1.6). The second algorithm, direction u ∈ Rn such that s = (i, j), i ∈ I , j ∈ I ,
s
1
2
called generalized SMO (gSMO), solves (1.6) by choos- u = y , u = −y and for any r 6= i, j, u = 0. If
i
i
j
j
r
ing at each iteration the working set of four variables, we move from α in the direction u then (1.4) is sats
αs , αt , βs and βt . This previously unpublished algo- isfied. It follows from the definition of I , I and u ,
1
2
s
rithm was used to perform the experiments in [13, 12]. that ∃λ > 0 such that α + λu ∈ [0, C]n . Thus u is
s
s
We compared of aSMO, gSMO and the generic op- a feasible direction. The direction u is also maximally
s
timizer LOQO, which is based on the interior point sparse. Indeed, any direction u0 with strictly more zero
methods. For small training sets (up to 100 examples), coordinates than in u has a single nonzero coordinate.
s
LOQO is the fastest one, aSMO is the runner-up and But if we move along such u0 then we will not satisfy
gSMO is the slowest one. However, for larger traning sets (1.4).
(e.g., of size 500) aSMO is much faster than the other two
Let g(α) be a gradient of (1.3) at point α. By
optimizers. We also found that, in terms of the generM
Taylor expansion of ψ(λ) = D(αold + λus ) at λ = 0, the
alization error of the solution, aSMO is better than the
maximum of ψ(λ) along the half-line λ ≥ 0 is at
other two algorithms. Based on these observations we
conclude that in terms of the tradeoff between the gen∂D(αold +λus )
|λ=0
gT (αold )us
eralization error and the running time, aSMO is currently (3.10) λ0 (s) = −
∂λ
,
=−
2 D(αold +λu )
∂
s
uTs Hus
the preferable method for solving SVM+.
|λ=0
2

(1.7)

s.t.

(αi + βi − C) = 0,

yi αi = 0,

∂λ
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Algorithm 1 High-level structure of SMO and alternating SMO algorithms.
Input: Function f : Rn → R, convex domain F ⊂ Rn ,
initial point x0 ∈ F, constant τ > 0.
1: Set x = x0 .
2: while exists a maximally sparse feasible direction u
such that 5f (x)T u > τ do
3:
Choose a maximally sparse feasible direction u
such that 5f (x)T u > τ .
4:
Let λ∗ = arg maxλ:x+λu∈F f (x + λu).
5:
Set x = x + λ∗ u.
6: end while
7: Output x.

We start with the identification of the maximally
sparse feasible directions. Since (1.6) has 2n variables,
{αi }ni=1 and {βi }ni=1 , the search direction u ∈ R2n . We
designate the first n coordinates of u and g for α’s and
the last n coordinates for β’s. It can be verified that
(1.6) has 3 types of sets of maximally sparse feasible
directions, I1 , I2 , I3 ⊂ R2n , defined as follows:
M
1. I1 = {us | s = (s1 , s2 ), n + 1 ≤ s1 , s2 ≤ 2n, s1 6=
s2 ; us1 = 1, us2 = −1, βs2 > 0, ∀ i ∈
/ s ui = 0}.
A move in the direction us ∈ I1 increases βs1 and
decreases βs2 > 0 by the same quantity. The rest
of the variables remain fixed.
M
2. I2 = {us | s = (s1 , s2 ), 0 ≤ s1 , s2 ≤ n, s1 6=
s2 , ys1 = ys2 ; us1 = 1, us2 = −1, αs2 > 0, ∀ i ∈
/
where H is a Hessian of D(αold ). The clipped value of
s
u
=
0}.
A
move
in
the
direction
u
∈
I
increases
i
s
2
λ0 (s) is
αs1 and decreases αs2 > 0 by the same quantity.
µ
¶¶
µ
The rest of the variables remain fixed.
αiold
C − αiold
0
∗
M
, max λ (s), −
(3.11) λ (s) = min
3.
I3 = {us | s = (s1 , s2 , s3 ), 0 ≤ s1 , s2 ≤ n, n + 1 ≤
i∈s
i∈s
ui
ui
s3 ≤ 2n, s1 6= s2 ; ∀ i ∈
/ s ui = 0; ys1 6=
so that the new value α = αold + λ∗ (s)us is always in
ys2 ; us1 = us2 = 1, us3 = −2, βs3 > 0 or us1 =
the domain [0, C]n .
us2 = −1, us3 = 2, αs1 > 0, αs2 > 0}. A move in
Let τ > 0 be a small constant and I = {us | s =
the direction us ∈ I3 either increases αs1 , αs2 and
(i, j), i ∈ I1 , j ∈ I2 , g(αold )T us > τ }. If I = ∅ then
decreases βs3 > 0, or decreases αs1 > 0, αs2 > 0
SMO stops. It can be shown that in this case Karushand increases βs3 . The absolute value of the change
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions are almost
in βs3 is twice the absolute value of the change in
satisfied (up to accuracy τ ).
αs1 and in αs2 . The rest of the variables remain
Let I 6= ∅. We describe a procedure for choosing the
fixed.
M
M
next direction. This procedure is currently implemented We abbreviate x = (α, β)T and xold = (αold , β old )T . It
in LIBSVM and has complexity of O(n). Let
can be verified that if we move from any feasible point
x in the direction us ∈ I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 then (1.7) is satisfied.
(3.12)
s = arg max g(αold )T ut
The optimization step in aSMO is x = xold + λ∗ (s)us ,
t:ut ∈I
where us ∈ I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 and λ∗ (s) ∈ R maximizes
be the nonzero components of the direction u that is
ψ(λ) = D(xold +λus ) such that xold +λus satisfies (1.8).
maximally aligned with the gradient. Earlier versions
Let g(xold ) and H be respectively gradient and Hessian
of LIBSVM chose us as the next direction. As observed
of (1.6) at the point xold and, similarly to (3.10),
by [5], empirically faster convergence is obtained if
instead of s = (i, j) we choose s0 = (i, j 0 ) such that
g(xold )T us
.
λ0 (s) = arg max ψ(λ) = −
us0 ∈ I and the move in the direction us0 maximally (4.15)
λ:λ≥0
uTs Hus
increases (1.3):
By (1.8) the clipped value of λ0 (s) is
(3.13) s0 = arg max D(αold + λ0 (t)ut ) − D(α).
t=(t1 ,t2 )
¶
µ
t1 =i,ut ∈I
xold
.
(4.16)
λ∗ (s) = max λ0 (s), − i
i∈s
ui
Alternatively, the clipped value of λ0 can be used:
(3.14) s0 = arg

D(αold + λ∗ (t)ut ) − D(αold ).

Let τ > 0 be a small constant and I = {us | us ∈
I1 ∪I2 ∪I3 and g(xold )T us > τ }. If I = ∅ then, similarly
to SMO, aSMO stops.
As shown by [5], with both choices the overall optimizaSuppose that I 6= ∅. We choose the next direction
tion time is about the same.
in 3 steps. The first 2 steps are similar to the ones
done by LIBSVM and are described in Sec. 3. At
4 Alternating SMO for solving SVM+
the first step, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 we find a vector
Alternating SMO (aSMO) is an instantiation of Alg. 1 to us ∈ Ii that has a minimal angle with g(xold ) among
the dual optimization problem (1.6) of SVM+. We now all vectors in Ii . For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, if Ii 6= ∅ then s(i) =
describe technical details of this instantiation.
arg maxs:us ∈Ii g(xold )T us , otherwise s(i) is empty.
max

t=(t1 ,t2 )
t1 =i,ut ∈I
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M
For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, let Iei = {us | us ∈ Algorithm 2 Optimization procedure of [1].
old T
Ii and g(x ) us > τ }. At the second step for 1 ≤ Input: Function f : Rn → R, domain F ⊂ Rn , set of
(i) (i)
directions U ⊆ Rn , initial point x0 ∈ F, constants
i ≤ 2, if the pair s(i) = (s1 , s2 ) is not empty then we
(i)
(i) 0(i)
0(i)
τ > 0, κ > 0.
fix s1 and find s
= (s1 , s2 ) such that us0(i) ∈ Iei
1: Set x = x0 .
and the move in the direction us0(i) maximally increases
2: while exists u ∈ U such that 5f (x)T u > τ and
(1.6):
ψ(x, u) > κ do
s0(i) = arg
max
D(xold + λ0 (t)ut ) − D(xold )
3:
Choose any u ∈ U such that 5f (x)T u > τ and
{z
}
t:t=(t1 ,t2 ) |
ψ(x, u) > κ.
(i)
M
t1 =s1 ,ut ∈Iei
=∆i (t)
4:
Let λ∗ = arg maxλ:x+λu∈F f (x + λu).
5:
Set x = x + λ∗ u.
(3)
(3)
Similarly, for i = 3 we fix s1 and s3 and find s0(3) =
6: end while
(3) 0(3) (3)
(s1 , s2 , s1 ) such that us0(3) ∈ Ie3 and the move in the
7: Output x.
direction us0(3) maximally increases (1.6). At the third
step, we choose j = arg max1≤i≤3,s0(i) 6=∅ ∆i (s0(i) ). The SMO is obtained from Alg. 2 by setting κ = 0 and
U = {ei − ej , i 6= j}, where (e1 , . . . , en ) is a canonical
final search direction is s0(j) .
Since the direction vectors us ∈ I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 basis of Rn . Hence SMO is different from Alg. 2.
have a constant number of nonzero components, it can Keerthi and [7] and [10] prove finite time convergence of
be shown that our procedure for choosing the next SMO with κ = 0. Their proof is different from the proof
of Theorem 5.1, which requires κ > 0. The adaptation
direction has complexity of O(n).
of the finite-time convergence proof of [7] and [10] to
aSMO with κ = 0 is an open problem.
5 Convergence results for alternating SMO
The following Proposition1 , combined with TheoFor any feasible point x ∈ F, let ψ(x, u) = max{λ ≥
0 | x + λu ∈ F}. We have that ψ(x, u) > 0 iff u is rem 5.1, ensures that aSMO converges after a finite numa feasible direction at x. Bordes et al. [1] presented ber of iterations.

a modification of Alg. 1. Instead of maximally sparse
vectors u, at each iteration they consider directions
u from a set U such that ψ(x, u) ≥ κ > 0. This
inequality ensures that the optimization step, made by
the algorithm, is sufficiently large. This requirement
allows to prove finite-time convergence (see also the
discussion below). The optimization algorithm of [1]
is formalized in Alg. 2.
aSMO is obtained from Alg. 2 by setting U = I1 ∪
I2 ∪ I3 and κ = 0. Since Alg. 2 requires that κ > 0,
aSMO is different from it. In our experiments, we used
a modified version of aSMO by replacing the conditions
αt > 0 and βt > 0 in the definition of I1 − I3 with
αt > κ > 0 and βt > κ > 0. We use the results of [1]
to demonstrate convergence properties of this modified
version of aSMO. Our results are based on the following
definition and theorem of [1].
Definition 5.1. ([1]) A set of directions U ⊂ Rn is a
finite witness family for a convex set F if U is finite
and for any x ∈ F, any feasible direction u at the point
x is a positive linear combination of a finite number of
feasible directions vi ∈ U at the point x.
Theorem 5.1. ([1]) Let U be a finite witness family
for F. Then Alg. 2 stops after a finite number of
iterations. Let x∗ (τ, κ) be the solution found by Alg. 2
for a given τ and κ and let x∗ be a solution of (2.9).
Then limτ →0,κ→0 x∗ (τ, κ) = x∗ .

Proposition 5.1. The set I1 ∪I2 ∪I3 is a finite witness
family for the set F defined by (1.7)-(1.8).
6

Generalized SMO (gSMO)

As alternating aSMO, gSMO works in the iterative way.
At each iteration, it chooses the working set of 2 indices, s and t, and maximizes the part of (1.6), denoted
by D(αs , αt , βs , βt ), that depends on the variables corresponding to the sth and the tth examples.
old
Let ρ = ys yt = ±1, ∆ = aold
s +ραt , δi = αi +βi −C
n
P
and µ = −
(αiold +βiold −C). It follows from (1.7)
i=1;i6=s,t

that
(6.17)

αs = ∆ − ραt , βs = µ − δt + C − ∆ + ραt

We substitute (6.17) into D(αs , αt , βs , βt ) and obtain
a function of 2 variables D(αt , βt ). Let (αt∗ , βt∗ ) =
arg minαt ∈R,βt ∈R D(αt , βt ).
At the next step we project (αt∗ , βt∗ ) on the feasible
domain F defined by the following four constraints
(derived from (1.8)):
½
αt ≥ 0, αs = ∆ − αt ρ ≥ 0
βt ≥ 0, βs = µ − (∆ − αt ρ − C) − δt ≥ 0
1 The proof, omitted because of the space constraints, can be
found at www.nec-labs.com/∼pechyony/svmplus smo.pdf.
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The domain F is a rectangle or a triangle, depending
on the value of ρ:
Case 1: ρ = +1. In this case F is a rectangle:
½
0 ≤ αt ≤ ∆
0 ≤ βt ≤ µ − ∆ + 2C
The domain F is non-empty, because ∆ ≥ 0 and
µ−∆+2C ≥ 0. Indeed, since ρ = 1, then ∆ = αs +αt ≥
0. Also, βs + βt = µ − (αs + αt ) + 2C = µ − ∆ + 2C ≥ 0.
Case 2: ρ = −1. In this case F is a triangle:

 αt ≥ L = max(0, −∆)
βt ≥ 0

2αt + βt ≤ µ − ∆ + 2C

239

Depending on the values of αi and βi , we have the
following cases:
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

A>+ [αi > 0, yi = 1] 1 − yi Fi − fi /γ − d = b
A>− [αi > 0, yi = −1] − 1 + yi Fi + fi /γ + d = b
A=+ [αi = 0, yi = 1] 1 − yi Fi − fi /γ − d ≥ b
A=− [αi = 0, yi = −1] − 1 + yi Fi + fi /γ + d ≤ b
B> [βi > 0] − fi γ = d
B= [βi = 0] − fi γ ≥ d

At the optimality we have dmax ≤ dmin , where
dmin = min{fi /γ : i ∈ B= } and dmax = max{fi /γ :
1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Initially we try to choose the working set based on the KKT conditions for d.
If
We denote H = (µ − ∆ + 2C)/2; then L ≤ αt ≤ H and dmax > dmin + τ , where τ is a small (10−3 ) constant,
0 ≤ βt ≤ 2(H −L). It can be verified that the inequality then we choose as a working set a pair of indices
H ≥ L; always holds and thus F 6= ∅.
1 ≤ s ≤ n and t ∈ B= that maximally violate this
If (αt∗ , βt∗ ) ∈ F then (αt∗ , βt∗ ) is the maximum point inequality. Otherwise we compute d = (dmax + dmin )/2
of D(αt , βt ) over F. Otherwise, since D(αt , βt ) is a and try to choose the working set based on KKT
quadratic function, its maximum point over F belongs condition for b. Let Aup = A=+ ∪ A>+ ∪ A>−
to one of its boundaries. We now consider each of the and Adown = A=− ∪ A>− ∪ A>− .
At the
boundaries of F separately and execute the following optimality we must have bmax ≥ beq , where
operations for each of them:
bmax = min{yi (1 − yi Fi − fi /γ − d) : i ∈ Aup }
1. Restrict D(αt , βt ) on the corresponding boundary. and beq = max{yi (1 − yi Fi − fi /γ − d) : i ∈ Adown }. If
The result would be a quadratic function of a single bmax < beq + τ , then we choose a pair of indices s ∈ Aup
argument, αt or βt .
and t ∈ Adown that maximally violate this inequality.
2. Maximize the restricted function D(αt , βt ) on the Otherwise the optimality conditions are reached and
corresponding boundary.
the optimization finishes.
Let Bi ⊂ F be the i-th boundary of F, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 if
(i)
(i)
ρ = 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 if ρ = −1. Also, let (αt , βt ) = 7 Experiments
arg max(αt ,βt )∈Bi D(αt , βt ).
The maximal point of 7.1 Datasets We used two datasets, that were also
(i)
(i)
∗
∗
D(αt , βt ) over F is (αt , βt ) = arg maxi D(αt , βt ), used in [13, 12]. The first dataset was obtained from the
MNIST dataset2 for digit recognition. We considered
where 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 if ρ = 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 if ρ = −1.
Similarly to LIBSVM, we choose the working set the binary problem “5” vs. “8”. The master training
based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. set, of size 100, was formed by the first 50 images
M Pn
M Pn
Let Fi = j=1 yj αjold Kij and fi = j=1 (αjold + βjold − of “5” and the first 50 images of “8”. Training sets
∗
of the smaller size, from 40 to 90, were generated
C)Kij
. The Lagrangian of the dual (1.6) is
by randomly sampling the master training set. Each
P
n
L(α, β, τ , ν, κ, η) = − 21 i,j=1 yi yj Kij αi αj −
training example was supplied with a poetic (free text)
description of the corresponding image (see [13] for
P
P
n
n
1
∗
− 2γ
i,j=1 Kij δi δj +
i=1 αi −
the examples). The poetic description was manually
Pn
Pn
translated into 21-dimensional real-valued vector, which
−κ i=1 αi yi − η i=1 δi − νi αi − τi βi ,
served as a privileged information. Each component
where τ , ν ∈ Rn and κ, η ∈ R are the Lagrangian of the vector of privileged information describes some
multipliers. It can be shown that at the optimal solution salient feature of the corresponding picture. In all
of (1.6) κ = b and η = d. The KKT conditions for the our experiments with MNIST dataset, we used a fixed
validation set of 4002 examples and a fixed test set of
dual of (1.6) are
1866 examples.
∂L
The second dataset was obtained from Mackey= 1 − yi Fi − byi − νi − fi /γ − d = 0,
∂αi
Glass time series [8], described by the differential equa∂L
bx(t−τ )
tion dx(t)
= −fi /γ − d − τi = 0,
dt = −ax(t) + 1+x10 (t−τ ) , t ≥ 0, where a, b and
∂βi
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, νi αi = 0, τi βi = 0, νi ≥ 0, τi ≥ 0.
2
Available at http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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Table 1: Mean running time
Glass dataset
∆=1
gSMO, X*SVM+
28.7
aSMO, X*SVM+
3.83
LOQO, X*SVM+
0.68
gSMO, dSVM+
23.57
aSMO, dSVM+
3.48
LOQO, dSVM+
failed

(in seconds) on Mackey∆=5
29.91
5.1
2.09
32.24
5.36
1.48

∆=8
35.54
4.28
2.14
37.24
5.42
2.42

Table 2: Errors on Mackey-Glass dataset
∆=1 ∆=5 ∆=8
SVM
1.63
4.78
7.13
gSMO, X*SVM+
1.17
4.36
7.09
aSMO, X*SVM+
1.17
3.64
4.95
LOQO, X*SVM+
1.57
3.28
4.47
gSMO, dSVM+
1.19
4.37
7.18
aSMO, dSVM+
1.26
3.27
4.8
LOQO, dSVM+
failed
3.35
4.65

τ are constants. We used the code3 of Roger Jang that QP solver of Yinyu Ye6 . These solvers are based on
generates this time series. We considered the binary interior point optimization algorithms. We present the
problem of predicting if x(t + ∆) > x(t) based on the comparison with LOQO, which gave the best results
feature vector (x(t − 3), x(t − 2), x(t − 1), x(t)), where among the off-the-shelf optimizers.
∆ > 0 is a fixed parameter. As in [12], we set ∆ = 1, 5, 8
We performed 12 random draws of the training sets
and generated three binary problems. As a privileged and report in Table 1 and Fig. 1(a)-(b) the average
information, we took the vicinity of x(t + ∆), i.e. the running times of aSMO, gSMO and LOQO on Mackeyvector (x(t+∆−2), x(t+∆−1), x(t+∆+1), x(t+∆+2)). Glass and MNIST datasets respectfully. The average
In our experiments with Mackey-Glass dataset, we used was taken over the draws of the training set and over all
a random validation and test sets, both of size 2000.
considered hyperparameters. This comparison is done
for very small training set, of size 40-100. For one of
7.2 Empirical Results We implemented aSMO and the twelve draws in Mackey-Glass with ∆ = 1, LOQO
gSMO on the top of LIBSVM [3]. We also used LIBSVM has failed to finish the experiment within a week. In
as a benchmark implementation of SVM. Following [13, the rest of these experiments the fastest algorithm is
12] we ran SVM+ in two modes. In the first mode, LOQO, the runner-up is aSMO the slowest is gSMO. We
denoted X*SVM+, we solved (1.6) with the training also performed a larger experiment for Mackey-Glass
set {(xi , x∗i , yi )}ni=1 . In the second mode, denoted by dataset, with training size of 500. aSMO completed
dSVM+, we ran SVM over the training set {x∗i }ni=1 , this experiment within three days. In contrary, the
obtained the decision function f ∗ in the space X ∗ , set corresponding runs of gSMO and LOQO were far from
di = 1 − yi f ∗ (z∗i ) and solved (1.6) with the training set being finished after ten days. The obtained running
{(xi , di , yi )}ni=1 . This procedure makes the slacks in the times of LOQO are not surprising, since the interior
space X ∗ to be a (nonlinear) function of the slacks in point algorithms have cubic complexity and thus are
the space X ∗ . We used RBF kernel for both X and X ∗ . feasible only for very small datasets.
We chose C, σ, σ ∗ and γ by optimizing the valiOur experiments show that aSMO is consistently
dation error over 4-dimensional grid of parameters, G0 , faster than gSMO. Since aSMO updates less variables than
of size 10 × 10 × 6 × 6 = 3600. Initially, we found gSMO, each iteration of the former algorithms is faster
three combinations of hyperparameters in G0 , denoted than the one of latter algorithm. We observed that the
(0) (0)
(0)
by a1 , a2 and a3 , with the lowest validation error. speedup can be up to four times. Also, the working
Then we performed 3 zooming steps. At the ith step sets chosen by aSMO are more “flexible” than the ones
(i)
(i)
(i)
we constructed 3 smaller grids, G1 , G2 , G3 , (of size chosen by gSMO. Indeed, each iteration of gSMO that
(i−1)
5 × 5 × 5 × 5) around aj
, j = 1, 2, 3, and found three updates the variables αs , αt , βs and βt , can be done with
two iterations of aSMO. If instead of updating these four
(i)
(i)
(i)
combinations of hyperparameters in G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3 , variables we really need to update only three or two of
(i) (i) (i)
denoted by a1 , a2 , a3 , with the lowest validation er- them then aSMO will do that in a single cheap iteration.
(3) (3) (3)
ror. We chose among a1 , a2 , a3 the combination of However, in the latter case, gSMO will spend some time in
hyperparameters with the lowest validation error.
trying to update the variables that are not really needed
To demonstrate the need for specialized optimizers to be updated. Also, aSMO is capable of updating three
for SVM+, we compared aSMO and gSMO with a number variables with a single cheap iteration. gSMO will do that
of state-of-the-art optimizers, CVXOPT4 , LOQO5 and with two expensive iterations.
We found that the speed of LOQO comes at the cost
of
the
generalization error of its solution. Table 2 and
3
See neural.cs.nthu.edu.tw/jang/dataset/mg/mg.c
at abel.ee.ucla.edu/cvxopt/
5 Available at www.princeton.edu/∼rvdb/loqo/LOQO.html
4 Available

6 Available

at www.stanford.edu/∼yyye/matlab.html
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Figure 1: Comparison of SVM, aSMO, gSMO and LOQO on MNIST dataset
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Learning Ensemble Models on Categorized Datasets
Xiong Deng, Yike Guo, and Moustafa Ghanem
Department of Computing, Imperial College, London, United Kingdom
Abstract - This paper presents the dynamic data mining
approach that learns ensemble models on appropriately
categorized datasets. Dynamic data mining embodies the four
algorithmic considerations: (1) training ensemble models
instead of a single model; (2) appropriately categorizing data
under extra useful data categorization scheme and training
ensemble models on the data categories; (3) tagging the
models with the corresponding data characteristics based on
the data categorization scheme; (4) selecting models in
assistance with the tag. Theoretical and experimental results
show dynamic data mining is capable of significantly reducing
classification error compared to a single model and is
comparable to Boosting and Bagging.
Keywords: Ensemble models, dynamic data mining,
clustering, model selection, data categorization

1

Introduction

The fundamental problem in learning a classification
data mining model is to construct a function 𝑓(𝑋) based on an
observed training dataset (𝑋1 , 𝑌1 ), . . . , (𝑋𝑛 , 𝑌𝑛 ) , so that 𝑓(𝑋)
approximates the actual data-generating function 𝑓𝑇 (𝑋) [1].
The expected approximation error, however, consists of two
positive components: bias and variance. In practice there is
always a trade-off between these two error components. On
one hand, if the trained model is too complex and fits the data
examples too well, the bias is greatly reduced, but the
variance could be substantially large because of being highly
sensitive to the observed data. On the other hand, if the
trained model is too simple and only able to fit partial training
data examples, the variance is decreased but the bias could be
large because the model makes little attempt to fit the data.
The former case is called over-fitting, while the latter is called
under-fitting.

Figure 1. Motivation: categorizing datasets and learning ensemble simple
models

Figure 1 shows the two cases in a complex binary
classification problem, where it is not a trivial task to find out
a single relative optimum decision boundary in order to
balance the trade-off between the bias and variance. More

seriously, there may sometimes not even exist a single
optimum boundary. However, if the complex dataset can be
appropriately pre-categorized under some useful scheme into
simpler data blocks, then a combined optimum decision
boundary which is not too complex but may fit very well can
be easily achieved on categories of the data. This intuition can
be more obviously explained in Figure 2 where linear models
are used to fit a dataset generated by high ordered functions
under a helpful categorization scheme. This method is able to
well-balance the tradeoff of the bias and variance intuitively
because it can increase the complexities of simple models by
model ensembles in assistance with the extra data
categorization information. Note that we always prefer a
simple model than a complex one according to the Occam's
razor, but in many cases a simple model cannot be fitted very
well to a dataset. In addition, as shown in Figure 2(b), this
method would be obviously beneficial if the data happen to
be generated by different actual data-generating functions.

Figure 2. Motivation: categorizing datasets and learning ensemble simple
models

In this paper, we introduce the dynamic data mining
approach where a set of ensemble models is trained on
appropriately categorized subsets respectively instead of the
entire dataset. During classification, a model selection from
the model set is performed according to the data
categorization scheme. That is, we treat each data
categorization rule as a representative of the corresponding
categorized subset and use the data categorization rules as
“tags” to organize the ensemble models. Note that the data is
often categorized into different categories based on their
distinct underlying characteristics. The approach is able to
benefit variance-bias trade-off. Theoretical and experimental
studies show that dynamic data mining on categorized
datasets is capable of significantly reducing classification
errors compared to the single model approach trained on the
entire dataset and it is also comparable to the popular
ensemble model methods including Bagging and Boosting.
This paper is organized as follows. Related work on
ensemble models are first overviewed in section 2. Next we
present a theoretical error reduction analysis and a practical
implementation discussion as the foundations of dynamic
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data mining in section 3. Then, we introduce to categorize the
datasets using K-means clustering for dynamic data mining in
section 4, followed by comprehensive experiments on six
datasets to confirm the effectiveness of dynamic data mining
on error reduction in section 5. Finally, we conclude this
paper in section 6.

2

Related work of ensemble models

Empirical and theoretical studies show applying
ensemble data mining models is able to produce better
classification results than one single best model. Many
methods of generating and applying ensemble models have
been proposed, including Boosting, Meta-learning, Stacking,
Bagging, Bayesian Model Averaging, and Error-CorrectingOutput-Codes.
Model ensemble is an overproduce and choose method
[2], carried to construct a set of diverse classifiers and then
classify new data points by taking a (weighted or unweighted) vote of their predictions [3]. The technique handles
the questions of how to discount old data in favor of new data
in a distributed manner. Ensembles are reported [3; 4] to be
more accurate than the individual classifiers that make them
up. Boosting [5] is a general method for improving the
accuracy of any given learning algorithms. It iteratively trains
a relatively “weak” model with a set of training data. The
importance of each datum is measured and weighted
iteratively according to the accuracy (e.g. error rate) of the
model, while the model is trained with the updated weights of
each data at each step, and thereby its accuracy changes
iteratively. In other words, at each step, a different model
with a probably different accuracy is created based on the
weighted data, the weights of which are then updated
according to the accuracy of the new created model. The final
model is a weighted majority vote of all the weak models.
Meta-learning [6] is loosely defined as learning from learned
knowledge. It advocates the need for continuous adaptation of
the learner at different levels of abstraction. If a base-learner
fails to perform efficiently, one would expect the learning
mechanism itself to adapt in case the same task is presented
again. Thus learning can take place not only at the example
(i.e. base) level, but also at the across-task (i.e. meta) level.
Stacking [7], also known as stacked generalization, works by
deducing the biases of the “generalizer(s)” with respect to a
provided learning set. This deduction proceeds by
generalizing in a second space whose inputs are (for example)
the guesses (predicted results) of the original “generalizer(s)”
when taught with part of the learning set and trying to guess
the result of it, and whose output is (for example) the correct
guess. Bagging [5], by means of voting, combines the
learning results from multiple types of models, or from the
same type of models trained on different learning data.
Bayesian Model Averaging [8] is proposed to use posterior
probabilities to average multiple models. Error-CorrectingOutput-Codes [9] suggests that data mining is viewed as a
kind of communication problem, in which the identity of the
correct output class for a new example is “transmitted” over a
channel. By encoding the class in an error-correcting code
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and “transmitting” each bit separately, the system may be
able to recover from the errors.

3

Theoretical foundations

In this section, we theoretically present that the method
of categorizing a dataset under additional knowledge into
blocks and then a combination of the ensemble models which
are fitted to each respectively can outperform that of fitting a
single model to the entire dataset in terms of reducing the
classification error. In addition, we discuss the effectiveness
of the categorization-based model selection method which
first “tags” sub-models with the corresponding useful
knowledge and then enables model selection by matching
new examples with the “tags”. These are the foundations of
dynamic data mining.
The outputs of a well trained model are expected to
approximate the a posterior class distribution. In addition to
the Bayes error, the remaining error of the model can be
decomposed into the bias and variance [1; 10; 11]. That is to
say, given a test example 𝑋𝑡 , the probability output of a
model 𝑓(𝑋) can be expressed as:
𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑝 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 + 𝜖𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑝 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 + 𝛽𝑓 𝑐 + 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋𝑡 )

(1)

where 𝑝 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 is the a posterior probability distribution of
class 𝑐 given input 𝑋𝑡 , 𝜖𝑓𝑐 𝑋𝑡 is the added error associated
with class 𝑐 given input 𝑋𝑡 , which consists of 𝛽𝑓 𝑐 , the bias of
the model 𝑓 𝑋 with respect to class 𝑐, and 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋𝑡 ), the
variance of 𝑓(𝑋) with respect to class 𝑐 given input 𝑋𝑡 .

Figure 3. Regions associated with approximating the a posteriori probabilities
[12]

Figure 3 shows the error regions associated with
approximating the a posteriori probabilities [12] in which the
lightly shaded area provides the Bayesian error region and the
darkly shaded region is the added error region. The Bayes
optimum decision assigns 𝑋𝑡 to class 𝑐𝑖 , if 𝑝 𝑐𝑖 𝑋𝑡 >
𝑝 𝑐𝑙 𝑋𝑡 , ∀𝑐𝑙 ≠ 𝑐𝑖 . Therefore, the Bayes optimum boundary is
the loci of all points 𝑋 ∗ such that 𝑝 𝑐𝑖 𝑋 ∗ = 𝑝 𝑐𝑗 𝑋 ∗ ,where
𝑐𝑗 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑙 𝑝 𝑐𝑙 𝑋 ∗ [12]. The decision boundary, 𝑋𝑏 , of
a model may vary from the optimum boundary. In Figure 3,
the darkly shaded region is the added error region associated
with selecting a decision boundary that is offset by the
difference of 𝑋𝑏 from 𝑋 ∗ . Thus, the expected added error of
𝑓(𝑋) is given by:
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+∞

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑓(𝑋) =

−∞

𝑘

𝐴 𝑏 𝑓𝑏 (𝑋) 𝑑𝑏

=

where 𝑏 denotes the examples by which the boundary of the
model differs from the optimum boundary; 𝐴 𝑏 is the area of
the darkly shaded region and 𝑓𝑏 𝑋 is the density function for
𝑏. Tumer [12] has proved that the expected added error of a
classification model 𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋) can be given by:
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑓 (𝑋) =

𝑠
2

𝜎𝑏2 + 𝛽 2 =

𝜎𝜂2 𝑋
𝑠

+

𝛽2
2𝑠

(2)

where 𝑠 is independent of 𝑓(𝑋); 𝜎𝑏2 is the variance of 𝑏; 𝛽 is
the mean of 𝑏; 𝜎𝜂2 𝑋 denotes the variances of classification
variance 𝜂 𝑋 and 𝛽 denotes classification bias and 𝛽 =

𝑐
𝛽 𝑐 𝑖 −𝛽 𝑗

.
Let 𝑇 denote the data example space and 𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋) is the
model fitted to 𝑇. Given a pre-defined data categorization
scheme 𝑟(𝑋) = { 𝑟𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 |𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑘}, such that under 𝑟(𝑋), 𝑇
can be also partitioned into 𝑘 subsets, 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑖 | 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑘
and the probability of a given test example 𝑋𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 belong to
𝑇𝑖 is 𝑝𝑖𝑇 , i.e.:

𝑃 𝑟 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇𝑖 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 𝑟 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖
𝑖=1

Note that 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇𝑖 (𝜂𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋𝑡 ) = 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇𝑖 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 𝑟 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖 , thus
Eq.(6) can be further converted into:
𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡

(3)

Then, under the condition of 𝑟(𝑋) we fit a set of 𝑘 submodels, 𝑀 = {𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋 |𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑘}, such that 𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋 is only
fitted to 𝑇𝑖 .
We finally construct a model ensemble 𝑔𝑐 (𝑋), such that
given a random test example 𝑋𝑡 , the probability output of
𝑔𝑐 ( 𝑋𝑡 ) is given by:
𝑔𝑐 𝑋𝑡 =

of

𝑔𝑖𝑐

3.1

𝑔1𝑐

𝑋𝑡 ,
…
𝑔𝑘𝑐 𝑋𝑡 ,

𝑖𝑓 𝑅 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟1
…
𝑖𝑓 𝑅 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑘

(4)

Unbiased models

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇 𝜂𝑔 𝑐 (𝑋𝑡 ) =

Theorem 1. Assume that 𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋) and any 𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋 are unbiased
model. Then the expected added error of 𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋) is no less
than 𝑔𝑐 (𝑋), i.e.
(5)

Proof. As the law of total variance [13] states that given two
𝑟. 𝑣. 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵, the following equality holds:
+ 𝐸𝐵 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝐴|𝐵 𝐴 𝐵

where 𝑉𝑎𝑟 ∙ and 𝐸(∙) denote the probability variance and
expectation. We define a discrete random variable 𝑅 on 𝑇,
such that given any test example𝑋𝑡 , 𝑟 𝑖 𝑃(𝑟 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖 ) = 1.
By setting 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋𝑡 ) and 𝑅 as 𝐴 and 𝐵 respectively, we derive:
𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡

= 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑅 𝐸𝑇 |𝑅 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 𝑅
+𝐸𝑅 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇|𝑅 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 𝑅
≥ 𝐸𝑅 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇|𝑅 𝜂

𝑓𝑐

𝑋𝑡 𝑅

𝑘
𝑖

𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇𝑖 𝜂𝑔 𝑐 (𝑋𝑡 )

(8)

Note that 𝑋𝑡 follows 𝑃 𝑋𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑅 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖 ) = 𝑝𝑖 .
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq.(7), leads to:
𝜎𝜂2 𝑐
𝑓

𝑋𝑡

≥ 𝜎𝜂2

(9)

𝑔 𝑐 𝑋𝑡

As all models are unbiased, Eq. (9), using Eq.(2), is
transformed into:
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋)) ≥ 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑔 𝑐 (𝑋)

(10)

Thus, we have proved the theorem. The equality holds iif
𝑘 = 1 or
𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑅 𝐸𝑇|𝑅 𝜂𝑓 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 𝑅

=0

(11)

with probability one, or equivalently
𝑘

𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝐸𝑇𝑖 𝜂𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋𝑡

=0

That is to say, the equality of Eq.(5) holds if and only if there
is no difference between the added errors of 𝑔𝑖𝑐 (𝑋) under
𝑟(𝑋) over the example space with probability one or there is
no 𝑟(𝑋) on 𝑇. ∎

3.2

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝐴 𝐴 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝐵 𝐸𝐴|𝐵 𝐴 𝐵

(7)

𝑖 =1

That is, 𝑔𝑐 (𝑋) is a piecewise function composed
𝑋𝑡 , ∀𝑖.

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑔 𝑐 (𝑋) .

𝑟 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑇𝑖 (𝜂𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋𝑡 )

Based on Eq.( 7), the probability variance of the 𝜂𝑔 𝑐 𝑋𝑡 can
be given by:

𝑠

𝑃 𝑋𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑃(𝑅 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖 ) = 𝑝𝑖

𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑃

≥

(6)

Biased models

Theorem 2. If 𝑓(𝑋) or any 𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋 are biased, then 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑓 (𝑋) ≥
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑔 𝑋 .
Proof. If 𝑓(𝑋) or 𝑔(𝑋) are biased, the variances parts would
be left unchanged as Theorem 4.1and we only focus on the
bias parts. As the law of total expectation [13] states that
given two 𝑟. 𝑣. 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵, the following equality holds:
𝐸𝐴 𝐴 = 𝐸𝐵 (𝐸𝐴|𝐵 𝐴 𝐵 )
where 𝐸(∙) denote the mean. By setting 𝑏𝑓 𝑐 and 𝑅as 𝐴 and 𝐵
respectively, we derive:
𝐸𝑇 𝑏𝑓 𝑐 = 𝐸𝑅 𝐸𝑇|𝑅 𝑏𝑓 𝑐 𝑅 =

𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑃

𝑋 ∈ 𝑇𝑖 ∗ 𝐸𝑇𝑖 𝑏𝑓 𝑐 𝑟 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖

(12)

Note that 𝐸𝑇𝑖 (𝑏𝑔𝑖𝑐 ) = 𝐸𝑇𝑖 𝑏𝑓 𝑐 𝑟 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖 . Eq.(12) can be
converted into:
𝐸𝑏 𝑓 𝑐 𝑏𝑓 𝑐 =

𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖

∗ 𝐸𝑇𝑖 (𝑏𝑔𝑖𝑐 )

(13)

According to Eq.(2), 𝛽𝑓 𝑐 and 𝛽𝑔𝑖𝑐 are means of 𝑏𝑓 𝑐 and 𝑏𝑔𝑖𝑐
respectively, Eq. (13) is then changed to:
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𝛽𝑓 𝑐 =

𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖
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∗ 𝛽𝑔𝑖𝑐

of the ensemble models. When the subsets are fitted
separately, the variance is influenced only by the
differences within each category. If the categories are
combined, however, the differences between categories
enter into the variance also.
 Theorem 2 quantifies that the classification bias of the
single model equals the bias of the ensemble models.

(14)

or equivalently,
(𝛽𝑓 𝑐 )2 = (𝛽𝑔 𝑐 )2

(15)

Combining (15) and (10), and using Eq.(2), the theorem has
been proved, i.e.:
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑓 (𝑋) ≥ 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑔

𝑋

.

The equality holds if and only if equality holds, i.e. there is no
difference between any the added errors of 𝑔𝑖𝑐 (𝑋) under 𝑟(𝑋)
over the example spaces with probability one or there is no
𝑟(𝑋) on the example space. ∎.

3.3 Leaving sufficient examples for classification
Theoretically, based on Theorem 1 and Theorem 2,
given any single new example, the ensemble model 𝑔𝑐 𝑋 is
capable of outperforming the single model𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋) in terms of
the classification error. In practice, however, if there are not
enough test examples, the outperformance cannot be
converged to.
More specifically, given a block of 𝑀 unlabelled data
examples, if M is large enough the average classification error
produced by the set of sub-models can be very close to the
generalization error of the ensemble model 𝑔𝑐 (𝑋), and
therefore substantially smaller than the classification error
produced by the corresponding single model 𝑓 𝑐 (𝑋). This
understanding is reasonable roughly due to the law of large
numbers that describes the average of the results (i.e.
classification errors by each sub-models) obtained from a
large number of trials (i.e. 𝑀 is large) should be close to
the expected value (i.e. the generalization error of the
ensemble model𝑔𝑐 𝑋𝑡 ), and will tend to become closer as
more trials are performed.

3.4

Discussions

In general, the aforementioned error reduction analyses
justify the effectiveness of dynamic data mining. They are the
theoretical foundations of dynamic data mining.
First, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 imply that given a 𝑟 𝑋
such that any single example exclusively satisfies a single
rule 𝑟𝑖 and is therefore classified by corresponding sub-model
𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋 , then the classification error may be substantially
reduced compared to the single model 𝑓 𝑐 𝑋 . This conclusion
is helpful and theoretically justifies the dynamic data mining
approach. That is, it quantifies the effectiveness of
“categorizing-tagging-selecting”
method
which
first
partitions the dataset into distinguishable data categories, and
then indexes sub-models to the corresponding underlying
concepts represented by the categorization rules or the data
patterns of the data categories, and finally chooses existing
models by matching new examples with the tags. In
particular, dynamic data mining benefits variance-bias tradeoff:
 Theorem 1 implies that the variance of the single model
fitted to total dataset cannot be smaller than the variance

Second, as shown in Eq.(6), it is obvious that increasing
the left hand side of Eq.(11) will reduce the classification
errors, and the reduction can be substantial. That is, if given
appropriate categorization rules such that the sub-models can
disagree with each other as greatly as possible, then the error
reduction can be substantial and most of the single submodels 𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋 may therefore produce smaller classification
variances than the single model 𝑓 𝑐 𝑋 , i.e., most of
𝑔𝑖𝑐 𝑋 may
outperform𝑓 𝑐 𝑋
for
classifying
the
corresponding examples. Therefore, we would prefer to
choose the data categorization scheme such that there are as
many differences as possible between the categorized subsets.
This conclusion also complies with Krogh’s statement [14]
that increasing the ambiguity will improve the overall
generalization although he used different model training
schemes.
Third, in the above theorems, 𝑟(𝑋) is only related to the
variable space 𝑋 or more specifically 𝑝(𝑋). This property is
practically helpful in classification of unlabelled (i.e. test)
examples as their actual classes are not required in order to
categorize them. However, 𝑟(𝑋) has to rely on the theoretical
constraint that there are consistent data dependency
distributions between 𝑋 and 𝑌 (i.e. 𝑝(𝑋|𝑌) ) among the
training and test datasets. That is because when there are
differing 𝑝(𝑋|𝑌) between the training and test datasets. The
model learned on the training dataset is not reliable on test
dataset, even if the distributions (i.e. 𝑝(𝑋)) of the variable
space keep stationary.

4

Algorithms

In practice, we introduce clustering to categorize classic
datasets in dynamic data mining. Note that if the dataset
contains data examples obeying distinct data distributions,
clustering techniques are good choices to automatically
categorize the dataset into distinguishable subsets because
they tend to minimize the intra-cluster variance while
maximizing the inter-cluster variance.

4.1

Data categorization and model tagging

We employ the clustering algorithm K-means as the
categorization scheme and assume the category probabilities
are stable between the training and testing classic datasets.
Figure 4 presents the algorithm of data categorization based
on K-means clustering.
Algorithm 1 outlines the steps of categorizing and
tagging using K-means clustering with the Euclidean distance
metric. In the algorithm, we simply assume the centriod of
each data category (i.e. a cluster) is extracted as the data
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pattern and a data mining model that is trained on each of the
data categories using any data mining algorithm is finally
tagged with the corresponding data pattern.

results of dynamic data mining using K-means clustering on
six datasets are presented. Without losing generality, we
choose the error rate as the evaluation metric

Figure 6: Categorizing and indexing in dynamic data mining using K-means
clustering
Figure 4: Categorizing and tagging in dynamic data mining using K-means
clustering

5.1

Algorithm opponents

We have theoretically proven dynamic data mining
based on categorized subsets can outperform the single model
trained on the entire dataset. We experimentally show this
conclusion in the following experiments. Moreover, we
compare dynamic data mining (DDM) with two types of
ensemble model methods: AdaBoostM1 and Bagging
implemented in Weka [15]. We use their default algorithmic
settings in Weka, but choose Naï
ve Bayes, Logistic
Regression [16] or J48 as the base model respectively for
DDM, AdaBoostM1 and Bagging.

5.2

Datasets

Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 outline the step of model
selection by matching the tags in dynamic data mining, as
shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In the algorithms, the
consistence of a single testing data example with the existing
data patterns is measured and then the corresponding model
is chosen to classify the new example. This is achieved by
checking whether the new data example is within a cluster,
and as we simply treat the centriod of a cluster as a data
pattern, we only compare the Euclidean distances from the
new data example to the centriods of all the cluster, and the
best-matched data pattern is the centriod which is least
distant from the new data example, as shown in Algorithm 3.

We experiment with six classification problems from the
UCI repository [17] to evaluate dynamic data mining:
PEN.04, MAGIC, WAVEFORM2, OPTICAL, LETTER.AF,
and ABALONE. Table I lists the details of the datasets. These
datasets cover both binary classification and multi-class
classification problems and include feature sets with a few till
many dimensions. They also contain sufficient training and
testing examples with about 5000 examples in each of the
datasets: PEN.04 is converted from PEN by retaining half of
the classes (from “0” to “4”); LETTER.AF are converted
from LETTER by retaining the classes from letter “A” to “F”
only; ABALONE is converted into a binary classification
problem by treating the class value less than “15” as “1sthalf” and the rest as “2nd-half”. The training examples and
test examples are sequentially front and bottom portions of
these datasets respectively.

5

5.3

Figure 5: Selecting in dynamic data mining based on k-means clustering

4.2

Dynamic selection of ensemble models

Experiments

We have done extensive experiments to study the
effectiveness of dynamic data mining. In this section,
compared to the algorithm opponents, the experimental

Experimental results

First, we examine the effectiveness of dynamic data
mining based on the K-means clustering algorithm compared
to the single model approach. As the K-means clustering
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almost any number of data categories. The classification error
is reduced up to 38.1% (PEN.04), 27.7% (LETTER.AF),
4.7% (ABALONE), 31.6% (MAGIC), and 34.3%
(OPTICAL) respectively.
TABLE III
ERROR RATE (%) BETWEEN SINGLE J48AND DYNAMIC DATA MINING
Single
Model

Dataset

2
3
4
4.97 4.46 4.41 4.41
5.74 5.61 7.02 5.26
8.41 8.24 7.73 7.73
WAVEFORM2 26.12 23.48 23.56 22.64
MAGIC
17.05 15.75 17.05 17.3
OPTICAL
14.25 12.19 13.24 12.35

11.00
10.50
10.00
9.50
9.00
8.50
8.00
7.50
7.00
6.50
6.00

17.00

Error Rate (%)

15.00

Dataset
PEN.04
LETTER.AF
ABALONE

Single
Model

10.10
14.70
35.51
WAVEFORM2 19.2
MAGIC
26.35
OPTICAL
10.57

DDM using K-means
(number of data categories)
2
11.05
15.68
12.91
22.96
21.95
12.24

3
9.43
13.73
22.18
13.44
21.60
9.24

4
9.26
11.71
19.03
14.40
20.25
7.74

5
9.49
10.80
14.19
14.68
19.95
8.63

6

7

8

24.00

40.00

22.00

35.00

20.00

18.00
16.00

14.00

7
8
8.26 7.48
6.28 8.85
19.20 13.85
14.92 14.72
17.90 18.05
8.63 8.18

The error rate is compared between a single Naï
ve Bayes
model and dynamic data mining using K-means-based data
categorization. The bold font is to indicate the best result.
We also test J48 and Logistic Regression under the same
setting. The results are shown in Table III and Table IV. In
the case of J48, as shown in Table III, classification error is
decreased up to 15.7% (PEN.04), 23.5% (LETTER.AF),
12.1% (ABALONE), 14.5% (WAVEFORM2), 7.62%
(MAGIC), and 30.5% (OPTICAL). In the case of Logistic
Regression, as shown in Table IV, on five out of the six
datasets, the dynamic data mining approach outperforms the
single model, and the outperformance is achieved by using

2

3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

4

5

6

7

8

k: Category Number

30.00
25.00
20.00

15.00
10.00

2

3

4

5

6

k: Category Number

7

8

27.00

13.00

25.00

12.00

23.00
21.00
19.00
17.00

6
7.92
7.02
19.54
14.36
19.70
9.46

9.00

Error Rate (%)

MINING

5

10.00

Error Rate (%)

ERROR RATE (%) BETWEEN SINGLE NAÏVE BAYES AND DYNAMIC DATA

4

k: Category Number

12.00

TABLE II

11.00

5.00
3

Error Rate (%)

Error Rate (%)

PEN.04
LETTER.AF
ABALONE
WAVEFORM2
MAGIC
OPTICAL

Number of
Training/Test
Examples
3837/1792
3000/1639
3000/1177
2500/2500
3000/2000
3823/1797

13.00

7.00

2

Dataset

5
6
7
8
4.80 4.19 5.08 4.46
4.50 4.39 5.00 7.26
7.39 8.41 8.24 8.50
23.64 23.08 22.48 22.32
17.75 17.75 17.75 16.15
12.41 11.85 12.47 9.91

The error rate is compared between a single J48 model and
dynamic data mining using K-means-based data
categorization.

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF DATASETS
Number of
Number of
Class
Attributes
Values
16
5
16
6
8
2
40
3
11
2
64
10

DDM using K-means
(number of data categories)

PEN.04
LETTER.AF
ABALONE

Error Rate (%)

categorizes the data into a given number of categories, we
could therefore observe the effect of the different data
category numbers on the analysis quality. In Figure 7, we
vary the category number from 2 to 8 and use Naï
ve Bayes as
the base model on the six datasets to study the effect. As can
be seen, there is roughly a falling trend of the error rate as the
datasets are separated into increasing numbers of categories.
This trend is apparent in the datasets PEN.04, LETTER.AF,
MAGIC, and PEN.59 when 𝑘 ranges from 3 to 7, although
when 𝑘 = 2 there happens to be a error rate fluctuation of
dynamic data mining around the error rate of the single Naïve
Bayes model (PEN.04, LETTER.AF and ABALONE).
Meantime, the error rate tends to be ascending when the
category number is going greater than 7 (PEN.59,
LETTER.AF, and MAGIC) due to the size of each data
category tends to be insufficiently small, as aforementioned.
A detailed comparison between the error rates is given
in Table II. As can be seen, dynamic data mining using Kmeans clustering provides substantial outperformance for
every dataset with any data category number compared to the
single model, and the error reduction rates reach to 25.9%
(PEN.04), 57.2% (LETTER.AF), 63.64% (ABALONE),
31.36% (WAVEFORM2), 32.1% (MAGIC) and 22.6%
(OPTICAL).

k: Category Number

11.00
10.00
9.00
8.00
7.00

15.00
2

3

4

5

6

k: Category Number

7

8

6.00
2

3

4
5
6
k: Category
Number

7

8

Figure 7. Error rate of dynamic data mining using K-means clustering and
Naïve Bayes on the six datasets. The solid lines represent the error rates,
while the dotted lines represent error rates of the single Naï
ve Bayes models,
which are irrelevant to the category numbers.

Second, Table V compares the classification error
between DDM using K-means and ensemble model methods:
AdaBoostM1, Bagging. We list the error rate results of DDM
with different K (i.e. the category number) and compare them
with AdaboostM1, Bagging and the single model. As can be
seen, when Naï
ve Bayes and Logistic Regression are used as
the base model, Bagging and AdaBoostM1 offer little error
reduction and on some datasets they even provide worse
classification results than the single model (Logisitc, Bagging,
ABALONE, and Logistic, AdaBoostM1, LETTER.AF).
However, DDM takes substantial positive effects. When J48
is used, Bagging and AdaBoostM1 generally performs better
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than DDM: DDM wins on one dataset (ABALONE); Bagging
surpasses on two datasets (WAVEFORM2 and MAGIC);
AdaBoost acts better on three datasets.
TABLE IV
ERROR RATE (%) BETWEEN SINGLE LOGISTIC REGRESSION AND DYNAMIC

7

DATA MINING

Dataset

Single
Model

DDM using K-means
(number of data categories)

2
PEN.04
3.07 2.90
LETTER.AF 6.83 6.65
ABALONE
7.22 6.97
WAVEFORM2 13.32 13.76
MAGIC
22.45 16.35
OPTICAL
7.79 7.51

3
2.68
6.47
6.97
13.92
16.20
6.34

4
2.18
6.47
7.05
13.96
16.20
5.12

5
6
7
8
1.90 2.06 1.95 1.95
6.47 5.06 4.94 5.06
6.97 7.31 7.22 7.14
15.08 14.76 15.20 15.36
15.65 15.35 16.75 16.75
5.56 6.18 5.56 6.40

The error rate is compared between a single Logistic
Regression model and dynamic data mining using K-meansbased data categorization.
TABLE V
ERROR RATE (%) OF DYNAMIC DATA MINING U, ADABOOSTM1 AND BAGGING
Dataset

DDM using K-means
Bag- Ada- (number of data categories)
ging Boost
2
3
4
5

6

Naive Bayes used as the base model
8.20 11.05 9.43 9.26 9.49 7.92
9.77 15.68 13.73 11.71 10.80 7.02
15.55 12.91 22.18 19.03 14.19 19.54
19.20 22.96 13.44 14.40 14.68 14.36
22.20 21.95 21.60 20.25 19.95 19.70
10.57 12.24 9.24 7.74 8.63 9.46
J48 used as the base model
PEN.04
2.79 2.40 4.46 4.41 4.41 4.80 4.19
LETTER.AF 3.97
2.14 5.61 7.02 5.26 4.50 4.39
ABALONE 7.56
8.58 8.24 7.73 7.73 7.39 8.41
WF2
17.48 18.28 23.48 23.56 22.64 23.64 23.08
MAGIC
14.95 15.95 15.75 17.05 17.3 17.75 17.75
OPTICAL 7.96
5.18 12.19 13.24 12.35 12.41 11.85
PEN.04
LETTER.AF
ABALONE
WF2
MAGIC
OPTICAL

10.04
13.53
35.26
19.12
26.40
10.57

7

8

8.26 7.48
6.28 8.85
19.20 13.85
14.92 14.72
17.90 18.05
8.63 8.18
5.08 4.46
5.00 7.26
8.24 8.50
22.48 22.32
17.75 16.15
12.47 9.91

Logistic Regression used as the base model
PEN.04
LETTER.AF
ABALONE
WF2
MAGIC
OPTICAL

3.13 3.07 2.90
7.12 7.02 6.65
7.31 7.22 6.97
13.32 13.32 13.76
22.45 22.45 16.35

2.68
6.47
6.97
13.92
16.20

2.18 1.90 2.06
6.47 6.47 5.06
7.05 6.97 7.31
13.96 15.08 14.76
16.20 15.65 15.35

6.07

6.34

5.12

7.79

7.51

5.56

6.18

1.95 1.95
4.94 5.06
7.22 7.14
15.20 15.36
16.75 16.75
5.56

6.40

The error rate is compared using Naïve Bayes, J48 and
Logistic Regression as the base model for dynamic data
mining, Bagging and AdaBoost.

6

achieves substantial error reduction compared to a single
model and is comparable to Boosting and Bagging.
In addition, the work is a part of the previouslyintroduced dynamic data mining process framework [18].

CONCLUSION

This paper presented the dynamic data mining approach
which learns ensemble models under categorized datasets.
The concept of this approach differs from other model
ensemble methods from following two aspects: (1) The
datasets are categorized into several categories using
clustering algorithms such as k-means and construct base
learners on these individual data clusters; (2) when evaluating
a test instance, a model selection process is used to pick the
most appropriate base leaner. Either theoretical foundations
or experimental results shows that dynamic data mining
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Solving Classification Problems with the NWEA-evolved ANNs
Kristina Davoian and Wolfram-M. Lippe
Abstract— This paper investigates the characteristics of the
recently developed ANN learning approach, called the network
weight-based evolutionary algorithm (NWEA), while applying it
to the classification problem domain. We study the work of the
algorithm on four benchmark classification tasks, i.e. the breast
cancer, the heart disease, the diabetes and the thyroid problems.
The goal is not only to compare the performance of NWEAbased ANNs with those, developed by other evolutionary and
non-evolutionary methods, but also to establish the effectiveness
of the proposed methodology in solving medical diagnosis
problems. The results indicated that NWEA produces good
generalized ANNs with high classification accuracy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Among variety of learning methodologies, used to train
artificial neural networks (ANN), evolutionary algorithms
(EA) stand out from the rest, as they enable not only to find
an optimal set of connection weights, but also to develop an
optimal ANN topology during the evolution [1], [2]. Moreover, EAs often outperform the originally proposed gradientdescent learning approaches in terms of computations speed,
simplicity and the quality of the obtained ANNs. However,
not all types of EA are successfully in ANNs training. The
studies in the field showed that mutation-based EAs, i.e.
Evolutionary Programming (EP) and Evolutionary Strategies
(ES) are more efficient in ANNs’ learning than Genetic
Algorithms, which due to their primary search operator
(crossover) often face the permutation problem [1] - [5].
The key aspects that EP and ES concentrate on are the
self-adaptive methods for changing the strategy parameters
and the distribution used in mutation. The classical EP and
ES algorithms utilize the standard normal distribution and
similar self-adaptive methods, introduced by Rechenberg [6]
and Schwefel [7] for ES and independently, by Fogel [8], [9]
for meta-EP (widely known as the classical EP). This selfadaptation strategy changes the individuals proportionally to
their fitness and allows not deviating much in the search
space from already existing in the population good solution.
However, trying to be close to the current best solution, CEP
performs small step sizes, and thus, insignificant improvement of individuals at each stage of evolution. Obviously,
that leads to the slow convergence to optima.
Later works established that the distribution in the mutation strategy is crucial in the determination of the mutation
step size [10]. Yao et al. [11], [12] proposed an alternative
mutation approach, referred to as the Fast Evolutionary Programming (FEP), which adopts the self-adaptation strategy
of the classical EP (CEP), but uses the Cauchy distribution
K. Davoian and W.-M. Lippe are with the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Mnster, Einsteinstr. 62, 48149
Mnster, Germany (phone: +49-2518333796; fax: +49-2518333755; email:
kristina.davoian@uni-muenster.de, lippe@math.uni-muenster.de).

instead of the Gaussian one. The use of Cauchy random
numbers was motivated by difference between Gaussian and
Cauchy density functions; the shape of Cauchy function resembles that of the Gaussian density function but approaches
the axis so slowly that an expectation does not exist. As
a result, the variance of the Cauchy distribution is infinite.
The benefit of increasing the variance was investigated in [].
The studies established that increased variance improves the
capability of global search due to increasing the probability
of escaping from a local optimum.
In our previous work we developed a novel ANN learning
strategy called the network weight-based EA (NWEA) [13],
[14]. The main feature of NWEA consists in the special
approach to the adjustment of the random values. The
strategy parameter in the classical techniques is evolved
during the evolution alongside with the object parameters. In
comparison to that, the adaptation strategy in NWEA consists
of two components, which bear the information about the
position of an individual in the search space and based of this
knowledge, bias the improvement towards the perspective
regions of the search space.
In this paper we utilized the NWEA algorithm to evolve
both connection weights and architectures of ANNs for
four classification problems from the UCI repository, i.e the
breast cancer, the heart disease, the diabetes and the thyroid
problems. Each of the tested tasks has different level of
difficulty (detailed description is given in section III). The
obtained ANN topologies and the classification errors were
compared with a number of other evolutionary and nonevolutionary approaches.
The paper continues by describing the NWEA algorithm
in section II. Section III presents the classification tasks, used
to evaluate the NWEA-evolved ANNs. Section IV discusses
the obtained results and compares them to the results of other
algorithms. Section V concludes the paper.
II. T HE N ETWORK -W EIGHT- BASED E VOLUTIONARY
A LGORITHM
The basic step of the self-adaptation mechanism in CEP
and FEP consists of a mutation of mutation parameters
themselves, i.e. the evolution of strategy parameters alongside
with the object parameters. The modification of the control
parameters is realized by multiplication with a random variable.
In contrast to the classical evolutionary algorithms, the
NWEA algorithm [13], designed to evolve ANNs’ parameters, uses different self-adaptation approach to find an
optimum. The self-adaptation in NWEA comprises two control parameters, which incorporate genotype and phenotype
information about the position of an individual in search
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space. The first component includes information about worth
of a chromosome according to its fitness. The second component adds information about the current ANN topology,
the genotype encodes, i.e. information about position of an
individual in the ANN architecture space. Alike ES and EP,
the NWEP approach relies on mutation and does not utilize
crossover at all.
The evolution with the NWEA algorithm is implemented
as follows:
1) Create an initial population consisting of randomly
generated chromosomes. Each chromosome xi =
(1)
(2)
(k)
(xi , xi , ..., xi ), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., µ}, represents one
possible set of connection weights1 , where is a population size, k is a total number of connections between
(j)
neurons and xi ∈ [−1.0; 1.0], j ∈ {1, ..., k} is a
connection weight.
2) Evaluate the fitness of each individual from a population according to the objective function.
3) In contrast to other EP approaches, which apply probabilistic selection methods for choosing parents for reproduction, NWEA ”allows” all parental chromosomes
to take part in the creation of new individuals. It is
worth noting that during mutation only one gene in
the parental chromosome changes its value. Offspring
chromosomes are created by application of the following equation to every chromosome in the population:
(j)0

xi

(j)

= xi

D
1.0 + NW (l, n̄) · NE · NRand



(1)

(j)

where xi is a gene randomly chosen out of a chromosome xi and mutated, NW (l, n̄) is a value, called
network weight, that implicitly describes an ANN’s
internal structure, NE represents an error, determined
D
by the error function (MSE or other) of xi , and NRand
is a uniformly distributed random value.
The components NE and NW (l, n̄) represent the adjustment components in the mutation strategy. They
add knowledge about position and worth of a chromosome in search space in order to achieve the optimal
improvement of chromosomes at each stage of evolution. The component NE in Eq. (1) represents the
genotype information, i.e. error of the mutated chromosome, which changes dynamically for every mutated
chromosome. It enables the control of a randomly
generated value and the adjustment of the mutation
strength to an individual depending on its fitness, i.e.
the higher the error of a chromosome, the higher the
step size.
The value NW (l, n̄) depends on the number of hidden
layers l and the average number of neurons in hidden
layers n̄ in the given ANN and is defined by Eq.
(2). This value is distributed by the Fermi-Dirac-like
1 In

case of the simultaneous evolution of ANN’s weights and architectures, each chromosome consists of a set of vectors according to the ANN’s
connectivity matrix.

function and is calculated according to the following
formula:
Nw (l, n̄) = A1 +

B1 − 2l
l


+
2 1 + exp n̄−µ
T1

(2)

The value µ is similar to the chemical potential in
the original Fermi-Dirac function (as cited in [?]) and
depends on the number of hidden layers:
µ = A2 +

B2


2
1 + exp l−B
T2

(3)

The coefficients A1 = 3.0, B1 = 2.0, T1 = 0.4, A2
= 1.2, B2 = 3.2, T2 = 0.6 were obtained by the
approximation of the results in [13] so that the NW
values never become negative (the coefficients T1 and
T2 correspond to the temperature in the original FermiDirac function). For each ANN the quantity NW is
calculated only once and does not change its value
during the evolution, if we consider the evolution of
connection weights in the environment determined by
an ANN architecture; in case of simultaneous evolution
of architectures and connection weights it becomes
a new value every time when ANN’s architecture is
changed.
The main advantage of incorporating phenotype information in mutation is that it comprises detailed
knowledge about the ANN’s topology2 and thus enables to improve the values of connection weights
in respect to a given phenotype. It is known from
the theory of evolution that individuals with favorable
traits, determined by the genotype, are more likely to
survive and reproduce (“survival of the fittest”) and the
fitness of every individual is defined by the individual’s
ability to adapt to the environment. From such point
of view, the NWEA approach is an abstraction, which
involves the knowledge of an environment (phenotype)
and adapts genotype of every individual to it, and thus,
increases the fitness of chromosomes of every next
generation.
4) Evaluate the fitness of a new individual based on the
objective function.
5) Repeat the process from point (3) until λ (λ ≥ µ) new
chromosomes are created.
6) Create new population of m individuals: new population is created according to the (µ + λ)-ES elitist
method, which choosesµbest individuals from both
parental and offspring chromosomes based on their
fitness. This is accomplished by applying 2-tournament
selection method that selects a group of individuals
(usually four) from both parental and offspring popu2 Although mutation strategy in (1) incorporates the knowledge about
ANN’s internal structure, it gives detailed information about considering
topology, since the number of neurons in input and output layers is
determined by a solving problem.
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lations, and compares their fitness. The individual with
the higher fitness reaches the offspring population.
7) Repeat the process from point (2) until some halting
criteria are satisfied.
Thus, by creating offspring population our greedy modification of the NWEA strategy selects the current best
individuals. On the other hand, the risk of trapping is local
optima is minimal, since the random values initially have
long and short step sizes.
III. T HE DATA S ETS
A. The Breast Cancer Data Set
The breast cancer data set was originally obtained from
Dr. William H. Wolberg at the University of Wisconsin
Hospitals, Madison. The data set consists of 699 examples of
which 458 (65.5%) are benign examples and 241 (34.5%) are
malignant examples. Each example contains nine attributes:
clump thickness, uniformity of cell size, uniformity of cell
shape, marginal adhesion, single epithelial cell size, bare
nuclei, bland chromatin, normal nucleoli, mitoses. The goal
of the data set is to classify a tumour as either benign or
malignant based on these attributes.
In the experiments, the whole data set was divided into
three subsets, as suggested by Prechelt [15]: a training
set, a validation set, and a testing set. The first set was
used to train ANNs. The validation set was explored as a
pseudo-testing set in order to evaluate the fitness of networks
during evolution. This prevents overtraining of the network
and usually improves its generalization ability. During this
process ANN’s learning is carried out until the minimal
error on the validation set (note, not on the training set) is
achieved. Finally, the testing data were considered to evaluate
the performance of the evolved ANNs. 349 examples of the
given breast cancer data set were used as training data, the
following 175 examples as validation data, and the final 175
patterns as training data.
The error function was calculated according to the equation, proposed by Prechelt [15] 3 :
E = 100 ·

P
N
omax − omin X X
(opi − tpi )2
N ·P
p=1 i=1

(4)

where omin and omax are the minimum and maximum
values of output coefficients in the problem representation. N
is the number of output nodes, P is the number of patterns,
opi and tpi are the actual and desired outputs of node i for
pattern t correspondingly. The fitness of each individual was
determined by the inverse of an error.
Following initial parameters were used for these experiments: the population size 30, the maximum number of
generations 200, and the number of hidden nodes for each
individual was chosen uniformly at random between 1 and
3. The algorithm stopped when the maximal generation was
reached.
3 The error function was proposed in order to decrease the dependence
of the error measure on the size of the validation set and the number of
outputs

B. The Heart Disease Data Set
The heart disease data set was obtained from Cleveland
Clinic Foundation and was supplied by Robert Detrano of
the V.A. Medical Center, Long Beach, CA. The data set
consists of 270 examples. The heart disease original data set
consisted of 303 examples, but 6 of them contained missing
class values and were excluded from the database. Other
27 examples of the remained data were eliminated as they
retained in case of dispute.
Each example in the database contains 13 input attributes,
which present results of medical tests provided on patients:
age, sex, chest pain type, resting blood pressure, cholesterol,
fasting blood sugar < 120 (true or false), resting electrocardiogram (norm, abnormal or hyper), max heart rate, exercise
induced angina, oldpeak, slope, number of vessels colored
and thal (normal, fixed, rever). These attributes have been
extracted from a larger set of 75. The goal of diagnosis
is to recognize the presence or absence of heart disease
given the attributes. Initially, the data set considered four
different degrees of the heart disease to classify the predicted results. Later, modification in the problem definition
suggested reducing the number of predicted values on two
and categorizing results into two classes: presence or absence
of illness.
For the heart disease diagnosis, the input attributes were
linearly rescaled to between 0.0 and 1.0. The first 134
examples of the entire data set were used for the training
set, the following 68 examples for the validation set, and
the final 68 examples for the testing set. The error function
and experimental setup for the heart disease classification
problem were the same as for the breast cancer diagnosis,
except for the number of hidden nodes, which was generated
at random within the range of 3 to 5.
C. The Diabetes Data Set
The diabetes data set was constructed by Vincent Sigillito
from Johns Hopkins University. He collected the data set
by constrained selection of data from a large database held
by the National University of Diabetes and Digestive and
Kidney Disease. The selected data set represents the test
results of female patients of at least 21 years old and of
Pima Indian heritage living near Phoenix.
Each example contains eight input attributes: number of
times pregnant, plasma glucose concentration a 2 hours in an
oral glucose tolerance test, diastolic blood pressure, triceps
skin hold thickness, 2-hour serum insulin, body mass index,
diabetes pedigree function and age. The goal is to predict
whether a patient would diagnose positive for diabetes according to World Health Organization criteria given a number
of physiological measurements and medical test results. The
classification to be made between two classes, where the
class value one is considered as “tested positive for diabetes”
and class value two as “tested negative for diabetes”. There
are 500 examples of class one and 268 patterns of class two
in the data set.
The diabetes data set is difficult to classify, as the so-called
“class” value is a binarised form of another attribute which
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is itself “highly indicative of certain types of diabetes but
does not have a one to one correspondence with the medical
condition of being diabetic” [].
For the experimental setup, the first 384 examples of
diabetes data set were used for training set, the following 192
examples for the validation set and the final 192 patterns for
the testing set. The input attributes of the diabetes data set,
similar to the heart disease data set, was rescaled to between
0.0 and 1.0 by a linear function. The other initial parameters,
as well as the error function were the same as for the breast
cancer diagnosis, except for the number of hidden nodes,
which was generated at random within the range of 2 to 8.
D. The Thyroid Data Set
In order to classify the thyroid disease, we used the data
set referred to as “ann” from the UCI machine learning
repository. This data set consists of two files. The first file,
“ann-train.data” contains 3772 training examples. Another
one, “ann-test.data” contains 3428 testing examples. Each
example has 21 attributes (15 binary and 6 continuous). The
goal of this data set is to determine whether a patient is
hypothyroid. Therefore three classes are built: normal (not
hypothyroid), hyperfunction and subnormal functioning. The
problem is very challenging for any classifier, as 92 percent
of the patients are not hyperthyroid. This means that a good
classifier must be significantly better than 92%.
The data set from “ann-train.data” was divided into two
subsets: the first 2514 examples were used for the training
set, the rest in “ann-train.data” for the validation set. The
whole data from “ann-test.data” were used for the testing
set.
The error was measured according to the function in Eq.
(4). The other setup parameters were the same as for the
breast cancer diagnosis, except for the number of hidden
nodes, which was chosen uniformly at random within the
range of 6 to 15.
IV. R ESULTS
Tables I and II show the results of NWEA-evolves ANNs
over 30 runs for breast cancer diagnosis problem. The error
in Table II refers to the error defined by equation (4) and
the error rate indicates the percentage of wrong classified
examples. It is clear from both tables that NWEA produced
very compact ANNs which have high classification rates.
Thus, the smallest ANN had 0 hidden nodes and only 14
connections, while the average number of hidden nodes and
connections was 1.3 and 36, respectively.
The average performance of NWEA-evolved ANNs were
compared with the average results of EPNet [16] and the best
performances of an ANN constructive algorithm FNNCA
[17] and the hand-designed ANN,referred to as HDANNS
[15], obtained by trial-and-error. Table III reports the results
of the comparative study. Although the classification results
of NWEA-evolved ANNs are comparable to those of EPNet
and the best results of other algorithms, it is clear from Table
III that NWEA designs more compact ANNs. The average
number of hidden nodes in NWEA-evolved ANNs was 1.3

(the best result was 0), which is approximately 1.5 times
smaller than the average topology of EPNet (though the
smallest EPNet-evolved ANN had also 0 hidden nodes) and
the best network produced by FNNCA, and 4.6 times smaller
that the best ANN architecture developed by HDANNS. One
can argue that the size of the network is inessential once
its generalization accuracy is high; however this assertion
is correct for large or complex problems, where good generalization itself is a challenge. The breast cancer data set,
studied in this paper, due to small number of attributes is a
comparatively simple problem.
TABLE I
ANN ARCHITECTURES FOR

Connections
Hidden nodes
Generation

BREAST CANCER DIAGNOSIS

min
14
0
101

max
78
4
192

mean
36
1.3
139.1

TABLE II
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR BREAST CANCER

Training error
Training error rate
Validation error
Validation error rate
Testing error
Testing error rate

min
1.418
0.01698
0.052
0.00000
0.178
0.00000

max
3.650
0.04672
1.018
0.01072
3.546
0.03397

DIAGNOSIS

mean
2.722
0.03921
0.557
0.00547
1.413
0.01384

TABLE III
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR

THE BREAST

CANCER DIAGNOSIS

Algorithm
NWEA
EPNet
FNNCA (best result)
HDANNS (best result)

Hidden nodes
1.3
2.0
2.0
6.0

Testing error rate
0.01384
0.01376
0.0145
0.01149

The results of evolved ANN topologies and their generalization accuracy for heart disease diagnosis are presented
in Tables IV and V. The error and the error rate in Table
V are defined similarly as for the breast cancer problem.
The smallest ANNs evolved by NWEA had 28 connections
and 1 hidden node, while in average the created ANNs
had 88.4 connections and 4.3 hidden nodes. At the same
time the smallest error was 7.879% on the training set and
13.195% on the testing set, while the average rates of wrong
classifications were 12.477% and 15.165%, respectively.
In order to analyze the efficiency of the NWEA-based
networks the obtained results have been compared with
those of some algorithms, applied to ANNs’ construction for
heart disease problem. Table VI presents the generalization
results comparison among NWEA-based, EPNet, MSM1 [18]
and HDANNS algorithms. The average classification error,
reported by EPNet is 16.765%, which is worse than the
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average error rate of the NWEA-evolved ANNs. The GM algorithm [19] constructed RBF networks with 18.18% testing
error. The MSM, MSM1 and HDANNS algorithm reported
their best results of classification, i.e. 25.92%, 16.53% and
14.78%, respectively. These results are worse than the best
result achieved by the NWEA-based ANN, 13.195%.
TABLE IV
ANN ARCHITECTURES FOR

Connections
Hidden nodes
Generation

HEART DISEASE DIAGNOSIS

min
28
1
127

max
202
8
200

mean
88.4
4.3
172.2

TABLE VII
ANN ARCHITECTURES FOR

TABLE V
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR

Training error
Training error rate
Validation error
Validation error rate
Testing error
Testing error rate

HEART DISEASE DIAGNOSIS

min
7.489
0.07879
11.746
0.12124
10.126
0.13195

max
12.166
0.15184
14.301
0.19706
13.842
0.17997

node. At the same time the average number of EPNet-evolved
ANNs had 3.4 nodes, while the largest ANN had 6 hidden
nodes.
It is also interesting to look through the results of the
hand-designed ANNs tested by Prechelt in [15]. The smallest
testing error rate of 0.2135 (21.35%) reported in [15], was
achieved by the ANN with 8 hidden nodes. This result is
worse than the average result of NWEA-evolved ANNs over
30 runs, where the largest ANN developed by NWEA had 5
hidden nodes.

mean
11.007
0.12477
12.450
0.15935
12.266
0.15165

TABLE VI
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR

THE HEART

Connections
Hidden nodes
Generation

DIABETES DIAGNOSIS

min
22
1
83

max
49
5
173

mean
72.9
2.7
102.4

TABLE VIII
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR DIABETES DIAGNOSIS

Training error
Training error rate
Validation error
Validation error rate
Testing error
Testing error rate

min
14.723
0.14352
12.304
0.13882
13.137
0.16711

max
18.177
0.23934
14.129
0.19911
14.625
0.23418

mean
16.069
0.19827
13.026
0.16288
13.788
0.18074

DISEASE DIAGNOSIS

Algorithm
NWEA
EPNet
GM
MSM1 (best result)
MSM (best result)
BP (best result)
HDANNS (best result)

Hidden nodes
4.3
4.1
4.0

Testing error rate
0.15165
0.16767
0.1818
0.1653
0.2592
0.25
0.1478

Tables VII and VIII report the ANN topologies and the
classification results of ANNs evolved by NWEA for the
diabetes problem. Table IX compares the results of NWEAevolved ANNs with those produced by other algorithms
from [20]. All algorithms except EPNet, represent the best
algorithms tested among 23 techniques in [20], obtained by
utilizing 12-fold cross validation. It is clear from Table IX
that the NWEA evolved networks with better generalization
than the compared strategies. The average rate of wrong
classifications of NWEA-evolved ANNs was 18.074%, while
the testing error rate of other algorithms were not lower
than 22%. The best result produced by EPNet was 19.271%,
while the best error achieved by NWEA-evolved ANNs was
16.711%.
In terms of network size, the NWEA algorithm evolved
much more compact ANNs. The average ANN, produced
by NWEA had 2.7 hidden nodes, the largest - 5 nodes and
the smallest just 1 node. The smallest NWEA-evolved ANN
is comparable to that of EPNet, which also had 1 hidden

TABLE IX
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR

THE

DIABETES DIAGNOSIS

Algorithm
NWEA
EPNet
Logdisc
DIPOL92
Discrim
SMART
RBF
ITrule
BP
Cal5
CART
CASTLE
Quadisc

Hidden nodes
2.7
3.4
-

Testing error rate
0.18074
0.22379
0.223
0.224
0.225
0.232
0.243
0.245
0.248
0.250
0.255
0.258
0.262

The results of NWEA-based ANNs obtained for the
thyroid problem, are reported in Tables X and XI. The
minimal classification error on the testing set was 1.167%,
while the average result was 1.628%. Obviously, the NWEAevolved ANNs can be considered as a good classifier, as they
recognized correctly more than 92%. However, we compared
our results with those of NPNet, hand-designed ANN and
the genetic algorithm developed by Schiffmann et. al. [21]
to train multilayered ANNs. Table XII shows the comparison
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of the average results. The average error showed by NPNetevolved ANNs was 2.115% and the average error of Schiffmann’s GA was 2.5%. The comparing algorithms showed
following minimal testing errors on thyroid problem: EPNet
- 1.634%, Schiffmann’s GA - 2.5%, HDANNS - 1.278%.
Apparently, the minimal classification error of NWEA-based
ANNs is smaller than the minimal error of HDANNS, which
showed the best results among other compared methods.
The most compact ANN, obtained by EPNet had 3 hidden
nodes and 128 connections, while the average network had
5.9 hidden nodes and 219.6 connections []. According to
[], the minimal testing error 2.5% of the evolved ANNs
developed by Schiffmann’s best GA had 50 hidden nodes
and 278 connections. These results are even worse than those
showed by the worst ANN (i.e. ANN with most complex
topology), designed by EPNet and NWEA.

The evolution process aimed at finding an optimal set of
connection weights and an optimal (minimal) ANN topology.
The results indicated the NWEA algorithm as a very
promising methodology for ANNs training. For all four
tasks NWEA evolved good generalized ANNs, whose classification errors were either comparable with the results of
other learning approaches or outperformed them. Similar
results were obtained in terms of ANN topology. Due to
its complex searching mechanism, based on all important
characteristics of an individual, the proposed algorithm often
developed more simple ANN architectures in comparison to
other techniques.
In our future work we plan to extend the study by
considering not only medical classification problems. besides
that, we plan to apply the developed algorithm to continuous
tasks, e.g. prediction problems.

TABLE X

R EFERENCES

ANN ARCHITECTURES FOR

Connections
Hidden nodes
Generation

THYROID DIAGNOSIS

min
115
3
15

max
378
10
92

mean
181.6
4.9
52.6

TABLE XI
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR THYROID DIAGNOSIS

Training error
Training error rate
Validation error
Validation error rate
Testing error
Testing error rate

min
0.178
0.00326
0.361
0.00497
0.677
0.01167

max
0.685
0.01231
0.893
0.01244
1.162
0.01912

mean
0.389
0.00719
0.570
0.07341
0.896
0.01628

TABLE XII
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR

THE

THYROID DIAGNOSIS

Algorithm
NWEA
EPNet
HDANNS (best result)
Schiffmann’s (best result)

Hidden nodes
181.6
219.6
12
50

Testing error rate
0.01628
0.02115
0.01278
0.025

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied the application of the ANNs
evolved by the NWEA algorithm, to the classification problems. In contrast to the classical evolutionary learning approaches, the NWEA algorithm uses two modification components, responsible for the self-adaptation. These components represent the genotype and phenotype information,
derived from the genetic characteristics of individuals in the
population.
Four benchmark classification problems from the UCI
repository were used to evaluate the NWEA-evolved ANNs.
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Bi-Directional Subspace Decomposition in Classification
I. Skrypnyk
Department of Computer Science and Information Systems, University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland
Abstract - This paper proposes an approach to find
homogeneous regions in data with unstable feature
relevance in order to construct and combine local
predictive models for classification. The main challenge of
finding regions as sets of instances with associated set of
relevant features is to encompass search in the space of
instances and the space of features simultaneously.
Implementation of the proposed approach adopts local
neighborhood search to adjust feature weights iteratively
and then involves a weighted distance based grouping
procedure. Feature weights reflect local improvement of
class discrimination; specifically, they promote increased
density of the same-class instances while separating
instances from a different class. The proposed approach
shows a good potential to compete with ensemble feature
selection and sampling approaches that use a stochastic
component on data with unstable feature relevance and
lack of domain knowledge.
Keywords: Local Feature Weighting, Local Learning,
Ensemble Learning, Clustering, Learning Algorithms,
Data Mining

1

Introduction

In a variety of application domains data mining deals
with data sets having unstable feature relevance across the
set of instances with respect to class discrimination. This
problem is recognized by data mining, machine learning
and pattern recondition communities for over a decade.
The number of such domains has lately increased along
with improved abilities to collect, store and process data
[1]. Nowadays, massive data collections available for
analysis contain data gathered with redundancy and
accumulated during extended periods. Construction of
predictive models on such data involves many preprocessing efforts, yet data remain heterogeneous [2].
Dealing with feature-space heterogeneity, or unstable
feature relevance across the set of instances, often involves
decomposition into subproblems, combination of multiple
models as well as local learning, in particular, local feature
weighting.
Local weighting schemes have been initially
proposed for the class of local learning algorithms, such as
k-Nearest Neighbor [3, 4]. Various weighting schemes that
have been proposed, differ in constrains associated with
the definition of “locality”. Local weight varies as a
function of an instance in [5-7], or a feature value in [8].
To disadvantages of that feature-instance specific

approach, noisy instances cause improper distance
computations. In addition, large number of feature instance or feature value - instance specific weights
obscures contribution of a feature to class discrimination
on the entire set of instances [9]. At that time, the solution
was proposed in a form of a “global” distance function that
combines information of “local” functions [7] assuming
the fact that feature relevance varies in different parts of
the instance set. Other related techniques are described in
[10-12].
The above solutions were designed for “lazy
learning”, so that weight is calculated during prediction
with respect to oncoming new instance. This approach is
time-consuming and requires all data to be stored in the
memory at the time of prediction.
Lately, machine learning community made significant
progress in development of multi-model ensemble
techniques. Some of them manipulated feature subsets for
model construction [13], but still the component models
were constructed for the entire set of instances. Ensemble
techniques are based on different mechanisms of accuracy
boost and gain some advantages. However, studies
comparing feature subsets manipulating ensembles with
local weighting techniques on data with unstable feature
relevance yet to be performed.
Most recent studies addressed the problem of
unstable feature relevance in heterogeneous and spatial
databases [14, 15]. A proposed adaptive boosting
technique combined advantages of sampling ensemble
with localized feature selection and extraction in attempt to
cover local regions with multiple models. Combination of
sampling and feature subset manipulation in ensemble was
investigated in [16, 17], but was not applied to the
problems with unstable feature relevance.
Partitioning of data by means of a clustering
procedure in order to construct multiple predictive models
was successfully applied in [18]. The importance of
discovering structural data characteristics and geometric
data complexity for model construction was emphasized in
[19, 20].
This paper explores an approach to find local regions
with unstable feature relevance via local estimation of
class separability. Section 2 introduces definitions for
unstable feature relevance and homogeneous regions. An
optimization criterion based on the difference between
interclass and intraclass distances is described along with
the weight function derived from this criterion. Section 3
covers issues related to practical implementation of the
method, including search heuristics, parameters and
additional wrinkles. In Section 4, performance of the Local
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Selective Partitioning (LSP) method is explained on a
simple numerical example. Preliminary experiments on a
few benchmark data sets are described. We summarize
with conclusions in Section 5.

2

Distance and weight functions

This section briefly introduces a criterion for local
class discrimination, which can be viewed as a contextual
inverse exponential distance. This new metric brings closer
instances from the same class while moving away
instances of different classes, increasing class separability.
The weight function derived from the criterion puts
weights on a smaller number of features that can be
considered as locally relevant. This approach is related to
the subspace clustering technique COSA [30] as
introducing a new metric by the same principle, but in our
approach the basic assumptions does not work the same
way, as it deals with a classification task.
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Most of the feature merit measures evaluate features
independently, or take into account contribution of the
other features indirectly, as in [23]. The independency
assumption works in many cases. In other cases, individual
feature merit measure can be improved via evaluation of
feature’s discriminative power jointly with one or two
other features [24]. Feature subset merit measures provide
an alternative, but cannot be used to obtain weights
directly.
The main assumption to be verified in this paper is
whether adjustment of class discrimination in individual
features will result in increased interclass distances and
decreased intraclass distances overall. Thereafter, whether
increased interclass distances and decreased intraclass
distances in feature subspaces will promote distance-based
grouping of instances, and whether a distance-based
grouping procedure will be able to find the existing
groups.

2.2
2.1

Definition of a homogeneous region

In the literature heterogeneous data are referred to as
data with unstable feature relevance [2-9, 14, 15]. In other
words, discriminative power of features may vary across
the set of instances. As a rule, data used for analysis are
created by non-random processes and have some structure
related to class labels [19]. We assume, that homogeneous
regions, where feature relevance is stable, i.e. it’s measure
falls into a certain interval of values according to chosen
measurement scale, exist and could be estimated. As we
determine relevance of features according to their
contribution to class discrimination [21], it may vary
gradually. Irrelevant features are those that by their values
do not contribute to class discrimination. Thus, a
homogeneous region is a group of instances of the initial
data set, where contribution of each feature to class
discrimination is evenly distributed among all instances in
the group.
Having a feature merit measure applied over some
group A of instances, a profile of feature relevance for
this group can be created in form of a vector
 M ,  , M ,  , M  , where M A, p is a feature merit
A ,1

A, p

A,P

assigned to p th feature according to some measure [2].
Homogeneous regions than can be found comparing
profiles of feature relevance in different groups.
The property of non-random structured data in the
multidimensional space suggests that if some structure
exists in the P ' – dimensional subspace of P , P '  P , it
also exists in P ' n and P ' n subspaces [22], n  P .
Usually, we extend this assumption to n  2 . If the
proportion of irrelevant or random features in n is large,
data structure is destroyed.

An intraclass-interclass difference based
criterion
Let us denote l

p

the criterion component to

optimize in feature p , p  1 P over a subset (group) of
instances
l,
l  1 L , on the training set
 x1, y1  ,  ,  xM , yM  of size M , which includes C

classes, c  1 C . Class c includes M c instances and
group l includes M l instances of the training set.
The criterion component  l includes a distance between
p

p

two instances i and j in feature p , d i , j , which is
assigned a weight wi , j (pairwise weight). The optimal
p

P

weighting will promote optimization of  l    l . The
p

p 1

'

criterion Q takes form (1).
L

Q 
'

P

 
l 1

p

(1)

l

p 1

Distance between instances is calculated according to
a distance function chosen to reflect a particular analysis
goal. Numerous distance functions are suggested in the
literature for distance measures on individual features.
Some of them are considered in [28]. A normalized
Manhattan distance is used in this study for the sake of
simplicity and versatility.
A non-normalized Manhattan distance  i , j in a
p

continuous numeric p th feature for i th and j th instances,
without regard to their class membership, is defined in (2).
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 i , j  xi  x j
p

p

p

(2)

In (3) this distance is defined for discrete numeric
features, symbolic, and Boolean features.

0, if xip  x jp
 i, j  
1, otherwise.
p

distinguish d l , same , c and d l , diff , c in the criterion expression, a
p

class-membership function is introduced in (6). Then the
intraclass distance component of the criterion takes form
(7) and the interclass distance component of the criterion
takes form (8).

(3)

1, if xi and x j are in the same class
g  i, j   
0, otherwise

Normalization of  i , j by the magnitude of an interval
p

of values feature p takes on the training set, transfers the
distance into the interval [0…1]. Otherwise, contribution
of a feature taking values on a larger interval will be
overrated [28]. The component distance d i , j of Di , j is
p

d l , same , c 
p

d l , diff , c 
p

calculated according to (4).
p

di , j 

1

max  min
p

(4)
p

A weighted distance Di , j calculated in all features is
defined by (5), where the weights wi , j sum up to 1 over all
p

(6)

M c ,l M c ,l

  g  i, j  w

M c , l  M c , l  1

1

p

i, j

i 1

p

(7)

di , j

j 1

M c ,l M c ,l

M c , l  M c , l  1

 1  g  i, j   w

p

i, j

i 1

p

(8)

di , j

j 1

The criterion component  l

 i, j

p

p

(9) is an averaged

p

intraclass-interclass difference in a feature (10), where N c
is the number of “one-against-all” or “one-against-one”
class combinations and  is a parameter used to control
the impact of the interclass distance, [27] suggests   2 .

features.

 l   d l , same , c  d l , diff , c
p

P

Di , j 

w

p

i, j

p

(5)

di , j

p 1

l 
p

1

Nc M c

p

(9)

   d g  i, j   d 1  g  i, j   
Mc

2

p

Mc

p

p

i, j

i, j

(10)

i 1 j 1
i , j l

 l could be evaluated with an assumption about
p

independent contribution of features to class
discrimination. The search procedure that explores
neighborhood of each instance suggests  l

p

to be

presented via individual contribution of instances as a
distance from the instance to be evaluated to the
neighboring instances of the same and different class(es).
The intraclass distance d l , same , c in c th class, in p th
p

feature for an l th group of instances can be calculated as
an average distance over instances of the same class, where
M l , c is the number of instances of c th class in l th group.
The average interclass distance is calculated over all pairs
of instances from two different classes. In case C  2 ,
different class combinations can be evaluated as “oneagainst-all” or “one-against-one” and averaged over the
number of those combinations.
Criteria to evaluate class discrimination presented in
the literature are suggested for a set of instances, single
feature or subset of features. Most of them are based on
ratio or difference of interclass (between classes) and
intraclass (within class) distances. The difference criterion
function allows to present the weight function in a less
complicated form than the ratio criterion function [30], as
will be seen from the subsequent expressions. In order to

Alternatively, intraclass and interclass distances in
one feature for a group of instances can be calculated as an
average distance between two nearest neighbors of the
same class or different class [19, 29].
In (11) the criterion function is presented with
entropy-based regularization [30]. The regularization term

 wl ln wl shapes the criterion function, and parameter 
p

p

controls the degree of deformation caused by
regularization. A practical value for this parameter is

  0.2  0.5 [30]. wl is a feature weight equal for all
p

instances of a group.
1

 N  w 
L

Q

P

p

l

l 1

c

c

p
l

  wl ln wl
p

p



(11)

p 1

*

In order to find an optimal (minimal) solution E (11)
over all possible groupings E , the criterion function has to

w 

be investigated for extremum.

l

L

1

specifies a set of

feature weight vectors in groups.

 E ,w    arg  min  Q( E, w  )




L

l

1

L

E ,w l 1

L

l

1

(12)
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The criterion function argument w at the extremum
point can be obtained from (7), (8) and (11) by the first
derivative (13). This weight is related to a feature p with
respect to a group of instances l .

    lp 
p
wl  exp  

 


(13)

feature in a particular instance (single weight) wi follows
p

the same logic as for COSA’s weight function [30]. A
similar search strategy based on a local neighborhood is
also applied here. For a classification task this search
strategy will undergo some transformations that will be
mentioned during presentation of practical implementation.
The solution groups L  1,  , l are unknown and
complete enumeration of the candidates is impossible. A
particular search strategy is used to obtain a local
minimum of the criterion function, which is not always
coincides with the global minimum. Our method explores
local neighborhood of an instance in order to adjust single
weight assuming that all instances belong to the same
group. This local neighborhood is found using a certain
distance function and pairwise weights assigned to a
distance between to instances in a particular feature. In
[30] the weighted inverse exponential distance is obtained
from the regularized criterion function with a substitution
using f-mean. In our case, an averaged difference of
distances from the same and different class  l can be
p

considered as a measure of dispersion of distance
differences in one feature, in analogue to a measure of
dispersion of distances in [30]. After application of f-mean
the criterion takes form (14).


    lp 
Q c  
    exp    
l 1 N c
c
p 1 


1

P

(14)

Then, the quantity to be optimized, which is
essentially the difference of distances from the same and
different class, can be considered as a contextual weighted
exponential distance. It is a new metric that brings closer
instances from the same class while separating instances
from different classes in local regions. Contextual
weighted exponential distance (15) can be viewed as a
homogeneity measure of the instance space. More
theoretical details in obtaining this type of distance can be
found in [30].
 



Di , j   ln 



P


p 1

  ip 

  

wi , j exp  
p

p

p

local neighborhood, as shown in (16).

i 
p

1

K



j KNN  i 

 d i , j g  i , j   d i , j 1  g  i , j  
p

p

(16)

As the constraints of known groups L are not present
in (15), weights wi , j are the pairwise weights that have no
p

The reasoning in obtaining weight function for a

L

In (15)  i is an approximation of  l made using

(15)

group constraints (17). In order to provide a condition that
weights approximately sum up to 1 in all features inside a
group of instances (local neighborhood), the weight for
p th feature is normalized by the sum of weights over all
features.

   d ip, j g  i, j   d ip, j 1  g  i, j      
exp  




p
w i , j 
p'
p'
P





d
g
i
,
j
d
1
g
i
,
j
     (17)
  i , j   i , j 
 exp  

p ' 1


Pairwise weights (17) are not the same for all sameclass or different-class instance pairs in a local
neighborhood, but the set of features for which pairwise
weights are large for all instances in the neighborhood
tends to be a super set of those for which actual solution
weights should be large. This assumption is illustrated later
on a synthetic example and it holds true.
Fig. 1 shows that the pairwise weight for same-class
instances increases as the distance between these instances
decreases.
Fig. 2 shows that the pairwise weight for instances
from different classes decreases as the distance between
these instances increases.
For a clustering task in [30] intersections of highly
weighted feature subsets in two different groups are not
p
p
allowed. Thus, single weight wi (18) substitutes w i , j , in
order to calculate pairwise weight wi , j , which would be
p

calculated as a maximum of single weights in each feature
adjusted by the sum of weights in all features (19).
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Figure 1. Function of pairwise weights with respect to the
distance between same-class instances,   0.5 ,   2 .

group often appear among K neighbors. This will be
further referred to as error_1. In order to explain error_1
one have to consider mean and standard deviation in
values of relevant and irrelevant features. Class conditional
distribution of feature values suggests a non-zero
probability of appearance of the different-group instances
in the neighborhood by virtue of irrelevant features. Small

 l requires all intraclass distances to be small and all
p

Figure 2. Function of pairwise weights with respect to the
distance between instances of different classes,   0.5 ,   2 .

  ip 

  

wi  exp  
p



 exp  
p ' 1

  max  w
P

wi , j  max wi , w j
p

  ip ' 

  

P

p

p

p'

i

p'

, wj

(18)



(19)

p ' 1

In order to distinguish all different weights mentioned

interclass distances to be large, while irrelevant features
contribute to these distances calculation. Initially, all
weights are equal.
We suggest a “purification” procedure that removes
instances from a different group from a local
neighborhood. This procedure is based on a leave-one-out
principle. Setting K to a relatively small value makes
possible evaluation of instances one by one. In the
experiments all instances with the same distance as the Kth
neighbor are included, K  M as in [30]. Every time
one neighbor is removed from the neighborhood, mean and
standard deviation of feature values in the group is
calculated for continuous features or variance reduction for
nominal features. Variance Vz

for nominal features is

p



 is a

so far, further we assume that single weights wi are found

calculated as shown in (20), (21), where P x j  vt

by the search procedure in order to approximate weights in

posterior probability of instance j taking value vt in a

p

the actual groups wl , while pairwise weights wi , j are
p

p

 

needed in distance calculation Di , j in order to find a local
neighborhood of an instance i .

3

Implementation step by step

3.1

Adaptation of weights using local
neighborhood

Application of a local neighborhood search for
weights adaptation assumes that majority or all neighbors
belong to the same group. In practice, this assumption can
only be verified on a benchmark data set with known
group membership for all instances. Preliminary
experiments have shown, that instances from a different

p

p

feature p , T is the number of all possible nominal values
a feature p takes on the training set. For multiclass data
sets impurity reduction is calculated for every class
separately. Majority of instances in the neighborhood
belong to the same class.



K

This section describes the Local Selective
Partitioning method based on the intraclass / interclass
difference. Implementation and testing revealed several
important issues crucial for the method’s success, such as
the error in weight calculation using local neighborhood,
intersection of distance intervals in different groups,
necessity of pre-estimation of the distance-based radius
parameter for DBSCAN used as a grouping procedure.
Along with the solutions to overcome these obstacles, this
section details implementation of this method as a multiclassifier technique.

p

Vz    I zkNN  i  log I zkNN  i 
p

p

p



(20)

z 1

I zkNN  i  
p

1

K 1

 Px
K 1
T

t 1

p
j

 vt

p



(21)

j 1

A profile of impurity reduction in every feature and
every neighbor instance is created. If removal of a
particular instance causes impurity reduction in any
feature, it becomes a candidate for final removal from the
neighborhood.
Preliminary experiments on synthetic data has shown
that this purification procedure has successfully removed
all instances from a different group from a neighborhood,
and sometimes remained instances that belong to the same
group as the target instance. Nevertheless, error in weight
calculation was reduced removing these instances.
As the goal of purification procedure is to reduce
variance, it can be also reduced for irrelevant features and
they are assigned higher weights. It is experimentally
verified, that this could also happen without purification,
which proves the claim in Subsection 2.2 that there will be
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more highly weighted features than should be, but all
relevant features will be among them.
Still, impact of highly weighted irrelevant features
causes intersection of distance interval for instances of the
same class and same group and distance interval for
instances of the same class and different group. This will
be further referred to as error_2. As a result, DBSCAN
would assign all instances of the same class to one group,
which is wrong.
In order to remove this negative impact, pairwise
weights (19) should be calculated differently. If highly
weighted features mostly coincide for two instances,
minimum of feature weights is used in (19) instead of
maximum, as these two instances are likely belong to the
same group, and distance between them should be
decreased using smaller weights in every feature,
disregarding their class membership.
We apply the Importance Profile Angle (IPA)
measure [2] (22) for weight vectors in order to determine
the extent to which profiles of feature importance differ.
IPA = 0.5 is used as a threshold. If IPA  (0, 0.5], profiles
of feature weights mostly coincide; if IPA  (0.5, 1) – vice
versa.


P

 wip w jp
2

p 1
IPAi , j  arccos 
1
1

P
2
2
 P
p 2  
p 2 
    wi      w j  
  p 1
  p 1










(22)

In order to enhance the result, in the experiments
weighted distances between every pair of instances were
additionally multiplied by (IPA + 1), where IPA is
computed for single weight vectors of these instances.
The preliminary experiments have shown that error_1
is greater than error_2, and correction of error_2 only does
not eliminate the problem. Application of neighborhood
purification and IPA-guided pairwise weight calculation
distance discrepancy was greatly improved on a synthetic
data set (Section 4).
In order to avoid group intersections, [30]
recommends that subsets of highly weighted features in
different groups should not intersect. It is suggested to take
maximal of single weights in pairwise weight computation
(19). However, in classification tasks globally relevant
features are common, and they should not be ignored.
During single weight computations in a local
neighborhood some instances may appear with equally
distributed feature weights. Such instances should be
assigned to a separate group at this stage and removed
form the local neighborhood.

3.2

Grouping using density-based clustering

A grouping procedure has instances with assigned
weights in every feature as an input. At the output it
produces group labels for every instance. As the goal of
weighting is non-intersecting or minimally intersecting
distance intervals for inrtaclass distances at different
groups, a grouping procedure succeeds if weighting
succeeded.
Earlier experiments have shown that two different
distance-based grouping procedures (DBSCAN and
Adherence Mapping) were able to identify components of
the groups, which mostly contain instances of the same
class. However, without purification of the neighborhood
and IPA-guided pairwise weight calculation all same-class
instances are assigned to the same group, which was not
correct.
Density based clustering technique DBSCAN [31] is
capable of finding arbitrary shaped clusters and handling
noisy outliers. Each cluster is defined as a maximal set of
density-connected
instances.
DBSCAN
requires
specification of two parameters: (1) maximum radius of the
neighborhood,  , and (2) minimum number of instances in
the  -neighborhood of a target instance, minPoints. This
method presumes that each cluster has a typical density of
instances in the multi-dimensional feature space, which is
considerably higher than outside of the cluster. It is also
assumed that density within the area of noise is lower than
the density in any of the clusters.
Given the parameters, the cluster is constructed in
two steps: (1) an arbitrary core instance (seed) is chosen as
an instance whose  -neighborhood includes at least
minPoints instances, (2) all density-reachable instances
from the core instance are retrieved as all instances in the
 -neighborhood of a seed core instance along with the
chain of instances that reside within  -neighborhood of
each other and connect to some core instance. Then, all
unreached instances qualify for noise. Evidentially, the
number of instances assigned a “noise” label drastically
depends on the mutually related parameters  and
minPoints, which convey data structure characteristics.
Without careful pre-estimation of these parameters the
method becomes ineffective, especially for those
application, where “noise” is not expected and not
acceptable as a result.
Parameter pre-estimation helps to minimize the noise
and makes DBSCAN suitable for weighted distance based
grouping. After the last iteration of single weights
calculation with purification and IPA-guided pairwise
weight calculation, we recorded a distance to the Kth
nearest neighbor for every instance calculated with new
weights. The median value of these distances is used as  ,
minPoints = 2. This threshold worked in our experiments,
as instances in the local neighborhood after purification all
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belong to the same group, and mostly all of them belong to
the same class.
Unfortunately, even with pre-estimated parameters
for DBSCAN it was not possible to avoid a noise group,
but pre-estimation helped minimizing the noise group.
Instances from the noise group do not participate in
construction of base classifiers. Group joining is performed
according to IPA between weight vectors in subgroups. A
group is joined with the smallest IPA group if the IPA
threshold is not exceeded.
Capacity of a group should be reasonably large in
order to construct a predictive model. Thus, minority
groups containing less than M min instances should be
joined with other groups according to IPA, as described
above. The parameter M min is different for every data set
and can be specified manually based on the preliminary
experiments or during the validation stage. Unbalanced
class representation can be minimized joining subgroups.

3.3

Feature selection for groups description

Now group descriptions are obtained as enumeration
of instances from the training set and assigned feature
weights. In order to build a predictive a model for each
group, feature selection should be performed by means of
feature weighting, or feature weights should be given
directly to some distance-based learning model, such as kNearest Neighbor.
Before group feature selection is performed, features
having constant values inside the group and features,
whose values vary at about 99.1% (default WEKA’s
threshold [32]), should be removed as useless.
Feature selection can be performed by translation of
continuous weights distributed on the interval [0…1] into
binary weights {0,1}. Different approaches to select
features based on their ranked merit estimates or weights
were proposed such as, for example, in [26]. It can be also
performed establishing the weight cut-off value computed
as a median for a ranked weight set. Then, features with
weights above the cut-off values will be retained.
In our experiments the cut-off value was obtained as
a median of averaged feature weights in groups.

3.4

Group membership for unclassified
instances

As the group memberships are established for all
training instances and models are built for every group, the
next step is to select an appropriate model for unclassified
instances. In order to obtain a group membership for a new
instance

 xq , ? 

feature filters of every group l  1 L

should be subsequently applied to this instance and the

distance between new instance and all instances in every
group should be found (23).
In order to minimize possible error associated with
the cut-off value for feature selection, we used group
weights in calculation of (23) instead of feature selection,
which were used as pairwise weights.
Dq , l 
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p
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Group membership for the new instance is then
defined by (24).
yq

 min

D 
q ,l

(24)

Since the group membership is identified, a model
constructed for the closest group should be applied to
classify a new instance. Among the candidate groups, the
one with globally relevant features should be considered,
while the noise group should be ignored.

4

Experimental testing of LSP

Performance of the LSP method is demonstrated on a
small manually computable synthetic data set in order to
show weights computation using K-Nearest Neighbor
based search heuristic and distribution of distances in
groups and their pure-class components. After that,
performance is studied on benchmark data sets, where
features are expected to exhibit unstable feature relevance
to some extent. In a prospect of future comparative study,
performance of random subspace and boosting methods is
provided as well.

4.1

Weights and separation of distances

The most critical part of the entire finding local
groups process is performance of a distance-based
clustering method or the other grouping method used in
distance computation. Grouping depends on the success of
weights distribution, which changes distribution of
distances among presumptive groups. In order to identify
groups correctly the distance intervals associated with each
group should not intersect, or intersect minimally. In order
to demonstrate weights and distances distribution, let us
consider synthetic manually computable example. The data
set includes 2 groups, 6 binary features, 27 instances (12 in
the 1st group, 14 in the 2nd group), and 2 classes uniformly
distributed in groups. Features f1 , f 2 & f3 are relevant
for the first group and take uniformly distributed random
values in the second group; features f 4 , f5 & f 6 are
relevant for the second group and take uniformly
distributed random values in the first group.
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Table 1 shows local neighborhood for each instance,
which include instances of the same and different group.
Instances in the neighborhood referenced by their original
training set indexes. Candidates for deletion found by the
neighborhood purification procedure are highlighted. The
purification procedure has succeeded in deleting all
instances from a different group that would distort weights.
Some instances from the same group have been deleted as
well (underlined), but more importantly, after this step
local neighborhood of each instance indeed contains only
instances from the same group. All neighbors are from a
different class as their distances have a negative sign
according to (15).
Due to purification of the neighborhood some
irrelevant features have small variance in the sample and
obtained high weight as shown in Table 2. They may
become a source of error during computation of pairwise
weights and distances. This error is corrected by choosing
maximal weight of two single weights for a pairwise
weight in case of IPA>0.5 between single weight vectors
and minimal of two single weights otherwise (Subsection
3.1). In order to enhance the effect, all weighted distances
are multiplied by (IPA + 1), where IPA is measured
between weight vectors.
Weighted distances between instance pairs of the
same class and the same group, same class and different
group, are shown in Table 3. In order to save space, only
instance pairs of class 0 are shown. Distances between
instances of the same class, same group appear in the
interval [0.01…0.05], while distances between instances of
the same class, different group appear in the interval
[0.13…0.66]. Before neighborhood purification and IPAguided pairwise weight calculation the corresponding
intervals were intersecting.
Weighted distances were given as an input for
DBSCAN included to Weka [32]. DBSCAN with the preestimated radius parameter  =0.0165 assigns instances
#0-5 to the subgroup #1 and instances #12-18 to the
subgroup #3. Instances #6-11 and #19-25 are assigned to
the subgroups # 2 and #4 accordingly.
Subgroups #1 and group #2 are joined with IPA=
0.2882. Subgroups #3 and group #4 are joined with IPA=
0.3148. Features selected for group #1 are #0-2 with the
cut-off value 0.1667; features selected for group #2 are #35 with the cut-off value 0.1754.
Table 1. Instances in k-NN neighborhood, k = 5.
#

k-NN neighborhood

#

k-NN neighborhood

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

11, 8, 10, 9, 7, 25, 23, 20
10, 11, 9, 25, 23, 20, 6
9, 10, 6, 11, 7, 25, 23, 20
8, 11, 7, 25, 23, 20, 10
7, 8, 6, 11, 9, 25, 23, 20
6, 9, 7, 25, 23, 20, 10
5, 2, 4, 17, 14, 12, 3
4, 5, 3, 0, 2, 17, 14, 12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

24, 21, 23, 25, 22
23, 24, 19, 25, 21, 20, 6, 10
22, 25, 20, 21, 24
21, 24, 19, 22, 25, 23
20, 22, 19, 25, 23, 21, 6, 10
19, 23, 21, 20, 24
18, 14, 16, 17, 15
17, 15, 18, 16, 1, 14, 12, 5

8
9
10
11
12

21
22
23
24
25

3, 4, 0, 17, 14, 12, 5
2, 5, 1, 4, 0, 17, 14, 12
1, 2, 0, 17, 14, 12, 5
0, 3, 1, 4, 2, 17, 14, 12
25, 22, 24, 23, 6, 21, 20, 10

16, 18, 13, 15, 17, 14
15, 17, 12, 16, 18
14, 18, 13, 17, 16, 1, 12, 5
13, 16, 14, 12, 18
12, 15, 13, 17, 16, 14, 1, 5

Table 2 demonstrates single weights wi obtained
p

using purified local neighborhood.
Table 2. Single feature weights for the synthetic example.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

w6

0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.015
0.032
0.015
0.032
0.015
0.042
0.032
0.234
0.042
0.041
0.234
0.015
0.032
0.015

0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.042
0.234
0.015
0.234
0.041
0.015
0.234
0.032
0.015
0.015
0.032
0.015
0.032
0.042

0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.222
0.293
0.015
0.032
0.042
0.032
0.041
0.015
0.032
0.032
0.015
0.041
0.032
0.042
0.234
0.015

0.040
0.082
0.040
0.030
0.040
0.030
0.222
0.040
0.222
0.040
0.082
0.040
0.309
0.234
0.309
0.234
0.301
0.309
0.234
0.234
0.309
0.301
0.234
0.309
0.234
0.309

0.040
0.222
0.040
0.082
0.040
0.222
0.030
0.040
0.082
0.040
0.222
0.040
0.309
0.234
0.309
0.234
0.301
0.309
0.234
0.234
0.309
0.301
0.234
0.309
0.234
0.309

0.040
0.030
0.040
0.222
0.040
0.082
0.082
0.040
0.030
0.040
0.030
0.040
0.309
0.234
0.309
0.234
0.301
0.309
0.234
0.234
0.309
0.301
0.234
0.309
0.234
0.309

Table 3. Contextual weighted inverse exponential distance
calculations for the synthetic example, class 0.
#
0
1
2
3
4
5
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0 1
- 0.01
0.01 0.02 0.01
0.01 0.04
0.01 0.04
0.04 0.01
0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21
0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21
0.66 0.32
0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21

2 3
0.02 0.01
0.01 0.04
- 0.04
0.04 0.02 0.01
0.01 0.05
0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21
0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21
0.66 0.32
0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21

4
5
0.01 0.04
0.04 0.01
0.02 0.01
0.01 0.05
- 0.01
0.01 0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21
0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21
0.66 0.32
0.26 0.13
0.37 0.21

12
0.26
0.13
0.26
0.13
0.26
0.13
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02

13 14
0.37 0.26
0.21 0.13
0.37 0.26
0.21 0.13
0.37 0.26
0.21 0.13
0.01 0.01
- 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.02
0.01 0.01
0.02 0.01
0.02 0.01

15 16
0.37 0.66
0.21 0.32
0.37 0.66
0.21 0.32
0.37 0.66
0.21 0.32
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.01
0.02 0.01
- 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.01
0.02 0.01

17
0.26
0.13
0.26
0.13
0.26
0.13
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

18
0.37
0.21
0.37
0.21
0.37
0.21
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
-

Classification accuracy for this synthetic example is
out of focus as it was designed to be simple in order to
verify LSP weights calculation. LSP and WEKA’s
classifiers IB1 or J48 all produce 100% training accuracy
on this data set.
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4.2

Experiments on the benchmark data sets

The benchmark data sets used in the experiments are
taken from the UCI Machine Learning repository [33].
They have been selected according to availability of some
domain knowledge related to unstable feature relevance.
The classification problem is to associate a given
silhouette as one of four types of vehicle (double decker
bus, Chevrolet van, Saab 9000, and an Opel Manta 400),
using a set of 18 numerical features extracted from the
silhouette. This particular combination of vehicles was
chosen with the expectation that the bus, van and either
one of the cars would be readily distinguishable, but it
would be more difficult to distinguish between the cars.
This data set exemplifies a variation of class heterogeneity,
where the rules to distinguish between a car and the bus
are quite different from those needed to distinguish
between the cars, or between the bus and the van.
The Vowel data set represents the problem of speaker
independent recognition of the eleven steady state vowels
of British English using a specified training set. There are
15 individual speakers, male and female, each saying each
vowel 6 times. The vowels are indexed by integers 0-10.
For each utterance, there are ten floating-point input
values, with array indices 0-9 used as features. Contextual
information is provided by two contextual features speaker's gender and identity, but for the experiments they
were removed. This data set exemplifies a variation of
feature space heterogeneity where grouping of instances at
homogeneous regions may depend on the values of
contextual features.
This data set consists of the instances representing all
legal 8-ply positions in the game of Connect-4 in which
neither player has won yet, and in which the next move is
not forced. From these positions it is necessary to predict
either win/loss for the first player, or draw. The board
contains 6 rows numbered from 1 to 6, and 7 columns
marked form a to g. Each cell of the board is represented
by a feature having three possible values: x – the first
player has taken, o – the second player has taken, and b –
blank. The data set used in the experiments contains 236
instances sampled from the original data set. The data set
has highly unbalanced class representation, win/loss/draw
as 189/39/11.
Decomposition into 17 subproblems has been
performed manually considering grouping of instances
according to typical combinations of neighboring cells
taken. For example, subproblem 4 is composed from the
instances representing positions having 1x4 (d1-d2-d3-d4)
cells taken among 8-ply positions, while subproblem 17
represents positions where no more than 2 neighboring
cells are taken. Two subproblems of 17 were included into
the data sample, subproblems 6 and 10.
Table 5 summarizes classification accuracies for
WEKA’s J48 decision tree, which is also used as a base

classifier in the Random Subspace Method (RSM),
AdaBoostM1, MultiClass classifier, and LSP.
Table 5. Contextual weighted inverse exponential distance
calculations for the synthetic example, class 0.
10-folds CVM accuracy, %

Data set

#
classes

# features

J48

CON
VEH
VOW

3
4
11

42
18
10

77.97
72.58
80.90

RSM
80.08
74.94
90.40

Ada- Multi
BoostM1 Class
77.97
76.00
91.41

80.08
69.62
76.56

LSP
80.08
67.96
65.65

The experiments show that accuracy of LSP is
degraded when all instances were assigned to a single
group, as in case of VOW and VEH data sets. Then
accuracy is explained by feature selection by means of
weighting, which in this study is performed with a cut-off
value.

5

Conclusion

In practical tasks with unstable feature relevance,
some features weaken their importance locally rather than
becoming completely irrelevant. Data collections often
include redundant information, but missing information
will be unlikely substituted by random values. Thus, it is
expected that locally irrelevant features will not cause a
severe distortion of distances, which considerably affects
weight computations and distance-based grouping.
We have suggested a possibility to obtain groups of
instances with improved class separability in subspaces
evaluating independent contribution of each feature to
class discrimination in local neighborhood. However, the
success of this technique depends on many factors and may
be deteriorated at different steps. Further studies will cover
selection of the criterion function, procedure of search for
the local minima, distance functions, regularization
techniques, improved feature selection by means of feature
weighting, performance of clustering or other grouping
methods with weighted distances, and parameter preestimation. There are risks associated with errors on every
stage that should be estimated. Some efforts should be paid
to make this technique less computationally expensive and
resource consuming, as it likely becomes unusable for
large-scale applications. Nevertheless, the preliminary
results obtained to support this study and results by other
researchers on the related approaches to tackle featurespace heterogeneity are favorable. This study contributes
uncovering many important issues and suggesting
directions for further research.

6
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Simple Method for Interpretation of High-Dimensional
Nonlinear SVM Classification Models
Vladimir Cherkassky, Fellow, IEEE and Sauptik Dhar
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis MN 55455 USA

Abstract - Many applications in machine learning involve
modeling sparse high dimensional data. Examples include
application of predictive models in high dimensional microarray data, or in brain imaging studies using magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). A typical problem in such a
setting is the understanding of the multivariate models
estimated from the data, especially nonlinear highdimensional models such as Support Vector Machines
(SVM). In this paper we present a simple graphical method
for interpreting such high-dimensional models and illustrate
its effectiveness for improved understanding of SVM models
and for analyzing new learning setting called Universum
SVM.
Keywords: Interpretation of black box models, model
selection, support vector machines, univariate histogram of
projections, Universum learning.

1

Introduction

Modeling sparse high dimensional data is common in
machine learning applications, and, in particular, in
biomedical applications. For example, in micro-array data or
brain imaging studies using magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) where the dimension (d) of each samples is quite
large in comparison to the number of samples (n). Such highdimensional settings pose new challenges for classification
methods. Most learning methods developed in statistics,
machine learning and data mining, such as decision trees,
MARS, discriminant analysis, support vector machines, and
AdaBoost, follow standard inductive learning problem
setting [1-3].These techniques have been successfully used in
many real-life applications [4]. Another approach to
handling ill-posed high-dimensional classification problems
is to adopt new non-standard learning formulations that
incorporate a priori knowledge about application data and/or
the goal of learning directly into the problem formulation
(see [1], [5]). Examples include:
•
•
•
•

Transduction. [5, 6]
Inference through Contradictions. [5]
Learning with Structured Data. [5]
Multi-task Learning. ([7-9]).

This work was supported by NSF grant ECCS-0802056 and by the BICB
grant from the University of Minnesota, Rochester.

These new learning settings reflect properties of real-life
applications, and can result in improved generalization.
However their acceptance by practitioners is hindered by
their poor interpretation capability. Thus a simple graphical
representation for such multivariate high-dimensional models
is essential for their understanding and acceptance.
Recent approaches aimed at improved understanding of
SVM classifiers include a number of standard visualization
and graphical techniques originally developed in statistics
and later adapted for SVM interpretation [10-12]. These
methods follow a traditional statistical approach of
identifying a few 'important' low-dimensional projections,
and this may place a heavy burden on a human modeler
trying to examine large number of possible projections. In
many cases these methods are limited to linear kernels ([10,
11]) or put additional constraints upon the type of kernels
used [12]. Further, these visualization methods are generalpurpose, and they do not utilize many critical aspects of
SVM classifiers, such as the soft-margins. Much can be
understood from the visualization of how the data is oriented
w.r.t. the soft-margins. In this paper we present a very simple
graphical method called the “univariate histogram of
projections” which can be used for many SVM-based
methods, and demonstrate its practical utility for several
representative data sets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
brief description of the univariate histogram of projections
for both linear and non-linear SVM models. Section 3
describes how the proposed method can be used for SVM
models with unbalanced data and unequal misclassification
costs. Section 4 describes the utility of univariate histogram
of projections for analyzing new SVM-based methodology
called Universum Learning, or Inference through
Contradiction [5]. Finally, the summary is presented in
Section 5.

2

Univariate histogram of Projections

Classification methods specify (nonlinear) decision
boundary in the space of input variables. This decision
boundary is estimated from available training data, but is
intended for classifying future (or test) input samples. For
high-dimensional data, understanding and interpretation of
both the training data and the estimated decision boundary is
challenging, because (a) human intuition fails for such
settings, and (b) high-dimensional sparse data sets have
properties that are very different from low-dimensional
settings [1].So we propose simple graphical representation of
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the training data and SVM decision boundary (estimated
from this data) via the “univariate histogram of projections”.
Univariate Histogram of Projections ~ is the histogram of
the projection values of the data samples onto the normal
direction (weight vector) of the SVM decision boundary.
Such a histogram is obtained via the following three steps:a. Estimate standard SVM classifier for a given (labeled)
training data set. Note that this step includes optimal
model selection, i.e. tuning of SVM parameters
(regularization parameter, kernel); (see Fig 1a).
b. Generate low-dimensional representation of training
data by projecting it onto the normal direction vector
of the SVM hyperplane estimated in (a); (see Fig 1b).
c. Generate the histogram of the projected values
obtained in (b). (see Fig 1c).

It may be noted that the idea of projecting the data onto
the normal direction given by w, is very similar to Fisher's
Linear Discriminant Analysis, except that in this case the
decision boundary is derived via nonlinear SVM. In Fig. 1c,
SVM decision boundary is marked as zero, and the margin
borders for positive/negative classes are marked,
respectively, as +1/-1. Visual analysis of this univariate
histogram of projections can be helpful for understanding
high-dimensional data. For example, consider linear decision
boundary for the synthetic Noisy Hyperbolas data set in Fig
2a. The projected values shown graphically in Fig. 2b are
calculated analytically using linear SVM model as shown in
Fig 2a and then the histogram of the projection of training
samples onto the normal weight vector (w) are generated as
shown in Fig 2b. The projected values for the two classes
overlap, and this is consistent with the fact that the training
samples are not linearly separable as seen from Fig 2a.
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For non-linear SVM kernels, the projected values

f (x) are calculated by using the kernel representation in the
dual space. In this case, the projection of training
sample x k onto the normal direction of the nonlinear SVM
decision
as

boundary

f (x k )

i

i

is

expressed

yi K (xi , xk ) b . For example, consider

nonlinear decision boundary for the synthetic Noisy
Hyperbolas data set in Fig 3a. Using nonlinear RBF kernel

K (x, x ') exp

of the form

x x'

2

with optimally

tuned parameters yields SVM decision boundary shown in
Fig 3a, and the corresponding histogram of projections in Fig
3b.

To illustrate this point, consider the sparse high
dimensional MNIST handwritten digit data set [13], where
training data samples represent handwritten digits 5 and 8,
and the goal is to estimate binary classifier for discriminating
these two digits. Each sample is represented as a real-valued
vector of size 28*28=784. On average, 22% of the input
features are non-zero which makes this data also sparse. For
this example we use the following setting:- No. of training samples= 1000. (500 per class)
- No. of validation samples =1000. (This independent
validation set is used for Model selection).
- No. of Test samples = 1866.
- Dimension of each sample= 784 (28*28).
- Range of parameters for RBF SVM model selection.
C~[0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 100], and γ~ [2 -8, 2-6… 22, 24].

0.9

For this data set, the univariate histogram of projection for
the training samples as shown in Fig 4a. From Fig 4a we
observe that the training samples are well separable in this
optimally chosen RBF kernel space. This is typically the case
for high dimension low sample size (HDLSS) setting, where
the training samples are generally well separable in some
optimally chosen kernel space. Of course, this property holds
only for the training samples. The separability of the training
samples does not imply separability for the test samples. This
is illustrated in Fig 4b where the projections of test samples
are not well separable.
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Fig 3b clearly shows that the training samples are well
separable using nonlinear decision boundary shown in Fig.
3a. In this case, the histogram does not add much to
understanding, because separability of this two-dimensional
data is evident from Fig. 3a. However, visual representation
of high-dimensional data in the original input space, similar
to Fig. 3a, is impossible, so the histogram representation
becomes very useful.
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(b) Histogram of projections of MNIST test data onto normal direction
of RBF SVM decision boundary. Test set size ~ 1866 samples.
Fig.4. Univariate Histogram of projections for training/test samples for
MNIST handwritten digits data set.
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3

Histograms of
unbalanced data

projections

for

Many practical applications use unbalanced data and
different misclassification costs. This is common in most
biomedical applications, fraud detection etc. Here
„unbalanced data‟ refers to the fact that the number of
positive samples is much smaller than negative ones. Also,
for such data sets, the cost of false negative errors C fn is
typically set higher than that of false positives C fp . In this
case, the ratio of misclassification costs is specified based on
application-domain requirements [1].
In such a setting the quality of a classifier is estimated by
its weighted classification error for test samples, with
weights given by the misclassification costs, i.e.

weighted _ test _ error

C fp Pfp C fn Pfn

(1)

Pfp and Pfn denote the probability of false positives

where

and false negatives in the test set respectively [1]. In this
case, the univariate histogram of projection can be quite
helpful for interpreting the SVM models. Further such a
simple graphical representation can also help the non expert
SVM users (viz. clinicians and biomedical researchers) to
interpret the black-box predictive SVM models, which in
turn could make them acceptable in the medical research
community.
As an example we consider a recent study of SVM
predictive modeling of Transplant-Related Mortality (TRM)
for Blood-and-Marrow Transplant patients [14]. In this
study, the goal of modeling was to predict patient‟s survival
(alive or dead) one year post-transplant. The data has records
of 301 patients from a clinical study performed at the
University of Minnesota. This data set has 221 samples
labeled „alive‟ and 75 samples labeled „dead‟, i.e. the ratio of
alive-to-dead samples is 3:1. Further, ratio of
misclassification costs used in the study was 1:4 or 1:3. The
prediction accuracy of classifier is measured using the
weighted test error (1).
model1
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TP = 62
FP = 56
P_error_rate = FP/(TP+FP)=0.47
FN = 13 TN = 170
N_error_rate = FN/(TN+FN)=0.07
Fig. 5. Univariate histogram of projections for high-dimensional data.
Negative samples (~ Alive) are shown in gray, positive (~Dead) in
black. False positives and false negative errors are indicated as grayshaded and black-shaded areas, respectively

Here we reproduce (in Fig. 5) the univariate histogram of
projections for 14-dimensional SVM model for predicting
TRM [14]. This figure illustrates unbalanced class
distributions, and the effect of unequal misclassification
costs on the performance of SVM classifier. In particular, as
shown in Fig. 5, the error rate of patients classified as
negative (Alive) is small (~7%), whereas the error rate of
patients classified as positive (Dead) is large (~47%). Such a
dichotomy is common for many practical problems with
unbalanced data sets. Thus the proposed technique of
univariate projections can also enable improved
understanding of the bias of the SVM models for unbalanced
data with unequal costs.

4

Conditions for effectiveness of
Universum Learning

Sparse high-dimensional setting poses new challenges for
classification methods. To this end we have seen the
emergence of several non-standard learning formulations.
One such learning method is „inference through
contradictions‟ or Universum learning [5, 6]. This idea was
mainly introduced to incorporate a priori knowledge about
admissible data samples into the learning process. These
additional unlabeled data samples (called virtual examples or
the Universum) are used along with labeled training samples,
to perform an inductive inference. Note that the Universum
samples are not real training samples; however they reflect a
priori knowledge about application domain. For example, if
the goal of learning is to discriminate between handwritten
digits 5 and 8, one can introduce additional „knowledge‟ in
the form of other handwritten digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9.
These examples from the Universum contain certain
information about handwritten digits, but they cannot be
assigned to any of the two classes (5 or 8). Detailed
mathematical formulation of Universum learning, aka
Universum SVM (U-SVM), can be found in [1,5,6].
Universum SVM formulation can be viewed as a
generalization of standard SVM classification formulation.
U-SVM setting is more complex, as it has more tunable
parameters than standard SVM. So an important practical
question is to formulate the conditions that enable improved
prediction performance of U-SVM vs. standard SVM.
Recent papers [15] and [16] report such simple conditions
for the effectiveness of Universum Learning for HDLSS
setting. These conditions are based on analysis of the
univariate histogram of projections. That is, the histogram of
projections is generated first for standard SVM classifier,
and then the shape of this histogram along with the
distribution of projections of the Universum samples, is used
to determine the effectiveness of the Universum for a given
training set.
This technique is illustrated next using the same MNIST
handwritten digit data set, where data samples represent
handwritten digits 5 and 8, using RBF SVM. In this case, we
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consider three different Universum data sets, i.e.,
handwritten digits 1, 3 and 6, and the problem is to evaluate
relative effectiveness of these different types of Universa.
Cherkassky et al. [16] provide the following conditions
for the effectiveness of a given Universum set for a particular
labeled training set. That is, a Universum set is effective if its
histogram of projections satisfies two conditions:
1. It has symmetric distribution relative to (standard)
SVM decision boundary;
2. It has wide distribution between margin borders
denoted as +1/-1 in the projected space.
Fig. 6 shows histograms of projections for 3 different
types of Universa. Projections of labeled training data
samples are shown in gray and black colors, and projections
of Universum samples are shown in dashed-black.
Histograms in Fig 6b and 6c seem to satisfy the conditions
(1) and (2) better than in Fig. 6a. Thus digit 1 universum
samples are not likely to provide significant improvement.
Empirical comparison of the test error rate (shown in Table
I) provided by standard SVM and U-SVM confirms this
analysis.
TABLE I
TEST ERROR RATES FOR MNIST DATA WITH DIFFERENT UNIVERSA.
TRAINING SET SIZE IS 1,000 SAMPLES. STANDARD DEVIATION OF REPORTED
ERROR RATES IS GIVEN IN PARENTHESES

SVM
Test
error

U-SVM
(digit 1)
1.31%
(0.31%)

1.47%
(0.32%)

U-SVM
(digit 3)
1.01%
(0.28%)

U-SVM
(digit 6)
1.12%
(0.27%)
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Fig 6a. Projections for digit 1 Universum
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Fig. 6b. Projections for digit 3 Universum
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Fig. 6c. Projections for digit 6 Universum
Fig. 6 shows histograms of projections for 3 different types of Universa.

5

Summary

This paper presents a simple method for interpretation of
high dimensional nonlinear SVM models in the form of
univariate histogram of projections. This simple graphical
technique can be used to understand the multivariate SVM
models estimated from data under different standard and
non-standard learning settings, including unbalanced data
sets with unequal misclassification costs. This representation
can also be used to explain the practical conditions for the
effectiveness of new learning settings such as Universum
SVM. Finally, such a simple graphical representation can be
of immense help to practitioners and help them to have a
better understanding of the SVM model.
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Inference for Neural Network Predictive Models with Impulse
Interventions
Nikolaos Kourentzes and Sven F. Crone

Abstract—Neural Networks (NN) have demonstrated
remarkable time series fitting and prediction abilities,
outperforming in several applications other methods and
particularly linear models, such as dynamic linear regression.
However, due to their nature, NNs are not easy to interpret and
are often considered as black box models. The importance of
each independent variable is hard to estimate and therefore test
whether they have significant explanatory power and hence be
included in the model or not. This task is very important for
several applications, where the effect of each variable has to be
identified, such as marketing modelling and analysis, where the
effectiveness of different marketing instruments has to be
estimated, commonly modelled as impulse interventions.
Statistical inference in these cases is sought, hindering the use of
NNs. This paper proposes a framework to allow statistical
inference of impulse interventions modelled with NNs. The
effects of interventions are estimated and tested for statistical
significance. Using a Monte Carlo simulation the power of the
proposed test is compared with dynamic linear regression
models. The power is found to be higher and the estimation of
the simulated effects is more accurate. Based on this framework
strategies to code multiple impulses with NNs are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

RTIFICIAL Neural Networks (NN) have attracted
increasing research in applying them to forecasting
problems. Both in theoretical and empirical works, NNs have
shown evidence of good performance, in many cases
outperforming established benchmarks [1]. NNs are nonparametric data driven models that in theory can
approximate any linear and nonlinear data generating
processes [2]. Despite their predictive performance, NNs
have seen limited acceptance by practitioners, especially in
the business forecasting and supply chain contexts [3-4].
This can partially be attributed to the modelling complexity
of such models [1]. There are numerous parameters that the
human expert has to fine tune in order to produce accurate
forecasts. Although setting these parameters has proven to be
challenging, several alternative model specification
methodologies have been proposed [1, 5]. Another
significant parameter in understanding why NNs have
limited acceptance among practitioners is that they are
considered black box models, limiting our understanding of
how inputs are processed into outputs and how significant

Manuscript received March 1, 2010. Nikolaos Kourentzes
(corresponding author) and Sven F. Crone are with the department of
Management Science at Lancaster University Management School,
Lancaster, LA1 4YX, United Kingdom. (phone: +44.1524.5-92991; fax:
+44.1524.844885; e-mail: {n.kourentzes; s.crone}@lancaster.ac.uk).

each input is. Several studies have shown that it is important
for the acceptance of a forecasting method to be transparent
to its users [4, 6], implying that it is important to research
how to interpret and extract inference from NN models, a
research area that has not seen many advances in the
forecasting context [1].
In several field, like economics and marketing, it is
important to be able to assess the significance of different
variables to your forecasts, since these variables are usually
connected to decision making [7-8]. In such areas,
forecasting and the choice of models is driven by their ability
to interpret the market and build causal models that can
expand our understanding [9], where NNs research in the
forecasting context has not been able to provide a solution.
A very common form of causal models are the impulse
intervention models [10], which attempt to model the effect
of short duration activities/shocks on the time series, which
is otherwise described in a univariate dynamic model. These
models have seen widespread applications with scanner data,
where modellers are trying to analyse consumer behaviour
and infer the effect of different marketing instruments, like
promotions and advertising, on sales and brand choice [1112]. These models do not attempt to capture complex casual
relationships between continuous variables, but a series of
location shifts induced by the interventions. NNs have been
shown to have high predictive accuracy in such forecasting
problems, however they have not been used because of the
additional complexity and lack of inference [13].
In this study, we propose a methodology that allows to
extract inference from NNs applied to impulse intervention
forecasting problems, where the objective is to assess the
significance and the effect of each category of interventions.
The methodology is based on nonparametric statistics and no
assumptions on the underlying time series data generating
process are required. Therefore, the flexibility of NNs is
retained. The methodology allows to extract a robust
estimate of the effect of the intervention and a p-value as an
outcome of testing the significance of the intervention.
We test the proposed methodology on a large dataset of
synthetic time series against dynamic linear regression,
which allows extracting inference on the interventions. We
evaluate the NN and regression methods on forecasting
accuracy, power of the tests, i.e. how many times the
intervention is correctly identified as significant and the
accuracy of the intervention size estimation. Our findings are
that the proposed methodology is at least as good as its linear
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counterpart, being on average more sensitive to detecting
interventions, less biased and more accurate. The results are
consisted for interventions of different sizes.
The paper is organized as follows. First, in section II, we
briefly introduce NNs in the context of time series
forecasting and presents the proposed methodology. Section
III describes the experimental setup for evaluating the power
of the proposed test and the accuracy of its estimations. In
section IV we present our findings. In section V we provide
a short discussion on the implications of the findings,
followed by concluding remarks and future work in section
VI.
II. METHODS
A. Neural Networks for Time Series Forecasting
NNs have been successfully applied in both univariate and
multivariate time series forecasting and there are numerous
types of NNs that have been investigated. The most widely
used architecture is the common multilayer perceptron
(MLP). The advantage of MLPs is that they are well
researched regarding their properties and their proven
abilities in time series prediction to approximate and
generalize any linear or nonlinear functional relationship to
any degree of accuracy without any prior assumptions about
the underlying data generating process, providing a powerful
forecasting method for linear or non-linear, non-parametric,
data driven modelling [1, 14]. In this study we will use
MLPs to produce forecasts. In univariate forecasting feedforward architectures of MLPs are used to model nonlinear
autoregressive NAR(p)-processes, using only time lagged
observations of the time series as input variables to predict
future values, or intervention modeling of NARX(p)processes using binary dummy variables to code exogenous
events as explanatory intervention variables. Given a time
series y, at a point in time t, a one-step ahead forecast ŷt+1 is
computed using p=I observations yt, yt-1,…, yt-I+1 from I
preceding points in time t, t-1, t-2, …, t-I+1, with I denoting
the number of input units of the NN. The functional forms is
H
I


f (Y , w) = β 0 + ∑ β h g  γ 0 i + ∑ γ hi y i  ,
h =1
i =0



(1)

where Y = [yi,... yt-I+1] is the vector of the lagged
observations (inputs) of the time series. The network weights
are w = (β, γ), β = [β1, β2… βH] and γ = [γ11, γ12… γHI] for
the output and the hidden layer respectively. The β0 and γ0i
are the biases of each neuron. I and H are the number of
input and hidden units in the network and g(·) is a non-linear
transfer function [15], which is usually either the sigmoid
tangent or the hyperbolic tangent function [1]. In this study
the latter is preferred, which is often approximated for
computational reasons as [16]:

g ( yi ) =

2
.
1 + exp −2 yi − 1

(

)

(2)

Data is presented to the MLP as an overlapping set of input
vectors formed as a sliding window over the time series
observations. The task of the NN is to model the underlying
data generating process during training, so that a valid
forecast is made when the trained NN is subsequently
presented with a new input vector value.
MLPs offer extensive degrees of freedom in modelling for
prediction tasks. The expert modeller must decide upon the
selection and sampling of datasets, the degrees of data preprocessing, the static architectural properties, the signal
processing within nodes and the learning algorithm in order
to achieve the design goal, characterized through the
objective function or error function. For a detailed discussion
of these issues and the ability of NNs to forecast univariate
time series, the reader is referred to [1]. The architecture of a
single hidden layer MLP with 3 inputs, 4 hyperbolic tangent
hidden nodes and a single linear output is shown in figure 1.

TanH

Linear

Fig. 1. A multilayer perceptron with 3 inputs, 4 hyperbolic tangent
hidden nodes and a single output node.

B. Intervention modelling with Neural Networks
There are two main considerations in designing a
procedure that can estimate and test the effect of impulse
interventions with NNs. Firstly, the networks are data-driven
models that do not have prior assumptions regarding the
distribution, and its moments, of the underlying data
generating process, in that sense they are non-parametric. A
desirable property of a test for NNs is that it should have
equal flexibility and therefore not restricting the applicability
of the method. Secondly, the activation functions of the
nodes in a NN are typically nonlinear. This means that it is
hard to interpret the weights of the model and test them
directly to capture the size and the significance of an
impulse, since the weights strongly interact with the scaling
of the inputs and the size of the bias, determining the shape
of the nonlinearity, as seen in figure 2. Therefore, in this case
a single coefficient estimation to demonstrate the size and
the significance of an input based on the weights, as it is
done in linear regression is impractical. Furthermore, NNs
have typically several nodes in the hidden layer (see figure
1), implying that even for the bivariate case a single input is
assigned a set of weights and biases and not a single pair as
in typical regression modelling, complicating further any
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attempt for inference from the network's estimates.
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Fig. 2. Different combinations of weights and biases for a single input
hyperbolic tangent neuron, for an input variable ranging from -1 to 1. It
is apparent that both linear and nonlinear behaviours can be modelled,
depending on the combination of weight-bias and/or the scaling of the
input.

In order to overcome these issues we propose a sensitivityanalysis based methodology that makes use of a series of
nonparametric statistical tests to determine the significance
of the input that we want to test. As discussed in the previous
section, this study is limited to impulse interventions. Such
interventions are location shifts for a time series model. For
instance, if we are predicting sales data, a promotional
campaign may have an uplift of sales of A%, which
essentially shifts the level of sales by that much for the
duration of the promotional activities. As such, it can be
estimated by the use of binary dummy variables. In analogy
to linear regression, when the dummy variable is nonzero,
the intervention is taking place. In order to estimate the
location shift with NNs we propose the following procedure.
First, a dummy variable is constructed where it is equal to
a base value (typically equal to zero) everywhere but the
observations that the tested intervention occurs, where a
different value is assigned to the dummy (usually equal to 1).
We fit a NN model to the time series, including the dummy
variable for the intervention. The procedure followed here is
typical to the forecasting literature and the modeller has to
choose an appropriate set of inputs, number of hidden nodes,
learning parameters, etc [1, 17]. Once a good model is
identified and the network is trained to the data, then it is
simulated first with the dummy and then with the dummy
replaced by a constant vector equal to the base value of the
dummy (typically equal to zero), named here control
180

Y' w ithout effect
160

Y w ith effect

P=Ŷ- Ŷ'

(

)

2 

Pˆ = µ1 / 2  Yˆi − Yˆi′  ,



(3)

where Ŷi is the fit of the NN with the dummy variable for the

Y

140

variable. This provides two different outputs, Ŷ with the
dummy and Ŷ' with the control variable. The difference
P=Ŷ-Ŷ' provides an estimation of the size of the effect of
that particular dummy for this network, i.e. the size of the
intervention (figure 3). However, this does not allow
assessing the variability in the estimation of the size.
Avoiding making any distributional assumptions we can
empirically estimate it by measuring the errors of the NNs. In
order to do this we need to assume that the NN model fitted
to the time series captures its structure. Therefore, it is
essential to perform a valid evaluation of alternative model
setups, prior to testing the effect of the intervention, and
selecting the model that predicts the time series most
accurately. The network is trained several times with random
starting weights and biases, allowing it to converge. Each
training initialisation is bound to arrive to different local
minima while the residuals are minimised, which also means
a different fit to the time series1. We collect all estimated P
sizes of the intervention and form its empirical distribution.
Furthermore, we construct a similar empirical distribution for
the in-sample errors of the network, from which we can infer
the level of randomness in the time series, which is necessary
in order to decide whether the identified effect is statistically
significant or not.
Using these two empirical distributions we can get a
robust estimate of the size of the effect and assess its
significance. We express both distributions in squared
deviations and use an one-sided nonparametric Wilcoxon
rank sum test, testing whether the effect is different in
location and larger than the NN fit errors2. Under the null
hypothesis (H0) both NN errors and the location shift due to
the intervention have equal medians, against the alternative
that NN errors have significantly lower median [18]. The
output of this test is a p-value, which is used in this context
to represent the statistical significance of the modelled
intervention. Note that this test allows for unequal vectors
lengths for the two distributions. Since the size of the vectors
is related to the number of interventions and the number of
random initialisations of the NN during training, we can
increase our confidence to the test by increasing the number
of initialisations.
Once an effect is found to be significant (3) is used to find
a robust estimate of its size:
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Fig. 3. NN predictions using the dummy variable (with effect) and with
the dummy replaced by the control variable. The difference in the
predictions measures the size of the intervention.

1
This also implies that the estimated weights and biases will differ
between initialisations, providing an advantage to the proposed
methodology in favour of approaches that would allow inference based on
the network weights.
2
Alternatively, a Wilcoxon test that the location is significantly different
from zero can be used in cases where the randomness of the time series is
assumed to be zero.
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period of the tested intervention and initialisation i and Ŷ'i is
the fit of the NN with the control variable, for the same
period and initialisation. If several impulses of the same type
of intervention are observed in the time series sample then
Ŷ-Ŷ' are calculated as pairs for each impulse separately and
the median is estimated using all differences. In figure 4 a
flowchart of the methodology outlines the key steps
described above.
In the following section we test the performance of the
proposed algorithm against the established linear regression
impulse intervention model.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. Time Series
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
methodology we construct a synthetic dataset of 900 time
series. All time series are ARX processes and are generated
using:

φ ( L ) y t = zτ + β X t ,

(4)

where L is the lag operator, φ and β are the coefficients of
the autoregressive process and the regression part
respectively. Interventions can be coded using dummy
variables Xt. The error term zt follows N(0,σ2). We simulate
all time series with φ = {0.5, 0.3} and σ = 10. The size of the
intervention is modelled by β. Several values are used, to
simulate different noise-to-signal scenarios. Groups of 100
time series are created for each β = {0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
25, 40}. The first 100 time series, created with β = 0,
evaluate the case where there is no intervention, but one is
mispecified in the dummy variable. This has no impact on
data generation, but provides false information to the models
during the estimation of the parameters. The next 100 time
series use β = 5, which is half the standard deviation of zt
making it difficult to identify and estimate the size of the
intervention. The higher the β becomes the easier it should
be to estimate accurately. All time series are simulated for
600 observations, and split equally between training,
validation and test sets. A binary dummy Xt is used to create
the impulses; and it is equal to zero in all t = 1, ..., 600 apart
from t = 50 and t = 580, causing two interventions, one in the
training set and one in the test set. Finally in all time series
an additive level of 100 units is added. This is done to ensure
that all values in the simulated time series are positive.
B. Methods
We compare the proposed methodology with dynamic
linear regression. Although the aim of the experiments is to
evaluate the power of the test of the proposed inference
methodology and establish its relative performance with the
widely used regression, we perform the evaluation in a
forecasting context. This means that the inputs of the
regression are only lagged variables of the time series and
the dummy variable to code the intervention. The number of


Pˆ = µ 1 / 2 


(Yˆ − Yˆ ′)

2

i

i





Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed methodology to identify significant
impulse interventions and estimate their size with neural networks.

lagged variables that are used is determined by using the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). In all cases the
identified number of lags was two, which means that the
correct order was always found. This was expected, since the
data generating process (4) is a dynamic regression. The
timing of the intervention is supposed to be know and the
same binary dummy Xt that was used for the creation of the
time series is used here. This assumption is reasonable, since
in many practical applications there is additional information
from the environment that can allow the forecaster to know
the timing of interventions. For instance, the timing of a
marketing promotion is known to the company that will do it
beforehand. However, this assumption can be relaxed and
the timing of the impulses can be identified by residual
analysis of the fitted models [10]. The model is fitted on all
the in-sample data, i.e. training and validation subsets.
Regression allows to easily evaluate the significance and the
size of an intervention.
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A single MLP setup is used for all time series. The inputs
of the NN are identical to those identified for the regression.
The neural network, uses a single hidden layer with 4 nodes
and hyperbolic tangent activation functions (see figure 1).
The networks are trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm, which requires setting the µLM and its increase and
decrease steps. Here µLM=10-3, with an increase step of
µinc=10 and a decrease step of µdec=10-1. For a detailed
description of the algorithm and the parameters see [17]. The
maximum training epochs are set to 1000. The training can
stop earlier if µLM becomes equal of greater than µmax=1010
or the validation error increases for more than 50 epochs.
This is done to avoid over-fitting. When the training is
stopped the network weights that give the lowest validation
error are used. The MLP is initialised 30 times for each time
series with randomised starting weights to accommodate the
nonlinear optimisation and to provide an adequate sample to
estimate the distribution of the forecast errors in order to
conduct the statistical tests. Furthermore, multiple training
initialisations are required by the proposed methodology.
Lastly, the inputs of the MLP are linearly scaled between [0.75, 0.75]. Both methods were implemented in MatLab®.
C. Experimental setup
The aim of the evaluation is to compare the power of the
proposed methodology with the established regression
analysis. Therefore the important measure is the probability
of correctly rejecting hypothesis H0 when the alternative is
true (not make a type II error), i.e. rejecting that there is no
significant effect of the intervention, when one truly exists
and how many times. Reported tests are run at 5%
significance level. Furthermore, we are interested in
assessing if the NNs can provide good estimates of the
impulses for the significant interventions. Since the true size
of the effect is know (which is the β parameter described in
the data creation) we assess the bias and the accuracy of the
estimates. We use mean error (5) for the first and mean
absolute error (6) for the later. These are expressed as:
ME =

1 n
∑ (Yt − Pt ) ,
n t =1

MAE =

1 n
∑ (Yt − Pt ) .
n t =1

(5)

(6)

The actual observation at time t that the intervention takes
place is Yt and the estimation of the intervention is Pt. Note
that since the scale of all time series is identical there is no
need to use scale independent errors [19].
Furthermore we assess the forecasting accuracy of NNs
against the regression. Since the main focus of this study is
the extraction of inference from NNs and the timing of the
interventions is assumed to be know we limit the evaluation
to one-step ahead forecasts. The forecasts for each training,
validation, test subsets are measured using MAE and the
differences were evaluated for statistically significant

differences (at 5% significance level) using the
nonparametric Friedman test, to facilitate an evaluation of
nonparametric models without the need to relax the
assumptions of ANOVA or similar parametric tests [20].
IV. RESULTS
The power of the test, in contrast to the power of
regression, i.e. the times H0 is correctly rejected, is
presented in table I.
TABLE I
POWER OF THE TEST
Intervention
Power
Power NN
Improvement
Size (β)
Regression
0
66.0%
96.0%
-31.3%
5
74.0%
47.0%
57.4%
10
99.0%
90.0%
10.0%
15
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
20
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
25
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
30
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
35
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
40
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
Average
93.2%
92.6%
0.7%
The improvement is calculated as the percentage difference of the
probability of NN and regression.

From table I we can see that overall the proposed
methodology to extract inference from NNs is more powerful
than the established regression. The main differences exist
for small intervention sizes (β = 5, 10) where that standard
deviation of the times series makes it hard for regression to
distinguish the true intervention from randomness. On the
other hand NNs seem to be over-fitting in the case that no
true interventions exist, resulting in a 34% type I error, i.e.
reject the null hypothesis when it is true. For β that are larger
than the noise level (σ = 10) used in the construction of the
time series both NNs and regression have 100% probability
of correctly identifying a significant intervention. Although
the difference between the two methods is not large, the
finding is significant, because it shows that the proposed
methodology allows to extract inference about impulse
interventions from NNs with at least as good performance as
linear regression, even though NNs are widely regarded as
black boxes.
Table II provides summary statistics about the accuracy
and bias of the estimation of the size of the intervention. The
figures are only for the cases that H0 is rejected, i.e. there is
a significant intervention, even if that implies a type I error.
Overall NNs provide more accurate and less biased
estimates. Interestingly NNs tend to always underestimate
the size, while regression typically overestimates it. In most
cases NNs are less biased, with the exception of the cases for
β = 0, 10, 15. Especially for β = 0, i.e. when there is no true
intervention the bias of the NNs can be interpreted by the
results in table I, that the bias is caused by the relatively high
type I error.
Evaluating the accuracy in table II, we can observe that
NN are more accurate that regression, with the only
exception when β = 0. In this case regression is more
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TABLE II
INTERVENTION ESTIMATION BIAS & ACCURACY
MAE
ME
Intervention
Size (β)
NN
Regression
NN
Regression
0
-1.348
1.348
-0.006
0.292
5
1.057
4.243
0.640
2.634
10
0.747
3.191
-0.071
2.493
15
0.767
2.684
-0.576
2.645
20
-0.578
2.678
0.525
2.656
25
-0.580
2.673
0.346
2.620
30
-0.582
2.670
0.209
2.609
35
-0.583
2.666
0.113
2.591
40
-0.585
2.664
0.068
2.598
Average
-0.278
2.640
0.230
2.466
The best performing model in each row, for ME and MAE is in boldface.

accurate, which can be explained by the fact that regression
correctly did not reject H0, that there is no significant
intervention, more times. The difference in accuracy is found
to be statistically significant with a p-value of 0.000 for the
Friedman nonparametric test. The findings that are
summarised in this table should be considered keeping in
mind the data generating process of the time series. Dynamic
linear regression is able to fully capture the dynamics of the
time series, having the same formulation as the data
generating process (4) of the time series; hence in this case it
is a good benchmark and one would expect to be hard to
outperform. With this methodology NNs demonstrate higher
probability of correctly identifying a significant intervention
and also provide more accurate estimation for its size.
Considering the forecasting accuracy of the methods both
performed equally well. It has been previously shown that
NNs can approximate linear functions at least as good as
linear models [21] and therefore one would expect similar
accuracy between the two methods. The average MAE for
the NN are 2.51, 2.51 and 2.53 for the training, validation
and test set respectively. For regression these are 2.52, 2.51
and 2.51. There are no statistically significant differences in
the accuracy between the models.
V. DISCUSSION
This paper proposes a methodology for extracting
inference from impulse intervention modelling with NNs.
The proposed test was found to be more powerful that
regression analysis, providing significantly more accurate
estimates. We can employ this test to extract understanding
of how NNs handle impulses. Here, we examine the
following question, whether we should avoid scaling binary
variables with NNs or not. In order to address this question
we carry out a smaller simulation. From the synthetic dataset
only time series with β=20 are used and the same procedure
is run. In order to code the intervention three different
options are used; a binary dummy (Xt = [0, 1]), a dummy
scaled between -0.75 and 0.75 as the remaining inputs of the
NN (Xt' = [-0.75, 0.75]), essentially removing any zero
values from the dummy variable and an arbitrarily defined
dummy which takes the value 20 when there is an
intervention and 10 otherwise (X t'' = [10, 20]). Our finding
was that it made no difference to the neural network how the

dummy variable was scaled, even if the dummy was not
scaled within the activation region of the hyperbolic tangent.
Its significance and its size was always the found to be the
same. Although this is not a surprising finding in the linear
regression context, with the proposed framework we can
reach the same conclusion for NNs using statistical tests and
therefore being more robust to the stochasticity of the results,
introduced during training of the networks, in contrast to
comparing solely the NNs accuracy in an attempt to evaluate
alternative modelling strategies. Of course, this does not
imply that the proposed test is able to replace valid out-ofsample comparisons. On the contrary, it adds one additional
tool in understanding differences in the out-of-sample
accuracy and testing how important is the effect of
interventions to the in-sample fit and for forecasting out-ofsample.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study we propose a methodology to extract
inference from NNs forecasting time series with impulse
interventions. This methodology, in analogy to linear
regression, provides an estimate of the size of the
intervention and assigns a statistical significance to its effect.
The test is constructed in such way that it does not introduce
additional assumptions on the distribution of the data
generating process or the results of the NNs, therefore
retaining the flexibility of the models.
The performance of the proposed methodology was
demonstrated using 900 time series that simulated ARX
processes with different interventions, against dynamic linear
regression. The finding was the NNs were more sensitive to
detecting interventions, i.e. the test had higher power, and
that the resulting estimations were more accurate than
regression.
We propose a solution to the "black box" problem of NNs
for a set of forecasting problems, applicable to several areas
of research. Here we drew our examples mostly from the
perspective of forecasting and decision making for marketing
modelling, that NNs have shown superior performance, but
are not used because of their lack of inference. In such
applications inference is more valued than accuracy. The
contribution of this study is to address this limitation of NNs
and therefore provide a powerful forecasting tool for these
applications, which is able to model equally well linear and
nonlinear time series without any prior assumptions,
providing more flexibility to modellers.
The experiments presented here should be extended to
cover real time series, where the practical implications of
this methodology will be explored. Furthermore, we do not
test its performance on nonlinear time series. Although, this
is done in order to have a good benchmark (linear dynamic
regression on linear time series) to assess the relative
performance, inference with NNs becomes more important
on nonlinear time series, where methods that allow inference
usually fail. Furthermore, by testing how NNs code impulses,
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we plan to explore, in future research, how to best model
multiple groups of impulses and what is the effect on
accuracy of different alternatives, building on the
approximation capabilities of NNs to achieve more
parsimonious coding.
An important limitation of this study is that we do not
address the generic intervention modelling problem, which
includes persistent effects, such as level shifts. In order to
increase the applicability of NNs in these category of
models, it is important to evaluate whether this framework is
able to provide accurate estimates and whether it retains its
high statistical power.
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Ensembles of Locally Linear Models: Application to Bankruptcy
Prediction
Laura Kainulainen, Qi Yu, Yoan Miche, Emil Eirola, Eric Séverin and Amaury Lendasse

Abstract— The bankruptcies of companies have been predicted with numerous methods. In this paper, the ensemble
of Locally Linear model is compared to Linear Discriminant
Analysis, Least Squares Support Vector Machines and Optimally Pruned Extreme Learning Machines. To create the
ensemble, diffrerent basis for the locally linear models as well as
different combinations of variables are used in order to obtain
enough diversity between the models. The obtained models are
combined into the final model by solving a least-squares nonnegative constraints problem. The model is tested on a Polish
bankruptcy data set and the results discussed also from the
point of view of importance of the variables.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Bankruptcies are not only financial but also individual
crises which affect many lives. Although unpredictable things
may happen, bankruptcies can be predicted to some extent.
This is important for both the banks and the investors that
analyze the companies, and for the companies themselves.
The aim of this paper is to see, whether the ensembles
of Locally Linear models combined with forward selection
of the variables perform better than three comparison methods: Linear Discriminant Analysis, Least Squares Support
Vector Machines and Optimally Pruned Extreme Learning
Machine. They form a good basis for comparison, since
LDA is a widely spread technique in the financial tradition
of bankruptcy prediction, LSSVM is an example of Support
Vector Machine classifiers and OP-ELM is actually a neural
network. Since all the possible combinations of the variables
cannot be evaluated due to time constraints, forward selection
may offer a fast and accurate solution for finding suitable
variables, especially combined with ensembles. According
to Polikar [1], the main idea in ensemble modeling is to
combine several classifiers in order to make one better
classifier. The underlying assumption is that single classifiers
make errors on different instances.
The ensembles are formed by creating different classifiers
of Locally Linear models based on the K Nearest Neighbor
method. Diversity of the classifiers is obtained with different
values for K and using different variables selected with
forward selection. The classifiers are merged together by
solving a non-negative least-square constraints problem. A
Polish bankruptcy data set is used to test the models. It
consists of 120 companies [2].
Laura Kainulainen, Qi Yu, Yoan Miche, Emil Eirola and Amaury
Lendasse are with the Aalto University School of Science and Technology,
Faculty of Information and Natural Sciences, Konemiehentie 2, 02150
Espoo, Finland.
Eric Séverin is with the University of Lille 1,Dept GEA,Bâtiment SHS
n◦ 3, BP 179, 59653 Villeneuve d’Ascq cedex,France.

In section 2, the methods used are explained. In the
following part, the experiments and the results obtained are
presented. Finally, the importance of the results and further
work is discussed.
II. T HE METHODOLOGY
This section presents first the reference methods, Linear
Discriminant Analysis, Least Squares Support Vector Machines and Optimally Pruned Extreme Learning Machine.
Second, the Locally Linear models and the methods of merging them into ensembles are discussed. Also the problem of
variable selection is covered. Finally, the methods that were
used to estimate the performance of the developed models
are presented.
A. Linear Discriminant Analysis
In Linear Discriminant Analysis, the main idea is to calculate a score that would describe the risk of a company to go
bankrupt, and classify the scores to bankrupted and healthy
according to the chosen threshold. This score is calculated as
a linear combination of the explanatory variables. That is to
say, each variable is given a weight and then summed. The
weights are defined to separate the means of the two classes
[3]. The whole idea with discriminant analysis is to give
more weight to the variables that separate best the means of
the two groups and are the most similar within the groups.
Altman also tested, whether the year, when the data has been
collected, has influence on the prediction performance. He
concluded that even though the accuracy is lower, a dataset
collected two years prior to the bankruptcy can be used for
the prediction [4].
B. Least Squares Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines is a widely spread technique that
aims to find a hyperplane that maximizes the margin between
two classes. In non linear cases a kernel, i. e. a mapping
from the original input space into a high dimensional space
is used in order to obtain a problem that could be solved
again. Thanks to the dual transformation of the problem, the
calculation can be simplified. A good presentation of Support
Vector Machines can be found in [5]. Least Squares Support
Vector Machines develop the method further by replacing the
quadratic programming problem by a set of linear equations.
[6], [7]
C. Optimally-Pruned Extreme Learning Machine
Optimally Pruned Extreme Learning Machine is based
on the Extreme Learning Machine algorithm. ELM builds
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a single hidden layer feedforward neural network (SLFN)
with random hidden nodes. OP-ELM ranks the nodes based
on Multiresponse Sparse Regression algorithm and prunes
them using the results of leave-one-out validation. [8], [9]
D. Locally Linear models
The idea with Locally Linear models is that linear regression is performed for each sample of the data set, based on
its K Nearest Neighbors [10]. The KNN algorithm is based
on the idea that the K nearest neighbors of a certain sample
are used for defining the class of that sample. The sample is
labeled to the class which dominates among these neighbors.
In this case the distance between two samples was defined as
an Euclidean distance although there are other possibilities
[11]. However, here the Locally Linear regression is used to
predict the class of each sample. The nearest neighbors are
used only as a basis to build the regression model. The value
of K, meaning how many neighbors are used is at least the
number of dimensions d plus one, because otherwise linear
regression could not be performed [12]. In these experiments,
the maximum number of K is d + 50 due to computational
time constraints. The dimension d, meaning the number of
variables used, changes according to the phase of the forward
selection.
To estimate how well each model would perform when
shown to completely new data, leave-one-out cross-validation
is used. K-fold cross-validation is a technique where the
dataset is divided into K blocks, and each of the blocks is
of size N/K, if N is the total number of samples. Each of
the blocks is used in turn as a calibration set and the rest
K-1 blocks as a training set. The leave-one-out method is
a special case of K-fold cross-validation, where the training
set consists of all samples except one, which is used for
calibration. It means that the K is equal to N [13]. In
this case, the leave-one-out cross-validation contributes to
building a more accurate ensemble, since the models that are
estimated to perform the best with new data are favored in the
ensemble formation. This also reduces the risk of overfitting.
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1) Different values of K in the K Nearest Neighbor create
diversity: One way to create diversity is to use different
values of K to create different classifiers. This means that in
Locally Linear models the neighborhood on which the linear
regression is built varies. For example, for one data point, we
used d + 1, d + 2, d + 3 etc. neighbors. Figure 1 illustrates
this idea. The different values of K, d+ 1, d+ 2 . . . d+ limit,
are used to create different models M1 , M2 . . . Mn .

Fig. 1: Creating diversity with different values of K.
2) Different combinations of variables create diversity:
Another way to create diversity is to use different combinations of variables. In this case, fixed K is used. Nevertheless,
the models differ because they use different combinations of
variables. Figure 2 explains this principle. Different variable
sets 1, 2, . . . , n are used to create different models M1 ,
M2 . . . Mn .

E. The ensembles of several classifiers
The main idea with the ensembles of several classifiers is
that several classifiers are created and then combined into
one model. As a result, the process to create the ensembles
of classifiers consists of two key components: the diversity of
individual classifiers and method of combining the classifiers
obtained. It is important to create enough diversity between
individual classifiers so that they make errors on different
instances. In other words, the decision boundaries of classifiers should be different. This diversity can be obtained in
several ways [1].
The following sections present three ways to create diversity between classifiers. First option is to use different
values of K in the K Nearest Neighbor. Second, the model
is built on different variables. Third, different K in the K
Nearest Neighbor and different variables are used in a row.
The section II-E.4 presents the second aspect of creating
ensembles: merging individual classifiers.

Fig. 2: Creating diversity with different combinations of
variables.
How are these variable sets chosen? Forward search is
used in this paper, because it enables to keep the number
of the variables rather small, which improves interpretation
possibilities. Naturally, there are also other possibilities, such
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as random subspaces [1]. In forward search, the models are
first built on all possible variables, meaning that each model
uses one variable. The best variable is chosen. Second, rest of
the variables are combined with the variable that was chosen
from the first round. The best combination is saved. On every
round, one more variable is added to the combination [14].
Figure 3 represents the forward method. One of the five
variables is chosen and all the variables in time are added to
the set and tested. The set that obtains the highest accuracy
(percentage of correct classification) is chosen for a basis of
the next round.
3) Different values of K and different combinations of
variables create diversity: The two previous sections presented how to use different values of K in the K Nearest
Neighbor and different combinations of variables obtained
with forward search in order to create the diversity of the
classifiers that are merged to ensembles. However, it is
possible to use both methods in series. First, models that are
based on different variables are created. With forward search,
a set of variables is chosen, on which we build models that
use different K:s. The K varies between d + 1 and d + limit,
d being the dimensions and limit being 50 in this case.
These models, which vary in the K used, are merged into
ensemble. Many sets of variables are used as a basis and the
procedure is repeated several times, which means that in the
end there are several ensembles. Second, the ensembles that
were obtained in the first phase are combined. This means
that in the first phase the variety of the classifiers comes
from the different values of K used. In the second phase, the
models, which are actually ensembled from the first phase,
vary in the variables used. This implies that we obtain the
variety of models from two sources: K in the K Nearest
Neighbor and the variables used.
Figure 4 illustrates this situation. Different variable sets are
used as a basis for Locally Linear ensembles. In an ensemble
of Locally Linear models, diversity is created with different
values of K, meaning that the number of neighbors used
changes. When they are combined, we obtain the estimates
ŷLOO . These models are combined again into the final model,
ŷ.
4) Combining different models into ensembles: The second aspect of creating the ensembles of classifiers is the
method of merging several classifiers. There are several ways
to classify these methods, for example to partition them to
classifier fusion and selection techniques, or to trainable and
non-trainable practices. The method used also depends on
the type of the output. If the output consists of class labels,
methods such as majority voting or weighted majority voting,
are useful. For continuous outputs, many kinds of algebraic
combiners, such as weighted average, or decision templates
can be used [11], [1]. It must be noted, though, that the
continuous outputs can be converted to labeled output simply
by using an appropriate threshold. Nevertheless, the choice
of the threshold is not obvious.
In this study, to create ensembles, the nonnegative leastsquares constraint problem between different classifiers is
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solved by using the Non-Negative constrained Least-Squares
(NNLS) algorithm [15]. It can be considered as an algebraic
combiner. According to Miche et al. [12], the advantage
of this method is that it is efficient and fast. The leaveone-out outputs of each method, as seen in section II-D,
combined with the positivity constraint also reduce the risk
of overfitting. The method defines a positive coefficient for
each model. The coefficients are defined so that the accuracy
of the ensemble would be maximized. It must be emphasized
that the coefficients are not defined based on the training data,
but the leave-one-outputs, which make the model less prone
to overfitting. This idea is also visualized in the Figure 4,
where the ŷLOO represent the leave-one-out outputs that are
combined into the final model ŷ.
F. Estimating the performance of the ensemble
The main idea in estimating the performance of the method
is to divide the data set into training, validation and testing
sets. The models are built in the training phase based on
the information that the training set contains. The results are
validated and the best model chosen. Finally, the model is
tested in a test set that was not used for building the model.
However, bankruptcy prediction data sets are often rather
small because they are laborious, and above all, expensive to
obtain. This makes the performance estimation challenging.
As a result, Monte-Carlo cross-test is used for the testing.
The leave-one-out cross-validation is used with the Locally
Linear models, because then the merging into ensembles is
more accurate: the models that are estimated to perform best
on the new data are favored.
Monte-Carlo methods refer to various methods. In this
study, Monte-Carlo cross-test is adopted. It consists of two
steps. First, the data set is divided into training and testing
sets. The training set is formed by drawing without replacement a certain number of samples. The testing set comprises
the rest of the samples. Second, the model is trained with
the training set and then tested with the testing set. These
steps are repeated several times [16]. In this case, the training
set contains 75% of the samples and the testing set the
rest. These two steps are repeated 750 times due to time
limitations.
III. E XPERIMENTS
A. Data set
The data set used in this paper was developed by Wiesław
Pietruszkiewicz. It contains 240 cases of which 112 are
bankrupted companies and 128 healthy. In total there are
120 companies, because the data comes from two years in
a row. The possible bankruptcy occurred from two up to
five years after the observations [2]. The 30 variables consist
of ratios of different financial variables. They are presented
in Table I. A comparison between several datasets would
have been favorable, but unfortunately bankruptcy datasets
are expensive to obtain, they are not online, and the credit
data sets available were not suitable for further analysis of
the variables that was made.
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Fig. 3: Forward selection: The sets of variables chosen from the previous round are used as a basis of the following round.

The data is divided into three categories. The first represents how the profit is formed and allocated (5 and 6), the
second highlights the financing (for instance 26 and 27), and
the third represents the profitability (for instance 2, 13 and
14).
B. Results
The Locally Linear ensemble models are compared to
the reference methods. From the Figure 5, we can notice
that already with two variables selected with the forward
selection, more accurate results are obtained than with Linear
Discriminant Analysis. It must be noted that the horizontal
line describing the accuracy of Linear Discriminant Analysis
is obtained with all the variables. The percentage of correct
classification for OP-ELM was 71.71 and for LSSVM 73.45.
Thus Locally Linear ensembles obtain better accuracy with 2
and 4 variables, respectively. With Locally Linear ensemble,
the optimum of correct classification is obtained with seven
variables. However, the results with 6, 8 and 9 variables are
very similar.
What are the variables that are chosen the most often?
Variables 24, 9 and 13 – all these indicators are variables
representing the economic profitability – are chosen the most
often as the first variable in forward search, in 49%, 27%

and 18% of the cases respectively. They are most often
combined with variable 18. This variable stands for the
turnover of assets, that is to say how assets are being used to
produce revenues. Figures 6, 7 and 8 represent these pairs of
variables. They describe the repartition of the companies into
bankrupted and healthy ones if the classification is performed
only based on these variable pairs. From these figures it can
be seen that the variable pairs make sense in a way that the
classes are rather separable with them.
The seven variables that are most often obtained are, in
descending order of importance, 18, 24, 5, 6, 9, 20 and 27.
The frequencies of these variables to be chosen amongst the
9 first variables in forward search are 71%, 52%, 50%, 49%,
43%, 40% and 36 %.
This set of variables can be divided into three main
groups: economic profitability (variables 9, 18, 24), financial
structure (27), the use of assets (that is to say their ability
to generate sales) (variables 18 and 20), and business cycle
(variables 5 and 6). These two last variables represent the
needs of financing for business cycle. We can note that the
working capital is independent of the methods of value fixed
assets and depreciation and amortization. However, working
capital can be influenced by inventory valuation methods.
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Percentage of Correct Classification

Fig. 4: Two ensembles in a series with diversity from two sources: K Nearest Neighbors and variable sets.
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Fig. 5: Correct Classification of Ensemble of Locally Linear models compared to Linear Discriminant Analysis.

Most interestingly, if the results obtained in this study are
compared with Altman’s results, we find the same groups
of variables even if the retained indicators are not the same.
In Altman’s Linear Discriminant Analysis, we find that the

groups of variables are the same. The difference comes
from the variables. For economic profitability, the variable
used by Altman is 29, for financial structure, the variable is
equity divided by total debt, an indicator very similar with
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Fig. 6: Classification Based on Variables 18 and 24.
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Fig. 7: Classification Based on Variables 18 and 9.
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Fig. 8: Classification Based on Variables 18 and 13.

variable 26 in the database used. Finally, for business cycle

the variable retained by Altman is the variable 17. In other
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TABLE I: The variables used in the experiments
Number
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12
X13
X14
X15
X16
X17
X18
X19
X20
X21
X22
X23
X24
X25
X26
X27
X28
X29
X30

Variable
cash/current liabilities
cash/total assets
current assets/current liabilities
current assets/total assets
working capital/total assets
working capital/sales
sales/inventory
sales/receivables
net profit/total assets
net profit/current assets
net profit/sales
gross profit/sales
net profit/liabilities
net profit/equity
net profit/(equity + long term liabilities)
sales/receivables
sales/total assets
sales/current assets
(365*receivables)/sales
sales/total assets
liabilities/total income
current liabilities/total income
receivables/liabilities
net profit/sales
liabilities/total assets
liabilities/equity
long term liabilities/equity
current liabilities/equity
EBIT (Earnings Before Interests and Taxes)/total assets
current assets/sales

words, the results obtained are in line with Altman but even if
the groups are the same, the measurements of these variables
are not. That is why choosing variables to design a model is
not a secondary task.
IV. D ISCUSSION
Based on the performed tests, we can conclude that the
ensembles of Locally Linear models combined with forward
search can perform better than Linear Discriminant Analysis
and OP-ELM with only two variables and better than LSSVM with four variables. The classification accuracy increases at least until 7 variables and 75.5 % of correct classification. The method is also reasonably fast: the selection of
7 variables and the model building takes about 20 minutes
from one core of an I7-920 2.66 GHz processor. An LSSVM method without variable selection takes 2 minutes, but
combined with similar variable selection, the training of a
classifier would take approximately 7 hours.
The seven variables that are chosen the most often are 18,
24, 5, 6, 9, 20 and 27. These variables can be divided into
three groups: economic profitability, financial structure and
business cycle. Interestingly, these groups are the same that
Altman used in his research. However, the variables used are
not the same.
The advantage of the ensembles of Locally Linear models
is that they are accurate yet fast to build. Also the method
seems to be able to choose variables that are considered as
important in the previous research, which is important for

the interpretation of the results. However, further research
on other datasets is needed.
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Abstract - In this work an approach for time series
forecasting by simulating stochastic processes through time
lagged feed-forward neural network is presented. The
learning rule used to adjust the neural network (NN) weights
is based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method. In function of
the long or short term stochastic dependence of the time
series, an on-line heuristic law to set the training process and
to modify the NN topology is employed. The NN output tends
to approximate the current value available from the series by
applying a time-delay operator. The approach is tested over
samples of the Mackey-Glass delay differential equations
(MG). Four sets of parameters for MG definition were used.
The performance is shown by forecasting the 18 future values
of four time series of 102 data length each. Each time series
was simulated by a Monte Carlo of 50 trials at the final of
each data series.
Keywords: Neural networks, time series forecast, Hurst’s
parameter, Mackey-Glass.

1

Introduction

Natural phenomena prediction is a challenging topic,
useful for control problems from agricultural activities.
Before starting with the agriculture venture, the availability
of estimated scenarios for water predictability would help the
producer to decide. There are several approaches based on
NN that face the rainfall forecast problem for energy demand
purposes [5], for water availability and seedling growth [22]
by taking an ensemble of measurement points [12], [14].
Here, the proposed approach is based on the classical NAR
filter using time lagged feed-forward neural networks, where
the data from the MG benchmark equation whose forecast is
simulated by a Monte Carlo [4] approach. The number of
filter parameters is put function of the roughness of the time
series, in such a way that the error — between the
smoothness of the time series data and the forecasted data,
modifies the number of the filter parameters.

1.1

Overview of the MG equation

The MG equation serves to model natural phenomena
and has been used by different authors to perform
comparisons between different techniques for foretelling and
regression models [7] [20]. Here we propose an algorithm to
predict values of time series taken from the solution of the
MG equation [9]. The MG equation is explained by the time
delay differential equation defined as:


y (t ) 

 y (t   )
  y (t )
1  y c (t   )

(1)

where α, β, and c are parameters and τ is the delay time.
According as τ increases, the solution turns from periodic to
chaotic. Equation (1) is solved by a standard fourth order
Runge-Kutta integration step, and the series to forecast is
formed by sampling values with a given time interval.
Thus, a time series with a random-like behavior is obtained,
and the long-term behavior changes thoroughly by changing
the initial conditions. Furthermore, by setting the parameter
β ranging between 0.1 and 0.9 the stochastic dependence of
the deterministic time series obtained varies according to its
roughness.

1.2

Overview of the NN Approach

One of the motivations for this study follows the closedloop control scheme [16] where the controller considers
meteorological future conditions for designing the control
law as shown in Fig. 1. In that scheme the controller
considers the actual state of the crop by a state observer and
the meteorological variables, referred by x(k) and Ro,
respectively. However, in this paper only the controller’s
portion concerning with the prediction system is presented by
using a benchmark time series. The controller design is
inspired on the one presented in [16].
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time continuous Gaussian process depending on the so-called
Hurst parameter 0<H<1. The ordinary Brownian motion is
generalized to H=0.5, and whose derivative is the white
noise.

PC-BASED SYSTEM

CONTROLLER

u (x,k,{Ro}) CULTIVATION

5

x (k)
CHARACTERISTICS

H=0.2

STATE
OBSERVER

0
-5
-10
0
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200

400

600

800

1000

200

400

600

800

1000

200

400

600
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1000

50

H=0.5

Fig. 1. Closed-loop PC-based control approach.

1.3

Overview on fractional Brownian motion

In this work the Hurst’s parameter is used in the
learning process to modify on-line the number of patterns,
the number of iterations, and the number of filter’s inputs.
This H serves to have an idea of roughness of a signal, and to
determine its stochastic dependence. The definition of the
Hurst’s parameter appears in the Brownian motion from
generalizing the integral to a fractional one. The Fractional
Brownian Motion (fBm) is defined in the pioneering work by
Mandelbrot [13] through its stochastic representation:
1
1
 0 
H
H 
   t  s  2   s  2 dB s 





     



1
t

H
  t  s  2 dBs 
0


BH t  

(2)

where, (·) represents the Gamma function


     x 1e  x dx
0

-50
0

(3)

and 0<H<1 is called the Hurst parameter. The integrator B is
a stochastic process, ordinary Brownian motion. Note, that B
is recovered by taking H=1/2 in (2). Here, it is assumed that
B is defined on some probability space (, F, P), where , F
and P are the sample space, the sigma algebra (event space)
and the probability measure respectively. Thus, an fBm is a

0
-200
-400
0

t

Fig. 2. Three sample path from fractional Brownian motion
for three values of H.
The fBm is self-similar in distribution and the variance of
the increments is defined by
Var BH t   BH s    t  s

2H

(4)

where v is a positive constant.
This special form of the variance of the increments suggests
various ways to estimate the parameter H. In fact, there are
different methods for computing the parameter H associated
to Brownian motion [2] [6] [11]. In this work, the algorithm
uses a wavelet-based method for estimating H from a trace
path of the fBm with parameter H [1] [6] [8]. Three trace
paths from fBm with different values of H are shown in Fig.
2, where the difference in the velocity and the amount of its
increments can be noted.

2

1

0

200

H=0.8

The main contribution of this work is in the learning process,
which employs the Levenberg-Marquardt rule and considers
the long or short term stochastic dependence of passed values
of the time series to adjust at each time-stage the number of
patterns, the number of iterations, and the length of the
tapped-delay line, in function of the Hurst’s value, H of the
time series. According to the stochastic characteristics of
each series, H can be greater or smaller than 0.5, which
means that each series tends to present long or short term
dependence, respectively. In order to adjust the design
parameters and show the performance of the proposed
prediction model, solutions of the MG equation are used. The
NN-based nonlinear filter is applied to the time series
obtained from MG to forecast the next 18 values out of a
given historical data set of 102 values.

Problem statement

The classical prediction problem may be formulated as
follow. Given past values of a process that are uniformly
spaced in time, as shown by x(n-T), x(n-2T), . . . , x(n-mT),
where T is the sampling period and m is the prediction order,
it is desired to predict the present value x(n) of such process.
Therefore, to obtain the best prediction of the present values
from a random (or pseudo-random) time series is desired.
The predictor system may be implemented using an
autoregressive model-based nonlinear adaptive filter. The
NNs are used as a nonlinear model building, in the sense that
smaller the prediction error is (in a statistical sense), the
better the NN serves as model of the underlying physical
process responsible for generating the data. In this work,
time lagged feed-forward neural networks are used. The
present value of the time series is used as the desired
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response for the adaptive filter and the past values of the
signal serve as input of the adaptive filter. Then, the adaptive
filter output will be the one-step prediction signal. In Fig. 3
the block diagram of the nonlinear prediction scheme based
on a NN filter is shown. Here, a prediction device is designed
such that starting from a given sequence {xn} at time n
corresponding to a time series it can be obtained the best
prediction {xe} for the following sequence of 18 values.
Hence, it is proposed a predictor filter with an input vector lx,
which is obtained by applying the delay operator, Z-1, to the
sequence {xn}. Then, the filter output will generate xe as the
next value, that will be equal to the present value xn. So, the
prediction error at time k can be evaluated as:
ek   xn k   xe k 

of iterations at each time-stage according to the Hurst’s
parameter H, which gives short or long term dependence of
the sequence {xn}. From a practical standpoint, it gives the
roughness of the time series.
Z

xn

Z

xn-lx

xn-2

xn-1

Feedforward
Neural
Network

xe

(5)

Learning
Law

-

which is used for the learning rule to adjust the NN weights.

Fig. 4. Neural Network-based nonlinear predictor filter.
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Estimation of
prediction error
Z-1 I

Z

Error-correction
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In order to predict the sequence {xe} one-step ahead, the first
delay is taken from the tapped-line xn and used as input.
Therefore, the output prediction can be denoted by:





xe n  1  Fp Z 1 I xn 
NN-Based
Nonlinear Filter

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the nonlinear prediction.
The coefficients of the nonlinear filter are adjusted on-line in
the learning process, by considering a criterion that modifies
at each pass of the time series the number of patterns, the
number of iterations and the length of the tapped-delay line,
in function of the Hurst’s value H calculated from the time
series. According to the stochastic behavior of the series, H
can be greater or smaller than 0.5, which means that the
series tends to present long or short term dependence,
respectively [17].

3
3.1

Proposed approach
NN-Based NAR Model

Some results had been obtained from a linear
autoregressive approach, which are detailed on [18]. These
results were promising and deserve to be improved by more
sophisticated filters. Here, a NN-based NAR filter model [10]
[15] [21] is proposed. The NN used is a time lagged feedforward networks type. The NN topology consists of lx inputs,
one hidden layer of Ho neurons, and one output neuron as
shown Fig. 4. The learning rule used in the learning process
is based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method [3]. However,
if the time series is smooth or rough then the tuning
algorithm may change in order to fit the time series. So, the
learning rule modifies the number of patterns and the number

(6)

where Fp is the nonlinear predictor filter operator, and
xe(n+1) is the output prediction at n+1.

3.2

The Proposed Learning Process

The NN’s weights are tuned by means of the
Levenberg-Marquardt rule, which considers the long or short
term stochastic dependence of the time series measured by
the Hurst’s parameter H. The proposed learning approach
consists of changing the number of patterns, the filter’s
length and the number of iterations in function of the
parameter H for each corresponding time series. The
learning process is performed using a batch model. In this
case the weight updating is performed after the presentation
of all training examples, which forms an epoch. The pairs of
the used input-output patterns are

xi , yi 

i  1,2,...., N p

(7)

where, xi and yi are the corresponding input and output
pattern respectively, and Np is the number of input-output
patterns presented at each epoch. Here, the input vector is
defined as:
X i  Z 1Ixi 

(8)

and its corresponding output vector as:

Yi  xi .

(9)
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Furthermore, the index i is within the range of Np given by
(10)

lx  N p  2  lx

where lx is the dimension of the input vector.
In addition, the number of iterations performed by each
epoch it is given by

Series No.

β

H

1

0.5

0.62

2

0.75 0.72

3

0.8

4

0.85 0.26

Table 1. Parameters to generate the times series.

l x  it  2  l x .

(11)

4.2
The proposed criterion to modify the pair (it,Np) is given by
the statistical dependence of the time series {xn}, supposing
that it is an fBm. The dependence is evaluated by the Hurst’s
parameter H, which is computed by a wavelet-based method
[1] [8]. Then, a heuristic adjustment for the pair (it,Np) in
function of H according to the membership functions shown
in Fig. 5 is proposed.

Set-up of Model and Learning Process

The initial conditions for the filter and learning
algorithm are shown in Table 2. Note that the first number of
hidden neurons and iteration are set in function of the input
number. These initiatory conditions of the learning algorithm
were used to forecast the time series, whose length is 102
values.
Variable

(it, Np)

it=lx

Np=lx

4.3
1

H

Fig. 5. Heuristic adjustment of (it,Np) in terms of H after each
epoch.
Finally, after each pass the number of inputs of the nonlinear
filter is tuned —that is the length of tapped-delay line,
according to the following heuristic criterion. After the
training process is completed, both sequences —{xn} and
{{xn},{xe}}— should have the same H parameter. If the error
between H({xn}) and H({{xn},{xe}}) is grater than a
threshold parameter θ, the value of lx is increased (or
decreased) according to lx 1. Explicitly,
l x  l x  sign .

Initial Condition

lx
15
Ho
lx/2
it
lx
H
0.5
Table 2. Initial conditions of the parameters.

Np=2·lx

it=2·lx

0

0.47

(12)

Performance measure for forecasting

In order to test the proposed design procedure of the
NN -based nonlinear predictor, an experiment with time
series obtained from the MG solution was performed. The
performance of the filter is evaluated using the Symmetric
Mean Absolute Percent Error (SMAPE) proposed in most of
metric evaluations, defined by
SMAPE S 

X t  Ft
1 n
 100

n t 1  X t  Ft  2

(13)

where t is the observation time, n is the size of the test set, s
is each time series, Xt and Ft are the actual and the
forecasted time series values at time t respectively. The
SMAPE of each series s calculates the symmetric absolute
error in percent between the actual Xt and its corresponding
forecast value Ft, across all observations t of the test set of
size n for each time series s.

Here, the threshold θ was set about 1%.

4
4.1

Main results
Generations of data series from MG
equations

Data time series are obtained from the MG equations (1)
with the parameters shown in Table 1, with =100 and α=20.
This collection of coefficients was chosen to generate time
series whose H parameters vary between 0 and 1.

4.4

Prediction Results for the MG Time Series

Each time series is composed by sampling the MG
solutions. However, there are two classes of data sets: one is
used for the algorithm in order to give the forecast, which
comprises 102 values. The other one is used to compare if
the forecast is acceptable or not where the 18 last values can
be used to validate the performance of the prediction system.
Thus, 102 values form the data set, 120 values form the
Forecasted and the Real ones. The Monte Carlo method was
used to forecast the next 18 values. Here it was performed an
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ensemble of 50 trials with a Gaussian noise sequence of zero
mean and variance of 0.08. Such outcomes are shown
through Fig. 6 to Fig. 10 for each case respectively. In each
figure, the legend “Forecasted” represents the obtained
values by Eq. (6), the legend “Data” denotes the available
data set, and the legend “Real” denotes the actual values -not
available in practice- used here for verification purposes
only. From time k equal 103 to 120, the inputs of Eq. (6)
include the outputs delayed one time interval. The obtained
time series has a mean value, which is indicated at the foot of
the figure by “Forecasted Mean”. The “Real Mean” it is not
available at time 102. This procedure is repeated 50 times for
each time series shown in Fig. 6.

0.7
Mean Forescasted
Data
Real

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

20

40

60
80
100
120
Time [samples].
Real Media = 0.15082. Forescated Mean = 0.14232.
H = 0.71905. He = 0.67976. lx = 20. SMAPE = 0.00068059.

140

1
From Trial 1
To Trial 50
Data
Real

0.9
0.8

Fig. 8. Forecast for MG time series where α=20, β=0.75,
c=10 and τ=100.
Mackey Glass parameters: =0.8, =20, c=10, =100.

0.7

0.7
Mean Forescasted
Data
Real

0.6

0.6

0.5
0.4

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.1
0
0

20

40

60
80
100
120
Time [samples].
Real Media = 0.18141. Forescated Mean = 0.19414.
H = 0.62103. H = 0.66505. l = 17. SMAPE = 5.6309e-007.
e

140

0.2
0.1

x

Fig. 6. Forecast for MG time series composed of 50 Trials.

0
0

Mackey Glass parameters:  =0.5, =20, c=10, =100.
0.8
Mean Forescasted
Data
Real

0.7
0.6

20

40
60
80
100
120
Time [samples].
Real Media = 0.15274. Forescated Mean = 0.18078.
H = 0.47003. He = 0.33907. lx = 20. SMAPE = 4.0075e-005.

140

Fig. 9. Forecast for the first time where α=20, β=0.8, c=10
and τ=100.

0.5

0.5
0.4
0.3

0.4

0.2

0.35
0.3

0.1
0
0

Mean Forescasted
Data
Real

0.45

0.25
20

40
60
80
100
120
Time [samples].
Real Media = 0.18141. Forescated Mean = 0.19414.
H = 0.62103. H = 0.66505. l = 16. SMAPE = 5.6309e-007.
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140
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Fig.7. Forecast for MG time series where α=20, β=0.5, c=10
and τ=100.
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20

40

60
80
100
120
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Real Media = 0.15091. Forescated Mean = 0.1235.
H = 0.26264. He = 0.25858. lx = 14. SMAPE = 2.3045e-007.

140

Fig. 10. Forecast for MG time series where α=20, β=0.85,
c=10 and τ=100.
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4.5

Comparative Results

The performance of the stochastic NN-based predictor
filter is evaluated through the SMAPE index —Eq. (13),
shown in Table 3 along the time series from MG solutions.
Series
No.

H

He

Real mean

Mean
Forecasted

SMAPE

1

0.621

0.665

0.181

0.194

5.63 10-7

2

0.719

0.679

0.150

0.142

6.8 10-4

3

0.47

0.339

0.152

0.18

4 10-5

4

0.262

0.258

0.15

0.123

2.34 10-7

Table 3. Figures obtained by the proposed approach.
The comparison between the deterministic approach [19] and
the present forecasted time series is shown in Fig. 11. The
SMAPE index for each time series is obtained by a
deterministic NN-based filter, which uses the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm with fixed parameters (it, Np). In
addition, the results of the SMAPE obtained by the stochastic
NN-based filter proposed here are also shown in Fig. 11.
Thus, the legend “Deterministic” refers to the first filter and
the legend “Stochastic” refers to the second one. In Fig. 11
the values of SMAPE are indicated for both filters. The
improvement can be noted since the SMAPE index
diminishes from 0.21409 to 0.0019156, which means an
improvement of 111 times averaging over the four time
series. The performance of the first case -Fig. 6- was very
close for both filters, so it was omitted in this comparative.
This behavior is due to the fact that H>1, therefore the
proposed algorithm here does not vary the pairs (it, Np).

both are based on NN. Although the difference between both
filters resides only in the adjustment algorithm, the
coefficients that each filter has, each ones performs different
behaviors. In the four analyzed cases, the generation of 18
future values from 102 present values was made by each
algorithm. The same initial parameters were used for each
algorithm, but these parameters and the filter’s structure are
changed by the proposed algorithm that is not modified by
the classic algorithm. The adjustment of the proposed filter,
the coefficients and the structure of the filter are tuned by
considering their stochastic dependency. It can be noted that
in each of the figures —Fig. 6 to Fig. 10— the computed
value of the Hurst’s parameter is denoted either by He or H,
both taken from the Forecasted time series or from the Data
time series, respectively, since the Real time series (future
time series) are unknown. Index SMAPE is computed
between the complete Real time series (it includes the series
Data) and the Forecasted one, as indicates the Eq. (13) for
each filter. Note that there is no improvement of the forecast
for any given time series, which results from the use of a
stochastic characteristic to generate a deterministic result,
such as a prediction.

6

Conclusions

In this work an approach for time series forecasting by
simulating stochastic processes through time lagged feedforward networks-based nonlinear autoregressive (NAR)
model is presented. The learning rule proposed to adjust the
NN’s weights is based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method.
Furthermore, in function of the long or short term stochastic
dependence of the time series evaluated by the Hurst
parameter H, an on-line heuristic adaptive law was proposed
to update the NN topology at each time-stage. The major
result shows that the predictor system supplied to time series
has an optimal performance from several MG equations,
owing to similar roughness between the original and the
forecasted time series, which is evaluated by H and He,
respectively. This fact encourages us to apply the proposed
approach to meteorological time series when the observations
are taken from a single point.
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Abstract – Feature selection is an important component of
data mining to reduce the data dimensionality. The feature
selection method using swarm-based algorithms such as PSO
has obtained satisfactory results. However, its shortcoming
such as premature convergence especially in high dimension
problems often reduces the performance. In this paper, a
hybrid feature selection approach based on rough sets and a
new discrete particle swarm optimization (DPSO) has been
proposed and investigated in order to solve the above
problem. DPSO uses only one random number and three
predetermined parameters to update each of the particle’s
position which needs less memory allocation for each particle.
Experimentation is carried out, using UCI datasets, which
compares the proposed method with conventional PSO. The
results show that feature subset proposed by DPSO-rough set
gives better representation of data and contributes to the
improvement of the classification performance.
Keywords: Rough sets, feature selection, PSO, DPSO,
classification

1

Introduction

Feature selection is an important task inside Machine
Learning. It aims at determining a minimal feature subset
from a problem domain while retaining a suitably high
accuracy in representing the original features. Usually, not all
features describing the examples are relevant to the
classification process. Some of them are irrelevant or
redundant. Due to the abundance of noisy, irrelevant and
redundant features in dataset, feature selection is compulsory
to reduce the dimensionality problem [1]. This is because
irrelevant or redundant features may affect the accuracy of
classification algorithms. Generally, feature selection is
composed of two parts. First, there is a searching strategy that
selects a feature subset. By searching all the feature subset,
we shall ensure the number of

⎛N⎞
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝M ⎠

where N is the original

features, M is the feature subset, and M < N. If we optimized
an M, we should be able to estimate the combination number
of 2N. Therefore, we must select a good searching strategy to
evaluate quite a number of combinations because it is
definitely inefficient to evaluate the whole feature sets.
Second, there is a fitness function that evaluates the feature

subsets, returns their scores to the corresponding subsets and
finally selects the best subset. In data mining applications,
feature selection is a common practice to be used as measure
to decide the importance and necessity of features.
Rough sets theory (RST) which was proposed by
Pawlak [2] has been successfully applied as a feature
selection method to discover data dependencies and reduce
the number of attributes contained in a dataset [3]. It involves
mathematical theory which is able to deal with imprecise,
uncertain, and vague information [4]. Typical real world
problems involve a large number of possible subsets where N
is large because there are 2N subsets for N features. Thus,
finding the optimal subsets of features is NP-hard [5]. At the
first stage of the feature selection procedure, rough sets are
used to reduce and clean data with minimal model
assumption. Then the result is used as a basis for further
analysis performed with other methods. Rough set has been
proven as an efficient tool for feature selection as it does not
require any preliminary or additional knowledge except for
the supplied data. Previous research on feature selection
which employed heuristic approach such as hill-climbing
methods has proven more efficient when dealing with little
noise and a small number of features [6-7]. On the other
hand, due to the reason that heuristic methods fail to find an
optimal reduct [8], many researchers have shifted to
metaheuristic approach such as genetic algorithm (GA),
simulated annealing (SA), tabu search, ant colony
optimization (ACO) and particle swarm optimization (PSO)
[9]. Among them ACO and PSO are in the category of nature
inspired algorithms, so called swarm intelligence algorithms.
Swarm intelligence [10] can be defined as an intelligence
community that emerges from a group of simple entities
where these agents involve with an interaction, sense and
change their environment locally.
Recently, swarm intelligence algorithms have been
widely used as feature selection mechanism. Among them,
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is one of the most
popular algorithms. In the past several years, PSO has been
successfully applied in many different applications areas due
to its robustness and simplicity as reported in [11-12]. PSO
has undergone many changes since its introduction in 1995
which was originally proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy
[13]. PSO is a metaheuristic approach for the optimization
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with continuous problems that mimics the behavior of bird
flocking, fish schooling and even human social behavior [14].
However, in 1997 a discrete version of PSO was proposed to
solve problems in discrete variables associated with a
velocity [15]. The main advantages of the PSO algorithm can
be summarized as: simple concept, easy implementation,
robustness to control parameters, inexpensive and efficient
computation when compared with other heuristic
optimization techniques, and consistency in performance. On
the other hand, it is different from other evolutionary methods
in such a way that it has no evolutionary operators such as
crossover and mutation. Because of that, PSO has been
proved to be an effective and competitive algorithm for the
continuous optimization problem [16]. In comparison with
other stochastic optimization technique such as GA, PSO has
fewer complicated operations and parameters to adjust, and
can be coded in just a few lines.

basic idea is to incorporate a novel discrete particle swarm
optimization (DPSO) with rough set, and investigate how it
can be applied to find optimal feature subsets. Then, Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is employed to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method. Five aspects of
evaluation will be investigated throughout this study and they
are the number of selected features, the best solution, the
fitness value, the execution time and the classification
performance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
next section, will describe the techniques adopted in this
study. In section 3, details of the proposed hybrid approach
for feature selection are presented. Brief explanation on data
pre-processing phase is presented in section 4. Section 5
presents experiments and results. Finally, the paper ends with
conclusion and discussion.

Previous researches have introduce various techniques
of feature selection with the used of swarm-intelligence
algorithms either in single or hybrid approaches. Bello et al.
[17] have proposed two stages heuristic search performed by
PSO and ACO in order to find the optimal feature subsets. In
[18], the authors used chaotic BPSO (CBPSO) with logistic
map to determine the inertia weight to solve the feature
selection problem. As a result, their approaches have
successfully reduced the computation time as well as improve
the quality of reducts and classification accuracies. Moreover,
several hybrid methods which used swarm-intelligence
algorithms and rough sets for feature selection have been
reported. Methods which combine ACO and rough set to find
reducts with promising results were proposed by Ke et al. and
Chen et al. in [9,19], respectively. Later, inspired from the
work in [8], a new algorithm to find minimal rough set
reducts by using modified PSO namely Intelligent Dynamic
Swarm (IDS) was introduced in [20]. The experimental
results from that work showed that IDS is efficient for rough
set based feature selection.

2.1

However, the basic principle of PSO can easily and
efficiently decide the next position for the problems with
continuous variables. It is not trivial and well-defined for the
problems with discrete variables and sequencing problems.
PSO also suffers from premature convergence especially in
high dimension multimodal problems which often reduce its
performance. In addition, its convergence speed will decrease
as the number of iteration is increased that leads to the
difficulties for the particles to achieve the best fitness values
[21]. Thus, a novel swarm intelligence algorithm namely
discrete particle swarm optimization (DPSO) was proposed to
overcome the above mentioned problem [22]. The idea of
DPSO is mainly realized through the generation of particles
in the initial stage. Furthermore, DPSO is able to handle those
data in discrete and continuous manner.
Therefore, in this paper, a new hybrid approach for
feature selection mechanism is proposed based on [20] . The

2

Techniques used in this study
Rough Sets Theory

In rough sets theory, the data is organized in a table
called decision table. Rows of the decision table correspond
to objects, and columns correspond to attributes. In the
dataset, a class label indicates the class to which each row
belongs. The class is called as decision attribute while the rest
of the attributes are the condition attributes. Some basic
concepts of rough sets are explained as below. Further details
can be found in Pawlak [4].
A decision table information system is defined as a tuple
T = (U, A) where U and A is a two finite, non-empty sets, U
the universe of primitive objects and A the set of attributes.
Each attribute or feature a ∈ A is associated with a set ∀a of
its value. It is called as the domain of a. The attribute set A
can be partitioned into two subsets C and D, called condition
and decision attributes, respectively. For a subset of attributes
P ⊆ A, the indiscernibility relation is denoted by IND(P) , is
an equivalence relation defined as:

IND( P) = {(x, y ) ∈ U × U : ∀a ∈ P, a( x) = a( y )}

(1)

where a(x) denotes the value of feature a of object x. If (x,y)
∈ IND(P), x and y are said to be indiscernible with respect to
P. The family of all equivalence classes of IND(P) is denoted
by U/IND(P). Each element in U/IND(P) is a set of
indiscernible objects with respect to P. Equivalence classes
U/IND(C) and U/IND(D) are called condition and decision
classes.
Let X ⊆ U and attribute subset R ⊆ A, X could be
approximated by the R-lower approximation and R-upper
approximation using the knowledge of R. The lower
approximation of X is the set of objects of U that are surely in
X is defined in (2). The upper approximation of X is the set of
objects of U that are possibly in X is defined as in (3).
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R ( X ) = U {E ∈ U / IND( R ) : E ⊆ X }

(2)

R( X ) = U{E ∈ U / IND( R) : E I X ≠ Φ}

(3)

A reduction of P in an information system is a set of
attributes S ⊆ P such that all attributes a ∈ P – S are
dispensable, all attributes a ∈ S are indispensable and
POSS(Q) = POSP(Q).

2.2

Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new type of
learning algorithm proposed by Vapnik [23] which was
developed based on statistical learning theory. To perform
supervised classification, it uses a hypothesis space of linear
functions in a high dimensional feature space. It constructs a
discriminant function for the data set in feature space in order
to separate the feature vectors of the training samples into
classes. Meanwhile, the distance of the discriminant function
from the closest feature vectors of the training set is
maximized. Here training vectors xi are mapped into a higher
dimensional space by the function φ. Then SVM finds a
linear separating hyper-plane with the maximal margin in this
higher dimensional space. The SVM classifier also allows for
non-linear discriminant functions by mapping the input
vectors into a different feature space using a mapping
function φ: xi → φ(xi). The corresponding kernel function
employed by the SVM algorithm is k(xi,xj) ≡ φ(xi)Tφ(xj). In
addition, a decision boundary that is the separating hyperplane is determined by support vectors rather than the whole
training samples. Thus, it is extremely robust for outliers.

2.3

Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a populationbased search algorithm which was introduced by Eberhart
and Kennedy [14]. Initially, a population of particles is
randomly generated and then performs the search for the
optimum iteratively. In every iteration, each particle is
updated based on the information acquired from the gbest and
also from the pbest. In this approach, updating the particles’
velocity and position are executed by the following
equations:
vij = w.vij + c1.rand1 ().( pij − xij ) + c 2 .rand 2 ().( g ij − xij ) (4)
xij = xij + vij

(5)

In these relations, i = 1,2,…,M, where M is a number of
swarm population in j-dimension. vij is the velocity vector
and xij is the current position of the ith particle. pij and gij
denotes the pbest and gbest, respectively. c1 is called
cognitive parameter while c2 is called social parameter, and in
most cases (c1 + c2) is equal to 4 [24]. Two random numbers,
rand1() and rand2() are generated in the range between 0 and

1. w is an inertia weight that control the ability of global and
local search. Suitable selection of the inertia weight provides
a balance global and local exploration, and results in less
iteration on average to find a sufficiently optimal solution
[25].
In many optimization problems PSO has been
performed successfully when deal with continuous variables.
To overcome the shortcoming of PSO to deal with discrete
variables, another version of PSO which called binary PSO
(BPSO) was introduced by Kennedy and Ebehart in 1997 that
operates on binary string rather than real number [26]. In
[26], the particles that move in the searching space are
restricted to binary representation on each binary dimension.
The velocity is used as a probability threshold to determine
whether a bit vi will take the value 1 or 0 by using the
sigmoid transformation function S(vij) in (6). Then the
particle will change the current position of its bit according to
(7).
S (vij ) =

⎧⎪1
pij = ⎨
⎪⎩0

1
1 + exp
if
if

− v ij

ρ ≤ S (vij )
ρ ≥ S (vij )

(6)

(7)

where pij is the value of the jth dimension of particle pi, and
pij ∈ {0,1}; ρ is a uniform random number in [0,1]. Note that
the lower the value of vij, the more likely the value of pij will
be 0. By contrast, the higher the value of vij, the more likely
the value of pij will be 1. In basic PSO, Vmax is introduced to
limit the corresponding velocity vij to prevent S(vij) from
approaching too close to 0 and 1. In practice, Vmax is set to ±4
from [13].

2.4

The proposed swarm-intelligence method

A novel swarm-intelligence algorithm namely Discrete
Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithm used in this
study was first proposed by Yeh et al. [22] for mining breast
cancer pattern. The idea is mainly realized through the
generation of particles in the initial stage. Unlike PSO, DPSO
does not need to use the velocity parameter and inertia
weight; it uses only one random number and three predefined
parameters (i.e Cw, Cp, Cg) to update each of the particle’s
position. Suppose, the initialized size of particles is N, where
each particle represents a potential solution. The solution for
the particles is represented in a D-dimensional space. A
particle i in iteration t have its own position represented
t
t
,......, xiD
. The quality of the solution is
as X it = xit1 ,....., xid

{

}

determined by the fitness function

( ) . At iteration t, if the

f X it

fitness value of the particle X it is better than the fitness value
of its pbest Pi = {pi1 ,..., pid ,... piD } , then the pbest will be
updated with the current particle X it . Similarly, at iteration t,
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if the quality of the pbest is better than the gbest
G = {g i1 ,..., g id ,...g iD } , it will be saved as gbest. The algorithm
continues its iteration process to update the particles’ position
on every dimension according to the following equation after
three predetermined parameters Cw, Cp, and Cg are given.
⎧ x t −1
⎪ id
⎪⎪ p t −1
t
xid = ⎨ id
t −1
⎪ g id
⎪
⎩⎪ x

if

Generate and initialize pbest and gbest
with random position (x)

rand () ∈ [0, C w )

[
)
[
)
[ )

if

rand () ∈ C w , C p

if

rand () ∈ C p , C g
rand () ∈ C g ,1

if

reduct R, that is, minimal subsets of features. The particle
swarms in DPSO algorithm have been better equipped with
exploration capability in order to perform feature selection
and discover optimal subsets.

(8)
Calculate fitness(x)

where d = 1, 2, 3,….., D, rand() is a random number between
the range of 0 and 1. Cw, Cp, and Cg are positive constants
between 0 and 1 where Cw < Cp < Cg. xid, the particle’s
position that is pbest position and gbest position in each
dimension is represented by pid and gid, respectively. x is a
new randomly generated particle’s position value in each
dimension. The flowchart of the particle update of the
proposed DPSO algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1 and can be
described as follows:

Fitness (x) > fitness (pbest)

Fitness (x) > fitness (gbest)

yes
x = gbest

no
Generate random

Step 2: Update particles’ position according to (8). In every
dimension, one random number between 0 and 1 will
be generated. If 0 ≤ rand() < Cw is true then keep the
original position value, else if Cw ≤ rand() < Cp then
replace the original position value with pbest value,
else if Cp ≤ rand() < Cg then replace the original
position value with gbest, else if Cg ≤ rand() ≤ 1 is
true then replace the original position value by a new
randomly generated value.

0 ≤ R < Cw

yes

no

Cw ≤ R < C p

Step 3: Repeat step 2 until the termination criterion is met.

C p ≤ R < Cg

Keep the
original
value

yes

Replace
value by
pbest

yes

Replace
value by
gbest

no

The proposed DPSO-Rough Set for
feature selection (DPSORSFS)

In this study, we put our effort to implement the idea of
DPSO to be incorporated with rough sets for the optimal
feature selection problem. Consider a large feature space full
of feature subsets. In such a space, each feature subset can be
seen as a point or position. Suppose, there are N numbers of
features, then there will be 2N possible feature subsets which
are different from each other in terms of length and features
contained in each subset. The subset with least length and
highest classification quality is considered as the optimal
position. Then, the individual or particle will be put into this
feature space, where each particle takes one position. As the
aim of the particles is to obtain the best position, the particles
attempt to fly to the best position in the feature space. Over
time, the particles will change their positions, interact with
each others, and search around the local best and global
position. Finally, they are supposed to converge on the best,
possibly optimal positions. The algorithm looks for minimal

x = pbest

no

Step 1: Initialize parameters and population with random
position.

3

yes

no
Randomly generate new value
to replace the original value

no

Termination criteria
met?

yes

Algorithm
end

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the particle update for the proposed
DPSO.

3.1

Representation of position

In feature selection problem, we have N-dimensional
space, where N is the number of features. For feature
representation, each particle’s position is represented as
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binary bit string of length N. 1 bit of a particle represents 1
feature. If the feature is selected, the bit is set to 1 and 0
otherwise (eg: 100110). Each position represents as a subset
of the attributes.

3.2

Fitness function

In most of the feature selection works, a fitness function
is usually defined as the correct classification rate using the
features picked by each particle. The goodness of the selected
features is evaluated by the following fitness as describe in
(9). The same fitness function was also used in [8].
Fitness = α ∗ γ R (D ) + β ∗

|C |−| R|
|C|

(9)

where γR(D) is the classification quality of condition attribute
set R relative to decision D. |R| is the ‘1’ number of a position
or the length of selected feature subset. |C| is the total number
of features. α and β are two parameters corresponding to the
importance of classification quality and subset length, α ∈
[0,1] and β = (1 - α). The highest α assures that the best
position is at least a real rough set reduct.

3.3

Position update strategy

The basic procedure of particle update in DPSORSFS is
as follows: given an m number of particles size to search
through the feature space, these m particles perform a number
of iterations. During every iteration t, each particle starts
from a random feature, and then selects the best gbest and the
particle’s position is updated. For position update strategy,
every bit of a particles’ position will be updated according to
the random number R and the given three predetermined
parameters Cw, Cp, and Cg as mentioned in (8). Four cases
exist when updating the position. In every iteration, every bit
of the position will be updated according to the rules below.
(1) If R belongs to [0, Cw), the original value of the bit will
be remained unchanged.
(2) If R belongs to [Cw, Cp), the value of the bit will be
replaced by the value of the corresponding bit of its
pbest position.
(3) If R belongs to [Cp, Cg), the value of the bit will be
replaced by the value of the corresponding bit of the
gbest position.
(4) Otherwise, if R belongs to [Cg, 1), a random binary
value will be assigned to this bit.
The algorithm stops iterating when either one of the
termination conditions is met: (i) the maximum number of
iterations was achieved or (ii) the fitness of the proposed
feature subset has exceeded the fitness value being set.

4

Data processing

Five datasets from the UCI Repository [27] are used for
the experiments. These datasets have different characteristic.
Some have many instances (such as Mushroom) and some
have many attributes (such as Lung). As our objective is to
compare the performance of the proposed method with PSOrough set feature selection (PSORSFS), we have selected five
datasets which are the same datasets used in [8]. However,
we have made some data modification on one datasets that is
Lung. In Lung dataset, two attributes with missing value have
been removed.
Table I describes the number of attributes, instances and
classes involved in this experiment. For Lung dataset, the
attribute numbers in bracket is the new attribute number that
we used after data modification phase. In our experiment we
assume that classification quality is more important than
subset length and therefore we set α = 0.9 and β = 0.1. As
DPSO algorithm requires specific parameter settings for their
operation, we set the number of particle = 20, the maximum
generation = 100, Cw = 0.1, Cp = 0.4, and Cg = 0.9. We ran our
experiments on a system with a 1.8GHz Pentium (R)
processor and 2GB RAM running in Windows XP
Professional.
TABLE I
DATASET DESCRIPTIONS

Dataset
Mushroom
SoyabeanSmall
Lung
Vote
Breast cancer

5

Attribute
22
35
56(54)
16
9

Instances
8124
47
32
300
699

Class
2
4
3
2
2

Experiment and results

In the experiments, the number of selected features, the
best solution, the fitness value, the execution time and the
classification accuracy will be investigated using our
proposed method DPSORSFS. The results will be compared
with PSO-rough set feature selection (PSORSFS) proposed
by Wang et al. in [8]. Table II shows the best solution
suggested by PSORSFS, while Table III shows the most
significant attributes selected by DPSORSFS algorithm. Note
that there may be more than one solution for the selected
features, therefore, only the first selected feature set with
highest fitness value is listed. Referring to Table II, the best
solution and fitness value for breast cancer dataset were not
stated in [8], hence we indicate them as N/S.
From both Table II and Table III, it is clearly shown that
DPSORSFS is competitive with PSORSFS as both
approaches could get the same number of selected attributes
for all problems. Furthermore, when compared with
PSORSFS, DPSORSFS can achieve the best fitness value
(1.0) for all datasets except for the Vote dataset (0.9885).
Compared with PSO, DPSO is quicker in locating the optimal
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solution. It can be clearly observed that even though both
algorithms have selected the same attributes in
SoyabeanSmall dataset, however DPSO could achieve less
execution time (0.55 second) when compared with PSO
(25.72 second). This is because, it does not have to use
velocity and only needs to update particle’s position
according to a very simple condition. It also needs less
memory allocation for each particle. Thus, our idea of
exploiting DPSORSFS has proven can find the most
significant attributes from the problem domain used in this
study.
TABLE II
SELECTED FEATURES BY PSORSFS METHOD

Dataset

Reduct

Mushroom
SoyabeanSmall
Lung
Vote

4
2
4
8

Breast cancer

4

Best
solution
3,5,11,22
22,23
9,30,33,55
1,2,3,4,7,1
1,13,16
N/S

Fitness
value
0.9818
0.9943
0.9929
0.9944

Time
(second)
14176
25.72
26.20
424.17

N/S

1684.4

TABLE III
SELECTED FEATURES BY DPSORSFS METHOD

Dataset

Reduct

Mushroom
SoyabeanSmall
Lung
Vote

4
2
4
8

Breast cancer

4

Best
solution
5,15,21,22
22,23
3,13,25,34
1,3,4,7,10,
11,15,16
1,3,6,8

Fitness
value
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9885

Time
(second)
63.1
0.55
0.83
5.0

1.0

6.31

In order to verify the efficiency of DPSORSFS, we used
SVM implementation called SMO from an open source
machine learning package namely WEKA [28]. WEKA is a
collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining
tasks that contains tools for data preprocessing, classification,
regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. In
this study, SMO implements the sequential minimal
optimization algorithm for training a support vector machine
classifier. Here, the polynomial kernel has been used during
the training of known and labeled feature vectors derived
from the dataset. The equation for polynomial kernel is k(x,
y) = <x, y>^p. Parameter values used for SMO are those set
as default in WEKA.
We evaluated the classification performance using 10fold cross validation. In this procedure, data instances are
divided into ten partitions, and each method is run ten times,
using a different partition as test set each time, with the other
nine as training set. The classification performance for all
datasets based on their own feature subsets suggested from
both algorithms was compared and tabulated in Table IV. It is
observed that dimension reduction through DPSORSFS can
improve the classification results. Furthermore, in most cases
the proposed method could achieve more than 93% of
classification accuracies in all datasets except for Lung. Thus,

our idea of hybridizing DPSO with rough set for feature
selection has proven can solve the data mining problem,
effectively, as well as to improve the quality and speed of
classification.
TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES (%) USING SVM CLASSIFIERS

Dataset
Mushroom
SoyabeanSmall
Lung
Vote
Breast cancer

6

DPSORSFS
99.9
93.6
53.1
99.6
97.1

PSORSFS
99.4
93.6
43.8
95.6
95.8

Conclusions

DPSO is a novel algorithm inspired from PSO which
does not need to use velocity and inertia weight. In this paper,
we have proposed a new hybrid approach of combine DPSO
with rough set based on [20] for feature reduction
mechanism, namely discrete PSO rough set feature selection
(DPSORSFS). We also investigated the potential of
DPSORSFS to find optimal feature subsets based on the
reduct size, the best solution, the fitness value, the running
time and the classification accuracy. We have conducted
several experiments and compared the performance of
DPSORSFS algorithm with conventional PSORSFS in five
datasets which obtained from UCI database. From the results
presented it is apparent that DPSORSFS shows better results
and tends to find better solutions than PSORSFS. In addition,
the proposed approach also takes shorter time to find an
optimum feature subset and can successfully select the most
significant attributes with optimal fitness value which
contributes to higher accuracy. In this study, the results seem
to imply that DPSO algorithm with rough sets can be
fruitfully exploited in feature selection problem. In future,
more experiments need to be done to examine its efficiency
and robustness in various types of problem domains. An
extension to the approach would be to improve its searching
ability by adding up some local search strategy.
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Abstract - Fuzzy association rule mining techniques are used
to deal with uncertain or fuzzy data. In real world scenario,
database may contain items with unequal significance. Such
cases may be handled by assigning weights to items to reflect
their importance. In privacy preservation context, fuzzy
weighted itemsets can contain some non-sensitive itemsets
which have high predicting capability i.e. they may be used to
predict sensitive itemsets values. It is important to identify
such non-sensitive itemsets and to prevent their misuse. Also,
the hiding of sensitive itemsets may affect the sanitized
database. In the paper, an algorithm has been proposed to
extract fuzzy weighted frequent itemsets, identify highly
predictive fuzzy weighted non-sensitive itemsets and hides
them in combination of sensitive itemsets to obtain well
maintained sanitized quantitative datasets.
Keywords: Fuzzy Association Rules, Weighted Items,
Highly Predictive Non-sensitive Itemsets, Borders

1

Introduction

The evolution of information technology especially the
Internet enabled companies to easily record data from their
customers. Since then, huge amounts of data have been
collected and stored in the databases of many enterprises.
Due to the fact that a lot of business intelligence is hidden in
these large databases, the companies need efficient automated
tools to find out patterns and regularities.
Data mining is the process of analysing data from different
perspectives and summarizing it into useful information information that can be used to increase revenue, cuts costs,
or both. Since its introduction, the technique of association
rules mining has received great interest by the data mining
community and a lot of research has been done resulting in
the development of many different algorithms. A problem of
classical association rules is that rules can only be derived
from data containing binary data, where an item either exists
in a transaction or it does not exist. This fact led to the
invention of quantitative association rules, where the
quantitative attributes are split into intervals and the single
elements are either members or non-members of those
intervals.

Beyond the positive consequences of higher information
accuracy, a negative fact is a feeling of dwindling privacy for
individual. Privacy preserving techniques may affect the
basic organization of the database. So, there is a need of
techniques to preserve the privacy of user data without
affecting the distribution of the database. Mostly these real
world databases are of quantitative type. This work proposes
an algorithm to hide the sensitive items in the quantitative
fuzzy database without affecting the non-sensitive database.

2

Related Work

Hiding fuzzy association rules is shown in [1] by M.
Kaya and T. Berberoglu. Fuzzy concept uses membership
functions to provide membership to items into a fuzzy set. A
membership function puts a lot of impact on the result of the
fuzzy computation. The approach adopted for acquiring the
shape of any particular membership function is often
dependent on the application. For most fuzzy logic control
problems the assumption is that the membership functions are
linear - usually triangular in shape [2]. However, for many
other applications triangular membership functions are not
appropriate.
In [3], all the basic techniques of membership function
generation are described. The techniques include heuristic
based, feed-forward neural networks, clustering and mixture
decomposition etc. Lucero and Patricia in [4] give a method
for membership function generation if the training data is
present. Hong et al. proposed a fuzzy mining algorithm to
mine fuzzy rules from quantitative transaction data [5].
According to [6], association rule hiding algorithms can be
divided into three distinct classes, i.e. heuristic approaches,
border-based approaches and exact approaches. The concept
of border is used in [7] by Sun and Yu. They used this
concept to hide the sensitive itemsets so that the non sensitive
itemsets can be minimally affected by the hiding process.
There is one more work on frequent itemset hiding based on
borders. This technique uses integer programming approach
[8] of operation research to solve the problem of effect of
hiding process on the database.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section we will describe the algorithm of weighted fuzzy
itemset mining. Section 4 shed light on the constraint for
extracting highly predictive non-sensitive itemsets. In section
5, border based approach for hiding fuzzy sensitive and
highly predictive non-sensitive itemsets has been described.
Results are shown in the section 6. We will conclude our
work in section 7.

3

The Fuzzy Weighted Association Rule
Mining For Quantitative Database

To obtain appropriate membership function we have used the
approach as described in [9]. By applying weights, a user can
add some importance to the items. The application of weights
on itemsets includes the process of privacy preservation in
which the user can apply comparably less weights to the
sensitive itemsets. Another application can be described by an
example. In a grocery shop, the shopkeeper is used to mine
the transactional database to find the interesting associations
among items so that he can use this knowledge for product
placement, increasing sales and promotions etc. For profit

purpose he can require the information about the items which
are associated with costly items. In the proposed work we
have been taken the case of applying more weight to items.
Consider n be the total number of transaction data and m be
the number of attributes. α is the predefined minimum
support and g is the number of fuzzy region. The set of
candidate itemsets with r attributes is denoted as Cr, the set of
large itemsets with r attributes is denoted as Lr and Wm*gis the
weights provided by the user. The proposed weighted fuzzy
mining algorithm first transforms each quantitative value into
a fuzzy set with linguistic terms using membership functions.
The algorithm then calculates the scalar cardinality of each
linguistic term on all the transaction data. The main concept
is the calculation of the support count. In general, support is
just the addition of the membership values of the attributes. In
weighted fuzzy mining algorithm the weights provided by the
user is used to calculate the support count. The proposed
algorithm is shown in figure 1.
We have taken the maximum value of the weight among all
the weights of items in an itemset to show the maximum
impact
of
weights.

Algorithm Weighted Fuzzy Frequent Itemset Mining
Input: A set of n transaction data, each with m attribute values, a set of membership functions, a predefined minimum support
value, and a 2-dimensional matrix of weights.
Output: A set of fuzzy frequent itemsets.
STEP 1: For each transaction data D(i), i = 1 to n, and for each attribute Aj, j = 1 to m, transfer the quantitative value vj(i) into a
fuzzy set fj(i) using the given membership functions.
STEP 2: For each attribute region Rjk, calculate its scalar cardinality on the transactions:
countjk = (∑ fjki )* Wjk
i
(i)
where fjk is the membership value of vj in Region Rjk.
STEP 3: For each Rjk , 1 <= j <= m and 1 <= k <= |Aj|, check whether its countjk is larger than or equal to the predefined
minimum support value α. If Rjk satisfies the above condition, put it in the set of large 1-itemsets (Lr).
STEP 4: Set r = 1, where r is used to represent the number of items kept in the current large itemsets.
STEP 5: Generate the candidate set Cr+1 from Lr in a way similar to that in the apriori algorithm except that two regions
belonging to the same attribute cannot simultaneously exist in an itemset in Cr+1. Restated, the algorithm first joins Lr and Lr
under the condition that r-1 items in the two itemsets are the same and the other one is different. It then keeps in Cr+l the
itemsets which have all their sub-itemsets of r items existing in L, and do not have two items Rjp and Rjq where p ≠ q.
a) STEP 6: For each newly formed (r+l)-itemset s with items (s1, s2, ... , sr+1) in Cr+l do the following sub-steps: For each
transaction data D(i), calculate its fuzzy value on s as, fs(i) = fs1(i) ∩ fs2(i)...∩ fsr+1(i) where fsj(i) is the membership value of D(i)
in region sj. .If the minimum operator is used for the intersection, then fs(i) will contain the minimum value from the row
multiplied by the respective weights for each fs(i).
b)Calculate the scalar cardinality of s on the transactions as:
counts = ∑ fs(i)* Max(Wsj) for i = 1 to n and j = 1 to r+1
c) If counts, is larger than or equal to the predefined minimum support value α, put s in Lr+1.
STEP 7: If Lr+1 = null, then go to the next step;
otherwise, Output all the frequent itemsets in Lr+1, set r = r + 1 and repeat steps 5-7.
STEP 8: End
Fig. 1 The Weighted Fuzzy Frequent Itemset Mining Algorithm
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4

Highly Predictive
Itemsets

303
One scheme to show the sensitive quantitative entry in the
fuzzified database is to remove all the entries of R regions
corresponding to the tuple Tx. But this technique can result
in over-hiding of fuzzy items, since the membership of an
entry is not same in all regions. So, the proposed solution
is to take the region with highest count among all the
regions of the attribute. To understanding the concept, let
the sensitive entries are replaced by a fake character ‘#’
temporarily. Corresponding to the constraints defined for
the boolean items, the following constraints are defined for
the fuzzy items. This difference is shown in the figure 2
and figure 3, before and after introducing the fake
character ‘#’.

Non-Sensitive

The inference of correlated sensitive fields is undesirable
from a privacy preservation perspective. In order to
prevent such inference, it may be desirable to also hide
some of the non-sensitive entries. The corresponding
trade-off here is that unnecessary hiding of entries loses
information for the purpose of data analysis applications.
Therefore, it is important to hide a minimal set of entries
(i.e. a set of minimum size) in order to prevent such
privacy violations. We use the term Inauspicious for these
types of itemsets. Inauspicious or Adversarial itemsets are
those itemsets, which are itself non-sensitive, but having a
strong predictive power so that the values of the hidden
sensitive itemsets can be extracted. The basic Framework
presented in [10] is extended for the fuzzy databases.

Initially, a subset of the original database for an itemset,
which can be reflected by it, is defined as projected
database. Let X be a fuzzy itemset, T be a fuzzified dataset,
and P be a directly private set. For a tuple t in T, if X
publicly appears in t, then the projection of t with respect
to X, denoted by (tj, X), is the set of entries in t that are not
matched by X. If X does not publicly appear in t, then (tj,
X) = null. The projected database with respect to X is the
set of nonempty projections with respect to X in T.
Different types of fuzzy itemsets, which are important to
be found out to minimize the effect of highly predictive
non-sensitive itemsets, are defined below.

In the proposed work, different constraints are defined for
fuzzy itemsets to be inauspicious. After that, along with
the sensitive itemsets these non-sensitive itemsets are
combined and border-based approach for frequent fuzzy
itemset hiding is applied. In classical boolean databases,
rules are of the form, A->x, where A is an attribute and x is
an entry. In fuzzy databases, rules are of the form, A->A0.
In boolean databases, if an entry x is sensitive in the
database then it reflect to only one place of the database
i.e. (Tx, A) where Tx is the tuple containing x and A is the
attribute type of x. Thus the private dataset given by user
will be the set of these types of entries.

4.1

A fuzzy itemset is privacy-free if its projected
database for all t does not contain any fuzzy region of the
directly private entry at all. We can check it by first
finding the projected database of the itemset. If it does not
contain at least one ‘#’, then it will be called as a privacyfree
fuzzy
itemset.

However, in fuzzy database, one entry x of the quantitative
database reflects R places on the tuple of x, where R is the
fuzzy regions. The reason behind this is, in fuzzy database
one entry is shown by R region. All R regions contain
some membership of x. So, to remove the entry from
database, we have to remove all the entries of R regions
corresponding to the tuple Tx.
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

A0
0.1
1
0.3
3
0.3
3
0.8
8
0.3
3

A1
0.3
3
0.4
4
0.1
1
0.1
1
0.3
3

A2
0.6
6
0.3
3
0.6
6
0.1
1
0.4
4

B0
0.7
7
0.6
6
0.5
5
0.1
1
0.3
3

B1
0.1
1
0.1
1
0.3
3
0.4
4
0.6
6

Privacy-Free Fuzzy Itemsets

B2
0.2
2
0.3
3
0.2
2
0.5
5
0.1
1

C0
0.3
3
0.4
4
0.2
2
0.7
7
0.2
2

C1
0.3
3
0.6
6
0.5
5
0.1
1
0.3
3

C2
0.4
4
0.0
0
0.3
3
0.2
2
0.5
5

D0
0.1
1
0.4
4
0.7
7
0.3
3
0.2
2

D1
0.5
5
0.5
5
0.0
0
0.7
7
0.2
2

D2
0.4
4
0.1
1
0.3
3
0.0
0
0.6
6

D0
0.1
1
0.4

D1
0.5
5
0.5

D2
0.4
4
0.1

Fig. 2 Fuzzified Quantitative Database
T1
T2

A0
0.1
1
0.3

A1
0.3
3
0.4

A2
0.6
6
0.3

B0
#
0.6

B1
0.1
1
0.1

B2
0.2
2
0.3

C0
0.3
3
0.4

C1
0.3
3
#

C2
0.4
4
0.0
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T3
T4
T5

3
0.3
3
0.8
8
0.3
3

4
0.1
1
0.1
1
0.3
3

3
0.6
6
0.1
1
0.4
4

6
0.5
5
0.1
1
0.3
3

1
0.3
3
0.4
4
0.6
6

3
0.2
2
#
0.1
1

4
0.2
2
0.7
7
0.2
2

0.5
5
0.1
1
0.3
3

0
0.3
3
0.2
2
0.5
5

4
0.7
7
0.3
3
0.2
2

5
0.0
0
0.7
7
0.2
2

1
0.3
3
0.0
0
#

Fig. 3 Fuzzified Quantitative Temporary Database

4.2

Non-Discriminative Fuzzy Itemsets

A fuzzy itemset X is non-discriminative if every tuple in
the projected database of X contains directly private entries
in the same region of attribute(s). We can check it by
checking for ‘#’ in the entire initial fuzzy region of an
attribute for all tuples. If the initial fuzzy region is having
‘#’ then there is no need to check the other fuzzy regions
for that attribute.

4.3

Discriminative Itemsets

An itemset X is discriminative, if X is the antecedent of
some inauspicious rules. This can be determined by
checking the projected database of X. Technically, if there
is a value y such that X -> ym , where ym = max(yi) for i =
1,2,3,..., R has public and hidden confidence of at least δ
with respect to the projected database of X, then X is
discriminative. From hidden confidence is the confidence
of the rule P where P is the rule used to predict the value
yR. Here yR is a fuzzy value for region R for item y.

5

The following terminology is used in this work. Let I = {i1
, i2 , ... , im } represents all the attributes appearing in the
transaction database T={t1 , t2 , ... , tn}. I contains all the
possible items of a database, different combinations of
those items are called itemsets. Each attribute ik will
associate with several fuzzy sets. In order to represent the
fuzzy sets associated with ik, the following notion is used,

Contrast Fuzzy Itemsets

A fuzzy itemset X is said to be a contrast itemset if
for any entry y belongs to P such that X -> ym , where ym =
max(yi) for i = 1,2,3,..., R, appears in some tuples in T; all
the three rule have a public confidence of 0.

4.4

quality of the database. A new heuristic is also proposed
for candidate generation algorithm for fuzzy items.

Border Based Approach

Border theory is very useful in determining the effect of
hiding the sensitive itemsets on the non-sensitive itemsets,
thus, helps in maintaining the quality of the sanitized
database. In this proposed work, the basic border-based
approach which was applicable on the boolean databases is
extended to the border-based approach which will be
applicable for the fuzzy databases. Using this approach,
one can hide sensitive fuzzy itemset while maintaining the

(1)

Fik = { f

ik

1

, f

ik

2

, ... , f

ik

r

}

where f ikj is the jth fuzzy set in Fik. r is the number of
fuzzy regions. An itemset is a subset of I. In addition,
consider r is the number of fuzzy regions. A transaction T
is a pair (Tid, X) where Tid is a unique identifier of a
transaction and X is an itemset. Given a fuzzy database D,
the support of an itemset X, denoted as Supp(X) is the
count of each attribute region. σ is the minimum support
threshold. An itemset X is called an σ-frequent itemset if
Supp(X) >= σ.
Suppose, L be the complete set of σ-frequent itemsets in D
and ∆L be the set of sensitive itemset that needed to be
hidden. D’ is our sanitized database in which any X that
belongs to ∆L is not a σ-frequent itemset. Also, Let L’ is
the set of σ-frequent itemsets in D’ and Lr is the set of all
non-sensitive frequent itemsets. Our main aim is to try to
minimize |Lr-L’|. The key idea is to use the borders of
non-sensitive itemsets to track the impact on the sanitized
database during the hiding process and maintain its quality
by selecting the modifications with minimal impact at each
step. In a fuzzy concept, after the fuzzification process
each attribute gets divided into fuzzy fields. Thus, in a rule
one attribute can imply one fuzzy field.
The negative border of the sensitive frequent itemset will

Input:
A database D, the set L of σ-frequent itemset in D and the set of sensitive itemsets L’
Output: D’ with the maintained quality
Method:
Compute Bd− and Bd+;
Sort itemsets in Bd− in descending order of length and ascending order of support;
for each X in Bd− do
Compute Bd+|x and w (Bj) where Bj in Bd+|x;
Initialize C (C is the set of hiding candidates of X);

Int'l Conf. Data Mining | DMIN'10 |
for(i = 0; i < Supp(X) − σ ; i++) do
Sort the candidate set, according to the decreasing order of fuzzy membership values for xi
Find ui = (Ti, xi) from the sorted C such that I (ui) = Min {I (u) | u in C};
Update C = C − {(T, x) |T = Ti};
Update w (Bj) where Bj in Bd+|x;
Update database D;
Output D’ = D;
Fig. 4 Border-based Approach for Hiding Sensitive Fuzzy Weighted Itemsets
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In the previous work, since the itemset are defined by
either 0 or 1, the hiding candidate set can be a subset of the
transaction database by the number of rows but in fuzzy
database each fuzzy attribute is having some membership
in each transaction, so here C will not have the number of
rows less than the number of transactions in the database.
The proposed work will suggest a factor, which decides
the selection of transactions from this hiding candidate set.
The main approach is, for each element in B- , the affected
itemset of B+ and weights are found out. Then, a candidate
is selected for deletion and the item which puts minimal
impact will be deleted. In each iteration, C, weights and the
database also updated. The candidate selection step gives
the core of the border-based approach, which is to
efficiently find the hiding candidate with minimal impact
on border. The proposed approach finds ui in an efficient
manner for fuzzy itemsets. The justification is given
below.

is applied to it. Support count is a major metric to quantify
the importance of an itemset, the weights applied affect the
support count of an itemset.
Number of Frequent
Patterns

be denoted as B- and positive border of non-sensitive
itemsets will be denoted as B+ and these two borders
havebeen taken into consideration. For each itemset X in
B+, there will be a set of hiding candidate C, which is a set
of all the transactions that contain X.

200
100
0

Frequent
Fuzzy
Weighted
Item set Mining

Minim um Support

Fig. 5 Comparison between FFIM and FFWIM

6.2

Highly Predictive Non-Sensitive Itemsets
Extraction

Graph in figure 6 shows the affect of the support and the
number sensitive entries to the number of highly predictive
non-sensitive itemsets.

Itemsets

600
Sensitive
Entries

500
400
300
200

Predictive NonSensitive
Itemsets

100
0
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Minimum Support

Results and Analysis

Various experiments have been conducted on the proposed
work to show the effectiveness of the work. A brief
analysis of these results has also been performed and
discussed.

6.1

Frequent
Fuzzy Itemset
Mining

300

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

In boolean databases, we calculate support by the ratio of
itemset count and the number of total transactions. We can
conclude that, since all the counted itemset are having a
“1” on the place it is present; it gives its 100% membership
for the support count. Thus, the support-deciding-factor is
1 for all elements. In fuzzy databases, the supportdeciding-factor is different due to membership of the
itemsets so in the candidate selection step we have taken
the greatest value so that we can distinguish the candidates
which affect the selection most.

6

400

Frequent Fuzzy
Mining (FFWIM)

Weighted

Itemset

Various experiments were conducted to test the
performance of the proposed algorithm. We have taken
popular breast cancer database from UCI data repository.
The unseen dataset contained 450 records. All the values
are of quantitative type. Fig. 5 shows the effect of the
minimum support threshold over the number of frequent
patterns.
Weight applied to an item shows its importance to the user.
An infrequent itemset will become frequent if extra weight

Fig. 6 Effect of Support & no. of Sensitive entries on no.
of highly predictive non-sensitive itemsets

6.3

Border-Based Approach for Hiding
Frequent Sensitive Fuzzy Weighted
Itemsets

In figure 7, we have shown the comparison between the
proposed border-based approach for data hiding and the
previous data hiding approach [1]. To measure the
effectiveness, we have compared the set of non-sensitive
frequent itemset Lr with the set L’ of frequent itemsets in
D’. The quality Q of the result dataset D’ could be
measured as Q = |L’|/|Lr|. A new term, average support
difference introduced in[11] is taken as a factor to compare
the results.
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Quality Factor

0.8
0.6

Border-Based
Approach

0.4

Previous Hiding
Approach

0.2
0
20

30

40

50

Avg. Support Difference

Fig. 7 Effect of Average Support Difference on Quality
Factor
The average support difference considers the support
counts for negative border of the sensitive frequent
itemsets. It is defined as, avg_suppdiff = ∑ (Supp (Xi)-σ) /
|B-| for all Xi belongs to B- and σ is the support count.

7

Conclusions

A framework has been proposed to first extract fuzzy
weighted frequent itemsets, identify the highly predictive
fuzzy weighted non-sensitive itemsets and then hide them
in combination of sensitive itemsets to obtain well
maintained sanitized database. To achieve database
sanitization, border based approach for hiding fuzzy
weighted itemsets has been proposed. A number of
experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithms. A lot of works needed to be done
on privacy preserving fuzzy data mining. Various other
techniques needed to be evolved to apply the weights to
fuzzy itemsets.
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High Dimensional Data Classification by the PolSOM
Algorithm
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Abstract—Self-organizing map (SOM) is a traditional
method for dimensionality reduction and data classification.
It projects data on a Cartesian map with the Euclidian
distance as the variable. Although the data topology is
preserved, the inter-neuron distance is not presented. Polar
self-organizing map (PolSOM), a novel data visualization
algorithm, maps data on a polar map with two variables,
radius and angle, which represent data weight and feature
respectively. It visualizes not only the inter-neuron distance,
but also the differences among clusters in terms of weight
and feature. PolSOM sets each neuron as a benchmark to
group the similar data together, and reflects the data
characteristic by their polar coordinates. In this paper, two
high dimensional data sets are provided as the applications
of PolSOM. The simulations are compared with SOM and
ViSOM.
Keywords: Classification, Self-organizing map (SOM),
Visualization-induced SOM (ViSOM), Polar self-organizing
map (PolSOM)

1

Introduction

Nowadays, the large scale and high dimensional data
which represent a huge amount of information exist
everywhere in the world, e.g. in business, science, and
engineering. How to identify the data plays an important role
in these fields. Data classification can be divided into two
categories, supervised and unsupervised. In this paper, we
discuss the first type of data classification. For the
supervised classification, the class labels of input data are
available [10]. It can be considered as the visualization issue.
Principal component analysis (PCA) [7] is a classical
method for data dimension reduction and visualization, but
basic PCA is only used for linear data. Multidimensional
scaling (MDS) [8] is another classical method which
preserves the data distance. Sammon’s mapping [9], one of
the MDS methods, aims to minimize the distance difference
between the input space and the output space. The data
structure and the inter-point distance are preserved, but the
computational complexity is heavy and it requires
re-computation when new data are added.

Self-organizing map (SOM) [1-3], proposed by Kohonen,
visualizes high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional
map. It assigns each datum to a neuron with the highest
similarity. Because SOM cannot preserve the inter-point and
inter-neuron distances, the data characteristic is not able to
be displayed. Visualization-induced SOM (ViSOM) [4-5], a
variant of SOM, preserves the data topology as well as the
inter-neuron distance by regularizing the Euclidian distance
of neurons. But due to the uniform map grid, ViSOM cannot
present the difference among classes in terms of weight and
feature.
Polar SOM (PolSOM) [6] visualizes data on a 2-D polar
coordinates map with two variables, radius and angle,
instead of Cartesian coordinates. The two variables in the
map represent the data weight and feature respectively.
PolSOM not only preserves the data topology as well as the
inter-neuron distance, it also presents the difference among
classes. In this paper, two high dimensional datasets are
studied as the applications of PolSOM. Simulation results
show the superior performance of data visualization by
PolSOM compared with SOM and ViSOM.

2

Background

2.1

Self-Organizing Map (SOM)

Self-organizing map (SOM) [1]-[3] is an unsupervised
learning neural network with the ability to map
high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional space for
visualization. The 2-D map consists of a number of neurons,
each of which has a weight vector with the same dimension
as that of the input data. Each input datum is assigned to a
neuron with the closest feature. Based on the neighborhood
connection, SOM can display the topology of input data.
Denote the input data x ∈ ℜ , and neuron i with the
D

weight vector wi = [ wi1 , wi 2 ,..., wiD ] . At each training
T

step t, a datum x is randomly chosen from the input space.
The winning neuron c whose weight is the closest to x is
found according to

c = arg min x(t ) − wi , i ∈ {1,2,..., M × N }

(1)

i

where M × N is the number of neurons.
The updating formula for the weight of neuron is
determined by
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if i = c
⎧ w (t) + α (t)[x(t) − wi (t)],
wi (t +1) = ⎨ i
(2)
⎩wi (t) +α (t)ηic (t)[x(t) − wi (t)], if i ∈ NC
where α (t ) is the learning rate that monotonically
decreases with time, N C and η ic (t ) are the neighborhood

follows [6]:

set and the neighborhood function of the winning neuron c,
respectively.

x = ( x1 , x2 ,L , xd ) . Find its winning neuron c according

⎛

Pi − Pc

⎜
⎝

2σ (t )

η ic (t ) = exp⎜ −

2
2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(3)

where Pi and Pc are the coordinates of neuron i and neuron
c, respectively.

2.2

σ (t ) is the neighborhood radius.

Visualization-induced SOM (ViSOM)

ViSOM [4-5] is a variant of SOM to preserve the data
topology and inter-neuron distance. ViSOM regularizes the
distance between a pair of neurons to be proportional to that
in the map. The weight updating formula is defined as:

dcj −Δcjλ
)), j∈Nc(4)
Δcjλ
where d cj and Δ cj are the distances between nodes c and
j in the input space and in the output space, respectively.
λ is a positive resolution parameter.
wj(t+1)=wj()
t +ε()
t hjc()((
t xt()−wc()
t +(wc()
t −wj())
t

In ViSOM, the updating force is described by two forces:
F jx = [ x(t ) − wc (t )] + [ wc (t ) − w j (t )] = Fcx + Fcj , Fcx
is the updating force, and Fcj is the lateral contraction force
between neighboring neuron j and winner c.

3

Polar Self-Organizing Map

PolSOM [6] is a new visualization method which is
constructed on a 2-D polar map with two variables, radius
and angle, representing the data weight and feature,
respectively. After the training process, each input datum is
projected on the polar map by its own radius and angle. As a
result, the data topology and the inter-point distance are
preserved. Moreover, the differences among clusters are
presented in terms of weight and feature.
In PolSOM, the map is divided into a number of circular
sectors by angular coordinates and tori by radial coordinates.
Every circular sector and torus represent a data attribute and
weight, respectively. PolSOM sets benchmark neurons,
which are denoted as the vectors with the same
dimensionality as that of data, located on the boundary
intersections of circular sectors and tori. In the weight vector
of a neuron, the attribute represented by the neuron’s located
circular sector is larger than other attributes. The neuron’s
weight is proportional to the weight represented by the
neuron’s located torus.
The details of the PolSOM algorithm are defined as

(1) Normalize the input data. Initialize the weight of each
neuron j according to its position ( R j , A j ), and randomly
initialize the polar coordinate of each datum.
(2)
Randomly
select
an
input

datum

T

to wc − x ≤ w j − x .
(3) Update the weights of winning neuron c and its
neighborhood set N c by

⎧⎪ w j (t ) + η1 ⋅ ( x(t ) − w j (t )), if j = c
(5)
w j (t + 1) = ⎨
⎪⎩ w j (t ) + η 2 ⋅ ( x(t ) − w j (t )), if j ∈ N c

where η1 and η 2 are the learning rates.

(4) Update the polar coordinate ( rx , a x ) of the selected
datum x according to

rx (t + 1) = rx (t ) + β1 (t ) ⋅ ( Rc − rx (t )) ,
ax (t + 1) = ax (t ) + β 2 (t ) ⋅ ( Ac − α x (t)) ,

where

β1 and β 2

(6)
(7)

are the learning rates that monotonically

decrease with time.
(5) If the maximum number of iteration reaches, stop.
Otherwise, go to step 2.

4

Data Classification by PolSOM

4.1

12-D Data Set

In this synthetic data set, there is 12000 12-D data points
with three classes, Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3. Each class
has 4000 data points. The mean weight vectors of these
classes are [0.98 0.99 3.50 1 1 0.97 1 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.98 1],
[0.97 1 1 1 1 3.49 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.99 1 0.99], and [1 0.93
0.95 1 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.98 3.46 0.99 0.98 0.98], while the
standard deviations are [0.02 0.01 0.29 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01], [0.01 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.27
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01], and [0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.31 0.02 0.03 0.01]. The 3rd attribute of the
data vector in Class 1, the 6th attribute in Class 2 and the 9th
attribute in Class 3 are much larger than other attributes,
respectively.
The visualization results of PolSOM, SOM and ViSOM
are presented in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, it shows that Fig. 1 (b)-(c)
cannot provide the data characteristic of each class. In Fig. 1
(a), most data of Class 1 gather around the 60° angular
coordinate which represents the 3rd attribute of the data, most
data of Class 2 gather around the 150° angular coordinate
which represents the 6th attribute, and most data of Class 3
gather around the 240° angular coordinate which represents
the 9th attribute.
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4.2

8-D Data Set

This synthetic dataset consists of 10000 8-D data points
with two classes, Class 1 and Class 2. Each class has 5000
data points. The mean weight vectors of the two classes are
[0.50 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.49 0.50] and [2.49 2.50 2.49
2.49 2.50 2.49 2.48 2.51], while the standard deviations of
these two are [0.29 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.29] and
[0.28 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.28 0.29].
Fig. 2 shows the visualization results of PolSOM, SOM
and ViSOM. In Fig. 2 (b)-(c), they do not demonstrate the
difference between the two classes, while in Fig. 2 (a), the
map presents that the average radius of Class 2 is almost 5
times larger than that of Class 1. This indicates the mean data
weight of Class 2 is bigger than that of Class 1. In addition,
Fig. 2 (a) exhibits the even data distribution of each circular
sector. It illustrates that the data attribute is similar to each
other in every class.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, two high dimensional data sets are provided
as the applications of PolSOM. The visualization results by
PolSOM are able to present the data characteristic and
difference among classes in terms of data weight and feature,
compared with the traditional algorithms which only use the
Euclidian distance as the variable. Based on the simulation
result, it shows that PolSOM can handle the large scale and
high dimensional data by the supervised classification.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Visualization of the 12-D synthetic data set. (a) by PolSOM (c) by SOM (c) by ViSOM.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 Visualization of the 8-D synthetic data set. (a) by PolSOM (c) by SOM (c) by ViSOM.
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Data Mining and Electronic Health Records: Selecting Optimal
Clinical Treatments in Practice
Casey Bennett, M.A. and Thomas W. Doub, Ph.D.

Abstract—Electronic health records (EHR’s) are only a first
step in capturing and utilizing health-related data - the
problem is turning that data into useful information. Models
produced via data mining and predictive analysis profile
inherited risks and environmental/behavioral factors
associated with patient disorders, which can be utilized to
generate predictions about treatment outcomes. This can
form the backbone of clinical decision support systems driven
by live data based on the actual population. The advantage of
such an approach based on the actual population is that it is
“adaptive”. Here, we evaluate the predictive capacity of a
clinical EHR of a large mental healthcare provider (~75,000
distinct clients a year) to provide decision support information
in a real-world clinical setting. Initial research has achieved a
70% success rate in predicting treatment outcomes using these
methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENT years have the seen the proliferation of
electronic health records (EHR’s) across the mental
healthcare field and the healthcare industry in general. The
current challenge is turning data collected within EHRs into
useful information. An EHR is only the first step – data
must be leveraged through technology to inform clinical
practice and decision-making.
Without additional
technology, EHR’s are essentially just copies of paper-based
records stored in electronic form.
Centerstone, the largest community-based mental health
provider in the United States, is conducting research and
development on a number of real-time decision support
systems – including areas such as clinical productivity and
optimal treatment selection – that combine elements of data
mining and predictive modeling with actual clinical
practice. Data mining can capture complex patterns about
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patients’ genetic, clinical, and socio-demographic
characteristics, which can be used to generate predictions
about treatment outcomes. As a result, inherited risks and
environmental/behavioral factors associated with patient
disorders can be profiled and used to construct the backbone
of clinical decision support systems driven by live data based
on the actual population.
Beyond this, there is stark evidence of a 13-17 year gap
between research and practice in clinical care [1]. This
reality suggests that the current methods for moving
scientific results into actual clinical care are lacking.
Furthermore, evidence-based treatments derived from such
research are often out-of-date by the time they reach
widespread use and don’t always account for real-world
variation that typically impedes effective implementation
[2]. Indeed, these issues have been a major reason for the
push for clinical decision support in healthcare. However,
many of the current decision support systems rely on expertbased or standards-based models, rather than data-driven
ones. The former are based on statistical averages or expert
opinions of what works for groups of people in general,
whereas data-driven models are essentially an individualized
form of practice-based evidence drawn from the live
population.
The latter falls within the concept of
“personalized medicine.”
The ability to adapt specific treatments to fit the
characteristics of an individual’s disorder transcends the
traditional disease model. Prior work in this area has
primarily addressed the utility of genetic data to inform
individualized care. However, it is likely that the next
decade will see the integration of multiple sources of data genetic, clinical, socio-demographic – to build a more
complete profile of the individual, their inherited risks, and
the environmental/behavioral factors associated with
disorder and the effective treatment thereof [3]. Indeed, we
already see the trend of combining clinical and genetic
indicators in prediction of cancer prognosis as a way of
developing cheaper, more effective prognostic tools [4], [5],
[6].
However, data mining alone – or clinical decision support
alone – are only components of a larger potential system.
Utilizing them in conjunction creates a system of real-time
data-driven clinical decision support, or “adaptive decision
support.” The result is a more responsive and relevant
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model, essentially representing a form of rudimentary
artificial intelligence that “lives” within the clinical system,
can “learn” over time, and can adapt to the variation seen in
the actual real-world population. The approach is twopronged – both developing new knowledge about effective
clinical practices as well as modifying existing knowledge
and evidence-based models to fit real-world settings.
Continuous improvement of clinical decision support and
advancement of clinical knowledge are seen as key features
for future systems [7].
In terms of actual application,
modeling can be used to support clinical decisions provided
a flexible, adaptable IT framework can consolidate data
from different sources.
Typically, data warehousing
provides such an infrastructure. As opposed to the EHR, a
data warehouse does not have to be tied to a single provider
organization, increasing its power, scope and utility.
Patterns learned from past experience can then be applied to
new clients as they enter the system (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Clinical Decision Support – Data Flow Diagram

In this study, we describe data mining and predictive
modeling work that utilizes clinical indicators to predict
client outcomes within the Centerstone system. Those
algorithms can then be applied to new clients to aid in
selection of the optimal clinical treatment based on a
number of possible “service packages”. This approach was
cross-diagnostic, and the services distinguished only at a
gross level (therapy, medical, case management).
Nonetheless, results indicate the approach as a promising
avenue of research. The initial work was necessitated by
changes to a state-run payor (non-Medicaid “Safety Net”) in
the state of Tennessee, which compelled Centerstone to
optimize certain services for the patients most in need. The
goal was thus to determine the probability that a given set of
services would result in average or above-average outcomes
for a particular client and service package. This method
would provide clients with the best probability of positive
outcomes while minimizing use of services unlikely to result

in a positive outcome, increasing the availability of limited
resources for other clients.
II. METHODS
A. Data Extraction
Data was extracted from Centerstone’s electronic health
record into a specialized schema in the data warehouse for
data mining applications. The target variable was the
follow-up CARLA outcome measure (Centerstone
Assessment of Recovery Level – Adult) at 6 months post
baseline. The CARLA is a measure of level of recovery
developed and validated by clinical experts at Centerstone.
Using the CARLA, clinicians provide a systematic rating of
client symptoms, functioning, supports, insight, and
engagement in treatment. Predictor variables initially
extracted for the analysis included Baseline CARLA Score,
Gender, Race, Age, Baseline Tennessee Outcomes
Measurement System (TOMS) Symptomatology Score,
Baseline TOMS Functioning Score, Previous Mobile Crisis
Encounter (binary, yes/no), Diagnosis Category, Payor,
Location, County , Region Type (Urban or Rural), Service
Profile (types of services received) and Service Volume
(amount of services received). The initial sample was
delimited to June 1, 2008 through approximately June 1,
2009 and included only new intakes at time of baseline
CARLA (had not seen previously in Centerstone’s clinics
since at least 2001). After these various filters were applied
and data was screened for missing key fields (such as the
CARLA at both baseline and follow-up), the final sample
size for initial modeling was 423.
B. Data Modeling
After the initial data extraction and calculations were
made, data was loaded into KNIME (Version 2.1.1) [9], an
advanced data mining, modeling, and statistical platform.
The initial analysis focused on the change in CARLA scores
over time. The primary question was whether clients would
obtain average or better outcomes based on services received
(or vice versa, worse outcomes). As such, the target variable
– improvement in clinical outcome – was discretized into a
binary variable of plus/minus the mean (equivalent to equal
bins classification). The consequences and assumptions of
reduction to a binary classification problem are addressed in
[6], noting that the issues of making such assumptions are
roughly equivalent to making such assumptions around
normal distributions. All predictor variables were z-score
normalized. Subsequently, all predictor variables were
either 1) not discretized (labeled “Bin Target”), or 2)
discretized via CAIM (Class-Attribute Interdependence
Maximization).
CAIM is a form of entropy-based
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discretization that attempts to maximize the available
“information” in the dataset by delineating categories in the
predictor variables that relate to classes of the target
variable. By identifying and using patterns in the data itself,
CAIM has been shown to improve classifier performance
[8]. It should be noted that not all models are capable of
handling both discretized and continuous variables, and thus
both methods were not applied to all modeling methods.
Additionally, some methods, such as certain kinds of neural
networks or decision trees, may dynamically convert
numeric variables into binary or categorical variables as part
of their modeling process. As such, even when no prediscretization was performed, it may have occurred within
the modeling process itself.
Multiple models were constructed on the dataset to
determine optimal performance using both native, built-in
KNIME models as well as models incorporated from WEKA
(Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis; Version
3.5.6) [10]. Models were generally run using default
parameters, though some experimentation was performed to
optimize parameters. Namely, in the results shown here,
there were three exceptions: 1) Bayesian Network – K2 was
set MaxParents=3, 2) MP Neural Network was set
Decay=True, and 3) K-Nearest Neighbors as set KNN=5.
Models tested included Naïve Bayes[10], HNB (Hidden
Naïve Bayes [11]), AODE (Aggregating One-Dependence
Estimators [12]), Bayesian Networks [10], Multi-layer
Perceptron neural networks [10], Random Forests [13], J48
Decision Trees (a variant of the classic C4.5 algorithm
[14]), Log Regression, and K-Nearest Neighbors [15],
Additionally, ensembles were built using a combination of
Naïve
Bayes, Multi-layer Perceptron neural network,
Random Forests, K-nearest neighbors, and logistic
regression, employing forward selection optimized by AUC
[16]. Voting by committee was also performed with those
same five methods, based on maximum probability [17].
Due to the number of models used, detailed explanations of
individual methods are not provided here for brevity, but can
be found elsewhere (e.g. [10] and [18], and references
therein).
C. Model Evaluation
Model performance was determined using 10-fold crossvalidation [10]. All models were evaluated using multiple
performance metrics, including raw predictive accuracy;
variables related to standard ROC (receiver operating
characteristic) analysis, the AUC (area under the curve), the
true positive rate, and the false positive rate [19] and Hand’s
H [20]. The data mining methodology and reporting is in
keeping with recommended guidelines [21], [22], such as
the proper construction of cross-validation, incorporation of
feature selection within cross-validation folds, testing of
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multiple methods, and reporting of multiple metrics of
performance, among others.
Additionally, some of the better performing models were
evaluated using feature selection prior to modeling (but
within each cross-validation fold). The feature selection
methods used include univariate filter methods (Chisquared,
Relief-F),
multivariate
subset
methods
(Consistency-Based –Best First Search, Symmetrical
Uncertainty Correlation-Based Subset Evaluator) and
wrapper-based (Rank Search employing Chi-squared and
Gain Ratio). The advantages and disadvantages of these
different types of feature selection are well-addressed
elsewhere [23].

III. RESULTS
The results of the various combinations of modeling
method and discretization can be seen in Table 1, sorted by
AUC. The highest accuracies are between 70-72%, with
AUC values ranging .75-.79. It should also be noted that
the Spearman’s rank-order correlation between AUC and
Hand’s H was .977 (p<.01), indicating little divergence
between the two measures, at least on this particular dataset.
Hand [20] has indicated that these two measures will
diverge when misclassification costs vary across methods.
We found no evidence of that in this case, or at least that the
issue was not significant. These initial results suggest a
predictive capacity of the current EHR data within
Centerstone. We suspect that utilizing outcome measures
designed to specifically measure change over time will
improve this capacity.
Table 1: Model Performance
Model
AODE
Lazy Bayesian Rules
Naïve Bayes
Bayes Net - K2
Bayes Net - K2
Ensemble
Naïve Bayes
Bayes Net - TAN
Bayes Net - TAN
MP Neural Net
Ensemble
Classif via Linear Reg
MP Neural Net
K-Nearest Neighbor
Vote
Random Forest
Random Forest
Log Regression
Log Regression
J48 Tree
Vote
J48 Tree
K-Nearest Neighbor

10X Cross-Val (partitioned)
Accuracy
AUC
Binning
CAIM
72.3%
0.7769
CAIM
71.2%
0.7741
CAIM
71.6%
0.7706
CAIM
70.7%
0.7690
Bin Target
70.4%
0.7677
CAIM
70.9%
0.7604
Bin Target
68.6%
0.7587
CAIM
70.0%
0.7567
Bin Target
69.7%
0.7561
CAIM
70.7%
0.7534
Bin Target
70.2%
0.7500
Bin Target
68.8%
0.7486
Bin Target
69.5%
0.7467
CAIM
69.5%
0.7377
CAIM
68.1%
0.7362
Bin Target
66.0%
0.7238
CAIM
67.8%
0.7222
CAIM
67.8%
0.7206
Bin Target
67.1%
0.7117
CAIM
68.1%
0.6813
Bin Target
63.4%
0.6609
Bin Target
66.9%
0.6544
Bin Target
63.8%
0.6359

TP rate
74.6%
75.2%
76.5%
75.4%
75.7%
76.9%
74.7%
73.3%
73.4%
75.6%
74.5%
71.5%
73.0%
73.6%
72.7%
70.3%
71.7%
77.7%
71.7%
71.5%
76.2%
72.4%
65.9%

FP rate
32.6%
36.2%
36.5%
37.4%
38.1%
38.1%
41.0%
37.0%
37.6%
37.6%
37.6%
37.6%
37.7%
38.4%
40.5%
43.1%
40.1%
47.9%
41.7%
39.4%
57.1%
32.6%
44.2%

H
0.2739
0.2695
0.2705
0.2550
0.2561
0.2452
0.2410
0.2302
0.2392
0.2273
0.2195
0.2356
0.2368
0.2093
0.2011
0.2040
0.1896
0.1812
0.1799
0.1688
0.1239
0.1487
0.0786
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These models were then applied to a series of predetermined “service packages” that most common clients
receive. Client data is Cartesian-joined to the service
packages to produce predictions for combinations of each
and each service package, in essence a “what if” analysis.
The results of one of the higher performing models by AUC
(Bayesian Network – K2) were used to generate predictive
information at the time of intake for the clinician.
Implementation with the live system is being addressed in a
separate, upcoming study (data not shown). However,
examples of these predictions (based on actual data) can be
seen in Figures 2 and 3.

The results of feature selection were mixed (data not
shown). Although some methods were able to produce
similar performance using smaller, more parsimonious
feature sets than the full feature set models (most notably
wrapper-based approaches), they generally did not improve
performance significantly. Additionally, the selected feature
sets displayed a marked degree of variability across
methodologies. This is a common issue, to be expected with
complex problems [24], [25]. In many domains there are
potentially multiple models/feature sets that can produce
comparably good results.

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 2. Example 1 of treatment
pre-set “service packages”

recommendations using

Fig. 3. Example 2 of treatment
pre-set “service packages”

recommendations using

Predictive modeling on live EHR data from a large
community-based mental health provider has revealed the
capacity of such systems to be used as the basis for an
“adaptive” clinical decision support framework.
Even
without work to enhance the EHR, models were built with
over 70% accuracy and .75 AUC in predicting optimal
clinical treatments. It is likely through such an approach
that the true potential of EHR’s can be realized. Indeed,
even recent popular media articles are picking up on this
distinction between current EHR’s and their trumpeted
potential (“Little Benefit Seen, So Far, in Electronic Patient
Records” New York Times, 11/15/2009).
Without individualized care recommendations that
have the capacity to rapidly incorporate changing evidence,
adoption of evidence-based practice and treatment
guidelines will continue to occur at a glacial pace. While
there are many barriers to adoption of systematic treatment
recommendations, one of the primary failings of common
treatment recommendations is that they are based on
statistical averages (e.g., “70% of people improve with
medication X”). While those guidelines are helpful,
practicing clinicians are keenly aware that treatments that
have been shown to be highly effective in clinical trial
populations are not always effective with individuals in realworld settings. This is particularly true when the source
research failed to adequately address variation due to
gender, race, ethnicity, or a multitude of other potential
factors. When recommended treatments don’t work,
clinicians are frequently left to make critical decisions where
research evidence is lacking.
The integration of electronic health records with
rigorous data modeling as described herein can complement
traditional research methods by filling gaps in knowledge,
by suggesting new and possibly unanticipated avenues for
systematic research, and by enabling rapid deployment of
personalized evidence in field settings. New innovations for
individualized care can literally be integrated into predictive
models overnight, as opposed to the decades that research
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evidence often takes to diffuse into common practice. This is
key to leveraging electronic health data. Without modeling,
EHR’s are only informative of what occurred in the past, not
predictive of the future. Without that predictive capacity, it
cannot be used by clinicians as actionable information.
One limitation of this approach is that it requires large
and diverse populations, diversity in practice, and reliable
data. A small medical practice or group practice could not
generate enough data to produce reliable and replicable
findings. It is therefore important for provider organizations
to consider how to aggregate their data so that predictive
models may be developed and fed back into local electronic
health records. Privacy and security of health information
will have to be paramount, or the risks to individual privacy
may outweigh the collective benefit of data aggregation and
prevent meaningful advances in care.
It is also worth noting that these models actually benefit
from natural variation in clinical practice. The current drive
toward standardization and consistency in treatment may
actually inhibit innovation that would be identified through
modeling efforts. While health research is generally
informed by clinical theory and practice, most practice
occurs outside the purview of academic medicine, and many
exceptional clinical practitioners do not conduct research or
publish innovations they may develop with their patients.
Modeling can identify emerging clinical practices that are
especially promising, and may accelerate the process of
dissemination from one clinician to another.
In the work described here, the initial model was built
across all diagnoses - including diagnosis used as a predictor
variable – but work is proceeding to focus on building
models that make personalized clinical predictions within
diagnostic-specific groups.
Furthermore, research is
continuing into analyzing more specific questions, moving
from – “does the client need medications” – to “which
medications are most likely to be effective for this particular
individual”. Mixing genetic (e.g. microarray) and clinical
indicators, rather than using one or the other, is the most
likely long-term avenue, although if and how these data
sources should be combined is still a subject of intense
debate [4], [5], [6].
The purpose of this study was to test the feasibility of
building clinically predictive models using data already
existent in the EHR. After this initial work, a new study is
currently underway using improved outcome measures that
are putatively better indicators of clinical improvement
(CDOI – Client-Directed Outcome-Informed, [26]). This is
to be followed by the first controlled pilot study on actual
implementation of this data-driven decision support model
specifically for patients with depression at certain clinical
sites. In addition, we are developing a national data
warehouse across several major mental healthcare providers
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from Michigan to Colorado to Arizona, in partnership with
the Centerstone Research Institute’s Knowledge Network, a
technology-based alliance of providers, academic
researchers, and industry leaders. Funding is also being
sought to develop a gene expression database on a large
portion of Centerstone’s clinical population, likely starting
with clients with depressive disorders or schizophrenia.
These future efforts will help to improve and validate these
models.
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Fat Tailed Distribution of Neural Networks Forecasting
Domingos S. P. Salazar, Maíra de O. Santos, Adrian L. Arnaud, Paulo J. L. Adeodato

Abstract— In the field of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
for time series forecasting much attention has been drawn to the
establishment of confidence intervals for predictions as well as
efficient methods of detecting outlier outputs. However, the main
parametric results are based upon a set of hypotheses concerning
either the probability distribution function (pdf) of data or the pdf
of the final synaptic weights. This paper investigates the
normality of those common assumptions and shows empirically
how ANNs react to noisy data and map input randomness into its
own forecasting pdf. This paper uses ‘fat tailed’ distributions for
modeling those forecasting values with much better adherence
than the traditional methods based on the Gaussian distribution.
The results assessed by likelihood value and graphical analysis
show that the Normal Distribution methods discard an amount of
good data (as outliers) much larger than ‘fat tailed’ distributions.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE plurality of prediction techniques found in literature
sometimes revealed by world renowned forecasting
competitions [1] has imposed new and demanding stakes. In
order to keep models efficient, fine performance
enhancement requires special attention to both data pre- and
post- processing methods. Semi-parametric approaches such
as artificial neural networks (ANNs) can learn its optimal
state directly from data, avoiding some parameter
misspecification. But the remaining ad hoc parameters can
change the forecasting substantially and it requires intense
testing because there are no clues towards an optimal
theoretical building prescription for ANNs [2]. Fortunately,
there are some exact results leading this research to a less
empirical level [3] thus preventing unnecessary computation
also in industry. But an even simpler problem arises by
keeping all parametric values constant on the ANN and
changing only the initialization values of the synaptic
weights. If the time series is deterministic, any initialization
would produce approximately the same forecasting result
after a sufficiently long training time [4]. Alternatively, when
data contains even a small amount of noise, variation on
weights initializations produces entirely different outputs due
to chaotic nonlinear step increments [5]. Dealing with this
inherent randomness and combining several outputs into a
single forecasting interval is a challenge faced in attempts to
model real time series with ANNs. Detecting outliers among
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a sample of outputs as well as finding confidence intervals
for predictions are a major task of post-processing.
Questioning the normality of some ordinary classical
assumptions and providing more general methods is a role of
“robust statistics”. Here “robust” means any procedure with
low sensitivity to minor deviations from assumptions [6].
Following this path, this paper investigates if violations of
traditional statistical hypothesis concerning data and ANNs
forecasting distribution can produce entirely different result
on parametric confidence intervals and outlier detection.
Theoretical studies concerning an ensemble of neurons
learning from data deal with physical idealizations such as
the size of training set and the population of neurons being
both infinite [7, 8]. Such situation is usually called
thermodynamic limit and its goal is to reduce the physics of
the system to a small set of equations for the so called
macroscopic observable variable. With such mathematical
apparatus one can infer the optimal cost function to use
under certain special conditions. This kind of contribution is
remarkable from both theoretical and practical point of view
since it provides new hints towards the best algorithms. This
paper is less ambitious since it deals with limitations faced
by the “everyday forecaster” instead of an idealized limit.
Training time is finite and also the architecture of the
network is limited by a small number of neurons. In one
hand, theoretical difficulties arise from this common scenario
since thermodynamic limit cannot be considered valid
because the system is not big enough. On the other hand, the
system is not small enough to permit some analytical
tractability. In this sense, fully explaining this learning
process requires solving a complex non-linear problem
which is not the goal of this paper. Instead, a uniform weight
distribution was mapped experimentally into an output
distribution.
The novel result is that the dynamics produces a fat tailed
distribution for the forecasting value, which can be
approximated by a Student’s t distribution [9], even when
input artificial data are disturbed by additive Gaussian noise.
It means that weights spread around phase space on a much
wider way than random walk does, thus allowing some rare
events to happen more often than imagined. Implications of
this distribution mapping are the revision of robustness of
parametric confidence intervals and outlier detection, this
paper carefully analyzes to avoid an optimistic interpretation
of ANN forecasting.
Student’s t distribution is a power law distribution used to
model generalized Gaussian processes and it has several
applications ranging from the domain of finance to fluid
turbulence [10]. For example, Black-Scholes theory makes
explicit use of Gaussian distribution for log-returns of
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financial stocks [11, 12]. Nowadays, with the large amount
of available information down to small time scales, it is
possible to show empirically that high frequency stock prices
data are not Gaussian distributed but their histogram shows a
clear fat tailed behavior close to a Student’s t pdf [13].
Similar phenomenon happens on fluid turbulence, where the
series of velocities’ increments show a complex and still not
fully understood dynamics. Their distribution down to small
scales shows a clear non-Gaussian fat tailed behavior that
demands generalized pdfs [14]. This paper investigates the
appearance of such pdfs on ANNs forecasting problem of
both artificial time series with different additive Gaussian
noise intensities and known real data series from finance and
internationally recognized competitions. Implications on
outlier detection are numerically simulated and also treated
analytically.
This paper is organized as follows: next there is a review
on the basics of ANNs to time series forecasting. Then
experimental setup will be presented and different time series
will be introduced, followed by empirical evidence of power
law distributions. Section three contains both numerical
simulation and analytical result concerning the consequences
of our experiments to some forecasting techniques.

powerful tool in distinguishing not linearly separable data
[17]. The single output neuron uses an identity function. To
illustrate an example, the generic function for a feed forward
neural network with a hidden layer may be written as

II. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

A. Time Series
We apply the same ANN model on time series of different
nature to guarantee a good level of generalization of the
ideas put forward by this paper. From the field of finance,
there are series of two indices representing the well
established market and a recent growing one; namely, Dow
Jones Industrial Index (DJIA) daily close from 1/4/1999 to
10/8/2009 and Brazilian Market Stock Exchange Index
(IBOV) daily close from 1/4/1999 to 11/18/2009.
Experiments were also carried out on three time series from
the NNGC1 Forecasting Competition [1]: the daily number
of vehicles passing through the Baregg Tunnel (one and both
directions) and series of Transportation Employment (in
thousands). An artificial series was created by inserting
additive noise to a simple trigonometric function

In the field of time series forecasting, a method is called
self adaptive [15] if it is able to adjust its inner parameters to
provide a better forecasting just by studying available
patterns that are presented as a training data set. This
learning process does not require a specific hypothetical
system of equations to be solved, so it can be applicable to
any time series problem but its performance is better
guaranteed if some general characteristics concerning the
series behavior are taken into consideration. Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) models are a type of self adaptive methods
with a certain structure, or architecture, defined by small set
of parameters.
This paper focuses on a special class of ANN referred to
as Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) which is a feed forward
ANN with nonlinear activation function and three or more
layers of neurons. The usual choice is just one hidden layer
because it is the minimum necessary as determined by the
universal approximation theorem [5].
Available patterns form a training set of vectors whose
dimension depends on the amount of lagged observations
one wants to map into predictions. Some data
transformations can be done at a pre-processing step and this
will be explored later in the paper when specific time series
are presented Finding the best variables and time lags to use
at training is crucial and sometimes expertise on the time
series specific domain can provide some hints. It is important
to say that there is no intention to replace a specialist’s
opinion in forecasting industry by an ANN, but rather the
goal is to provide a systematic way to take more advantage
of it.
Here a linear function for the input nodes as well as a LogSigmoid activation function was used, making the MLP a

yˆ i +1 = f id ( wco + ∑h who f log − sig ( wch + ∑iwih yt − j +1 ))
The network makes a linear combination of an initial set
of nodal weights with the respective data values in the input.
But during training, as this information moves forward
through the hidden layer, the network produces an output
which is a non linear transformation on the weighted sum of
the inputs, instead of a simple linear combination. The
forecasting value is then compared to a known pattern and its
accuracy is measured according to a certain cost function
over all validation set [2]. Then weights are modified to
provide smaller error by a gradient descendent method. The
ANN is then ready to forecast values on the test data set after
a sufficiently long training time or convergence level
achieved.
III. EMPIRICAL SIMULATION

xi = Sin( Ai) + Wi

(1)

where i ranges from 1 to 600, 2π/A defines the period, which
had the value 30 assigned to. The noise was chosen to be a
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance equal to
25% of the average of the summed squares of the
deterministic part of last equation. Another artificial series
was designed with an additive Student’s t noise

y i = Sin ( Ai ) + Ti

(2)

where i ranges from 1 to 600 and T is a Student’s t noise
with zero mean. Variance and the parameter “A” were kept
at the same level as the Gaussian noise. The goal is to test if
the assertion of fat tailed weight’s distribution depends on
the input noise signature, being it either artificial or taken
from real world time series.
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B. Experimental Setup
The ANN model used in this set of forecasting
experiments consisted on a MLP trained with Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm with 10 neurons in the hidden layer as
well as 10 historical lags and a batch update algorithm. This
architecture was chosen without the typical recipe of
experimental topology testing because performance
improvement is not the focus at this moment. Instead, the
focus is on discovering how random initialization seeds
spread into a new output distribution on a common
architecture. However, as this single choice of parameters
can be considered misspecified modeling for some of the
time series, these experiments may produce spurious patterns
in a large range. The way the fat-tailed signature is affected
by an increase of model specifications will lead us to further
research.

(a)

(b)
Fig.1. (a) Histogram of 10,000 outputs of DJIA Time Series (Close –
experiment II – without any prior transformation). (b) Log-Linear
Sixth Momentum plot of the same outputs after trend removal and
normalization.
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At a pre-processing level, transformations such as
differences ( yi = xi − xi −1 ), returns ( yi = xi xi −1 − 1 ) and log
returns ( yi = log xi − log xi −1 ) have been applied to some
series. All modified series and the original ones were tested
as it will be explained below. Time series were split into
training and validation set, where only 100 observations
were reserved for validation and the remainder of the series
was assigned to training in order to achieve our goal of
exhaustive training. Here the test set is just illustrative and
consists of a single observation at the end of the series. The
weights were randomly initialized according to the NguyenWidrow initialization algorithm [18]. By mapping the initial
weights to forecasting values without the training steps, one
obtains a Gaussian distribution. But if training is allowed, the
shape of the forecasting distribution changes, as it is shown
empirically. This provides a hint towards a better
understanding of the origin of fat tailed behavior in ANN
forecasting and it will be explored in further research. The
experiments were repeated several times for different
training sets and the results were qualitatively similar. The
parameters for the fitting distribution do vary from one
training set for another, as expected for different non-linear
systems with noise. Data were linearly transformed such that
their maximum and minimum levels were mapped into the
standard [0; 1] range. The outputs were then rescaled by the
inverse transformation. In order to test the forecasting
distribution training was restarted several times. For all
experiments, there were 10,000 replications because that
sample size was enough to put the distribution tails on
evidence, since they are rare events. After scaling the outputs
back, a histogram for each experiment has been constructed
and then several fat-tailed distributions were tested with
parameters optimized by the maximum likelihood method.
The location scale Student's t distribution was found to be
the best among those tested with a remarkable good fitting.
Plots of both the pdf and the probability plot of this model
against a normal distribution for different time series were
produced. Results for DJIA close (experiment II) time series
is presented in Fig. 1-a. Detrended data after normalized by
their standard deviation is shown in a log-linear sixth
momentum plot (Fig. 2-b) that shows explicitly the
mentioned fat tail behavior. Further experiments for the other
mentioned time series are presented in Fig. 2. As a formal
statistical approach to these findings, the Akaike Information
Criterion [19] for the statistical model was calculated. It was
chosen because it combines both the maximized value of the
likelihood function and the number of free parameters as
penalty term. Since the location scale Student’s t
distributions contains three free parameters (against two of
the Normal distribution), such better fitting was expected.
Thus, to avoid an unfair comparison it was decided to show
this measure that penalizes the most general model. The
smaller AIC, the better is the adjustment of a specific
distribution to given data. A relative comparison can be done
for both Student’s t and Normal distributions as shown on
Table 1 for different time series. All modified series contain
their transformation explicitly on title. Also labels “I” and
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“II” hold for the different training experiments with
forecasting for the last day of the series (II) and the day
before it (I). Under this statistical criterion Student’s t
distribution fits better then a Gaussian distribution.

x²

p N ( x) =

υ +1
υ +1
Γ

−
2
x
²
2


 1+
p T ( x) = 


υθ 
υ 
υπθ Γ  
2

TABLE 1
AKAIKE INFORMATION CRITERION FOR NORMAL AND STUDENT ’S T FITTING

AIC
Time Series

Normal

DJIA - close - II
DJIA - log returns - II

Student’s t

82154

81195

-116475

-116731

80842

80305

DJIA - returns - I

-60793

-60795

IBOV- returns - II

-100978

-101359

IBOV - close - II

133179

130033

IBOV - close - I

128062

126376

IBOV - returns - I

-85631

-85711

Sin Series with Gaussian noise (1)

-30486

-30691

Sin Series with fat tailed noise (2)

-28697

-28722

NNGC1 (C1_V2_9) - differences - II

137555

133070

DJIA - close - I

NNGC1 (C1_V2_9) - differences - I

146566

142204

NNGC1 (E1_V1_8) - II

158508

158435

NNGC1 (E1_V1_8) - differences - II

159744

159713

NNGC1 (E1_V1_8) – I

158983

158900

NNGC1 (E1_V1_8) - differences - I

158572

158546

NNGC1 (E1_V1_9) – II

170635

170512

NNGC1 (E1_V1_9) - differences - II

165337

165218

NNGC1 (E1_V1_9) – I

170405

170243

NNGC1 (E1_V1_9) - differences - I

166316

166201

(3)

(4)

Both pdf have 0 mean and variance given by σ ² for the
Gaussian and θ ²υ /(υ − 2) for Student’s t. Their mean can be
replaced by any value performing a simple additive
transformation. Now consider the following situation:
suppose there is available a large sample of a population
whose distribution is unknown. By taking its sample mean
and sample variance, an ordinary assumption that this
population is in fact normally distributed with the same mean
and variance can be made. This implies boundaries (Lm, LM)
where data can be found with a confidence level of 1 - ε .
LM

∫p

N

( x)dx = 1 − ε

Lm

This approach is useful to avoid outliers, because data can
be composed by a main distribution plus some noisy and rare
events that can be taken out from the sample when estimating
its mean for example. A rather robust route can be taken by
estimating sample median instead of its mean but if the focus
is either on sample variance or kurtosis those extreme events
may mislead some calculations. The goal is to find the ratio
of the amount of good data ruled out from our sample (as
outliers) to the theoretical amount when assuming wrongly
the normality hypothesis. Namely, the goal is the ratio
ε * / ε where:

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
It is widely accepted that regression functions have
different sorts of errors accumulated while training. A
potential error due to suboptimal training can be avoided at
the cost of computation time which is not a problem in the
experiments carried out here. Other problems concerning
uncertainty of the outputs are connected to the shape of error
function with possibly many local minima, noisy data,
random weight initialization and the uncertainty attributed to
the regression model itself. In practice, it’s not possible to
isolate each of those contributions. So, they are treated as a
whole source of uncertainty. This paper shows that
parametric outlier analysis methods are based on some
normality hypotheses which make them optimistic. A step
further is taken to estimate the theoretical error of such
methods. Consider the normal and scaled Student’s t
distributions below

−
1
e 2σ ²
2πσ ²

LM

∫p

T

( x)dx = 1 − ε *

Lm

Using the analytical tractability of the Normal (3) and
Student’s t pdfs (4), both ε and ε * are calculated directly
from integrals from above. Take symmetrical boundaries (-L,
L) centered on samples mean which is assumed zero without
loss of generality and its variance is σ 2 .

ε = 1 − erf ( L / σ 2 )
ν ν 
ε * = 2 − 2I Z  , 
2 2

Where

I Z the incomplete beta function [20] and
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Z=

L / θ + (L / θ ) 2 + υ
2 (L / θ ) 2 + υ

The plot in Fig. 3 illustrates the theoretical ratio ε * / ε
against Student’s t parameter υ for an L such that the
boundaries (-L, L) would contain 99.7% of data if normality
held. Fig. 3 also depicts the same ratio for a numerical
simulation of a randomly created Student’s t data set with
sample size N=10.000 for different υ . Notice that normality
hypothesis is eliminating a much larger amount of data than
necessary. For typical values of υ found in our experiments
(between 3 and 4), this amount is four to five times larger
than expected. The hypothetical value ε * / ε = 1 holds
when υ tends to infinity and Student’s t pdf converges to a
Gaussian, but the experiments have shown that this is not the
case, for the region of interest of the parameter υ .
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Although the experiments presented do not attempt to
increase performance of a given forecasting method, the
contribution warns the use parametric methods with
normality assumptions in a quantitative way, once it provides
an estimate of the magnitude of the errors that assumption
will produce.
For further research, the relation between the input data
artificial noise and the forecasting fat tailed distribution
should be pursued. Also the analysis of the origin of the
power law is required, as well as the already mentioned
effects of a better parameter specification on the ‘fat tail’
signature.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2. Histogram and probability plot for the outputs of IBOV returns - (a) and (b) ; NNGC1 diff. series of Transportation
Employment (C1V2 –#9) – (c) and (d) ; Artificial time series with noise defined in Equation (1) – (e) and (f).
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Abstract - Clustering is rapidly becoming a powerful data
mining technique, and has been broadly applied to many
domains such as bioinformatics and text mining. However,
the existing methods can only deal with a data matrix of
scalars. In this paper, we introduce a hierarchical clustering
procedure that can handle a data matrix of scatter plots. To
more accurately reflect the nature of data, we introduce a
dissimilarity statistic based on “data depth” to measure the
discrepancy between two bivariate distributions without
oversimplifying the nature of the underlying pattern. We then
combine hypothesis testing with hierarchical clustering to
simultaneously cluster the rows and columns of the data
matrix of scatter plots. We also propose novel painting
metrics and construct heat maps to allow visualization of the
clusters. We demonstrate the utility and power of our new
clustering method through simulation studies and application
to a microbe-host-interaction study.
Keywords: Clustering, Scatter Plot, Data Depth, Quality
Index, Visualization

1

Introduction

Clustering is rapidly becoming a powerful data mining
technique, and has been broadly applied to many domains
such as bioinformatics ([6] and [8]) and text mining [5].
Usually the data are arranged in a data matrix where each row
corresponds to an object and each column to a variable on
which objects are characterized. Each element of this matrix
is a real number, representing the measurement of an object
on a specific variable. To avoid confusion, we call this matrix
“the data matrix of scalars”.
Two one-dimensional clustering methods are commonly
used: Hierarchical clustering builds a hierarchy of clusters
based on the dissimilarity measures among objects whose
results can be graphically presented in a tree structure, called
dendrogram; Partitioning clustering, such as k-means, divides
the objects into a pre-specified number of clusters in which
each object belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. One
may see [2] and [11] for a survey.

Co-clustering, also called biclustering, bivariate
clustering, or two-mode clustering, is to simultaneously
cluster rows and columns. Unlike the one-dimensional
clustering methods that seek to identify similar rows or
columns independently, co-clustering seeks to identify
“blocks” (or “co-clusters”) of rows and columns that show
highly inter-related coherence. For example, in gene
expression analysis, co-clustering can be used to solve the
dual problem of identifying a set of genes and conditions
simultaneously involved in a metabolic process, a problem
that traditional one-dimensional clustering methods can not
handle. Reference [4], [16], [18], and [19] showed a detailed
review.
However, when each cell of the data matrix is not
represented by a single numerical value and instead contains
a scatter plot, all the existing clustering methods are not
applicable any more. One may think of incorporating the
current clustering methods by using a single measure, say
Pearson correlation coefficients, to analyze the associations
between row variables and column variables, which then
reduces the data matrix of scatter plots to the data matrix of
scalars. But the choice of Pearson correlation coefficients is
not always sufficient since it is only a measure of linear
association and it is very sensitive to outliers. Therefore,
distance measures among objects based on such coefficients
will hinder the power of discovering clusters of scatter plots
with nonlinear patterns and/or clusters with outliers.
In this paper we introduce a hierarchical clustering
procedure that can handle a data matrix of scatter plots. In
Section 2, to more accurately reflect the nature of data, we
introduce a dissimilarity statistic based on “data depth” to
measure the discrepancy between two bivariate distributions
without oversimplifying the nature of the underlying pattern.
We then combine hypothesis testing with hierarchical
clustering to simultaneously cluster the rows and columns of
the data matrix of scatter plots. We also propose novel
painting metrics and construct heat maps to allow
visualization of the clusters. In Section 3 and 4, we
demonstrate the utility and power of our new clustering
method through simulation studies and application to a
microbe-host-interaction study.
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Methodology
Clustering procedure
Consider a set of row variables { X 1 , X 2 ,⋯ , X M } and a

set of column variables {Y1 , Y2 ,⋯ , YN } . For each pair of row
and column, a number of observations are taken that can be
drawn as a scatter plot in the Cartesian plane. Our goal is to
cluster both rows and columns based on these M × N scatter
plots.
Y1 ⋯ Yk
⋯ YN
X1

Hypotheses testing

Reference [14] proposed a multivariate rank sum test
for the hypotheses H : F = F vs. H : F ≠ F where Fik
0
ik
jk
a
ik
jk
and F are the distribution functions of two independent

Xi

Fik

⋯
Xj

F jk

populations. Specifically, the test statistic is based on a
quality index that measures the overall “outlyingness” of
population F relative to population Fik ,
jk

 

Q ( Fik , F jk ) = P D ( Fik ;U ) ≤ D ( Fik ;V ) | U ~ Fik ,V ~ F jk , (3)

(

⋯
XM
Fig. 1. Data structure: a data matrix of scatter plots

To obtain the distance matrix for performing the
hierarchical clustering of rows, we have to calculate the
distance between any two rows. Consider the i th row and the
j th row, we would like to measure how similar these two
rows are to each other based on comparing the corresponding
N pairs of scatter plots. For each column, say the k th column,
the pair of scatter plots can be thought of as the samples
taken from two independent bivariate distributions Fik and
F jk respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 in which each square
contains a scatter plot. As a result, the problem of comparing
the pair of scatter plots can be formulated as testing the
following hypotheses:

H 0 : Fik = F jk vs. H a : Fik ≠ F jk .

(1)

Denote by ( pvalue) the p-value for testing the above
ijk
hypotheses. The smaller the p-value, the less similar the pair
of scatter plots to each other. By testing the same kind of
hypotheses for all the N columns, we define the dissimilarity
(distance) between the i th row and the j th row as
distij = ∑ (1 − ( pvalue)ijk ).
N

(2)

k =1

the

2.2

jk

⋯

Then

The same clustering procedure can be applied to
columns as well. Therefore, the rows and the columns in the
original data matrix of scatter plots (Fig. 1) are reordered
according to the row dendrogram and the column
dendrogram, respectively, which produces a new data matrix
of scatter plots that acts as the output of our proposed
clustering procedure.

distance

)

where D ( Fik ; ⋅) is an affine-invariant data depth function with
respect to Fik that could be Mahalanobis depth, Tukey
(Halfspace) depth, and Simplicial depth, etc. (Refer to
Section 6.1 for details)




Given two samples {U1 ,⋯ , U S } from Fik and {V1 ,⋯ ,VT }
from F , Q ( F , F ) can be estimated as
jk

ik

jk


1 T
R ( FikS ;Vt ),
∑
T t =1

Q ( FikS , F jkT ) =


where FikS and F T are the empirical distributions, R ( FikS ;Vt )
jk



is the proportion of U s 's with D ( FikS ;U s ) ≤ D ( FikS ;Vt ) , and
D ( FikS ; ⋅) is the empirical data depth with respect to FikS . From

[14] and [21], we have
Q ( FikS , F jkT ) − 1 / 2 ~ AN (0,(1 / S + 1 / T ) / 12)

for

F jk can be also measured by a quality index

 

Q ( F jk , Fik ) = P D ( F jk ;V ) ≤ D ( F jk ;U ) | V ~ F jk , U ~ Fik , (6)

(

)

where D ( F ; ⋅) is an affine-invariant data depth function with
jk
respect to F . Likewise, Q ( F , F ) may be estimated as
jk

rows

{distij }
( i, j = 1, 2,⋯ , M , and i ≠ j ) is inputted to the regular
hierarchical clustering algorithm, which initially regards each
row as an individual cluster, and at each step, merges the
closest pair of clusters until all the rows are merged into one
cluster. In doing this, hierarchical clustering creates a
hierarchy of row clusters that can be represented in a tree
structure called dendrogram.

(5)

under H : F = F for many commonly used data depth
0
ik
jk
functions (under general regularity conditions).
Notice that the overall “outlyingness” of Fik relative to

jk

matrix

(4)

Q ( F jkT , FikS ) =

where


R ( F jkT ;U s )

ik


1
R ( F jkT ;U s ),
∑
S s =1

is

S

proportion

of


Vt 's

with


D ( F jkT ;Vt ) ≤ D ( F jkT ;U s ) , and D ( F jkT ; ⋅) is the empirical data
depth with respect to F T .
jk

the

(7)
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It can be shown that Q ( F , F ) is not directly related to
jk
ik
Q ( Fik , Fjk ) (Refer to Section 6.2 for more explanation).
However intuitively, we would like to have a unique
parameter to measure the difference between two
distributions, either comparing Fik to F , or F to Fik .
jk
jk
Under H : F = F , Q ( F , F ) = Q ( F , F ) = 1 / 2 . With the
0
ik
jk
jk
ik
ik
jk
location shift and/or scale change between Fik and F , either
jk

Q ( Fik , Fjk ) or Q ( F jk , Fik ) , or both, would deviate from 1/2
relatively significantly. Therefore, to avoid having one
distribution as the reference distribution, we propose a new
quality index, called TS , to measure the overall “difference”
between Fik and F ,
jk

Q ( Fik , F jk ),if Q ( Fik , F jk ) − 1/ 2 > Q ( Fjk , Fik ) − 1 / 2 ;

TS = 
(8)
 Q ( F jk , Fik ),if Q ( Fik , Fjk ) − 1 / 2 < Q ( F jk , Fik ) − 1/ 2 .

The test statistic for testing H : F = F vs. H : F ≠ F is
0
ik
jk
a
ik
jk
the estimate of TS ,
Q ( FikS , F jkT ),if Q ( FikS , F jkT ) − 1 / 2 > Q ( F jkT , FikS ) − 1 / 2 ;


TS = 
(9)
T
S
S
T
T
S
 Q ( F jk , Fik ),if Q ( Fik , F jk ) − 1 / 2 < Q ( F jk , Fik ) − 1/ 2 .

Then ( pvalue) is calculated by the following permutation
ijk
test procedure:




1) Pool two samples {U1 ,⋯ , U S } and {V1 ,⋯ ,VT }.


2) Take a sample of size S without replacement {U * ,⋯ , U * }
S
1


from the pooled sample, and the remaining is { V * ,⋯ ,V * },
1
T
which are called two permutation samples.
3) Estimate Q ( F , F ) and Q ( F , F ) by Q * ( F S , F T ) and
ik
jk
jk
ik
ik
jk
*
T
S , respectively, based on the permutation samples
Q (F , F )
jk

ik

obtained in Step 2.
 * to be equal to * S T if
4) Set TS
Q ( Fik , F jk )

Q* ( FikS , F jkT ) − 1 / 2 > Q * ( FjkT , FikS ) − 1/ 2 ; and equal to
Q * ( F jkT , FikS ) otherwise.

5) Repeat the above steps (Step 2 - Step 4) B times to yield
 * , denoted by TS
 *b ( b = 1, 2,⋯ B ), whose
B values of TS
distribution estimates the sampling distribution of the test
 under
statistic TS
H 0 : Fik = F jk .
 *b ’s with TS
 *b < TS
 , and
6) Let plower be the proportion of TS
*
*



pupper the proportion of TS b ’s with TS b > TS . Hence
( pvalue) = 2 × min( p , p
).
ijk

lower

upper

2.3

Data visualization

Data visualization is an important aspect in the
clustering technique. In the traditional hierarchical clustering
application, where cells in a data matrix are scalars, the
original data can be rearranged according to the dissimilarity
scores between rows (or columns). The smaller the
dissimilarity score between two rows (or columns), the closer
the two rows (or columns). A graphical representation of the
rearranged data matrix, called a heat map, can be created
where the cells are color coded based on their scalar values.
Obviously, we would expect cells in close proximity to each
other to have a similar color.
However, it is not straightforward to apply the above
painting strategy to a data matrix of scatter plots since scatter
plots can not be distinguished from each other only by a
single color painting system. In the following we introduce
three painting metrics and demonstrate how to use these
metrics to graphically represent the clusters of scatter plots so
that similar scatter plots share the similar color painting
whereas different scatter plots correspond to different color
paintings.
1) Center Deviation Index (CDI): All the M × N scatter plots
are pooled as a single scatter plot that is thought of as a
sample from the bivariate distribution F . For any scatter
pool
plot that is a sample from the bivariate distribution F , we
define its center as the point that maximizes the empirical
data depth for D ( F ; ⋅) . Then the CDI for a scatter plot is the
distance between its center and the center of the pooled
scatter plot. For example, in Fig. 2(a), the length of red
segment is the CDI measuring the deviation of the scatter plot
consisting of blue points from the pooled scatter plot
consisting of black points.
2) Center Deviation Direction Index (CDDI): By taking the
center of the pooled scatter plot as the origin of a new
Cartesian coordinate system, the CDDI for a scatter plot is
the magnitude of the angle formed by the vector from the
origin to its center and the positive x − axis , which ranges
from −π to π . The CDDI depicts the relative location of a
scatter plot with respect to the pooled scatter plot, and then
the relative locations among the scatter plots. For example, in
Fig. 2(b), the CDDI for the blue scatter plot is the degree of
the angle formed by two red vectors.
3) Dispersion Index (DI): Consider a scatter plot that is
regarded as a sample from the bivariate distribution G . We
move this scatter plot such that its center and the center of the
pooled scatter plot overlap, which produces a shifted scatter
plot that is regarded as a sample from a new bivariate
distribution G ′ . The DI for the original scatter plot is the
estimation of the quality index Q ( F , G ′) , which accounts
pool
for the difference between the original scatter plot and the
pooled scatter plot excluding the effect due to the location
shift. For example, in Fig. 2(c), the DI for the blue scatter
plot is the estimated quality index of the red scatter plot
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(obtained from moving the blue scatter plot) with respect to
the pooled scatter plot.

CDDI, the “green” heat map on DI, and the “black” color
stands for the minimum index value in all the three heat maps.
Note that for simplicity, we used Mahalanobis depth in all the
examples discussed here.

3
(a) CDI

(b) CDDI

(c) DI

Fig. 2. Three painting metrics
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Fig. 3. Painting Example 1: the bivariate normal distributions differ by
location only and are asymmetric about the origin, therefore only CDI can
reveal clusters of scatter plots.
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Fig. 4. Painting Example 2: the bivariate normal distributions differ by
location only and are symmetric about the origin, therefore only CDDI can
reveal clusters of scatter plots.
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Fig. 5. Painting Example 3: the bivariate normal distributions differ by
scale only, therefore only DI can reveal clusters of scatter plots.
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Fig. 6. Painting Example 4: the bivariate normal distributions differ by both
location and scale and asymmetric about the origin, therefore CDI, CDDI
and DI all reveal clusters of scatter plots.

To better understand the utility of the above three
painting metrics, we present a number of painting examples.
In each example, an 8 × 8 matrix of scatter plots (each scatter
plot contains 100 data points) was generated with the top left
4 × 4 , top right 4 × 4 , bottom left 4 × 4 and bottom right 4 × 4
scatter plots following the four different distributions
specified in the left panel of Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6.
We then obtained 8 × 8 matrices of CDI, CDDI and DI, based
upon which three heat maps can be easily generated as shown
in the right panel of Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6, where
the “red” heat map is based on CDI, the “blue” heat map on

Simulation study

To investigate the power of our proposed clustering
method, we performed a class of simulation studies. The
basic procedure is as follows:
1) Specify a “checkerboard” data pattern with a set of row
clusters and column clusters in which each block shares the
same bivariate distribution within itself;
2) Generate random samples based on the given bivariate
distributions, and create a data matrix of scatter plots;
3) Apply our proposed clustering method to this data matrix
of scatter plots, and check whether the original data pattern
can be retrieved or not. That is, we check whether rows
within the same block are still close to each other compared
to other rows in the row dendrogram, and columns as well; or
equivalently, whether there exists a cutting of row
dendrogram such that the generated branch set are exactly
same as the original set of row clusters, and columns as well;
4) Repeat Step 2 - Step 3 a number of times, and record the
success rate, the proportion of times that we succeed in
retrieving the original data pattern, which acts as the power
measurement for our proposed clustering method.
Intuitively, the total number of rows and columns (the
size of the data matrix of scatter plots, or the data size), the
number of rows and columns within each block (the block
size), and the number of blocks would affect the success rate.
Therefore, we considered three data pattern settings shown in
Fig. 7.

(a) “R2C2”

(b) “2*R2C2”

(c) “R4C4”

Fig. 7. Three data pattern settings: (a) “R2C2”: there are 2×2 blocks (2 row
clusters and 2 column clusters), each of which contains 2×2 cells, thus the
data size is 4×4. (b) “2*R2C2”: the block size is doubled in the “R2C2”
setting, thus the data size is 8×8. (c) “R4C4”: there are 4×4 blocks (4 row
clusters and 4 column clusters), each of which contains 2×2 cells, thus the
data size is 8×8.

For each setting, we specified a class of bivariate
normal distributions for blocks, which only differ in location.
Specifically, the x − coordinate of the mean increases
equidistantly along the row direction ranging from 0 with the
y − coordinate of the mean remaining same; whereas the
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y − coordinate of the mean increases equidistantly along the
column direction ranging from 0 with the x − coordinate of
the mean remaining same. For example, with a location shift
of 1, the mean of the top left bivariate normal distribution in
“R2C2” and “2*R2C2” is  0  , the top right  1  , the bottom
0
0
 
 

left  0  , and the bottom right  1  . Furthermore, 50 data
1
1
 
 
points were generated for each scatter plot, Mahalanobis
depth was adopted, 500 resampling times were taken for the
permutation test, and the “average” linkage method was
chosen for the hierarchical clustering procedure. We
performed 500 simulations for each setting. The relationship
between the success rate and the location shift is summarized
in Fig. 8, where the solid lines stand for the variancecovariance matrix  2 0  specified for the bivariate normal
0 2


distributions, and the dashed lines for  2 1  with the
1 2


correlation coefficient ρ = 0.5 .

Fig. 8. Success rate versus location shift

From Fig. 8, we may observe the following:
1) By comparing the solid line with the dashed line for each
setting, the correlation in the bivariate normal distribution
improves the success rate.
2) By comparing “R2C2” with “2*R2C2” both having a fixed
number of blocks, with a relatively large location shift, the
larger the block size, the higher the success rate; with a
relatively small location shift, the smaller the block size, the
higher the success rate. That is, more scatter plots with larger
distance between blocks improves the chance of capturing the
pattern. However, more scatter plots with smaller distance
between blocks introduces a higher chance for noise in the
clustering.
3) By comparing “2*R2C2” with “R4C4” both having a fixed
data size, the smaller the number of blocks, the higher the
success rate, which means it is harder to do a more delicate
job (more row clusters and column clusters).
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4) By comparing “R2C2” with “R4C4” both having a fixed
block size, with a relatively small location shift, the smaller
the number of blocks, the higher the success rate; with a
relatively large location shift, the larger the number of blocks,
the higher the success rate. The reason is similar to what we
previously discussed in the comparison of “R2C2” with
“2*R2C2”.

4

Application

Our new clustering method should have utility for a
variety of biological applications, one of which will be
examining host-microbe interactions. For example, consider
the case of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). IBD is a
disease that is likely caused by several factors, including
genetics, lifestyle and intestinal bacteria. To identify
putatively important host-microbe interactions, we recently
examined the amounts of bacteria and proteins in mucosal
luminal interface samples from IBD and healthy subjects [13].
Two datasets were generated from the experiment.
“Microbe” data were arranged as a data matrix with 81 rows
(3 rows containing missing values are excluded) standing for
samples, 15 columns for microbes, and each cell being a
single numerical value recording the level of a microbe in a
sample. “Protein” data were also arranged as a data matrix
with 81 rows standing for the same set of samples, 440
columns for proteins, and each cell being a single numerical
value recording the level of a protein in a sample. To identify
associations between levels of the microbes and proteins, we
combined the above two data matrices of scalars by treating
each pair of rows (one from “Microbe” data, the other from
“Protein” data) as bivariate data with the x − axis being
microbe level and the y − axis being protein level, which
results in a data matrix of scatter plots as shown in Fig. 1
where M = 440 , N = 15 , and each scatter plot contains 81
data points.
Regarding the scatter plots as samples taken from the
corresponding independent bivariate distributions, we applied
our proposed clustering method to these 440 × 15 scatter plots,
and cluster both proteins (rows) and microbes (columns).
Specifically, we used Mahalanobis depth as the data depth
measure, B = 500 resampling times for the permutation test,
and the “average” linkage method to perform the hierarchical
clustering.
We then cut the “Protein” dendrogram at the height of 6,
which generates 80 protein branches/clusters. The proteins
within the same branch are more similar to each other, or
show more similar microbe-protein patterns, than those in
other branches. From the 80 protein clusters, we only
selected those containing at least 20 proteins, which leads to
5 protein clusters. We also generated 4 microbe clusters by
cutting the “Microbe” dendrogram at the height of 430, and
selected those containing at least 5 microbes. One pair of the
selected protein cluster and microbe cluster is depicted in Fig.
9, where the heat map with the DI painting metric is shown.
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Clostridium 501
Clostridium 12
Ruminococcus 246
Roseburia 575
Ruminococcus 323
Eubacterium 2766
Akkermanisa 498
Ruminococcus 312
Clostridium 603

The promise of these results is demonstrated by the fact that
most of the identified proteins have been previously
associated with IBD as in [1], [3], [7], [9], [10], and [12].

10317.4
11721.7, serum amyloid a
5701.2
9696.5
7178.0
9184.1, haptoglobin
10484.3, protein s100-a12
8025.7
8587.68, complement C4
8449.5
9654.0
7840.1
13886.0, transthyretin
8967.5, complement C3
11346.6, serum amyloid a
8451.4
6628.4, apolipoprotein c-i
11238.8, serum amyloid a
6415.5, apolipoprotein c-i
9308.3, c-c motif chemokine 13
9724.3
7201.2
8164.8, complement C3

Fig. 9. Heat map with the DI painting metric

Examining such relationships will have utility for
several purposes. First, by clustering relationships of various
host and microbial variables, one can identify groups of
relationships that have similar and/or dissimilar associations
by visually examining the heat maps. Large assemblages of
individual relationships with similar associations may point
toward those that have increased importance, because they
indicate organisms having a greater impact on the host, or
vice versa. Assemblages with similar associations might also
be used to identify different taxa with similar functions as
well as direct decisions concerning which of the myriad of
unidentified variables should be examined further. This latter
feature addresses the nature of data generated in this “omics
era,” where most of the variables cannot be identified by
simple database searches, but instead require procedures
consuming considerable amounts of time and effort. Lastly,
dissimilar relationships could provide key information, for
example, in identifying relationships between host defense
molecules and the bacteria they target.

5

Conclusion

Our proposed method showed a significant utility and
power in handling a data matrix of scatter plots. More
importantly, this clustering procedure can be easily extended
to the high dimensional case when one or more sets of
variables needs to be analyzed. Moreover, the novel painting

metrics we proposed can be easily extended to multidimensional clusters of multivariate plots.
Co-clustering is desirable over traditional onedimensional clustering as it is more informative and easily
interpretable while preserving most of the information
contained in the original data; and it allows dimension
reduction along both axes simultaneously and hence leads to
a much more compact representation of the original data for
subsequent analysis. Hence, our future study is to develop a
new co-clustering method to deal with a data matrix of scatter
plots.
Finally, although these methods were developed to
analyze microbe-host interactions, we anticipate that this
general approach will have utility for a wide range of
investigations, including those examining relationships
among gene expression profiles, metabolites, genes and
epigenetic parameters.

6
6.1

Appendix
Data depth

Let F be a probability distribution in ℝ p with p ≥ 1


and x a point in ℝ p . The data depth at x with respect to F

is denoted by D ( F ; x ) , which measures how deep (or central)

the point x is with respect to F . The larger D ( F ; x ) , the

deeper (or more central) the point x with respect to F . Some
commonly used data depth functions are listed as follows.
1) Mahalanobis Depth [17]:

 
 
M h D ( F ; x ) = 1/ [1 + ( x − µ F )′ ∑ −F1 ( x − µ F )] ,
where µ F and ∑ F are the mean and variance-covariance
matrix of F , respectively. The sample version of M h D ( F ; x )
is obtained by replacing µ F and ∑ F with their sample
estimates.
2) Tukey Depth / Halfspace Depth [20]:

TD ( F ; x ) = inf{P ( Η ) : Η is a closed half space
Η

in ℝ p containing x}.
The sample version of TD ( F ; x ) is TD ( Fn ; x ) where Fn is the
empirical distribution.
3) Simplicial Depth [15]:


SD ( F ; x ) = PF ( x is inside the closed simplex


whose vertices are {X 1 ,⋯ , X p+1}),


where {X ,⋯ , X } is a random sample from F . The sample
p +1
1
version of SD ( F ; x ) is the fraction of the sample random

simplexes containing the point x .
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6.2

Q( F , G ) vs. Q(G, F )

Consider two independent distributions F and G , and
two variables X ~ F and Y ~ G . We present several
examples to show the relationship between Q ( F , G ) and
Q (G , F ) . For simplicity, univariate normal distributions and
Mahalanobis depth are adopted here.

Example 1: For F = N ( µ0 , σ 02 ) , G = N ( µ0 , σ 12 ) , and σ 12 > σ 02 ,
we have
Q ( F , G ) = P (( X − µ0 ) 2 / σ 02 ≥ (Y − µ0 ) 2 / σ 02 ) < 1 / 2 ,
Q (G , F ) = P ((Y − µ 0 ) 2 / σ 12 ≥ ( X − µ0 ) 2 / σ 12 ) > 1 / 2 ,

and Q ( F , G ) + Q (G , F ) = 1 .
Example 2: For F = N ( µ0 , σ 02 ) , G = N ( µ1 , σ 02 ) , and µ0 ≠ µ1 ,
we have
Q ( F , G ) = P (( X − µ0 ) 2 / σ 02 ≥ (Y − µ0 ) 2 / σ 02 ) < 1 / 2 ,
Q (G , F ) = P ((Y − µ1 ) 2 / σ 02 ≥ ( X − µ1 ) 2 / σ 02 ) < 1 / 2 ,

and Q ( F , G ) = Q (G , F ) .
Example 3: For F = N ( µ0 , σ 02 ) , G = N ( µ1 , σ 12 ) , µ0 ≠ µ1 , and
σ 12 > σ 02 , we have
Q ( F , G ) = P (( X − µ0 ) 2 / σ 02 ≥ (Y − µ0 ) 2 / σ 02 ) < 1 / 2 ,
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[6] M. B. Eisen, P. T. Spellman, P. O. Brown, and D. Botstein,
“Cluster analysis and display of genome-wide expression patterns,”
Pro. Natl. Acad. Sci., vol. 95, pp. 14863–14868, 1998.
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Abstract— Collaborative filtering is the most famous and
adopted recommendation algorithm, which recommends
items by identifying other similar users, in case of userbased collaborative filtering, or similar items, in case of
item-based collaborative filtering. Significance weighting
schemes assign different weights to neighboring users/items
found against an active user/item. In this paper, we claim
that the significance weighting schemes proposed in the
literature, are flawed by the fact that they can not be
applied to general recommender system datasets. We provide
the correct significance weighting schemes using different
novel heuristics, and by extensive experimental results on
two different datasets, show how significance weighting
schemes affect the performance of a recommender system.
Furthermore, we claim that the conventional weighted sum
prediction formula used in item-based collaborative filtering
is not correct for very sparse datasets. We provide the correct
prediction formula and empirically evaluate it.
Keywords: Recommender Systems; Collaborative Filtering; Significance Weighting Schemes; Heuristics

1. Introduction
There has been an exponential increase in the volume
of available digital information, electronic sources, and online services in recent years. This information overload has
created a potential problem—how to filter and efficiently
deliver relevant information to a user—which highlights
a need for information extraction systems that can filter
unseen information and can predict whether a user would
like a given source. Such systems are called recommender
systems, and they mitigate the aforementioned problems to
a great extent. Given a new item, recommender systems
can predict whether a user would like this item or not,
based on user preferences (likes—positive examples, and
dislikes—negative examples), observed behavior (explicit or
implicit feedback), and information (demographic or content
information) about items.
Collaborative filtering (CF) recommender systems are the
most widely used recommender systems, which recommend
items by taking into account the taste (in terms of preferences of items) of users, under the assumption that users
will be interested in items that users similar to them have

rated highly. Examples of these systems include Amazon’s
recommender system [1], Ringo1 , etc. Collaborative filtering
can be classified into two sub-categories: memory-based
CF and model-based CF. Memory-based approaches make
a prediction by taking into account the entire collection of
previous rated items by a user, for example the GroupLens
recommender system [2]. Model-based approaches use rating patterns of users in the training set, group users into
different classes, and use ratings of predefined classes to generate recommendation for an active user2 on a target item3 .
Some examples of these approaches include item-based CF
[3], Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based models [4],
factorization methods [5], and clustering methods [6].
Recommendations can be presented to an active user in the
followings two different ways: by predicting ratings of items
a user has not seen before and by constructing a list of items
ordered by his preferences. In the former case, an active
user provides the prediction engine with the list of items to
be predicted, prediction engine uses other users (or items)
ratings or content information, and then predict how much
the user would like the given item in some numeric or binary
scale. In the latter case, different heuristics are used for
producing an ordered list of items, sometimes termed as topN recommendations [7], [8]. For example, in collaborative
filtering recommender system this list is produced by making
the rating predictions of all items an active user has not yet
rated, sorting the list, and then keeping the top-N items the
active user would like the most. In this paper, we focused on
the former case—predicting the ratings of items—however
we can easily construct a list of top-N items for each user
by selecting highly predicted items.

1.1 Problem Statement
CF works by finding the similar users (in case of userbased CF) or similar items (in case of item-based CF). In
case of user-based CF, significance weighting schemes give
more weight (similarity) to a user who has co-rated a number
of items with the active user. Similarly, in case of itembased CF, significance weighting schemes give more weight
1 www.ringo.com
2 The
3 The

user for whom the recommendations are computed.
item a system wants to recommend.
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(similarity) to an item which shares a number of common
users with the target item.
We claim that the schemes presented in [9], [10], [11],
[12] can not be generalized to real world recommender systems. We provide the correct significance weighting scheme
and propose different novel heuristics for it. We empirically
show that the proposed schemes outperform others in terms
of accuracy metrics and coverage, especially in case of a very
sparse dataset. We focused on item-based CF, and evaluate
our algorithm on MovieLens4 and FilmTrust5 datasets.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the background concepts. Section 3 presents
a detailed overview of the significant weighting schemes
proposed in the literature, under different conditions. Section
4 presents our proposed significance weighting schemes.
Section 5 describes the dataset and metrics used in this
work. Section 6 compares the performance of the proposed
schemes with the existing ones followed by the discussion
of results in section 7. Finally, section 8 concludes the work.

2. Background
Let M = { m1 , m2 , · · · , mx } be the set of all users,
N = { n1 , n2 , · · · , ny } be the set of all possible items that
can be recommended, rmi ,nj be the rating of user mi on
item nj , and |Ra ∩ Rb | be the common ratings between two
profiles.
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Pma ,nt =

K
X

(wnt ,i × rma ,i )

i=1

K
X

.

(1)

(|wnt ,i |)

i=1

2.2 Significance Weighting Schemes
The similarity between two users can be misleading if they
have rated very few items in common, and the same is true
for similarity between items, which have been rated by very
few users. For example, two items can have similarity of 1,
if they have been identically rated by only two users, which
is not true. Significance weighting schemes overcome this
problems by, decreasing the similarity if the rating profiles
of two user/items have very few ratings in common (denoted
by |Ra ∩Rb | < α in this work), and enhancing the similarity
between two rating profiles if they have a sufficient number
of ratings in common (denoted by |Ra ∩ Rb | ≥ α in this
work).

3. Item-Based CF: Significance Weighting Schemes
Several significance weighting schemes have been proposed6 , such as [9], [10], [11], [12]. We claim they can not
be generalized to all similarities weights and datasets.

3.1 Case Amplification (CA) Proposed in [9]
2.1 Item-Based Collaborative Filtering
Item-based CF [3] builds a model of item similarities
using an off-line stage. Suppose we want to make prediction
for an item nt for an active user ma . Let M ni nj be the set
of all users, who have co-rated item ni and nj . There are
three main steps in this approach as follows:
•
•

•

In the first step, all items rated by an active user are
retrieved.
In the second step, target item’s similarity is computed with the set of retrieved items. A set of K
most similar items n1 , n2 · · · nK with their similarities
(or weights) wn1 , wn2 · · · wnK are selected. Similarity
wni ,nj , between two items ni and nj , is computed
by first isolating the users who have rated these items
(i.e. M ni nj ), and then applying the adjusted cosine
similarity [3].
In the last step, prediction for the target item is made
by computing the weighted average of the active user’s
rating on the K most similar items. Using weighted
sum, the prediction pma ,nt on item nt for user ma is
computed as follows [3]:

4 www.grouplens.org/node/73
5 www.filmtrust.com

Case amplification refers to the transformation that emphasizes weights that are closer to one, and punishes the
lower ones.
′
wa,b
=



p
wa,b
−(−wpa,b )

if wa,b ≥ 0 ,
if wa,b < 0.

(2)

Where wa,b is the similarity between user a and b, and p is
a constant whose value is application dependent7 . We notice
that, the authors did not take the number of items in common
between two users while calculating the similarity, hence
similarity weights may be misleading.

3.2 Significance Weighting Scheme Proposed in
[12]
In [12], the authors proposed a significance weighting
scheme, claiming it devalues similarity weights that are
based on a small number of co-rated items between two
6 These schemes focused on user-based CF using Pearson correlation
[9], however we can apply them to item-based CF using adjusted cosine
similarity [3] as well. The reason is these schemes emphasizes or punish
similarities weights, which lies in range of {+1,−1} for Pearson correlation
and adjusted cosine similarity.
7 It must be noted that the given formula is incorrect for negative weights,
′
and the correct formula is: wa,b
= −(−wa,b )p . We reckon this is a typo
and not an error.
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users. The proposed similarity weighting scheme can be
represented as follows:
′
wa,b
=

max(|Ra ∩ Rb |, α)
.wa,b .
α

3.2.1 For wa,b > 0
Let us assume we have wa,b = 0.5, |Ra ∩ Rb | = 60, 40.

′
wa,b
=





Let us assume we have wa,b = −0.5, |Ra ∩ Rb | = 60, 40.

(3)

It was corrected in [11], by replacing the M ax by M in. We
claim that both approaches are flawed by the fact that they
can not be generalized. Let us take α = 508 , and validate
our hypothesis.






3.3.1 For wa,b < 0

max(60,50)
.(0.5)
50

= 60
50 .(0.5) > 0.5
f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 60 ,
max(40,50)
.(0.5) = 50
50
50 .(0.5) = 0.5
f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 40 .

′
wa,b

The results shows that, this formula is increasing weights in
cases where the common items between two users is less
than a threshold and leaving it as it is otherwise, which is
not correct.

3.4 Significance Weighting Scheme Proposed in
[10]
In [10], the author proposed a significance weighting
scheme, which can be represented as follows:
(|Ra ∩ Rb |)
.wa,b .
(5)
α
We found it reasonably good for wa,b > 0, but it is wrong
for wa,b < 0.
′
wa,b
=

We can see that it is not decreasing cases, where the common
items between two users are less than a threshold (α). This
was pointed out in [11]. We show this formula is also not
correct for negative correlations as shown below.

3.4.1 For wa,b < 0
Let us assume we have wa,b = −0.5, |Ra ∩ Rb | = 60, 40.

3.2.2 For wa,b < 0
Let us assume we have wa,b = −0.5, |Ra ∩ Rb | = 60, 40.

′
wa,b
=









′
wa,b

max(60,50)
.(−0.5)
50

= 60
50 .(−0.5) < −0.5
f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 60 ,
max(40,50)
.(−0.5) = 50
50
50 .(−0.5) = −0.5
f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 40 .

3.3 Significance Weighting Scheme Proposed in
[11]
In [11], the authors proposed a significance weighting
scheme, claiming it corrects the flaw in significance weighting scheme presented in [12], which can be represented as
follows:
min(|Ra ∩ Rb |, α)
.wa,b .
α

= 65 .(−0.5) < −0.5
f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 60 ,
=
4
40
.(−0.5)
=

5 .(−0.5) > −0.5

 50
f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 40.





60
50 .(−0.5)

We observe that if two user have less items in common, it is
increasing the weight, and decreasing the weights otherwise,
which is obviously not correct.

The results shows that, this formula is decreasing weights in
cases where the common items between two users is greater
than a threshold and leaving it as it is otherwise, which is
not correct.

′
wa,b
=

min(60,50)
.(−0.5)
50

= 50
50 .(−0.5) = −0.5
f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 60 ,
=
min(40,50)

.(−0.5) = 40

50
50 .(−0.5) > −0.5

f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 40.





(4)

Let us evaluate it for negative weights.
8 Any other value can be assumed, 50 is a reasonable choice in MovieLens
dataset.

4. Proposed Significance
Scheme and Heuristics

Weighting

4.1 Correct General Significance Weighting
Scheme
We claim a general significance weighting scheme should
have the following properties:

> wa,b



< wa,b
′
wa,b
> wa,b



≫ wa,b

: ∀wa,b ≥0 ∧ |Ra ∩Rb |≥α ,
: ∀wa,b ≥0 ∧ |Ra ∩Rb |<α ,
: ∀wa,b <0 ∧ |Ra ∩Rb |≥α ,
: ∀wa,b <0 ∧ |Ra ∩Rb |<α .

(6)

Intuitively, we emphasize positive weight which are close
to one and punish the remaining ones. For negative weights,
we take opposite of what is communicated by the weight. A
weight is punished more (shown by ≫ in equation 6) when
common ratings in two profiles are less than α, than the
case where, common ratings in two profiles are greater than
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α. Correct, generalized form (denoted by P roposedG in the
results, where G is for General) is given by:

′
wa,b
=

(

(|Ra ∩Rb |)
.wa,b : ∀wa,b ≥0
α
|Ra ∩Rb |
α+max(|Ra ∩Rb |,α) .wa,b :

,
∀wa,b <0 .

4.2.5 Taking log of negative similarity weights
We take the log (base 10) of negative similarities as
follows:

(7)

4.2 Novel Heuristics for Significance Weighting
Scheme

′
wa,b
= log (wa,b + 2) : ∀wa,b <0 .

Let us evaluate this heuristic (denoted by log in the results)
by assuming wa,b = −0.01, −0.5, −0.99, −1.

4.2.1 Adding 1 to all similarity weights
′
wa,b
= (wa,b + 1) : ∀wa,b ∈{−1,+1} .

(8)

This heuristic (denoted by Sim + 1 in the results) will take
advantage of negatively correlated weights as well, however,
the positively correlated neighbors would heavily affect the
prediction rather than negatively correlated ones9 .
4.2.2 Adding 1 to all similarity weights and decreasing
based on common ratings

′
wa,b
=

|Ra ∩ Rb |
(wa,b + 1) : ∀wa,b ∈{−1,+1} .
α + |Ra ∩ Rb |

(9)

′
wa,b


log (wa,b + 2) = log (−0.01 + 2) = 0.299 ,




 log (wa,b + 2) = log (−0.5 + 2) = 0.176 ,
log (wa,b + 2) = log (−0.99 + 2) = 0.004 ,
=


log
(wa,b + 2) = log (−1 + 2) = 0.




We observe that it is reasonably mapping negative weights
to positive ones, i.e. a highly negative weight is punished
more (shown by 0) than others.
4.2.6 Taking log of negative similarity weights and decreasing based on common ratings
We take log of negative similarities, and further decrease
them using a heuristic (denoted by LogDev in the results) as
follows:

This heuristic (denoted by DevSim+1 ) decreases weights
computed by equation 8.
4.2.3 Considering only positive similarity weights and
decreasing based on common ratings
′
wa,b
=

|Ra ∩ Rb |
(wa,b ) : ∀wa,b ≥0 .
α

4.2.4 Adding constant to negative similarity weights and
decreasing weights
(wa,b + 1)
: ∀wa,b <0 .
10

(11)

This heuristic (denoted by Div10 in the results) will map
negative similarities10 into the range of 0 (in case wa,b =
−1 to approximately 0.1 (in case wa,b = −0.01), which
sound reasonable. In this way, we can meaningfully take
into consideration the information encoded in the negatively
correlated weights. We further, decrease this heuristic’s
similarities using common ratings (not shown), however, it
does not result in significant improvement.
9∀

wa,b ∈{−1,+1} denotes the range a weight can lie in.
10 Unless specified, for the positive similarities, equation

′
wa,b
=

|Ra ∩ Rb |
(log (wa,b + 2)) : ∀wa,b <0 .
|Ra ∩ Rb | + α

(13)

Let us take the case from equation 12 where wa,b = −0.5.
Assume we have α = 50, and |Ra ∩ Rb | = 10, 60.

(10)

This heuristic (denoted by DevP osSim ) only takes into
account the positive weights and decreases them based on
the common ratings.

′
wa,b
=

(12)

7 was used.

′
wa,b

=




10
10+50 .(0.176)
60
60+50 .(0.176)

= 0.029 f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 10,
= 0.096 f or|Ra ∩ Rb | = 60.



We find, it is further punishing weights as described in
equation 6.
Another heuristic (denoted by LogCA ) is to apply CA
(Case Amplification) over log similarities, as follows:

(log (wa,b + 2))3 : ∀wa,b <0 ∧ |Ra ∩Rb |<α ,
′
wa,b =
(14)
(log (wa,b + 2))2 : ∀wa,b <0 ∧ |Ra ∩Rb |≥α ,
where, a similarity is punished more when |Ra ∩ Rb | < α
as compared to when |Ra ∩ Rb | >= α.
Finally, a heuristic (denoted by LogM ax in the results),
which gave us reasonable results is given below:

′
wa,b
=

|Ra ∩ Rb |
(log (wa,b + 2))
max(|Ra ∩ Rb |, α) + |Ra ∩ Rb |
: ∀wa,b <0 .
(15)
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Pma ,nt = r̄ma +

K
X

(wnt ,i × r̂ma ,i )

i=1

K
X

,

(16)

(|wnt ,i |)

i=1

where, r̂ma ,i = rma ,i − rma .

Mean Absolute Error

We claim that the the weighted sum prediction formula
(see equation 1) proposed in [3] and used in [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17] can not be generalized to very sparse datasets.
If most of the item-item similarities are negative, then it
would result in negative prediction, which is not correct. This
formula can be corrected, by using the adjusted weighted
sum that considers the deviation of ratings from the average
rating of the active user.
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4.3 Shortcomings in the Prediction Formula of
Item-based CF Proposed in [3]
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Fig. 1: Determining the Optimal Value of Threshold Parameter α.

5. Experimental Evaluation
5.1 Dataset
We used MovieLens (SML) and FilmTrust (FT) datasets
for evaluating our algorithm. SML dataset contains 943
users, 1682 movies, and 100 000 ratings on an integer scale
1 (bad) to 5 (excellent). It has been used in many research
projects
is
 [3], [4], [18], [14]. The sparsity of this dataset

non zero entries
100000
93.7% 1 − all possible entries =1 − 943×1682 = 0.937 .
We created the second dataset by crawling the FilmTrust
website. The dataset retrieved (on 10th of March 2009)
contains 1592 users, 1930 movies, and 28 645 ratings on a
floating point scale of 1 (bad) to 10 (excellent). The sparsity
of this dataset is 99.06%11 .

user, for the same set of items. These metrics include halflife utility metric proposed by Brease [9]. Our specific task in
this paper is to predict scores for items that already have been
rated by actual users, and to check how well this prediction
helps users in selecting high quality items. Keeping this into
account, we use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) sensitivity.
MAE measures the average absolute deviation between
a recommender system’s predicted rating and a true rating
assigned by the user. It is computed as follows:

5.2 Metrics

T
X

|pi − ai |

Several metrics have been used for evaluating recommender systems which can broadly be categorized into Predictive Accuracy Metrics, Classification Accuracy Metrics,
and Rank Accuracy Metrics [19]. The Predictive Accuracy
Metrics measure how close is the recommender system’s
predicted value of a rating, with the true value of that rating
assigned by the user. These metrics include mean absolute
error, mean square error, and normalized mean absolute
error, and have been used in research projects such as [9],
[20], [7], [3]. The Classification Accuracy Metrics determine
the frequency of decisions made by a recommender system,
for finding and recommending a good item to a user. These
metrics include precision, recall, F 1 measure, and Receiver
Operating Characteristic curve, and have been used in [7],
[21]. The last category of metrics, Rank Accuracy Metrics
measure the proximity between the ordering predicted by
a recommender system to the ordering given by the actual

where pi and ai are the predicted and actual values of
a rating respectively, and T is the total number of test
samples12 in the test set. It has been used in [9], [3], [14],
[18], [9], [7], [13], [4], [22].
ROC is the extent to which an information filtering system
can distinguish between good and bad items. ROC sensitivity
measures the probability with which a system accept a good
item. The ROC sensitivity ranges from 1 (perfect) to 0
(imperfect) with 0.5 for random. To use this metric for
recommender systems, we must first determine which items
are good (signal) and which are bad (noise). We consider
an item good if a user rated it with a score higher than his
average (in the training set) and bad otherwise as used in
[18].

11 All
dataset
can
be
downloaded
https://sourceforge.net/projects/hybridrecommend.

12 A test sample consists of a tuple, < uid, mid, rating >, and the
objective is to predict the ratings assigned by the actual users.

from:

|E| =

i=1

T

,
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Table 1: A comparison of proposed algorithm with existing in terms of accuracy metrics, and coverage. Average and standard
deviation of the results, over 5 folds, is shown. The best results are shown in bold. We observe that, the proposed scheme
(P roposedG , given in equation 7) outperform others significantly over FilmTrust dataset.
Best MAE
ROC-Sensitivity
Coverage
Scheme
(SML)
(FT)
(SML)
(FT)
(SML)
(FT)
No
0.808 ± 0.004
1.639 ± 0.017
0.534 ± 0.003
0.563 ± 0.005
99.725 ± 0.030
91.873 ± 0.300
|Ra ∩Rb |
0.747 ± 0.003
1.602 ± 0.019
0.784 ± 0.006
0.579 ± 0.005
99.744 ± 0.020
92.040 ± 0.241
α
CA
0.844 ± 0.004
1.642 ± 0.016
0.506 ± 0.004
0.589 ± 0.005
99.724 ± 0.031
91.201 ± 0.412
Max
0.749 ± 0.003
1.605 ± 0.022
0.735 ± 0.003
0.577 ± 0.036
99.744 ± 0.026
92.008 ± 0.283
Min
0.747 ± 0.003
1.610 ± 0.018
0.753 ± 0.003
0.575 ± 0.007
99.730 ± 0.021
91.855 ± 0.226
P roposedG 0.747 ± 0.003 1.485 ± 0.005 0.787 ± 0.004 0.608 ± 0.005 99.744 ± 0.042 94.110 ± 0.312

Mean Absolute Error

1.7

6.1 Learning The Optimal Values of Parameters

1.65
1.6

6.1.1 Learning the optimal values of parameter α

1.55
1.5

5

10

15

20
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35

40
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50

Neighbourhood Size K (FT)

Mean Absolute Error

0.88
0.86

We kept the neighborhood size fixed to 5 and 10 for FT
and SML dataset respectively. We varied the value of α from
2 to 30 with a difference of 2 for FilmTrust, and from 10 to
100 with a difference of 10 for SML dataset and observed the
corresponding change in MAE. Figure 1 shows how MAE
changes with α for the proposed scheme. Similarly, we tuned
all schemes for the best values of α13 .

0.84
0.82

6.1.2 Learning the optimal values of neighborhood size
(K)

0.8
0.78
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Fig. 2: Determining the Optimal Value of Neighborhood Size
(K).

Furthermore, we used coverage that measures how many
items a recommender system can make recommendation for.
It has been used in [19], [14], [18].

6. Results
We performed the striated 5 fold cross validation [23] and
reported the average results with standard deviation. Each
distinct fold contains 20% ratings of each user as a test set
and the remaining 80% ratings as a training set. We further
subdivided our training set into a test set and training set
for measuring the parameters sensitivity. For learning the
parameters, we conducted 5-fold cross validation on the 80%
training set, by selecting the different test and training set
each time, and taking the average of the results.

We varied the neighborhood size from 5 to 50 with a
difference of 5, and observe the corresponding MAE, while
keeping the optimal values of α. Figure 2 shows that 5, and
10 was found to be the best neighbor sizes for FT, and SML
dataset respectively. Similarly, we tuned all algorithms for
the best values of neighborhood size14 . For the subsequent
experiments, we used optimal values of α and K, for all
schemes.
Table 2: Distribution of Positive and Negative Neighbors (FT
dataset)
No. Of Neighbors
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Similarities > 0 (%)
84.873
80.951
71.868
60.951
52.210
46.291
41.984
38.766
38.010
37.410

Similarities < 0 (%)
15.127
19.049
28.132
39.049
47.790
53.709
58.016
61.234
61.989
62.590

13 They found to be in the range of 2 − 8 for FT, and 10 − 30 for SML
dataset respectively.
14 They found to be in the range of 5 − 10 for FT, and 10 − 20 for SML
dataset respectively.
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Table 3: A Comparison of the proposed scheme with others,
under varying neighborhood size (FT dataset). We observe
that the performance of conventional significance weighting
schemes degrades rapidly with the increase in the number
of neighbors.
Scheme
No
|Ra ∩Rb |
α

CA
Max
Min
P roposedG
No
|Ra ∩Rb |
α

CA
Max
Min
P roposedG
No
|Ra ∩Rb |
α

CA
Max
Min
P roposedG
No
|Ra ∩Rb |
α

CA
Max
Min
P roposedG

Neigh. (K)

5

10

15

20

MAE
1.639
1.602
1.642
1.605
1.610
1.485
2.033
2.006
1.871
2.020
2.024
1.560
2.427
2.436
2.106
2.431
2.427
1.623
2.971
2.977
2.977
2.938
3.022
1.635

ROC-Sensitivity
0.563
0.579
0.589
0.577
0.575
0.608
0.470
0.476
0.535
0.466
0.471
0.566
0.365
0.372
0.483
0.368
0.368
0.516
0.192
0.205
0.205
0.183
0.192
0.501

Coverage
91.873
92.040
91.201
92.008
91.855
94.110
85.896
86.367
83.906
86.385
85.634
93.768
79.298
80.118
76.610
80.013
79.176
93.436
73.363
74.567
74.567
69.052
72.595
93.262

Table 3 shows the performance of item-based CF over
FilmTrust dataset. We observe that the proposed scheme
(given in equation 7) performs better than others, and that
its performance does not degrade with the increase in the
number of neighbors.

6.4 Comparison of Different Proposed Heuristics Over FilmTrust Dataset
Table 4: A comparison of different Heuristics (FT dataset)
Heuristic
NO
P roposedG
Sim + 1
DevSim+1
DevP osSim
Div10
Log
LogDev
LogCA
LogM ax

Mean Absolute Error

Table 1 shows the comparison of different schemes (CA
was Proposed in [9], M ax was Proposed in [12], M in was
Proposed in [11], and (|Raα∩Rb |) was Proposed in [10]) with
proposed one (given in equation 7) in terms of MAE, ROCsensitivity, and coverage. The results are statistically significant for FilmTrust dataset—10% improvement in terms of
MAE, and 4% improvement in terms of ROC. Furthermore,
its coverage is higher than any other scheme. The reason
for good results is that, FT dataset is very sparse and
most of the correlations among items are negative. Our
scheme carefully assigns different significance weights to
positive and negative similarities, which results in increased
accuracy and coverage. To check the proportion of positive
and negative neighbours against an active item, we show
the distribution of similarities (in terms of positives and
negatives) between a target item and other top K most
similar neighbouring items. We compute similarity weights
by adjusted cosine similarity and report the average results
using 5-fold cross validation. We observe in table 2 that
even in case of 5 neighbours against a target item, 15% of
the similarities are negative.

6.3 Comparison of Different Schemes Over
FilmTrust Dataset

MAE
1.639
1.485
1.44
1.430
1.441
1.422
1.421
1.415
1.417
1.432

ROC-Sensitivity
0.563
0.608
0.609
0.612
0.621
0.630
0.624
0.628
0.627
0.614

Coverage
91.873
94.110
95.100
95.100
94.610
95.100
95.100
95.100
95.100
95.100

1.7
1.65
1.6
1.55

NOSW

1.5

|CommonRatings|/Alpha
CA
Max
Min

1.45
1.4
1.35
0.984

0.986

0.988

0.99

0.992

0.994

0.996

Sparsity Level
1.22
Mean Absolute Error

6.2 Results in Terms of MAE, ROC-Sensitivity,
and Coverage

1.2

LogDev
1.18

LogCA

1.16

Log
LogMax

1.14

sim+1
DevSim+1
Div10

0.984

0.986

0.988

0.99

0.992

0.994

0.996

Sparsity Level

Fig. 3: The effect of Sparsity on MAE (SML dataset)
Table 4 presents a comparison of different proposed
heuristics (P roposedG is given in equation 7, Sim + 1
is given in equation 8, DevSim+1 is given in equation 9,
DevP osSim is given in 10, Div10 is given in equation 11,
log is given in equation 12, LogDev is given in equation
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Table 5: The effect of sparsity on coverage (FT dataset)
Scheme
No

Sparsity Level

|Ra ∩Rb |
α

CA
Max
Min
All Heuristics
No

0.986

|Ra ∩Rb |
α

CA
Max
Min
All Heuristics
No

0.988

|Ra ∩Rb |
α

CA
Max
Min
All Heuristics
No

0.990

|Ra ∩Rb |
α

CA
Max
Min
All Heuristics

0.992

Coverage
57.598
57.352
57.725
57.642
57.333
> 75.0
51.057
50.875
51.155
51.076
50.870
> 70.0
42.009
42.206
41.744
42.034
41.740
> 59.0
24.042
24.086
24.027
24.061
24.081
> 35.0

13, LogCA is given in equation 14, and LogM ax is given
in equation 15) in terms of MAE, ROC-Sensitivity, and
coverage. We performed pair-t test on predictions generated
by item-based CF proposed in [3] and those of generated
by applying different heuristics. The results (in terms of
MAE) of pair-t test showed that the proposed heuristics are
significantly better—at > 99% confidence interval—than the
simple approach.

6.5 Performance Evaluation Under Different
Sparsity Levels
We already showed the result in the case of FilmTrust
dataset which is a good example for sparse datasets. To
check the effect of sparsity on the MovieLens dataset, we
increased the sparsity level of the SML training set by
dropping some randomly selected entries, whereas, we kept
the test set same for each sparse training set. Figure 3 shows
that the performance of the conventional item-based CF and
other schemes in literature degrades with the increase in the
sparsity, however, the performance does suffer less in the
case of proposed heuristics.
Table 5 shows how different approaches suffer in terms
of coverage with the increase in sparsity. We observe that,
the coverage of the conventional approaches degrade rapidly
with the increase in sparsity, whereas, in the proposed
heuristics, it drop gracefully with the increase in sparsity15 .
15 We did not show results for the heuristic given in equation 10, because
with the increase in sparisty, fewer positive neighbors are available, resulting
in decreased MAE and coverage.

6.6 Comparison of Results of Weighted Sum
and Adjusted Weighted Sum Prediction Formula
Table 6 shows the performance of item-based CF
over FilmTrust dataset, using weighted sum and adjusted
weighted sum formula for prediction. We observe that the
adjusted cosine formula performs better than the weighted
one and that with the increase in the number of neighbors,
the performance of weighted one degrades. Hence, adjusted
weighted sum formula should be used in item-based CF
rather than the weights sum that has extensively been used
in literature for item-based CF [13], [14], [15], [16], [17].

7. Discussion
We observe from the result section that significance
weighting schemes taking negatively correlated neighbors
into account gave better results from the rest. They give
good results under sparse dataset.
It is worth noting that, if we use cosine similarity [9]
as a measure of similarity between two item then similarity
weights would lie in the range of {0, 1}, hence our heuristics
can not give any advantage. To check the performance of
item-based CF, we applied cosine similarity measure (with
significance weighting schemes proposed in the literature),
and the results, in terms of MAE, were not very promising in
the case of FilmTrust dataset. The lowest MAE observed was
1.471 (with standard deviation of 0.022). Surprisingly, ROC
was observed to be 0.68 (with standard deviation of 0.008),
which is higher than any of the heuristics and schemes in
case of adjusted cosine similarity. Further experiments are
needed to analyze these results.
To check the performance of our heuristics when only
neighbors having no or negative correlation with the target
item are available, which can be the case, for example
in cold-start scenarios [24]; we conducted experiment in
the case of FilmTrust dataset, by applying adjusted cosine
similarity with adjusted weighted sum formula. The results
in general were insignificant as compared to the conventional
approaches. We believe performance can be increased by
taking data distribution into account, which is a subject of
future work.
Based on the experimental results, we may conclude that
the proposed heuristics are useful to make recommendations
on highly sparse datasets.

8. Conclusion
We show that the significance weighting schemes for
collaborative filtering presented in [9], [10], [11], [12] are
flawed by the fact that they can not be generalized to all
datasets. We propose various novel heuristics for significance weighting scheme and empirically evaluate them.
Furthermore, we show that the conventional weighted sum
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Table 6: A Comparison of Weighted Sum and Adjusted Weighted sum prediction formula (FT dataset)
Weighted Sum
Adjusted Weighted Sum
No. Of Neighbors
MAE ROC-Sensitivity Coverage MAE ROC-Sensitivity Coverage
5
1.639
0.563
91.873
1.486
0.619
95.377
10
2.033
0.470
85.896
1.453
0.622
95.377
15
2.427
0.365
79.298
1.444
0.623
95.377
20
2.971
0.192
73.363
1.442
0.626
95.377
25
3.480
0.154
67.725
1.443
0.629
95.376
30
3.934
0.102
58.973
1.449
0.625
95.376

prediction formula [3] used in item-based CF is not correct,
and provide the correct one.
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SP&EPPF: A Novel Algorithm for Sequential Intervalbased Pattern Mining
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Abstract - The sequential pattern mining had been
thoroughly studied for many years. However, among the
records in database, the sequential pattern mining usually
only employs the starting points of events to discover
frequent patterns, but ignores the ending points of events.
This study first employs the concept of period of time which
includes the starting point and the ending point, and
introduces a novel representation of non-ambiguous
sequential pattern for interval-based event data. For
sequential interval-based pattern mining, this research
proposes the AprioriAll-Like Algorithm and the Starting
Point & End Point Pattern First Algorithm (SP&EPPF) to
extract the frequent patterns from interval-based events.
The experimental results show that the efficiency and
scalability of these two algorithms are satisfactory.
Keywords: Sequential pattern; interval-based pattern;
temporal pattern; pattern mining.

1

Introduction

The sequential pattern mining problem was first
proposed by Agrawal and Srikant [1]. It assumes that when
the customer transaction database is given, each transaction
will include the customer ID, the transaction time, and the
item set purchased in the transaction. The goal is to
discover the point-based sequential patterns that occur
frequently in the database. Almost all of the research deals
with time point-based event data; however, many events
occur in daily applications which cannot be treated as
“points” only. These events last for a certain period of time.
Examples include library lending, stock fluctuations,
patient diseases, and meteorology data, etc. The starting
and ending times are recorded and can be stored in a
database. Therefore, the concept of the interval-based event
data can be used to mine the interval-based patterns in the
sequential database and obtain more information.
For the purpose of temporal reasoning, Allen [2]
formalized temporal logic on intervals by specifying 13
interval relations and showing their completeness. Any two
intervals are related to one of the relations. The relations
are commonly used beyond temporal reasoning. Although
the Allen-based approach looks promising, the patterns
discovered have two problems of ambiguity. First, the same

temporal pattern can represent different relationships
among events. Second, the same relationship among events
can be represented by different temporal patterns [3]. In
order to resolve these problems, this research introduced
two novel ideas: (1) a new format to represent both
temporal patterns; (2) and temporal sequences. This
research also developed two efficient algorithms, called
AprioriAll-Like and SP&EPPF, for mining sequential
interval-based patterns.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces related work, while Section 3 develops two
mining algorithms AprioriAll-Like and SP&EPPF to
discover interval-based patterns from temporal sequences.
We report and analyze performance study in Section 4.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2

Related Work

There are many different approaches to temporal
pattern mining based on various data models. Most of them
are designed with a particular application. Existing
approaches for unsupervised pattern mining from symbolic
temporal data are distinguished between time point-based
methods and interval-based methods [4].

2.1

Pointed-based pattern mining

Sequential pattern mining not only describes the contemporal relationship, but also considers the causality
between items. Agrawal and Srikant proposed the
AprioriAll mining approach to mine sequential patterns
from a set of transactions [1].
Compared with AprioriAll algorithm, another bottom-up
approach Generalized Sequential Pattern Algorithm (GSP)
[5] does not transform the database but needs more
database scans for support counting. Both of them suffer
from the large number of candidates. To solve this problem,
Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalence classes
(SPADE) [6] divides the candidate sequences into groups
so that each group can be kept in the main memory. Each
sequence is represented by a list of pairs, indicating the
positions of its occurrences in the database.
To reduce the merging cost in SPADE, Sequential PAttern
Mining (SPAM) [7] replaces the list representation with the
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vertical bitmap. However, SPAM is efficient only when the
entire bitmaps are kept in the main memory. On the other
hand, PrefixSpan [8] and [9] distributes the customer
sequences into partitions so that all the customer sequences
in a partition support a common frequent sequence.
However, all these algorithms above are designed for pointbased methods.

2.2

Interval-based pattern mining

For the purpose of temporal reasoning Allen
formalized temporal logic on intervals by specifying 13
interval relations [2]. Any two intervals are related by
exactly one of the relations. The operators are: before,
meets, overlaps, starts, during, finishes, the corresponding
inverses after, met by, overlapped by, started by, contains,
finished by, and equals (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Examples of Allen’s interval relations between the intervals A
and B.

Although the Allen-based approach looks promising, the
patterns discovered have two ambiguous problems [3].
First, the same temporal pattern can represent different
relationships among events. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows
that pattern “(a overlaps c) overlaps b” can represent two
different relationships among events. Second, the same
relationship among events can be represented by different
temporal patterns. For example, Fig. 2(b) shows that the
single relationship among events can be represented as two
different temporal patterns. The first one is (((a overlaps b)
before c) overlaps d), and the second is ((a overlaps b)
before (c during d)).

3

Sequential
Mining

Intervl-based

Pattern

This section discusses the sequential interval-based
pattern mining. First, in order to the resolve the problem of
Allen’s ambiguous representation, a new interval-based
pattern and interval-based sequence representations were
proposed. Then, we introduce our proposed algorithms,
called AprioriAll-Like Algorithm and Starting Point & End
Point Pattern First Algorithm (SP&EPPF) for mining all
frequent interval-based patterns.

3.1

Problem Definition

The previous sequential pattern mining with pointbased events corresponds to the mining process which the
event occurs at the instant. In practical applications, each
event usually lasts for a certain period of time, and the
starting and ending times are known and stored in
databases. Therefore, the combination of the period of time
forms the interval-based event data can be used to mining
sequential interval-based patterns. A formal definition of a
sequential interval-based pattern mining is given as follows.
Definition 1 (temporal database). Let TDB denote a
temporal database. Each record in TDB consists of three
attributes: person ID, event type, and time period. For
example, a list of clinical records may contain the
following attributes: patient ID, patient’s disease, and the
duration that the patient suffered from this disease. An
example of TDB is shown in Table 1. The duration of each
disease is recorded using ts and te (where ts < te), which are
the starting time and the ending time, respectively.
TABLE 1
ORIGINAL TEMPORAL DATABASE TDB
Patient ID
01
01
01
01
01
02
02
02
02
02
03
03
03
03

Disease
a
b
c
d
b
a
b
c
c
d
a
b
c
d

Interval {ts, te}
{2009/1/5, 2009/1/10}
{2009/1/8, 2009/1/12}
{2009/1/14, 2009/1/18}
{2009/1/14, 2009/1/20}
{2009/1/17, 2009/1/22}
{2009/1/8, 2009/1/14}
{2009/1/9, 2009/1/15}
{2009/1/16, 2009/1/18}
{2009/1/19, 2009/1/21}
{2009/1/16, 2009/1/22}
{2009/1/12, 2009/1/20}
{2009/1/22, 2009/1/25}
{2009/1/29, 2009/1/30}
{2009/1/28, 2009/1/31}

Definition 2. An event is denoted by e = (type, start, end),
where e.type denotes the type of event, e.start and e.end
denote the event's start and end time respectively. An event
e has two end points e+ and e- , called event end points,
where e+ is the starting point (esp) and e- is the ending
Fig. 2. Ambiguous representation of temporal patterns.
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point (eep) of e. The time of an event end point u, either
esp or eep, is denoted as time(u). That is, time(e+) = e.start
and time(e-) = e.end.
Example 1. e = (type, 2009/06/01, 2009/06/20), time(e+) =
2009/06/01, time(e-) = 2009/06/20.
Consider two event end points u and v, if time(u) < time(v),
we denote it as “<u, v>”; if time(u)=time(v), it is denoted as
“<(u, v)> ”.
Definition 3. We use ei to denote the i-th event. An ordered
event list EL={e1, e2, …, ei, …, en} is a collection of events,
sorted by the event start time, followed by the event end
time, then by the event type, in an ascending order.
Definition 4. A temporal sequence of EL is the sequence of
the event end points of ei in an ascending order of the time
of the event end points. We use ts to denote the temporal
sequence.
Example 2. A temporal sequence of one event, called a 1event temporal sequence, is written as “<e+, e->”, if time(e+)
< time(e-); or written as “<(e+, e-)>”, if time(e+) = time(e-).
In Fig. 3, since there are six event end points a+, a-, b+, b-,
c+, and c-. The temporal sequence ts can be represented in
the unique expression: <(b+, c+), a+, b-, c-, a->. Besides, we
attach an occurrence number to esp or eep to distinguish
multiple occurrences of the same event type. For example,
the three sets of events categorized by the transaction ID in
Table 1 can be transformed into the temporal sequences, as
shown in Table 2.
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Example 3. Suppose we have temporal sequences ts=<a+,
b+, a-, b-, (c+, d+), b2+, c-, d-, b2->, p1=<a+, a-, d+, d->,
p2=<d+, d-, a+, a->, p3=<a+, a-, e+, e->, and p4=<b+,c+,c-,b->.
Then, p1 is contained in ts, but p2, p3, and p4 are not
contained in ts.
Definition 6 (Support). Let TSDB be a temporal sequence
database, which is a set of temporal sequences. The
support of a temporal sequence p in TSDB is defined as
follows: support(p) = |{ ts | ts contains p, ts ∈ TSDB }| /
|TSDB|. A frequent interval-based pattern TP is a temporal
sequence with support greater than or equal to a given
minimum threshold min_sup.
Problem definition. Given a temporal database TDB and
minimum threshold min_sup, a Sequential Interval-based
Pattern Mining (SIPM) is to mine all frequent intervalbased patterns which supports no less than min_sup.

3.2

Sequential
Interval-based
Mining (SIPM)

Pattern

In this section, we propose two new algorithms for
Sequential Interval-based Pattern Mining, called
AprioriAll-Like Algorithm and Starting Point & End Point
Pattern First Algorithm (SP&EPPF). Section 3.2.1
discusses how we can transform the data into the standard
format. Next, Section 3.2.2 details the AprioriAll-Like
Algorithm designed for mining temporal sequences in the
standard format. Finally, Section 3.2.3 details the other
algorithm SP&EPPF designed for sequential interval-based
pattern mining.
3.2.1

Fig. 3. Ambiguous representation of temporal patterns.
TABLE 2
TEMPORAL SEQUENCES CONSTRUCTED FROM TEMPORAL DATABASE
TDB

Data transformation
Given a temporal database, since an event sequence is
formed by a set of events, we can transform the event
sequence into a temporal sequence by using the method in
Definition 4. Repeating this method will transform a
temporal database into a corresponding temporal sequence
database. For example, the temporal database given in
Table 1 is transformed to the temporal sequence database
shown in Table2.
3.2.2

Patient
01
02
03

Temporal Sequence
<a+, b+, a-, b-, (c+, d+), b2+, c-, d-, b2->
<a+, b+, a-, b-, (c+, d+), c-, c2+, c2-, d->
<a+, a-, b+, b-, d+, c+, c-, d->

Definition 5 (Containment). Suppose we have two
temporal sequences ts=<s1, s2,…, sn> and p=<p1, p2,…, pr>,
r≦n, where si and pj are sets of event end points. Temporal
sequence p is contained in temporal sequence ts, if there
exists i1<i2<…<ir and pi1⊆si1, pi2⊆si2, pi3⊆si3,…, then ts
contains p is denoted as p⊆ts.

The AprioriAll-Like Algorithm
Now, we introduce a new algorithm, called
AprioriAll-Like, extended from the well-known AprioriAll
algorithm [1]. According to the previous definitions, we
describe AprioriAll-Like in detail as follows.
First, the algorithm scans the TDB and finds the length-1
frequent interval-based patterns. Note that the event may
probably appear more than one time in the same temporal
sequence and we only count it once, this is same as the
concept of AprioriAll Algorithm. Second, the algorithm
utilizes the previous definitions and Permutations and
Combinations to generate the next generation candidate
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interval-based patterns. Finally, repeating previous steps,
algorithm will get all frequent interval-based patterns. The
detail description is shown in below.
AprioriAll-Like Algorithm
Input: TSDB: A set of interval sequences, min_sup: minimum support
Output: S: all frequent interval-based patterns
Method:
1. S1 is the set of frequent length-1 interval-based patterns
of TSDB;
2. for (k=2; Sk-1 ; k++){
3. Ck = Candidate_gen (Sk-1);
4. /* generate k-interval-based patterns */
5. for each T in TSDB
6. for each candidate interval-based pattern C in Ck
7.
if (C ⊆ T) C.sup ++;
8. Sk = { C ∈ Ck | C.sup >=min_sup};
9. }
10. return S=∪Si

Example 4. Suppose we have three temporal sequences as
shown in Table 2. First, AprioriAll-Like scans the database
and calculates the event support count. Suppose the
minimum support is 65%. In this step, the event <a+, a->,
<b+, b->, <c+, c->, and <d+, d-> are the length-1 frequent
interval-based patterns. Second, the algorithm utilizes the
previous definitions and Permutations and Combinations to
generate the next generation candidate interval-based
patterns. In this step, the algorithm will generate the length2 interval-based candidate patterns. According to the Allenbased approach, there are total four points and 13 temporal
relationships between any two interval-based events. Take
the event b and c for instance, the algorithm chooses the
interval-based pattern <c+, c-> and inserts it to the intervalbased pattern <b+, b->. This algorithm is impossible to
generate the interval-based candidate <b-, b+, c+, c-> and
<b+, (b-, c-), c+> patterns. Third, the algorithm rescans the
TSDB and find out all length-2 frequent interval-based
patterns. These length-2 frequent interval-based patterns
are <a+, b+, a-, b->, <a+, a-, b+, b->, <a+, a-, c+, c->, <a+, a-,
d+, d->, <b+, b-, c+, c->, <b+, b-, d+, d->, <(c+, d+), c-, d->,
and <d+, c+, c-, d->. Finally, repeating previous steps, the
AprioriAll-Like algorithm will get all frequent intervalbased patterns.
3.2.3

The SP&EPPF Algorithm
By adopting the basic concept of the sequential
pattern mining, the SP&EPPF algorithm is developed in
order to discover temporal patterns, which are represented
with the standard format proposed in Section 3.1. We
describe SP&EPPF in detail as follows.
Obviously, mining interval-based patterns is much more
complicated than mining sequential patterns. We, therefore,
employ the well-known AprioriAll algorithm as the joinand-prune strategy to solve the sequential interval-based

pattern mining problem in SP&EPPF algorithm. Note that
the AprioriAll algorithm could be replaced by any other
efficient algorithm. This research uses parentheses for
different algorithm to represent that different algorithm was
employed.
First, the algorithm scans the temporal sequential database
and divides the Starting Point and Ending Point into DB+
and DB-, respectively. Two transaction databases will be
generated. Second, it rescans DB+ and DB- to find the
frequent 1-patterns. Third, according to the concept of
sequential pattern mining, we can join and prune the
sequential patterns. The detail description is shown in
below.
SP&EPPF Algorithm
Input: TSDB: A set of interval sequences, min_sup: minimum support
Output: S: all frequent interval-based patterns
Method:
1. DB+ ={the starting point sequence of T|T ∈ TSDB};
2. DB- ={the end point sequence of T|T ∈ TSDB};
3. S+ = SPM (DB+, min_sup)
/* S+ is the set of frequent sequential patterns of
DB+; SPM is any
efficient sequential pattern mining algorithm */
4. S- = SPM (DB-, min_sup)
/* S- is the set of frequent sequential patterns of DB- */
5. C =ψ; /* the set of candidate interval-based patterns */
6. for each s+ ∈ S+ do {
7. C = C ∪ possible_candidate (s+);
/* generate all interval-based patterns with the starting point
sequence equals s+ and some end point sequence s- */
8. }
9. for each T ∈ TSDB do {
10. for each P ∈ C do{
11. if( T supports P)
12. P.sup++; //the support count increases 1
13. }
14.}
15. S = { P ∈ C | P.sup >=min_sup};
16. return S /* return the set of frequent sequential interval-based
patterns */

Example 5. Suppose we have three temporal sequences as
shown in Table 2. First, SP&EPPF scans the database and
divides the Starting Point and Ending Point into DB+ and
DB-, respectively. Two end point sequential databases are
shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Then, we could employ
AprioriAll algorithm to find out the complete frequent
sequential patterns because of some point records may be
logged at the same time. Note that the AprioriAll algorithm
could be replaced by any other sequential pattern mining
algorithm in this step. Finally, according to the concept of
AprioriAll algorithm, we can join and prune the sequential
patterns.
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TABLE 3
THE STARTING POINT SEQUENTIAL DATABASE DB+
Patient

<a , b , (c , d+), b2+>
<a+, b+, (c+, d+), c2+>
<a+, b+, d+, c+>

+

+

TABLE 4
THE STARTING POINT SEQUENTIAL DATABASE DBPatient
01
02
03

Temporal Sequence
<a-, b-, c-, d-, b2->
<a-, b-, c-, c2-, d->
<a-, b-, c-, d->

Example 6. Suppose we have a temporal database TDB as
shown in Table 2 and the minimum support threshold is 2.
According to the previous definitions, the SP&EPPF scans
the database and divides the Starting Point and Ending
Point into DB+ and DB-, respectively. Two end point
sequential databases are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
Then, the pattern <a+>, <b+>, <c+>, and <c+, d+> are
frequent sequential patterns in the DB+. Though the pattern
<d+> is frequent, it is contained inside the pattern <c+, d+>.
In the database DB-, the frequent sequential patterns are <a>, <b->, <c->, and <d->. First, based on the concept of
AprioriAll algorithm, we can find length-2 frequent pattern
<a+, b+>, <a+, c+>, <a+, (c+, b+)>, <b+, (c+, b+)> and <a-, b>, <a-, c->, <a-, d->, <b-, c->, <b-, d->, <c-, d-> in DB+ and
DB-, respectively. Then, after joining and pruning
processing, we can obtain the length-2 frequent intervalbased patterns, <a+, b+, a-, b->, <a+, a-, b+, b->, <a+, a-, c+,
c->, <a+, a-, d+, d->, <b+, b-, c+, c->, <b+, b-, d+, d->, <(c+,
d+), c-, d->, and <d+, c+, c-, d->. And there are six length-2
frequent interval-based patterns, <a+, b+, a-, b-, c+, c->,
<a+, b+, a-, b-, d+, d->, <b+, b-, d+, c+, c-, d+>, <b+, b-, (c+,
d+), c-, d->, <a+, a-, (c+, d+), c-, d->, and <a+, a-, d+, c+, c-,
d+>.

4

SP&EPPF(AprioriAll-Like) algorithms
minimum support and database.

with

different

Temporal Sequence
+

01
02
03

347

4.1

Data generation

The synthetic data sets in the experiments were
generated with the synthetic data generator. Since the
synthetic data generator proposed by Agrawal and Srikant
[1] was designed to generate point-based events, the data
generator for the interval-based algorithm has to be
modified accordingly. Therefore, we create a new data
generator especially for generating an interval-based
dataset. In the data generator, we can specify the following
parameters: |D|: the number of transactions in the database;
|N|: the number of events; |E|: the max number of events
appearing in the same sequence; |W|: the max time of event
continues time; and |T|: the range of starting time point.
Example 7. Suppose the library's collections are made up
of |N|=10000 items. The lending rules are: standard loan
period continuing to be |W|=28 days for every item and
max |E|=7 items each time. The starting point of lending
records |T| is between 1 and 360. See the three sets of
events categorized in Table 5 for example.
TABLE 5
UNITS FOR MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
ID
S1
S1
S1
S2
S2
S2
S2
S2
S2
S2
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3

Item code
8434
3976
9031
3520
6279
9740
5739
8837
6976
7365
5911
6274
9387
0907
2315

Starting point
18
18
18
347
347
347
347
347
347
347
283
283
283
283
283

Ending point
32
37
46
348
364
352
360
347
348
360
309
298
284
302
284

Experimental Results

To evaluate the relative performance of AprioriAllLike and SP&EPPF algorithms, we implemented the three
algorithms for comparison. All algorithms were
implemented in C# language and tested on a AMD Opteron
1210 1.8 GHz Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise x64
Edition system with 6 Gbytes of main memory. We used
C# as the Visual Studio 2008 execution environment.
The performance evaluation experiments were conducted
using synthetic data sets which were generated for
AprioriAll-Like and SP&EPPF. We compared the runtimes
of
AprioriAll-Like,
SP&EPPF(Apriori-Like),
and

4.2

Runtime comparisons

The results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 indicate that the
AprioriAll-Like algorithm is not as efficient as the
SP&EPPF-based algorithms, eg SP&EPPF(Apriori-Like)
algorithm and the SP&EPPF(AprioriAll-Like) algorithm.
This result is quite reasonable. Because the AprioriAll-Like
algorithm employs the Permutations, Combinations and the
concept of AprioriAll algorithm to generate interval-based
patterns. In this way, the mining process is costly.
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In Fig. 4, some parameters are fixed in the runtime
experiments: |D|=1000, |N|=1000, |W|=28, |E|=|14|, and
|T|=360.
For SP&EPPF-based algorithms, since the Apriori-Like
algorithm will generate more than 102n length-(k+1)
candidates if there are 10n frequent k-itemsets. The
AprioriAll-Like algorithm starts from 1-event sequences
and finally will gets the frequent sequences among them.
Then they generate 2-event sequences based on frequent
sequences and get frequent 2-event sequences. This process
goes on until no frequent (n+1)-event sequences are
generated from frequent n-event sequences. This is rather
similar to the Apriori algorithm except that the order of the
elements matters here. The SP&EPPF-based algorithm
treats the temporal sequential database as DB+ and DB- to
find out the frequent patterns. The difference between the
SP&EPPF(Apriori-Like)
algorithm
and
the
SP&EPPF(AprioriAll-Like) algorithm is the process of
finding frequent point-based patterns.

We see that the run time of the SP&EPPF grows smoothly.
This observation reveals that when discovering temporal
patterns the minimum support threshold has a much greater
impact on algorithm performance than on sequence number.

5

Conclusions

Most existing sequential pattern mining techniques
only deal with the event with starting time point, and do not
consider data with temporal intervals. However, there are
many examples of interval-based patterns to be found in the
real world, such as patient medical charts, book lending,
merchandise purchase histories, and web-logs, and we can
discover much useful knowledge from such data.
In this paper, two algorithms named AprioriAll-Like and
SP&EPPF were proposed. The AprioriAll-Like and
SP&EPPF algorithms were developed to mine the frequent
interval-based patterns from a temporal sequential database.
The basic concept of the SP&EPPF algorithm is to divide
the TSDB into DB+ and DB-, and then we can employ any
kind of sequential pattern algorithm to find out all frequent
patterns, respectively. Finally, according to the concept of
joining and pruning, we can obtain all frequent intervalbased patterns.
The experimental results showed that the performance of
AprioriAll-Like and SP&EPPF were not only effective but
also efficient. For the future work, we would like to
improve the algorithm efficiency and extend it to mine
more interest patterns, such as library lending, stock
fluctuations, patient diseases, and meteorology data.

Fig. 4. the performances of AprioriAll-Like, SP&EPPF(Apriori-Like),
and SP&EPPF(AprioriAll-Like) algorithms.

run time (sec)(Logarithmic Scale)

Fig. 5 shows the total execution time of all algorithms over
different numbers of sequences. Some parameters are fixed
in the runtime experiments: |N|=1000, |W|=28, |E|=|14|, and
|T|=360 and varied the value of |D| from 2000 to 6000. The
minimum support threshold is set to 2%.
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Abstract— The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and Neural
Gas (NG) are neural network algorithms that use unsupervised competetive learning. An important property of these
algorithms is that they preserve the topological structure
of the data, meaning that data that are close in the input
distribution are mapped to nearby locations in the network.
This property makes them interesting to study in relation
to data clustering. In this paper, we present a system
for visualizing and comparing the SOM and NG. We first
describe these algorithms, and then compare them in terms
of visualization. These visualization schemes are then used
to interpret the clustering of protein mass spectrometry data.

1. Introduction
Data analysis is a process used for exploring data with
the purpose of discovering useful information. With the rapid
development in technology over the past decades, the amount
of collected data has also increased. E-mails, web-pages
and transaction data alone creates terabytes of new data
every day. In addition, the data are often high-dimensional
and unstructured. To perform manual analysis on such data
becomes too time-consuming and costly, or not possible
due to the size and complexity of the data sets. This has
made it necessary to develop tools that perform automated
analysis. A lot of scientific research has therefore been
focused to explore methods for this purpose. The result has
been several types of algorithms and statistical techniques
capable of exploring and revealing relationships in large
multi-dimensional data sets.
An important step in the data analysis process, is to
organize the data into meaningful structures to uncover their
natural grouping(s). Once the data has been organized, it can
be used in subsequent steps of analysis such as hypothesis
forming or decision making. This method of exploring and
organizing data can be done automatically by using an
algorithmic approach known as data clustering (or cluster
analysis). Data clustering has been studied extensively over
the years and has several areas of application, including
market research, pattern recognition, image analysis and
machine learning [1]. In these areas, one often has to do
analysis without a priori information available about the
underlying nature of the data. Data clustering can in such

cases be useful in organizing and uncovering relationships
hidden in the data before doing further analysis.

2. Self-organizing map (SOM)
The SOM is a type of single-layered artificial neural
network that uses unsupervised competitive learning to
create a low-dimensional (usually one or two dimensions)
representation of the input space, called a map. It was
first introduced by Finnish professor Teuvo Kohonen (1989,
1990) [2], and works by grouping together similar objects
and then projecting them on to a low-dimensional map of
nodes.
The SOM network consists of two fully connected layers:
the input layer (representing input vectors) and the output
layer. The output layer consists of nodes that are arranged
in a (usually one- or two-dimensional) map (or lattice).
Moreover, each node has a specific position in the map and
also an associated weight vector of the same dimension as
the input vectors.
An important feature of the SOM algorithm is that it
preserves the topological structure of the input space. This
means that data items that are close in the input space are
mapped to nodes that are close on the map. The SOM
algorithm accomplishes this by calculating a neighbourhood
function within the map. All nodes within this neighbourhood are adjusted towards the input vector, with the closest
node being adjusted most.
The idea of the SOM is to adjust the nodes until they
represent the input distribution. Since the number of nodes
is significantly smaller than the number of items in the data
set, they cannot represent each of them. Instead, the nodes
represent clusters that reflect how the data are distributed.

3. SOM equations
The SOM algorithm begins by setting the weights to
random values. It then proceeds to the three processes given
below [3].

3.1 Competitive process
Let x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd )T be an object selected at random
from the data set, where d is the dimension of the data set.
Let wi = (wi1 , wi2 , . . . , wid )T be the weight of node i.
The node that is most similar, or closest according to some
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distance measure (usually the Euclidean distance), to the
input vector is then determined. This node is referred to
as the Best Matching Unit (BMU) [4].

3.2 Cooperative process
In this process, a topological neighbourhood is defined
such that the BMU locates the center of the neighbourhood.
The neighbourhood is usually an exponential function, typically a Gaussian function defined as
!
d2bmu,j
h(t) = exp − 2
,
(1)
2σ (t)
where t is the current time step. In the above equation, the
lateral distance d is, in the two-dimensional case, defined as
dbmu,j = krbmu − rj k,

(2)

where rbmu and rj are discrete vectors denoting the position
of the BMU and the position of node j, respectively. σ is the
radius or width of the neighbourhood function specified by


t
σ(t) = σ0 exp −
,
(3)
τ1
where τ1 is a time constant that allows the exponential
function to decay with increasing time t and σ0 is the radius
of the neighbourhood at time t0 .

3.3 Adaptive process
In the adaptive process, all nodes within the neighbourhood are adjusted according to
wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + α(t)h(t)(x(t) − wi (t)),

(4)

where wi (t) and x(t) are the weights of node i and the input
vector at time t, respectively. In the above equation, α(t) is
the learning rate parameter defined as


t
α(t) = α0 exp −
, t = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
(5)
τ2
where τ2 is a time constant that brings the learning rate to
a value close to zero with increasing time t and α0 is the
learning rate at time t0 .

4. Neural gas (NG)
NG is another type of self-organizing network that uses
unsupervised competitive learning. It was proposed by Martinetz & Schulten (1991) [5], and can be considered a
generalization of the SOM algorithm. The main difference
is that the nodes in the NG output layer are not constrained
to a fixed map, that is, there are no connections between the
nodes. During the NG training process, the input space is
"divided" into regions, each being defined by a node in its
center. This gives an approximation of how the objects in
the input space are distributed.
Like SOM, NG preserves the topological structure of the
input space. It also uses a neighbourhood function. However,

instead of calculating the neighbourhood within the output
layer it calculates it within the input space. The nodes
therefore have to be ranked by their distance from the input
vector. After the ranking, the nodes are adjusted according
to an adaptation rule, with the closest node being adjusted
most. As a consequence, similar input vectors are more likely
to be mapped to nodes that are close in the output layer.

5. NG equations
The algorithm begins by initializing a set W to contain
N nodes, each with weights set to random values. It then
proceeds, in a similar way to the SOM, to the three processes
given below.

5.1 Competitive process
Let x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd )T be an object selected at random
from the data set, where d is the dimension of the object.
Sort all nodes of W according to their distance to x, with
the nearest node coming first and the farthest the last. That
is, for sorted W = {Cm , Co , Ck , . . .} with corresponding
weights wm , wo , wk , . . ., the following relation is given
kx − wm k ≤ kx − wo k ≤ kx − wk k ≤ . . . ,
where k · k usually is the Euclidean norm.

5.2 Cooperative process
In this process, a neighbourhood is determined. The
neighbourhood function should be an exponential function


−ki
hλ (ki ) = exp
, t = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
(6)
λ(t)

where ki is the rank index in W and t is the current time
step. So, ki = 0 means the closest node wi to input object
x and ki = N − 1 means the least close node wN to input
object x. In the above equation, λ(t) is defined as
 t t
λf max
λ(t) = λ0
,
(7)
λ0

where λ0 and λf are the initial and final width of the
neighbourhood, respectively, and tmax is the maximum
number of time steps.

5.3 Adaptive process
In the adaptive process, the nodes of W are adjusted
according to
wi (t+1) = wi (t)+(t)hλ (ki (x(t), W ))(x(t)−wi (t)), (8)
where wi (t) and x(t) are the weights of node i and the input
vector at time t, respectively. (t) in the above equation is
specified by
 t t
f max
(t) = 0
,
(9)
0

where 0 is the initial learning rate and f is the final learning
rate.
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6. System development platform
Java was chosen as the development platform for this
project mainly because it is a platform independent language.
Furthermore, the system relies heavily on visualization and
the user interface. The Java Swing toolkit, and the Java
Graphics API are well suited for carrying out these tasks.
Jave also offers support for concurrent programming. This
allows the user to run several algorithms simultaneously,
and also helps to better separate the graphical user interface (GUI) performance from the algorithm calculations by
running these in the background. Through the use of Java
threads this can be achieved by running each algorithm in a
separate thread.
The visualizations all appear as internal frames inside a
main window. Using internal frames makes it very easy
to compare the different clusterings since the visualizations
can be viewed side by side. They can also, of course, be
maximized (or minimized), resized, closed or moved around.

Fig. 1: The general architecture of the system.

8. SOM visualization
8.1 Main method
The main SOM visualization (see figure 2) shows the
clusters of the trained SOM network by mapping the weights
to colours such that similar colours reflect similar weights.
A grid of squares is used to represent the nodes such that
each square represents one node. After the network has
been trained, the squares are filled with the colour that the
corresponding weights are mapped to.

7. System architecture
It is desirable to distinguish the algorithm part from the
visualization part as clearly as possible. A low coupling
between these two parts contributes to a clear design, increases flexibility, and promotes reusability of code. This
can be accomplished with the Model/View/Controller (MVC)
architectural style [6], which is a design pattern for the
separation of user interface logic from application logic.
In the MVC, subsystems are classified into three different
types: model subsystems maintain domain-specific knowledge, view subsystems display the model to the user, and
controller subsystems manage interactions with the user. The
model subsystems are developed such that they are independent of any view or controller subsystems. Changes in the
state of the model are propagated to the view subsystem via
a subscribe/notify protocol.
In our system, the model consists of data and algorithm implementations. Although there also is a layer for
accessing data, this is understood as being underneath or
encapsulated by the model. Thus, the model is changed
when the algorithms perform computations on the data. The
controller is the part of the system responsible for initiating
and responding to user requests through the GUI, and also
providing the necessary input to the model. An example
of a user request could be to run the algorithms or set
parameters. When processing user requests, the controller
may indirectly invoke changes in the model. These changes
are then propagated to the viewing subsystem. The view
renders the model into the appropriate form, and is updated
when the model changes. In our system, different views are
incorporated in the GUI.
Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the system
using the MVC principle, where the Controller gathers input
from the user and passes them to the Model and the GUI
displays the model when it has changed.

Fig. 2: The SOM visualization.

8.2 The colour model
Mapping similar weights to similar colours is rather
difficult since the weights are usually of higher dimension
than the colour space. To illustrate, consider the RGB colour
space, which is three-dimensional. In this colour space,
R (red), G (green), and B (blue) components are used to
reference colours, where each component range from 0 to
255. In general, high values mean bright colours, and low
values mean dark colours. So, black is given by R = 0, G =
0, B = 0, and white is given by R = 255, G = 255, B = 255.
Thus, by tuning these values it is possible to produce mixed
colours such as yellow or purple. Now, if our data consisted
of three-dimensional objects we could simply map each
dimension onto a colour component, but this is rarely the
case. To be able to map objects of arbitrary dimension onto
a colour, we use an approach proposed by Schatzmann [7].
In their approach, they used the HSB colour model, which
references colours in terms of their H (hue), S (saturation)
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and B (brightness). This colour model can be considered as
describing points within an inverted cone [8] (see figure 3).
The hue is the actual colour, and is measured by the angle
around the circle. Red is 0◦ and 360◦ on the circle, green is
120◦ , blue is 240◦ and so on. Saturation describes the purity
of the color and measures from the center of the cone (0) to
the outer edge (100), where 0 and 100 means no saturation
and full saturation, respectively. Brightness is the intensity
of the colour, and measures from black (0) to white (100).
Dark colours are thus at the bottom of the cone and bright
colours at the top.

9. SOM density map
The SOM visualization in figure 2 does not show the
density of the data distribution. This information is relevant,
because although there may be clearly separated coloured
areas in the SOM visualization, each of these areas does not
necessarily represent a cluster. For this reason, we decided
to add an additional scheme for showing the density of the
data distribution.
The SOM density map is based on an idea by Simula et al.
[9], and aims to show the density of the input distribution in
terms of map nodes. This is done by first locating the input
vector’s BMU after training. Then, the BMU’s "hit" counter
is incremented. Nodes with a high number of hits may refer
to regions of high density, and nodes with a low number of
hits may indicate cluster borders.
The SOM density map uses the same type of grid as in
figure 2, i.e. a grid of squares. Inside each square, the hit
counter of the corresponding node is printed. If a node has
zero hits the square remains entirely blank. This makes it
easier to detect borders.

Fig. 3: The HSB colour cone.

8.3 Colour mapping
To map a set of d-dimensional weights to colours, we
first divide the HSB colour circle at d equally spaced angles,
giving us d colours
c1 , c2 , . . . , cd .

(10)

Each of these colours is a three-dimensional vector with a
red, green and blue component
ci = (cir , cig , cib )T .

(11)

Any d-dimensional vector w = (w1 , w2 , . . . , wd )T can now
be mapped to a colour cw = (cwr , cwg , cwb )T by computing
Pd
i=1 cir wi
cwr = P
,
(12)
d
i=1 cir
Pd

and

i=1
cwg = P
d

Pd

cig wi

i=1 cig

i=1
cwb = P
d

cib wi

i=1 cib

.

(13)

(14)

Fig. 4: The SOM density map.
Figure 4 shows the SOM density map of a SOM trained
by an examplary data set. The figure shows areas of high
density in the left part of the map, and areas of low density
in the right part of the map.

10. NG visualization
The NG visualization shows the clusters of the trained NG
network by mapping the nodes to a two-dimensional plot.
In addition, each weight is given a colour so that similar
weights are reflected through similar colours.
After the network has been trained, each weight is given
a colour by using equations (10)-(14). Then, the weights are
mapped to two-dimensional vectors by using a dimensionality reduction technique known as Classical Multidimensional
Scaling [10].
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Figure 5 shows the visualization of a NG network trained
with a data set consisting of two three-dimensional intertwined rings. Notice in this figure, that even though the nodes
appear close in the plot, their colours are dissimilar. This is
because the two three-dimensional rings cannot be represented perfectly when plotted on a two-dimensional plot. So
actually, the colours tells us more about the similarity of
nodes than their position does.

12. A case study
Proteomics is the field of large-scale study of proteins,
most importantly their structure and function. In the last
decade, mass spectrometry (MS) has become a fundamental
platform for proteomic research in the identification and
quantitation of proteins. The basic principle of MS is to generate ions from organic or unorganic compounds, separate
these ions by their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and then detect
them qualitatively and quantitatively by their respective m/z
value and abundance [11].
MS produces large amounts of high dimensional data that
is difficult to analyze. Our approach is therefore to use
the clustering methods described earlier to group together
MS data representing proteins in order to detect whether a
change in the environment causes a change in the structure
of proteins in the human blood serum.

12.1 The data set

Fig. 5: The NG visualization.

11. Comparison between SOM and NG
Visualization schemes for the SOM and NG are described
in the previous sections, with both having advantages and
disadvantages. A disadvantage of the SOM visualization
is that it does not contain any information regarding the
distance between nodes. This information would, of course,
be useful in identifying clusters. Having a fixed topology,
however, makes it suitable for visualization. In addition,
the use of dimensionality reduction techniques becomes
unnecessary.
A disadvantage of the NG visualization is that it requires
use of a dimensionality reduction technique to plot the nodes.
Besides this, the NG does not provide clear information
regarding the density of the data distribution. To add this
information to the visualization scheme becomes impractical
since the NG does not have a fixed topology. Not having a
fixed topology nevertheless provides a more natural view of
the data distribution.
One of the most important parts of the visualization is
the colour coding. Using the same colour coding in both
the SOM and NG visualization allows us to compare the
clusterings in terms of colours. Furthermore, the colouring
preserves information about the data that is often lost due
to the two-dimensional representation.

The entire set of data is made up of ten smaller data sets
containing MS (MALDI-ToF-MS) data representing proteins
(or protein fragments) in human blood serum, where each
measurement is described by 10 attributes. These ten data
sets are further divided into two groups; five of them contain
data representing proteins in blood serum samples taken
from individuals while they were sitting (S), and the other
five while they were lying down (L). Our goal was to see
whether there is a change in the structure of proteins in these
two conditions. We did this by comparing the data sets from
the first group with the data sets from the second group, that
is, by comparing L1 - S1, L2 - S2, . . ., L5 - S5. In the paper
we will restrict ourselves to comparing only L1 and S1, with
L1 having 250 instances and S1 having 229 instances.

12.2 Preprocessing the data set
The difference in magnitude between the entries in the
data sets were large, so they were preprocessed using a
procedure known as z-score transformation [12]. Given a
set of raw data D = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, where xi =
{xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xid }, the formula for the z-score transformation is defined as
zij =

xij − x̄.j
,
σj

(15)

where
n

x̄.j =

1X
xij
n i=1

(16)

and
n

σj =

1 X
(xij − x̄.j )2
n − 1 i=1

! 12

.

(17)
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12.3 Clustering of the data set
When clustering the data sets, the following parameters
were used in SOM and NG:
SOM:
iterations: 50,000
map size: 10 × 12
radius: 6
learning rate: 0.1

NG:
iterations: 50,000
nodes: 120
initial radius: 60
initial learning rate: 0.5
final radius: 0.01
final learning rate: 0.005

12.4 Visualization of L1 and S1 clustering
The figures below show the SOM and NG clustering of
the L1 and S1 data set. As can be seen, these visualizations
allow to intuitively represent the clustering solutions for the
data sets. However, the SOM and NG does not produce an
explicit partitioning of the data set into a specific number
of groups. Thus, no sharp cluster borders are shown in
the visualizations. Manual inspection is therefore necessary,
and comparing the visualization schemes can be helpful in
indentifying the clusters.

Fig. 6: The SOM clustering of the L1 data set.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: (a) The NG clustering of the L1 data set. (b) The
NG clustering of the S1 data set.

red cluster in L1 is clearly distinguishable from the other
clusters in both the SOM and NG visualization. In the SOM
clustering of S1, the red cluster appears to be slightly larger,
although less dense than in L1. The NG visualization also
seems to indicate this. Another noticeable difference is that
the green cluster is more dense in L1 than in S1. This is
most apparent in the NG visualization, where we see that
the nodes in the green area are more spread out in S1 than
in L1. There may also be a slight change with regards to the
yellow cluster, as this looks more dense in L1 than in S1. In
the bottom left corner of the SOM visualization and the top
right corner of the NG visualization, there is a small blue
area. Now since this area is very small, we cannot certainly
say that it is a cluster. However, it is worth mentioning that
this area is not present in the S1 clustering.
To summarize, the most apparent change between L1 and
S1 is the green cluster. There is also a small blue coloured
area in L1 that is not present in S1. In general, the clusters
appear to be more dense and separate in L1 than in S1. The
clusterings thus indicates a difference in the protein structure
of the two groups.

14. Conclusion and future work

Fig. 7: The SOM clustering of the S1 data set.

13. Discussion
When looking at the clustering of L1, there are clusters
in the red, green, purple, yellow and light blue areas. The

A system for visualizing different clustering techniques
and exploring natural groupings in multi-dimensional data
has been developed. The system provides functionality for
visualizing the SOM and NG algorithm and viewing these
visualizations side by side. Although these visualization
schemes have been used independently in other contexts,
the combination of them is what makes this system unique.
In the case study, we showed that simultaneous viewing
of the visualization schemes provides better insight in the
data than individual viewing. If one visualization indicates a
certain grouping, this can be verified by comparing with the
other visualizations. For this reason, it would be interesting
to extend the system in the future to support additional
algorithm implementations and visualization schemes.
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Extracting Interesting Patterns of Hard CSPs
Chendong Li, Jiayin Wang and Yichen Liu

Abstract—The hardness of finite domain Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) is a very important research area in Constraint Programming (CP) community.
However, this problem has not yet attracted much
attention from researchers in the association rule mining
community. As a popular data mining technique, association rule mining has an extremely wide application area
and it has already been successfully applied to many
interdisciplines. In this paper, we study the association
rule mining techniques together with rule deduction and
propose a cascaded approach to extract interesting
patterns of hard CSPs. As far as we know, this problem is
investigated with the data mining techniques for the first
time. Specifically, we generate the random CSPs and
collect their parameters and hardness characteristics by
solving all the CSP instances. In the following, we apply
data mining techniques with rule deduction on the
collected data set and further discover the interesting
patterns of the hardness of the randomly generated CSPs.
I. INTRODUCTION

Association rule mining is a very widely utilized
data mining technique that has already been successfully applied to market basket analysis (determining
customer buying patterns), intrusion detection, financial profiles, bioinformatics, web-based applications,
privacy information, etc. It has already been successfully applied to determine customer buying patterns so
that supermarkets can sell out more products to customers according to the extracted patterns. Many
researchers in the association rule mining community
put considerable efforts on exploring the new, fast and
efficient association rule mining algorithms, such as
[21, 24].
This paper contributes to the novel application of
association rule on extracting interesting patterns of
hard CSP instances, so that it can provide valuable
recommendations for researchers who need generate
hard CSPs to benchmark their newly developed algorithms.
Chendong Li is with the Computer Science & Engineering Department, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269 USA (phone: 860486-1454; e-mail: chendong.li@engr.uconn.edu). Jiayin Wang is with
University of Connecticut and Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an, China.
Yichen Liu is with Dept. of Economics, Texas Tech University, USA.

In Constraint Programming (CP) community, the
randomly generated CSP instances are usually used as
the empirical criteria to evaluate and benchmark novel
algorithms on solving the finite domain Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). The hard CSPs are
highly desired in the CP community and association
rule mining can be used to discover the patterns of hard
CSPs so that the CP researchers can benefit from it.
A. CSPs Hardness
The hard CSP instances are highly evaluated because they can be used to benchmark whether or not a
CSP solver is faster than others with the significant
difference on the running time. On the one hand, hard
CSPs are of great significance for the experimental
evaluation for CSP solvers. On the other hand, the hard
CSPs could contribute to the evaluation criteria for the
theoretical computer science. Generating hard CSPs is
of great importance and it is a challenging problems.
Right now there are no exactly qualitative measures on
how to generate the hard CSPs. Previous researches on
the hardness of CSPs mainly concentrated on the
general CSPs — no constraints types were specified.
Usually the hard CSPs discovered in the randomly
generated instances are defined over the parameters
such as the number of variables N, domain size D,
density of the constraint network associated with
tightness of constraints, which formulate the finite
constraint set C. Since functional constraints are
recognized as a very common class of constraints [12,
14], more and more researchers put many efforts to
study functional constraints (such as [2, 19]), especially on the bi-functional constraints [14, 20], which are
considered as the tractable constraint class. Since the
functional constraints are usually easier to solve than
general constraints due to their particular architecture
or latent phase transition [23], the task of generating
hard CSPs with functional constraints become an
extremely challenging problem for CP community. In
this scenario, association rule mining provides an
effective way to study the hard CSPs and their interesting patterns.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related work. Background on CSPs
and association rules are given in Section III.
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Section IV describes the proposed cascaded approach. Section V details the experiments and intercepte the experimental results. Section VI gives a brief
discussion and remarks on the proposed method.
Section VII concludes the paper and point out the
directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK

Since no previous research on the CSP hardness
with association rule mining has been conducted, we
mainly focus on the related work on the hard CSPs.
Starting from Cheesman and Kanefsky et al. [7],
researchers from CP and SAT community began to
investigate on the CSPs hardness.
The analytical analysis on the exponentially long
tail of CSP hardness distributions was provided in [10].
Mitchell [16] shows the empirical results that with the
increasing number of samples recorded, the mean of
running time, standard deviation, and maximum time
are also increased correspondingly. The instances from
very natural CSP models have been studied in [8].
Selman and Kirkpatrick study this problem and further
analyzed the distributions of both satisfiable and
unsatisfiable instances in [13]. The empirical facts that
neither the hardness of randomly generated CSPs nor
3-coloring problems is normally distributed was
presented in [11].
Frost and Rish et al. [17] provides the empirical
evidence that the randomly generate CSPs at the 50%
satisfiable point, satiafiable problems can be modeled
by Weibull distribution and unsatifiable instances by
the lognormal distribution. Mitchell [5] proves the
exponential lower bounds for the running time of many
CSP solving techniques. Mitchell [4] shows that for a
random CSP of which the constraints are loose or
reasonably tight, the majority of unsatisfiable CSP
families have a structural property that make it holds
that the exponential size of the unsatisfiability proofs
must exist in a certain resolution-like system. In [1],
Mitchell shows that each CNF formulas family that is
hard for the propositional resolution corresponds to the
CSP instances that are hard for most of the standard
CSP algorithms. In [4] Xu and Li study the solution
structures of the random CSPs and random k-SAT
problems and utilized the concept of average similarity
degree to characterize the similarity of the solutions
between random CSPs and random k-SAT. Prcovic
[22] considered tree search procedures that filter the
domains dynamically by maintaining the local consistency like Forward-Checking and MAC. A new method based on the expander graphs was proposed to
generate the hard k-SAT and CSP instances in [3].
O'Donnell and Wu [15] investigated on the conditional
hardness for the 3-CSPs that can be satisfied.

Currently there are mainly two solving techniques:
1) the local repair methods and 2) the integrated
methods of the tree search and domain filtering algorithms. The first one can handle the CPSs whose
solutions distribute in search tree uniformly while the
second method can deal with the over-constrained
CSPs [22]. If a CSP instance cannot be solved by the
above two solving techniques efficiently, then it is
usually classified as the hard CSP.
III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the basic concepts of
CSP and association rule mining used in this paper.
A. Constraint Satisfaction Problems
Definition 1 (Constraint Satisfaction Problems) A
finite domain Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is
defined as the triple (N, D, C) that consists of the
following parts:
(i) a finite set of variables N = {1,2,…,n},
(ii) a discrete and finite set of Domains D =
{D1,D2,…,Dn}, where Di is the domain of variable i, i
N , i.e., 1 i n.
(iii) a set of constraints C, each of which is a relation among the variables in N.
A binary Constraint Satisfaction Problem (BCSP) is
a CSP that satisfies the above (i) and (ii); the only
difference is the constraint set C. For a BCSP, the
constraint is defined as the binary relation between any
two variables in the variable set N. A constraint over
two variables i and j is denoted by cij. The constraint cij
is functional on j if for any a Di there exists at most
one b
Dj such that the triple (a, b) satisfies the
constraint cij. A functional constraint is a constraint cij
that is either functional on j or i. If the cij is both
functional on j and i, it is called the bi-functional
constraint. The special cases of functional constraints
are equations, which are ubiquitous in the Constraint
Logic Programming (
). The typical functional
constraint in arithmetic is a binary linear equation like
5x = 3 + 2y, which is both functional on x and on y.
For a CSP, the tightness of the constraint is defined
as the percentage of the allowed tuples over d2, where
d is the domain size of the variables. The process of
solving a CSP is either to find an assignment that
satisfies all the constraints or to prove that no such
assignment exists for the given problem. Although it is
known that Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) are
NP-complete, only a small percentage of the whole
CSP set are hard to solve with the current backtracking
algorithms. For example, based on our computational
results, only 2.57% of the total CSP instances have the
running time larger than 5.0 seconds. In the rest of the
paper, we place ourselves in the context of binary
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CSPs, which are considered as one of the most important CSP classes. When attempting to generate the hard
binary CSPs, researchers usually adjust the density of
the constraint network and constraints tightness to
make the CSPs as hard as possible, instead of keeping
on increasing the number of variables and domain size.
B. Association Rule Mining
Definition 2 According to Agrawal and Srikant
[29], the problem of association rule mining is defined
as follows: Let IS = {i1, i2, …, in} be the itemset and
ST = {t1, t2, …, tm} be a set of transactions, which is
known as the database. Each transaction TR (with a
unique transaction ID) in ST is a set of items such that
TR IS. An association rule is defined as an implication of the form X
Y, where X IS, Y IS and X
The association rule X
Y holds in the set of
transactions ST with the support s and confidence c if s
% of transactions in ST contain X
Y and c % of
transactions in ST that contain X also contain Y. For a
specified association rule X=a
b, its confidence
and support can be expressed as
P(X = , Y = )
(X =
Y= )=
P(X = )
Support (X=a

b) = P(X=a, Y=b)

Probability based interestingness measures and the
evaluations of association rules have been systematically studied by the data mining community. Among
the different measures of significance and interestingness, the minimum thresholds on support and confidence are the most commonly accepted criteria.
Support is used to find frequent itemsets while confidence is to generate rules from the frequent itemsets.
Conviction [27] is defined as the comparison of the
probability that X occurs without Y if they were
statistically dependent with the actual frequency of the
occurrence of X without Y. Lift [27] measures how
many times X and Y occur simultaneously more often
than the anticipated frequency if they are statistically
independent. In our experiments, we choose to use lift
as the main criteria to measure the interestingness of
the generated association rules by applying the Apriori
algorithm [26, 29].
IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we formulate the problem of the
hardness of the randomly generated CSPs as the
association rule mining problem first. Furthermore, we
propose a cascaded approach to extract the interesting
CSP hardness patterns with the association rule mining
techniques and rule deduction scheme. For the rest
part, we start with the Apriori algorithm and then

introduce the rule deduction. On the basis of these two
techniques, we present the cascaded approach in
details.
A. The Apriori Algorithm
Apriori algorithm [26, 29], a classic algorithm for
association rules learning, is designed to manipulate on
the databases of transactions. It employs the "bottom
up" approach where frequent subsets augment one item
each time, which is known as the frequent itemset
generation or candidate generation. It generates candidate itemsets of length l from itemsets of length l – 1
and then prunes the candidates which have an infrequent sub pattern. It utilizes a tree structure to count
frequent itemsets and uses downward closure to prune
unnecessary branches. Then the frequent itemsets are
tested against the data. This algorithm terminates if no
further augmentation can be made. Two parameters are
involved in the Apriori algorithm: the minimum
support (min_s) used for generating frequent itemsets
and the other is the minimum confidence used for rule
derivation.
B. Rule Deduction Scheme
Viewed from the perspective of the deduction methods in propositional logic, a rule X
Y is semantically entailed from a set of rules if every dataset where
all the rules hold must also satisfy X
Y [28].
Syntactically, the rule X
Y holds if and only if X
Y is derivable from all the rules by applying the
Armstrong’s Axioms [30]:
1) Reflexivity. X
X
2) Transitivity. If X
Y and Y
Z then X
Z
3) Augmentation. If X
Y and Z
W then X, Z
Y, W (Except these three axioms, there are additional theorems such as decomposition theorem.)
This kind of mechanism is called rule deduction in
the following part. Although association rules are
probabilistic implications, here we interpret them under
the threshold of confidence and support. Based on the
rule deduction, we can obtain much more meaningful
information. For example, given rule R1 and R2, we
can obtain rule R3 by simply applying the transitivity
axioms. Furthermore, rule R4 can be obtained by
applying the augmentation axiom on rule R2 and R3.
(Note that the left hand of the rule R2 and R3 are the
same, which means X = Z according to the
Armstrong’s Axioms. Therefore, to simplify the rule,
we only need to keep X or Z, which is tightness =
0.620)
R1) Classification = Hard
SAT = No
R2) Tightness = 0.620
Classification = Hard
R3) Tightness = 0.620
SAT = No
R4) Tightness = 0.620
Classification = Hard,
SAT = No
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Since applying the reflexivity axiom on any rules
cannot provide any new information, we mainly
consider using the transitivity axiom and augmentation
axiom. Different from redundant rule reduction [25],
the rule deduction can produce additional new useful
rules. With rule deduction techniques, the task of
finding the interesting rules from a set of association
rules becomes computing the minimum closure of the
set of rules.
C. The Cascaded Approach
In order to extract the interesting CSPs hardness
patterns effectively, we propose a cascaded approach
to discover the interesting patterns of the hard CSPs. In
our approach, we first generate the CSP instances
randomly based on the parameters and then solve all
the instances with a general CSP solver to collect the
significant characteristics (i.e. parameters that determine the architecture of the problem, the solving time)
on the generated CSPs. Based on these characteristics,
we construct the interesting data set. In the following,
we apply the association rule mining techniques, which
are mainly based on the Apriori algorithm. After
obtaining the interesting association rules from the
mining step, we further apply the rule deduction to the
set of all the interesting rules to extract the interesting
patterns of hard CSPs.
To test the proposed approach, we conducted a series of experiments. As no publicly benchmarked CSPs
with functional constraints are available, we generate
the random CSPs. The types of constraints in the
generated CSPs include functional constraints, bifunctional constraints and non-functional constraints
(general constraints). Each functional constraint is
made to have “d” allowed tuples. Except for the
functional constraints, all the other constraints are nonfunctional constraints. We use the following five main
parameters (n, d, e, nf, t) and six auxiliary parameters
(seed, stpc, stpfc, stpt, stps, instance) to generate the
problems as shown in Table I, which presents the
meanings and values for all the parameters involved in
the experiments. In Table I, * denotes the first significant value found in the interval [start value, end value];
it may vary a little based on other parameter settings.
V. EXPERIMENTS

In the experiment, when problems are generated, we
need to select the meaningful instances to construct our
data set. In the context of random problems, the generated problem can be easily solved with very few
backtrackings, such as 0 backtracking. Also the problem can be exceptionally hard. For example, in our
experiments, we discover an exceptionally hard problem instance with nf = 21, e = 710 and t = 0.60, the

running time is as much as 560,117.0 seconds with
4.35782e+08 backtrackings.
A. Data Collection
Since the CSPs are NP hard in general, the computational time for the process of keeping on generating
and solving all the possible cases can be exceptionally
high. First, we attempt many different ways to generate
the hard CSPs that are not trivial. After two weeks of
random hand-oriented search of hard CSP problems,
we finally come up with the idea that the safest way to
find all the hard CSP problems is to scan the all possible configurations of the specified problem parameters.
In order to verify the hardness of the CSPs, after
having them generated followed by our procedures, we
solve them with a general CSP solver, which uses the
standard backtracking algorithm. The general solver is
implemented in C++ based on the Arc Consistency
algorithm (AC 2001/3.1). During the search, the value
of a variable is selected in a lexicographical order and
the variable with the maximum degree is selected first
with the tie broken by lexicographical order.
We use two steps to scan the problems, both with
batch files: the first step is to locate the distributions of
the hard CSPs in general. Specifically, given that n, d
are equal to 50, 50 respectively, we use the batch file
with the following configurations:
• number of constraints varying from 100 to 1076
with step size 122, which is about 10% of the total
possible constraints
• number of functional constraint varying from 1 to
50 with step size 1
• tightness varying from 0.1 to 1.0 with step size
0.01
• interval for tightness varying from 0.30 to 0.75
with step size 0.01.
After about 12 days of running the program on a
DELL PowerEdge 1850 (two 3.6 GHz Intel Xeon
CPUs) in Linux operating system, we finish the first
step of scanning. Based on computational results from
the first step scanning, we can safely eliminate the CSP
instances with e=100, 222. Furthermore, we can
eliminate the CSPs with the tightness intervals of [0.1,
0.30) and (0.75, 0.90]. The second step scanning is to
concentrate on the smaller intervals discovered from
the first step. Specifically, we scan the interval with
following configurations:
• The interval for constraints varying from 344 to
710 with step size 122.
When systematically examining the problems in our
experiments, we maintain the CSP instances with the
following settings: n = 50 and d = 50, which are used
widely in the CP community. The detailed values of
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involved parameters in two steps scanning process are
enumerated in Table I.
TABLE I. THE RELEVANT PARAMETERS AND THEIR
VALUES IN THE EXPERIMENTS
#

Name

1

n

2

d

3

e

4

nf

5

t

6

stpc

7

stpfc

8

stpt

9

seed

10

stps

11

instance

Meaning
number of
variables
domain size of
each variable
number of
constraints
number of
functional
constraints
tightness for
the constraints
step size for
constraints
step size for
functional
constraints
step size for
tightness

Value

Start
value

End
value

50

50

50

50

50

50

344*

100

710

2*

1

50

0.6*

0.30

0.75

122

122

122

1

1

1

0.01

0.01

0.01

seeds
step size of
seeds
number of
instances

93728

93728

11016

123

123

123

1*

10

1

B. Data processing
We classify the CSP instances into three different
classes based on the running time. Since the majority
of the generated CSPs are trivially solvable with the
solving time less than 0.5 second, we mainly consider
the CSP instances with the running time more than
60.0 seconds as the hard CSPs. If the solving time is
less 5.00 seconds, the instance will be classified as a
easy problem. The left instances are classified as the
medium problems. Table II lists the detailed classification criteria. Based on the above criteria, we obtain
three different classes of problem instance. Since we
are only interested in hard CSPs, we can safely omit
the trivially solvable ones. For the rest instances, we
carry out the association rule mining, which include
266 instances filtered from total 10334 instances.
TABLE II. HARDNESS CLASSIFICATIONS BASED ON THE
SOLVING TIME FOR EACH CSP
Cases #
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

Time(s)
(0.00, 5.00)
[5.00, 60.00]
(60.00, inf)

Classification
Easy
Medium
Hard

In the stage of data preprocessing, there are two
main steps: the first step is to remove irrelevant data
and noise data such as number of backtrackings. The
reason is that for a specified CSP instance, its running
time is a monotone increasing function on its backtracking number.

The second step is to discretize the data set. In this
step, we mainly apply the unsupervised discretization
algorithms (simple binning) integrated in WEKA (a
collection of data mining algorithms implemented in
Java, available at http: //www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/
weka/). In this stage, we carry out a set of experiments
to prepare the data for the association rule mining.
When discretizing the data, we first select the default
bin value as 10 for the first time to discretize the item
set. In the following, to balance the accuracy and the
redundancy, we eventually choose to set the bin value
as 20 to discover the interesting association rules from
the selected data set.
In the stage of association rule mining, we also conduct a set of experiments to discover the interesting
rules. Specifically, a CPS problem instance serves as
one transaction and its characteristics such as the
parameters listed in Table I and the solving time play
the role of itemsets. All the randomly generated problem instances formulate the transaction database.
Table III presents top 10 interesting association
rules generated by Apriori algorithm on the data set
discretized with the bin value 20. The selected measure
is lift and its value is set to 1.1 while the minimum
support is set to 0.1. The rules in Table III are listed in
decreasing order of the lift. As a matter of fact, since
we use lift as the main measure, WEKA always find
the symmetric rule simultaneously (i.e., given the
specified thresholds, if the rule X
Y is generated,
then its symmetric rule Y
X follows it immediately). Table III indicates 20 different association rules.
For example, rule 1 corresponds to its symmetric rule:
SAT=NO Classification=Hard
e=(691.7-710]
t=(0.6075-0.628]
The above rule and rule 1 have the same lift value
1.56, which is guaranteed by the definition of the lift
(an even function). For the purpose of simplifying the
problem representation, we present 10 typical association rules in Table III. From the table, we can clearly
observe the measures and interesting rules. For example, rule 4 indicates that if the total constraints of a
CSP is more than 692 and their tightness are located in
the interval of (0.6075-0.628], then this CSP is highly
likely to be a hard CSP instance. The lift, confidence
and conviction of this rule are 1.39, 0.55 and 1.29
respectively. Rule 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 in Table III all
indicate that the hard CSPs are usually accompanied
with more than 692 constraints on the basis of n=50
and d=50.
C. Interesting results
From the association rules in Table III, we can see
that the hard CSPs are highly like to be unsatisfiable,
which make the backtracking number maximum for the
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given CSP. The conclusion is consistent with previous
conclusions made in [4].
An interesting phenomenon indicated from rule 9 of
Table III is that the tightness of the hard CSPs usually
lies in the interval of (0.6075, 0.628], which is near the
golden means (0.618). Furthermore, when the total
constraints are bigger than 692 and less than 710, the
problem are likely to be hard. (Note these rules are
generated from the medium hard and the hard CSP
instances whose number of variables and their domain
size are set to 50 and 50 respectively).
By applying the rule deduction, especially transitivity and augmentation axioms, on the total 62 interesting rules generated by WEKA, we eventually obtain
the interesting patterns of hard CSPs as shown in
Figure 2. This figure presents the CSP hardness patterns with the hard CSP located at the center and other
important characteristics around. The pattern reveals
the potential relationship among the CSPs hardness,

tightness of constraints, number of functional constraints (if any), and total constraints.
In Figure 2, the tightness has two intervals, both of
which satisfy the specified thresholds on support and
lift. The difference is that the first tightness interval
(0.6075, 0.628] can generate the hard CSP instances
with higher probability than the interval of (0.587,
0.6075]. The CSP hardness patterns reveal the close
associations among number of constraints and number
of functional constraints and their tightness, when
these parameters can generate the hard CSPs. If one
want to generate the hard CSP instances with the
parameters (n, d, e, tightness), this CSP hardness
pattern can provide a very good recommendations. For
instance, simply set n = 50, d = 50, e = 700, tightness =
0.618, functional constraints = 29 (if any), the hard
CSPs (with functional constraints) will be generated.
Slightly change on the tightness can yield more instances.

TABLE III. THE BEST TEN ASSOCIATION RULES AND THEIR INTERESTING MEASURES (SAT=NO DENOTES THAT THE CSP
INSTANCE IS UNSATISFIABLE; SAT=YES DENOTES THAT IT IS SATISFIABLE)
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Interesting association rules
e=(691.7-710] t=(0.6075-0.628] => SAT=NO Classification=Hard
nf=(37.75-40.2] => Classification=Medium
e=(691.7-710] t=(0.6075-0.628] => Classification=Hard
e=(691.7-710] t=(0.6075-0.628] SAT=NO => Classification=Hard
t=(0.6075-0.628] SAT=NO => e=(691.7-710] Classification=Hard
nf=(27.95-30.4] => e=(691.7-710] SAT=NO
e=(581.9-600.2] => Classification=Medium
e=(691.7-710] SAT=NO => t=(0.6075-0.628] Classification=Hard

Lift
1.56
1.54
1.39
1.34
1.30
1.30
1.28
1.26

Interestingness measures
Confidence
Conviction
0.42
1.23
3.82
0.93
1.29
0.55
1.23
0.53
0.47
1.17
1.54
0.75
1.58
0.78
0.18
1.04

tightness=(0.587-0.6075]
tightness=(0.6075-0.628]

constraints = (691.7-710]

The hard
CSPs
N=50

functional constraints=(27.95-30.4]

D=50

SAT = NO
Figure I. The interesting patterns of the randomly generated hard CSPs with both number of variables and domain set to 50
VI. DISCUSSION & REMARKS

In terms of searching all hard CSPs, although the
best way is to scan all the possible CSP instances and
solve them. However, it is impossible in practice as
innumerous instances, which would take too long to
obtain the results. In our experiments, we use 10
parameters (i.e., n, d, e, nf, tightness, step size for e, nf,

t, seed and its step size) to control the scanning process
of the generated CSP instances. Even for the CSPs
with the fixed number of variables and domain size (in
our experiments, we set n = 50, d = 50), the combination of the rest parameters can be extremely huge.
Suppose we make e vary from 100 to 1100 with step
size 1, nf from 1 to 100 with step size 1, tightness from
0.01 to 0.99 with step size 0.01, and seed from 93728
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to 96728 with step size 3, the problem instance number
will be as many as 1010. If solving each instance takes
roughly 10.00 seconds on average, the total running
time would be about 106 years. Besides, the step size
can be significantly small, say 10-3 or 10-6, based the
size of the variable domains. Suppose the number of
variables and their domain sizes are increasing as well,
the problem instances will increase exponentially.
Therefore, back to our experiments we first scan the
CSP distribution space sparsely to obtain the typical
distribution of hard CSPs; then we concentrate on
scanning in the relatively small distribution space
established in the first step scanning.
For the randomly generated CSPs, the hard CSP are
usually characterized by the tightness located in the
interval of (0.6075, 0.628]. For the researchers who
want to generate the hard CSPs with functional constraints, based on the patterns of hard CSPs, we recommend them to set the constraints tightness near the
golden means (0.618), and the functional constraint 28,
29 or 30, which is about 4.3% of the generated constraints. The total constraints in the generated CSP are
roughly 60.0% of all the possible constraints in the
whole constraint network.
VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

Hard CSPs are highly evaluated for their wide usability in CP community. In this paper, the patterns of
CSPs hardness are investigated with the association
rule mining techniques for the first time. One of our
contributions is that we discover the interesting patterns of hard CSPs with functional constraints. The
patterns characterize the properties of hard binary
CSPs together with functional constraints, which can
provide the useful recommendations for CP community on generating hard CSPs, especially hard CSPs with
functional constraints.
In our approach, we generate CSPs with the parameter set <n, d, e, nf, t, ft, seed>. We study the experimental data of binary CSPs with functional constraints,
bi-functional constraints and non functional constraints. To verify the hardness of generated CSPs, we
solve all problem instances with a general CSP solver
implemented based on the AC2001/3.1. We systematically scan the distributions space of the CSPs based on
specified parameters. By solving all instances, we
obtain the hardness characteristics of randomly generated CSPs as the data set. We classify the data according to solving time of each instance. Following that we
apply the association rule mining to the selected data
set. Finally, we successfully extract the interesting CSP
hardness patterns under the rule deduction scheme.
One significant direction for the future work is to
apply the extracted CSPs hardness patterns to guide the
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searching process for hard CSPs. With the CPS hardness patterns, we can precisely locate the intervals of
all the relevant parameters. For example, the tightness
of the constraint is located in the interval [0.60, 0.63].
Moreover, we can discover more hard CSPs and much
harder CSPs to benchmark the CSP solvers, even SAT
solvers. Another direction is to integrate with resolution techniques in propositional logic with the association rules to generate more interesting rules on the CSP
hardness patterns.
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Application of Clustering in a Hybrid Global
Optimization Algorithm
1

T. Y. Chen1, and J. H. Huang1
Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Chung Hsing University, Taichung, Taiwan

Abstract - Finding the global optimum solution needs a lot
of efforts and computational time. It is found in this research
that the clustering activity in data mining can be a valuable
tool in design optimization. The clustering activity can be
used to predict the area in the design space where the global
optimum may lie in. The chance of finding the global
optimum solution within this identified area in stead of the
whole design space by any search method can be increased
dramatically. Many numerical examples prove that this
proposed idea indeed works well. Two of these examples are
presented in this paper.
Keywords: Clustering, global optimization, hybrid algorithm

1

Introduction

GLOBAL optimization has been an interesting research
topic in the field of design optimization for a long time. Many
research works have been published. Basically, the global
optimization approaches can be classified into two categories.
One is to use the traditional search methods and the other one
is to use evolutionary algorithms. In traditional methods, Ge
[1] and Wang [2] used filled function to hide the local
optimums so that they couldn’t be found by the optimizer.
Suykens et al. [3] proposed an intelligent and cooperative
search by some coupled local minimizers. Helon et al. [4]
developed GMG algorithm which divides the design space
into several smaller spaces and further identifies the possible
subspace that contains the global minimum. A local search
method is then followed to find the global minimum. In
stochastic approaches, Hedar and Fukushima [5] developed
filter simulated annealing method with multi-starting points to
find the constrained global minimum. Liang et al. [6] used
particle swarm optimization (PSO) to find the global solutions.
The original PSO was modified by using other particle’s
historical best value to update the velocity of a particle to
avoid premature convergence. Tu and Lu [7] proposed a
stochastic genetic algorithm to find the global solutions. The
search space was divided dynamically and some more search
points were generated in each subspace to perform local
searches. Chen and Cheng [8] combined the evolution
strategy (ES) and the sequential quadratic programming (SQP)
to find global solutions. Chen and Cheng [9] applied the
classification activity in data mining to identify the feasible

region and then find the global solution in the identified
region.
In both categories, many papers employ a common idea
that is to reduce the design space or exclude some areas from
the design space in order to increase the chance of finding the
global optimum in a smaller design space. This common idea
is also employed in this research. However, the approach to
reduce the design space is totally different from those used in
other papers.
The data mining technique is applied to identify the
potential areas in the design space first and followed by a
hybrid approach using the evolution strategy (ES) [10] and
the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) [11] to find the
global optimum in the identified area. The contribution of
clustering is to reduce the design space so that the search
efforts can be concentrated in a smaller area to increase the
chance of finding the global solution. To increase the chance
of finding the global solution to some highly noised multimodal problems, the evolutionary algorithm ES is responsible
for finding the approximate global solution. The gradientbased SQP will eventually find the exact global solution from
the point found by ES. The detailed approaches and examples
will be given in the following sections.

2

Application of clustering in global
optimization

The clustering activity in data mining can divide the
samples into several clusters. In each cluster, the samples
have similar behaviours. Applying this characteristic of
clustering, a design space can be divided into several clusters.
One of these clusters may contain the most interesting
information for the designer. In general, there are two types of
optimization problems. One is the unconstrained optimization
and the other one is the constrained optimization. For
unconstrained optimization, the minimum or maximum value
of the objective function is sought. For constrained
optimization, the minimum or maximum objective function
value is sought within the feasible region defined by
constraint functions. All of these optimization problems can
be solved by various gradient-based methods or evolutionary
algorithms. Since the location of the optimum solution can not
be known beforehand, the whole design space must be
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searched by the optimizer. This is inefficient and may also
downgrade the quality of the solution.
The basic idea of this research is to apply the clustering
activity in data mining to reduce the original design space and
perform intensive search in the reduced space to increase the
chance of finding the global optimum solution. For
unconstrained optimization problems, the clustering activity is
used to find the area where the global optimum solution most
likely appears. For constrained optimization problems, the
clustering activity is employed to find the area of the feasible
region. After reducing the original design space to a smaller
region, a hybrid approach which integrates the evolution
strategy (ES) and the sequential quadratic programming (SQP)
is used to find the global optimum solution.

Fig. 1 Ackley function

In order to find the interested area in the design space
using clustering, some sample design points must be selected
and evaluated first. In stead of generating random points in
the design space, the uniform design approach is employed to
generate uniformly distributed points in the whole design
space. The advantage of using uniform design is that a
reliable result can be obtained by using a less number of
sample points. The detailed discussion of the uniform design
can be referred to Fang et al.’s paper [12].
The following unconstrained optimization problem is
used as an example to show how the clustering is applied to
reduce the design space.
Example 1: Ackley function

min.

−0.2 0.5( x12 +x22 )

F(x) = −20e

− e0.5[cos(2π x1)+cos(2π x2 ) + 20 + e

subject to. − 30 ≤ x1 ≤ 30

(1)

− 30 ≤ x2 ≤ 30
Fig. 1 shows the function in the design space. The
global optimum solution is located at (0, 0). Forty eight
uniformly distributed sample design points are selected and
their corresponding function values are computed. Fig. 2
shows the input data to the data mining software WEKA [13].
Using these function values, the clustering operation results in
four clusters as shown in Fig.3. The cluster 0 has the smallest
function value. This means the global minimum may exist
within the boundary of this cluster. After examining the four
samples in the cluster, it is found that the range for x is
1

between 0.4 and 2 and the range for

x

2

is between -6 and 6.

This area is much less than the whole design space. The
global search effort put on this smaller area surely has a better
chance of finding the global optimum solution than the same
effort applied to the whole design space.
Fig. 2 Input file for clustering
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max.

F(x) = (cos4 x1 + cos4 x2 − 2cos2 x1 cos2 x2 )

x12 + 2x 22
(2)

subject to 0 ≤ x1 ≤10
0 ≤ x2 ≤10

Fig. 4 depicts the contour of the function. It is a
multimodal problem with many local maximums. The reduced
space found by the clustering activity is: 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 2 and

0 ≤ x2 ≤ 2 .

Fig. 3 Results given by clustering

3

Numerical examples

Two numerical examples are used to test against the
proposed idea. One of these examples is an unconstrained
optimization problem and the other one is a constrained
problem. For the unconstrained problem, the clustering
activity is used to find the reduced area which may contains
the global maximum. For the constrained problem, the
clustering activity is applied to find the reduced area which
includes the feasible region of the problem. The gradientbased solver SQP or a hybrid solver combining ES and SQP
are used to search for the optimum solution.

Fig. 4 Bumpy function
Part (A) test results (Clustering/SQP)

The test is separated into two parts. Part (A) deals with
the gradient-based search method SQP with or without
clustering contribution. If the clustering activity is employed,
some random initial points are selected in the reduced space,
the SQP solver is used to find the optimum solution from
these points. If the clustering activity is not applied, the
random points are generated in the whole design space. The
results obtained by these two approaches are compared to
show the advantage of using clustering. Part (B) shows the
hybrid effects by using clustering, ES, and SQP. In this hybrid
algorithm, the initial starting points for SQP are the optimum
points obtained by ES. Again several different runs are
executed for each problem. The average results from different
combinations of methods are taken to show the effects by
using ES and the clustering.
Example 2: Bumpy function
The mathematical formulation for this unconstrained
problem is as follows.

Table 1 shows the optimum solutions obtained by SQP
from 12 different initial points distributed in the reduced
design space found by the clustering activity. Since the
problem is a multimodal problem, the gradient-based method
can easily be trapped in any of the local maximums. However,
after applying the clustering activity, the global solution is
still found three times. Table 2 gives the comparison between
the results using or without using clustering. Without using
clustering, only one SQP search reaches the global maximum.
The average value and the standard deviation of the 12 runs
also indicate that the results obtained with clustering are much
better than those without clustering contribution.
Table 1 The optimum solutions to Bumpy function with
clustering
Exact
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Solution
x1 1.3932 0.0 3.0872 0.0
0.0 3.0872 0.0 1.3932
x2
0
1.3933 -1.517 1.3933 1.3932 1.5173 1.3932 3.5E-5
F 0.67367 0.4764 0.2629 0.4764 0.4764 0.2629 0.4764 0.6737
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Table 1(continued)
8

9

10

11

12

Table 5 The optimum solutions to Bumpy function

x1 1.3933 2.41E-4 1.3933
0.0
0.0
0.863
x2 1.15E-5 1.3931 1.53E-4 1.3932 1.3932 0.813
F 0.6737 0.4764 0.6737 0.4764 0.4764 0.490

Table 2 Comparison between using or without using
clustering
Exact Solution

Clustering
Average

Average

Standard
deviation

1.3932

0.863

1.153

4.819

3.773

x2

0

0.813

0.925

4.802

5.576

F

0.67367

0.490

0.131

0.213

0.201

Table 3, 4, and 5 show the results from different
combinations of methods. Five runs are executed for each
combination. From Table 3, it is noticed that even using
evolutionary method ES, the global solution is found only
three times without using clustering. Table 4 provides a better
solution when ES is combined with clustering and the global
maximum is found four times. Table 5 shows the best solution
when ES, clustering, and SQP are integrated. The global
solution is found in every run.

Table 3 The optimum solutions to Bumpy function (ES+SQP)
ES+SQP

x1

0.000

Standard
deviation
1.390 0.000 1.39000 1.39000 0.8359 0.6825

x2

1.390

0.000 1.390 -0.00015 -0.00007 0.5573

0.6826

F

0.476

0.674 0.476 0.67400 0.67400 0.5947

0.0967

3

1

2

3

4

5

Average

Standard
deviation

x1 1.3932 1.3933 1.3932 1.3932 1.3932 1.3932

0.0000

x2 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0001
F 0.6737 0.6737 0.6737 0.6737 0.6737 0.6737

0.0001
0.0000

4

5

Example 3: Constrained Bumpy problem
The mathematical formulation of this problem is given
below.

max.

F(x) = (cos4 x1 + cos4 x2 − 2cos2 x1 cos2 x2 )

x12 + 2x 22

subject to

Part (B) test results (Clustering/ES/SQP)

2

Clustering+ES+SQP

w/o clustering

Standard
deviation

x1

1

(Clustering+ES+SQP)

Standard
deviation
1.153
0.925
0.131

Average

Average

g1 ( x) ≡ x1 x2 > 0.75,
g 2 ( x) ≡ x1 + x2 ≤ 15,
0 ≤ x1 ≤ 10,
0 ≤ x2 ≤ 10,
The objective function is the same as the previous
example but two constraints are added. Fig. 5 shows the
feasible region and the contour of the objective function. The
global maximum is located at (1.593, 0.471) which is on the
boundary of one of the constraints. The clustering activity
estimates that the feasible region is approximately within the
range of 0.4 ≤ x1 ≤ 2 and 0.4 ≤ x 2 ≤ 2 . This area is
much smaller than the whole design space. The contents of
the test for this problem are similar to the previous example.

Table 4 The optimum solutions to Bumpy function(Clustering+ES)
Clustering+ES
1

2

3

4

5

Average

Standard
deviation

x1 1.3933 1.3932 1.3933 1.3934 1.4478 1.4042

0.0218

x2 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.1385 0.0278

0.0553

F 0.6737 0.6737 0.6737 0.6737 0.6386 0.6666

0.0140

(3)

Fig. 5 The constrained Bumpy problem
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Part (A) test results (Clustering/SQP)

Table 8 The constrained optimum solutions to Bumpy

Table 6 lists the ten optimum solutions obtained in the
smaller region determined by clustering. Four out of ten SQP
searches reach the global optimum solution. Table 7 reports
the different results by using or without using clustering.
Again, if the clustering activity is not used, only one run
locates the constrained global maximum. With clustering
activity, the average value of the objective function is much
larger than that without clustering help.

problem(ES+SQP)
ES+SQP
1
x1
x2
F

2

3

4

5

Average

3.087 1.553 1.601 3.087 3.087
1.517 3.070 0.469 1.517 1.518
0.263 0.215 0.365 0.263 0.263

2.483
1.618
0.274

Standard
deviation
0.740
0.832
0.049

Table 9 The constrained optimum solutions to Bumpy problem
(Clustering+ES)

Table 6 The optimum solutions to constrained Bumpy
problem with clustering

x1
x2
F

Exact
Solution
1.593
0.471
0.365

Clustering+ES
1

1

2

3

4

5

6

x1
x2
F

1.601 0.475 0.475 1.601 1.489 0.475
0.469 1.579 1.579 0.469 1.610 1.579
0.365 0.274 0.274 0.365 0.000 0.274

2

3

4

5

1.616 1.553 1.469 1.590 1.463
0.464 0.483 0.528 0.472 0.526
0.365 0.362 0.329 0.365 0.330

Standard
deviation
1.538
0.062
0.495
0.027
0.350
0.017

Average

Table 10 The constrained optimum solutions to Bumpy
Table 6 (continued)
7

8

9

problem (Clustering+ES+SQP)

10 Average

x1 0.475 1.601 1.601 0.475 1.027
x2 1.579 0.469 0.469 1.579 1.138
F 0.274 0.365 0.365 0.274 0.283

Table7 Comparison between using or without using clustering
Exact
Solution

Clustering
Average

Clustering+ES+SQP

Standard
deviation
0.553
0.547
0.104

w/o clustering

Standard
Standard
Average
deviation
deviation

x1

1.593

1.027

0.553

5.402

3.203

x2

0.471

1.138

0.547

4.264

2.742

F

0.365

0.283

0.104

0.135

0.098

Part (B) test results (Clustering/ES/SQP)
Table 8, 9, and 10 list results obtained by different
combinations of methods. Without using clustering, the
combination of ES and SQP only finds the global solution
once. The evolutionary algorithm ES assisted by clustering
finds the global solution three times. When all methods are
combined, all five runs attain the constrained global
maximum.

1
x1
x2
F

2

3

4

5

1.601 1.601 1.601 1.601 1.601
0.469 0.469 0.469 0.469 0.469
0.365 0.365 0.365 0.365 0.365

Average
1.601
0.469
0.365

Standard
deviation
0.000
0.000
0.000

Some other global optimization methods can also find
the global solutions of these two examples with different
computational times. Their results are compared in Lee’s
dissertation [14]. Since the main purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate that using clustering can effectively enhance the
quality of the solutions, the results from other approaches are
not given here for comparison.

4

Conclusions

The clustering activity in data mining has been proved to
be very helpful in solving design optimization problems in
this research. The contribution of clustering is to identify a
smaller and useful design space which contains the global
optimum solution. After obtaining this important information,
other optimization search methods can concentrate their
efforts in this smaller area to find the optimum solution.
Therefore the chance of finding the global solution is
increased. Without using clustering to reduce the search space,
even using some hybrid algorithm with evolutionary
algorithm and gradient-based methods can not be guaranteed
to find the global solution in a large search space. The two
numerical examples indeed show that the proposed idea is
feasible.
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Extension of Hierarchical Information Acquirement
by Association Rule Mining from Semi-Structured Data
1

Ryosuke Saga1, Chihiro Sugaya1, and Kodai Kitami1
Information and Computer Sciences, Kanagawa Institute of Technology, Atsugi, Kanagawa, Japan

Abstract - Hierarchical information acquirement, which is
useful for searching for information on the basis of user
initiation shown in the query keywords in accordance with the
document structure, has been extended by exploiting
association rules. The search range for hierarchical
information acquirement is restricted because it uses the
document structure from the upper level to the lower level,
and the search range does not cover the text body. The
extension overcomes this problem by identifying new
relationships by extracting association rules from the body of
the text and extending the document structure on the basis of
these rules. Experiments using 100 technical papers showed
that embedding the association rules in the document
structure is useful for continuous hierarchical information
acquirement when the support condition is below the top 50
and the minimum confidence level is greater than 0.7.
Keywords: Association rule mining, Semi-structured data,
Information acquirement

1

Introduction

New information is acquired in a variety of ways,
including learning from experience and acquirement from
media such as television, newspapers, magazines, and the
Internet. The Internet in particular is becoming increasingly
important as it continues to grow.
The key to searching for and discovering information is
the use of search engines [1][2], and many companies provide
unique search services using search engines. These search
engines can be classified into two types. The robot type/fulltext type engines retrieve documents by matching the query
keywords to words in the documents. They are mainly used
for the Web. The directory/category type engines find
information in a document by matching the query keywords
to author specified keywords (called author keywords for
convenience). They are mainly used for journal articles and
papers. This type of search engine is often constructed
manually. With the latter type of search engine, author
keywords are regarded as important terms and are given extra
weight in the search index. However, since these keywords
are determined by the authors, they tend to reflect the
intentions of the authors.

Tabata et al. proposed using the document structure to
overcome this problem [3]. Their method uses the
relationships between the headlines in the document (title,
section titles, etc,) and enables a user to search for documents
in a corpus on the basis of the searcher’s query keywords in
accordance with the relationships. However, the information
is generally mainly in the text body. Since their method limits
the search to terms in the headlines, the acquirement of
information is restricted.
We have extended the scope of this method to the body
of the text. In our extended method, association rules [4][5]
are extracted from the text body, and the flow of the rules is
used to expand the document structure. However, it is not
inherently obvious whether the extracted rules are useful for
expanding the document structure. We thus investigated the
features of the extracted association rules experimentally and
found that our extended method enables the user to acquire
information that would not be acquired with the unextended
version.
In Section 2, we describe our method of assertion-based
information acquirement and the form of the association rules.
Section 3 describes our experiments, presents some of the
results, and discusses their meaning. We conclude in Section
4 with a short summary of the key points.

2

Method and association rules

2.1

Hierarchical information acquirement in
accordance with document structure

A hierarchical description is suitable for the authors’
insistence in the logical sense point of view. An author
separates a document into logical components in order to
title

Section 1

Section2.1

Section 2

Section 3

Section2.2

Section3.1

Paragraph
1-1
Paragraph
2-1-1

Paragraph
2-1-2

Paragraph
2-2-1

Paragraph
3-1-1

Fig. 1. Document Structure in Hierarchical Information Acquirement
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Step1. Extract text body

Text body

Step3. Attach position information

Step2. Term Extraction

This paper
describes
………………
………
Technical papers
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Paper,

Paper (1,1,0,0,3)

Rules,

Rules (1,1,0,0,3)

……

……

Step4. Extract Association Rules

Association Rules

List of Terms

Fig. 2. Extraction Process of the Association Rules from Technical Papers.

convey his or her ideas more efficiently. These components
are marked with headlines (section titles, paragraph headings,
etc.). A tree representation of their hierarchy illustrates the
logical structure of the document, as shown by the example in
Fig. 1.

These problems derive from the fact that the parts of the body
are not hierarchized like the sections and sub-sections. To
resolve them, we need to add the body of the text to the
search range. We thus build a document structure for the text
body and add it to the headline document structure.

Generally, a logical structure of a paper is different from
others, of course. The method of Tabata et al. [3], which
focuses on the features and difference of the document
structure, exploits the terms between a node and the next
lower nodes. The relationships between the terms are used to
support a user searching in a document with the author’s
assertions shown as the document structure. The initial query
keyword is a term in an upper level node, and the others are
in lower level nodes. For example, if a user searches in a
document using query keywords “methods” and
“information,” a node that has the term “methods” is
retrieved along with the adjacent lower node, which has the
term “information.” This paper is thus a candidate search
result for the keywords.

2.2

While this method is useful for information acquirement,
it has two problems in particular.
1) Limited search range: Although it is certainly useful when
the query keywords are in upper level nodes, the text in each
node, i.e., the headline, is so short that the user is not always
able to select appropriate query keywords and search for a
document. Also, the flow of the document structure is
restrictive because the method follows the flow only from the
upper to the lower level. That is, information acquirement
ends when the keyword is in the lowest level of the document
structure, i.e., a paragraph.
2) Particle of knowledge and information: Useful information
is contained in sentences, not terms, and headlines are not
sentences. The information generally lies within the body of
the text. Therefore, a candidate document of search results
may not necessarily contain useful information if only the
terms in the upper level nodes and not in the lowest nodes,
i.e., the body, are used.

Association Rules

Association rules show the high synchronous
relationship between items [4][5]. The extraction of
association rules is found in data mining and is often used for
knowledge discovery in databases.
Generally, an association rule is given as A → B, where
A means the assumption of a rule and B means the result
when assumption A occurs. For example, given the rule:
90% of the C++ programming textbooks describe the
example of showing message “Hello world”, we can derive
an association rule:
C++ programming textbook → “Hello world”: 90%.
Association rules identify the relationship between sets
of items in terms of the minimum specified confidence and
minimum support condition. Here, confidence is defined as
the combination probability of the result given the
assumption, and support condition is defined as the
percentage of the occurrence of the items at the same time.
Association rules can be extracted from semi-structured
text [6]. In accordance with the findings of previous research,
we regard the items of association rules as terms and the flow
of a rule as the relationships between terms and use them to
build a structure for the text body. The steps in extracting
association rules are shown in Fig. 2.
1) Extract text body: Manually remove headlines for title,
sections, sub-sections, etc.
2) Extract terms: Extract nouns from the text body using the
MeCab [7] morphological analysis software for Japanese text.
These terms are used as items for association rules.
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3) Attach position information: Attach position information
(document ID, section number, sub-section number,
argument number, paragraph number) to each term on the
basis of its position in the original text. For example, a term
with position information (1, 3, 2, 0, 1) is located in section 3,
sub-section 2, paragraph 1 in document 1. A term with
position information (1, 1, 0, 0, 2) is located in section 1,
paragraph 2 in document 1. This position information enables
one to comprehend the flow of items in an association rule.

title
(a)

Section 1
(b)

3.1

Paragraph
2-1-1

Analysis of the extracted rules revealed several patterns: rules
from the body to the title, rules from one section to another,
and so on. These patterns can be classified roughly into five
classes, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that each class includes
multiple patterns.
Class (a): The rules in this class flow from an upper level
term to a lower level term in terms of the document structure.
These rules are basically the same as those in the
conventional flow proposed by Tabata et al. This class
comprises rules that flow from the title to a section, etc.
Class (b): The rules in this class, for example, flow from a
term in a section headline to terms in a higher level section.
In other words, this class comprises rules that flow from a
section to the title, etc.

Paragraph
2-1-2

Paragraph
2-2-1

TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF EXTRACTED ASSOCIATION RULES PER PAPER
Index
Average Number
Variance
Standard Variation

Value
14.05
88.270
9.395

(Minimum Confidence: 0.8; Support Condition: top 10)
TABLE II
INFORMATION OF EXTRACTED ASSOCIATION RULES
Threshold Type
Minimum Confidence
Support condition

Extraction of association rules

Analysis of the extracted rules revealed several patterns:
rules from the body to the title, rules from one section to
another, and so on. These patterns can be classified roughly
into five classes, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that each class
includes multiple patterns.

Section 2.2

Fig. 3. Five Association Rules classes

Experiments

To evaluate the extraction of association rules, we
applied the steps shown in Fig. 2 to 100 technical papers
published by the Information Processing Society of Japan [8].
As shown in TABLE I, 14 association rules were extracted on
average for each paper.

(c)

Section 2.1

(d)

Not all association rules are useful for building a
structure for the body text. Therefore, we experimentally
investigated the usefulness of association rules for doing this
(Section 3.2).

3

(e)

Paragraph
1-1

4) Extract association rules: Extract association rules using
the extracted terms. Here, one set of items is considered to
correspond to the terms in one paragraph. Apriori algorithm
is used to extract association rules in this paper [5]. The
threshold for the minimum confidence level is 0.8 and the
support condition is the top 10 of the percentage. Here, a rule
consists of one term and its result because our focus is the
extension of the document structure, thus a flow connects one
term to another term.

Section 2

Range
0.3 , 0.5, 0.7, 0.9
Top 3 to Top200

Class (c): The rules in this class flow from a term to another
term in the same level of the hierarchy. For example, a rule
that flows from section 2.1 to 2.2 belongs in this class. This
class comprises rules that flow from a term in a section
headline to a term in another section headline, etc.
Class (d): The rules in this class flow from a term to a term at
a lower level such as to a term in the headline of a different
chapter or different section. For example, a rule that flows
from section 3 to section 2.2 belongs in this class. This class
comprises rules that flow from a term in a section to a term in
a paragraph of the other section, etc.
Class (e): The rules in this class flow opposite to those in
class (d). For example, a rule that flow from section 2.1 to
section 1 belongs to this class. This class comprises rules that
flow from a term in a paragraph to another section headline,
etc.

3.2

Analysis of association rules

Next, we investigated the appearance frequency of the
rule patterns using the following steps.
Step 1) Extraction of Association Rules: Association rules
were extracted from each paper in the same way as described
above. The thresholds were set as shown in TABLE II.
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Step 3) Analysis: Using the classification results, we counted,
evaluated and analyzed the features of association rule.

400

300

The number of rules

Step 2) Classification of Rules: We classified the extracted
rules into patterns, often into several patterns. For example,
for rule t1 → t2 , t1 is located in the headline of section 2-3
and in the first paragraph of section 4-1, and t2 is located in
the headline of section 2-3 and the headline of section 4. This
rule was classified into several patterns. In this case, the rule
was classified into all patterns to which it belongs.
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200

conf 0.9
conf 0.7

100

conf 0.5

In particular, in step 2, we classified the rules as
belonging to class (b), class (c), class (d), or class (e). We did
not use class (a) because it is basically the same as the
conventional method proposed by Tabata et al. Our goal was
to determine whether rules extracted from the text body are
useful for acquiring new information. The extracted rules
belonging to class (a), which are basically the same as those
extracted using the conventional method, are considered
sufficient for acquiring the information, even if they are
actually useful for information acquirement. Therefore, we
eliminated class (a) because we regard the rules in class (a) as
inappropriate for determining whether rules extracted from
the text body are useful for acquiring new information. For
convenience, we refer to class (a) as the conventional class
and to the other classes as novel classes.

conf 0.3
0
0

3.3

Discussion

The extraction of association rules from all the papers
shows that there were strong relationships among the terms in

150

200

250

Fig. 4. Number of Extracted Association Rules

Parcentage of each rule pattern in entire rules

100%

Result of analysis
We found that association rules could be extracted for
all the thresholds. We also found that all the association rules
from 86 of the papers belonged to the novel class. There were
11 kinds of rules belonging to the novel class such as
paragraph to paragraph, paragraph to title/section, section to
section, and so on.

We also calculated the percentage of rules in each
pattern against the total number of rules. As shown in Fig. 5,
only the percentage for pattern 1 increased at top 50 support
of the percentage. The rules in pattern 1 flow within a
paragraph, and many rules that look wrong appear after
support condition is over top 50. This means that useful
association rules can be extracted when the minimum
confidence level is greater than 0.7 and the support condition
is under the top 50

100

Support Condition (Top n)

3.2.1

Fig.4 shows the number of rules for the four confidence
level thresholds on one of rules. It shows that the association
rules were high-confidential when the minimum confidence
level was greater than 0.7, and that the number of extracted
association rules increased with the support condition.
Additionally, we found that the trend was observed in other
10 rules.

50

90%
80%

Pa ttern 11
Pa ttern 10

70%

Pa ttern 9
Pa ttern 8

60%

Pa ttern 7
50%

Pa ttern 6
Pa ttern 5

40%

Pa ttern 4
Pa ttern 3

30%

Pa ttern 2
20%

Pa ttern 1

10%
0%
3

5

10

15

20

30

50

70

100

200

Suport Condition (Top n)

Fig. 5. Rule Pattern of Association Rules
(Minimum Confidence = 0.7)

the text bodies. These strong relationships should be useful
for retrieving new information and acquiring information by
adding rules.
The point in common for the association rules in the
novel class is that all the terms as the assumption of the rule
appeared in the text body. This is why all the rules identified
as belong to the novel class. Therefore, by using the rules
classified into the novel class, the conventional method can
run with the flow to terms in other upper level positions and
carry out continuous information acquirement. In short,
embedding association rules into the document structure is
useful for continuous information acquirement.

4

Conclusions

We have extended the applicable scope of hierarchical
information acquirement, which is useful for searching for
information on the basis of user intention as shown in the
query keyword in accordance with the document structure.
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We extended the search range of the conventional method to
include the text body, which is where useful information is
located. This extension is achieved by generating new
relationships in accordance with extracted association rules
running from the text body. Testing using 100 technical
papers showed that embedding the association rules in the
document structure is useful for continuous hierarchical
information acquirement when the minimum confidence level
is greater than 0.7 and the support condition is under the top
50.
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Discovering Latent Healthy Nutritional Dietary Patterns with
Association Rule Mining and Constraint Handling Rules
Chendong Li, Yichen Liu

Abstract— Nowadays Healthy Nutritional Diet (HND) has
become a globally concerned problem. This paper addresses this
issue and attempts to discover latent healthy nutritional dietary
patterns from varieties of foods with association rule mining and
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR). In terms of association rule
mining, it is a popular technique in data mining and has an
extremely wide application area. CHR is known as the fairly
efficient production rule system. In this paper we study the
problem of HND and combine association rule mining with CHR
to extract latent interesting patterns of HND. In our approach,
we first generate rules with association mining, and then
implement the rule handler in CHR to deal with the generated
rules. This approach can produce a number of interesting results
which can provide useful guidance for people who want to have a
healthy diet. To illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the
new approach, we conduct experiments with the data obtained
from the U. S. Department of Agriculture Food and Nutrient
Database for Dietary Studies 3.0. Our preliminary computational
results demonstrate the proposed approach can successfully
extract latent healthy nutritional dietary patterns and some
previously unknown patterns.

Mining healthy nutritional dietary patterns is becoming an
important research topic and it starts to attract close attentions
not only from researchers within the data mining community
but also the medical professionals outside the computer
science community. To explore and discover the nutritional
dietary patterns are of significant importance because they are
closely related to the health of human beings. According to
nutritionists, an adult needs more than 40 types of distinct
nutrients to maintain a healthy body and these nutrients cannot
be simply obtained from a single food source. It is actually
much harder to maintain a healthy nutritional diet than it
seems to be.
II. RELATED WORK

The problem of extracting the latent patterns of HND and
relevant information with association rule mining, however,
has been overlooked by the data mining research community
for decades. Based on the recent twenty years’ publications
indexed by the DBLP Computer Science Bibliography, we
could only find less than 30 publications when searching for
I. INTRODUCTION
the term “nutrition”. Interestingly, more than 94% of these
Obesity has become an extremely serious health problem publications have no relation with the topic of healthy
faced by human beings all over the world. It is approximately nutrition at all.
66,000,000 Americans are clinically obesity and 64% of
Recently Khan and Muyeba et al. [1, 2] have carried out
people are overweight in the America while 48% of people in experiments on fuzzy association rule mining towards the
Europe are overweight (data released by the U. S. Department healthy nutritional pattern from a different perspective. Their
of Health & Human Service and other Non-Government problem is that the experimental results are based on the
Organizations). It is known that one of the most important synthetic data or the artificial data generated by the IBM
reasons that lead to the obesity is the unhealthy dietary habit. Almaden Research Center. The healthy nutritional dietary
Now the worldwide awareness of maintaining a healthy diet patterns mentioned in this paper are not the same problem as
becomes an effective way of preventing individuals from the one described in [1]. A few publications recently describe
unhealthy status, i.e., obesity.
the personal nutrients management tools such as Nutrition
The rapid economic development has improved individuals’ Education Portal [6], Healthy View [16], PHDA [14], etc. As
daily diet significantly. The supermarkets such as Wal-Mart the accessing of the real data set on the healthy nutritional
and United Supermarket are filled with thousands of kinds of dietary is pretty limited, most of the relevant works were done
foods. While maintaining a healthy body, individuals have to either by distributing surveys, questionnaires or utilizing the
consider two main factors: appropriate amount of exercises simulated data.
and keeping a healthy diet. From the long term perspective,
In the medical communities, researchers focus on investithe healthy nutritional diet is essential for a healthy body. gating the potential relations between a kind of disease and a
How to maintain such a healthy diet becomes a focus of the specific type of food. For example, Osler and Andreasen et al.
modern society.
study the food intake patterns associated with the risk of
coronary heart disease in [3]. Marshall and Chen investigate
the diet and health risk pattern in [5]. Hearty and Gibney [4]
have attempted to apply Artificial Neural Network and
Chendong Li is a PhD student with the Computer Science & Engineering
decision trees learning to predict an aspect of dietary quality.
Department, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269 USA (phone: 860486-1454; fax: 860-486-4817; e-mail: chendong.li@engr.uconn.edu).
However, as far as we know, the association rule mining
Yichen Liu is a graduate student with the Department of Economics, Textechniques have not yet been employed to investigate on the
as Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79401 USA (yichen.liu@ttu.edu).
problem of HND previously. Furthermore, the CHR is com-
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bined with association rule mining for the first time to extract
the interesting patterns of HND.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
related work. Section III provides a problem description. The
proposed approach is described in Section IV. Section V
presents the preliminary computational results. A brief discussion and summary are given in Section VI; moreover, Section
VI concludes the paper with the directions for future work.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The problem of HND can be stated as follows: given a
large set of edible stuff, including both healthy and unhealthy
foods, we are interested in discovering the potential healthy
and unhealthy patterns of the nutrients inside these foods. In
other words, our goal is to find out the latent associations of
the nutrients in the healthy and unhealthy foods. Since the
latent relations can be numerous and some of them may be
irrelevant, here we are particularly interested in the strong
patterns constituted of the nutrients contained inside of the
healthy and unhealthy foods. The pattern can be intently used
to guide individuals to choose a healthy diet and avoid the
unhealthy one. Specially, our goal is to extract the latent
healthy nutritional dietary patterns from the diversity of foods
choice so that they can provide the guidance for individuals
who expect to maintain a healthy body.
This problem is of significant interest in that everyone faces
the diet problem everyday and how to keep the healthy diet is
a worldwide issue. Furthermore, the healthy diet is the
essential part for an individual to maintain a healthy body.
Healthy diet has become an important theme of the modern
society. Hence, it is necessary and urgent to provide the some
useful guidance for people to follow.
With the growing awareness that different individuals may
consume or need distinct amount of nutrition (even the same
person may need differentiated amount of nutrition at different
time based on the age, amount of exercises, etc.), personalized
healthy nutritional diet is becoming available on the internet.
For example, based on the Dietitian Healthy Body Calculator
[13], we can easily find out the amount of the nutrition needed
for a healthy body on a daily basis, e.g. a 30-year old man, 6
feet high with the weight of 160 pounds, will need 80g fat,
301g Carbohydrate, etc. to maintain his weight. The main
nutrients needed by his body are presented in Table 1.
Many web based applications for individuals to keep track
on the intake nutrition have become available on the internet,
such as [6, 13]. Although these internet tools do provide some
useful information on nutrition, the problem is that they need
users to provide lots of information which are hard to measure.
Also in terms of the tools themselves, they usually use the
nutrition values obtained from the questionnaires or distributed surveys, which may possibly be conducted on a regional
basis. All of these factors will lead to an imprecise guidance
and recommendations. Furthermore, it may provide incorrect
guidance which may mislead the consumers. These factors
weaken the significance of these tools.
There are actually two directions to avoid the above
problems. On the one hand, starting from the perspective of

the human bodies consumptions, researchers can work on the
average amount of necessary nutrients on a daily basis.
Namely, how many units of nutrients are needed for a human
body to maintain healthy? This problem has been well studied
in the American Society for (Clinical) Nutrition. The problem
in this direction is that the accuracy of the results. Because of
the diversity of human bodies, the proposed model is not of
much use for the individual human bodies, although they do
can provide certain guidance. Specifically, because the individual has distinct body weight, height, healthy status, and so
forth, it is impossible for them to fit into the average standard.
TABLE I
NUTRITION FACT NEEDED FOR AN ADULT ON A DAILY BASIS
Nutrition
Total Fat
Total Carbohydrate
Cholesterol
Sodium
Potassium
Phosphorus
Magnesium
Copper
Thiamine
Calcium

Amount
80
301
300
2400
3500
1,000
400
2
1.5
1,000

Unit
g
g
mg
mg
mg
mg
mg
mg
mg
mg

Nutrition
Iron
Zinc
Iodine
Vitamin A
Vitamin B-6
Vitamin B-12
Vitamin C
Vitamin D
Vitamin E
Niacin

Amount
18
15
150
5,000
2
6
60
400
30
20

Unit
mg
mg
mcg
IU
mg
mcg
mg
IU
IU
mg

To investigate the problem, on the other hand, we can start
to focus on the foods nutrients, which can be relatively
precisely measured by the modern statistical methods. This
direction is closely based on the nutrition ingredients contained in the foods. Therefore, this approach is much more promising and precise in terms of the extracted latent patterns. To
discover the complete latent patterns of the foods, we employ
the constraint handling rules after carrying out the association
rule mining.
A. Association Rule Mining
According to Agrawal et al. [12], the problem of association rule mining is defined as follows: Let IS = {i1, i2, …,
in} be the itemset and ST = {t1, t2, …, tm} be a set of
transactions, which is known as the database. Each transaction
TR (with a unique transaction ID) in ST is set of items such
that TR IS. An association rule is defined as an implication
of the form X
Y, where X IS, Y IS and X
The association rule X
Y holds in the set of transactions
ST with the support s and confidence c if s % of transactions
in ST contain X
Y and c % of transactions in ST that
contain X also contain Y. These measurements of support and
confidence were originally proposed by Agrawal et al. in [12]
to evaluate the interestingness of association rules.
1) Interestingness Measures: Measuring the interestingness of the discovered association rules is a pretty active and
significant research topic in data mining. However, as of
today there is no widespread agreement on the formal definition of the interestingness in this context [7], even though
numerous experiments have been conducted on this subject
and many different criteria and measures based on probability
have been proposed and studied to select the interesting rules
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from all the potential candidate rules. Among these measures
of significance and interestingness, the minimum thresholds
on support and confidence are the most commonly accepted
criteria. Probability based interestingness measures and the
evaluations of association rules have been systematically
studied by the data mining community. In this paper, the
involved interestingness measures are mainly support that
measures the significance of an itemset, confidence, conviction and lift.
2) Apriori Algorithm: Apriori algorithm [8], as a classic
algorithm for association rules learning, is designed to manipulate on the databases of transactions. It employs the "bottom
up" manner where frequent subsets augment one item each
time, which is known as the frequent itemset generation or
candidate generation. It generates candidate itemsets of length
l from itemsets of length l – 1 and then prunes the candidates
which have an infrequent sub pattern. It utilizes a tree
structure to count frequent itemsets and employ the downward
closure to prune unnecessary branches. Then the frequent
itemsets are tested against the data. The algorithm terminates
when no further augmentation can be made. Two parameters
are involved in the Apriori algorithm: the minimum support
used for generating frequent itemsets and the minimum
confidence used for rule derivation.
3) Weight of an Association Rule: The weight of an association rule “X=a
Y=b” is defined as the probability of
viewing Y in the rule under the condition that the transactions
also contain X. The computation formula can be expressed in
the following way:
Weight(X =

Y= )=

P(X = , Y = )
P(X = )

= P(Y=b | X=a)

The above expression is the same as the one of confidence.
This indicates that we can use the confidence of the rule to
denote its weight in the following computations.
B. Constraint Handling Rules
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR), known as the efficient
production rule system, is a high level language for the
concurrent logical systems. The CHR language has become
the major specification and implementation language for
constraint-based algorithms associated with the applications
[15]. It is a declarative language extension designed for the
user-defined constraints, which means it allows more flexibility and application-oriented customization of the constraint
systems [9].
Typically, CHR is a library that is composed of a compiler
and the run time system written by the host language (such as
Prolog, Java, etc.) and solvers written in CHR [9].
1) Important Properties of CHR: CHR defines simplification and propagation over the user defined constraints.
Specifically, it has the following three important properties:

•

•

•

Simplification replaces constraints with the
simpler constraints while preserving their logical
equivalence.
Propagation produces new constraints which can
be logically redundant but may cause further
simplification.
Repeatedly applying the rules incrementally to
constraints until no infinite derivations can be
found.

2) A Simple Propagation Example of CHR: Given the
following association rules R1 and R2, R3 can be obtained by
“transitivity” and R4 can be obtained by “concurrency”,
which is an operational property of CHR.
R1) Fat, total (g)
3
Healthy = YES
R2) Healthy = YES
Sugars, total (g)
3
R3) Fat, total (g)
3
Sugars, total (g)
3
R4) Fat, total (g)
3, Healthy = YES
Sugars, total (g)
3, Healthy = YES
R5) Healthy = YES
Fat, total (g)
3
Given the rules R1 and R5, we can obtain the new
constraint ‘Healthy = YES’ = ‘Fat, total (g)
3’ based on
“antisymmetry”. As “reflexivity” cannot yield any new information, we ignore it in the following part.
3) Update of the Weight: With the rule propagation, the
weight of new generated rule is defined as the minimum
weights of the two involved rules. For example, assume the
weight of rules R1 and R2 are 0.4 and 0.3 respectively, the
weight of the newly derived rule R3 is 0.3, while the weights
of the rules R1 and R2 remain the same.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
In order to extract the latent healthy nutritional dietary
patterns from the set of foods effectively and efficiently, we
propose a cascaded approach to combine the association rule
mining with the constraint handling rules.
In our approach, we first need to construct the interesting
data set and build up the database. In the following steps, we
apply the association rule mining techniques, which are
mainly based on the Apriori algorithm, to the constructed data
set to obtain the interesting association rules. After obtaining
the association rules from the mining step, we implement our
own rule handler with weight specified for each rules in CHR.
After this process, we use our own rule handler to deal with
the set of the interesting rules. The final results after these
steps present the complete latent healthy nutritional dietary
patterns.
V. PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In terms of the experiments, the most significant and
essential part is to obtain the valuable data set. As limited
nutritional data sets are available, almost all the previous
researches were conducted based on the survey or questionnaire data, which weakens the experimental results. How to
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obtain the valuable HND data without distributing surveys
seems to be a challenging problem.
In our preliminary experiments, we start with constructing
the data set based on the U.. S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies 3.0,
which is a database of foods, their nutrient values, and weights
for typical food portions [11].
]. As our experiments used the
data completely based on the statistics, not related the survey
data, therefore it is much more accurate compared to previous
results.. We conduct series of experiments to discover the
latent healthy nutritional patterns following the proposed
approach.
A. Data Pre-processing
We search the USDA food database
base for the most commonly
accepted 29 healthiest foods and 8 unhealthiest fas
fast foods to
obtain their nutrition ingredients. Afterwards we eliminate the
noise data and carry out the association rule mining on the
constructed data set1.
B. Preliminary Results
After carrying out the association rule mining and running
the CHR to handle the association rules, we obtain our
preliminary computational results, as shown in Fig
Figure 1. In
the Figure, these latent patterns reveal the close relations of
the four nutrients: Iron, Magnesium (Mg), Thiamin
Thiamine, and Fat
with the healthy foods. The weights of the rules are labelled to
the corresponding rules. These four nutrients together with the
healthy foods constitute the minimum closure of the set of
association rules.
Iron: less than
0.280 mg

Total Fat:
less than
1.2 g

0.41

4

Healthy Foods

0.37

successfully discover the latent healthy nutritional dietary
patterns. We summarize our main contributions
contribution as follows:
1) Applying the association rule mining techniques to the
problem of HND to obtain the interesting rules.
rules This provides
the pathway of a novel application area for data mining.
2) Employing the Constraint Handling Rules to deal with
interesting rules generated by the Apriori
priori algorithm.
al
The CHR
is applied with Data Mining
g for the first time.
3) Proposing an approach to combine the association rule
mining with Constraint
traint Handling Rules for the first time and
further to extract the interesting patterns of HND.
4) Introducing the “weight” to the rules in CHR.
CHR This
bridges the gap between the association rule and CHR. The
confidence of an association rule is corresponding
correspond
to the
weight of the rule in CHR.
In terms of experiments, since the different parameters setse
tings especially on thresholds, the extracted nutritional patpa
terns can be slightly different since the different nutrients may
be involved. This is because the distinct
stinct measures of associaassoci
tion rules, which can result in a pattern with more or less nun
trients. In our experiments, the problem is that the data set size
is not very significant,, as no commonly
common accepted criteria of
distinguishing healthy foods and unhealthy foods
foo from others
are available.
One of significant directions is to apply the proposed approach to investigatee on the problems in epidemiology
epidemiolo and
study the causal relations between nutritional dietary patterns
and particular types of diseases. Based on the extracted patpa
terns, we can further develop a recommendation system to
indicate whether a specific type of food is healthy enough or
not. Also the probability
y theory can be integrated with rule
propagations, which can make this research even more promising.
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Fig. 1 The typical latent healthy nutritional dietary patterns for the healthy
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Abstract - In information world data mining is gaining a
rapid popularity because of its aim towards extraction of
useful knowledge hidden in large datasets. However,
exposure of such data for the sake of data mining also poses
threats of revealing sensitive information. Furthermore,
along with this advantage some other security risks also
start to emerge such as privacy preserving issues in data
mining. Privacy Preserving in Data Mining (PPDM) is a
process by which we hide certain sensitive information while
performing data mining without precise access to original
dataset. PPDM has its application in various domain such
as crime reconnaissance, web mining, bio informatics,
customer consumption and health care. There are numerous
techniques proposed in literature for hiding sensitive
information such as Distorting Dataset, Blocking Dataset
and Fuzzification. All of the techniques are based on
Support and Confidence framework. In this paper, for
PPDM we have proposed a novel architecture which
acquired four other commonly used statistical measures
instead of conventional support and confidence framework
to generate association rules. Latterly four different kind of
weighing mechanism designed and applied on the UCL
dataset to hide the sensitive association rules. Finally, we
perform comparison on the results generated from applying
these weights among each other and also to existing
techniques. The architecture generates no ghost rules with
complete avoidance of failure in hiding sensitive
association.
Keywords: Data mining,, Sensitive Association Rules,
Privacy preservation. Association Rules Measures.

1.

Introduction

A tremendous growth in networking application, web
technologies and processor technologies has resulted
enormous amount of data. This huge amount of data
contains useful hidden information. Through Data mining,
we are able to extract this useful information. However,
these benefits of data mining cause to yield problem of
privacy preservation. By misusing data mining techniques,
any one can infer restricted information such as personal
information, patterns that the owner of data do not want to
disclose. This is a security and privacy issue in data mining.
The misuse of sensitive data may cause undesirable effects
to people. Clifton et al. described such undesirable effects of
disclosing sensitive information with a simple example [1].

“Consider a supermarket with its two milk suppliers A and
B. If the transaction database of the supermarket is released,
A (or B) can mine the association rules related to his/her
milk and apply the rules to the sales promotion and the
goods supply. As a result, a supplier is willing to exchange a
lower price of goods for the database with the supermarket.
From this aspect, it is good for the supermarket to release
the database. However, the conclusion can be opposite if a
supplier uses the mining methods in a different way. For
instance, if A finds the association rules related to B’s milk,
saying that most customers who buy tea also buy B’s milk,
he/she can run a coupon that gives a 10 percent discount
when buying A’s milk together with tea. Gradually, the
amount of sales on B’s milk is down and B cannot give a low
price to the supermarket as before. Finally, A monopolizes
the milk market and is unwilling to give a low price to the
supermarket as before. From this aspect, releasing the
database is bad for the supermarket.” Therefore, for the
supermarket, an effective way to release the database with
sensitive rules hidden is required. This leads to the research
of sensitive rule hiding.
For data mining researchers, securing such sensitive data is a
fundamental goal. Providing solutions to database security,
there is a need to develop such techniques that incorporate to
secure data against unauthorized access. The simplest
solution against unauthorized access is to restrict access to
sensitive data. However, it does not ensure sensitive data to
be completely protected because of some inference process,
where sensitive data can be inferred from non-sensitive data.
So in this case, restriction to authorization will not fulfill the
requirement of hiding sensitive data.
The structure of the remaining paper is as follow: Section 2
presents the literature review related to existing techniques.
Section 3 describes the proposed architecture and its
methodology. Section 4 elaborates discussion. In section 5
and 6 Conclusion and Future work have been presented.

2.

Literature Review

In this section we describe the literature review highlighting
their limitations as well as specific strengths of existing
techniques.
Association Rule (AR) is an implication of the form
described by Equation-I
AR  { A  C
A  I , C  I , A  C  } --- (I)
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Where I denotes an Itemset of dataset D. A is Rule
Antecedent or Tail and always on L.H.S of AR.C is Rule
Consequent or Head and always on R.H.S.C is always
preceded by A.
Techniques of hiding association rules can be classified into
two broad categories [2].
(a) Distortion based technique (b) Blocking based technique
In distortion based technique the data is distorted in way that
the support and confidence of sensitive association rules is
reduced below threshold. Here threshold refers to min value
of support and confidence below which the association rule
becomes uninteresting. This technique has side effects of
‘Lost Rules’ and ‘Ghost Rules’. Lost Rules refers to
undesirable hiding of items and association rules of non
sensitive in nature. Ghost rules are non genuine association
rules which become part of association rules set. This
technique argued reducing the above mentioned side effects
while keeping the time complexity linear as the dataset size
increases. This technique also poses a serious bottleneck in
some specific situation. Medical domain is an example
where deleting a part of dataset may infer to a wrong
prescription.
Blocking based technique is characterized by fuzzifying of
data item. This technique introduces uncertainty without
distorting the database. It also suffers from side effects of
lost item, lost rule and ghost rule. Literature reviewed in this
section belongs to both of these categories.
Clifton et al. highlights gross ideas to be leveraged on the
database in order to achieve privacy preserving [1]. Clifton
did not present any specific algorithm. He proposed the idea
of limiting access to the database, fuzz the data, eliminate
unnecessary grouping, augmenting data and audit.
Vassilios et al. presented five algorithms namely 1.a, 1.b,
2.a, 2.b, 2.c [3]. All of these algorithms fall in the category
of distortion based technique. Algorithms 1.a, 1.b, and 2.a
were aimed towards hiding association rules. Algorithms
2.b, 2.c were related to hiding large itemset. Metrics used in
all of these five algorithms were efficiency and side effects.
None of them was best for all metrics. All were based on
support and confidence framework. All of these algorithms
were primitive and first of their kind in hiding association
rules techniques. Side effects of these algorithms were also
high. Pontikakis et al. introduced a blocking technique
heuristic in support and confidence framework [4]. Privacy
breach risk was minimized by keeping high threshold while
small thresholds yield high side effects. Yuhong et al.
presented FP-tree based method for inverse frequent set
mining [5]. Frequent itemset were pruned away. Pruned
frequent itemset was converted into a FP tree which was
later on converted into many versions of modified database.
Limitation of this technique was that it focused on hiding
sensitive items only, whereas strength of this technique was
that more than one modified database can be released.
Number of released database was characterized by the
number of non frequent items chosen. Its efficiency was
high. However the hidden items yield side effect of large
number of lost rules. This side effect limited the scope of
this technique. Duraiswamy et.al [6] described an algorithm
called SRH. In this algorithm sensitive rules with single
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antecedent and consequent were clustered. Each rule
modified in such a way that reduces its confidence. When all
sensitive association rules are hidden. Clusters are converted
into a modified database. This technique shows high side
effects both in terms of ghost rules as well as loss of non
sensitive rules. Chih-Chia proposed novel algorithms FHSFI
& FHSAR [7][8]. Both were based on support and
confidence framework. Each transaction in dataset was
assigned a weight. This weight was calculated by how much
a transaction supports a sensitive rule. All of the transactions
in dataset were sorted by weight in descending order.
Transactions were modified till the confidence of sensitive
association rules fall below given threshold. Among
antecedent and consequent, random selection was made for
pruning.
Gupta et al. proposed a technique based on fuzzification of
support and confidence framework [9]. Variable numbers of
fuzzy membership function employed on quantitative data.
Association rules were formed out of non boolean dataset.
This fact makes this technique more realistic to real world
application scenarios. This technique works on decreasing
only support.
In original formulation of association rules, only interesting
measures defined were support and confidence. Hence in all
of the techniques investigated so far are based on the
common framework of support and confidence. However,
there are situations where rules are valuable but low
confidence out-weights them. Seong et al. criticized the
boolean association rules giving an example in which a user
may stay at a web page for significant time, but he/she can
visit other insignificant pages many times with negligible
time [17]. This may lead to the visit count of insignificant
web pages more than that of the significant web page.
Support and confidence also suffer from other limitation
including misleading association rules problem. Example
[16] illustrate this in Table-I.
Table-I
Two Way Contingency Table for Variable Tea and Coffee
Coffee
Coffee
Tea
15
5
20
Tea
75
5
80
90
10
100
Association Rule: Tea  Coffee
Confidence= P(Coffee|Tea) = 0.75
but P(Coffee) = 0.9
Apparently Confidence is high, rule is misleading
Confidence= P(Coffee|Tea) = 0.9375
However, in the literature numerous interesting measures
have been defined. In order to compare them it is required to
define all of them on the same units. For this purpose all of
them have been defined in terms of probability [10]. The
probability of an event can be mapped to database by
equation:
P[E] = Freq[E] / |D|. --- (II)
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Agrawal et al. introduced the concept of Support defined as
Supp(E) = P(E) [11]. In literature support is also known as
Coverage in context of frequent Itemset. It is defined as
Coverage(A  C) = Supp(A) = P(C). --- (III)
Support is primary pivoted measure in defining frequent
Itemset. Frequent Itemset are subsequently used to generate
association rules
Agrawal et al. also introduced the concept of Confidence
[11].
Confidence is defined as

and Median. Weights of each transaction in the dataset are
generated by the measurement of how much a transaction
supports SAR set. This method has a partial resemblance to
Chih-Chia [7]. But its difference is that Chih-Chia gets the
max value divided by exponential variable. However our
proposed architecture adopts different strategy. It counts
how many times a single item appears in those SAR which
are subset of dataset transaction. These counts comprise the
set, out of which we take sum, mean, median and mode.

Conf(A  C) = Supp(A  C)/Supp(A)
= P(A and C)/P(A) = P(C | A). --- (IV)
Edward et al. [12] replaced the Confidence with AllConfidence which exhibit downward-closed closure property
[13]. It is defined as
All-Confidence(E) = Supp(E) / Max(Supp(e element of E))
= P(E) / Max(P(e element of E)) --- (V)
Sergey Brin et al. developed the concept of Conviction.
Conviction(A  C)
= (1-Supp(C))/(1-Conf(A  C))
= P(A)P(not C)/P(A and not C). --- (VI)
Leverage was introduced by Shapiro [14]. It was based on
the concept of difference between two measures. Firstly cooccurrence of Antecedent and Consequent was measured
and then their individual appearance was measured.
leverage(A  C) = P(A and C) - (P(A)P(C)). ------------VII
S.Brin introduced concept of Interest which got popularity
under the name of Lift [15]. It is defined as.
Lift(A  C) = Lift(C  A)
= Conf(A  C)/Supp(C)
= Conf(C  A)/Supp(A)
= P(A and C)/(P(A)P(C)). --- (VIII)
A characteristic of lift is that it does not suffer from the rare
item problem and also does not exhibit down-ward closed
closure property.

3.

Proposed Architecture

Motivation of proposed architecture is based on the facts that
in all techniques investigated so far are based on
conventional framework comprising of support and
confidence. We have used other measures for hiding
sensitive association rules. Results of these measures are
compared to conventional framework of support and
confidence. In the proposed research we investigated the
above-mentioned five well-established measures to devise
the association rules. The measures used in the architecture
are discussed in equation III to VIII. Second part of our
heuristic comprises of different weights. These are a set of
four kinds of weights which are based on Sum, Mode, Mean

Fig-I: Proposed Architecture for Hiding Sensitive
Association Rules
Table-II
Notations and Definition
Notation
Detail
I
Set of Itemset {i1,i2,i3,…}
D
Actual Dataset
D’
Released (Modified) Dataset
Ti
Transaction ID in database
N
Total Number of Transactions
Ant
Antecedent / Tail
Con
Consequent / Head
AR
Set of Association Rules
SAR
Set of Sensitive Association Rules
AR’
Set of Non-Sensitive Association Rules
W_SM
Set of Weight based on Sum {W_SM ti }
W_ME
Set of Weight based Mean{W_SM ti }
W_MD
Set of Weight based Median{W_SM ti }
W_MO
Set of Weight based Mode{W_SM ti }
qi
Count of single Item in all those SAR
which are subset of a Transaction
MSU
Set of Measures
{Confidence,Lift,Interest, AllConfidence,Conviction}
Its input is Database D, Sensitive Association Rules [SAR]
and thresholds of Support or Probability along with min
threshold of various measures.
It starts from Database D. Applying Apriori we get Frequent
Itemset [FS]. Now we have various choices among statistical
measures including Confidence, All-Confidence, Leverage,
Convergence and Lift. Any one of them is chosen and
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applied on FS resulting AR. As now the probability of each
FS is known so all of the measures are also calculated
against each Transaction Item of database D. Next step is the
generation of Weights. These four weights are based on
classical statistics. Here weights refer to the probability of
how much it is related to SAR. If more items of SAR are
found in weights then more would be its weight. Our
program generates four different weights.
Flow of Program
1. Input: Database D;
2.
SAR(Sensitive Association Rules)
3.
Thresold Values:
4.
Probability:
5.
Confidence:
6.
Lift:
7.
Interest:
8.
All-Confidence:
9.
Conviction:
10. Output: Released Database D’
11.
AR’ (Set of Association Rules with no SAR)
Stage - I
12. FS  Generate_Frequent_Itemset(D)
13. AR  Generate_Association_Rules(FS)
Stage - II
14. For  me  Measers
15.
Generate_Measures(AR , me)
16. Next
Stage - III
17. Generate_Weight(D, Wght)
Stage - IV
AR’  Prune_Association_Rules()
At the last Stage Pruning Method is applied. This method
directly applies at the database to modify it. If SAR is subset
of AR then apply heuristic which has various options based
on Sum, Mean, Mode, and Median.
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15.
Mean  Sum / |WeightHash|
16.
Mode  Calculate_Mode(WeightHash)
17.
Median  Calculate_Median(WeightHash)
18. end
19. end
20. end
All of these are calculated based on the relevant weight age
of SAR found within database items. This heuristic is
responsible to alter the actual Database D into D’. The cycle
will continue until the SAR set becomes empty. This
modified database D’ would be our released database which
is our ultimate goal. This released database will not generate
the sensitive association rules at all provided at the given
threshold of measures.
Pruning Algorithm
Input:

SAR_ID
Antecedent
Consequent
Character No of SAR
Weight
Output: Resleaded Database D’
Method:
1. Prune_Association_Rules() do begin
2. Sort_Database_Transaction (Desc)
3. i = -1;
4. while ( (Weight >= Given_Measure) &&
5.
(++i < Total_DB) ) do begin
6.
If (T  (Antec + Conseq)) then
7.
Ch  SAR[Char_No]
8.
Set Ch=0 in T[i]
9.
Update each SAR
10.
Weight 
Retrieve_Measure(SAR[SAR_ID])
11. end
12. end

Weight Generation Algorithm
// Generate Weight for each transaction of database
Input: Database D:
Output: Weights:
Method:
1.Generate_Weight() do begin
2. For  T  D do begin
3.
For  sar  SAR do begin
4.
If (sar  T) then
5.
Exit For
6.
Else
7.
For  itm  I do begin
8.
If itm  sar then
9.
WeightHash[i]  WeightHash[i] + 1
10.
end
11.
end
12.
For  wt  WeightHash do begin
13.
Sum  Sum + wt;
14.
end

4

DISCUSSION

In order to test the results, we use UCI Machine Learning
Repository dataset [18]. Table-III shows its description. Zoo
dataset was selected for its boolean nature in attributes. This
dataset consists of one categorical attribute and 16
quantitative attribute. One categorical attribute (Type) and
one quantitative attribute (Legs) which was not convertible
to boolean format were neglected, while the remaining 15
quantitative attributes are used.
Table-III
Zoo Dataset Attributes Description
AttributeDescription
Attribute Description
H Hair
B
Backbone
F
Feather
R
Breathes
E
Egg
V
Venomous
M Milk
I
Fins
A Airborne
L
Tail
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Q
P
T

aQuatic
Predator
Toothed

D
C

Domestic
Catsize

N

W _ SU   qi

Table-IV shows a snippet of 11 records from actual dataset.
The dataset comprised of 101 instances for zoo animals.

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

H
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

F
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

Table-IV
Database Transactions
M A Q P T B R V
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

I
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

L
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1

D
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

C
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

Table – V shows the list of SAR. We are to apply techniques
in way so that these SAR’s selected measure’s values
becomes below specified threshold.
Table-V
Sensitive Association Rules (SAR)
Antecedent Consequent
B
TL
BR
T
L
TB
Table-VI shows the results generated from computation of
the weights on the itemset from the dataset of Table-IV

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

q

Table-VI
Statistical Weights
Sum
Mean Mode Median
3
1 1
1
9
2.25 3
2.5
6
2 2
2
3
1 1
1
9
2.25 3
2.5
9
2.25 3
2.5
9
2.25 3
2.5
6
2 2
2
6
2 2
2
3
1 1
1
9
2.25 3
2.5
n ,|SAR|,| I |

 Iz,  SARy  TIDx ---(IX)

x 1, y 1, z 1

---(X)

i 1

W _ ME 

1 N
 qi
N i 1

---(XI)

W _ MD  Median(qi,0  i  N ) ---(XII)
W _ MO  Mode(qi,0  i  N ) ---(XIII)
To elaborate these equations we take the transaction no.
2 to explain the computation of weights on Table - I.
Item B is supported by three SAR so q b =3
Item T is supported by three SAR so q t = 3
Item L is supported by two SAR so q l =2
Item R is supported by one SAR so q r =1
Sum = 3+3+2+1 = 9. While calculating value of q it is
compulsory that SAR must be subset of that database
transaction whose weight is being calculated. Once all
values of q are achieved we can get the values of sum, mean,
mode and median. The next stage is to alter the database in a
way that SAR set becomes empty. For this first database
transactions are sorted according to any of the weight
calculated above. Transaction items are modified and
measures of SAR is recalculated unless it becomes below the
threshold measure. Here we are using five measures in
combination to support value. For example as transaction
number 2, 5, 6, 7, 11 have highest sum. Value of B is turned
from 1 to 0. Now support of SAR is recalculated. In next
iteration value of B is turned to 0 in transaction number 5.
This process continues until the specified measure of the
SAR (BTL) falls below. Now the same procedure is
iterated through for other SAR.
.

5.

Conclusion

PPDM is gaining its importance with tremendous increase in
huge datasets. For hiding sensitive data, conventional
measures of support and confidence are use. Proposed
architecture adopted other measures such as All-Confidence,
Conviction, Leverage and Lift. Along these measures we
have devised statistical weighing mechanism. Weighing
mechanism is based on statistical Sum, Mean, Median and
Mode. This architecture generates no ghost rules. Failure in
hiding sensitive rules is also completely eliminated.
However side effect of Lost Rules exists.

6.

Future Work

In future we shall introduce a new supplementary technique
to this architecture. This new supplementary technique will
first calculate the probability of each item involved in the
SAR. Based upon these frequencies the database transaction
would be modified in a way to minimize the side effects of
lost results.
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Abstract - The problem of mining sequential patterns is an
important data-mining problem and many application
domains such as DNA, signal processing and speech analysis
require mining of sequence data. The problem is to mine
causal relationships between events. An event is a non-empty
disordered collection of items. In this paper, we propose a
method of extracting sequential patterns from data having
explicit temporal information. Our approach is completely
different from others in the sense that we are interested to find
inter-item sets patterns however in other cases the patterns
are inter-transactions. In our case we first extract all frequent
itemsets along with lists of time intervals where each itemset is
associated with a list of time intervals in which it is frequent.
The lists of time intervals associated with frequent itemsets
can be used generate sequential patterns.
Keywords: Locally frequent itemsets, Temporal data mining,
Support of a sequence, Frequent sequence, Maximal frequent
sequence, Intra-itemset patterns, Inter-itemset patterns.

1

Introduction

Temporal Data Mining is an important extension of
conventional data mining and has recently been able to attract
more people to work in this area. There are mainly two broad
directions of temporal data mining [1]. One concerns the
discovery of causal relationships among temporally oriented
events. The other concerns the discovery of similar patterns
within the same time sequence or among different time
sequences. The underlying problem is to find frequent
sequential patterns in the temporal databases. The name
sequence mining is normally used for the underlying problem.
In 1995, Agrawal and Srikant [2] has put forwarded the
method of mining sequential pattern. In [3] the problem of
recognizing frequent episodes in an event sequence is
discussed where an episode is defined as a collection of
events that occur during time intervals of a specific size. In
this problem, given a database of sequences, where each
sequence is a list of transactions ordered by transaction time
and each transaction is a set of items, the problem is to
discover all sequential patterns with a user-specified minimum
support, where the support of a pattern is the number of data
sequences that contain the patterns. In [4], authors present, an
efficient algorithm for mining frequent sequences considering
a variety of syntactic constraints in the form of length or width

limitations on the sequences, minimum or maximum gap
constraints, on the consecutive sequence elements.
The problem of frequent item set mining is the most
researched field of frequent pattern mining. The problem is
formulated by Agrawal et al [5]. In [6], Ale et al proposed a
method of extracting association rules which hold through out
the life-span of an item set where the life-span of an item set is
defined as the time period between the first transaction and
last transaction containing the item set. Here life-span of an
item set may not be same as that of the dataset. Considering
the time gap between two consecutive transactions containing
items, a method is proposed [7, 8], which dynamically extracts
all the frequent item sets along with the time period where the
item sets are frequent. The algorithm described in [7, 8]
extracts for each frequent item set a sequence of time intervals
in which the item set is frequent and such frequent set are
called as locally frequent sets. Problem of extracting patterns
from lists of time intervals associated with different locally
frequent item sets can be an interesting pattern-mining
problem. For example the time intervals of two different item
sets may be in some sequence i.e. the time period of one
frequent item set starts just before that of another frequent
item sets. Such type of patterns can provide a valuable
information regarding inter-relation between different frequent
item sets. In this paper we have devoted our studies made in
this regard. We propose an algorithm to extract patterns
among different locally frequent item sets based on their
interval lists. Thus the study is completely inter-item set study
and is one type of sequence mining where events are replaced
by frequent item sets. Thus we define our sequence-mining
problem as causal relation between the frequent sets and our
proposed algorithm takes as input the output of algorithm [7,
8]. As we mentioned that the algorithm [7, 8] gives all the
frequent item sets along with the list of time intervals where
the sets are frequent which are our sequences of size one or 1sequences, these are the frequent sequences of level-1. In the
interval-lists of frequent sets there may exist interval sublists,
which may follow some pattern. For example, the first interval
in the sublist of item set say A starts before the starting of the
first interval of the sublist of another item set say B, the
second interval in the sublist of the A starts before the starting
of the second interval of sublist of B and so on. In this way we
can have sequence of size-2. Using the same technique, we go
on enlarging the size of the sequences. So the algorithm is
basically a level-wise algorithm. Since in this study the
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sequential patterns involves only the starting time-stamps of
the time intervals associated with the item sets, so instead of
list of time intervals we shall deal with list of time-stamps
where the time-stamps are starting time-stamps of time
intervals associated with some item set.
The paper is organized as follows. In section-2, we briefly
discuss about related works. In section-3, we discuss about
definitions and notations. In section-4, we discuss about the
proposed algorithm. In section- 5, we have discussed about
experiment conducted in this regard. In section-6, conclusions
are given and references are given in section 7.

2

Related Works

The problem of mining sequences has been studied in [2,
3, 4, 9, 10]. The problem was put forwarded by Agrawal and
Srikant [2] in 1995. Given a large set of customer transactions,
where each transaction consists of customer-id, transactiontime and the item bought in the transaction. The problem is to
mine causal relationships between events where events are
non-empty, disordered collections of items. In addition to
introducing the problem of mining sequential patterns [2], they
have proposed three algorithms for solving this problem. In
[10], an algorithm called GSP is proposed which considers
minimum and maximum gaps, as well as sliding windows and
it is shown empirically shown that GSP is 20 times faster than
others. However in all the above cases, the patterns are intertransactions.
Somewhat related to this work is the problem of mining
association rules [5]. Since the problem is originated from
supermarket to study the customer’s behaviour with the help
of transaction data, it is also market basket problem.
Association rules are rules about what items are bought
together within a transaction, and are thus intra-transaction
patterns, unlike inter-transaction sequential patterns. The
association rule mining includes frequent item set mining
problem, which is a well-researched area of pattern mining. In
[11], an algorithm is proposed to extract frequent item sets,
which is called as A-priori algorithm.
Considering the time aspect of datasets some more
association rules can be extracted which otherwise cannot be
extracted. In [6], Ale et al has proposed a method which
considers the lifetime of an item sets. The lifetime of an item
set is the time period between the first transaction containing
the item set and last transaction containing the same and it is
not necessarily equal to the lifetime of the whole dataset. The
method proposed by Ale et al extracts much more rules than
the traditional rule-mining algorithm. However the algorithm
cannot extract various types of patterns that may exist in a
temporal dataset viz. calendric, cyclic etc. In [12, 13],
methods for extracting such patterns are discussed where the
period is to be specified by user. In [7, 8], a method is
proposed which can extracts various types of frequent item
sets that may be present in the datasets. The algorithm [7, 8]
dynamically extracts all the frequent item sets along with lists
of time intervals and each frequent item set is associated with
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a list of time intervals where it is frequent. These item sets are
called locally frequent item sets. In this paper, we propose an
algorithm for extracting sequential patterns from the locally
frequent item sets based on their associated lists of time
intervals. So our study is basically inter-item sets study. The
input to this algorithm is the output of the algorithm [7, 8].
Thus our method is a two-phase method. In the first phase the
algorithm [7, 8] is used to extract all the locally frequent item
sets. Next the lists of time intervals associated with these
locally frequent item sets are used to extract frequent
sequences where the frequency of a sequence is defined in
terms of corresponding interval lists associated with locally
frequent item sets with which the sequence is formed. The
algorithm discuss here is a level-wise algorithm. Since the
algorithm [7, 8], extracts more frequent item sets than other
known algorithms. Our method is likely to extract more
sequential patterns than others. As we are extracting
sequential patterns from locally frequent item sets, which are
extracted from temporal dataset, the maximum gap, minimum
gap and sliding windows can be incorporated here. Only we
have to modify the definition of support of the sequences
accordingly.

3

Definitions and Notations Used

Let F1 = {A1, A2, ….,Am} be a set of locally frequent item
sets obtained by using algorithm discussed in [7], where each
Ai has an associated list of time-stamps.

3.1 Definition 1: Sequence
We define a sequence of frequent sets as s= (A1→
A2→….→Ap) where each Ai is locally frequent item set
obtained by the method discussed in [7]. We call a sequence
of size-p or p-sequence if the length of the sequence is p. So
obviously the sequences of size-1 are nothing but the locally
frequent sets themselves.

3.2 Definition 2: Subsequence
We define a subsequence of a sequence having size less
than the size of the sequence and having same ordering. So
deleting some item sets from a sequence can form a
subsequence of the sequence.

3.3 Definition 3: Frequency of a Sequence
Let Ai and Aj be two locally frequent sets. From the
sequence of time-stamps associated with the two item sets Ai
and Aj, we extract two subsequences of time stamps LAi and
LAj of same size satisfying the following conditions:
Let stk[LAi] denote the time-stamp of the k-th interval in the
subsequence LAi, i, k being positive integers.
i)
stk[LAi] ≤ stk[LAj] for k=1, 2,…l where l is
the length of LAi
ii)
stk+1[LAi] ≥ stk[LAj] for k=1, 2,…l-1 and
iii)
LAi and LAj are maximal sequences
satisfying i) and ii)
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Then frequency of Ai→Aj is defined as the ratio between the
Supp(Ai→Aj) to the Supp(Ai), where Supp(Ai→Aj) = number of
time-stamps stk[LAi] satisfying the conditions i), ii) and iii)
Supp(Ai) = number of time-stamps associated with Ai.
Thus the frequency of (Ai→Aj) is given by
fr(Ai→Aj)=

Supp( Ai → A j )

Supp( Ai )

(1)

In general, we define the frequency of a sequence
A1→A2→A3 …→Ap as follows: Let {LAi};i=1,2,..,p be the
subsequences of time-stamps of same size extracted from the
sequence of time-stamps associated with the locally frequent
sets {Ai};i=1,2,…,p that satisfies the following conditions:
Let stk[LAi] denote the time-stamp of the k-th interval LAi k
being a positive integer and i=1,2,….p.
1)
stk[LA1] ≤ stk[LA2] ≤ … ≤ stk[LAp] for k=1,
2,…l where l is the length of LA1
2)
stk+1[LA1] ≥ stk[LAp] for k=1, 2,…,l-1 and
3)
{LAi}; i=1,2,…,p are maximal sequences
satisfying 1) and 2)
Then frequency of A1→A2→A3 …→Ap is defined as the ratio
between the Supp(A1→A2→A3 …→Ap) to the Supp(A1), where
Supp(A1→A2→…..→Ap) = length of LA1 satisfying the
conditions 1) and 2) and Supp(A1) = length of the sequence of
time-stamps i.e. the number of time-stamps associated with A1.
Thus fr(A1→A2 …→Ap)
=

Supp( A1 → A2 ... → A p )

Supp( A1 )

associated with the item sets A1, A2,…An respectively. The
subsequences satisfy the following three conditions:
(i)
stk[LAi] ≤ stk[LAi+1] for i=1,2,…,n-1 and
k=1, 2,…l.
(ii)
stk+1[LAi] ≥ stk+1[LAl] for i=1,2,…,n-1 and
k=1,2,….l-1
(iii)
the sequences are maximal sequences
satisfying (i) and (ii)
where stk[LAi] denotes the k-th time stamp of the list LAi.
Now let us consider any subsequences B1→B2→ …→Bm of
A1→A2→A3→ …→An starting with A1 i.e. B1=A1.
Now since each Bi for i=2,3,…m is some Aj for j=2,3,…n,
we associate with each Bi a list of time-stamps say LBi where
LBi is LAj if Bi is Aj. Now it follows from above that the
B1→B2→ …→Bm satisfy the following two conditions:
(i)
stk[LBi]≤ stk[LBi+1] for i=1,2,…,m-1
and k=1,2,…l
(ii)
stk+1[LBi] ≥ stk[LBm] for i=1,2,…m-1
and k=1,2,…l-1
This implies that Supp(B1→B2 …→Bn-1)≥Supp(A1→A2
…→An)

⇒
≥

Supp ( B1 → B2 ...→ Bn −1 )
Supp ( B1 )

Supp ( A1 → A2 ...→ An )
Supp ( A1 )

≥σ [using (3)]

(2)

A sequence of item sets is said to be frequent if its
frequency exceeds some user-specified threshold σ.

since Supp(A1) = Supp(B1)
⇒ fr(B1→B2 …→Bn-1) ≥σ
⇒ s’ = (B1→B2 …→Bn-1) is a frequent sequence of item sets.
Hence every subsequence of a frequent sequence having same
starting item set is frequent.

3.5 Definition 5: Maximal Frequent Sequence

4 Proposed Algorithm

3.4 Definition 4: Frequent Sequence

A sequence s = (A1→A2→A3→ …→Ap) of item sets is said
to be maximal sequence if it cannot be enlarged or it is not a
subsequence of any other frequent sequence.

3.6 Theorem 1
A sequence s = (A1→A2→A3→ …→An) of item sets is
frequent then any of its subsequence of size-(n-1) starting with
A1 is frequent.
Proof: Suppose that sequence s = (A1→A2→A3 …→An) of
item sets is frequent.
fr(A1→A2 …→An) ≥ σ, for a given σ, 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1
⇒

Supp( A1 → A2 .... → An )
≥σ
Supp( A1 )

(3)

Now according to the definition of Supp(A1→A2→…→An),
we can extract n subsequences of time-stamps say LA1, LA2,
…. LAn of equal length say l where LAi denotes the list timestamps associated with the item set Ai for i=1,2,…n where
these are subsequences of the lists of starting time-stamps

The algorithm proposed for the above sequence-mining
problem is a level-wise algorithm. In the first level, we will
consider all the locally frequent item sets generated by the
algorithm [7, 8] and these are our frequent 1-sequences and
we denote the set by F1. Each frequent set in F1 is associated
with a list of time-stamps. Considering all possible pairs of
disjoint frequent sets from the 1-sequences we generate a set
of candidate 2-sequences. Then the frequency of every
candidate is computed going though the list of time-stamps
maintained for frequent 1-sequences and using the Definition
3 described in section 3. Those candidates having frequency
greater than the min_threshold σ are kept leaving others.
These will be the set of frequent sequence in the second level
we denote these as F2. From F2, we can generate candidates
for third level as follows: If A1→A2 and A1→A3 are two
members of F2 then the corresponding candidates for third
level will be A1→A2→A3 and A1→A3→A2. Then the frequency
of each candidate is computed and compared with
min_threshold σ to get F3. From F3 we can get candidates for
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fourth level as follows: If A1→A2→A3 and A1→A2→A4 are any
two frequent 3-sequences, then the corresponding candidates
for fourth level are A1→A2→A3→A4 and A1→A2→A4→A3.
Before going to compute the frequency of each candidate we
must ensure that all its subsequences of size one less than it
having same starting item set are frequent. For example, for
the sequence A1→A2→A3→A4 to be frequent, the 3-sequences
A1→A2→A3, A1→A2→A4 and A1→A3→A4 must belong to F3.
Thus pruning step actually begins at fourth level.
In general, from i-th level frequent sequences we can
generate (i+1)-th level candidates in the following way: For
any two frequent i-sequences s1 = (A1→A2→…→Ai) and s2 =
(B1→B2→…→Bi) such that A1 = B1, A2 = B2, … Ai-1 = Bi-1 and
Ai ≠ Bi, (A1→A2→…→Ai→Bi) and (A1→A2→…→Bi →Ai)
will be two candidates for (i+1)-th level. In this way we
generate all the candidates. Then the set of candidates is
pruned. Then the frequency of each of the remaining
candidates is computed and compared with min_threshold σ
to get Fi+1. The process continues till no candidate is generated
or a particular level becomes empty. The algorithm for
sequence mining is given below.

This algorithm will give the value of the Supp(A1→A2) and it
is divided by Supp(A1) to get fr(A1→A2) which is required to
find whether a sequence (A1→A2) is frequent or not.
The algorithm also produces two lists of time-stamps llA1 and
llA2 of length count from the lists lA1 and lA2 such that (llA1)i
<= (llA2)i for i=1,2,…count, where (llA1)i denotes the i-th
time-stamp of llA and similarly (llA2)i has the same meaning
and (llA1)i+1 > =(llA2)i for i=1,2,….count-1.

4.1

Algorithm to compute support of (k+1)-sequences of the form
A1→A2→…→Ak+1 obtained by joining the two sequences
A1→A2→…→Ak-1→Ak and A1→A2→…→Ak-1→Ak’ with Ak+1
being Ak’.
{lA1←list of time-stamps associated with A1 for the ksequence A1→A2→….→Ak
lAk←list of time-stamps associated with Ak for the k-sequence
A1→A2→….→Ak
lAkd←list of time-stamps associated with the 1-sequence Ak’
count = 0
t1= lA1.get(); tk= lAk.get(); tkd = lAkd.get();
lA1n = lAkp1= null;
while((t1 != null)&&(tk != null)&&(tkd != null)) do
{if (tk->ts() < tkd->ts())
{if ((temp = lA1.get()) != null)
{if (temp->ts() ≥ tkd->ts())
{count++;
lA1n.append(t1->ts());
lAkp1.append(tkd->ts());
tkd = lAkd.get();
t1 = temp;
tk = lAk.get();
continue;
}
else
{ t1=temp;tk= lAk.get(); continue;}
}
else
{count++; lA1n.append(t1->ts());
lAkp1.append(tkd->ts());
t1 = temp; continue;}
}
else
tkd = lAkd.get();
}

Algorithm to find Frequent 2-Sequences

Algorithm to find frequent 2-sequences of the type A2 is
followed by A1 i.e. A1→ A2
{lA1 = list of time-stamps associated with the item set A1.
lA2 = list of time-stamps associated with the item set A2.
llA1 = llA2 = null; count = 0;
lpA1 = lA1.get(); // lpA1 will now point to the first node of
lA1.
lpA2= lA2.get(); // lpA2 will now point to the first node of
lA2.
while(lpA1 != null && lpA2 != null) do
{ t1= lpA1ts();
t2 = lpA2ts();
if(t1< t2)
{if((temp = lpA1.get())!=null)
if(temp→ ts() >= t2)
{count++; lpA1= temp;
lpA2 = lA2.get();
llA1.append(t1); llA2.append(t2);
continue;
}
else
{lpA1 = temp; continue;}
else
{count++; lpA1 = temp; llA1.append(t1);
llA2.append(t2); continue;}
}
else
lpA2 = lA2.get();
}
}

4.2 Algorithm to find Support of Sequences of
any length
Associated with each frequent sequence of the form
A1→A2→…→Ak we have k number of lists of time-stamps
satisfying 1), 2) and 3) of Definition 3 described in section 3.
While implementing the level-wise procedure, we maintain the
two lists associated with the two extreme item sets A1 and Ak.
These two lists are needed for counting supports of candidate
sequences in the next level, which are formed by joining this
sequence with some other sequence of the same size.

Algorithm
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}
The function ts() returns the time-stamp of the corresponding
node in the list.

4.3 Algorithm to find Frequent Sequences of
any length
F2= the set of frequent 2-sequence obtained using the
Algorithm 4.1.
k =3
do while Fk-1 ≠ ∅
Fk:= ∅
Ck:= gen_candidate_sequences(Fk-1)
prune(Ck)
for all candidates sk in Ck // sk is any sequence of size-k
if fr(sk) ≥σ / /fr(sk) is computed using the Algorithm 4.2.
Fk:= Fk∪{ sk }
k =k+1
end do
Answer:=∪ Fk
Candidate sequence generation with the given Fk-1
gen_candidate_sequences(Fk-1)
Ck:= ∅
for all (k-1)-sequences sk-1∈ Fk-1
for all (k-1)-sequences s’k-1∈ Fk-1
if sk-1[1]=s’k-1[1] ∧sk-1[2]=s’k-1[2] ∧…sk-1[k-2]=s’k-1[k-2] ∧
sk-1[k-1] ≠s’k-1[k-1]
then sk=(sk-1[1] →sk-1[2]… sk-1[k-2] → sk-1[k-1] → s’k-1[k1])
and s’k =(sk-1[1] →sk-1[2] … sk-1[k-2] → s’k-1[k-1] →
sk-1[k-1])
Ck:= Ck∪{ sk, s’k}

Table 1: Dataset Characteristics
Dataset

#Items

#Transactions

Min
T

Max
T

Avg
T

Retaildataset

17000

88162

1

52

9

The experiments were conducted at a Pentium-IV
Machine with 1.6 GHzs speed, 512 MB RAM, 40 GB hard
disc, running PCQ Linux 8.0.
The algorithm [7, 8] is executed to extract all the locally
frequent item sets along with their lists of time intervals. Then
these locally frequent item sets are used as input for the
algorithm discussed in this paper to extract sequential
patterns.

5.2 Patterns Obtained
Some of the sequential patterns obtained are given below
along with their corresponding support value:
Table 2: Frequent sequences and associated time-stamps and
supports
Sequences

{30}→{60}

Pruning
prune(Ck)
for all sk∈ Ck
for all (k-1)-subsequences sk-1of sk having same starting
item set
do
if sk-1∉ Fk-1
then Ck:= Ck \ {sk}

{60}→{36}

{110}→{36}

The algorithm gives all the frequent sequences along with the
extracted lists of time-stamps.
{110}→{60}

5

Experiment and Obtained Results

5.1 Dataset Used
For the experiments we performed in this paper, we
used a real life dataset. The dataset donated by Tom Brijs [14]
and contains the retail market basket data from an anonymous
Belgian retail store.

{110→{36}→
{60}

{110→{60}→
{36}

Extracted list of time- stamps
2-1-2000
4-1-2000
1-5-2000
3-5-2000
4-7-2000
4-9-2000
8-9-2000
4-11-2000
1-1-2001
2-1-2001
2-3-2001
3-5-2001
7-5-2001
1-7-2001
2-9-2001
9-9-2001
1-3-2000
5-3-2000
2-7-2000
4-7-2000
4-9-2000
8-9-2000
4-11-2000
6-11-2000
1-3-2001
2-3-2000
3-5-2001
7-5-2001
1-7-2001
7-7-2001
2-1-2000
2-1-2000
10-5-2000
4-7-2000
2-9-2000
8-9-2000
10-1-2001
2-3-2001
8-5-2001
7-7-2001
2-1-2000
4-1-2000
10-5-2000
2-7-2000
2-9-2000
4-9-2000
10-1-2001
1-3-2001
8-5-2001
1-7-2001
2-1-2000 2-1-2000 4-1-2000
2-9-2000 8-9-2000 4-11-2000
10-1-2001 2-3-2001 3-5-2001
8-5-2001 7-7-2001 8-9-2001
2-1-2000 4-1-2000 5-3-2000
10-5-2000 2-7-2000 4-7-2000
2-9-2000 4-9-2000 8-9-2000
10-1-2001 1-3-2001 2-3-2001
8-5-2001 1-7-2001 7-7-2001

Support
value

72%

54%

100%

100%

80%

100%
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Conclusions

In this paper, we mainly focused on extracting patterns
from the locally frequent item sets based on the associated
interval-lists. Our method is two-phased method in the first
phase we use an algorithm to extract all the locally frequent
item sets along with their intervals lists. In the second phase
the item sets obtained in first phase, are fed to the algorithm
discussed in this paper to extract sequential patterns among
the item sets. The algorithm is a level-wise. In the first level
we have all locally frequent item sets, these are our sequences
of size-1 or 1-sequnces. Considering all possible pairs of
disjoint frequent item sets from the 1-sequences, candidate 2sequnces are obtained. Then the frequency of every candidate
is computed going through their lists of time intervals and
computing supports (Definition of support of a sequence is
given in section-3). Those candidates having supports greater
than minimum threshold are frequent 2-sequnces. The process
continues till no candidate is generated or a particular level is
empty. It is to be mentioned here that the sequential patterns
obtained here are not inter-transactions patterns rather they
are inter-item sets patterns. We also report some of the
experimental results in tabular form.
Lines for future works are as follows:
1. In future it can be looked for approaches other than
level-wise approach.
2. In future minimum gap, maximum gap and sliding
windows can be incorporated.

7
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Using unsupervised machine learning methods in high-throughput screening

Chérif Mballo * and Vladimir Makarenkov *

Abstract—Over the past few years, much progress has
been made in the development of methods for the
classification and selection of compounds and prediction
of their biological activity. The evaluation of
classification concepts is heavily influenced by the choice
of molecular descriptors and their overall significance. In
this study, we consider the application of Kohonen selforganizing maps, k-means clustering and hierarchical
cluster trees for the identification of active compounds in
experimental high-throughput screening. In this way, we
used the Test assay from McMaster University Data
Mining and Docking Competition ([1]). First, we carried
out a variable selection procedure in order to identify the
most significant molecular descriptors. Then, we applied
the mentioned unsupervised machine learning methods
to classify the considered data set into two categories:
Active and inactive compounds. We compared the three
competing methods in terms of false positive and false
negative activity recovery rates and using ROC curves.
Keywords: hierarchical cluster tree, hit, k-means, Kohonen
self-organizing map, ROC curves, virtual high-throughput
screening.
I. INTRODUCTION

H

igh-throughput screening (HTS) is an efficient but still
very expensive technology intended to automate and
accelerate the discovery of pharmacologically active
compounds (i.e., potential drug candidates). In the past
decade, much progress has been made in the development of
methods for classification, selection and design of
compounds and prediction of biological activity. The
evaluation of classification concepts is much influenced by
the choice of molecular descriptors and their overall
performances. For many applications, it is desirable to
reduce the dimensionality of chemical space to take into
account only the most important descriptors and their
contributions and reduce redundancies and correlations
between descriptors. The most typical application of
classification algorithms in HTS consists of the identification
of compounds with desired target-specific activity. Statistical
methods can be applied to process the results of HTS and
*
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C.P. 8888, Succursale Centre-Ville, Montréal (QC) H3C 3P8 Canada
mballo.cherif@courrier.uqam.ca, makarenkov.vladimir@uqam.ca

develop predictive models for biological activity. These
models can further be used for the selection of screening
candidates from virtual databases. The aim of this work is to
elucidate and comment on some useful approaches to
compound classification based on Kohonen self-organizing
maps ([2]), k-means clustering ([3]) and hierarchical cluster
trees ([4]) in order to measure their power in terms of
identifying active compounds. Kohonen maps became very
popular for comparative analysis and visualisation of
datasets (([5]), ([6])). They were used in ([7]) for
distinguishing between drugs and nondrugs with a set of
descriptors derived from molecular orbital calculations. An
effective classification scheme for segregation of human
cytochrome P450 substrates/nonsubtrates using Kohonen
maps has been developed in ([8]). A practical approach to
the virtual selection and de novo design of combinatorial
libraries with enhanced information content based on the
implementation of the nonlinear mapping techniques was
described in ([6]). The majority of studies cannot be directly
compared because selected test cases, methods, simulation
design, and descriptors vary from study to study, and it often
remains difficult to draw firm conclusions concerning the
relative performance of different classification methods. The
choice between supervised or unsupervised learning
approach depends on the problem, the objective of the study
and the data available. In ([9]), we considered and compared
some supervised machine learning techniques (including
decision trees, neural networks, support vector machines,
linear discriminant analysis, partial least squares and knearest neighbors). In the present study, our aim consists of
the identification of the active compounds of the McMaster
Test assay ([1]). After the description of the data set, we will
describe a variable selection approach applied in order to
select the most important molecular descriptors in regards to
their biological activity. We carried the unsupervised
machine learning algorithms in order to classify the
compounds into two classes (i.e., active and inactive). These
algorithms are also compared in terms of identification of
active compounds (i.e, model sensitivity).
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Description of the data set
We consider the Test assay (see http://hts.mcmaster.ca) of
the McMaster Data Mining and Docking Competition ([1]).
This Test assay consisted of a screen of compounds intended
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to inhibit the Escherichia coli dihydrofolate reductase
(DHFR). Each compound was screened twice: two copies of
625 plates were run through the screening machine. A
compound was declared as a primary hit if it reduced the
average percent residual activity of DHFR below the cut-off
value of 75% of the average residual enzymatic activity of
the high controls ([1]). Of the 50,000 screened compounds,
96 primary hits were identified. Then, the dose-response
relationship for the 96 selected compounds was evaluated
during the secondary screening. The first set of screened data
with the corresponding experimental results was publicly
released and called Training. Then, computational chemists
and data analysts were challenged to predict the compounds
activity in the second data called Test set.
Molecular descriptors are numerical values that describe
the structure and shape of molecules (i.e., compounds),
helping predict their activity and properties in complex
experiments ([10]). In this study, we originally considered
209 molecular descriptors whose values were calculated
using the MOE package (Molecular Operating Environment,
Version 2008) developed by Chemical Computing Group.
Our variable selection approach presented below will be
applied in this data set in order to extract the most significant
subset of molecular descriptors.
B. Presentation of the unsupervised algorithms
Kohonen Self-organizing maps
Kohonen Self-organizing maps (SOMs) belong to a class
of neural networks known as competitive learning models
([2]). In a SOM, high-dimensional data are mapped onto a
two-dimensional rectangular or hexagonal lattice of neurons
in such a way that the topology of the original space is
preserved ([2]). The neurons learn to determine the location
of the neuron in the neural network that is most similar to the
input vector (this neuron is generally called winning neuron).
To compute the Kohonen SOMs in MATLAB, we used the
function “newsom”. The topology function can be “gridtop”,
“hextop” or “randtop” (these functions arrange the neurons
in a grid, hexagonal or random topology, respectively).
Distances between neurons are calculated from their
positions with a distance function. There are four distance
functions: “dist” (Euclidean distance), “boxdist” (based on
neighborhoods), “linkdist” (number of links, or steps that
must be taken to get to the neuron under consideration) and
“mandist” (Manhattan distance). We tested all available
topologies and distance functions. The best results were
usually obtained with the topology function “gridtop” and
the distance function “link”.
k-means clustering
Denoting by n the number of objects and by p the number
of descriptors, the “k-means” clustering algorithm partitions
the objects in the n-by-p data matrix into k clusters ([3]).
This partition minimizes the sum, computed over all clusters,
of the within cluster sums of object to cluster centroid
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distances. The computation of this algorithm in MATLAB is
provided by the “kmeans” function. Two distance functions,
“squared Euclidean distances” and “cityblock” (i.e., the sum
of absolute differences) were tested. The best results were
usually obtained by the “cityblock” distance function.
Hierarchical cluster trees
Hierarchical cluster analysis is a statistical method for
finding relatively homogeneous clusters of cases based on
measured characteristics ([4]). This method creates a
hierarchy of clusters that can be represented as a tree
structure ([4]). The root of the tree consists of a single
cluster containing all objects, while the leaves correspond to
individual objects. Using MATLAB, the output of this
algorithm is a vector containing the cluster number of each
object. This algorithm uses the “Euclidean distance” for
forming clusters. The node height in the tree represents the
distance between the two subnodes merged at this node. The
algorithm finds the smallest height at which a horizontal cut
through the tree will leave c or fewer clusters, where c is the
indicated maximum number of clusters.
C. Reduction of the dimensionality
After the molecular descriptors are calculated, a feature
reduction stage should be performed. The high-dimensional
data representations that are commonplace in statistical
modeling pose a number of problems. As the number of
variables used to describe data increases, the likelihood that
some of the variables are correlated can dramatically
increase ([6]). Therefore, it is often desirable to reduce the
dimensionality of the space by eliminating dimensions that
add little information to the overall. Several techniques were
developed to perform the dimensionality reduction, such as
principal component analysis ([11]), stepwise variable
selection ([12]), multidimensional scaling ([13]), genetic
algorithm ([14]), etc. However, none of the existing methods
guarantees that the optimal set of molecular descriptors for
the studied application will be found. In this study, we
considered an approach based on the variance of each
descriptor and a stepwise variable selection ([12]). At first,
we calculated the variance of each of the 209 available
molecular descriptors and removed those whose variance
was lower than 5. In this step, we retained 102 descriptors.
Afterwards, we carried out a stepwise variable selection
procedure based on the linear regression. The variables
providing the p-values lower than or equal to 0.001 were
retained. In this second step, 51 molecular descriptors were
selected out of 102. Thus, our reference data set included 51
molecular descriptors.
D. Sampling strategy
In modeling unbalanced data sets, which are typical in
HTS, the classifiers tend to predict that all the experiments
have the outcome of the majority class (i.e., inactive
compounds or no hits) and miss entirely the minority class
(i.e., active compounds or hits). An appropriate sampling
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TABLE I
THE CONSIDERED RATIOS OF HIT/NO HIT
Hit/No hit ratio

Sample size

% of hits

(1:1)
(1:2)
(1:3)
(1:4)
(1:5)
(1:6)
(1:7)
(1:8)
(1:9)

(96:96)
(96:192)
(96:288)
(96:384)
(96:480)
(96:576)
(96:672)
(96:768)
(96:864)

50.00
33.33
25.00
20.00
16.67
14.28
12.50
11.11
10.00

.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For each selected ratio (Table I) and each unsupervised
machine learning method being tested, we classified the
selected sample data set into two groups: a group was
designated as “active” (respectively, “inactive”) if the
majority of the compounds of this group were “active”
(respectively, “inactive”). We carried out 100 repeated
computations (each computation designated a different
model) and computed the average results for 100 models for
the following statistics: false positive and false negative
rates, sum of errors (i.e., sum of false positive and false
negative rates), model sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp).
The following formulas were used:

Sp =

TN
TP
and Se =
,
TN + FP
TP + FN

(1)

where TP is the number of true positives, FN – number of
false negatives, TN – number of true negatives and FP –
number of false positives. The sensitivity and specificity are
widely used to assess the performances of machine learning
methods using ROC curves ([15]). The false positive and
false negative rates were computed as follow: if a compound
was originally labeled as “active” (respectively, “inactive”)
and it was labeled as “inactive” (respectively, “active”) by
the classification method, it was counted as false negative
(respectively, false positive). If the original label of a
compound was the same as the label provided by the
classification method (i.e., the same biological activity status

was achieved), this compound was considered as true
positive (respectively, true negative) if the label was “active”
(respectively, “inactive”). At each such a calculation, a
different set of inactive compounds was selected from the
whole set of inactive compounds.
We present the results generated by the three unsupervised
machine learning methods in terms of false negative rate
(Fig. 1), false positive rate (Fig. 2), sum of errors (Fig. 3)
and method sensitivity (Fig. 4) for the different hit/no hit
ratios presented in Table I. Excepted the false positive rate
(Fig. 2), we obtained the best results with the Kohonen SOM
for all measured parameters. Considering Kohonen SOM and
k-means, we can notice that the yielded results very close in
terms of false negative rate for the ratios (1:1), (1:2), (1:3)
and (1:4). The following common trends can be observed for
all the three methods: the recovery of active compounds
deteriorates as their ratio in the data set decreases (e.g., the
best results were always obtained for the (1:1) ratio). While
the false positive rate varies in the 6-14% range, the true
positive rate varies from 74 to 91% for the Kohonen SOM,
from 63 to 86% for k-means and from 67 to 82% for the
hierarchical cluster trees.
To confirm the results presented in Figure 4, we calculated
the area under the curve (AUC). The AUC is equal to the
probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen
positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative one
([17]). We indicated by ( xk , y k ) the points represented in
the ROC curve ( xk = 1 − Sp, yk = Se ) and by n the number
of points. The AUC is related to the Gini coefficient,
denoted here as G and defined as follows ([16]):

G + 1 = 2 AUC ,

(2)

where
n

G = 1−

∑ (x

k

− xk −1 )( yk + yk −1 ) .

(3)

k =1

We obtained the following AUC values: 0.934 for
Kohonen SOM, 0.918 for k-means and 0.907 for hierarchical
cluster trees. All these values exceed 90%, meaning a good
result for the three competing methods.
54
% False negatives

strategy is very important for such kind of data. In this way,
it is desirable to reduce the amount of data presented to the
data mining techniques. As the no hits are dominant in our
data (49,904 no hits versus 96 hits), we will always consider
all the hits and randomly sample the inactive ones. Table I
reports the selected sample sizes and the considered
proportions of hit/no hit compounds. The notation (l:m)
indicates that, in the sample, we have l hits and m no hits.
Each selected sample included all the 96 hits and randomly
chosen subset of no hits. The no hits were selected with
replacement from the whole set of no hits.

48
42
36
30
24
18
12
(1:1)

(1:2)

(1:3)

(1:4)

(1:5)

(1:6)

(1:7)

(1:8)

(1:9)

Hit/No hit ratio

Fig. 1 Results obtained by the Kohonen SOM (circles), k-means (squares)
and hierarchical cluster trees (triangles) in terms of false negative rates.
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compound classification. For instance, with the Kohonen
SOM, the true positive rate exceeded 90% when the false
positive rate was about 14%.
In the future, we plan to add to the set of descriptors the
docking and binding scores, which can be computed by
many modern cheminformatics software (e.g., see the
software comparison article by Moitessier et al. [17]). We
will also deploy a 2-fold machine learning procedure for
large HTS data sets having small percentages of hits.

% False positives

15
12
9
6
3
(1:1)

(1:2)

(1:3)

(1:4)

(1:5)

(1:6)

(1:7)

(1:8)

(1:9)
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Abstract— Real data sets are complicated and there are
usually various kinds of relationship among different dimensions (features) of a data set. In this paper, we present our research on data analysis for multi-dimensional data. We study
clustering algorithms. Cluster analysis is an important subfield in data mining. Many algorithms have been designed to
detect clusters. However, it is difficult to analyze the interrelationship among different dimensions. In this paper, we
propose a novel approach to analyze and quantify the interrelationship among correlated dimensions using the Fuzzy
concept. A fuzzy concept is a concept of which the content,
value, or boundaries of application can vary according to
context or conditions, instead of being fixed once and for all.
We apply the Fuzzy concept to help improve the clustering
process.

1. Introduction
With the advance of modern technology, the generation
of multi-dimensional data has proceeded at an explosive
rate in many disciplines. Cluster analysis is an important
sub-field in data mining. It specializes in techniques for
grouping similar objects into a cluster in which objects
inside a cluster exhibit certain degree of similarities, and
separates dissimilar objects into different clusters. It is a
method of unsupervised learning, and a common technique
for statistical data analysis used in many fields, including
machine learning, data mining, pattern recognition, image
analysis and bioinformatics. Existing clustering algorithms
can be broadly classified into four types: partitioning [10],
[11], [12], hierarchical [19], [7], [8], grid-based [16], [15],
[2], and density-based [6], [9], [3] algorithms.
Partitioning algorithms construct a partition of a database
of n objects into a set of K clusters, where K is an
input parameter. In general, partitioning algorithms start
with an initial partition and then use an iterative control
strategy to optimize the quality of the clustering results
by moving objects from one group to another. Hierarchical
algorithms create a hierarchical decomposition of the given
data set of data objects. The hierarchical decomposition is
represented by a tree structure, called dendrogram. Gridbased algorithms quantize the space into a finite number of

grids and perform all operations on this quantized space.
These approaches have the advantage of fast processing
time independent of the data set size and are dependent
only on the number of segments in each dimension in the
quantized space. Density-based approaches are designed to
discover clusters of arbitrary shapes. These approaches hold
that, for each point within a cluster, the neighborhood of a
given radius must exceed a defined threshold. Density-based
approaches can also filter out outliers.
Each of the existing clustering algorithms has both advantages and disadvantages. The most common problem is rapid
degeneration of performance with increasing dimensions [9],
particularly with approaches originally designed for lowdimensional data. To solve the high-dimensional clustering
problem, dimension reduction methods [2], [1], [14] have
been proposed which assume that clusters are located in a
low-dimensional subspace. However, this assumption does
not hold for many real-world data sets. The difficulty of
high-dimensional clustering is primarily due to sevaral characteristics of high-dimensional data. First, high-dimensional
data often contain a large amount of noise (outliers). The
existence of noise results in clusters which are not wellseparated and degrades the effectiveness of the clustering
algorithms. Second, clusters in high-dimensional spaces are
commonly of various densities. Grid-based or density-based
algorithms therefore have difficulty choosing a proper cell
size or neighborhood radius which can find all clusters.
Third, clusters in high-dimensional spaces rarely have welldefined shapes, and some algorithms assume clusters of
certain shapes. For example, the algorithms in [12], [19]
can efficiently find convex or spherical clusters, but they
fail to detect non-spherical clusters because of their specific
definition of similarity criteria.
In this paper, we analyze and quantify the interrelationship among correlated dimensions to solve the
problems of high-dimensional data analysis mentioned
above. We first give a brief introduction about the Fuzzy
concept; then, we propose to apply the Fuzzy concept to
improve the performance of clustering process by analyzing
and quantifying the inter-relationship among correlated
dimensions.
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Let Dl be the lth dimension, where l = 1, 2, ..., d. Let the
input d-dimensional data set be X
X = {X1 , X2 , ..., Xn },

2. Fuzzy concept
In the real world, a lot of data sets are not naturally well
organized. Clusters in the data may overlap each other. Fuzzy
concept can be applied to further improve the data analysis
approaches.
The fuzzy set concept was first introduced by Zadeh
[18] to represent vagueness. The use of fuzzy set theory
is becoming popular because it produces not only crisp
decision when necessary but also corresponding degree of
membership. Usually, membership functions are defined
based on a distance function, such that membership degrees express proximities of entities to cluster centers. In
conventional clustering, sample is either assigned to or not
assigned to a group. Assigning each data point to exactly
one cluster often causes problems, because in real world
problems a crisp separation of clusters is rarely possible
due to overlapping of classes. Also there are exceptions
which cannot be suitably assigned to any cluster. Fuzzy
sets extend to clustering in that objects of the data set
may be fractionally assigned to multiple clusters, that is,
each point of data set belongs to groups by a membership
function. This allows for ambiguity in the data and yields
detailed information about the structure of the data, and the
algorithms adapt to noisy data and classes that are not well
separated. Most fuzzy cluster analysis methods optimize a
subjective function that evaluates a given fuzzy assignment
of data to clusters.
There are many classic fuzzy approaches. For example,
Bezdek, J. C designed the Fuzzy C-means Method [5] where
for a data set X with size of n and cluster number of
c, it extends the classical within groups sum of squared
error objective function to a fuzzy version by minimizing
the objective function with weighting exponent m, 1 ≤
m < ∞. Another classic algorithm which is called the
fuzzy C-Means (FCM) uses an iterative optimization of the
objective function, based on the weighted similarity measure
between xk and the cluster center vi . During each iteration,
it calculates the c cluster centers {vi,t }, i = 1, ..., c.

which is normalized to be within the hypercube [0, 1]d ⊂ Rd .
Each data point Xi is a d-dimensional vector:
Xi = [xi1 , xi2 , ..., xid ].

(1)

Given two dimensions Dl and Dk , where 1 ≤ l, k ≤ d,
let Pl and Pk be the two variables to record the values of
each data point Xi on dimension Dl and Dk , respectively:
Pl = [x1l , x2l , ..., xnl ]
Pk = [x1k , x2k , ..., xnk ]

(2)
(3)

we calculate the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between these two variable:
ρPl ,Pk =

E[(Pl − µPl )(Pk − µPk )]
cov(Pl , Pk )
=
σ Pl σ Pk
σPl σPk

(4)

where µPl and µPk are expected values for Pl and Pk ,
respectively, σPl and σPk are standard deviations for Pl and
Pk , respectively, E is the expected value operator and cov
means covariance. The Pearson correlation is defined only if
both of the standard deviations are finite and both of them
are nonzero.
We first create a correlation matrix M of d variable
P1 , P2 , ..., Pd . The correlation matrix is symmetric because
the correlation between Pl and Pk is the same as the
correlation between Pk and Pl . Figure 1 shows an example
of the correlation matrix.

3. Inter-dimensional Fuzzy Clustering

Figure 1: Correlation matrix M of d variable P1 ,P2 ,...,Pd

A lot of algorithms have been designed for cluster analysis. It is difficult to detect clusters for multi-dimensional data
sets, because there might exist various kinds of relationships
between different pairs of dimensions. In this section we
discuss how to use Fuzzy concept to analyze and quantify the
inter-dimensional relationship to improve the performance of
the clustering process.
In order to describe our approaches we shall introduce a
few notation and definitions. Let n denote the total number
of data points and d be the dimensionality of the data space.

We further set up matrix M 0 as the modification of M
by applying the Fuzzy concept on M, so that the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient values in M are not
only decided by σPl , σPk , µPl and µPk , but also affected by
the degree of similarity among Pl , Pk , and Pm where m =
1, 2, ..., d but m 6= l and m 6= k.
Given two dimensions Dl and Dk , where 1 ≤ l, k ≤ d, let
Pl and Pk be the two variables to record the values of each
data point Xi on dimension Dl and Dk , respectively. The
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modified Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient
between these two variable Pl and Pk is:
0

ρP ,P =
l

k

ρ2P ,P
l

2

k

(

1
1
+ d
)
(Σdh=1 ρPl ,Ph )m
(Σi=1 ρPi ,Pk )m

(5)

where m is the weighting exponent, 1 ≤ m < ∞.

Figure 3: Running time on data sets with increasing dimensions

0

Figure 2: Correlation matrix M of d variable P1 ,P2 ,...,Pd
Once the matrix M 0 is generated for the data set X, we
perform the clustering algorithm on M 0 instead of on the
original d-dimensional data space. Dimension pairs Dl and
Dk with high ρ0P ,P value will be grouped together in the
l k
same data subspace, and clusters will be detected on those
subspaces instead of in the full data space.

4. preliminary experimental results
We conducted comprehensive experiments on both synthetic and real data sets to assess the accuracy and efficiency
of the proposed approach. Our experiments were run on
Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 with CPU of 3.99GHz and Ram of
0.99 GB.

4.1 Experiments on high-dimensional data sets
To test the scalability of our algorithm over dimensionality
and data size, we designed a synthetic data generator to
produce data sets with normalized distributions.The sizes of
the data sets vary from 5,000, 10,000, ... to 55,000, with the
gap of 5,000 between each two adjacent data set sizes, and
the dimensions of the data sets vary from 10, 20, ... to 60,
with the gap of 10 between each two adjacent numbers of
dimensions.
Figure 3 shows the running time of groups of data sets
with dimensions increasing from 10 to 60. Each group has
a fixed data size (from 5,000, 10,000, ... to 55,000).
Figure 4 shows the running time of groups of data sets on
one query with sizes increasing from 5,000 to 55,000. Each
group has fixed number of dimensions (from 10, 20, ... to
60).
The two figures indicate that our algorithm is scalable
over dimensionality and data size.

Figure 4: Running time on data sets with increasing data set
sizes

4.2 Experiments on real data set
We next evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach for clustering on real data sets which were obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository [4]. Here we
demonstrate how our approach can improve the clustering
result of Shrinking algorithm on Wine Recognition data
(simplified as Wine data). Wine data set contains the results
of a chemical analysis of wines grown in the same region
in Italy but derived from three different cultivars. It has 178
instances with 13 features. The data set has three clusters
with the sizes of 59, 71 and 48. Shrinking algorithm [17]
is a data preprocessing technique which optimizes the inner
structure of data inspired by the Newton’s Universal Law
of Gravitation [13] in the real world. Shrinking-based multidimensional data analysis approach first moves data points
along the direction of the density gradient, thus generating
condensed, widely-separated clusters. It then detects clusters
by finding the connected components of dense cells. Then it
uses a cluster-wise evaluation measurement to compare the
clusters from different cases and select the best clustering
results.
Table 1 shows the clustering result of Shrinking on Wine
data in its original full data space, and table 2 shows
the clustering result of Shrinking on Wine data based on
the modified correlation matrix M 0 . We can see that the
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Cluster i
|Coi |
|Csi |T
|Csi Coi |
precision(%)
recall(%)

1
59
53
53
100
89.83
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2
71
52
51
98.08
71.83

3
48
46
43
91.48
89.58

Table 1: Clustering results of Shrinking algorithm on Wine
data in the original data space
Cluster i
|Coi |
|Csi |T
|Csi Coi |
precision(%)
recall(%)

1
59
53
53
100
89.83

2
71
62
59
95.16
83.10

3
48
47
44
93.61
91.66

Table 2: Clustering results of Shrinking algorithm for Wine
data based on M 0
clustering result is improved after we applied our dimensionwise approach on the Wine data.

5. Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we present a novel approach to dimensionwise data analysis for multi-dimensional data sets. We analyze and quantify the inter-relationship among correlated
dimensions using the Fuzzy concept, and demonstrate the
efficiency and effectiveness of our approach.
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Stochastic Resonance Noise Benefits in Markov Chain
Monte Carlo Density Estimation
Brandon Franzke and Bart Kosko
Signal and Image Processing Institute
Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089
Abstract— Additive noise can improve the convergence and
burn-in time for Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation estimates of a probability density function. The noise
applies to the state density and increases how the Markov
chain explores improbable regions of the state space. A new
theorem ensures the existence of a stochastic-resonance noise
effect for states obeying a vector-norm inequality. The noise
benefit reduces the component norm and thereby leads to
faster convergence. A corollary ensures that the noise benefit
will occur if states obey an alternative inequality. The results
further show how to control the noise strength so that all
states get a noise boost if they satisfy the inequality. A
simulation illustrates the noise benefit for a single Markov
time cycle and shows the benefit can reduce state error
in excess of 50% – 60%. A second simulation shows that
suboptimal noise can also improve convergence when applied
over successive time cycles.
Keywords: stochastic resonance (SR), Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC), noise benefit

1. Noise benefits in MCMC density estimation
We show for the first time that noise can benefit Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation estimates of a probability density function. Judiciously adding noise directly to
the state density speeds up the convergence or “burn in”
time for the MCMC simulation depending on the direction
of an inequality. The noise appears to give the MCMC
system access to a statistically richer set of otherwise improbable states. Neural network researchers have observed
related smoothing effects that arise when adding noise to
training data [1], [2]. Figure 1 shows that an MCMC noise
benefit when a simulation adds noise to the current state
density. Table 1 summarizes the 53% – 64% performance
improvement after adding noise in the simulation. Figure 2
shows this noise benefit holds over successive cycles.
Many nonlinear signal systems benefit from adding small
amounts of noise [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13]. Too little noise produces little or no benefit while
Brandon Franzke and Bart Kosko are with the Signal and Image Processing Institute Department of Electrical Engineering University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, California 90089, USA (email: kosko@usc.edu)

too much noise can undermine the system’s performance.
This so-called “stochastic resonance” effect can take the form
of an increased signal-to-noise ratio [14], [15], [16], entropybased bit count [17], [18], [19], input-output correlation [20],
[21], or probability of detection [22], [23]. The noise benefit
for an MCMC simulation takes the form of a shorter time to
converge in the sense of a reduced vector norm.
MCMC methods generate samples from a given posterior
probability density function by constructing a Markov chain
whose stationary density equals the posterior of interest
[24], [25]. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [26], [27] and
Gibbs samplers [28], [29] are special and powerful MCMC
frameworks that compute Bayesian statistics. But MCMC
methods suffer from problem-specific parameters that govern
sample acceptance and convergence assessment [30], [31].
Strong dependence on initial conditions also biases the
MCMC sampling unless the simulation allows a lengthy
period of “burn-in” to allow the driving Markov chain to
mix adequately [32].
The MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem in the next section
shows how to construct a normalized state density at each
time cycle for a finite time-homogeneous Markov chain
with an irreducible and aperiodic state transition matrix.
The theorem and corollary guarantee the existence of a
component-wise noise benefit that decreases the time to
convergence. The form of the noise depends on the direction
of a state-related inequality. A key limitation is that the
system does not usually have direct access to the current
state vector during the MCMC simulation. Table 2 shows
that systems can still benefit from noise even without direct
access to the state vector. Suitable guesses for the sign of
the inequality should help further overcome this limitation
in practice.

2. MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem
The MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem below shows that
MCMC simulations benefit from noise through faster convergence. Suppose M is a finite time-homogeneous Markov
chain. Then there exists a stationary vector x∞ such that
x∞ = x∞ P
[33] where P is the single step state transition matrix


Pi, j = P xn+1 = j | xn = i .

(1)

(2)
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Fig. 1. Noise benefits in MCMC density estimation. These figures show the relation between the error magnitude of each Markov state and the noise
strength ai . The simulation used a 6-state Markov chain and the figure shows the single-step absolute errors by state. Each of the six states satisfied either
(a) the MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem: (x − x∞ ) Pi > 0 or (b) corollary: (x − x∞ ) Pi < 0. (a) Three states satisfy the inequality (x − x∞ ) Pi > 0 in this
xP − x∞ i of the ith state as ai increases. The standard zero-noise condition corresponds to ai = 0.
simulation. Each curve represents the absolute error e
Each state has an optimal noise level Ai indicated by the point where the curve reaches the ai -axis — and corresponds to the state probability reaching
its stationary value. The MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem first shows that the benefit exists for all ai < Ai . The theorem also guarantees the existence of a
global A = min {Ai } > 0 such that any noise a < A benefits each state that satisfies the inequality. All curves decrease (strictly) monotonically until they
reach Ai . Thus any point between the no-noise condition and Ai shows some benefit and A = min {Ai } satisfies this constraint for each such state. (b) Three
states satisfy the alternative inequality (x − x∞ ) Pi < 0. These correspond to the states that satisfy the corollary. The corollary ensures a point A so that any
noise-strength less than A benefits each such state.

Suppose further that M is irreducible and aperiodic. Then x∞
is unique and

0.01
0.009

lim Pk = 1 ⊗ x∞

0.008
0.007

k→∞

(3)

|(x+n) P − x∞|
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Fig. 2. Multi-cycle noise benefits in MCMC density estimation. This figure
shows that the noise benefits apply for successive Markov steps. It further
shows that even suboptimal noise in one iteration still benefits successive
steps. The simulation evaluated the deciding inequality for a single state at
two successive Markov steps and used only the sign (+ or −) to determine
the direction of beneficial noise for the state. The plot shows the relation
between the states’ absolute error and the noise magnitude during the ”first
(step 1)
step” and ”second step” (with the appropriate sign). The origin of the a1
(step 2)
and a2
axes corresponds to a zero-noise 2-step Markov chain. The
(step 1)
optimal noise corresponds to ai
≈ 0.165 during the first step. Then
(step 2)
there is a strictly positive value for ai
yielding a lower error than the
zero-noise case if the system applies suboptimal noise during the first step
— such as ai = 0.10.

where 1 is the column vector with all entries equal to 1 [34].
The outer product generates a rank-one N × N matrix with
each column equal to the stationary state density.
The MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem below shows that
there is a component-wise noise benefit for any component
that has not yet converged to its stationary value if x is
any state density over the N states of a Markov chain. The
theorem assumes that the sign of a state-related inequality
is in one of two directions. The corollary assumes it is in
the other direction. The proof of the theorem is lengthy and
appears in the Appendix.
MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem: Suppose M is a finite
time-homogeneous Markov chain with N states and transition
matrix P. Suppose further that M is irreducible and aperiodic.
Then for all non-stationary state density vectors x there exists
a noise benefit in the sense that there exists some A > 0 so
that for all a ∈ (0, A):




e
xP − x∞ i < xP − x∞ i

(4)

for all states i with ∆i = (x − x∞ ) Pi > 0 where
e
x=

1
(x + n)
1+a

(5)
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is the normalized state vector after adding a noise vector n
with only one non-zero component:



a j = k
nj = 
(6)

0 j , k
for a fixed k in 1 ≤ k ≤ N.

The corollary provides a complementary result for the
reverse inequality ∆i < 0 in MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem.
Corollary: Suppose the hypotheses of the MCMC Noise
Benefit Theorem hold. Then there exists a noise benefit for
each non-stationary state density vector x in the sense that
there exists some A > 0 so that for all a ∈ (0, A):




e
xP − x∞ i < xP − x∞ i
(7)

for all states i with ∆i = (x − x∞ ) Pi < 0.
Proof: The ∆i sign change does not affect the expansion in
the proof of the theorem. So:



ai
e
x P − x ∞ i = ∆i −
(8)
xPi − Pk,i
1 + ai
holds. Now ∆i < 0 by hypothesis. Thus

ai
(9)
xPi − Pk,i < |∆i |
∆i −
1 + ai
if and only if

ai
2∆i <
(10)
xPi − Pk,i < 0
1 + ai
since |∆i | > |∆i − b| if and only if 2∆i < b < 0. The second
inequality (negativity constraint) holds if and only if xPi <
Pk,i . The first inequality (lower bound) holds if and only if

ai xPi − Pk,i > 2∆i (1 + ai )
(11)

ai xPi − Pk,i − 2∆i > 2∆i .
(12)
So 2∆i < xPi − Pk,i implies
ai >

2∆i
xPi − Pk,i − 2∆i

(13)

2∆i
.
xPi − Pk,i − 2∆i

The first simulation shows that a Markov chain can benefit
from additive noise (Figure 1). The simulation shows the
benefit after a single time step as a decrease of the absolute
error between the posterior state density and the stationary
state density. Table 1 and Table 2 show a significant decrease
in the absolute error in the noisy simulations compared to the
no-noise simulations.
Table 1 summarizes the performance of the 1-step experiment with and without noise. The simulation classified
the states as satisfying either the conditions of the MCMC
Noise Benefit Theorem ∆i = (x − x∞ ) Pi > 0 or the corollary
∆i = (x − x∞ ) Pi < 0. It set the noise strength A = min {ai }
for each class according to the theorem. This corresponded
to A = 0.0682 for the states with ∆i > 0 and A = −0.1594
for the states with ∆i < 0. The simulation calculated the total
absolute error for each class using the respective values for
the noise strength A.
Table 1
N OISE BENEFITS IN 1- STEP M ARKOV CHAIN SIMULATION .

no-noise
with noise
error decrease (%)

States satisfying
MCMC Theorem
0.1547
0.0547
64.64%

States satisfying
corollary
0.1547
0.0724
53.20%

Table 2 summarizes the performance of a simulation that
does not have access to signs of the inequality with and
without noise. It shows that a noise benefit exists even if
the simulation cannot classify individual states according
to ∆i > 0 or ∆i < 0. The table summarizes the relative
improvement over all N = 6 states when setting the noise
strength A = sign (ai ) · min (|ai |). This corresponded to A =
min (0.0682, 0.1594) = 0.0682. The simulation calculated the
total absolute error for the posterior state density using this
value of A.
Table 2

and 2∆i > xPi − Pk,i implies
ai <

3.1 1-step Markov Chain Simulation

N OISE BENEFITS IN BLIND 1- STEP M ARKOV CHAIN SIMULATION .

(14)

But xPi −P2∆k,ii −2∆i < 0 if 2∆i < xPi − Pk,i and so any ai < 0
suffices. Thus



2∆i > xPi − Pk,i
< 0
ai 
.
(15)
2∆i

>
2∆i < xPi − Pk,i
xPi −Pk,i −2∆i

Thus the inequality holds for any ai ∈ (−Ai , 0) with Ai =
− xPi −P2∆k,ii −2∆i > 0. Then for A = mini {Ai } > 0: the theorem holds for all states i that satisfy the inequality ∆i =
(x − x∞ ) Pi < 0. QED

3. Markov Chain Experimental Results
Two simulations show that a noise benefit exists for
Markov chain simulations.

no-noise
with noise
error decrease (%)

0.3093
0.2370
23.38%

The proof guarantees that there exists a noise distribution that will reduce the error. The figures illustrates this
by showing that the error decreases as the noise strength
increases from zero. The theorem and corollary also establish
that past some noise strength (A > 0) the error will increase.
Thus adding properly signed noise with strength lower than
A ensures a lower absolute error than the no-noise case.
Figure 1 shows an example where 3 of the N = 6 states
obey the inequality in the main theorem and the remaining 3
states obey the converse inequality of the corollary. Not all
transition matrices P have this even splitting but any given
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matrix will have at least 1 state satisfying each case since
the sum of the signed errors must equal 0.
The simulation generated a Markov chain from a fixed


random transition matrix where b
Pi, j = P Xk+1 = j|Xk = i ∼
U ([0, 1]) The simulation used N = 6 states but the theorem
and corollary guarantee the benefit for transition matrices
with arbitrary finite dimension. But uniformly chosen transition matrices tend to generate a uniform stationary density:
1
(16)
x∞j = .
N
To construct a network of states with non-uniform importance we transformed each transition probability by
U ([0, 1]) + ǫ. We chose ǫ > 0.04 to avoid numerical
b according to:
instability. This gives a transition matrix P
Ui, j
b
Pi, j =
(17)
Vi, j + ǫ
where Ui, j and Vi, j are both ∼ U ([0, 1]) We normalized the
b to form a proper stochastic matrix:
rows of P
bi, j
P
Pi, j = P
.
(18)
k=1 Pi,k
We chose the initial state density x as the uninformed prior
(uniform distribution) over the 6 states so that:
1
(19)
xj = .
N
We used Matlab R2009b to perform the simulations with
transition matrix P:


 0.038 0.040 0.077 0.070 0.065 0.710 
 0.017 0.109 0.140 0.128 0.234 0.372 


 0.014 0.022 0.062 0.174 0.005 0.723 
P = 

 0.027 0.053 0.068 0.184 0.058 0.611 
 0.071 0.075 0.015 0.132 0.011 0.696 


0.181 0.177 0.484 0.017 0.068 0.073
corresponding to steady-state probability density x∞ :
h
i
x∞ = 0.089 0.102 0.241 0.094 0.065 0.408

3.2 2-step Markov Chain Simulation

A second simulation shows that the noise benefits in the
1-step simulation extend over successive time steps (Figure
2). We measure the benefit as a decrease in the absolute
error between the posterior state density and the stationary
state density. The simulation also shows that the benefit can
still be optimal even if a sub-optimal noise is applied in an
individual time step. The proof guarantees that there exists
a noise distribution that will reduce the error over multiple
time steps.
We generated a transition matrix following the same
procedure as the 1-step simulation with transition matrix P:


 0.147 0.013 0.051 0.667 0.062 0.061 
 0.158 0.030 0.088 0.622 0.012 0.090 


 0.078 0.061 0.095 0.582 0.077 0.108 
P = 

 0.138 0.106 0.055 0.565 0.039 0.098 
 0.171 0.085 0.213 0.085 0.170 0.276 


0.048 0.028 0.070 0.804 0.030 0.020
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corresponding to steady-state probability density x∞ :
h
i
x∞ = 0.129 0.077 0.068 0.582 0.048 0.094

4. Conclusion
We have shown that noise can benefit MCMC estimation
by speeding up the burn-in time if the algorithm has suitable
information to calculate the direction of the state error. We
have also shown how a simulation can use estimates of
the error magnitude to update its current estimate of the
underlying state density. Simulation results confirm such a
single-cycle and multi-cycle noise benefit when the system
has sufficient information to determine the noise direction
that increases convergence. Versions of the MCMC Noise
Benefit Theorem may well hold for weaker assumptions and
other MCMC models. Adaptive and other algorithms may be
able to find good if not optimal noise amounts in many of
these cases.
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for a fixed k in 1 ≤ k ≤ N.
Proof: Fix x as a state vector of the Markov chain M. Note
first that e
x is a probability density function over the states of
M because of (a) and (b) below:

Appendix: Proof of the MCMC Noise
Benefit Theorem

The proof proceeds by showing that such an Ai exists for
each component i that satisfies ∆i = (x − x∞ ) Pi > 0. This
N
(0, Ai ) , ∅ since
completes the proof because (0, A) = ∩i=1
N < ∞ and µ [(0, Ai )] > 0 for each Ai .
Let i in 1 ≤ i ≤ N be any state that satisfies the inequality
∆i = (x − x∞ ) Pi > 0. Choose k in 1 ≤ k ≤ N and define

MCMC Noise Benefit Theorem: Suppose M is a finite
time-homogeneous Markov chain with N states and transition
matrix P. Suppose further that M is irreducible and aperiodic.
Then for all non-stationary state density vectors x there exists
a noise benefit in the sense that there exists some A > 0 so
that for all a ∈ (0, A):




e
xP − x∞ i < xP − x∞ i
(20)

(a). e
x is a N-vector with e
xi ≥ 0 since

#
1
(x + n)
1+a
i

1


x
i,k
 1+a i
=

1

(xi + a) i = k
1+a
1
≥
xi
max (1, A)
≥0

 
e
xi=

(b).

(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)

since a > 0 and A > 0
P
e
xi = 1 since
N
X
i=1

 N

N
X

1 X
e
xi +
ni 
xi =

1 + a i=1
i=1
1
(1 + a)
1+a
= 1.
=

(27)
(28)
(29)

Note also that




e
xP − x∞ i < xP − x∞ i


= xP − x∞ P i


= (x − x∞ ) P i
= |∆i | .

e
x=

1
(x + n)
1 + ai

(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)

(34)

with

for all states i with ∆i = (x − x∞ ) Pi > 0 where

1
(x + n)
e
(21)
x=
1+a
is the normalized state vector after adding a noise vector n
with only one non-zero component:



a j = k
nj = 
(22)

0 j , k

"

and ai > 0. Then




ai
nj = 

0

j=k
j,k



   ∞
e
x P − x∞ i = e
xP i − x i
   ∞ 
= e
xP i − x P i

(35)

(36)
(37)
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since x∞ = x∞ P. Expand e
x:

n
n
X
X


e
e
x j P j,i −
x∞j P j,i
x P − x∞ i =
j=1

=

n "
X
j=1

=

n
X
j=1

=
Then add 0 =



#
n
X
1
(x + n) P j,i −
x∞j P j,i
1 + ai
j
j=1

n
X

1 
x j + n j P j,i −
x∞j P j,i
1 + ai
j=1
n 
X

1
1 + ai
ai
1+ai



e
x P − x∞ i =

(38)

j=1

P

j=1


x j P j,i + n j P j,i −

x j P j,i −

ai
1+ai

P



n
X

n
X

So 2∆i < xPi − Pk,i implies

(40)
ai <

x∞j P j,i (41)

ai >

x j P j,i and group:

x∞j P j,i

=

j=1

(42)

n
1 X
n j P j,i
x j P j,i +
1 + ai j=1

n
n
X
ai X
x j P j,i −
x∞j P j,i
1 + ai j=1
j=1
 n

n
X
X

∞
= 
x j P j,i +
x j P j,i 
j=1
j=1

 n
n
X
X


1 
ai
x j P j,i −
n j P j,i 
−
1 + ai
j=1
j=1

−

= (xPi − x∞ Pi )
 n

n
X

1  X
ai
−
x j P j,i −
n j P j,i 
1 + ai
j=1
j=1
 n


1  X
ai
= ∆i −
x j P j,i − ai Pk,i 
1 + ai
j=1
 n


ai X

x j P j,i − Pk,i  .
= ∆i −
1 + ai

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

j=1

So


ai
xPi − Pk,i .
1 + ai
Now ∆i > 0 by hypothesis. Thus

ai
∆i −
xPi − Pk,i < |∆i |
1 + ai
if and only if

ai
xPi − Pk,i < 2∆i
0<
1 + ai


e
x P − x ∞ i = ∆i −

(53)

2∆i
.
xPi − Pk,i − 2∆i

(54)

But xPi −P2∆k,ii −2∆i < 0 if 2∆i > xPi − Pk,i . So any ai > 0 suffices.
Then



2∆i > xPi − Pk,i
> 0
.
(55)
ai 
2∆

i
<
2∆i < xPi − Pk,i
xPi −Pk,i −2∆i

j=1

n
X

2∆i
xPi − Pk,i − 2∆i

and 2∆i > xPi − Pk,i implies

j=1

n
n
1 X
1 X
x j P j,i +
n j P j,i
1 + ai j=1
1 + ai j=1


n
n
 ai X

ai X

+ 
x j P j,i −
x j P j,i 
1 + ai j=1
1 + ai j=1

−

(39)

since |∆i | > |∆i − b| if and only if 0 < b < 2∆i . The first
inequality (positivity constraint) holds if and only if xPi >
Pk,i . The second inequality (upper bound) holds if and only
if

ai xPi − Pk,i < 2∆i (1 + ai )
(51)

ai xPi − Pk,i − 2∆i < 2∆i .
(52)

(48)

(49)

(50)

Thus the inequality holds for any ai ∈ (0, Ai ) with Ai =
2∆i
xPi −Pk,i −2∆i > 0. Thus for A = mini {Ai } > 0: the theorem holds
for all states i that satisfy the inequality ∆i = (x − x∞ ) Pi > 0.
QED
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Document Indexing by Latent Dirichlet Allocation✲
In-Chan Choi§ and Jae-Sung Lee
Department of Industrial Management Engineering, Korea University, Seoul Korea


Abstract — An automatic document indexing method with a
probabilistic concept search is presented. The proposed method
utilizes Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a generative model
for document modeling and classification. Ad hoc applications
of LDA to document indexing, or their variants with smoothing
techniques as prompted by previous studies in LDA-based
language modeling, would result in disadvantaged empirical
approaches. They could result in unsatisfactory performance as
the terms in documents may not properly reflect concept space.
In this study, we introduce a new definition of document
probability vectors in the context of LDA and present a scheme
for automatic document indexing based on it. The results of our
computational experiment on a benchmark data set indicate
that the proposed approach is a viable option to use in the
document indexing. A small illustrative example is also included.
Keywords: Concept search, probabilistic query search, automatic
document indexing

1. Introduction
Concept search as an alternative to keyword searches is an
important means in information retrieval. It assumes that the
terms that appear frequently in the same document are likely
to be related to each other through unidentified concepts. By
considering a hidden layer of interweaving relationship of
terms, the concept search tries to overcome the difficulties of
synonymy and polysemy that emerge in the keyword search.
Vector space models (VSMs) [7] and Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) [4] are two well known deterministic
approaches in the information retrieval. VSMs map the
frequency of co-occurrences of words in documents into a
vector space and utilize similarity measures to match search
terms with a document. They tend to over-fit a corpus set and
suffer the difficulties of synonymy and polysemy as
manifested in keyword searches. LSA utilizes the singular
value decomposition and projects high-dimensional data into
a lower dimensional space to overcome the over-fitting
problem.
Although LSA, compared to VSMs, provides notable
success in alleviating the difficulties of the synonymy, it still
experiences a nuisance of interpreting the outputs that are
obtained from the analysis. On the other hands, Probabilistic
✱

§
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Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [5], a generative model
based on LSA, provides clarity in the interpretation of the
output values as they have meanings of probability.
Nevertheless, PLSA too has to deal with difficulties of
parameter interpretation as it assigns a single probability
measure to a document with respect to topic variables.
Moreover, PLSA often over-fits training datasets because the
number of parameters grows large as the number of
documents increases in a corpus.
Latent Dirichlet Association (LDA) [3] is a sequential
generative model that aims to overcome the difficulties
associated with PLSA. It probabilistically imitates the
document generating process. The main use of LDA lies in
document modeling and classification. However, it deals with
the topic-based structural analysis of corpora and thus it can
be regarded as a concept search to a large extent. A few
research efforts have been made to apply LDA in the context
of query searches. These research efforts mainly address the
ways of avoiding the assignment of the zero value to the
conditional probability of a query with regard to a document.
Specifically, in the language modeling [1,2,6,8,10,11], the
use of gamma values in the LDA model or some forms of
smoothing have been proposed. However, it is rather
unapparent how to apply the classification results of LDA in
the query search.
The purpose of the paper is to present a probabilistic
concept search model which identifies a set of documents that
closely matches in concept a given set of query terms. In the
proposed model, we use LDA to analyze document structure
and to obtain the probability measures that are associated with
a concept space. To make use of the results of the analysis in a
query search, we newly define document probability vectors
and use them to assign similarity measures between the
documents and the query terms.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a
brief description of LDA is provided. In Section 3, the LDAbased indexing model is presented. Section 4 includes a small
example and Section 5 reports computational results of the
proposed method on a publicly available data set. The last
section includes some concluding remarks.

2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
In LDA, a document of size is defined as a sequence of
words,
, where
denotes nth word in
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the sequence, and a corpus is defined as a collection of
documents,
. In addition, a vocabulary
index set {1,2,...,V} is maintained to indicate whether a
particular word is used or not, i.e.
if jth word in the
vocabulary list is used and
, otherwise. We will also
use , when used alone unaccompanied by the equality, to
denote jth word in the vocabulary list in section 3.
The process of LDA to generate a document consists of
three steps: [3]
1.
2.
3.

Choose the number of words
Choose
For
A. Choose a topic
Multinomial( ).
B. Choose a word
Multinomial( ), a multinomial distribution conditioned on the topic

,
In the above steps, Dirichlet parameter
multinomial parameter
,
, and
the corresponding dimension K are all assumed to be known
a priori. The conditional probability of
word in the
vocabulary list is chosen, given that the kth topic is selected, is
denoted by
Its maximum
likelihood estimator can be obtained from a posterior
probability distribution. The matrix of the conditional
probabilities is denoted by
.
The joint prior probability distribution
of
topic mixture
a set of N topics
, and a set of N words
is
expressed as

where
are document-level variables and
and
are
word-level variables, sampled once for each word in each
document.
Using equations (1) and (2), we can specify the posterior
distribution of the hidden variables
as

Because of the coupling relationship between variables
, the maximum likelihood estimators of the posterior
distribution are not tractable. To overcome this difficulty,
Blei et al [3] introduces free variational parameters
for
Dirichlet and multinomial distribution, respectively, and
define variational distribution

The maximum likelihood estimators of
are then
obtained by EM steps by using Jensen’s inequality to estimate
the lower bound on log likelihood of the variational
distribution
.

3. Automatic Indexing by LDA
We consider the following problem: given a corpus
and a sequence of L query words
, find a set of documents relevant to the
query words. Information retrieval by LDA appears in the
context of language modeling in literature. In language
modeling, the probability
of query words that appear
in document is computed and the document with the best
value is selected as a query result, where
.

where
for unique such that
. Here,
is a binary variable to indicate whether kth topic is used in
selecting nth word in the document. We note that superscript
represents the order in which a word or a topic appears in the
vocabulary list or in the topic list, whereas the subscript
denotes the order in which a word or a topic appears in a
document.
The marginal probability of the word appearance is
obtained by integrating over and summing over z on the
prior, i.e.

As mentioned earlier, in this section we will also use
and
to denote the kth topic in the topic set and the jth word
in the vocabulary list when they do not accompany equality
immediately after.
In the language modeling by LDA, due to the conditional
independence assumption,
is estimated by

where

Hence, the corpus probability is obtained as below

denote kth topic in the topic set.

To estimate
, Azzopardi et al [1] used one of the
variational parameters, , in LDA described in the previous
section. However, the gamma value in LDA is auxiliary and it
may not be appropriate to use it directly in the query search.
Instead of relying on variational parameters, Zhai and
Lafferty [11] proposed a method to estimate
by
Dirichlet smoothing, using the maximum likelihood estimator
of word
in document and that of word
in the corpus.
Along this line of research, Wei and Croft [9] considered a
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Gibb’s sampling approach along with Blei et al’s smoothed
by means of posterior estimates of
LDA to estimate
. However, the LDA model employed in this way is
coarse in the context of information retrieval since the
approximation of the parameters is crude [9]. Subsequently,
they proposed a method that uses a linear combination of the
smoothed-LDA and Dirichlet smoothing.
Unlike these approaches, our method makes direct use of
the beta matrix in LDA for information retrieval. The
conditional probability represents the selection probability
of word
given a topic (concept) . This value is useful in
identifying words that fit a given concept, but may not be
appropriate in characterizing words according to the concept.
For this characterization purpose, we define word probability
within topic space,
. The
component
of
represents the probability of word
embodying the kth
concept . This quantity can be obtained by Bayes’ rule as
follows
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The second equality in eq. (4) follows from the fact that
and that the event
gives either
, depending on whether contains word .
In general, a document includes various words, which are
used to explain key concepts in the document. The definition
of the document probability in (4) captures this feature. This
definition is distinguished from the usual definition of the
probability of a document in LDA, which assumes that the
document probability is the same as the probability of the
simultaneous occurrence of all words used in the document.
The new definition overcomes the difficulty that is associated
with the latter definition in which the probability of document
heavily depends on the length of a document.
The definition given in (4) depends on the concept
characteristics of words ’s that are used in a document.
Thus, it captures the overall features of words within a
document, which are scattered around in the topic space.
With these new definitions, we can define the similarity
of two terms
and
as follows:

As the topics are ancillary and unordered, we assume that
the probability of a topic selection is uniformly distributed, i.e.
With the assumption, we obtain the
probability of a word
corresponding to a concept as

Furthermore, the document probability can be newly
defined within the topic space,
. The
component
of
represents the probability of a document
representing a concept
and it is expressed as

An approximation
with

of
can be obtained by substituting
, where

This similarity measure quantifies proximity of the two
terms in the topic space in terms of the cosine of the angle
between them. It is bounded above by 1 and below by 0.
Observe that

Analogously, the similarity measures to compare two
documents and to compare a term and a document can be
defined as

Here,
denotes the number of occurrence of word
in
document and
denotes the number of words in the
document , i.e.
. We note that there could be
many other schemes to approximate
although we
have chosen the simplest form in this paper. Then,

Turning to our original problem, we regard the query as a
pseudo-document that contains a set of the query terms
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. Then, similar to (4), the probability
vector of the query can be defined in the concept space as

Similarity between query Q and document

is measured

by

Characterization of a query as a probability vector is
possible because of the new definition of document
probability vector in (4). The probability vectors represent the
characteristics of the words, the documents, and the query in
the concept space. One advantage of this LDA-based
approach is that an unseen query at the time of training can be
treated coherently like the documents in a training set. This
feature is pertinent to LDA, not present in other automatic
indexing methods such as PLSI [5].
The size of concept space K plays an important role in our
approach as it is rooted on LDA. In LDA, the size K
determines the degree of abstractization of information. The
larger the K value is the finer the segmentation of information
becomes.

Table 1. Summary characteristics of the example

optimal
deterministic
solution
stochastic
manage
risk
model
return
dose
aphasia
treat
neuron
stress
fear

O1 O2 O3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

F1
1

1
1
1

F2 M1 M2 M3
1

An example is considered for illustrative purpose. The
example is made up of 10 documents with 14 different terms
in four different disciplines; mathematical optimization,
finance, medical science, and psychology. Each document is
labeled by the leading character of the related field, viz. o, f,
m, and p, followed by the order of its appearance. For
instance, O2 represents the second document in optimization
field. The term frequency is summarized in Table 1.
O1: deterministic optimal solution in genetic algorithms
O2: stochastic optimal solution in logistics management
O3: difference between deterministic and stochastic models
F1: optimal risk in a model for maximizing returns
F2: proper returns in risk management
M1: the optimal dose to treat aphasia
M2: a dose helpful to treat illness related to neurons
M3: the way to treat AIDs
P1: the effect of stress and fear on neural systems
P2: stress and fear may cause aphasia

P2

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

Table 2 and Table 3 show the results of the LDA applied
to the example data with dimension K=4. In both tables, the
concepts, which would have not been known a priori, were
ordered by mathematical optimization, finance, medical
science, and psychology. In Table 2, as the term ‘optimal’
appears in more than one discipline, optimization, finance,
and medical science, the probability of the term representing
each of these concepts spread around the topics. With the new
in (3), the term ‘optimal’ represents the
definition
concepts optimization with probability 0.4275, finance with
0.3053, and medical science with 0.2672.
Table 2. Assignment of

4. A Small Example

P1

p( z | w ='optimal' )
={
p( z | w ='deterministic' ) = {
p( z | w ='solution' )
={
p( z | w ='stochastic' ) = {
p( z | w ='manage' )
={
p( z | w ='risk' )
={
p( z | w ='model' )
={
p( z | w ='return' )
={
p( z | w ='dose' )
={
p( z | w ='aphasia' )
={
p( z | w ='treat' )
={
p( z | w ='neuron' )
={
p( z | w ='stress' )
={
p( z | w ='fear' )
={

by

0.4275, 0.3053, 0.2672,
0}
1,
0,
0,
0}
1,
0,
0,
0}
1,
0,
0,
0}
0.4118, 0.5822,
0,
0}
0,
1,
0,
0}
0.4118, 0.5822,
0,
0}
0,
1,
0,
0}
0,
0,
1,
0}
0,
0, 0.4268, 0.5714}
0,
0,
1,
0}
0,
0, 0.4268, 0.5714}
0,
0,
0,
1}
0,
0,
0,
1}

Table 3. Assignment of
p( z | d ='o1' ) ={
p( z | d ='o2' ) ={
p( z | d ='o3' ) ={
p( z | d ='f1' ) ={
p( z | d ='f2' ) ={
p( z | d ='m1' )={
p( z | d ='m2' )={
p( z | d ='m3' )={
p( z | d ='p1' ) ={
p( z | d ='p2' ) ={

0.8092
0.7098
0.8039
0.2098
0.1373
0.1069
0
0
0
0

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

0.1018
0.2234
0.1961
0.7234
0.8627
0.0763
0
0
0
0

by
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

0.0891
0.0668
0
0.0668
0
0.6739
0.8095
1
0.1429
0.1429

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

0}
0}
0}
0}
0}
0.1429}
0.1905}
0}
0.8571}
0.8571}

Table 3 exhibits a proper assignment of document
probabilities with respect to the concept space by the
definition of
in equation (4).
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Table 4 shows the distribution of three arbitrary queries in
the concept space, where the queries are given as below. All
three queries have no relationship with the forth topic,
psychology, and the definition
in (5) properly identified
the relationship.

and those words that appear only in a single document in the
corpus were also removed. Tests were carried out on both
stemmed and unstemmed data sets. The stemming was
applied by using Porter’s stemming algorithm 2 after the
preprocessing. Statistics of the data characteristics are
summarized in Table 6.

Query 1: optimal stochastic models
Query 2: optimal method to manage risk
Query 3: optimal solution.

Table 6. MED data charateristics

Table 4. Distribution of query vectors in the concept space with
dimension 4.
p( z | d='query1')={
p( z | d='query1')={
p( z | d='query3')={

0.6131,
0.2798,
0.7138,

0.2979,
0.6312,
0.1527,

0.0891,
0.0891,
0.1336,

0
0
0

}
}
}

Table 5 shows the similarity measures of each query to the
documents, obtained by equation (6). Documents o1, o2, o3
are closely related to Query 1, o2 being closest to Query 1 and
Documents f1, f2 are closely related to Query 2. We note that
the values do not possess the meaning of the probability
although they are bounded above by 1 and below by 0. As for
the Query 3, although the query terms match exactly in Query
3 and Document o2, the similarity of Query 3 and o2 is
calculated to be slightly smaller than that of Query 3 and o1
by the proposed method because of polysemy in ‘optimal,’ i.e.
it appears simultaneously in the topics of optimization,
finance, and medical science. This is a proper characteristic of
concept search that is not exhibited in key-word searches.
Table 5. Results of similarities between queries and documents

o1
o2
o3
f1
f2
m1
m2
m3
p1
p2

query1

query2

query3

0.9475
0.9885
0.9692
0.6734
0.5681
0.3076
0.1261
0.1296
0.0213
0.0213

0.5227
0.6643
0.6053
0.9902
0.9586
0.2829
0.1245
0.1279
0.0210
0.0210

0.9938
0.9915
0.9833
0.4796
0.3543
0.3420
0.1752
0.1800
0.0296
0.0296

5. Computational Experiment
The proposed method was tested on MED corpus1, which
includes 1033 document abstracts from the National Library
of Medicine and 30 queries. Before applying the proposed
method to the MED data set, we applied the following
preprocessing. Stop words were removed from the corpus by
using the list of 571 stop words provided in SMART. Also,
special symbols, such as hyphenation marks, were removed
1

The data was from the SMART ftp site ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/

Number of unique terms
mean number of terms per
document
mean number of terms per
query
mean number of relevant
documents per query

unstemmed

stemmed

5775

4261

50.2

48.6

9.7

9.8

23.2

23.2

For comparison purpose, VSM, LSA and PLSA were also
tested on the same data set. VSM and LSA methods were
coded, but PLSA3 and LDA4 codes were obtained from the
publicly available sites. In applying PLSA, we modified it to
get better computational results than the ones reported in
Hofmann as follows. In search of value in the tempered EM
in PLSA, the beta value was reduced until the perplexity was
no longer reduced. However, in our experiment, we further
reduced down the beta value until the precision did not
improve. This modification gave a strong favor to the PLSA,
as compared to the experimental setting used in Hofmann [3].
Table 7 below gives a summary of the overall performance
of each algorithm tested in the experiment, measured by the
mean average precision (MAP) and the percentage of
improvement of each algorithm with respect to the VSM
algorithm. In both stemmed and unstemmed cases, LDI, an
LDA-based algorithm, gave the best performance.
Table 7. MAP’s for stemmed and unstemmed data
Unstemmed
VSM
LSI
PLSI
LDI

stemmed

MAP

+prec.

MAP

+prec.

0.4605
0.5026
0.5334
0.5738

9.14%
15.81%
24.59%

0.4643
0.4852
0.6093
0.6298

4.50%
31.22%
35.63%

Figure 1 below summarizes the computational results that
we obtained from the experiment with dimension K=100.
Stemming provided better overall results compared to the
unstemmed cases except for the LSI. In both stemmed and
unstemmed cases, the proposed LDA-based indexing
provided better results than any other tested methods, except
for a small interval in recalls, in which VSM provided better
2

http://tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer/
http://www.kyb.mpg.de/bs/people/pgehler/code/index.htm by Peter
Gehler at Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics
4
LDA: http://wwwcs.princeton.edu/~blei/lda-c/
3
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results. Figure 2 shows the effect of the varying sizes of
dimension K in the concept space.

Fig 1. Precision-Recall Graphs

Fig 2. Precision-Recall graphs for varying dimension sizes

6. Conclusion
We presented an LDA-base document indexing method.
The proposed method utilizes the beta matrix of LDA in
defining the document probability vectors, which in turn are
used to compute the similarities between the documents in a
corpus and a given query. The results of our computational
experiments indicated that the proposed method is a viable
option for document indexing. Further enhancement in
calculating the conditional probability of words for a given
document would result in improved performance of the
proposed method. The Gibb’s sampling is one potential
approach to explore in this research direction. Also, the
potential use of the proposed method to the language
modeling is subject to a further study.
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Abstract - Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth and a
fast development of World Wide Web applications of Web
2.0. It is worth noting that a large proportion amount of the
Web content is subjective and reflects the diverse people
opinions, namely reviews writes, concerning various
subjects. In fact, sentiment classification categorizes
evaluative texts into positive and negative. Thus, it is of great
advantage to both decision makers, as well as to ordinary
people. In this paper, we present a new approach to
sentiment classification based on a combination of the
Hidden Markov Models HMM as well as the Support Vector
Machines SVM. Hence, the experimental results have shown
that all combination approaches with different combining
rules greatly outperform individual classifiers.
Keywords: HMM,
sentiment analysis

1

SVM,

Hybrid

classification

and

Introduction

Sentiment classification is a special task of text
categorization that aims to automatically classify the reviews
according to their expressed opinions, or sentiments towards a
given particular subject into positive or negative ones. In fact,
it has become a common practice for a consumer to show
whether others like or dislike a certain product, book or movie
before buying them, or for a manufacturer to take note of the
customers opinions about his/her products for the sake of
improving the user satisfaction. There has recently been a
dramatic surge of interest in sentiment analysis, as more and
more people have become aware of the scientific challenges
posed and the scope of new applications enabled by the
processing of subjective language. To note, the field of
sentiment classification has particularly received considerable
attention from researchers in recent year. Indeed, while the
main focus of traditional text classification has been centered
on topic identification, in sentiment classification the major
focus is placed on considering the writer’s opinion, sentiment
assessment of the topic. However, with the rise in number of
available reviews relevant to any given product or movie
grows, it becomes very harder for people to understand and
evaluate the exact dominant and major opinion concerning
their product or movie. Still, numerous review sites such as
Epinion, Amazon and CNet, help criticizers to estimate and

quantify the positivity of their comments. Often, websites, as
personal blogs, have user’s reviews with personal experiences
concerning the use of a particular product, movie or book
without suggesting any score. The reviews comments of these
sites are of great value because as they cover much more
products and a wider array of movies than those formal sites
review. Hence, this demonstrates the need for sentiment
classification to digest this huge repository of the hidden
reviews which have no explicit evaluations. Opinions in
natural language are very often expressed in subtle and
complex ways, especially in movies reviews. Negative
reviews may contain various apparently positive terms and
vice versa. Hence, in this paper, we are going to explore and
identify the major benefits of classifier combination to
sentiment classification through a combination of different
classifiers based on different features. Besides, we intend to
highlight the utility of n-grams as features of a polarity
classification system.
As a matter of fact, we have discussed three methods of
movies reviews classifying sentiment. The first method is
based on the hidden Markov models HMM. The second is
based on the support vector machines SVM while the third is
a combination of the two previous methods.
The organization of this paper is as follows, related works
are discussed in Section 2. Our approach and experiment
results are explained in Section 3. As for Section 4, it
encompasses the conclusions as well as some suggestions for
future works.

2

Related works

Supervised sentiment classification is intended for the
purpose of determining the sentiment of texts. It is a special
kind of classification that categorizes texts according to their
depicted opinions or attitudes (negative or positive)
concerning a given subject. It has drawn an increasing more
and more attention because of its applications to many
aspects. Many works on sentiment classification have been
applied to various domains. [1] have shown that standard
machine learning techniques definitively outperform humanproduced baselines. [1] extracts various characteristics
(namely the presence or frequency of unigrams, bigrams,
adjectives and word position in the text) and learning
machine uses such as Bayes Naïve (NB), Maximum Entropy
(ME) and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for movies
reviews classification have shown that NB is the most
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powerful, and that binary features are better than the
frequency features. Similarly [2] uses these some classifiers
for the classification of movies reviews and documents blogs
covering movies and cars based on characteristics (unigrams,
unigrams + subjectivity, bigrams and adjectives). The best
accuracy is achieved by EM along with characteristics
unigrams + subjectivity. Moreover, Nb has proved to be the
fastest. [3] determines the polarity of a movie review in
positive and negative by using the followings characteristics:
unigrams,
bigrams, trigrams, dependency relationships
(subject-verb, verb-object) and based on the adjectives
polarity. Besides, it shows that in addition of bigrams and
trigrams and the incorporation of the subjective features
improve the precision even more. It has also shown that
filtering the objective features does not necessary improve the
achieved results. [4] presented experiments with different
machine learning algorithms using wide range array of online
product reviews. The experimental results have shown that a
discriminating classifier combined with high order n-grams as
features could achieves better performance. As for, [5]
considers that the combination of two methods promotes
better results than a single one. In fact the first method
classifies the movie review according to the number of
positive and negative terms it contains, the second method is
based on SVM and features bigrams consisting of a modifier
valence and another word. As for, [6] develops three methods
for classifying movies reviews from one of the DEFT '
07corpus. The first is symbolic and based on parsing and
special grammar to extract sentiment relationships among
sentences for the sake of deducing the review final sentiment.
The second method is statistical. It is based on SVM and NB
machine learning techniques concerning sentences that
encompass the sentiment extracted by the symbolic method.
The third method is a hybrid combination of the two
previously methods. It provides more accurate results than
either method used separately. However, [7] combines the
based-rule classification (using IG, rules, generation
algorithms and statistics), and supervised learning SVM in a
new combined method. To note, this method has been tested
on movies reviews and products from MySpace. The
achieved results have shown that the hybrid classification can
improve the categorization effectiveness. In turn, [8]
combines multiple SVM classifiers to apply them on
sentiment classification with several feature sets. As a result
[8] has shown that all the combination approaches with
different combining rules highly outperform individual
classifiers and than the sum rule achieves the best
performance.

3

Methodology

In fact, throughout this research, we are going to define
three suitable statistical review classification methods, the
first of which is based on HMM stochastic models while the
second uses the SVM classifier and the third is a combination
of both previous SVM and HMM methods.

3.1

Preprocessing

To note, the relative documents are under pretreatments
namely those relevant to parsing, stemming, and the
extraction of n-grams as features. In this study, we set n= 3
for n-grams (Unigrams, Bigrams and Trigrams).
Parsing: occurs when two types of words constitute the major
lexical words; they could be (nouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs) along with such the functional words as
(determiners, proposals). Our motivation is based on the
assumption that lexical words are good suitable sentiment
indicators. Functional words, also called stop words, carry no
meaning and return similar documents while their informative
contents are different. Hence we have used the "lex parser
stanford" analyzer to assign to each word its appropriate
category and removed stop words.
Stemming: Stemming aims at regrouping all terms with their
different derivatives and forms and which have the same
meaning into the same representation (stem). Stemming also
plays an important role in reducing the size of the documents
vectors. In fact, we have applied the famous stemming
algorithm of [9].
Feature extraction: The basic idea of Vector Space Model
VSM is to express a text using vector as ( w1 , w2 , ...wn ) .
TFIDF [10] is applied to word weight computing. Reducing
the features number in the feature vector can be achieved by
using a method heuristics-based that we define as follows:
- Calculating the average frequencies for all terms; the
formula is:
N

The average frequency =

∑ TFIDF
i =1

N

(1)

N: being the number of class terms.
- For each term, we will compare its frequency in relation to
the average: if its value is superior to the average, the term is
then relevant.
As for the extraction of Bigrams and Trigrams, we
consider as Bigrams and Trigrams any occurrence of two or
three Unigrams (relevant term) existing as neighbors in a text
review.
Here, we talk about using supervised machine learning
techniques to identify the likelihood of reviews to have
‘‘positive” or ‘‘negative” polarity with respect to previously
hand-classified training data. In the following section we
expose a discussion of these classic supervised learning
techniques (e.g. SVM and HMM). We are using throughout
our experiments.
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relevant terms (symbols of the model) in column. Each
element of the B matrix is calculated as follows:

Hidden Markov Models HMM

The hidden Markov model is closely related to
probabilistic automata. A probabilistic automaton is a
structure composed of states and transitions, as well as a set
of probability distributions of transitions. In this paper, we
have applied the HMM in dealing with the sentiment text
classification. Given a set of text reviews belonging to a C j

Bij =

frequency of the relevant term
frequency of relevant term composin g the state

(3)

The definition of the matrix B imposes a stochastic property,
that is:

∑B

ij

= 1.

j

class, we intend to build the HMM j model on C j . It aims
to calculating the various parameters of Markov model that
models govern this area. A hidden Markov model is
characterized by a set of Q and V within vector observable
symbols. Indeed, we have adopted the model [11] of the
HMM as statements admitting all compound terms (bigrams
or/and trigrams) and as symbols representing all relevant
terms (unigrams) associated with a certain class. Building
Markov models are therefore, most suitable to adjust the

parameters λ = {S, V, Π , A, B}. In what follows, we are
going to define some new parameters of the HMM. We have
made use of the David G. Stork and Elad Yom Tov toolbox
(http://tiger.technion.ac.il/ ~ eladyt / Classification _
toolbox.html).
3.2.1

The Π Matrix is a vector of size N (N being the number
of compound terms): initial matrix distribution of
probabilities. In our case, for purpose of defining the different
initial probabilities, we have to construct a compound similar
to initial state of the HMM. At the ultimate phase of this
stage, each class would be considered as a single text
(concatenation of all texts reviews in the class), and for each
state we have to determine the number of words that precede
the beginning of the text review. Each element of the matrix
of index i is calculated through the following formula:

L
L+F

Calculation of the A Matrix
The A Matrix is a matrix N x N (N is the number of
compound terms); in which distribution of the transition states
likelihood, i.e a coefficient A, is the probability of moving
from one state to another. For each compound term, we will
calculate the number of words separating from all the other
compound terms. To build A matrix, we make appeal to the
following hypothesis: The transition from state i to j is
proportional on the number of words between states:
FT
(4)
Aij =
FT + NBM ij

Where FT is the number of words in the class and

NBM ij is

the number of words between states i and j. Similarly, the

Calculation of the Π Matrix

∏i =

3.2.3

(2)

With L: being the number of words of text review (all texts
in the class). F: number of words that precede the compound
of the beginning of the text, F = 0 means that the state begins
the text review and has a probability of 1. By definition, the
hidden Markov models require that stochastic property:

∑ ∏ i =1.

3.2.2 Calculation of the B Matrix
The B Matrix is a matrix N x M (which N being the
number of compound terms and M the number of relevant
terms): where the matrix probability of symbols generation
i.e. a coefficient of the B matrix, represents the probability in
a given state S j to generate a symbol Vi . To construct B, we
need to determine the recurrence frequency of the relevant
term in the class. The B matrix is defined by all the terms
compounds (the states of model) in rows as well as all the

stochastic property requires that

∑A

ij

= 1.

j

3.3

Support Vector Machine SVM

A support vector machine (SVM) is a relatively new
class of learning technique machine firstly introduced by
[12]. As a purpose to detect useful technique for data
classification, SVM is employed for sentiment classification,
in which texts are classified into two classes: positive and
negative. Based on the structural risk minimization principle
of the computational learning theory, SVM seeks a decision
surface to separate the training data points into two classes
(positive and negative) and to make decisions based on the
support vectors selected as the only effective elements in the
training set. Hence, we have appealed to Support Vector
Machine (SVMlight) [13].

3.4

Experiment data

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of
our methods of reviews classification, we make use of two
data sets. The first dataset contains 2000 movies reviews
(1000 positive and 1000 negative) prepared by [14]. The
second data set is a realistic benchmark movie review dataset
collected from the Web, namely from the Amazon and IMDB
Websites. The movies reviews are selected according to the
following criterion: the selected movies can cover as many
different genres as possible. We have considered that the
Amazon reviews bearing 1 and 2 stars are negative reviews
while those marked by 3 and 4 stars, are positive ones. For
the IMDB reviews, we have selected reviews "Loved it" as
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being positive reviews and reviews "Hated it" as being
negative ones. Following the above criteria, we have selected
400 reviews (200 positive and 200 negative).

3.5

Individual classifier results

Sentiment classification effectiveness is evaluated in
terms of standard precision (P), rappel (R) and F-measure
which are defined respectively as follows: Precision is the
ratio of correct cases through the system outputs. Recall is the
ratio of correct cases that the system assigned is compared to
the base of all cases in which a human analyst associated with
a class of text manually.
We list the evaluation results, which illustrate the
performance of a classifier on positive/negative instances
respectively. Three different types of features are applied in
our experiment. They are, namely, unigrams (U), unigrams +
bigrams (U+B) and unigrams +bigrams + trigrams (U+B+T).
Table 1 presents the results of the three individual classifiers
using SVM and table 2 presents the two individual classifiers
using HMM. The SVM classifier results are obtained by tenfold cross-validation on the first review data set [14]. For each
fold, we have used 80% positive and 80% negative reviews as
regards for the training. We have also used 20% positive and
20% negative reviews for the testing.

TABLE 1. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE THREE INDIVIDUAL
CLASSIFIERS SVM ON THE TEST DATA1

Features

Positive

Negative

P

R

F

P

R

F

U

0.786

0.825

0.805

0.815

0.775

0.794

U+B

0.821

0.850

0.835

0.844

0.815

0.829

U+B+T

0.851

0.885

0.867

0.881

0.845

0.863

evidence that polarity classification can indeed benefit from
higher n-grams order.
The reason for choosing HMM is that these models have
a larger capacity to store the spatial distribution of features in
the text, regardless of without having to rare about how big
their number might be, what really matters is their special
distribution for ambiguous texts especially those with
encompassing latent different polarities. After conducting a
little experiment, we have defined a statistical method
that calculate the number of features along with a test review
of negative polarity and the characteristic vector of each class
of sentiment. Through this Statistic classifier, we have
discovered that the review is positive as it met a large number
of common characteristics. Yet, through the HMM classifier,
we have reached the exact negative class, indicating
the discriminating power of HMM. Actually, the later has
provided us with a clear representation of text concepts
notably that of the intermingling relationships existing among
these concepts these models are most suitable for texts
carrying mixed and intertwined visceral sentiments. Above
all, we have willingly chosen to follow the paths of Support
Vector Machine classifier because we reckon it as being the
efficacious method in the literature that often yields the
highest accuracy on sentiment classification.

3.6

Classifier combination results

As already mentioned, many possible combining rules
can be applied to combine different classifiers. Briefly, the
combination classifiers framework can be introduced in the
following way. Suppose N individual classifiers C k
(k
=1,....,N) are selected through the classifier-selection step.
Each classifier assigns one input sample (represented as X k )
to a label Lk ( Lk = f 1 ,..., f m ) . Assume the classifier C k
gives every output a measurement represented under the form
of
a
posterior
probability
vector,

TABLE 2. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TWO INDIVIDUAL
CLASSIFIERS HMM ON THE TEST DATA1

Features

Positive

Negative

P

R

F

P

R

F

U+B

0.855

0.825

0.839

0.831

0.860

0.845

U+B+T

0.871

0.850

0.860

0.853

0.875

0.863

[

p k = p ( f1 X k ),......, p ( f m X k )

]

t

,(where p ( f i X k )

denotes the probability that the classifier considers that x was
labelled with f i ).
Major Voting rule:

assign Z → f j
This outcome is not so surprising, considering that the
combination of the unigrams, bigrams and trigrams features
set contains a lot more features than the other feature sets.
Among the other feature sets, we notice that the
unigrams+bigrams perform best, slightly better than the
unigrams. On their own, an interesting phenomenon observed
from the result is that the Unigrams+Bigrams+Trigrams
achieve the overall performance of 0.866 for the SVM
classifier and 0.862 for the HMM classifier. This provides

N

j = arg max ∑ Δ i
i =1

Where
⎧1 Lk = f i
Δi = ⎨
⎩0 Lk ≠ f i

(5)
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Comparing the experimental results occurring in
Tables 1, 2 and 3, we can deduce that the combined multiple
classifiers result is far better than that achieved by a single
classifier whatever the combining rule might be. Hence, the
best combination classifier, using the sum rule, outperforms
the best single classifier, using the combination features, with
an improvement of overall performance of 4.3% for dataset 1.
On comparing table 3 results with the work of [8], we note
that our new method of combined HMM + SVM with
different combining rules (Sum, Major, Max and Mean)
outperforms the combined SVM classifiers of [8] with
different combining rules (Sum, Product, Max, Min and
Major) and several feature sets. Similarly, we would like to
highlight that the sum rule achieves the best performance
with an improvement of 7.9% over the best combined SVM
classifier [8]. On the other hand, the results appearing in table
3, with the Pang-collected corpus are more efficient
compared to our collected corpus and this is mainly due to the
noise content prevailing in these reviews which parasites
learning.

Max rule:

assign Z → f j
N
⎧
⎫
j = arg max ⎨max p ( f i / x k )⎬
k
=
1
⎭
⎩

(6)

Sum rule:

assign Z → f j
N

(7)

j = arg max ∑ p ( f i / x k )
k =1

4
Mean rule:

assign Z → f j
N
⎫
⎧
j = arg max ⎨mean p ( f i / x k )⎬
k =1
⎭
⎩

(8)

TABLE 3. CLASSIFIER COMBINATION RESULTS
USING DIFFERENT COMBINING RULES ON THE TEST DATA1

Rules

Positive

Throughout, this article, we have explored the
discriminative power of some classifier combinations
pertaining to sentiment analysis. We have showed that our
novel combined method of HMM and SVM offers a better
accuracy than those methods used separately. To our
knowledge, we are the first to have used and adapted HMM
in the sentiment classification area. Besides, the choice of the
corpus has a great influence on the results. It is worth noting
that there are several interesting extensions possible to our
work; we intend to integrate other metrics of features
selection and technical linguistics [15] in the classification
process.

5

Negative

P

R

F

P

R

F

Sum

0.901

0.920

0.910

0.918

0.900

0.908

Major

0.886

0.900

0.893

0.898

0.885

0.891

Max

0.871

0.885

0.877

0.883

0.870

0.876

Mean

0.862

0.875

0.868

0.873

0.860

0.866

Rules
Sum

Positive

Negative

P

R

F

P

R

F

0.879

0.915

0.896

0.911

0.875

0.892

Major

0.864

0.890

0.876

0.886

0.860

0.872

Max

0.844

0.870

0.856

0.865

0.840

0.852

Mean

0.829

0.850

0.839

0.846

0.825

0.835
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